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Eike arocket ...
987 Programmer's Journal
Powerful features include:
• Producing EXE files
• Separate compilation
• Built-in project management
• Graph unit including support
for IBM CGA. EGA, VGA, and
3270. Hercules and NIT 6300
• Online, context-sensitive help
*Run on an 8MHz IBM PC AT.

Add expertise:
The Turbo Pascal Toolboxes
Start with Turbo Pascal Tutor for

just $69.95 and add the others as
your interests and expertise grow:
•Database Toolbox
• Editor Toolbox
• Graphix Toolbox
• Numerical Methods Toolbox
• GameWorks
Toolboxes require Turbo Pascal 4.0

Just $99.95 each

cc

Each new Turbo Pascal 4.0 Toolbox is avirtual treasure of programming methods and tips.
—Giovanni Perrone, PC Week 55
Circle 34 on Reader Service Card
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"Turbo Basic compiles faster than
anything Ihave seen." —Ethan Winer, PC Magazine
Turbo Basic ° is
the lightning-fast
Basic compiler
with atotal development environment that puts you
in full control.
Even novices can
write professional programs with
Turbo Basic's full-screen windowed
editor, pull-down menus, and trace
debugging system. You also get along
list of innovative Borland features
like binary disk files, true recursion,
and increased compilation control.
Plus the ability to create programs as
large as your system's memory can
hold— not just acramped 64K.
The choice is basic: Turbo Basic!
rURBO BASIC

Just $99.95!

64 Turbo Basic, simply put, is an
incredibly good product... Not only
is this the most advanced BASIC
ever, but Borland has lived up to
its Turbo tradition.
—William Zachmann, Computenvorld
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Add another Basic advantage:
The Turbo Basic Toolboxes
• The Database Toolbox
• The Editor Toolbox
Toolboxes require Turbo Basic 1.1

Just $99.95 each.
System Requirements

For the IBM FS/2 and tie IBMe family of
personal computers and all 100% compatibles PC- DOS MS- 005I 2.0 or
later. 3E14 KRAM. 640K to compile toolboxes.

Compare the BASIC differences
Turbo Basic 1.1

QuickBASIC 4.0 Compiler

Compile & Link to
stand-alone EXE

3sec.

7sec.

Size of . EXE

QuickBASIC 4.0 Interpreter

28387

25980

Execution time
w/80287

0.16 sec.

16.5 sec.

21.5 sec.

Execution time
w/o 80287

0.16 sec.

286.3 sec.

292.3 sec.

The Elkins Optimization Benchmark program from March 1988 issue of Computer Language was used. The Program was run on an IBM
PS/2 Model 60 with 80287. The benchmark tests compiler's ability to optimize loop- invariant code, unused code. expresion and conditional evaluation.

"Fastest and host approachable

implementation of that language"
—Darryl Rubin, Al Expert on Turbo Prolog

version of Basic ever"
—Ethan Winer, PC Magazine, on Turbo Basic

And able to leap
onto "new ground in the
price/performance arena'
—John H. Mayer, Computer Design,
on Turbo C
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See the technological
excellence of Turbo C,
Turbo Pascal and
Turbo Basic!
Meet Turbo Prolog 2.0:
Artificial ifieligence like
you've never seen it!

The Critics Agree: Borland's
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"Turbo Pascal 4.0 flies
4.0 is ballistic!" _Tom Swan,

"Turbo C ... will stun you with in- RAM
compilations that operate at warp speed."
—Richard Hale Shaw, PC Magazine
Turbo C's ° sleek
compiler is so fast
and powerful, we
used it to write our
equation solver,
Eureka.' Even better,
all that muscle is
wrapped in asmooth,
integrated environment with everything you need to make writing,
editing and compiling your programs
asnap:
•Compiles 10,000 lines per minute*
•Online, context-sensitive help
•ANSI compatible
•Six memory models—tiny to huge
•450 library functions
•Utilities: Librarian, Make, GREP
•Source code for MicroCalc
spreadsheet
•Command-line version of the compiler
•Inline assembly that lets you mix
Cand assembler

•Professional-quality graphics library
supporting VGA, CGA, EGA, Hercules,
and IBM 8514
•Interfaces with Turbo Pascal 4.0
and Turbo Prolog
Just $99.95

ee

A lightning fast, fully featured C
compiler suitable for almost everything ... Borland's Turbo Ccompiler
is flexible, fast and friendly.
—Peter Feldman, PC Week ,
5

Heap Sort
Turbo C I.5

Microsoft C5.0

Compile time

4.7 sec.

16.3 sec.

Compile & link
time

7.4 sec.

19.5 sec.

Execute time

10.5 sec.

15.5 sec.

Object code size

1119

1313

Execution size

6392

7891

Sort benchmark run on an 8MHz IBM AT asln14larboC version IS and
the Parto Linker version LI: Microsoft Cversion 5.0 and the MS overlay
linker version 3.61.

System Requirements

For the IBM PS/2" and the IBM* family of
personal computers and all 100% compatible& PC- DOS ( MS-DOS) 2.0 or
later. 3841C RAM.

Almost from
its introduction,
Turbo Pascal ° has
been the worldwide Pascal standard. It's fast. It's
flexible. It's affordable. And it
gives you full control.
Compile more than 27,000 lines
of code per minute*. And work in a
complete, integrated programming
environment with pull-down menus
and afull-featured editor.
You don't have to swap code in
and out to beat the 64K barrier: it's
designed for large programs. Break
your code into convenient modules
and work with them swiftly and
separately. If there's an error in
one, you can see it and fix it.
System Requirements

For the IBM PS/2' and the 18Mo family of
personal computers and all 100% compatibles PC- DOS ( AISDOS) 2.0 or
later 3841( RAM

t Customer satisfaction is our main oincerit if within 60 days uf purchase
this product does not perform in accordance with our claims. call our
cusuimer service department, and we will arrange arefund

All Bodoni undone are trademarks ir new/v.1 trademarks of Borland Iniernattnal. Inc. Me bland arid induct name, ary troikmarks of tirer respriler
hider& Copyright 0 1088 Borland Intern:gang. lo.r
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Turbo Prolog 2.0: Powerful Artificial
Intelligence for your real-world applications!

New Turbo Prolog* 2.0 lets you
harness powerful Al techniques.
And you don't have to be an expert
programmer or artificial intelligence genius!
You get an all-new Prolog
compiler that's been optimized to
produce smaller and more efficient
programs than ever before. An
improved full-screen, completely
customizable editor with easy pulldown menus. All-new documentation, including atutorial rich with
examples and instructions to take
you all the way from basic programming to advanced techniques. Even
online help!
System Requirements

For the IBM PS/2'" and the IBMIF family of
personal computers and all 100% compatibles. PC- DOS 1MS-DOS) 20 or
later. 384K RAM.

More new features!
•An external database system
for developing large databases.
Supports B+ trees and EMS
• Source code for afully-featured
Prolog interpreter written
entirely in Turbo Prolog. Plus
step-by-step instructions to adapt
it or include it as is in your own
applications!
• Support for the Borland
Graphics Interface, the same
professional-quality graphics
in Turbo Pascal, Turbo C,
and Quattro
• Improved windowing
• Powerful exception handling
and error trapping features
• Full compatibility with Turbo C
so the two languages can call
each other freely
• Supports multiple internal
databases
• High-resolution video support

Turbo Prolog Toolbox is
6toolboxes in one!
More than 80 tools and 8.000
lines of source code help you build
your own Turbo Prolog applications.
Includes toolboxes for menus,
screen and report layouts, business
graphics, communications, filetransfer capabilities, parser
generators, and more!
Toolbox requires Turbo Prolog 2.0
Just $99.95
44 If Ihad to pick one single
recommendation for people who
want to try to keep up with the
computer revolution. I'd say,
'Get and learn Turbo Prolog.'
—Jerry Pournelle, Byte 1/88

An affordable, fast, and easy-to-use
language.
—Darryl Rubin, AI Expert 99

Just $ 149.95!
60-Day Money-back Guarantee t
For the dealer nearest you
Call ( 800) 543-7543
Circle 36 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 37)
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67

What's New

89

Short Takes
Dell System 310, afast 80386
machine
UR/Forth 1.10, Forth under OS/2
SoftPC, emulates an IBM PC XT
in software
EasyTalk, souping up
the Toshiba laptop
Grand View, for planning
and project managing
Forget-Me-Not, acalendar/timer
TSR program

155

VM/386: A Virtual Solution
by Namir Clement Shammas
A multitasking program manager
for 80386-based machines.

163

Concurrent DOS 386
by Alex Lane
This multitasking operating
system also supports additional
terminals.

173

A Supercharger for BASIC
Compilers
by Namir Clement Shammas
ProBas subroutines add speed
and power to Microsoft BASIC.

181

Graphic Design for the PC AT
by Lamont Wood
Designer bridges the worlds of
drawing and bit-mapped images.

189

Need Some Space?
by Diana Gabaldon
Increase the capacity of your hard
disk with NewSpace.

Cover Story:
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103

Sun's Newest Workstation:
the Sun386i
by Tom Thompson
A microcomputer workstation
that has Unix multitasking with
awindow-based interface,
and can run several virtual
MS-DOS PCs.

COLUMNS
111

IBM's OS/2 Extended Edition
by Rich Malloy
All the features of the Standard
Edition, plus its own
database manager and an array
of communications interfaces.
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Product Focus: Fast Drives
for Modern Times
by Stan Miasticowski
40-megabyte hard disks are
becoming standard equipment.

134

Outclassing the AT
by John Unger and Stan
Miastkowski
A look at the strengths and
weaknesses of systems from
Amdek, Arche Technologies,
Epson, Leading Edge,
and PC's Limited.
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Seeing Colors on the Mac SE
by Don Crabb
With the ColorVue SE, the Mac
SE shows its true colors.
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Some Assembly Required:
The Pitfalls of Porting, Part 1
by Rick Grehan
Our newest column illustrates
the programming techniques
that underlie today's and
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you lots of useful, hands-on
code besides.
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HIWIREStarts the Job that
smARTWORK®
Finishes

Introducing HiWIRE

TM

Wintek's smARTWORK is
used by thousands of engineers to design printed- circuit
boards. Now Wintek introduces HiWIRE, an electronicschematic program that is
easy to learn and use.
With a click of the mouse
button, you can extract symbols from our library of over
700 common components and
connect them with wires and
buses. You can also easily
modify the library's symbols or
create your own by combining
labels, lines, and arcs.
HiWIRE Advantages
H Easy- to- learn mouse/menudriven operation
n Complete documentaton
and tutorial
E Extensive TTL, CMOS, microprocessor, and discretecomponent librcries
LI Rubberbanding
Europe

D Moving, copying, mirroring,
and rotating of symbols
D Text- string searching
D Multiple display windows
E High- quality schematics
from printers and plotters
E Hierarchical- design support; netlist and bill- ofmaterials utilities
E Schematic/layout cross
checking
LI 830 number for free technical support
System Requirements
LI IBM Personal Computer,
PC XT, or PC AT with 320K
RAM, parallel printer port,
2disk drives, and DOS V2.0
or later
LI IBM Color/Graphics
Adapter or EGA with RGB
color monitor

D Houston Instrument DMP-40,
41, 42, 51, 52 or HewlettPackcrd 7470, 7475, 7550,
7580, 7585, 7585 plotter
High Performance at Low Cost
At $ 895, HiWIRE delivers
quality schematics quickly
and easily. You don't need
to guess whether cr not HiWIRE
is right for you. Our moneyback guarantee lets you try
it for 30 days at absolutely
no risa. Call ( 800) 742-6809
toll free today and put HiWIRE
to work tomorrow.
Wintek Corporation
1801 South Street
Lafayette, IN 47904-2993
Telephone: ( 800) 742-6809
or in Indiana ( 317) 742-8428
Telex 70-9079 WINTEK CORP UD,
I
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0 IBM Graphics Printer or
Epson FX/MX/RX-series
dot-matrix printer, and/or:

'HiWIRE .'is atrademark, and " smARTWOR1r,
"Wintek", ana the Wintek logo are registered
tradenarlcs of Wintek Corporation.
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EDITORIAL

•

Fred Langa

DRIBBLEWARE
BYTE polls COMDEX
attendees on which
operating systems will
become dominant

W

hile we were at the Spring
COMDEX in Atlanta, we
asked attendees, " Which
operating system will be
dominant 5 years from now?" The
answer we received was surprising—so
surprising, in fact, that newspapers all
over the country picked up the story.
(You may have seen abrief summary in
your local newspaper.) Here's the full
story.
The poll was carefully worded to avoid
stacking the deck one way or the other.
For example, the ballot specifically
named several prominent operating systems: the Macintosh's, DOS, OS/2, and
two different flavors of Unix (traditional
command- line Unixes and the new
graphical-interface Unixes like " Open
Look"). We also included an " other"
category, so that respondents could name
aless popular operating system.
We collected over 5000 ballots: OS/2
and DOS each garnered about 1600
votes, the Unixes captured roughly 1300,
the Mac got alittle over 200, and " other"
racked up some 500 votes.
In plain terms, there was no winner. In
arandom poll such as this, variations of a
few hundred votes are meaningless: It's
fair to say that DOS, OS/2, and the
Unixes finished in adead heat.
The Mac's poor showing is not significant. Apple didn't exhibit at COMDEX,
so Itake the Mac's low numbers in the
poll to be more indicative of Apple's absence rather than low confidence in the
Mac as a viable machine. A poll at a
MacWorld Expo would undoubtedly
show MultiFinder and A/UX ranking
among the contenders.
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No Aberration
The poll results were borne out on the
show floor, where there was no flood of
OS/2 software (a COMDEX joke referred to the few true OS/2 programs as
"dribbleware"). All the major software
companies are working on OS/2 products, but much of the software being
shown was very, very far from finished.
The general feeling at COMDEX was
that OS/2 is indeed coming, but that it is
likely to be one of the dominant operating systems rather than the dominant system. Why?
One answer lies in the large number of
generally satisfactory alternatives to
OS/2. For example, when Iasked software developers what they were looking
for in OS/2, the almost unanimous
answer was " access to big memory,"
with multitasking adistant second, and
Presentation Manager's graphical prowess an even more distant third.
Of course, Unix already offers multitasking and access to major-league memory. Such programs as Phar Lap's 386/
DOS-Extender—and even the somewhat
clunky Lotus/Intel/Microsoft 4.0 standard—also give you access to large memory; other alternatives like PC-MOS/
386, VM/386, and Concurrent DOS 386
(the latter two are reviewed in this issue)
let you multitask your current DOS programs. Also, programs like Windows
give you aserviceable graphical interface
without having to wait for Presentation
Manager.
In some cases, you don't even need a
DOS alternative, shell, or extender for
extraordinary flexibility. As Iwrite this,
I'm also simultaneously downloading my
morning BIX mail and messages while
printing out my daily schedule. Simple
multitasking like this is no big deal. All it
takes is my word processor, a background telecommunications program, a
print spooler, and plain old DOS 3.1.
Even at this point, you probably already can see why there's no clear winner in the operating-system wars. But it

gets even more muddled.
For example, there's the next upgrade
of DOS waiting in the wings. It probably
will overcome some of the fundamental
limitations of the current DOS (like the
32-megabyte cap on hard disk size)—but
the new DOS's file structure probably
will be incompatible not only with current DOS, but with OS/2 as well.
It's asafe bet that Microsoft will also
offer an 80386- specific version of
OS/2—one not hampered by the 80286's
internal limitations (like the inelegant
and time-consuming " soft reboot" it uses
to switch from protected to real mode).
Who's on First?
All this is confusing for end users and a
nightmare for software developers. Instead of one or two or even three major
standards, we're facing afuture with up
to adozen viable ways to boot and run an
Intel-family machine, plus at least three
different ways to boot and run a Mac.
And that's not even looking at the many
excellent smaller operating systems.
That's why our poll shows no clear
winners. For better or worse, you and I
are going to have to cope with and sort
out more choices, more options, and
more incompatibilities than ever before.
Of course, amultiplicity of standards
increases the need for objective information on competing standards, and that's
BYTE's specialty. You can count on our
broad, non-machine-specific coverage to
help you sort through this morass of
choices and to help you match the right
hardware and software to the job at hand,
regardless of brand.
For your copy of our COMDEX report, or for reports of PC Expo or the upcoming MacWorld, please send $3 to:
Show Report, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill
Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. Be sure
to specify which show report you want
and to include areturn address.
—Fred Langa
Editor in Chief
(BIX name "Ilanga")

Never before has this level of Reliability
and Durability been available in floppy disks.
Introducing the new RD Series from Maxell. Twice the durability of the disks you're now us'
Twice the resistance to dust and dirt.
And the RD Series is ten times more reliable
than conventional floppy disks.
The Gold Standard has always meant maximum
safety for your data. Now it means even more.

Do you have
what ¡ttakes
to be an AIR
dealer?
Can you cope with fame?
"ALP products make headlines. Broad
exposure from trade reviews and
national advertising campaigns create
public demand. This makes ALP dealers
very popular."
Alan Weinberger - President The ASCII Group, a 180 member
nationwide chain

Can you be
a
"Yes Man"?
"We've had to
learn to say yes,
a lot. Yes to
speed, power
and
affordability. Yes
to Novell
expandibility
and a complete
variety of
networking
solutions."
Sam Woo - President Micro Age Computer Store, Dallas, TX

Can you say goodbye to
your middleman?
"ALP only sells through authorized
dealers which means you dont get a
knife stuck in your back. It also means
direct support from the factory.
Support from ALR's sales staff, customer service staff and technical support staff. ALP also offers Dealer
Incentive Programs such as Flooring,
Co-Op Advertising, and some of the
highest margins in the industry."
Tom Diroff - President Technology Partners, Ann Arbor, MI

Can you handle success?
If you think you can live with this kind of success, you may
have what it takes to be an authorized Advanced Logic
Research Reseller. If you know you can handle satisfying
customers with the most advanced computing systems
available, or your looking for an ALP dealer who already
is, call ALR today at
1-800-366-2574 and we'll send
you dealer information
and a product package.
Maybe you do have
what it takes.

Advanced Logic Research, Inc.
10 Chrysler, Irvine, CA 92718
714-581-6770
FAX: 714-581-9240
Telex: 5106014525,
Answer back Advanced Logic
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FlexNode
The biggest word
in 20MHz
performance.
The FlexNode from ALR is the
ultimate 20MHz workstation. As a
workstation or stand alone PC, the
FlexNode delivers 20MHz, 286 or
386 performance, with up to
0-wait-states and 50MB of hard
disk storage in avery small
package.
FlexNode offers plugable CPU
cards designed for high
performance and ease of service.
With the choice of 286 or 386 speed,
FlexNode is available in three basic
configurations with pricing beginning as low as $1990.00.
Standard Features
lude;

20MHz 286 or 386 CPU
with respective 80287 or
80387 support
3.5" PS/2-compatible,
1.44-MB floppy disk
drive
Advanced beer Rewards. In:

4-slot backplane with
serial port and floppy
disk controller
101 key enhanced
keyboard
4.5W xTH x15"D
For more information, or to find the
name of the nearest
ALR Authorized Dealer, give us acall
at;

1-800-444-4ALR

Advanced Logic Research, Inc.
Circle 7on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 8)

10 Chryslet Irvine, California 9r18- (714) 581-677o
FAX: f714)581-9240

EX: 510E4114Sn, Answer back Ads anced Iog

Sharpen Your PC Skills While You
Build aGreat Software Collection—
ONLY $6.65!
Two disks each month
Reviewers Love Our Monthly Software!

filled with lots of great
software for your IBM
PC'", Apple II " or
Commodore 64/128. 1"

Softdisk rating:" 111111ZZ" (4-stars)

BIG BLUE DISK

•

Learn From the Experts

INCIDER, APR 1987

"...I highly recommend Loadstar. If you can afford only one
disk service, make it Loadstar..."
STEVE LEVEN, COMMODORE M ICROCOMPUTERS

Draw on the vast experience of
our editors to provide you with
carefully selected software
you can use each month,
from spreadsheets to roleplaying games, from telecommunications to accounting to recipe
programs. With easyto-use documentation, you will master each
new application with confidence and ease.

" ... Big Blue Disk offers games, educational programs, product
reviews, programming utilities, and even commercial
programs. We had more fun than an ant at apicnic, and we're
going to subscribe! . . . RATING:
Value for Money' (
4stars)
FAMILY COMPUTING
BIG BLUE DISK

Become Experienced Inexpensively
Without investing afortune, our monthly software will help you to see
why your personal computer is the most versatile and powerful tool you
own. You will know more about your computer, its capabilities, and
software for it, than you would have thought possible. At $6.65 per issue,
our monthly software is the best value in software today.

Try our Monthly Software for Three Months
Every month your postman will bring you the latest issue of our
monthly software, contained on two unprotected 51
4 "diskettes. Each
/
issue is chock-full of our best software, including utilities, games,
home and business applications, and educational programs. Order
now and receive aspecial software gift absolutely free

BIG BLUE DISK ( IBM PC version )
Contents of Issue #20
•Crazy Eights Classic card game with
acustom graphic card deck (how else
can you get the Eleven of Spades?).
•Print Utility Format documents to
output on your printer.
•Directory Label Printer Generate
labels for disks listing filenames.
•Fireworks Construction Kit Create
your own simulated fireworks shows.
•PC-Key-Draw Complete professional
drawing program from OEDware. "
•The "DETAB" Command Converts
tabs to multiple spaces when printing
text files(
.
Available

as aBack Issue)

Apple II, C64/128, and IBM PC, and are trademarks of Apple Computer Inc., Commodore Business Machines Inc., and International Business Machines Inc.,
respectively. Apailable at Waldenbooks, B. Dalton Booksellers, and fine bookstores everywhere (cover price $
9.95).

Yes

.ue • Please rush my free gift and start my three month
. subscription for only $19.95 postage paid. I
understand that this is atrial subscription and that lam under no
obligation to continue beyond three months. (
Canada/Mexico
$24.95, Overseas $27.95) Make checks payable in U.S. funds.
J BIG BLUE DISK' for IBM PC and compatibles.
J BIG BLUE DISK" for IBM PC and compatibles.
J SOFTDISK" for Apple ll family & compatibles.
J LOADSTAR" for Commodore 64 & 128 family.

Name
Address
City
Telephone
Li VISA/MC
Card#

State
J AmEx

Call Toll Free

( 51
4"
/
disk)
( 31
2"
/
disk)
( 51
4"
/
disk)
( 51
/"disk)
4

ZIP+4
Payment Enclosed
Exp. Date

Li

1-800-831-2694

(Louisiana Residents add 4`,', Sales Tax)
BY078
SOFTDISK Inc • P. O. Box 30008 • Shreveport, LA 71130-0008
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the bonus gift listed below which matches
FREE your
computer when you order the next

three issues of our monthly software for your IBM PC,
Apple II or Commodore 64/128.

when you order
BIG BLUE DISK. Nine of the best programs from recent issues.

FREE for IBM PC—" Best of BIG BLUE DISK"

when you order
SOFTDISK. Five of the best programs from recent issues.

FREE for Apple II—"The Best of SOFTDISK"

when you order
LOADSTAR. 14 of the best programs from recent issues.

FREE for C-64/128—"The Best of LOADSTAR"

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed
If you are not satisfied with your purchase for any reason, return your
first issue for afull $ 1995 refund. The free gift is yours to keep. You can't
lose.
Circle 251 on Reader Service Card

MICROBYTES
Staff-written highlights of developments
in technology and the microcomputer industry

Look Out, SQL: Here Come Object-Oriented Databases

A

lthough we've been
told that the database interface of the future will be
based on the Structured
Query Language, some experts predict that the relational database model and
SQL will be severely challenged within the next 5
years by object-oriented databases. According to professor L.A. Rowe of the University of California at
Berkeley, the relational database model is fine for traditional business applications
but inadequate for data-

bases used for CAD, scientific, and engineering applications. Relational databases
are suitable for applications
requiring asmall number of
data types and afairly simple set of relations. But they
are not well suited for databases involving new data
types, such as graphics and
other complex objects, and
many relations with small
numbers of rows, Rowe says.
Rowe and ateam of graduate students are working on
adifferent type of database,
which they call " Post-

Flat- Panel VGA Displays Due
Next Year in Portables

B

y 1989 we'll be seeing
portable computers
sporting flat-panel VGA
displays. One major manufacturer of thin-film
electroluminescent displays,
Planar Systems (Beaverton,
OR), now sells a640- by
400-pixel electroluminescent screen and plans to introduce a640- by 480-pixel
by 16-gray- scale VGA
display in 1989.
Planar's Rolland Von
Stroh said the company is
working with both domestic
and Far East computer manufacturers on anumber of
new projects involving flatpanel displays. Such
screens are not limited to
portable applications; some
manufacturers plan to use 19inch flat-panel displays in
their engineering
workstations.
The next major development in the flat-panel field
will be color displays, said
Von Stroh. Planar will introduce full-color flat-panel
displays in military applications, such as airplane

cockpits, in early 1990, and
the first industrial applications of full-color flat-panel
displays will follow later
that year, he said.
Von Stroh predicted that
flat-panel displays will eventually capture alarge share
of the CRT market. By 1995
they could have 50 percent
of the current CRT market,
he said. Flat-panel displays
have some advantages over
CRTs. They are, of course,
much more compact, have
much less glare because of
their flat surface, consume
much less power ( 14 watts
versus 50 to 100 watts), and
are more reliable (according to Von Stroh, 45,000
hours mean time between
failure versus 10,000 hours
for CRTs). They cost 3to 5
times as much to make as
CRTs. However, Von Stroh
claimed that thin-film
electroluminescent displays
are already displacing backlit
LCDs and gas-plasma displays because of things like
better contrast and greater
range of viewing angle.

Ingres," that lets users add
new data types and customize
indexing methods depending on the application. The
database will also have forward- and backward-chaining
rules for expert-system
applications.
PostIngres can store
"objects," such as agraphics
image or aforms specification, as arecord in the database, based on an " object
ID number." Objects can be
shared by multiple databases. The approach Rowe
and his cohorts are developing will make it possible to
compile frequently used
queries and also store them
by ID number in the database. Thus, an application
program could execute
"query #47," which could be
acompiled binary record in
the database, for example.
This would greatly improve
performance of complex
queries.
PostIngres will also give
users access to historical data
stored on optical disks, researchers say. In fact, the
system will support athreelevel hierarchy of storage—
hard disks, tapes, and optical disks—allowing transparent data access on all three
types of media. This capability would be extremely useful for accessing historical
data, such as archived medical or legal records.
"Next-generation" database systems will appear
within 3to 5years and will
be developed using objectoriented programming and
window interfaces on graphics workstations, Rowe predicts. Alphanumeric terminals eventually will be
replaced by graphics workstations for most database
applications, he added.
continued

Nanobytes
•Despite being recognized as technologically
impressive personal
computers, Atari's ST
and Conunodore's
Amiga haven't had the
kind of market success
enjoyed by machines from
IBM et al. and Apple. So
what's the problem? Part
of the problem is that
"computers are not
powerful enough to be
used at home for anything
productive," says Neil
Harris, director of product
marketing at Atari. " I
think the ST and the
Amiga are in the right
direction, but we're still
not there yet." Harris
also blames the industry
press for not covering
the Atari machines
enough. " The computer
press is too busy analyzing its readership," he
says. He also cites less
malevolent forces, such
as the RAM shortage. As
for Atari's success in
Europe, as opposed to the
U.S.: " MS-DOS wasn't
entrenched overseas, and
there's much less disposable income there, so
when alower-cost alternative was introduced, it
was embraced" by the
Europeans.
•Researchers at the National Bureau of Standards (
NBS) are working on tools for measuring
the performance and efficiency of multiprocessors. The tools differ
from software measurement systems in that
they don't affect the program that's being measured. The researchers at
the NBS Institute for
continued
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Computer Sciences and
Technology hope to examine such factors as information flow and processing loads.
• Marlboro Man goes
optical: Optical data processing is making its
way into the commercial
world. Carnegie-Mellon
University and Philip
Morris Corp. have built
adevice for inspecting
cigarette packs. The system uses pattern-recognition techniques and is
considerably faster than
digital systems, aCMU
spokesperson said.
• " There is too much
piracy of intellectual
property, including
computer software," U.S.
trade representative
Clayton Yeutter told the
International Computers
and Communications
Conference in Washington, D.C., recently. There
are standards for patents, trademarks, and
copyrights, but no enforcement teeth to make
these rules effective,
Yeutter said. " Iwant some
clarification and effective delineation of fundamental principles to protect intellectual property
rights," he said, and he
threatened that the U.S.
will take an aggressive
approach with other governments in order to
achieve enforceable
agreements.
•Are you budding?
Have you written some
software but can't find a
publisher? A company
called WCE Publishing
(Surrey, BC, Canada)
says it's looking for
"budding software writers with publishable
software" that could sell
for between $50 and
$100. The company
thinks " the days of the
megabuck software product" are over. You can
continued
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New Chip Could Mean Lower- Priced 80386 Machines
Inan effort to minimize
II software compatibility
problems across its line of
processors, Intel (Santa
Clara, CA) has developed a
new version of its 80386. The
new chip is aimed at " midrange personal computers,"
which don't require the
high performance offered by
the current versions of the
80386 with the 32-bit data
bus. The new 386SX runs
at 16 MHz and uses a16-bit
data bus and 24-bit address
bus, similar to the 80286.
However, the 386SX is supposed to be able to run all
80386 software, although at
lower performance levels
than its full 32-bit brother.
Intel rates the performance of
the 80386 at 4to 6VAX
million instructions per second (depending on if the
clock speed is 16, 20, or 24
MHz) and the 386SX at 3
MIPS. Intel is planning to release asimilar version of
the 80387 numeric coprocessor; the 387SX is fully
compatible with the 80387.
The 386SX has the po-

tential to make 80386 software accessible on more affordable machines. With the
advent of powerful programs such as Windows/386,
which runs exclusively on
the 80386, the chip has become attractive to awide
range of users. However, current 80386 machines are
too expensive for many individuals. The 386SX could
be the ticket to 80386-based
software for those users.
With the introduction of
the 386SX, Intel will discontinue production of the 16MHz 80386. The chip maker
will focus on high performance with the 80386 and on
lower-cost computers with
the 386SX, said product
manager Bruce Schechter.
The 80386 will continue to
be aimed at high-end personal computers, while the
386SX will become the
main processor for midrange
machines like today's AT
class or PS/2 Models 50 and
60. Meanwhile, the " 80286
will move downstream to the
lower end of the market,"

Will Neural Nets Put Patton in aBox?

D

epending on the results
of the first part of a
multiphase contract
awarded by the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), the
next generation of battlefield
commanders could have
pearl-handled Tempest-rated
cases around their silicon
brains— sort of acloned Patton on casters. Computer
experts don't agree on the potential of neural networks,
but the DoD is investing
heavily in the new technology and has just awarded a
contract to Hecht-Neilsen
Neurocomputers (San Diego,
CA), one of the first companies to develop commercial
neural network products. So
far, nearly all the research
funding for neural network
projects is DoD-related.
The Electronics Technol-

ogy and Devices Laboratory
of the U.S. Army Laboratory Command awarded
Hecht-Nielsen this contract
to " identify Army battlefield
problems and develop adesign for abattlefield neurocomputer to satisfy the processing requirement."
Jacqueline Townsend, a
spokesperson for Hecht-Nielsen, said this first $50,000
phase is for " proof of concept." Assuming that the
concept is accepted by the
Army, phase two might begin to define the actual system, which, she said, " we
probably won't be able to talk
about."
Asked if abattlefield
computer might consist of
one of Hecht-Nielsen's
Anza neural network plug-in
boards for an IBM PC AT

said Schechter. Intel expects
the 80286 to become the entry-level processor in its
product line; the 8088/8086
processors will gradually disappear, Schechter said.
Intel emphasized that the
386SX is not pin-compatible
with the 80286. In fact, the
386SX is considerably smaller than its predecessors.
With the less complex circuitry required in building
a16-bit bus, the 386SX could
be ideal for portable computers and add- in boards.
Several manufacturers already have production units;
although Intel won't name
names, the most likely candidate is IBM, which plans to
introduce 80386-based versions of the Model 50 and
Model 60 next year. The chip
will be shipped in volume
in the fourth quarter. Initially, the 386SX will cost
$212 in quantities of 100 (the
80386 is $299). But
Schechter said that price differential between the 80386
and the 386SX will increase
with volume production.

in aTempest box, Townsend
replied that it is too early to
say what, if any, future configurations might be.
While the idea of aswaggering robotic commander is
abit farfetched, the inherent capabilities of neural networks, such as learning,
pattern recognition, and associative memory, would lend
themselves to defense applications. Performing dangerous and repetitive tasks,
radar, sonar, image processing, data manipulation,
delivery of defense systems
with " humanlike discrimination" capabilities, " opposing force modeling (wargaming), and weapons
aiming and steering" are
some of the areas where
neural networks might be
used, according to HechtNielsen.
continued

If you can see the difference,
you must be looking at the price.

Hewlett-Packard Company
18110 S.E. 34th Street
Camas, WA
98607

Dear Reader:
This letter was printed on two of the finest printers available
today.
One half on a laser printe r, the other on the new HP
Hard to tell,
DeskJet Printer.
But which one pr inted which half?
isn't it?
Small and quiet enough for your ow n desk, our HP DeskJet Printer
Just like a laser.
You
gives you clean, crisp text and gr aphics.
Look for yourself.
get perfect printing from A to Z.
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So which half is from the laser p
DeskJet Printer for under $ 1,000?
To see the difference you've got t
for the name of your local dealer
HP DeskJet Printer at 1 800 752-09

inter and which from the
Not sure?
That's the point.
o look at the price.
So call
and a free brochure on the new
00 Ext. 908A.
Sincerely,
HE
/I

ETT-PACKARD COMPANY
L

41-4-.414-

Greg lWallace

HP DeskJet Printer

Laser Printer

The New HP DeskJet Printer Laser-Quality Output for Under $1000.
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©Hewlett-Packard Co
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reach WCE Publishing at
65-13880 74th Ave.,
Surrey, BC, Canada V3T
2T8, (604) 583-1600.
•IBM hopes to push the
"standardization" of its
Micro Channel architecture by licensing its
patents to companies that
want to build PS/2-like
computers, says Gordon
Campbell, chief executive
of Chips & Technologies
(San Jose, CA). "IBM
said it will license the
patent portfolio. That's
very different from licensing the technology.
We in the industry have
missed what IBM has
been saying all along;
we've heard only what we
wanted to hear." Campbell said that by licensing
the IBM patent portfolio, " acompany is free to
build Micro Channel
products, but they have to
do all the work." IBM
said that licensees will
have to pay "amaximum
of 1percent of sales revenue" on aproduct that
uses an IBM patent; the
maximum is 5percent,
depending on the number
of patents involved.
•Some of the well-to-do
are computing. Thirtyeight percent of " affluent households" in the
U.S. have personal computers, says astudy by International Research Associates (Mamaroneck,
NY). And what's the
machine of choice among
the upper crust? This
study says 13 percent of
the respondents have an
IBM PC, 10 percent have
Apples, and 7percent
have Commodores.
•Versacad (
Huntington
Beach, CA) has come out
with three HyperCard
stacks for users of its
VersaCAD/Macintosh
Edition. The hyperware—
Bill of Materials, Door
& Window Scheduling,
continued
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Compromise Brings Hope of High-Speed Modem Standard

TI

here's no standard
yet—but it's coming.
That's the word from two
U.S. companies spearheading the work for astandard
modem system that will work
faster than 9600 bits per
second over regular dial-up
phone lines. USRobotics
(Skokie, IL) and Telebit
(Mountain View, CA) have
reached acompromise and
asked CCITT, the European standards agency, to
give them more time to develop acomplete standard.
USRobotics (USR) is proposing asystem with one
high-speed channel, similar
to current lower-speed
modems. According to Dale
Walsh, USR's vice president
of engineering, the main
channel would send data at a
top speed of 14,400 bps,
while a450-bps back channel
would perform error correction and other protocol
functions. USR's proposal
is supported by Rockwell,
Racal-Vadic, and Paradyne.
Telebit's proposed system uses more than 500 channels, each operating at rela-

tively low speed. According
to Ted Brown, manager of
systems engineering at Telebit, the system normally
sends data at up to 18,000
bps, though lab results
show speeds of up to 28,000
bps.
Under the compromise,
the USR single-channel system would be mandatory,
with Telebit's multichannel
system as an option, and a
system for selecting between
the two. Walsh said USR
was pleased that work toward
astandard would continue.
"We've made significant
progress, and this way we
can work as ateam to make
more progress," he said.
Dwight Decker, Telebit's director of modem engineering, agreed: " The critical
thing is that the compromise means there really will
be astandard."
Decker said the compromise was supported by eight
modem manufacturers and
the national standards agencies of Germany, France,
Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland. Both he and Walsh

Video Could Be the Key to Good
Color Printers
E orget that serial or parallel port connection for
your printer. To get the
state of the art in color
printer technology, you
may soon be hooking up your
computer's video output directly to the printer.
Sony has developed a
thermal-transfer color printer
that, while designed primarily for broadcasters who
want still photos from
videos, offers atantalizing
glimpse of where color
printer technology is going.
The UP-5000 does have
an RS-232C port, but it's
used for picture editing and
control, not for carrying the
actual print data. The
printer accepts awide variety
of video inputs, including

standard National Television
System Committee ( NTSC)
video and analog RGB, and
other standards like differential RY, BY and S-video.
The interface digitizes 8
bits of video and can print
256 variations of each of the
three primary colors (magenta, yellow, and cyan).
That amounts to something
like 10 million possible
colors per pixel.
The printer captures
images in an internal buffer
and stores up to two frames.
You can view the image on a
color monitor and adjust the
color and tones under computer control. A full-size
print from the UP-5000 is 6
by 41
/ inches, and the unit
2
will also do overhead trans-

said adraft standard should
be ready for examination by
the full study group early in
the next CCITT plenary
session, perhaps as soon as
next February.
USR favors atraditional
approach, using asingle
main channel running at up
to 14,400 bps. Telebit wants
multiple channels running
up to 28,000 bps. USR's
Walsh said that amultichannel system can't really run
that fast. " To achieve the
high speeds claimed [by
Telebit], they're operating
beyond the available bandwidth on avoice line," he
said. " As soon as they get interference on areal phone
line, it falls back to slower
speeds."
Telebit's Ted Brown
countered that the slower
speeds are still faster than a
single-channel system— up to
18,000 bps. In addition,
multichannel modems can
drop back by as little as 100
bps at atime; traditional
modems, on the other hand,
must drop by 2400 bps at a
time, he said.

parencies. It takes 67 seconds for it to do its work on
each print using special
color thermal paper, and you
can print multiple copies
from the frame buffer.
Print quality is stunning—virtually indistinguishable from acommercial
color print, not at all like the
muted colors from most of
today's color computer
printers. As you might expect, though, it's not cheap.
The UP-5000, which will
be shipped in July, has aretail price of $7000. But a
Sony spokesperson said he
expects the cost of the technology will fall dramatically
in the next couple of years,
bringing this type of color
printer within the price
range of individuals and
small companies.
continued
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Are You Floating on an Ocean of Data?
You need Navigational Guidance.

1

I

The
i\ 1

Discovers Reliationships and
Knowledge Hidden ih Large Databases

Navigate an Ocean of Data

and omissions in your data and

Everyday, all over the world, the

al.ows you to cefine your own
thresholds of error tolerance.

number of databases .and the

functions. frames and
.nheritance structures to be used
with IXL.

Use aNew Technology

IXL includes its own data manage-

database makes tha -der and
harder to understand what the data

IXL relies or a lowel and advanced
machine learnimg algorithm

ability, and accepts data in a

means. Whether you are pal of a

specifically designed
for dealing win la•ge databases.

amount of data in each dataoase
increases. The increasing size of a

government agency, bank,
engineering firm, insurance
company, hospital or any organization which relies or computers,
your database already contains
vast amounts of hidden knowledge.

view of some of the characteristics
of your data by using statistcs. But
IXL, The Machine Learning
System

picks up where statistical

techniques leave off. It helps you
uncover the knowledge within your
database by combining symbolic
data analysis, induction ano
deduction to discover interdependencies and relationships.

Make Better Decisions

mentation of the ID3 algo:ithm,
bit combines insight from a
nJrnber of powerful induction
methods such ,as AO/INDUCE,

The induction method can be
based on user de'ined deductive
rules, frames and inheritance
methods; providing a uniform
integration of nduction and
deduction.

Experience aHigher
Level of Versatility
You don't have to be an expert in
Al or statistics to use IXL. An
intelligent user interface controls

If you already use your data for

your top level interaction and

decision making, IXL ( Induction on
eXtremely Large databases) can

allows you to define your own
criteria for inducton with a great

help you make better decis ,ons by

deal of ease. Our products are

providing knowledge which may

known for their efficiency and ease

surprise you.

of use.

IXL is flexible and allows you to

You may run IXL by itself or use

tailor your own ideas, which may

our Intelligence/Compiler.1 'expert

involve inexact and compound

system development environment

concepts, by defining rules and

to define yout own forward,
backward or inexact rules, calls to

frames. It expects inaccuracies

variety of formats including
dBASE-III TM ,Lotus 123TM and
ASCII files.

It is not just .anothet simpie imple-

AX/Radix, etc.
You could, of course, get an overall

ment module and data transfer

You Need 'IXL Now!
If you have a database, you need
IXL now. The hidden knowledge
you are unaware of today could
influence your decisions for
tomorrow.

Yes, Iwould like to discover the
knowledge hidden in my database.

CI Send me IXL at $ 490
CI Send Intelligence/Compiler at $490
Name:
Company:
Address:
Telephone .
El Visa

ID Mastercard Number:

Expiration Date:
D Check

DMoney Order is enclosed.

Shipping and handing; US $ 9.00. Canada/Hawaii
Air $ 15.00. Overseas Air $ 35.00.
System Requirements: IBM PC/XT, PC/AT or PS/2.
512K memory. Send coupon to:

Intelligence Ware, Inc.
Leading in Artificial Intelligence Applicatinns''

9800 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Suite 730
Los Angeles, CA 90045 ( 213) 417-8896

MICROBYTES

NANOBYTES
and CAD Text Processor—is packaged with version 1.1 of VersaCAD
for the Mac.
•It seemed an unlikely
fit when Autodesk (
Los
Gatos, CA) bought into
Ted Nelson's Xanadu.
But the maker of AutoCAD sees the possibility
of using hypertext as a
means of managing and
sharing CAD drawings
generated by AutoCAD.
John Forbes, project
manager for AutoCAD,
said he envisions adistributed drawing management system in which
users can connect architectural and engineering
drawings to text comments. (For example, a
user could point to alocation on the drawing and
continued

No More Golden Vaporware: Xanadu Products
Next Year, Nelson Says

TI

he first products based
on the Xanadu hypertext
concept will ship sometime
next year, say Ted Nelson
and his Xanadu team. Nelson said the time has come to
"get this mother out of the
closet and onto peoples'
desks and into their minds.
We're amember of the Gold-

en Vaporware Club, along
with Alan Kay's Dynabook."
The Xanadu Hypertext
System, said Nelson, would
create " anew unification of
applications. We're going to
create auniform data structure that developers of all
types of applications can
use." A preliminary system

will be delivered to developers late this year, according to Xanadu's Roger
Gregory. "We're looking at
Suns, Macintoshes, and IBM
PCs as platforms," he said.
"We have something
that's real," Gregory said.
"You can see that it's real
because it crashes."

Big Changes to the Chip Not Likely, Inventor Kilby Says
M

early 30 years after he
invented the computer
chip, Jack St. Clair Kilby
says improvements in the
memory, performance, and
cost of his invention are getting harder to come by.
"Nothing goes on forever,"
he told the new Austin,
Texas, chapter of the Ameri-

can Electronics Association
recently. " There may not be
another 5orders of magnitude of improvements to be
made. Certainly not with
the techniques we now use,"
he said.
The industry needs to focus on improving chip packaging, according to Kilby.

Kilby said he's not pessimistic about the future of the
IC, which he invented in
1958. He said he's simply
mindful that " 30 years is an
incredibly long time in the
history of electronics for the
domination of asingle
device."
continued
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The change
to apure language
Now, Cprogrammers can move
over to C++ with Zortech C++
—the worlds' first 'true' C++
compiler for MS-DOS machines.
Zortech C++ is a 'true'
compiler and fully conforms to
Bjarne Stroustrup's specification
as outlined in his book The C++
Programming Language:
Previous implementations of
C++ were actually 'translators' —
only able to translate C++ source
code into C. Of course, this was
unacceptable due to the long translating and compiling times.
Now, C++ comes of age with
the introduction of the world's first
true C++ compiler— from Zortech!

• • •

a Object Oriented Programming
C++ is to C what Modula 2
is to Pascal. C++ brings 'classes'
to C, so you can create separate
modules that contain their own
data and data-related operations.
These 'classes' then become new
types that can in turn be used to
create further modules — this
allows you to practically create
your own language.

a 'Codeview' Compatible
Zortech C++ is compatible
with 'Codeview' — Microsoft's
industry standard source code
debugger.

MI ANSI CSuperset
You don't have to throw away
your existing Cprograms — C++
is asuperset ofANSI C. Now, you
can take your Microsoft Cor limbo
Ccompatible programs and easily
migrate to C++ to take full advantage of the new C++ features.

II Other benefits
Here's just afew: Operator
overloading, overloading function
names, default arguments to
functions and better type checking.

YES!
Rush me
as shown %

e C++

•

• •

•

• •
•

•

•

/
ZORTECH
401

, 0.

",. 00.

0•••••.,8

,
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a Improved Program Structure
As stated in The C++
Programming Language; by using
C++ "It would not be unreasonable for asingle person to cope
with 25,000 lines of code:'

ESSENTIAL READING!
This 325 page book The C++
Programming Language' by Bjame
Stroustrup contains the original
definition of C++. All the examples
shown in this book have been successfully compiled and executed
with the Zortech C++ Compiler.

below:

%
C Zortech C++ D C++ Book
$99.95
$29.95
VISA/MC/COD/CHECK ACCEPTED

%

%

Address
Phone

VISA or MC

Exp. Date

To: ZORIECH INC. 361 Massachusetts Ave., Arlington, MA 02174.
Tel: 617-646-6703. Fax: 617-648-0603.

# CALL THE ORDER HOTLINE 1-800-848-8408
,
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Apple Wants Developers
to Push Mac into 32- bit World

NANOBYTES
retrieve arelated description or report on the design characteristics of that
piece of the drawing.)
"We see hypertext as a
means to manage information in amore intelligent way," said Chris
Record, Autodesk vice
president of business development and now president of Xanadu.
•The Association of
Personal Computer Consultants has formed with
the intent of " certifying
true professionals" in
the field. The group plans
to issue credentials and a
statement of ethics " to
acceptable professionals." If you think you
might be acceptable,
write to the APCC at P.O.
Box 14430, Philadelphia, PA 19115.

A

pple Computer (Cupertino, CA) and outside developers are working
to move the Macintosh into
the world of 32-bit computing. And since most current
Mac programs operate primarily in the 16-bit realm,
this direction is the one that
has the most implicit fallout
for developers. Some third
parties have widened their
programs for 24-bit-deep
color monitors and cards, but

those are the exceptions.
Apple is encouraging developers to think in 32-bit
terms. For its part, the
computer maker has suggested revising the system
software to accompany the
use of a68030 processor in
its machines ( Apple officials
have hinted at aMac SE
with an 030 in it). Some people at Apple's Spring Developers' Conference said
Apple is considering a " fat

TECHNOLOGY NEWS WANTED. The news staff at BYTE is
always interested in hearing about new technological and
scientific developments that might have an impact on microcomputers and the people who use them. We also want to keep track
of innovative uses of that technology. If you know of advances or
projects relevant to microcomputing and want to share that information, please contact the Microbytes staff at (603) 9249281, send mail on BIX to Microbytes, or write to us at One
Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.

slot" (one that addresses
more than 24 bits in the
slot) and " fat pixels" (up to
32 bits deep).
The move to 32 bits falls
in neatly with the closer ties
between Apple and DEC; if
Apple software runs at the
32-bit level, DEC compatibility is easier. It will mean a
total rewrite of Apple
printer drivers, for example,
to achieve this. It's not clear
what that would mean for a
company that has existing
special drivers to convert
QuickDraw into direct
printer output, but acomplete
rewrite of these kinds of
drivers is implied by any
change in QuickDraw.
"Apple is asking alot in
moving to 32 bits. Ithink
they realize they are going to
need better error-catching
tools if applications are going
to get written in adecent
time frame," said one
developer.

TAKE A"LQQK" AT THIS DOUBLE HEADER!
infroduciny

compahey ,9ours, Dos

ROMX-2XL EPROM EMULATOR

PCSS-8X 8PORT SERIAL BOARD

Introducing the NEW
ROMX-2XL Megabit
Eprom Emulator!
When GTEK® created
the ROMX-2 Eprom
__ke g e'iTir
Emulator in 1987, a
whole
new
world
opened up for engineers. Now GTEK®
has extended the capabilities of the ROMX-2 in the ROMX-2XL. In
addition to 2716-27256 sizes, you now have 2532, 2532A, 68764,
68766, 27512, 27010, 271001, 271024, and 27210!
If you are not familiar with eprom emulators, they give you the
capability of eliminating the remove eprom/program eprom/insert
eprom, steps of program code development.
There are 2models of ROMX-2 available for your use. The ROMX2 Eprom Emulator gives you the normal 2716-27256. If 27256 isn't
enough, then the ROMX-2XL is what you need! All the models
come with communications software for PC/XT/AT type
computers, and supports 16 and 32 bit systems.
—Control target system with built in hardware reset lines.
— Auto-Emulation. All commands in conversational format.
—Non-Volatile battery ram up to 128Kx8 ( Megabit)
— Baud Rates to 19,200. Free communications software included.
— Access time ' SONS. Faster optional.

COMMON PROBLEM
Have you ever purchased a
serial board only to discover that you've spent
your money on a product
that wasn't compatible with
your system, required device
drivers and/or had limited
capabilities? If this is the case, we have aSURPRISE FOR YOU!
Finally, aUNIQUE SOLUTION to your problem has been developed.
GTEK®, Inc. has designed the PCSS-8X an 8 port serial board for
your IBM, PC, XT, AT and compatibles that can virtually perform
any task you desire. This increases you company's productivity.
This unique board was truly made for YOU and your DOS computer in that the PCSS-8X has more maximum number of DOS compatible ports than any of the competing products. In fact, the PCSS8X surpasses its competitors in terms of input/output functionality,
handshaking, maximum port development, price and user application. READ ON!
— MUX/DEMUX — BULLETIN BOARDS
— PRINTER SHARING — DATA CONTROL/AQUISITION
—CAE/CAD/CAM — UNIX/XENIX
Still asking " why the PCSS-8X?" Because if you want the BEST
serial board on the market, GTEK® has it! So order the PCSS-8X
Serial Board today. It's the multiport serial card that has been
signed, "COMPATIBLY YOURS, DOS!"

•110

•••

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-255-GTEK )4835)
FAX: 14101-4874935 TELEX 315814 (GTEK UD)
MS& TECHNICAL SUPPORT 1401467-8048

GTire«

DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE 8, SOFTWARE
P. O. BOX 2310
BAY ST. LOUIS, MS 39521.2310 U.S.A.

Registered Trademarks - PC/XT/AT = 8M; UNIX = AT&T; XENIX = Microsoft; ROMX-2/XL, PCSS-8X = GTEK ,;Inc.
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More Board
for the Buck
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That's what the EGA game comes down to.
100% IBM* EGA compatibility is essential.
But today you need more. So what does the
Everex Micro Enhancer deliver?
How about extended EGA resolutions like
752 x410 and 640 x480, and 132 column
text modes. Or the ability to use those
resolutions while running Microsoft*
Windows, Lotus 1-2-3: Symphony:
AutoCAD,®GEM: Ventura Publisher,'
PC Paint- and VersaCAD*.
That's nice. But what if your Hercules* and
CGA applications ran on an EGA monitor.
And if an autoswitch feature automatically
adjusted modes to the software running, so
that you wouldn't have to hassle with switch
settings. Or if there was an optional parallel
port to save money and space. Wouldn't
that be better?
This all comes from aleading supplier of
EGA cards and costs so little that you
wouldn't believe it's made in the United
States. That's more board for your buck.
It's simple. More features for less money.
Everex has the answer.

For more information or the name of
your nearest Everex dealer please call:
in USA

1-800-821-0806

in Calif.

1-800-821-0807

EEVEREXEVER for EXce knce I
la 1,11tere [rater art abdEVERER /Arr. Enhancer are vulemets of Ear,. System.. Inc
Hmules •3 regmerc0 arlemarl, of Hera., Cornontrr Techia•love3.1nc Locus. 1.2.3 and Syrnploorly are regmered
tretlernarl. of I
A«. Dv...lop-non 3arr.... MIca•te,ft • gmeral tn... of 2.31CM34221 Carporamort ALPWAD is
a.m.
AutaDetlt GEM. • rcgmtarel seemarkof
Venue.
.Pul•lisher • tretimaix
of entur• Sa,,.< V.... AD Ls re, tuered tradenark al V....C112 Corporauon PEPaie. Is di truftmet of MK
TrOinolortt. Inc 1813.3 • regmered
of Imemsborral Buone. 3.43clunes Corp COY E•pres Syséems. Inc WI
natl. rest...

EVER for EXcellence ®

415-498-1111

48431 Milmont Drive, Fremont, CA 94538
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I
he Diconix 150 printer. Complete
The silent partnet

ost any system. Quietly.
at fits in abriefcase.

A Kodak Company

Circle 82 on Reader Service Card

3100 Research Boulevard
Dayton, Ohio 45420
1-800-DICONIX

BASI
CPROGRAMMING TOOLS

LETTERS

Whether you're aseasoned expert or just starting out...
We'll help you create programs that
run faster, work harder, and simply
look better. All Crescent Software
products include source code, demonstration programs, clear documentation, and a30-day guarantee.

4:WickPak More than 65 essential
routines for BASIC programmers
including windowing, access to DOS
and BIOS, searching/sorting string
arrays, LotusnA and pull-down menus,
data input, and more. QuickPak is
loaded with examples and tutorial
information, and comes with The
Assembly Tutor—an introductory
guide to assembly language from a
BASIC perspective. $ 69

[should have put n > 1here)
Hanoi(n-1,a,c,b) &
Inform(a,b) &
[Lane called
Hanoi(1,a,b,c) here)
Hanoi(n-1,c,b,a)

' • me
• ne mom
, aunin
umm nma
9. emmun rasa
I. UM.911 MIMIC
II

•
GraphPak Acomplete collection
of BASIC subroutines for displaying
presentation quality 3D bar, line, and
pie graphs from within your programs.
Includes sophisticated font and tile
editors. (EGA/VGA recommended) $ 69
•
GraphPak Professional

All the features of GraphPak plus
scientific graphs, 3D surface plots
and multiple fonts. Also comes with
very fast text- based bar charts. $149

'QuickPak Professional

The most comprehensive set of tools
ever developed for BASIC programmers. Hundreds of assembler and
BASIC subroutines including array
manipulation, pop-up utilities,
multiple windows, mouse support,
scientific and financial functions,
multi-tasking menus, and more.
Includes dozens of examples and
complete applications. $ 149

.0Base

Asuperb screen designer
and full-featured relational database
with BASIC source code to allow
customizing. QBase provides acomplete database, and is outstanding
for creating titles, help screens, and
product demos. $99

•
()Base Report Enhances QBase
by generating reports with multiple
levels of sorting, record updating,
and browsing. Report comes with a
complete time billing application for
computer professionals. $69

LaserPak Acomprehensive
set of subroutines for generating
graphics on aLaserJet or compatible
Includes scales, grids, text labeling,
Hi-Res pattern editor, and control
over all LaserJet commands. $ 69
•
QuickMenu Afull-featured
DOS menu system for novices and
experienced users. Define the menu
titles and DOS commands for each
choice, and they will be executed
automatically. QuickMenu is not
memory resident, and features
context-sensitive help and optional
password protection. $49

F.,

iterra".

procHanoi(n:<I,a:<S,b:<S,c:<S)
iff
if n = 1then

Hanoi(n-1,a,c,b) &
Inform(a,b)
Hanoi(n-1,c,b,a)
end
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QuickTALK magazine

is our way
of saying thank you. The catalog includes
feature articles, tips and tricks, and latebreaking news about BASIC. Call or write for
your copy. FREE!

CRESCENT SOFTWARE
Separate versions available for OuickBASIC and Turbo Basic—please specify when
ordering. Trade-ups are available to professional versions— call for information.
Add S3 per order for shipping/ $ 10 overnight— Foreign $ 10 per item / 535 UPS 2nd
day. Visa. M/C, C.O.D. and checks accepted. 4.
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IF...THEN...ELSE:

Inform(a,b)
else

11 Grandview Avenue, Stamford, CT 06905 ( 203) 846-2500
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I've modified both programs slightly
here so they can be directly compared
without affecting their substance. Now
Trilogy executes 10 and 11 rings but
overflows on 12. Turbo Prolog doesn't
overflow.
Unfortunately, Lane did not realize
that the programs were not equivalent.
Note the cut operator ( I) in the Turbo
Prolog version. Whenever the recursion
comes down to 1 (and it comes there 2048
times for 12 rings), the cut removes the
so-called choice point from the stack.
Lane's Trilogy program leaves all the
choice points on the stack. In other
words, Lane has explicitly commanded
Trilogy to overflow. If he wanted an
equivalent comparison, he should have
removed the cut (! ) from the Turbo Prolog program—then he would have overflown its stack/heap with 12 rings as
well.
Cuts are features that violate the logic
of Prologs. They were introduced as
quick hacks in order to improve the execution times. Prologs are sorely missing
the IF. .. THEN...ELSE constructs required here. Trilogy does not contain
cuts, and Lane should have used an

Circle 76 on Reader Service Card

The execution times for the Tower of
Hanoi benchmark as given in the review
are irrelevant because they just measure
the speed of writing to the screen. Icompared this last version with the Turbo
Prolog version on 18 rings with the prints
turned off. Trilogy executed in 39 seconds (
on a4.7-MHz IBM PC), whereas
Turbo Prolog required 77 seconds (this
ratio remained the same for any number
of rings). By using the IF...THEN...ELSE construct, the stack overflow
has disappeared and the program has become more readable to anyone fluent in
the procedural style.
We are preparing Trilogy 2.0 for recontinued

299 For 3-D CAD
you can't be
by spendin ' iái&W
thousands more.
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You can spend thousands of dollars
for three dimensional CAD software
and still not get the power and
capability that DesignCAD 3-D
offers for aremarkable $299! DesignCAD 3-D is
proof positive that you don't have to spend afortune
for quality.
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The compatibility that
DesignCAD 3-D offers you means
that it can be used with almost any
PC compatible system. It supports
more than 200 dot matrix printers, more than 80 plotters
and most digitizers and graphic adapters. DesignCAD
3-D can read drawings from most other CAD systems.

DESIGNCA

DesignCAD 3-D allows you to develop and advance
The best reason to buy DesignCAD 3-D is not the low
price, the performance or the compatibility. The best
any design in 3dimensional space, while providing you
reason is the amazing ease of use. DesignCAD 3- D's
with features such as shading, hidden line removal,
printer and plotter support. DesignCAD 3- D's extensive
powerful commands mean that you can produce
file transfer utilities allow you to: transfer documents
professional 3-D drawings in less time than you thought
to and from IGES, DXF HPGL, transfer to GEM and
possible. In fact, we think you'll agree that DesignCAD
Post Script and to read ASCII text files and X, Y, Z
3-D is easier to learn and easier to use than any 3-D
coordinate files. It allows up to 4simultaneous views
CAD system for IBM PC, at any price!
(any angle or perspective) on the screen. Complex
Sae your local computer dealer for DesignCAD 3-D, or contact:
extrusions, extensive 3-D text capabilities, auto
dimensioning and ahost of other
• • •
features are all included with
PC Resource Magazine
• •
DesignCAD 3-D, all at no extra
has listed DesignCAD 3-D
Small Business Computers, Inc.
charge.
as one of the six
327 S. Mill St., Pryor, OK 74361
new computer products
(918) 825-4844 FAX 918-825-6359
Telex 9102400302
worth watching in 1988.

•• A
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OUTSTANDING
SOFTWARE

LETTERS

For IBM PCs and Compatibles

50

00

PER
DISK

Small Quantities

PER
DISK

For Ten or More

SHIPPED WITHIN 24 HOURS!

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back!

E BUSINESS 1—EZ-FORMS business form

generation, completion and printing program.

• D
'
E
▪ M
▪

CAD 3—The PC- Flow 1.0 computer aided flowchart generation program. Color graphics required.
COMM 4a,b,c,d,e— (5 disks) Join the world of

sysops with RBBS Bulletin Board System 14.10.
DATABASE 1a,b— (2 disks) File Express 3.8
menu driven general purpose database manager.

▪LI EDucAreN 1—Interactive DOS tutorial for new
•

PC users. Makes learning DOS painless.

FINANCE 1a,b— (2 disks) PC Accountant 2.0

personal bookkeeping and finance management.

E GAMES 1- 3-DPacman, Kong, Spacewar, Janit-

.

Joe, futuristic Flightmare and more. Color required.

E GAMES 2—Oubert, Pango, Centipede,

dungeons and dragons style Zoarre, etc. Color req.

.

E GAMES 3—Blackjack with customizable rules,

•

Armchair Quarterback (you call plays), and more.

▪E GAMES 4— star Trek, the Castle adventure

I

game, and the original Colossal Caves Adventure. aca

• E
•

INFO 18,b— (2 disks) Cooking recipes database
with keyword/ingredient retrieval. Add your own.

D GAMES 5—The Hack adventure game from the rZ
universities. Like Rogue, only much richer.
▪ D GAMES 6—Pinball, Othello, Dragons, Sopwith
• (fly aSopwith Camel) and more. Color required.

MUSIC 2a,b— (2 disks) PianoMan 3.0 polyphonic

'«

music recording and playback program.

▪
▪

E ORGANIZER 1— DeskTeam, aSidekick clone,
and the Judy personal calendar program.

E PRINTER 1— Resident print control and font

utility, intelligent spooler, banner maker, and more.

▪ E SIMULATION 1— Maze making program, MIT's
▪

Life simulation, starfieids, etc. Color graphics req.

▪E UTILITIES 1— Acollection of invaluable general

I

purpose DOS utilities. An absolute must for all.

E UTILITIES 2—More invaluable DOS utilities induding screen burnout, ram disk, and more.

▪E UTILITIES 3—A comprehensive set of debugging

and diagnostic utilities for monitoring your computer.

NEW RELEASES UPDATES

•ill BUSINESS

2—Expressgraph business graphics.
Chart your data and find trends. Color graphics req.
I El CAD 18,b— (2 disks) Fingerpaint 1.2 advanced
.
painting and Altamira object oriented design . Col or
D

CAD 2a,b— t2 disks) DanCad3d, an advanced

▪

2D/3D drafting program w/animation. 640K, color.

•
.

COMM 2a,b— (2 disks) Prccomm 2.42, an excel-

• D

EDUCATION 3—PC-Fastype 1.20 typing tutor,
ideal for beginners and advanced students alike.

lent modem program with terminal emulation.

I

FINANCES 3a,b— (2 disks) Express Calo 3.12,
apowerful and user friendly spreadsheet program.

.E GAMES 8—Striker helicopter attack and Risk, the

•
• E
•
E

game of world domination. Color required.
GAMES 12—Backgammon ( play the computer)
and Wheel of Fortune based on the gameshow.

GRAPHICS 1— Record and play back screen images! Excellent for demo, etc. Color required.

I Li GRAPHICS 2a,b,c— (3 disks) An excellent 3-D
.
surface modelling and shading program. Color.
▪

E

▪LI
•

I
111

INFO 2a,b— (2 disks) Zip- Phone, national
areacode/prefix to zip-code cross reference.
LANGUAGE 3e,b— (2 disks) The A86 3.09
macro assembler and debugger for 8088/86/286s .
SHELL 4a,b— (2 disks) Automenu and HDM II
matting, parking and optimizing your disk drives.

▪E UTILITIES 6—Advanced utilities including

Mark/Release (remove resident progs w/o reboot!)
UTILITIES 7—More advanced utilities including
Masterkey (undeletes files from hard disks).

WORD 1a,b— (2 disks) PC Write 2.71, apowerful

word processing system w/spell checker, laser supt.

I Most software listed is shareware or user- supported.

format add $ 1- disk. 125 . a • edirector , add $2.
MicroCom Systems

Cost of items

• 3673 Enochs Street

Shipping

I Santa Clara, CA

CA res tax

I 95051

Total encl.

1

=

83.00

(
408) 737-9000 r- 1
Mon Fri 7am-9pm. Sat- Sun 8am 5pm

U •

•J

I
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Dr. Voda's letter underscores the difficulty ofbenchmarking any new language,
and, particularly, of attempting to compare benchmark results with those from
other languages.
My mention of stack/heap overflow
was primarily related to discussions of
the list-reversal and disk-read benchmarks in Trilogy. Although Idid have a
problem with stack/heap overflow while
attempting the Tower of Hanoi, my major
observation for that benchmark noted
that a substantial part of run time was
spent writing to the screen. Although the
rate of output to the console may be
deemed irrelevant since it is not the central focus of the Hanoi test, Ithought it
did rate aline in the review.
As regards use ofProlog's cut (I) operator, Ithought that the benchmarks
should reflect the performance capabilities of each language, using all the tools
available. Quick hack though it may be,
the cut is part of Prolog, so Iused it.
I am grateful for Dr. Voda's other
comments, and I'm pleased to see that the
IF... THEN. . . ELSE construct allows the
Hanoi benchmark to run. However, it
would appear that a potential Trilogy
programmer must have quite agood understanding of logic programming principles to use the language to best effect. I
would have liked to see such information
in the user documentation. —Alex Lane
Multiplying Integers
In his letter ("A Tale of Two Integers,"
April), Peter Crosby asks how to get the
QuicicBASIC compilers to correctly multiply two integers to get afloating-point
result. The problem is a common one
when using compiled BASIC for the first
time. The answer lies in the conventions
used in compiling: Any expression will
take on the precision of the highest-precision element. That is, in the program

4.04 hard disk prog. for custom full- screen menus.

E UTILITIES 5—Hard disk utilities for verifying, for-

•
• E
•

in the fall. This update will include
incremental garbage collection, adebugger, and the large data model (Trilogy
1.20 already uses the large code model).
The price of the update will be $33.
Although Trilogy 1.20 has asophisticated relational file system, it cannot yet
be characterized as a full database system. We are preparing the B-tree indexes, query optimizer, and form and report
generators for release early next year.
Dr. Paul J. Voda
President
Complete Logic Systems
North Vancouver, B.C., Canada
lease

10 B% = 30
B% * B%

20 A =

what actually happens is that B% * B% is
calculated as an integer, since both terms
in the expression are integers. The result
is stored in an integer temporarily, and
then the assignment (with accompanying
conversion) is made to A, the single-precision variable.
The problem is one that has never affected interpreted BASIC, because it always calculates in single-precision floating-point; however, it is aproblem that is
addressed in nearly every "changes from
the interpreter" section of the manual
that I've read. Unfortunately, this section
is usually pretty well buried in the back
of the manual. Ican't seem to find it at
all in the Quic1d3ASIC 4.0 documentation. As common as this error is, it seems
odd that Microsoft would not mention it
prominently in the manual.
In any event, the easy fix for the above
program is to change line 20 to read
20 A= 1.0 *

B%*B%

Now, since the expression involves a
real (single-precision) constant, the calculation must be done in single-precision
math so that the result doesn't suffer
from integer overflow when B% * B% exceeds the maximum representable
integer.
Dan Mick
Newbury Park, CA
Is Hartley Really Faster?
Mark A. O'Neill did a fine job of explaining Hartley transforms (" Faster
Than Fast Fourier," April), and BYTE
proved itself once again to be apremier
forum for the intelligent discussion of
technique.
The article is wrong, however, in asserting that the fast Hartley transform is
faster than the fast Fourier transform
(FFT). This conclusion follows only
when the Hartley transform is compared
with an entirely naive implementation of
its Fourier counterpart. There are two essential and well-known tricks used in
modern FFT algorithms that, when combined, actually serve to make the Fourier
procedure the faster of the two.
The first trick was published by J.W.
Cooley et al. not long after his famous
paper that introduced the basic FFT
method. It adapts the computation to the
important circumstance of real-valued
data by transforming apseudosequence
of half length. The even-numbered points
in the original sequence of length N are
taken to be the real parts, and the oddnumbered points the imaginary parts of
the pseudosequence, so that no rearcontinued

Monitors
12 inch TTL green/Mono-Monitor
$ 98.
14 inch TTL Amber/green/Paper-white
$ 147.
14 inch Flatscreen Mono- Monitor
$ 174.
14 inch EGA- Monitor
$482.
14 inch EGA- Screen
$622.
EGA- Kit (Card/Monitor)
$ 762.
(Coprocessors on request)
Laptops and Portables
XT Portable 8088-2/9 inch Monitor/1 3 K FDD
AT Portable 80286/9 inch Monitor/1 1,2
B FDD
AT Portable 80386/inch Monitor/1 1,2 M FDD
286 Laptop
Mice up to

$ 1089.
$1618.
$ 2912.
$ 1941.
$ 47.

Hard Disks
20 MB incl. Controlle
(Others on request)

$ 348.

Add on Cards and F ppy Disk Drives
Hercules
$73.
Multi I/O
$92.
Colorgraphic-Card
$ 68.
Sega-Card (short)
$ 180.
EGA-Card up to.
$ 153.
Disk Drive 360 , 5 1/4 inch
$ 153.
Disk Drive 3 1/2 • ch
on request
Disk Drive 1,2 M t 5 1/4 inch
$ 160.
(other cards on r u
uest)
CPU
Pow

I, 10 MHz/W Legal Bios, 8 slots, 256 K installed, 84 Keyb
supply 150 Watt, I/O Card, 1360 K FDD, incl. Monitor

$ 523.

(Exte

ed Models on request)

Turbo
80286
AT- H
1,2

286
U, 8/10 MHz 0 Wait state, 640 K Ram installed, 7 SI ts, Standard
sing, 220 Watt Power supply, 102 Keyboard,
cl. Monitor
FDD 5 1/4 inch, FDD/HDD Controller, Manuals,

$1148.
$150.

AT 286 as Towercase
Tur
or 3 1/2 inch
Uprat

mputer
80386
CPU 80 86, 1-32 Bit Slot, big 6-Layermain-Board, 1MB Ram (e
z0 Wait state, 220 Watt Power supply, 102 Keyboard,
16/20
D 5 1/4 inch, FDD/HDD
1,2 MB
80386 Co

$ 1056.

dable to 16 Ram on b ard),
$3486.
$3730.

uter as Towercase

Same Syste
but 2 x 32 Bit Slots, 20/25 MHz 0 Wait state, 2 MB Ram
As Towercas

$4089.
.$4336.

Printers offered at

1736.

Dealers' requests are welcome!

• Stuttgart

Hense & Partner
Gesellscha

fur EDV-Systeme mbH
dhalmweg 38

700

tuttgart 70

Telephone: 0711/451883
Telefax: 07 11/451 887
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"We created a
monster."
Apparently, we
have surprised a
few people. It's not
every day that
someone builds
the world's fastest
386/20.
Our marketing
people call the concept AMMA — for
Advanced Memory Management
Architecture.

"If this is arace, we
are out in front!'
Steve Hui, President
Everex Systems, Inc.
IBM PS/2 Model 80 (20 MHz)
Compaq DeskPro 386/20
Everex Step 386/20

.

3.52 MIPS
4.59 MIPS
491 MIPS

Power Meter MIPS Version 1.2. The Database Group.

Idon't care what
you call it. This is
the computer that
has left everybody
behind, including
Compaq.
For the moment, we
are overjoyed.
But this is agame
of leapfrog and
we do not intend
to rest.
The Step 386/20
from Everex
is amonster of
amachine.
For price and
performance facts,
call Everex
Computer Systems
Division at 1-800356-4283. Everex,
48431 Milmont
Drive, Fremont,
CA 94538.
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rangement of the input array is required.
The transformation of this shortened
sequence can be carried out by performing N/4 " butterflies" on each of
log 2(N/2) levels. This transform is followed by an additional level of N/4 butterflies to turn its results into the first
half of the Fourier coefficients for the
original sequence. The second half is
neither calculated nor stored, since the
coefficients are known apriori to be the
complex conjugates: X(N—k) = X x (k).

This last level of butterflies involves the
same necessity for retrograde addressing
that marks all levels of the Hartley transform and reflects the deep relationship
between the two approaches.
This trick alone evens the race between the Hartley and the Fourier transforms. Both require log 2N levels of computation. On each level, the Hartley
procedure requires N/2 butterflies, each
involving two real multiplications, for a
total of Nx log 2N. The Fourier procedure

If you think you can buy a
better Ccompiler, don't.
We'll buy it for you.

(A+B)x(X—Y)+AxY—BxX+
i(BxX+AxY).

Buy Let's C5with csd"
for just $75. If you're
not satisfied, get
Turbo Cor QuickC. Free.*
Why are we making this incredible offer? Because were absolutely certain Let's C and csd C Source Debugger are the best C programming tools
you can own.
Rest assured that, like its competition, Let's C features incredibly fast
in- memory compilation and produces extremely tight. high quality code.
The differences lie in how much faster you can perform other programming
chores.
Our debugger, for example. can cut development time in half. But that's
not all:
"csd is close to the ideal debugging environment.., a definite aid to
learning C and an indispensable toolfor program development."
—William G. Wong, BYTE
And comparatively speaking: "
No debugger is included in the Turbo C
package... a serious shortcoming."
—Michael Abrash. Programmer's Journal
Unlike our competition. Let's C includes its own full- featured assembler,
features documentation with complete examples and technical support with
complete answers—thefirst time you call.
LETS CAND csd FEATURES

LET'S C:
•Now compiles twice as last
•Integrated edit-compile cycle editor
automatically points to errors
•Includes both small and large memory
model
•Integrated environment or command
line interlace
•8087 sensing and support

•Fut UNIX compatibility and complete
libraries
•Many powerful utilities including make,
assembler, archiver
•MicroEMACS full screen editor with
source code included
•Supported by dozens of third party
libraries

csd:
•Debug in Csource code. not assembler
•Provides separate source, evaluation.
program and history windows
•Ability to set trace points and monitor
variables
•Can interactively evaluate any Cexpression
•Can execute any Cfunction in your program
•Trace back function

So if you're thinking about buying any other C compiler, think again.
But this offer is only available for alimited time. So think fast. And see your
software dealer or call 1-800-MWC-1700 soon. ( 1-312-472-6659 in Illinois.)
'lb exchange Let's C and csd for lInto Cor QuickC. return registration card within 15 days of purchase
date. notify Mark Williams Company that you are returning products and receive a return authorization
number. Products must be returned within 30 days of purchase date or within 30 days of shipping date
on telephone orders.

© 1988

has only N/4 butterflies on each level
(because the transform is of half length),
but each requires acomplex multiplication. If these were done in the usual way,
as Mr. O'Neill suggests, using four real
multiplications apiece, then the contest
would be adraw.
A second trick, however, can be used
to make Fourier transforms the more
economical computation on most computers of the present era. Because multiplication instructions typically require
much longer to execute than those for addition or subtraction, this trick succeeds
by reducing the number of real multiplications at the cost of an increased number
of the quicker operations. Ilearned the
technique from a friend who called it
"Golub's method," but Iam unable to
cite a reference duly crediting its
originator.
The idea is to compute a complex
product (
A + iB) x(X + iY) with only
three real multiplications:

atb Williams
r
Company
1430 West Wrightwood, Chicago, Illinois 60614, 312-472-6659
Mark Williams Company

When the products required for Cooley's real- valued FFT algorithm are
taken in this way, the number of timeconsuming real multiplications is reduced to three-fourths of those needed
for the fast Hartley transform. A wellcrafted Fourier routine is therefore
faster.
Commercial Fourier transform packages also employ other tricks to achieve
increased speed and accuracy. Many of
these are equally applicable to Hartley
and other related transformations. Probably the most important additional notion
is to abandon the level-by-level sequence
of calculations implicit in the foregoing
discussion in favor of an ordering that
groups operations involving common
multipliers. This allows computations
corresponding to angles of 0, 90, 45 degrees, and so on, to be handled by specialized loops that are much faster than
the general case.
J.W. Hartwell
Hillsborough, NC
Symmetric Summation
Iwas pleased to see fuzzy logic featured
in " When Facts Get Fuzzy" by Bradley
L. Richards (April). Unfortunately, the
operations usually used in fuzzy- set
theory lead to logical inconsistencies that
make it difficult to apply to real situations. To use one of Richards' examples,
suppose that amedical diagnostician observes that symptom A indicates a70 percontinued
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Imagine the speed and powefof a
$100,000 minicomputer in adesktop PC costing under $7,000. Now imagine all that power
going to waste because the operating system
you chose was never meant to take advantage of acomputer this powerful. It will
take more than just a "window environment" or an outdated operating system
to unlock the 80386.
It will take PC-MOS/3867
The Fu-st 80386 Operating
System. Specifically designed for the
80386 computer, PC-MOS/386" opens
doors. Doors to more memory and
multi-tasking. Doors to thousands
of DOS programs as well as upcoming 80386-specific software. It's the
gateway to the latest technology.., and
your networking future.
Memory Management
Without Boards. PC-MOS exploits
the memory management capabilities
built into the 80386. So, up to four
GIGABYTES of memory are accessible to multiple users and to future
80386-specific applications requiring
megabytes of memory
Multi-Tasking, MultiUser Support for One, Five or
25 Users. PC-MOS/386T"allows
up to 25 inexpensive terminals to be
driven by asingle 80386 machine.
So the features of the 80386 can be
utilized at every terminal. And it
comes in three versions so you can
upgrade your system as your company grows..:without having to
learn new commands or install
new hardware.

LT TO
25 USERS.
MADE FOR
THE 80386.
RUNS DOS
PROGRAMS.
MULTI-TASKING

Software Support for Thousands
of DOS Programs. Although PC-MOS/386"
totally replaces DOS, it doesn't make you
replace your favorite DOS programs. So you
can run programs like Lotus 1-2-3, WordStar,
dBASE III, and WordPerfect on the 80386.
Best of all, it uses familiar commands like
DIR and COPY-so you'll feel comfortable
with our system.
The Gateway to Endless
Features. Distinctive characteristics
like file/system security remote access,
tile/record locking, and built-in color
graphics support for EACH user set
PC-MOS/386' apart from all previous
operating systems.
Open the Doors to Your
Future TODAY! Call The Software
Link TODAY for more information and
the authorized dealer nearest you.
PC-MOS/386 comes in single, five &
25user versions starting at $195.

PC-MOS/386

TM

MODULAR OPERATING SYSTEM

01

THE SOFTWARE IJNK

Developers of LANLink "& MultILInIC Advanced

I'
arkway

Lane, Atlanta, GA 30092
Telex 4996147 SWLINK
FAX 404/263-6474
l'or the dealer nearest y01.1.

CALL: 800/451-LINK
In Georgia: 404/448-LINK
OEM/Intl Sales: 404/263-1006
ResellersNARs: 404/448-5465
OEM alealer Inquiries Invited
THE SOFTWARE LINKICANADA \

81111/387-01:,3

Circle 299 on Reader Service Cant (DEALERS: 300)
TRADEMARK ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: MultiLink" is aregistered trademark of The Software Link. PC-MOS/3867 MultiLinleAdvanced, and LANLink ^ are trademarks of The Software Link.
Lotus 1-2-3, WordStar, dBASE Ill, & WordPerfect are trademarks 04 Lotur. Development Corp, MicroPro, Ashton-Tate, & WordPerfect Corp., respectively. Prices and technical specifications subject to change.
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cent chance of disease and symptom Bindicates a40 percent chance-then if both
symptoms are present, the combined
chance is
0.7 p-OR 0.4 = 0.7 + 0.4 - (0.7 x 0.4)
= 0.82.
An optimistic patient might conclude
that symptom A means a 30 percent
chance of health and symptom Ba60 percent chance, and

cet

0.3 p-OR 0.6 = 0.3 + 0.6 - (0.3 x 0.6)
= 0.72,

An example of such asymmetric sum is
the operation defined by

or a 72 percent combined chance of
health. The numbers do not add up to 100
percent, as they should.
Several years ago, Iinvestigated a
class of operations on fuzzy sets

a @ b = ab I ( 1 - a - b + 2ab).

(a @ b) + (( 1 - a) @ ( 1 - b)) = 1,
where @ is called the " symmetric sum."

$2.99

PER DISK

ONLY

$2.99

PER DISK

Public Domainlk Shareware for IBM and Compatible. DOS 2.1 or higher
and utilities for all your computing nee
ELTORIM Ras D16111111 • Menu driven forms generator, misc skeleton forms.
3 SHAS V1.3 (270) - Small Business Accounting System. Menu . driven. Best avail
0 PRO PC.ACCT V3.0 15361 - Integrated
GIL. A'12 tir A ,P Menu . driven Help.
3 LAST PROJECT VIZ (440) • Complete
project management system. Excellent.
3 REAL ESTATE ANALYST (83) - Menu
driven. mortgages. Interest. etc.
3 CSC • CHECKBOOK V&I (79) • Full fea.
tured checkbook program with reports.
3 BIM 'N QUOTES V0.9 (4431- Prepares
cost estimates & proposals. Does labor,
material, sit- contractor costs. etc.

3 BUSINESS LETTERS

(303 at 304) - 12
disk sell 650 business letters to flt all
your needs. Edit w , any word processor.
3 MR. BILL V3.3 (3(1 4 312) - 12 disk
set) Time & billing zeckage: costs, credits.
reports. audit trail, étc.

3 PC-PAYROLL V2.3

(444) • Menu driv-

en payroll system; 100 employees or less.

D

RENTAL PROPERTY (318) - Keeps
track of rental activity. Menu driven.
SLICIVOIUM (321) • Framework clone.
Integrated database. spreadsheet, word

processor. & communications
3 PARTS INVENTORY CONTROL (479) •
Tracks Inventory of a pans & service
business; qty ordered, supplier, etc.

3 DOCFJTTIIINDER

V1.2 (440) • Main •
tain docket for lawyer or law firm.

3 FINANCE

MANAGER V4.0 (77) - Ac•
counting package for business or person-

3 THE WORLD 3D11271• Display maps
of the world. CGA required.
3 FUNNELS & BUCKETS V 2.0 ( 130) •

3 SOAR V1.92 (449 4 480)

12 disk sell

COMMUNICATIONS
RIM BULLETIN BOARD VI&I (290 292) - 13 disk sett Turn your computer
into a RBBS Industry standard.
9MODLM V3.1 (203 & 294) • 12 disk
set) Rill featured modern program.
3 PR0001101 V2.42

gas a 66112

disk

set) Menu driven modem program.

DATABASE
FILE EXPRESS V4.14 (33 & 34) - ( 2
disk set) Menu driven, easy to use database for beginners to experienced.

D WAMPUM

V3.1B 137 & 341 - 12 disk

sett Menu driven dBase III clone, supports
functions oidBase. Knowledge of dBase
suggested. Latest update.
PG-PILE • V3.0 (493 • 490)- 13 disk
One of the beat.

3

MIENERATE V1.0 16111 - Screen &
source code generator by Tom Rettig.
dBase Ill required.

EDUCATION

Lotus 123 program

Sketch. Ages 2 6. Basic required.

3 LOTUS

3 AMY'S MST PRIMER ( 133> Alphabet, numbers, counting, shapes. match-

3 AS LAST AS V3.0 (302) • Lotus clone.

LETTERFALL V1.1 ( 119) • Improve
your touch typing skills; 18 levels.
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LEARNINGb SYSTEM (455) Beginning tutorial for Lot. 123.

ing. etc. Ages 4 - 8. CGA er Basic req.

52 column sheet, graphing. supports
functions of 123, 'WKS Ales. etc.

POLYGLOT V6.01 ( 139) - Vocabulary'
builder. Grades 7 . college. Excellent.

113111/21ZIDMMI»

IMIMIEBNEUIMIMI
3 DOS HELP

(235) - Help screen for DOS
commands, functions à batch flies at your

3 BLACKJACK (96) - Advanced black
jack game with tutor, multiple players.
Best one yet. CGA or Hercules.

3 MONOPOLY

fingertips. For DOS 3../01.
0 DOS TUTORIAL V4.2 (156) - Menu

V6.7 ( 106) - Just like the

driven, learn to use your computer.

(ia

board game. 2 to 4 players. CGA req.
3 DUNGEONS & DRAGONS V1.1 1205)
The Classic Game. Can you sunive?
LAS VEGAS ( 116) • Craps. Roullete.

V2.1 (50111) - Produces high quality

lest on dot matrix printers. Multiple fonts
with print spooler.

3LAIIERJET roirra 1II

(471 & 472) - 12

Poker. & more. CGA req.. Basic on some.

disk sell More downloadabie fonts for HP

D 3D

CHESS V1.01 1215) - Excellent
chess game. Switch between 2D & 3D.

Laserjet Plus

3 IMOLTINIRE (311) • 4 different games.
Nice graphics. CGA required.

Contains ' Pamphlet' ( sideways printing' &

3 SUPER PINBALL (2121
games. CGA required.

D WORDPLAY

5 different

1367) • Wheel of Fortune

clone. You provide the prizes. CGA req.
DIGITAL LEAGUE BASEBALL (344)
Pick your team & players

3IMNIATURE GOLF

Nice graphics.

15061

18 hole golf

Hehetica. Script. etc.

LASERJET FONTS/ UTUTTIZS 1338)
mix other utilities er fonts.
PRENTPROV1.2 ( 4414)- Change printer
operation from within ANY application at
ANY time.
DZSIEMATES V1.01 (2791 like utility plus more features.

Sidekick

3 ADTOMENU V4.01 (
280) Access pro
grams, batch files, commands. etc.

course with graphics.

WORD PROCESSING

3 FINOERPAINT V2.0 (2621 - Paint pro
gram: 6 fonts. el sizes . Desktop publish

3 MDERMITER 611•"Sideways" printing.
3 PC-WRITE V2.71 95 10) • 12 disk sell
Rill featured word processor: all the fea

ing @ slide show. CGA. EGA. or Hercules.

lures of the expensive one's.

3 CALENDAR CREATOR (360) - Create

3 LETTERHEAD (69) - Create and print

& print your own monthly calendar.

your own letterhead on letters and enve

3 DANCAD 3D V2.081424 & 4251 ' 12

lopes. IBM Epson comp. printer req.

disk set) Advanced 2D ,3D drafting pro

GALAXY V2.3111) • Easy to use word

gram. Stereoscopic 3D wire frame anima

processor; menus & quick keyboard com •

tion. EGA. CGA. Hercules. 640k req.

moods. Lots of features.

CITY DESK V6.0 ( 197)- Desktop pub
ilsher with raphic,
p,tputy.

3 PC TYPE • (373 - 375) - 13 disk setl A
powerful word processor. Buttonware.

f
3 TURBO C TUTOR 1469 & 490)
12
disk set) 14 lesson tutorial; learn to program in "C" language

NAME
ADDRESS

3 *C" LANGUAGE V2.1 (399 4 300) - 12
disk setl Complete programming environ

CITY

ment. Source. compiler. samples.

of 5.25'disks
ie82.99=
CA Res. Sales Tax 16.5%1=
Shipping & Handling =

CI TURBO PASCAL TUTOR (20)
son tutorial with samples. etc.

17 les

MISCELLANEOUS
STRESS & IMMUNE (741 - Stress
sttess test. Shrink personality analysis.
FASTBUCKS 11911 • Menu drives
home finance package Easy to use.
3 HEALTH RISK 13311
own aliments.

3 COMPOSER (3) - Create, save, edit.
play, & print your music. Nice...

and utilities that we could find. Requires

bet & numbers. Computerized Etch . a•

set' Full- featured database; help screens,
menus. macros

LOTUS 183 PROGRAM'S (211 • 33) - 15
disk set) Contains as many applications

ABC'S ( 1311 • Teaches alpha-

al finances. Double entry system.
Accounts receivable program. Handles a
variety of services or products.

monthly calendar of appointments.
IIMELIMEEIMIMM

Great learning game: aid. subtract, multi.
ply & divide. Ages 5 10.

3 KITE'S

Diagnose your

LITTLE BLACK BOOR ( 441)

Creates

pocket sized address book. Prints mini
alphabetized pages

3

TIMESAVER ( 442)

Create daily-

0.7 @ 0.4 = 0.7 X 0.4/(1.0 - 0.7 0.4 + 2 x 0.7 x 0.4)
or 61 percent, while the chance that the
patient is healthy is
0.3 @ 0.6 = 0.3 X 0.6/(1.0 - 0.3 0.6 + 2 X 0.3 x 0.6)

FREE WARE

ONLY

Applied to Richards' medical example,
the chance of disease is

ST

or 39 percent-the two values add up to
100 percent, so both the pessimist and
the optimist can agree.
Fuzzy-set definitions are always arbitrary, since for every set there is acomplement, and meaningful results should
not depend on which one of them we
work with. Symmetric summation is the
only type of operation that combines
fuzzy sets in away that leads to conclusions that are the same whether we deal
with a particular choice of sets (e.g.,
young @ beautiful) or their complements
(old ID ugly).
An interesting feature of symmetric
summation is that it applies only to fuzzy
sets, and indeed it is the only operation
on fuzzy sets that Iknow of that does not
correspond to an operation on normal
sets. This is because of the easily proved
requirement that a @ ( 1 - a) -= 1
/.
2
William Silvert
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia
Canada
Drawing Lines
There is aproblem with the attempt to
draw ahorizontal line in " A C Interface"
by Don F. Ridgway (November 1987).
Listing 1on page 363 of that article is an
interesting ANSISYS.H header file (not an
ANSISYS.0 header file, as the caption
states). Also, in the #de fine WINDOW definition, the horizontal and vertical lines
should not be filled.
Harold LeRoy Ling
Jackson, MN

ZIP

PHONE,
fl

TOTAL Nall order for, chet k or money wales to

California FREE WARE
1466 SprIngline Drive Dept. B7
Palmdale, CA 93550
18051273-0300
Call or write far free catalog containing owr
500 disks of quality software
Mourn M•F'Spas PST
3.5" media

83.99 ea.

Some no Credit Card Orders.

Circle 201 on Reader Service Card

FIXES
In the article " POP Goes the Macintosh"
by Dick Pountain (
May), the first line of
code included in the text on page 290
should have read as follows:
pr( That took ' >< count>< '
seconds ' ) ; .

Ultimate Power Ultimate Confidence.
Ultimate Freedom.

Experience 20 MHz
386 Power, AST Style
The sky's the limit. That's how you
might describe the power-packed
capabilities of the AST Premium/386
...and how far we'll go to provide outstanding products, service
and support.
Only the 20 MHz, Premium/386,
with its advanced bus technology
(SMARTslotT) and uncompromising
compatibility eliminates the traditional
restrictions placed on an ATe's performance and speed while providing
future upgradeability.
You also get the comfort that comes
from choosing acompany with a
solid worldwide reputation for reliable,

highquality technology
So while others are caught up in
compatibility and support problems,
you're completely free to enjoy the
highest AT-compatible '386 system
performance available today... and
take advantage of performanceoriented upgrades in the future using
SMARTslot architecture.
And because of our many years of
working with key leaders in the
industry, we're able to maximize the
capabilities of the most advanced
operating systems and application
software available, including MS®
OS/2 from AST, IBMvs OS/2,Te UNIX,"A
Windowsn" 386 and MS-DOS9D
For more information call
(714) 863-0181 and ask for operator
AA 15, or fill out the coupon below.

1
-

12 Please send me more information.

E Please have an AST representative call me.

Name
Titk
Company
Address
City

State

Zip

Phone

I

AST Research, Inc., 2121 Alton Ave., Irvine, CA 927144992. Attn. M. C.

BYTE 7/88

I

AST markets product. wooridwide—la &trope and the Middle East calk
44 1568 4350;614 Far Fate calk 4.52 5717223; la Caaada call: 414 826
7514. AST and AST logo registered and AST Premium and SMARTskot hadernarks
AST Researrk Inc IBM and AT registered and OS/2 trademark IntensahonaI
Business Machnes Corp MS-DOS and AfS wedelnd and 16 ndatn tnadennank
M some Corp. UNIX badman* AT&T Ile11 Labonstorus Copsonght 1: IONS
AST Research, Inc AU rights reserved

Screen dupla) cdurtny Vrn4(AD

AS17
RESEARCH INC.

Times Have Changed.

How much
would you pay
for adevice that
does all this:
•Print Master II lets all your computers
easily share all your printers, plotters, and
modems, reducing the cost per user of
expensive peripherals.
•Print Master II spools print jobs in its
smart 256K buffer ( field expandable up to
768K), then outputs them in sequence to keep
your computers and printers working.
•Print Master II allows computers to select
each other so you can share data bases and
transfer files.
•Print Master II makes choosing aconnection
as easy as moving your cursor. You select
where you want your data to go from apopup menu generated by BayTech's memory
resident program.
•Print Master II, Model 808E, features
eight flexible ports: six serial and two parallel.
You can set any port, including both parallel
ports, as acomputer port or aprinter port.
•Print Master Il's serial ports operate at
real speeds up to 9600 baud, even when all

ports are operating at the
same time. You can
set baud rates, plus
other configuration
changes,
for each port.
•Print Master II handles protocol conversion automatically ( i.e. serial/parallel,
baud rates, handshaking, etc.), so it's
compatible with virtually all makes of computers, printers, plotters, modems and
peripherals.
•Print Master II can be used in conjunction
with the printer server of aLAN to help
off-load network traffic by providing port
expansion and extra buffer.
•Print Master II features many little
extras that make abig difference in performance: shielded connectors, abuilt-in
power supply, easy-to-read configuration
menus, fewer parts for higher reliability,
sturdy metal case.

How about $595? Call us to order direct
or for the name of your nearest dealer.

Bay Technical Associates, Inc., Dala Communications Products Division
200 N. Second St., Bay Saint Louis, MS 39520 USA
Telex 910-333-1618 BAY7'ECH, Telephone 601-467-8231 or toll-free

800-523-2702
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CHAOS M ANOR
M AIL
Jerry Pournelle answers questions about his column
and related computer topics

eral years ago regarding type- ahead
Kind Words for Multitasking
buffers for keyboards. You didn't think
Dear Jerry,
they were necessary until you used asysI've been an avid reader of your coltem that incorporated one.
umn since its beginning. Ihave generally
Please don't bad-mouth true multiagreed with your comments—until you
tasking until you've tried it.
blasted multitasking operating systems in
Kert H. Jans
the November 1987 issue.
Encinitas, CA
OS/2 is the first glimmer of hope for
serious computing at the personal level.
Idon't recall saying anything about
Most attempts at multitasking under MStype-ahead buffers; indeed, Ido recall
DOS are serious kludges (e.g., termiinsisting on n-key rollover on my early
nate-and- stay- resident programs like
CP/M systems; isn't that what a typeSideKick or massive polling loops like
ahead buffer does? Gee.
Microsoft Windows). These programs
As to OS/2 on an 80386, Iagree: It
make extra efforts to bypass the operating
looks like it ought to be plenty fast and
system.
very useful. I'm not so certain about the
A big problem with IBM PC software
is compatibility. Every developer has a 80286.
Multitasking is fine, but I'd settle for a
different method of bypassing the operatreally good way to do multiple applicaing system. Real operating systems (e.g.,
tions. With luck we 'Il get both.
VMS, Unix, and OS/2) provide standard
As to not knocking something Ihaven't
interfaces and services to support multitried, it's precisely because of the bad
tasking; therefore, different vendors'
memories ¡ have from trying multitasking
software can coexist.
that I'll remain skeptical until Isee for
Regarding your comment that
myself that Ican type and have my words
" ... what everyone wants is not multiappear on-screen instantly. Some people
tasking, with its inevitable slowing of
stare at the keyboard when they type; me,
what you're doing in the foreIwatch the screen, and even the tiniest
ground ...": The new generation of
delay is noticeable.
80386 machines has more than 2million
We 'II see, and Isure hope you're
instructions per second of computing
right. —Jerry
power. With this amount of power available and amultitasking operating system,
Microsoft Word Macro Delays
you won't even notice several background
Dear Jerry,
processes.
Iam happy that Microsoft Word 4.0
"Real" networking (e.g., electronic
"is certainly the next program to try," as
mail, transparent file access, and remote
you said in your column in BYTE. Ihave
procedure calls) cannot be done without
used it for 3years, and think it's the most
true multitasking. Attempts to perform
elegant and versatile writing tool there is.
these operations with polling-loop imBut you should be warned about its
plementations under MS-DOS produce
macros. They can emulate Electric Pencil
mediocre results.
commands just fine. But as your book
You say that what we really want is
chapters get bigger, Word's macros get
multiprocessing. That's nice in theory,
slower. The delay is not noticeable with
but more processors cost more money. If
continued
the operation can be performed with adecent processor and operating system,
Jerry Pournelle holds adoctorate in psywhy throw more hardware at it? Even
chology and is a science fiction writer
with multiprocessing, we need multitaskwho also earns acomfortable living writing to effectively coordinate the actions of
ing about computers present and future.
several processors in asystem.
He can be reached do BYTE, One PhoeIbelieve your blasting of multitasking
nix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458.
is similar to the comment you made sev-

Three ways to build
better liato Pascal
program...

POWER
' SCREEN

i
ae

$129

Screen I/0 manager.
Features:
screen painter
virtual screens
data validation context sensitive help
unlimited screens definable keys
&much more!

POWER ItIOLS
PLUS
$129

Full featured function library.
Features:
TSH, support direct video
access
VGA and EGA support
windows
and menus DOS memory allocation
interrupt service routines
&much more!

ASYNCH
PLUS
$129

Asynchronous communication manager.
Features:
speeds to I9.2K baud
XON/XOFF protocol
hardware
handshaking XModem file transfer I/O
buffers up to 64K & much more!
We're Blaise Computing, manufactures of high
quality function libraries designed to reduce the
time and technical expertise required for serious
applications development.
All of these packages include Peter Norton's Online Instant Access Program, acomprehensive user
reference manual with extensive examples, and full
sample programs.
Satisfaction guaranteed or return within :to days
for afull refund.
We have afull line ce products for Cand Pascal.
For afree brochure or to order call

800-333-8087!

BLAISE COMPUTING INC.
2560 Ninth Street. Suite 316 Berkelcii, CA 94710 14151 540-5441

CHAOS MANOR MAIL

small files, but it increases with file size
and the cursor's location toward the end
of afile (where most writers spend much
of their time). On astandard IBM PC, 25
seconds may elapse between the time you
hit the macro key(s) and the time the
macro starts to execute, if you are at the
end of a 35K-byte file. The more you
need speed, the less you will get. " Intolerable," as you remarked about Q&A
Write.
The only solution is to load ProKey 4.0
along with Word; its macros have no perceptible delay.
Since macros were just introduced in
Word 4.0, perhaps it will take another
major version for them to be implemented correctly, as is the case with
many of Microsoft's other product
enhancements.
Allan Fries
Seattle, WA
Gee, thanks for the tip. Iexpect SuperKey (or, for that matter, DESQview)
macros would work the same way. I'll try
it. —Jerry
Calling All PX-8 Orphans
Dear Jerry,
Do you have room for a " minority"
public service spot?
On acouple of occasions, you've mentioned one of my favorite dinosaurs in
your column. It's asmall-in-size but bigin- bells-and- whistles CP/M machine
called the Epson PX-8 (Geneva). Admittedly, between the advent of MS-DOS
and all the reviews that kept saying the
Geneva was only for " active computer
users" (what does that mean, anyway?),
it died out there in consumerland pretty
quickly. Nevertheless, there are alot of
PX-8ers around still, and since Epson is
out of the PX-8 business, Ithought I'd
pass on an address or two that might be of

some value to other orphans.
SynderScope International ( 1594 Hilltop Dr., El Cajon, CA 92020) still provides support, peripherals, and reams of
software. The company also runs abulletin board at (619) 442-3789. DAK Industries (8200 Remmet Ave., Canoga Park,
CA 91304) also handles some hardware
and software. ( It seems prices these days
for aPX-8 or peripherals are just afraction of Epson's original suggested retail.
Beware, it's enough to make an early
Epson buyer weep!)
Another source of Geneva information
is the bulletin board system at (313) 5386968. By the way, Canadian users might
still get some limited support through
their local Epson dealers (at least they do
in Winnipeg).
Thanks for mentioning CP/M occasionally. There's plenty of life in the old
gal yet.
Christopher Lars Arney
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

Ihave done this hundreds of times on
all models of Macs and never damaged
one in the least, and most of my colleagues forced to suffer Macs all keep a
similar paper clip with them at all times
and have done this procedure thousands
of times with no damage whatsoever.
H. Kent Craig
Raleigh, NC

There sure is a dance in the old girl
yet. Toujours gai!—Jerry

Well, Iguess the solution is to issue a
box ofpaper clips with each Mac!—Jerry

Hail the Paper Clip
Dear Jerry,
In Computing at Chaos Manor (October 1987), you mentioned that " Apple
should have put a control lever on the
Mac so you can eject floppies without
begging permission."
Jerry, Apple did; the company just
hasn't publicized it for fear of making
things too easy for Mac users. There are
three ways to eject disks from the Mac:

Stamp Out "Turbo"
Dear Jerry,
Iam writing to solicit your help in promoting the enactment of federal legislation that would make it acapital offense
to use the prefix " turbo" in the name of
any product or service not directly and
intimately associated with the powerplant industry.
Iknow Ican count on your moral, if
not your financial, support in this most
worthy of endeavors.
(Embedded command: Remove tongue
from cheek in order to lick earn }, \
David Fisher
Scottsville, NY

1. Pull down the window and use the
"eject" feature, which you found
frustrating.
2. Use the double-infinity Command key
near the space bar, simultaneously pressing the Control key and lowercase num-

ber 4 at the top to electronically force a
disk out ( this won't hurt anything, I
promise).
3. Bend the long end of athick paper clip
to a90-degree angle from the body of the
clip and insert into the little ubiquitous
hole near the disk slot, located about '/2
inch from the right-hand corner of the
slot, keeping the wire totally at a0-degree angle to the Mac; insert until you hit
the mechanical frog (disk grabber) and
press forward Vs inch; that will release
the tension on the frog, and—bingo—
your disk will pop out.

Hey, I'll join that campaign!—Jerry •

call 1 (800) 6-WATSON (
in Mass., (617)
651- 2186). 'lb order, call 1 (800) 533-6120
(in Mass., (617) 655-6066).
Credit Cards Accepted.
telephone tag and gives you
big-system features like auto speed-dial, auto
answer, message forwarding, and built-in 3001
1200 bps modem. For an ear-opening
business applications demo,
36
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11 Important Reasons
CProgrammers Use
Our File Manager
1. It's written in C.

7. Royalty free run-time.

Clearly the growing language of
choice for applications that are fast,
portable and efficient. All of
db_VISTA's source code is written in C.

Whether you're developing applications
for yourself or for thousands, you pay
for db_VISTA or db_QUERY only
once. If you currently pay royalties to
someone else for your hard work, isn't
it time you switched to royalty-free
db_VISTA?

2. It's fast — almost 3times faster
than aleading competitor.
Fast access that comes from the
unique combination of the B-tree
indexing method and the "network" or
direct "set" relationships between
records. Awinning combination for
fast performance.

3. It's flexible.
Because of db_VISTA's combination
of access methods, you can program
to your application needs with ultimate
design flexibility. Use db_VISTA as an
ISAM file manager or to design
database applications. You decide
how to optimize run-time
performance. No other tool gives you
this flexibility without sacrificing
performance.
db_VISTA is also well behaved to
work with most any other C libraries!

4. It's portable.
db_VISTA operates on most popular
computers and operating systems like
UNIX, MS-DOS and VMS. You can
write applications for micros, minis, or
even mainframes.

5. Complete Source Code
available.
We make our entire C Source Code
available so you can optimize
performance or port to new
environments yourself.

6. It uses space efficiently.
db_VISTA lets you precisely define
relationships to minimize redundant
data. It is non-RAM resident; only
those functions necessary for operation become part of the run-time
program.

db Visrx
Features
•Multi-user support allows flexibility to run on
local area networks
•File structure is based on the B-tree indexing
method
*Transaction processing assures multi-user
consistency
•File locking support provides read and write
locks
•SQL-based db_QUERY is linkable
*File transfer utilities included for ASCII,
dBASE optional
•Royalty-free run-time distribution
•Source Code available
•Data Definition Language for specifying the
content and organization of your files
•Interactive database access utility
•Database consistency check utility
File Management Record
and File Sizes
•Maximum record length limited only by accessible RAM
•Maximum records per file is 16,777,215
•Maximum file size limited only by available disk
storage
•Maximum of 256 index and data files
•Key length maximum 246 bytes
•No limit on number of key fields per record
•No limit on maximum number of fields per
record
Operating System
& Compiler Support
*Operating systems: MS-DOS, UNIX,
XENIX, ULTRIX, Microport, VMS,
Macintosh
•C compilers: Lattice, Microsoft, IBM,
Aztec, Turbo C, XENIX, UNIX
and LightspeedC

8. SQLbased db_QUERY
is the query and report writing
program that provides arelational
view of db_VISTA databases.
Use ad hoc or link into your C
applications. Royalty-free. Source
code available.

9. Free tech support.
60 days of free technical and application
development support for every Raima
product. Of course, extended support
and training classes are also available
at your place or ours.

10. Upward database
compatibility
Start out with file management in a
single- user PC environment— then
move up to amulti-user LAN or aVAX
database application with millions of
records. You'll still be using db_VISTA.
That's why so many Cprogrammers
are choosing db_VISTA.

11. WKS LIBRARY
The WKS LIBRARY PROVIDES
THE MOST EFFICIENT WAY FOR C
and BASIC programmers to interface
with 1-2-3, Symphony and dBASE.
• Reads & Writes WKS & WKI Files
• Reads & Writes DBF Files
• 1-2-3, Symphony & dBASE compatible
• Source Included
• No Royalties

30-day Money Back Guarantee!
Price Schedule

db_VISTA

O Single user
$
El Single user w/Source $
Multi-user $
Multi-user w/Source $
NEW:
O WKS LIBRARY for
Lotus 1-2-3 $

195
495
495
990

db_OUERY
$
$
$
$

195
495
495
990

195

Call Today!
Ordering is easy — simply call
toll-free. We'll answer your technical
questions and get you started.

1 (800) db_RAIMA
(800) 327-2462 or
(206) 828-4636
For international orders:
In the U.K. call

Systemstar Ltd.: ( 0992)500919
FAX:
(0992)554261

In Switzerland call Comptronix AG:
FAX:

01 725 04 10
01 725 87 77

In France call

ISE-CEGOS: ( I) 46 09 2828
FAX:
( 1) 46 09 2800

In Belgium call

Lemnie S.A.: (02) 720.96.57
FAX:
(02) 721.12.00

In Germany call

ESM GmbH:

07127/5244

fl RAIMIA"
CORPORATION

3055 - 112th NE, Bellevue, WA 98004 USA
FAX: (206) 828-3131
Telex: 6503018237 MCIUW
C) 1988 Raima Corporation

ASK BYTE
Circuit Cellar's Steve Ciarcia answers your questions on microcomputing

Digitizing Live Video
Dear Steve,
Could you point out the proper combination of hardware and software that
would permit an IBM PC user to display
a full-motion video signal on the PC
screen?
There seem to be anumber of expensive video capture boards/software
around (AT&T's TARGA, for example),
but they are overly complex for this simple application. I'd like to be able to call
up and view a video signal from a PC
menu using my keyboard and return to a
menu when done.
In reality, I'd like to go one step further and be able to select one video signal
from amenu list of several video sources,
using the PC communications port to
drive avideo switch. My ultimate goal is
to be able to window the video into positions on the screen, such positions being
controlled by aprogram.
Ron Van Note
New York, NY
The reason those TARGA boards are so
expensive is that they're doing something
quite complicated. Let me walk you
through the problem.
A standard PC display (everything except the new VGA hardware) uses digital
signals to represent the colors for each
pixel. EGA displays can handle 64
colors, but the EGA boards can generate
only 16 different colors at one time. No
matter where your picture comes from, it
will have only 64 colors when the EGA is
done with it, and that's not enough for
what you want to do.
The VGA displays use analog video
signals, and the boards can produce 256
colors from aselection of about 250,000
(with 320- by 200-pixel resolution),
which is closer to live video. Unfortunately, the screen scanning rates are so
different that the monitor can't overlap a
video signal on a digital image at the
same time.
The TARGA boards sidestep the problem by digitizing the video image and
using software to position the pixels in
memory. That process just doesn't hap38
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pen in real time, if only because the PC
isn't fast enough to update the picture
that quickly.
Some manufacturers do make a genlock accessory for the EGA display that
will superimpose the EGA (in CGA mode)
signal on abackground of live video. I'm
not sure of all the details, but Isuspect
you need an analog monitor that can handle both standard video and RGB inputs
at the same time. The ads showed up in
BYTE and PC Magazine awhile ago, but
Ican't track them down again.
In any event, Ithink it 'Il be alot more
expensive than you'd like. Maybe having
two monitors isn't that awful. — Steve

have adisk for Word and adisk full of
documents, two disks for Lotus 1-2-3
and athird with spreadsheets and graphs,
another pair of disks for Reflex and one
for each major database, two for Microsoft C, and one for each major program
I'm developing. Get the picture?
While this system is adequate, it tends
to involve alot of disk swapping. Worse
yet, the heavy use of the floppy disk
drives runs down the battery quickly.
While the battery is rated at about 6
hours' use with " minimal" disk access,
the NEC service representative told me
that it was " normal" for the battery to
last only about 2 hours with heavy disk
use. And for certain operations (most notably programming), those disk drives
are running almost constantly.
IN ASK BYTE, Steve Ciarcia, acomputer consultant and electronics engineer, answers
An internal hard disk drive, which
questions on any area of microcomputing and
some of the other laptops have, solves the
his Circuit Cellar projects. The most repreproblem of disk swapping but aggravates
sentative questions will be answered and pubthe problem of battery life. Besides, it
lished. Send your inquiry to
doesn't look as if NEC will offer its hard
Ask BYTE
disk drive as an upgrade option for the
do Steve Ciarcia
existing MultiSpeed machines. The new
P.O. Box 582
MultiSpeed HD looks quite abit differGlastonbury, CT 06033
ent than its predecessor.
Due to the high volume of inquiries, we
cannot guarantee apersonal reply. All letters
Ihave asolution that Ithink is actually
and photographs become the property of
superior: Why not design and build an
Steve Ciarcia and cannot be returned.
external ROM disk for the MultiSpeed?
The Ask BYTE staff includes manager
In fact, if I'm not mistaken, you could
Nary Weiner and researchers Eric Albert,
make the IBM-compatible parallel
Tom Cantrell, Bill Curlew, Ken Davidson,
printer port operate bidirectionally. So
Jeannette Dojan, Jon Elson, Frank Kuechyou could adapt aROM disk designed to
mann, Tim McDonough, Edward Nisley, Dick
run from the parallel printer port to all
Sawyer, Robert Stek, and Mark Voorhees.
current (and, presumably, future) laptop
machines. It would be a silent, lowpower, expandable " disk drive" that you
ROM Disk
could carry easily wherever you went,
Dear Steve,
and it could substitute for a fistful of
Iuse alaptop computer quite abit. I disks.
chose the NEC MultiSpeed because it is
Ienvision asystem consisting of multifast, powerful, inexpensive, and can run
ple circuit boards connected by abus of
on batteries alone for those times when
ordinary flat ribbon cable. Board # 1
AC is unavailable.
would be a simple microprocessor conThe two built-in 720K-byte floppy
troller board. A low- power Z80, an
disk drives are sufficient for many pur82C55 parallel interface chip, a27C128
poses. Of course, you can never have too
EPROM, one or two 6264LP static RAM
much disk storage space. Ican usually fit
(SRAM) chips, and some " glue" would
each major application program onto one
probably do the job. Board # 2 (one or
or two 720K-byte disks, leaving the B more copies in parallel on the ribbondrive open to hold the working files. So I
continued

ORDERING INFORMATION

KNOWLEDGE sPOWER
We're Programmer's Connection, the leading
independent dealer of quality programmer's
development tools for IBM personal computers and compatibles. We can give you the
knowledge to help you make the best software
buying decisions possible.
Informative Buyers Guide. The CONNECTION, our
comprehensive buyers guide and catalog, contains
prices and up-to-date descriptions of over 750
programmer's development tools by over 250
manufacturers. Each description covers major
product features as well as special requirements, version numbers, diskette sizes, guarantees, and more.
In addition, the CONNECTION features interesting articles by leaders in the programming industry.
How to Get Your FREE Copy: 1) Use the reader service card provided by this journal; 2) Mail us acard
or letter with your name and address; or 3) Call one
of our convenient toll free telephone numbers.
If you haven't yet received your copy of the
Programmer's Connection Buyer's Guide, act
now. Increasing your knowledge about these
products could be one of the most powerful
things you'll ever do.

386 products

LiSt

386 ASNV386 LINK by Phar Lap Software
386 DEBUGGER by Phar Lap Sofevare
NOP C-386 by MICMWay
NDP ForTran-386 by AiscroWay
PC-MOS/386 Single-User by The Software Link
PC-MOS/386 5-User by The Software Link
PC-MOS/386 25-User by The Software Link
VM/386 by IGC

495
195
595
595
195
595
995
245

389
129
529
529
179
539
869
219

175
129
175
129
129
129
129
275

135
99
135
99
99
99
99
219

New

Ours

biaise products
ASYNCH MANAGER Specify Cor Pascal
CTOOLS PLUS/5.0
PASCAL TOOLS/TOOLS 2
Turbo ASYNCH PLUS/4.0
Turbo CTOOLS
Turbo POWER SCREEN
Turbo POWER TOOLS PWS/4.0
VIEW MANAGER Specify Cor Pascal

New

borland products
EUREKA Equation Solar
Paradox 2.0 by Ansa/Bodand
Paradox 386 by Ansa/Bortand
Paradox Network Pack by Ansaglortand
Ouattro: The Professional Spreadsheet
Sidekick Plus
Turbo Basic Compiler
Turbo Basic Support Products All Varieties
Turbo CCompiler
Turbo Pascal Compiler
Turbo Pascal Database Toolbox
Turbo Pascal Developer's Toolkit
Turbo Pascal Editor Toolbox
Turbo Pascal Gameworks Toolbox
Turbo Pascal Graphix Toolbox
Turbo Pascal Numerical Methods Toolbox
Turbo Pascal Tutor
Turbo Prolog Compiler
Turbo Prolog Toolbox
Other Borland products

167
115
725
525
895
639
995
725
247
179
200
125
100
68
100
68
100
68
100
68
100
68
395
285
100
68
100
68
100
68
100
68
70
49
100
68
100
68
CALL CALL

clanguage
C talk by CNS
Eco C88 Modeling Compiler by Ecosoll
Lattice CCompiler from Lattice
Mark Williams Let's Cwith FREE cod
Uniware 68000 CCross Compiler by SOS
Uniware Z-80 CCross Compiler by SOS
WATCOM C6.0 by WATCOM Group

New

150
100
450
75
995
995
295

129
69
289
54
899
899
269

695
695
99
395
595

379
389
89
249
399

database management
Clipper by Nantucket
dBASE Ill Plus by Ashton-Tate
dBFast dBASE III Ptis Comp by dBFast
FoxBASE+ by Fox Software
FoxBASE+/386 by Fox Software

New Vers

Circle 211 on Reader Service Card

USA

800-336-1166

Canada
Ohio & Alaska (Collect)
International
TELEX
FAX

800-225-1166
216-494-3781
216-494-3781
9102406879
216-494-5260

Business Hours: 8:30 AM to 8:00 PM EST Monday through Fnday
Prices, Terms and Conditions are subject to change.
Copyright 1988 Programmers Connection Incorporated

Established 1984
Guitar by byte/
Tom Rettig's Library by Tom Rettig & Assoc

395
100

249

100
50
50
50
SO
50
200

84
45
45
45
45
45
175

89

digitalk products
SmalltalkN
EGA/VGA Color Option
Goodies Diskette # 1
Goodies Diskette #2
Goodies Diskette #3
SmalltaIWComm
SmalltalkN 286

golden bow products
Vcache
Vfeature Hard Disk Utikly
Vfeature Deluxe Hard Disk Utility
Vopt Hard Disk Optimization Utility

60
80
120
60

55
74
111
55

99
99
99

85
85

695
895
477
95
119

639
799

komputerwerk products
Finally BASIC mutines
Finally Modules
Finally XGral

lahey computer products
F77L-ENV16
F77L-EM/32
F77L-FORTRAN Compiler
Lahey Personal Fortran 77
with Toolkit

New
New
New
New
New

85

429

85
99

logitech products
LOGIMOUSE All Vanetes
LOGITECH Modula2Development System
Modula 2Compiler Pack
Modula 2Toolkit

CALL CALL
249
199
99
75
169
139

microsoft products
Microsoft BASIC Compiler
New Version
Microsoft CCompiler 5wICodeView
Microsoft COBOL Compiler with COBOL Tools
Microsoft FORTRAN Optimizing Comp
Microsoft Macro Assembler
Microsoft Mouse All Vanekes
Microsoft OS/2 Programmer's Toolkit
Microsoft Pascal Compiler
Microsoft OuickBASIC 4
Microsoft OuickC
Microsoft Windows
Microsoft Windows 386
Microsoft Windows Development Kit
Other Microsoft products

295
219
450
299
700
465
450
299
150
105
CALL CALL
350
239
300
199
99
69
99
69
99
69
195
129
500
329
CALL CALL

persoft products
SmartMOVE
SmarTERM 220
SmarTERM 240

New
New
New

149
195
345

CALL for Products Not Listed Here

135
179
309

FREE SHIPPING. Orders within the USA (including
Alaska & Hawaii) are shipped FREE via UPS. Call for
express shipping rates.
NO CREDIT CARD CHARGE. VISA, MasterCard and
Discover Card are accepted at no extra cost. Your card
is charged when your order is shipped. Mail orders
please include expiration date and authorized signature.
NO COD OR PO FEE. CODs and Purchase Orders are
accepted at no extra cost. No personal checks are accepted on COD orders. POs with net 30-day terms
(with initial minimum order of $100) are available to
qualified US accounts only.
NO SALES TAX. Orders outside of Ohio are not
charged sales tax. Ohio customers please add 5% Ohio
tax or provide proof of tax-exemption.
30- DAY GUARANTEE. Most of our products come
with a30-day documentation evaluation period or a30day return guarantee. Please note that some manufacturers restrict us from offering guarantees on their
products. Call for more information.
SOUND ADVICE. Our knowledgeable technical staff
can answer technical questions, assist in comparing
products and send you detailed product information
tailored to your needs.
INTERNATIONAL ORDERS. Shipping charges for International and Canadian orders are based on the shipping carrier's standard rate. Since rates vary between
carriers, please call or write for the exact cost. International orders (except Canada), please include an additional $20 for export preparation. All payments must
be made with US funds drawn on aUS bank. Please
include your telephone number when ordering by mail.
Due to government regulations, we cannot ship to all
countries.
MAIL ORDERS. Please include your telephone number on all mail orders. Be sure to specify computer,
operating system, diskette size, and any applicable'compiler or hardware interface(s). Send mail orders
to:

Programmer's Connection
Order Processing Department
7249 Whipple Ave NW
North Canton, OH 44720

peter norton products
Advanced Norton Utilities
Norton Commander
Norton Editor
Norton Guides Specify Language
For OS/2
Norton Utilities

150
75
75
100
150
100

89
55
59
65
109
59

300
400
300

219
299
219

70
60
80
150

67
58
75
135

495
695
195
195
130
100
130
149
229
99
325
150
99
349
CALL
CALL
395
149
100
CALL
CALL
895
100
75
100
99
CALL

439
529
CALL
179
115
89
119
129
189
85
CALL
129
85
319
CALL
CALL
359
99
89
CALL
CALL
699
89
69
89
139
CALL

soft warehouse products
muLISP-87 Interpreter
muLISP-87 Interpreter & Compiler
muMATH-83

txm products
DATABACK
New
MACK DOS
New
Turbo GGRAPHICS Development Library
New
with Source Code
.New

other products
Actor by The Whitewaler Group
APL*PLUS PC by STSC
Brief by Solution Systems
Dan Bricklin's Demo II by Software Garden
Desgview from Quarterdeck
Disk Technician by Mime Solutions
Disk Technician+ by Prime Solutions
EXTEND FORT 77 Extens by Design Dec/siesta
New
Flow Charting II+ by Patton 8Patton
GRASP by Paul Mace Software
HALO 88 by Media Ceemetcs
New Version
Instant Replay III by Nostradamus
Mace Utilities by Paul Mace Software
MathCAD by MathSoft
Microcompatibles Products All Varieties
Microport Products At Varieties
MICROSTAT-II Statistics Pack by Ecosoft
.
New
Opt-Tech Sort by Opt-Tech Data Proc
Peabody by Copia Intl, Specify Language
PMI Products All Vanehes
Guinn- Curtis Products All varieties
STATGRAPH1CS by STSC
TLIB Version Control by Burton Systems Software
Turbo Analyst 4.0 by TurboFbwer
TurboGeometry Library by Disk Software
Turbo Professional 4.0 by TurboPower
XENIX System VAl Varieties by SCO
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111..--Appled Oar. Syrtents, Inc.

SMART CARD EXTENDER
EASY ON $ 195" — PC/XT
225" — AT

A smart card extender for
PC/XT/AT and compatibles
• Allows card
insertion and
extraction without power on/
off cycles
• Saves time by
eliminating DOS
re-boots
• Reduces wear
and tear on hard
disk drives

• Extends host interface for hardware and software development and test
• A single switch controls the connection of all
signals to and from the computer bus
• Patent pending

DPROM
RS232 Downloadable PROM

'175" 32K x 8
195" 64K x 8

RS232

• Eprom emulator for 2716 — 27512
• Supports 8, 16, or 32 bit wide busses
• Non-Volatile memory standard
• Up to 19200 Baud
•Accepts Intel Hex and Motorola S
formats
• 150ns access time standard

VectorScan 512/640
'
975"
Graphic Controller with RS- 232 Interface

• Interfaces over RS-232 ports
• Drives CGA, EGA, and Multiscan
• Resolution of 512x480 to 640x350
•4 Bits/Pixel up to 4,096 colors
• Maintains 4 separate images
• Internal 512K byte frame buffer
• PC Version available
Applied Data Systems can customize
aproduct to your specifications.
30 DAY NO RISK EVALUATION
APPLIED DATA SYSTEMS
9811 Mallard Dr. Suite 203
Laurel, MD 20708
For more information call 800-541-2003
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cable bus) would be filled with 27C512
EPROM chips. Each ROM board could
hold up to 32 EPROMS, or 2megabytes,
of " disk" space.
With very little additional effort, you
could design the system so that it also accepted a third type of board containing
43256LP CMOS SRAM chips instead of
EPROMs. Then you could have an external RAM disk that did not reduce the
MultiSpeed's working RAM capacity, or
amixture of RAM disk and ROM disk for
maximum flexibility.
Loading software and data files into
the ROM disk would be the only complicated part of the whole project. A laborintensive approach would be to use software on ahost PC with ahard disk drive
to build an image of the ROM disk drive,
convert the changed data to an Intel hex
file, figure out which EPROM chips
need to be removed from the ROM disk
board(s), and then dump the hex files to
an EPROM programmer one chip at a
time.
A hardware approach would be cleaner. You could design afourth board that
would contain EPROM programming
circuitry. It could burn the EPROMs in
the ROM disk boards; you wouldn't even
have to remove them from their sockets.
With this programmer board in place,
the host PC could simply COPY or XCOPY
one or more files to the ROM disk as if it
were writing to areal disk.
What do you think about this idea?
John P. Toscano
Apple Valley, MN
Every now and again the subject of an
external ROM (or RAM) disk comes up.
You've done agood analysis of the project, but you've overlooked one absolutely
essential specification: the economics of
the project.
The ROM disk you describe uses 32
27C512 EPROMs, which cost about $10
apiece in moderate quantities. Sockets,
bypass capacitors, buffers, and the like
add about $1to the cost of each EPROM.
Ithink that the support circuitry could be
a little simpler than you describe, but
let's figure about $50 in parts for the
CPU and other ICs. Just the EPROMs require about 50 square inches of PC board
space, so we'll stack two 6- by 8-inch
boards in abox; figure $30, including the
board connectors. The board needs a
connector to the PC, so add another $15
or so. Figure that there will be some costs
for assembly, test, and rework, and
you're up to about $500 for each unit.
But we haven't allowed for design
time, software development, advertising,
shipping, or the profit motivator. You can

assign any markup you'd like to cover the
cost of running the business that makes
the ROM disk possible; I'll use afactor of
2 (which may not be enough).
The bottom-line price to the consumer
would be about $1000, which seems awfully steep for a box that replaces 2.84
floppy disks—and needs apower supply
and cable.
Don't feel too bad, though. I've built
quite afew projects that didn't make any
economic sense; they were just fun to do.
If Ican figure out any way to make ageneral-purpose ROM disk workable, I'll be
sure to do it. —Steve
Improving Iris after Cataracts
Dear Steve,
My father-in-law was operated on for
cataracts a few months ago. Unfortunately, complications resulted in the loss
of proper function of the iris of one eye.
This makes it difficult for him to cope
with wide variations in light intensity and
detracts from his enjoyment of his favorite outdoor activities.
Iwould like to build or procure asimple, lightweight, artificial iris for him.
My idea is to overlay one lens of his eyeglasses with some material that can be
rendered more or less transparent by a
varying electrical field controlled by a
light-level sensor mounted on the glasses
frame. Iknow that somewhere, in adiscussion of NASA research or similar activity, Iread of amaterial with such properties. In fact, Edmund Scientific
markets a liquid-crystal material that
might be adapted to the purpose. Unfortunately, it requires ahigh voltage, and
I'm not sure that its clear state is sufficiently transparent.
Are you or is anyone on your staff
aware of any material that might be suitable for the purpose?
Robert D. Williams
Mathews, VA
A low-tech solution to your father-inlaw 'sproblem may produce better results
than a state-of-the-art optoelectronic
project. The trouble with the latter is that
it's going to be absurdly expensive and
probably ugly.
How about asimple polarizer added to
a pair of Polaroid sunglasses? If you
picked the lenses carefully, they'd have a
nearly spherical section so you could
mount apolarizer disk against the inside
surface. By rotating the polarizer, you
could vary the transmission from about
50 percent (more or less) to almost
nothing.
You could also use neutral-density filcontinued

Princeton's Very Good Answers.
Without question, Princeton's PSC-28 and PSM-03 monitors will bring you the ultimate in
VGA performance. Princeton was the first to offer truly compatible VGA dedicated monitors.
Our PSC-28 is a770 x 570, .28mm dot pitch, high resolution analog color monitor that can
display an infinite number of colors. The PSC-28 also features aconvenient color button for
green, amber or cyan text. The PSM-03, ahigh resolution analog monochrome monitor
gives you outstanding 800 x 630 resolution, and the ability to display infinite shades of
gray. Plus sharp crisp graphics and character definition from its dynamic focusing circuitry.
Both monitors are compatible with IBM PC*, XT*, AT*, PS/2, Apple Macintosh SE*
and compatible personal computers. Each gives you full compatibility with the leading
VGA adapter cards including the Quad VGA and VEGA VGA. So if VGA meets all your
needs (and you don't require the additional flexibility of our famous ULTRASYNC and
MAX- 15 autosynchronous monitors), investigate the cost/performance value of the
PSC-28 and PSM-03.
Unsurpassed quality, service and
performance make it hard to beat
Princeton monitors. We offer better
value than our competition. We call it
the Visible Edge. For answers to all
your questions about VGA compatible
monitors, contact us at 601 Ewing
Street, Building A, Princeton, New
Jersey 08540 (609) 683-1660, x810.
*Requires proper adapter card
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THE VISIBLE EDGE
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ANALOG OUTPUTS

ANALOG INPUTS

LOW COST

MODEL

DESCRIPTION

DT2811-PCH

Low Cost ADD A

DT2811-PGL

Low Cost, Low-Level
AID, D/A; Interru t

DT2814

Low Cost AID, mt.

DT2815

Low Cost Du;

DT2817

Low Cost DIO

Resolution
(bits)

Resolution
(bits)

Throughput
(kHz)

Throughput
(kHz)

16SE/8DI

Interru t
16SE/8DI

Low Cost, DMA

GENERAL
PURPOSE

D12801/5716A

General Purpose, DMA

16SE/8DI

Hi her Throu h ut, DMA

165E/801

Hi hResolution, DMA
Low Level, DMA

012805/5716A

Low Level, DMA
Simultaneous
Sam le & Hold, DMA

HIGH SPEED

En-connect

45E,
SS&H

DT2821

High Throughput, DMA.
Interru ts

16SE/8DI

2De
glitched

012821-F- 165E,
D12821- F-801

Very High Throughput.
DMA, Interrupts

16SE or

2Deglitched

012821-G-16SE,
012821-G-8DI

Ultra High Throughput,
DMA, Interru ts

165E or

2, De'Itched

012823

High Throughput High
Res., DMA, Ints.

DT2825

High Throughput Low
Level, DMA, Ints.

012827

High Resolution, High
Throu h • ut, DMA, Int.

012828

High Throughput,
SS&H, DMA, Interrupts

10u

2, Delitched
2, Delitched

16SE/8DI
100

100

2, De'itched
2Deglitched
2, De
Inched

16SE/13DI
-

TIT2841-F-16SE

2, De
litched

DT2841-F-8D1

2DeInched

DT2841-G-16SE

Very High Throughput,
DT-Conned "Transfer

DT2841-G-8DI

Very High Throughput,
DT-Conned "Transfer

2, Detached
2,0eInched
2, DeInched

750kHz Throughput,
DT-Connect "Transfer

2De
litched

16- bit Resolution,
DT-Connect Transfer

2De'itched

High Throughput SS&H,
DT-Connect "Transfer
ISBX A, D

Up to 80

Up to 24

Subroutine libraries and/Or application—specific software packages are available with all boards.

—Fred "Atlas" Molinari, President
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Up to 72

Who else could carry all you need
in IBM PC data acquisition?
Only one company started the
board level data acquisition industry
for the PC. And only one company
offers everything you need today.
Data Translation.
We give you the widest range
of data acquisition boards. The most
software. The most signal conditioning and screw terminal products.
You get more performance too,
with the fastest throughputs in the
industry (750KHz), and the option
to connect to auxiliary processor
boards.
And one thing that the chart
doesn't show you: you get the best
engineering, quality and support
from Data Translation. Including
immediate answers to questions,
and 5day delivery from the people
who invented these products in
the first place.
So next time you need adata
acquisition solution, call Data
Translation. And get carried away
with your choices.

Call (617) 481-3700
Free 1988 Data Acquisition
Handbook Set

DATA TRANSLATION
World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc., loo Locke Drive, Marlboro, MA 01752.1192 USA, ( 617) 481.3700 Tlx 951646
United Kingdom Headquarters: Data Translation Ltd., The Mulberry Business Park, Wolungham, Berkshire RG11 2QJ, U.K. ( 0734) 793838 Tlx 94011914
West Germany Headquarters: Data Translation GmbH, Stuttgarter Strasse 66,7120 Bietigheimassingen, West Germany 07142-54025
International Sales Offices: Australia ( 2) 662-4255; Belgium ( 2) 735-2135; Canada (416) 625-1907; Chile ( 2) 25-3689; China ( 408) 727-8222, (8) 721-4017; Denmark ( 2) 274511; Finland (90) 372-144;
France (1) 69077802; Greece (1) 951-4944, (31) 527.039, (1) 361-4300; Hong Kong ( 3) 771-8585; India ( 22) 23-1040; Israel ( 3) 32-4298; Italy (2) 824701; Japan ( 3) 502-5550, ( 3) 375-1551, ( 3) 355-1111;
Korea (82) 756-9954; Morocco (9) 30-4181; Netherlands ( 70) 99-6360: New Zealand (9) 504759; Norway ( 2) 53 12 50; Peru (14) 31-8060; Philippines 818-0103; Portugal 545313; Singapore 7797621;
South Africa ( 12) 46-9221; Spain (1) 455-8112; Sweden (8) 761-7820; Switzerland (1) 723-1410; Taiwan (2) 7371896; United Kingdom (0734) 793838; West Germany 07142-54025.
Data Translation is aregistered trademark of Data Translation, Inc. Other brands and products are trademarks of their respective holders.
Circle 78 on Reader Service Card
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ters; perhaps you could use two or three
levels in various combinations. They
might be easier to mount than apolarizer
because they wouldn't need to rotate.
Drop into agood camera store and see
what they have in the way offilters. You
could cannibalize a second pair of sunglasses for apolarizer; that would give
you good optical quality for a very low
cost.
You might have to drill afew holes in
the lens for the filter mount, but that's a
mechanical problem and doesn't involve
delicate surfaces, high voltages, or complex electronics. While it often seems as
though Ilike high-tech gadgetry for its
own sake, you'll notice that many realworld interfaces are brutally simple and
reliable—otherwise, they don't work for
long. — Steve
Too Much Space
Dear Steve,
Iam using an IBM PC with DOS 2.0
and aBrother HR-35 printer with asheet
feeder. A problem shows up when Iprint
from the word processor of MultiMate
Advantage II. Specifically: Occasionally, for no apparent reason, extraneous
spaces appear in lines of print. In succeeding lines, the left margin is offset the
same number of spaces. If Iswitch the
printer off and back on (which clears its
buffer), the left margin goes back to its
proper setting.
Ashton-Tate's only suggestion was to
use TTYCRLF.PAT, but this gave me other
troubles with justification and 4-line-perinch spacing.
Also, the sheet feeder of the printer
moves the paper 0.6 inch to the right of its
normal position. When Iuse sophisticated software (e.g., MultiMate, dBASE
III Plus, and Norton Utilities), Ican adjust for this in the margin specification.
But Icannot use the shift-printscreen
function. Brother says Icannot do anything with the printer to overcome this. Is
there some way Ican modify DOS or
BIOS to correct this problem?
Russell G. Hill
Princeton, NJ
There are acouple ofpossibilities, but
to figure out what's going on you'll need
to do a little experimenting. I'll run
through the choices and suggest how to
test for them.
Because the offset is consistent from
line to line, the Brother HR-35 may be
getting acommand to set the left margin.
Idon't know if getting a margin command in the middle of aline would cause
additional spacing in that line, but it's
worth checking.
44
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The first step is to capture your
printer's output so you can see exactly
what's going on. The most practical way
is to install a resident program that redirects the printer output to afile so you
can look at it. PC Magazine (
December
22, 1987) presented a utility called
PRN2FILE (
print to file) that does the
deed.
PRN2FILE will create a disk file containing all the characters going to your
printer. You can then use DEBUG or some
file dump utility to examine the file in detail. You can also reprint the same file
over and over to see if you get different
results from the same data; because you
use the DOS COPY command to do this,
there's less chance for timing problems.
There are two possibilities: (1) either
the data file will contain some extra or
garbled data, or (2) it won't. If it does,
the fault lies in the printer driver software. If it doesn't, then there's aproblem
in your printer. If you can reprint the
same data file with different results, the
printer is almost certainly kaput.
Check your cables, connectors, and so
forth, even though you're sure they can't
possibly make any difference. Often, a2day debugging session starts with aflaky
connector.
As far as adjusting the margins for
printscreen—tinkering with the BIOS
code isn't worthwhile. By and large,
you'd need to write a replacement routine; this isn't terribly difficult, but it
shouldn't be your first whack at assembly
language. What may be more practical is
to set up a batch file that moves the left
margin over 6or 10 spaces, then do normal printscreens and let the printer
handle the margins. Admittedly, that's
not too elegant, but it ought to work.
—Steve
Hard Disk Mysteries
Dear Steve,
Ihave two problems that I've spent
considerable time trying to resolve
without success, despite reading everything Icould find and writing letters to
the manufacturers involved.
Ibuilt my IBM PC XT clone from
components, and to date Ihave had no
problems with hardware failures or software incompatibilities. The following list
of my equipment may help you assist me,
if you think my problems can be traced to
hardware.
Ihave a DTK 4.77-/8-MHz motherboard with an NEC V20 CPU, Phoenix
2.27 BIOS, and 640K bytes of 150-nanosecond RAM mounted in asteel flip-top
case. The display card is the ATI EGA
Wonder with 4.02 BIOS. Ihave aSam-

sung SM-12SFA7 amber flat- screen
monitor and aDTK Multi I/O card with
floppy disk drive controller; the card is
configured with a game port, a clock,
and COM1 enabled (COM2 is disabled).
The floppy disk controller is hooked to a
Toshiba 360K-byte floppy disk drive (A)
and aToshiba 31
/2
inch 720K-byte floppy
drive (B). My hard disk drive is aSeagate
ST251 with a Western Digital WX1
(F300) controller, configured as a32.6megabyte hard disk drive (C) and an 8.9megabyte hard drive (D). A Fujitsu 1.2megabyte floppy disk drive and a
Magitronic PE-510 Super FDC will be
installed as drive E after I've resolved
the problem. A 150-watt power supply
(modified by the internal addition of
surge and radio-frequency interference
suppression) provides stable outputs. The
keyboard is a DataComp DFK-777. Finally, a Zoom 2400- bit- per- second
modem operates as COM2.
Now for the problems. Here's the first
one. Ihad two Seagate ST225 21-megabyte hard disk drives with an Everex
(which appears to be similar to the Western Digital WX2) controller, formatted
with the MS-DOS 3.2 operating system.
Wanting to install the 1.2-megabyte floppy disk drive, I installed the Seagate
5T251/Western WX1 and formatted
everything with MS-DOS 3.30. Now my
old CONFIG.SYS file no longer works (the
system says unrecognized command).
Furthermore, while Ican run adirectory of the C drive's root and copy or edit
files there, programs such as PC Tools
and Menu consistently tell me there are
no files in the root directory and will not
read the volume name of the hard disk.
The second problem regards formatting the hard disk: Many of the Seagate
ST255s (and now my ST251) ignore my
interleave specification (Ienter a3) when
controlled by aWestern Digital WX2 or
WX1 controller.
Iobtained aprogram called SPINTEST
from alocal bulletin board, and it gives
the result of 3revolutions to read atrack
(with a174,080-byte-per-second transfer
rate) when Iuse an Omti 5520, Microtek,
HDC-1000, or urc 5150. Occasionally
Iget aWestern Digital WX1 to format
with an interleave of 3, but, typically,
SPINTEST indicates 17 revolutions to read
the track with atransfer rate of 30,710
bytes per second. Is there afix for this?
Christopher Koch
Buffalo, NY
Ithink this is one where you've got to
be there to make any headway . . .
Here's what I'd do. First, back up the
continued
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TelOAS" from TeleVideC Open
Architecture Solutions'« that can
be anything you want them to be.
The new TelOAS solutions
are entirely new ways of looking at
TeleVideo computers. Very flexible
systems that give you the choices you
need to build the system you need
now, then easily expand and upgrade later.
Choose the cabinet with the
proper number of slots you need: 4,
8or 12. Choose the CPU you want:
8088, 80286 or 80386. Choose the
drives you want, the monitor you
want, the keyboard, the footprint and
the price you want. Choose the software to match your needs: MS-DOS"
MS-OS/2" UNIX* System V.3, NetWare", and others. With the TelOAS
Systems, the choices are all yours.
The TelOAS/I cabinet has a
e,

All Kinds Of Possibilities.

passive back plane with 4board slots.
It accepts TelOAS 8088 or 80286
boards in alow-profile, smallfootprint case that fits anywhere.
The TelOAS/II cabinet has 8
board slots, room for 4half-height
drives, and accepts 80286 or 80386
boards. With the right peripherals,
you have an affordable small- footprint
workstation that runs both MS-DOS
and UNIX System V.3.
The TelOAS/Ill cabinet has 12
board slots, room for 2full-height and
2half-height drives, and accepts
80286 or 80386 boards. With the right
peripherals and software, you get a
powerful 386 engineering workstation.
aLAN fileserver, or amulti-user
host system.
The TelOAS Open Architecture
Solutions use the most advanced
surface-mount technology to reduce

the number of components and make
the systems easier to service. The
diagnostic features give you extensive
tests of hardware. Together with our
TeleVideo one-year limited ON-SITE
warranty,* you're sure of getting
quality products that give you the
most for your money.
For more information on the
new Open Architecture Solutions
that can be anything you want them
to be, call toll- free, or write today.
TeleVideo Systems, Inc.
1170 Morse Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA
94088-3568.
Circle 266 on Reader Service Card

TeleVideo
fliF

NON+ YOU NEED TO SI

« LED

Call 1-800-835-3228

teleVieleo srrms hic felOAS and Open Are httecture Solutions are trademarks, and TeleVicieu is amgasietcd trademark ol TeieVideo Systems. I
r,c
Mr nos and MS OS ' 2are trademarks el
Microsoft, Inc NètViiare oatrademark of Novell, Inc. UNIX is aregieered trademark of American -telephone and felreraph Compais ' LI S. nnly. Ihts device has nor been approved by rho Federal
Communication; Commission This device is nor, and may not he, offered kir sale or lease, or sold or leased until the approval of the
has been obtained.
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ASK BYTE

It copies 51/4
and3 1
2 inch
/
diskettes all
by itself.

Just load your diskettes,
press one button, and walk
away. The Victory Duplicator automatically copies diskettes operating standalone
or attached to an IBM/PC.
Macintosh, or Mountain
compatible system.
Bulk cannisters allow fast,
easy loading and unloading.
Switching drives takes less
than three minutes.

Copy Different Formats,
Flawlessly.
Our Auto- Format-Analysis ."
feature lets you copy different formats, including
PS/2. The system tests for
quality and accuracy, sorting
disks into one of two output
cannisters.
No User-Required
Adjustments.
The Duplicator's selfcalibration and simple diagnostics for checking drive alignment allow you to maintain
the system without outside
service.
Call 1-800-421-0103.
And ask about the Victory
family of affordable duplication systems — with serialization, copy protection,
and custom label printing.

VICTORY
ENTERPRISES
8910 Research Blvd., B2
Austin, Texas 78758
512-450-U801
In Europe cad liF1 Pans (XIII 45330137,
Franldurt (49.)1074/ 27, London (44-1)
941-4066. Milan (39-21 316716, Stockholm
(46-8) 7547460
IBM/PC, PS(2. Macintosh. and Mount»
ae trademarks or registered trademarks ed
their respective holders.

Pou>erStclizon

TM

A Complete VT220 / VT241 Work Station
Upgrade for the IBM PC/XT/AT and PS/2
"Now true 800
pixel wide VT241
display and
support for
VMS Services
for MS-DOS."
PrraerStatlorr- 248
$435
VT240 style keyboard and ZSTEM VT240 Emulation Software.
Optional WPS labelled keys (GOLD KEY MODEL) add $30.
ZSTEM pe" • VT240 Emulator Emulation Software only.
$
295
VT240/241 Emulation Software with all the features of ZSTEM VT220 plus
ZSTEM 4014, sixel and ReGIS graphics.
PoiverStaliour 220
$289
VT22C style keyboard and ZSTEM VT220 Emulation Software.
Optional WPS labelled keys (GOLD KEY MODEL) add $30.
ZSTEMpe^4T220 Emulator Emulation Software only
$150
All the features of ZSTEM VT100 plus 8
bd mode, downloadable fonts,
user defined keys, full national/multi-national modes. Extended macros/script language. True 132 columns on Hercules, VGAs, Super EGAs, and
standard EGAs using the EGAmate option. 128 columns on CGAs. 43 line
support on EGAs. Enhanced keyboard support. Ungermann Bass Net/One
and VMS Serinces for MS-DOS support.

EGAmate
$39
Daughterboard option for 132 columns and true 800
pixel wide ReGIS display on standard EGA adapters.
PS22012
$19
Keyboard adapter cable for PS200 on PS/2 systems.
ZSTEMpe-4014 Emulator $99
Use with ZSTEM VT100, VT220, or stand-alone.
Interactive zoom and pan. Save/recall images from
disk. Keypad, mouse, digitizer, printer, plotter, and
TIFF support. 4100 color and line style color mapping.
640 x400 and 640 x480 on some adapter/monitors.
ZSTEMpc'•VT100 Emulator $99
High performance COLOR VT100. True double
high/wide, smooth scrolling. ISO and attribute
mapped color. XMODEM and KERMIT, soltkey/MACROS, DOS access.

KEA Systems Ltd.

#412 - 2150 West Broadway, Vancouver, B C Canada V6K 4L9
Telephone (
604) 732-7411 Telex 04-352848 VCR Fax (
604) 732-0715
Order Toll Free (800) 663-8702
30 day money back guarantee AMEX/MC/VISA
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hard disks so you don't lose anything in
the ensuing melee. Stick the appropriate
boards into the PC, cable up the appropriate drives, check everything once, and
fire it up. Do a low-level format on the
drives and then run DOS 3.3's FDISK and
FORMAT / s (
you should use the original
DOS disks to make sure you get the right
version).
If you need device drivers, set up CONFIG.SYS at this point and load the drivers
into the appropriate subdirectories. Keep
everything else off the disk until you're
sure the machinery plays. Once everything is OK, fill up the disk from the
backup you make, taking care not to overwrite the boot files with some leftover
trash.
Unless that Magitronic floppy disk
controller is designed to work with astandard floppy card already installed (presumably using entirely different hardware I/O addresses and its own device
driver), neither one will work. Right? So
you might want to start the process
without that card, just to make sure.
Once the rest works, then add the new
floppy disk controller and see what
breaks.
From what you've told me, I think
some of your problems come from mixing
versions of DOS and controllers. Remember that there 'sabsolutely no standardization of what the controllers actually
slap on the disk, so you can confuse
things mightily if you interchange drives
and controllers without a low-level format to set things right again.
Setting the interleave often has no effect on cards with clever controllers and
internal track buffers. They run with
whatever interleave the controller needs
to handle the data, so you can't twiddle
with DOS or BIOS parameters. Your controllers probably fall into that category,
but I'm not sure.
Remember, however, that an interleave of 3may be too low. If the PC isn't
ready when the next sector comes
around, it will have to wait another revolution to get the data. That 'sthe penalty
you pay for trying to speed it up—it goes
slower! If SPINDISK is asking for the sectors in such a way that the controller
flushes its buffer, it will take 17 revolutions no matter what the interleave is.
Different controllers may react in adifferent manner.
In cases of mysterious behavior such as
this, it often pays to start from scratch
and work very carefully through all the
steps. I've found that when you're convinced that aparticular process is meaningless, you're ready to learn something
new. —Steve •

--
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We've got awhole new family
of tape backup systems.
Whether you've got an IBM, acompatible, or aMacintosh, you can count on
bilges. We back you with all the
storage capacity you could ask for, plus
all the features, all the support, and all
the speed you'll ever need. And ' ve
make it easy to protect your valuable
data. Since all operations are automatic
988 ialleass Tee-mine. Inc

and unattended, you can just set it,
and forget it.
Best of all, we stand behind
our products with the industry's
only 3-year warranty.
But there's one other reason why so
many more people are asking for
bllgrass. It's because the competition is
asking so much more for their products

113141' rs aregeeed trademark ol Inienabone Bums Merrege, Fr "Macirrele" ar'Ur Plus" am IndermIsal Apple Carrreht
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Talenzss makes
inu,nal and atrial/
tape backup estems
fir the 113M PC/XTbil:
PS/2 or compadble4
and an external
unitfarivur Mac
Pie SE or IL

Let bligrass start backing you up.
Call 1-800TALGRAS. Or write to:
Tallgrass léchnologies,
11100 \net 82nd St.
Overland Park, KS 66214

TECHNOLOGIES
UTALLGRASS
When it's worth saving, it's worth Tallgrass
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As your introduction to
The Library of Computer
and Information Sciences
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(Publishers' prices shown)
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Computer
Graphics
Programming
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32258-2 $37.95
(counts as 2chokes)

34422

$2995

37177 $2495
(Softbound)

84844

$2495

ISoftbound)

58700 $12»5
(Softbound)

39985-2 $39.00
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FOR
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Hoy/ to
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70680

$22.95

(Softbound)

87100 $2995

77620

$25.00
(Softbound)

lata Base

8B018 $2295

53920 $14.95
(Softbound)

iobert Half
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BIG A
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,
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59531

$17.95

Software Development

Simon Femme
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'
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41624-2 $39.95
48441-2 $3895
(counts as 2choices) (counts as 2choices)
Programming in the IBM Environment

37183

$23.95

(Softbound)

41254 $2495

-

52336-2 $34.50
79162-2 $44.95 (counts as 2choices)
(counts as 2
choices) ( Softbound)

Operating Systems
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41614 $21.95
(Softbound)

81405 $22.95
(Soft bound)

85710 $2495
(Scatbound)

48483 $2495
(omb-bound)
Computer Science
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PROGRAMMER'S
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70725 $21.95
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32284 $1895
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37517

Data Communications

A.I. and Robotics
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67110-2 $45.00

32444

$24.95

(2 books count 25
2choices)

41665-2
$
3733
(counts as 2choices)

52121-3
$
9000
(3 books count as
3choices)

4Good Reasons to Join
I. The Finest Books. Of the hundreds of books submitted to us each year, only
the very finest are selected and offered. Moreover, our books are always of
equal quality to publishers' echtions, never economy editions.
2. Big Savings. In addition to getting three books for only $1.00 each when
you join, you keep saving substantially, up to 30% and occasionally even more.
(For example, your total savings as atrial member—including this introductory
offer— can easily be over 50%. That's like getting every other book free!)
3. Bonus Books. Also, you will immediately become eligible to participate in
our Bonus Book Plan, with savings of 65% off the publishers' prices.
4. Convenient Service. At 3-* week intervals (16 times per year), you will
recrive the Library of Computer and Information Sciences News, describing the

Main Selection and Alternate Selections, together with adated reply card. If
you want the Main Selection, do nothing, and it will be sent to you automatically. If you prefer another selection, or no book at all, simply indicate your
choice on the card and return it by the date specified. You will have at least 10
days to decide. If, because of late mail delivery of the News, you should receive
abook you do not want, we guarantee return postage.
If reply card is missing, please write to The Library of Computer and Information Sciences, Dot. 7-ER8, Riverside, NJ, 08075, for membership information
and an application.
Byte 7/88
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Capture
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Publish any EGA Paint 2885 Graphics screen!
The Final Version will convert any screen to
.1MG or . PCX files for your desktop system!

A re a

Comma nd

One picture is worth athousand words!
Kiss those endless upgrade fees goodbye! After well over three years of development, RIX is
pleased to announce the Final Version of our EGA specific graphics editor, EGA Paint 2005. RIX
was the first (
and still the only) graphics, software company to introduce an EGA specific
graphics editor, the first to create acombination TARGA image translator and print package,
the first to release a VGA specific hires graphics editor (in July), and now the first to
release afinal version of any software program ... ever! We at RIX had originally planned
to release a separate package to implement desktop publishing capabilities but when the
release date arrived, we felt our loyal users deserved a fully self-contained graphics package.
Now RIX has made it possible for you to make a little history too with EGA Paint 2005 Final
Version, At $ 129.00, surely the best value in graphics programs ever! Find out why. Order
today! RIX SoftWorks, always the best ... for less!
COMING IN JULY

COLORIX VGA PAINT!
ColoR1X VGA Paint is the cat's meow for your Hi- Res VGA system!
ColoR1X supports all modes of VGA and has time saving features
like: Automatic color graduation generation, block palette freeup,
image drag for 31121 effects, a completely self-contained presentation package which has animation capabilities, and much more.
We'll be shipping in July, first come, first served so get your order
in now!

Only $ 199.001

1M•116

«MOM

IMHOF

1•1

RD( SoftWorIcs, Inc.
18552 MacArthur BL • Suite 375 • Irvine, CA 92715 • ( 714) 476-8266
CALL US T011. FREE:
In CA ( 800) 233-5983

Outside CA: ( 800) 345-9059

Eum-Veralon wiloternational Character Set
Dieter Beaugrand
Beaugrand Ruemkommonikation GmbH
Otto han St. 24
6056 Heusenstamm, West Germany
Phone t' 49-6-10463092
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BOOK REVIEWS

Riau' our
Inside OS/2
Gordon Letwin

OS/2 Programmer's
Guide
Ed lacobucci

OS/2 Features,
Functions,
and Applications
Jeffrey I. Krantz,
Ann M. Mizell, and
Robert L. Williams

Using OS/2
Kris Jamsa

Reader's Guide
to OS/2
G. Michael Vose

T

he first months of 1988
brought us four books
seeking to explain OS/2. One
attempts only to show how to
use OS/2, two others offer lots
of detail about the mechanics
and internal workings of
OS/2, and the fourth tries to
explain OS/2's gestalt.
A good place to start learning about OS/2 is Inside OS/2
(Microsoft Press, Redmond,
WA: 1988,289 pages, $ 19.95)
by Gordon Letwin, chief architect for systems software at
Microsoft. With chapters entitled " History of the Project," " The OS/2 Religion,"
and " The Future," this book
should be the place to discover
the vision of what OS/2 will
become.
Letwin offers many insights
concerning what OS/2 provides as a platform for the
computing future. He discusses the electronic office,
where all computers are linked
together via local- area networks ( LANs), sharing data
and resources. And he makes
implicit comparisons between
OS/2 and telephones: When
ILLUSTRATION DAVE RIDLEY

e 1988

ple really grasp the power of
the new paradigm offered by
OS/2. That paradigm, of
course, is multitasking, with
communication among the
running tasks.
After extolling the advantages of multitasking, Letwin
spends the rest of his book explaining why OS/2 works the
way it does. This explanation
serves as the mental model a
programmer should adopt to
write OS/2 programs.
By explaining how the
pieces fit together, Letwin
provides information that
should save programmers time
and frustration when they begin writing OS/2 programs.
His explanations not only provide aconceptual framework
for programmers but actually
anticipate the kinds of bugs to
which OS/2 programmers
might fall prey. His warnings
should be heeded.
For example, the chapter on
multitasking has three full
pages of hints and warnings
dealing with parent and child
processes and their associated
file handles. Here, Letwin details the side effects caused by
handle inheritance. He also
warns readers not to " follow
the
message,
and
then
had
that
telephones were invented,
the standard Unix practice of
secretary hand the message to
people scoffed and couldn't
blindly closing file handles 3
its
intended
recipient,
you
see what benefits aphone prothrough 20 during program
could have sent aletter by mesvided as acommunication aid.
initialization," since OS/2's
senger.
A
change
in
mind-set
After all, by the time you
dynamic link libraries may
had to occur for telephones to
wrote out your message, had
have previously opened one or
catch on as tools. Letwin anticyour secretary call the correipates asimilar lag before peo- more of these handles.
spondent's secretary to dictate
But even after reading all
the insider thinking that went
into the design of OS/2, Istill
ALSO REVIEWED
found myself wondering just
what an OS/2 application will
Programming Translation Fundamentals
do that an MS-DOS application cannot. Maybe this results
Programming Language Translation
from the perceptual lag Letwin
warns about early on: Maybe
The IBM Programmer's Challenge and
you have to see an OS/2 appliThe Apple Programmer's Challenge
cation in action to really appreciate the potential of OS/2.
Mind Tools
Letwin's book is definitely
thin in source code; the samElements of Functional Languages
continued
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Compact Disk Products, Inc.

CD-ROM/WORM
ALL PRODUCTS ,LOWEST PRICES ,EXPERT ADVICE

INTRODUCTORY OFFERS
ritachi 1503S cr 35(515 CD-ROM Drive with you- chie of:
McGraw Hi Science aid Technical Reference Set
$895
- Grofer Eéctronic Encycbpedé
$895
- Microsoft Bcckshelf
$895
- 2086 Lbrery ( Disks 11 through 11000)
$895
- Geoviaon US. Atias aid Mapmaker
$1395
- The % le Liora-y
$1135

CD-ROM SOFTWARE
Grofer or McGraw Pi cr Bookshelf or PGSG
The Elbe Lbra-y
.
Krit-Othrrer Encycicpedé of Chemical Techrobgy
Registry of Mass Spectra Data
GeovisCri US. Atlas Era Mep•nacer

$269
$395
845
$
$
2655
$795

TOLL FREE ORDER LNE • 800—MEGABYTe (634-2298)

CD ROM and WORM DR/YES
Fftachi 1503S Externa CD-ROM Drive with Aulo
$729
1503S with Dtal ALdio Output
$1229
rbtachi 3500S Interna 1/2 Height CD-ROM Drive WALdio . . $719
Maxtor 800 MB WORM Drive
$3799
Optotech Laserbark 400 MB WORM Drive
$2799
Pcrtabe 2E6 with CD-RDM Drive
$3795
CO -Capture mien
QD-Play

Cacitire Detrd Abdo hfo-matich Iran wry CO to RAM or De.
Also MOWS playteck of 'ruse from RAM
(
589) Rcp-Lp utlty that remits user to ow Ei alio W S on Fitechi
arrl corpaUgle drims Output to headchcres cr trnplf or.
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a bah
Autarett reagrian of Ws Creates ° Bens camel:de

217 E. 05th St
Sute 2E

New York W 11443
Te 249966999
Fax 24-439-9M
Ccripuserve 75530214

Free 3 Month
Subscription to
CD-ROM RovWw
with Orden over
$300

rune too
orbs CDs
Ark
recads.

[INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
A SPECIALTY
Australian Agent: KEWIEL
145 Cothem Rd.
Kew. Victoria 3101
Tel. ( 03) 017-5933

Finally! A Keyboard Protector That:
• PROTECTS CONTINUOUSLY - 24 HOURS A DAY Against computer downtime due to liquid spills, dust, ashes,
staples, paper clips and other environmental hazards.
• REMAINS IN PLACE during the operation of your keyboard.
SafeSkin is precision molded to fit each key - like a "second skin."
• EXCELLENT FEEL - The unique design eliminates any interference between adjacent keys, allowing smooth natural
operation of your keyboard.
•SafeSkia IS VIRTUALLY TRANSPARENT - Keytops and
side markings are clearly visible. In fact, SafeSkin is so clear,
sometimes you may not know it's there!
• DURABLE - LONG LASTING - SafeSkin is not a "throwaway" item. Many of our protectors have lasted over 3 years
under continuous daily use, without failure.
SafeSkin is available for most popular PC's and portables including:
IBM, APPLE, AT&T, COMPAQ, DEC, EPSON, KEYTRONICS, NEC, TANDY, TOSHIBA, WANG, WYSE,
ZENITH. Specify computer make and model. Send $29.95, Check
or M.O., VISA & MC include exp. date. Dealer inquiries invited.
Free brochure available.
Merritt Computer Products, Inc.
4561 S. Westmoreland / Dallas, Texas 75237 / 214/339-0753
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BOOK REVIEWS

pies he gives rarely, if ever,
run more than five lines.
Ed Iacobucci's book, OS/2
Programmer's Guide (
Osborne/McGraw-Hill, Berkeley, CA: 1988, 1100 pages,
$24.95), promises nearly as
much as Letwin's: Iacobucci
is Letwin's counterpart at
IBM, the OS/2 system architect. And his massive volume
on OS/2 provides even more
detail than Letwin's on the
nuts and bolts of OS/2.
Iacobucci justifies OS/2
mostly by talking about what
MS-DOS and Intel 8088-/
8086-based machines couldn't
do. Then he jumps right into
detailed technical discussions
about how to write OS/2 programs. In fact, 16 percent of
this book is programs-29 different OS/2 programs or program fragments that explain
how to use OS/2 features.
Many of these programs might
be useful to programmers as
more than just examples: One
displays afile in hexadecimal,
and two others allow copying
data to and from the standard
input and output devices and
shared memory segments.
The IBM influence shows
through strongly in these example programs. All the code
is in assembly language.
(Common industry scuttlebutt
says that all IBM programmers
write in assembly language.
One of the reasons put forth for
OS/2's long gestation was that
IBM's design team first had to
learn C.) A disk offered separately contains the assembly
code and C versions of the programs. But in abizarre decision, possibly intended to
placate Iacobucci's IBM superiors, Osborne/McGraw-Hill
elected to print assembly language instead of C code. The
availability of acompanion
disk with C code remedies this
potential deficiency.
I've heard several OS/2 programmers claim they've
learned more from Iacobucci's book than from the OS/2
documentation for software
developers. One programmer
bewails the prohibitive cost
($3000) of Microsoft's OS/2
Software Development Kit

(SDK) and claims that you can
become an OS/2 developer
just by buying Iacobucci's
book. This programmer
learned enough from the book
to construct the necessary
doscalls.h and subcalls.h
libraries so he could write
OS/2 programs. The 159-page
appendix A details all of
OS/2's function calls.
Iacobucci's book has even
helped programmers find
bugs in early versions of OS/2.
Iknow of one programmer
who was having trouble with a
field in the KbdStatus structure used by KbdSetStatus.
The documentation for KbdSetStatus in the Microsoft
SDK Programmer's Reference
lists this bit as reserved. This
directly contradicts Iacobucci's text. When queried
about this discrepancy, Microsoft responded that shift-key
reporting, as documented in
the Iacobucci book, is part of
the OS/2 spec and is safe to
use.
OS/2 Features, Functions,
and Applications (
John Wiley
& Sons, New York: 1988, 282
pages, $24.95) is also written
by members of the IBM OS/2
design team. Authors Krantz,
Mizell, and Williams try to
pass on some of the " tremendous amount of knowledge in
the depth and breadth of the
product" that they have accumulated. Interestingly, they
wrote the programming examples in C code, not assembly
language.
This book really shines in its
discussions of PS/2 programming, offering some previously little known information
on the PS/2 s' Advanced BIOS.
The authors also provide a
good discussion of the difference between the edge-triggered hardware interrupt
mechanism in the IBM PC AT
environment and the level-sensitive triggering of the PS/2s,
and how OS/2 device drivers
can use this hardware feature.
The book's drawback, however, is its dense presentation.
The writing is passive and academic, making the information hard to access.
continued

TURBO PASCAL ADD-ONS
ASCII TURBO PROG. ( COMPLETE)
DOS/BIOS & MOUSE TOOLS
METRABYTE DATA ACQ. TOOLS
OVERLAY MANAGER 4.0
SCREEN SCULPTOR

LIST OURS
289
75
100
45
125

259
70
90
40
96

FEATURED PRODUCTS
VM/386— Turn one 386 PC into many PCs.
Multitask your DOS programs— quickly and easily.
VM/386 is acontrol program for 386 computers that
creates Virtual Machines, like separate PC's, each
running its own task simultaneously.
List: $2.45
Ours: $ 182
Microport DOS Merge 386— Supports concurrent
use of Unix System V/386 and DOS. With DOS
Merge, you can develop software by combining DOS
and UNIX System V programs and commands. Run
multiple DOS programs and UNIX System V
programs at the same time on dumb terminals.
List: $399
Ours: 8349
Concurrent DOS 386— Uses the power of the 388
to combine its multiuser, multitasking design with
the added value of DOS compatibility. Up to ten
users can share the resources of asingle system.
List: $395
Ours: 8349
WATCOM C6,0— Complete new development
system for C. Windowed, interactive debugger.
WATCOM Editor, MAKE, object librarian, highperformance linker, and disassembler for
dramatically improved development productivity.
List: $295
Ours: 8269

Programmer's Paradise Gives You Superb Selection,
Personal Service and Unbeatable Prices!
Welcome to Paradise. The microcomputer software source that caters to your programming needs.
Discover the Many Advantages of Paradise...
•Lowest price guaranteed
• Huge inventory, latest versions
• Technical support
•Immediate shipment
• 30-day money- back guarantee*
• Knowledgeable sales staff

Over 500 brand-name products in stock— if you don't see it, call!

We'll Match Any Nationally Advertised Price.
LIST OURS
386 SOFTWARE
386-TO-THE- MAX
75
66
ALSYS 386 ADA
3655
3399
DESQVIEW
130
115
FOXBASE + /386
595
459
HIGH C-386
895
839
MICROPORT DOS MERGE (2- USERS) 399
349
MICROPORT SYS V/386 ( COMPLETE) 899
759
MS WINDOWS/386
195
130
NDP COR FORTRAN-386
595
549
PC-MOS/386(1-USER)
195
181
PHARLAP 386IASM/LINK
495
422
SCO VP/IX (2-USERS)
495
399
SCO XENIX SYS V 386 ( COMPLETE) 1595
1279
VM/386
245
182
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
MULISP-87 INTERPRETER
PC SCHEME
T.I. PROCEDURE CONSULTANT
TURBO PROLOG V. 2.0
NEW
TURBO PROLOG TOOLBOX

300
95
495
150
100

199
86
435
109
69

ASSEMBLERS/LINKERS
ADVANTAGE DISASSEMBLER
MS MACRO ASSEMBLER
OPTASM
PLINK86PLUS

295
150
195
495

279
99
172
279

BASIC
DB/LIB
FINALLY!
FLASH- UP
MACH 2
MS BASIC COMPILER 6.0
MS QUICKBASIC
QUICKPAK
QUICKWINDOWSW/SOURCE
TRUE BASIC
TURBO BASIC
TURBO BASIC TOOLBOXES

139
99
89
79
295
99
69
99
100
100
100

121
90
80
60
189
69
60
90
90
69
69

DBASE TOOLS
CLIPPER
D'ACTION
D'ANALYST
DBASE III PLUS
DEBUG III
EAGLE
FOXBASE +
FOX TOOL BOX
GENIFER
HI- SCREEN XL
R&R
SCANALYZER
TOM RETTIG'S LIBRARY
Ul PROGRAMMER

695
399
70
80
229
209
695
399
195
181
NEW 095
395
395
249
295 CALL
395
282
149
129
150
139
50
45
100
80
295
249

OVER 100 DATABASE PRODUCTS IN STOCK
CCOMPILERS/INTERPRETERS
C-TERP
INSTANT C
LATTICE C
MICROSOFT C
QUICK C
RUN/C PROFESSIONAL
TURBO C

298
495
450
450
99
250
100

232
384
239
285
69
159
69

LIST OURS
C LIBRARIES
CASYNCH MANAGER
CTOOLS PLUS/5.0
CUTILITY LIBRARY
CXPERT
DEVELOPER'S TOOLKIT FOR C
DESQVIEW API C LIBRARY
ESSENTIALCOMMUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATIONS PLUS
GREENLEAF CSAMPLER
GREENLEAF COMM LIBRARY
GREENLEAF FUNCTIONS
PFORCE
RESIDENT CW/SOURCE
T1MESLICER
TURBO CTOOLS

175
137
129
101
185
125
395
335
195
155
200 CALL
250
95
185
185
395
198
295
129

199
69
125
125
215.
169
279
101

COBOL
MICROFOCUS COBOL/2
W/COBOIJ2TOOLSET
PERSONAL COBOL
MICROSOFT COBOL
OPT-TECH SORT
REALIA COBOL
W/REAL MENU
REALCICS
RM/COBOL
EM/SCREENS
SCREENIO

900
1800
149
700
149
995
1145
995
950
395
400

733
1465
121
449
112
794
899
791
763
339
382

DEBUGGERS
ADVANCED TRACE- 86
BREAKOUT
PERISCOPE I
PERISCOPE II
PERISCOPE III IO MHZ
PFIX 86 PLUS

175
125
345
175
1195
395

121
89
282
141
979
215

DISK/DOS/KEYBOARD UTILITIES
COMMAND PLUS V. 2.0
DISK OPTIMIZER
FASTBACK +
MACE UTILITIES
NORTON COMMANDER
NORTON UTILITIES ADVANCED
PC TOOLS DELUXE
VFEATURE
XTREE PRO

80
60
189
99
75
150
80
80
129

EDITORS
BRIEF
W(DBRIEF
EDIX
EMACS
EPSILON
KEDIT
MKS Vi
MULTI- EDIT
NORTON EDITOR
PC/EDT +
Pi EDITOR
SPF/PC
VEDIT PLUS •

195 CALL
275 CALL
195
*
69
295
268
195
151
150
120
75
66
99
90
75
70
295
269
195
165
245
185
185
131

FILE MANAGEMENT
BTRIEVE
XTRIEVE
REPORT OPTION

245
245
145

70
55
142
90
56
101
70
75
III

185
189
109

Full Line of MS-DOS, OS/2, Xenix, Macintosh Products Available.
Terms and Policies
•We honor MC, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS
No moire ce credo cerd or C.0 D
N.
York Sone readers odd eookable s4r. an
pew and handler
11.3.95 oer nor new the CS.. sent UPS gore Runk and
weternetikral nerore nehoble. Cal Inc rewire reee
•programer'. %Mee ni match soy current nearly advertised
once Inds ont turn lit the profons bred et Or ed.
•Dnous red Pnben urea.. .dung. wok. nonce.
•Hours 9All EST — 7PM EST
•Mall OM.« laded. pear Omar number
'Mt for drools. Sore IILI111111ClUrtil wok not ator returns or. drk
err re broken
Dealers and Corporate Buyers— Call for
special discounts and benefits!
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LIST
595
595
345
159
395
495
295
CALL
250
750
195
CALL
795

OURS
455
459
279
141
318
418
241
CALL
172
599
CALL
CALL
599

FORTRAN
LAHEY FORTRAN F77L-EM/32
LAHEY PERSONAL FORTRAN 77
MS FORTRAN
RM/FORTRAN
DIAGRAM'ER OR DOCUMENTER
GRAFMATIC OR PLOTMATIC
MAGUS NUMERICAL ANALYST
SPINDRIFT LIBRARY

895
95
450
595
129
135
295
149

805
86
285
479
115
119
252
135

GRAPHICS
ADVANTAGE GRAPHICS (C)
ESSENTIAL GRAPHICS
GSS GRAPHIC DEV. TOOLKIT
HALO 88
HALO ' 88 (5MICROSOFT LANG.)
METAWINDOW PLUS
METAWINDOW/PREMIUM
TURBOWINDOW/C
TURBO HALO (FOR TURBO C)

250
299
495
325
595
275
495
95
99

229
229
399
229
399
232
419
80
80

MODULA2
LOGITECH MODULA2
COMPILER PACK
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
TOOLKIT
SOLID B + TOOLBOX
STONYBROOK MODULA2

99
249
169
100
195

81
199
141
89
179

BTRIEVE/N
XTRIEVE/N
REPORT OPTION/14
CBTREE
C-TREE
D-TREE
R-TREE
COMBINATIONSAVAILABLE
DBC III
DBC III PLUS
DB_VISTA OR DB-QUERY
INFORMIX PRODUCTS
XQL

MOUSE PRODUCTS
LOGITECH HIREZ OR SERIES 2
MICROSOFT MOUSE BUS
OTHER VARIETIES
SUMMAMOUSE

CALL CALL
150
99
CALL CALL
119
99

OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
ACTOR
495
ADVANTAGE C + +
495
PFORCE + +
395
SMALLTALKN
100
APPLICATION PACKS
50
SMALLTALK/V286
200
OPERATING SYSTEMS
MICROPORT 286 DOS MERGE
MICROPORT SYS V/AT
SCO XENIX SYSTEM V ( COMP.)
WENDIN-DOS
OTHER MICROPORT:SCO,
WENDIN PRODUCTS
PASCAL COMPILERS
MICROSOFT PASCAL
PASCAL-2
TURBO PASCAL
TURBO PASCAL DEV LIB.

249
649
1295
99

423
479
215
85
45
159
209
549
999
80

CALL CALL
300
229
100
395

T- DEBUG PLUS
W/SOURCE
TURBO ANALYST
TURBO ASYNCH PLUS
TURBO GEOMETRY LIBRARY
TURBO HALO
TURBO MAGIC
TURBO PASCAL TOOLBOXES
TURBO POWER TOOLS PLUS
TURBO PROFESSIONAL 4.0
TURBO WINDOW/PASCAL

45
90
75
129
150
95
99
100
129
99
95

SCREENS/WINDOWS
C-SCAPE
CURSES W/SOURCE
GREENLEAF DATA WINDOWS
HI- SCREEN XL
JYACC JAM
MICROSOFT WINDOWS
MS WINDOWS DEVELOPMENT KIT
PANEL PLUS
PANEL/QC OR PTC
SCREENSTAR W/SOURCE
TURBO POWER SCREEN
VIEW MANAGER
VITAMIN C
VC SCREEN
WINDOWS FOR DATA
W/SOURCE

282
299
172
250
209
295
129
149
684
750
69
99
319
500
395
495
99
129
169
198
101
129
199
275
162
225
105
149
295 CALL
590 CALL

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS
BABY/36 ( RPG III
3000
CARBON COPY PWS
195
CO-SESSION
195
DAN BRICKLIN'S DEMO PROGRAM
75
DEMO PROGRAM II
195
DB2C
299
EUREKA
167
FLOW CHARTING II
229
INTERACTIVE EASY FLOW
NEW 150

39
80
59
101
135
80
90
69
101
80
80

2699
142
179
60
179
272
119
207
125

OS/2 DEVELOPMENT
TOOLS
595
465
BTRIEVE FOR OS/2
79
99
CALIFORNIA TEN PACK
195
151
EPSILON FOR OS/2
395
279
GREENLEAF DATA WINDOWS OS/2
695
659
GSS DEY TOOLKIT FOR OS/2
99
76
HELPME
175
139
KEDIT V. 4.0
900 ' 733
MICROFOCUS COBOL/2
CALL CALL
MICROSOFT LANGUAGES
495
395
PANEL PLUS FOR OS/2
895 CALL
RBASE FOR OS/2
495 CALL
WINDOWS FOR DATA FOR OS/2
JANUS ADAJET SET
MAGIC PC
MATHCAD
MKS RCS
MKS TOOLKIT
MS OS/2 PROG. TOOLKIT
MUMATH
NORTON GUIDES
PC-LINT
POLYMAKE
POLYTRON PVCS
PRE-C
PROTEUS
SEIDL VERSION MANAGER
SOURCE PRINT
TREE DIAGRAMMER

99
90
195
179
395
279
189
162
169
145
350
229
300
189
75
100
139
101
149
131
CALL CALL
295
159
NEW 99
89
300
269
97
80
77
70

189
189
69
289

Call or Write for Latest Free Catalog!

1-800-445-7899

In NY: 914-332-4548
Customer Service:
914-332-0869
International Orders:
914-332-4548
Telex: 510-601-7602

ADivision of Hudson Technologies, Inc.
42 River Street, Tarrytown, NY 10591
JULY 1988 • BYTE
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9- Track Tape Subsystem
The Data Interchange
Solution You've
Been Waiting For!
Qualstar's 1/2" 9- track
Ministreamers" bring full
ANSI data interchange
capability to your PC or
Macintosh" computer
system.
With 9- track tape, you are free to exchange data files with any
mainframe or minicomputer in the world.
Our affordable Ministreamers come in both 7" and 10 1/
2"versions
and use less desk space than an ordinary sheet of paper. They can
provide 1600 thru 6250 BPI capability and may be used for disk
backup as well as data interchange. Complete subsystem prices,
includine software, start as low as $2,495 for 7" units and at $3,670
for 10 1/
2'units.
Qualstar has become the market leader in desk-top 9-track systems
for agood reason; our tape drives have established an outstanding
record for reliability and low cost of ownership.
Discover the many advantages 9- track tape has over other
Micro/Mainframe links.

Call us today!

DURLSTRR;
9621 Irondale Avenue,
Chatsworth, CA 91311
Telephone: (818) 882-5822

Macintosh is atrademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

KILA SYSTEMS
SYSTEMS FOR THE REAL WORLD

• DASH CARD SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER
• MS-DOS & PC BUS COMPATIBLE
•CMOS NEC V50 • LOW COST $249.00
FEATURES • A complete system based on V50 16 bit CMOS
processor • Has core features of aPC • Add PC cards via passive
backplane • 512kB or 1mB RAM, upto 128kB ROM • 3serial ports
•floppy, printer, SCSI ports on a piggyback boaid • Software:
CBIOS ( MS-DOS compatible), diskless operation,
debug
monitor • 3.9x7.8" • 500ma ig5v • SI:4.4

CALL NOW 415-692-1448
255 Taylor Blvd., Millbrae, CA 94030
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BOOK REVIEWS

Kris Jamsa is arecognized
authority on MS-DOS; he
wrote DOS: The Complete
Reference, he presides over the
DOS User's Group, and he is
the editor of that organization's newsletter. Despite
these qualifications, his Using
OS/2 (
Osborne/McGrawHill, Berkeley, CA: 1988, 757
pages, $ 19.95) is the least useful of this bunch.
The first several chapters
explain using OS/2 to anovice
user—how to care for disks,
how to boot the computer, and
how to format and back up
disks. Even casual MS-DOS
users will find these chapters
of little use. This section is
twice as long as it needs to be.
Many of its illustrations are redundant, while others are simply unnecessary. The reference manual included with
OS/2 explains these topics as
well as this book does.
Next, Jamsa attempts to explain the complexities of OS/2
programming. He was working with early beta software to
explore these topics, so his explanations lack depth. Many of
his descriptions read like manuals reworded into book style.
But they are poorly organized,
and the rewording adds little or
no additional information.
The book also has many
errors. For example, on page
24 an illustration claims that
OS/2 has a4.8-megabyte virtual address space (48 is the
correct number), and on page
473 Jamsa asserts, " both the
program and the executable
code reside in memory." This
statement is only a little less
confusing than an earlier assertion that "the key to OS/2's
success is not necessarily its
powerful capabilities, but
rather the number of application programs that make use of
these capabilities."
Building Your Library
If you plan to write OS/2 programs, the Letwin and Iacobucci books can add substantially to your understanding of
OS/2: They function much
like the revered Kernighan and
Ritchie " white" book that
specifies the C language. PS/2

programmers will also find
useful information in OS/2
Features, Functions, and Applications. Only novices who
find themselves in front of a
computer running OS/2 might
consider Jamsa's book.
For the general- to- advanced reader, Iparticularly
recommend Inside OS/2. For
readers who will be doing extensive OS/2 programming,
OS/2 Programmer's Guide is
anecessity.
All four books help shed
light on the mysterious workings of OS/2. But none succeeds in revealing why or how
OS/2 might change the face of
personal computing. Isuspect
that The Book on OS/2 might
be along time coming. •

BRIEFLY NOTED
Programming Translation
Fundamentals by Peter Calingaert, Computer Science
Press, Rockville, MD: 1988,
366 pages, $36.95. This book
shows perhaps the best balance of theory and application
that I've seen. For his examples, Calingaert uses pseudocode reminiscent of PL/1 or
Modula2for high-level code,
and for his assembly language
examples he uses an assembly
language that you could easily
mistake for Knuth's MIX. His
explanations are clear-cut and
readable, not bogged down by
abstract notational syntax that
can obscure what is actually
going on.
The author starts off with an
abbreviated exploration of
one- and two-pass assemblers.
Then, rather than jump immediately into the subject of program translation for higherlevel languages, he takes adip
into what he refers to as " program modules." This is adiscussion of how routines (modules) are activated during a
program's execution (taken,
of course, from a high-levellanguage point of view), including the important issue of
variable scoping. Having thus
given the reader agood view of
what acompiler (or an intercontinued

Microstat-Il will have you up and running in 5minutes
or your money back.
perating Microstat-Il couldn't be
easier. No matter what your
statistical needs are. Simply select
the options you need from the menu system
with akeyboard or amouse and your
answer is available instantly. No complex
command languages to learn. On-line help
is only akeystroke away! Plus, it only
takes three disks to operate the program.
Microstat-Il is simple to use and fast!
The # 1 Selling Micro Statistical
Package is Even Better!
Microstat is by far the most popular
micro statistics package of all time. Tens
of thousands of satisfied customers have
relied on Microstat since 1979 for all their
statistical needs. Microstat has been used
for every application imaginable from checking the brine content of tuna fish to keeping
game statistics for an NFL football team.
Already 64 of the Fortune 100 companies
have purchased Mictrostat. Virtually every
major university is presently using Microstat
and over 10.000 copies have been sold to
the US government. Microstat-Il is even
better!
The Coverage You Need
Microstat-II has the statistical tests you
need. Just some of the areas of coverage
are descriptive statistics. ANOVA. correlation and regression ( with stepwise), time
series, hypothesis testing. nonparametrics,
crosstabs and chi-square. probability distributions. scatterplots. plus alot more!
Easier Installation
Microstat-II provides all this power with
only 3disks and can run on ahard disk or
afloppy disk system with two drives. Our
competitors use up to 21 disks and most
require ahard disk. Plus Microstat-II is not
copy protected.
Even Greater Flexibility
We have completely redesigned the data
management section to include features our
users have requested. You can have unequal
cases in the same file. aliased variables.
missing data, range checking, and built-in
scalars on data entry, plus other new features. You can even use amouse!

Improved Speed and Interface
Microstat-II is 8 times faster than our
own Microstat version 4.0 and almost twice
as fast as the competition. This exceptional
speed was achieved without any loss of
accuracy. When running descriptive statistics the results were staggering ( can be
even faster with anumeric co- processor):

Microstat-Il...... .. 88 seconds
Leading Competitor

160 seconds

Microstat 4.0

731 seconds

Iri seconds Tests on an 8 MHz AT- type machine.

no co

more time. You don't have to rerun atest
to see output that has scrolled off the
screen.
Introductory Price Just $ 395 until
July 1. 1988
Microstat-II is being offered at the low
introductory price of just $395 complete.
Want just apeek at Microstat-II? We'll send
you ademo disk and manual for just $ 19.95.
Also, agenerous update program is available
for our loyal Microstat customers. Just
inquire.
Absolutely Guaranteed
We are so sure that Microstat-II will
satisfy all your statistic needs that we will
offer a30-day no risk money-back guarantee.

processor), File with 12.800 cases.

The user interface has also been greatly
improved. A full-model regression on the
infamous Longley data takes only 9strokes
with Microstat-II. One competing package,
which claims to have the easiest command
structure. requires 88 strokes. Plus, a
specifically designed reversable scrolling
feature has been added to save you even

Yes!
1-800
952-0472

Make statistics easy. order
Microstat-II today!

1-800-952-0472
Ecosoft Inc. Circle 94 on Reader Service Card
6413 N. College Ave.. Suite 101.
Indianapolis, IN 46220

El Please send me
copy(s) of Microstat-II and acomplete
manual at the low introductory price of $395.00
D Please send me
copy(s) of Microstat-II Demo Disk and
summary manual for just $ 19.95.
Add $4per package for UPS shipping charges. Indiana residents add 5%
sales tax.
Format: D5taIBM
D3IBM
D5'2 1.2 meg
D Please send me aMicrostat-Il brochure.
Please send me information on upgrading my Microstat
package to Microstat-II.

Name Organization
Address
City

State

Zip

Phone
CI Bill my credit card.
Account Number

D VISA

D MC

D American Express
Expiration Date

tro s
ucingMie
for OS/2
Microsoft Pascal 40

Microsoft BASIC 6.0

Microsoft C5.1

ile
)i :
9
1) nntprime : - 18
--••- 4:
writeln('
5:
prime r s;
Del
6:
repeat
7:
rprime := prime:
8:
sgrtp := trunc(sgr
9:
i:= 1:
e:
notprime := false;
1:
while ( I < sqrtp)
.2:
begin
e
4:
notprime
s:
end:
•
if ( not notprime)
•
prime := prime •
8:
until ( prime > 1

The people who co-developed the industry's most powerful personal computer
operating system are now proud to announce
programming languages to match.
Introducing Microsoft® Macro Assembler
5.1, C 5.1, Pascal 4.0, FORTRAN 4.1 and
BASIC Compiler 6.0.
Five industrial-strength, stand-alone languages that combine the implementation
flexibility you've enjoyed under MS-DOS®
(which, of course, they still support) with the
advanced capabilities you've anticipated
from OS/2.
Capabilities such as the ability to develop

.---

PIP

hild$ : "dirisortifind " OAS"
ilaboher . 5 : 8.1108088
' The child process does: D
Chi ld$ = "dirlsortifind " •
DIM Directory$(188) ' Stri
FileMunber = FREEFILE ' Me
OPI "PIPE:" • Child$ FOR I
WHILE NOT EOF(1) ' Loop un
LIME INPUT OFilethinber,
MumEntries r MunEntries
WEND
ChildDone:
CLOSE Filetiumber

ile

9few : ,.
earch

un

) i : 217
)p : 23383:5936
-,---.- ......---••

zs:
26:
27:

ze:

9:
38:
31:
32:
33:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:

Lot

iÎ
set_curs
p = scrnbuf
/m Draw top of box.
npr 218:
p .= 2;
for ( I m e
fp

f

*P . 191:
p *. 2:

/* Draw side of box.

large, sophisticated applications which go
beyond the 640K barrier, taking advantage
of up to 16MB of RAM, and utilizing the
potential of today's microprocessors.
Just like their MS-DOS predecessors,
these five new languages are equipped with
powerful, professional features you work
with, not around:
Support of direct calls to the operating
system, and inter-language calling for mixing
multiple languages on the same project.
Access to OS/2 system calls and afull
complement of utilities, including an
incredibly fast incremental linker and the

EFile

Olen

)ynax . eq. 18 :
)radowax : 18
ch...
Watch

Ctr1.1.1

ions

Call,

tch...
Watchpoint...
Tracepoint...
Delete Watch...

CALL pale
DO 3E1 i=
DO 28 y = 1, ewe
(REAL(9)/9nax)npinbu
=S1M(r)
radius = radmax a ABS(x)
DO IN j r I, 4
xoff n xoffs(j) • x
color . MOD(J4-1, 3)4
CALL mirror(xcenter, xoff,
CONTINUE

ntrol 1378 ( Affine closure, Bound nearest, 64lea.° pn.1 un.I on.0 zotre
- =

Microsoft Macro Assembler 5.1

Run tJatch Options Language C
c:runme.A
.CODEAuto
mov
ax,@data
Basic
MOU
ds,ax
Fortran
daascal
ilus

first protected mode programmer's editor
that works equally well in real mode.
Microsoft CodeView: our popular,
advanced debugger that lets you untangle
program logic at the source code level, no
matter what code you're using.
(It even lets you debug protected mode
programs up to 128MB of virtual memory,
and larger programs than ever before in
real mode.)
As the perfect complement to our new
languages, we're also offering the Microsoft
OS/2 Programmer's Toolkit.
It contains aparameter-by-parameter
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9
RS-422
CONVERTER
TO/FROM RS-232

•
•
•
•
•
•

Up to 100 kilobaud at 4000 feet
Up to 3miles at 1200 baud
Supports eight signals
Doubles as ahigh speed short haul modem
All handshake signals and clock
Write or call to order or for more information
TEL

mii if

cali

ff

g

tc

A PUBLIC COMPANY

Remark Division • Telebyte Technology, Inc. • 270 E. Pulaski Rd.
Greenlawn, NY 11740 • ( 516) 423-3232

800-835-3298

KADAK's
engineers bring years
of practical real-time experience
to over 600 installations world-wide.

This real time

MULTITASKING KERNEL
simplifies real life
product development
a
a
• '
3
II
•

No royalties • •
Full source code included
C interface • •
Preemptive scheduler • •
lntertask messages
u *
Terminal Handler
a •

Dynamic memory
allocation
Event Manager
Semaphore Manager
Resource Manager
Buffer Manager

MAX 68000 operates on any 68000/10/20 system

Manual only $ 75 US
AMX 68000
$1600 US
Options — ask for price list.
(ShIpptng/handling extra)
Also available for 8080. Z80.

IL808 /86/286.
6 1
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le KADAK Products Ltd.
206 - 1847 W. Broadway
Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6J 1Y5
Telex: 04-55670
Fax ( 604) 734-8114
Telephone: ( 604) 734-2796
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preter) seeks to accomplish,
the author describes the fundamental steps of compilation:
lexical analysis, syntactic
analysis, semantic processing, storage allocation, and
target code generation.
Though none of the material
is attached to a specific machine or language architecture
(other than that the book examines only procedural languages), the explanations are
lucid enough to make the material worthwhile.
—Richard Grehan

Translation volume becomes
hazy in theoretical descriptions—choosing to let programs reveal the details—Programming Translation Fundamentals could have stood more
practical examples.
Not to slight Terry, mind
you. Working source code
often makes the best computer
science textbook, and his book
delivers the goods.
—Richard Grehan

The IBM Programmer's
Challenge and The Apple
Programmer's Challenge by
Programming Language
Steven Chen, TAB Books, Blue
Translation by Patrick D.
Ridge Summit, PA: 1987, 225
Terry, Addison-Wesley, Readpages (IBM), 228 pages
ing, MA: 1987, 443 pages,
(Apple), $ 14.95. Just how
$26.95. This book is aptly
good aprogrammer are you?
named. It includes more
This book, which is available
source code than many of the
in versions for IBM and Apple
currently popular application
II computers, will help you
toolbox books. " Complete"
find out. Steven Chen presents
would be agood word to use:
10 sets of problems; each set
You'll find the complete
contains 5 specific programsource code for a macro asming challenges, with time
sembler (for an 8-bit processor
limits and details on input and
that looks like a6800 with a output required.
foreshortened index register),
After you solve (or attempt
complete source code of an into solve) the problems, you use
terpreter (" simulator" might
Chen's guide to compute aratbe abetter word) for ahypoing for your work based on the
thetical stack-based processor
time required to design, code,
reminiscent of the Pascal Pand test your program; the
machine, and the complete
number of variables you used;
source code for the compiler/
and the execution time of your
interpreter for a Pascal- like
program. You can compare
language called CLANG (an
your results with Chen's proabbreviation of " concurrent
grams, which are given in C,
language"). ( Although the
Pascal, and BASIC.
compiler generates code for a
Programming areas include
hypothetical stack machine
number theory, conditional
that the author admits is too
statements, repetition stateidealized, he adheres to his
ments, overflow problems,
own book's title by discussing
and restricted memory procode generation for areal programming. The book includes
cessor: the Z80.)
50 specific programming
Terry's technique is powerchallenges in all.
ful: He details the problem at
In The IBM Programmer's
hand, follows with an outline
Challenge, source code is
of the solution, and rounds off given in GWBASIC, Turbo
with actual source code. All
Pascal, and Microsoft C. In
the high-level-language source
The Apple Programmer's
code examples are in Pascal.
Challenge, source code is
It's refreshing to see algogiven in Applesoft BASIC,
rithms backed by executable
Apple Pascal, and Aztec C.
source code rather than
The book is great for recrepseudocode. Ifound that this
ational programmers, but,
made an excellent companion
more important, it's a good
book to Programming Transway to polish up your prolation Fundamentals. Wheregramming skills. And if you
as the Programming Language
continued

Why build aprinter
you can stand on, when
all it will ever carry is
afull office workload?
The answer is reliability.
We built the best track record in the industry
by demanding alot more from our products
than you ever will. OKIDATA engineers call this
"championship specs." Over 3million
OKIDATA users call it rugged reliability. And it
shows in the quality and performance of every
printer and modem we make.
You can see it in our new 300 series of 9- pin
and 24-pin printers. Their speed, print quality
and sheer versatility can carry aton of paperwork. With day in, day out reliability.
OKIDATA wouldn't have it any other way.
Why should you?
Call 1-800-OKIDATA for the dealer near you.
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OKI ATA
D
an

OKIDATA is aregistered trademark of Oki America, Inc.,
Marque déposée de Oki America, Inc.

OK AMERICA company

We put business on paper.

BOOK REVIEWS

Mast

-vsClipper

Faster

know only one or two of the
languages used, the book also
becomes ahands-on way to begin learning anew language.
—Eva M. White

IMast"' compiles and delivers atypical . EXE file in under 5seconds. while

• Clipper is $till plodding through a4minute compile/linking mutine
And check out our blistering execution speed
We blow away the competition! "Why wait?"

Smaller!

•

With Clipper's lumbering "overhead: .the smallest possible execute file is
120KB .
and it mushrooms from there! gillhat's ultraefficient " runtime

engine" results in amazingly compact code, as small as IKB!

Smarter I

RIF'« delivers very high dBase Ill compatibility It supports dBase . NDX

• files and d LAN-capable right out of the box Ils many features include
AUTOLOCK, SOFTSEEK, APPEND, BROWSE, CHANGE, EDIT, and « Put supports external PROCEDURE FILES.

Cheaper I

Al afraction of the cost of the competition, « Fail sets the new

• industry standard for Pricelb-Performance For developers, distribution
rights are Royalty- Free And, as an added bonus, dBFast now includes dBEdit. aprofessional- grade text
editor " Why pay more"

The new kid on the block!
Operation
Minimum . EXE file size
Complling/Linking
Execution Time
PRICE

[.>

dBFast
lkb
5Seconds

Clipper
C
120kb
4Min ut
es

10 Seconds
$99

51 Seconds
8695

: II Now Includes Professional-Grade'text Editor
• •• Fastest Compilation • Smallest . EXE's
s II Fastest Execution
• LAN-Compatible
• Highest tillage Compatibility
Available through %bead
Discount Software.

60 day Guarantee. 1
dBFast for 60 days. If you're not totally satisfied for
any reason, just send it back for afull refund (less $ 10 handling fee).

Call today! 1-800-356-6356 1
Sales information call 1-206-392-0368. Dealer inquiries welcome. I
Qty
dnast
I

Shipping: 84 U.S.

Company

ciii

111

Phone

si

-

$25 outside U.S.
( addle for each .dal ;adage)

Address

III

Subtotal I
0 $ 99

Zip

WA residents add
8.1% sales tax.

hymen, lorde one)

VISA

IIC

MIS

Check

lbti
al

llstunotuyi

Card
Expires
Same on Card

1-1

111

Mast is atrademark of dBFast Inc
dBase III Plus and Chpper are remstered trademarks of Ashton Tate Corp
and )4antuckel Corp RespectlYel)
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1420 Gilman Blvd.
Suite 2857
Issaquah, WA 4802 7 -5309
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Mind Tools: The Five Levels
of Mathematical Reality by
Rudy Rucker, Houghton-Mif
flin, Boston, MA: 1987, 328
pages, $17.95. The Roman
numeral Vmay be an abstract
picture of ahand with thumb
outstretched, but " how many
fingers?" is only the most obvious of the number-oriented
questions you can ask about
your hand. Number of hairs?
Length of fingernails? Temperature? Salinity? Blood flow
rate?. . On the first page of
Mind Tools, Rudy Rucker invites you to think of your hand
as a " coding up" of such numbers: as acompact record of
the information they contain.
That is one subtle sign of a
revolution that has made our
old world of hands, cats, trees,
and so on, about which we
busily collected information,
obsolete. This revolution has
also opened up aworld that already is the most compact
form of all the information we
can possibly have " about" it.
Obvious phases of the revolution include Claude Shannon's
Information Theory of the
1940s, the cracking of the
DNA code in the 1960s, and
the coming of the microprocessor in the 1970s. Rucker
fits in Conway's Game of Life,
Mandelbrot's fractals, Universal Turing Machines, Goedel's Incompleteness Theorem, and agood deal more, not
just dropping names but really
making concepts clear.
Unlike many math books
for nonmathematicians, Mind
Tools is much more than agallery full of curiosities. As
Rucker's exposition weaves
among the exhibits, they cohere with one another to define
a cosmos in which Number,
Space, Logic, and Infinity are
essentially faces worn by Information; physical systems
are information processors;
and life itself is " afractal in
Hilbert space." If you'll read
up to that statement in its con-

text, you'll find to your possible surprise that you really do
understand what it says.
—Hugh Kenner
Elements of Functional Languages by Martin C. Henson,
Blackwell Scientific Publications, Oxford, England: 1987,
434 pages, $ 78.75 (hardcover), $40.50 (paperback).
Most programmers, having
been raised on imperative programming languages that currently dominate the industry,
might find functional languages (e.g., Lisp) adifficult
pill to swallow. However,
given the rising interest in artificial intelligence applications, some exposure to the
fundamentals of functional
languages seems necessary.
Martin C. Henson's book provides such an introduction.
Not that the entire book is
theory. Later material covers
the more practical aspects of
language implementation details and gives descriptions of
data structures and pseudomachine architectures on which
some functional languages are
built. Additionally, the chapters on program verification
and transformation offer information and examples useful
even in imperative programming. For the novice, Elements
may be too dense. However,
experienced users should find
the book aworthwhile map for
exploration into the growing
field of nonimperative programming languages.
—Richard Grehan

CONTRIBUTORS
G. Michael Vose (
P.O. Box
3160, Peterborough, NH
03458) is aformer BYTE editor and the current editor of the
newsletter OS Report: News
and Views on OS/2. Richard
Grehan is a senior technical
editor at large for BYTE. He
can be reached as " ricic_g" on
BIX. Eva M. White is atechnical editor for BYTE. She can
be reached on BIX as " eva."
Critic and author Hugh Kenner lives in Baltimore,
Maryland.

Aztec
Power to go the distance...
Whatever that distance might be

aette c

From real time embedded
applications to comprehensive
commercial applications on
Macintosh, IBM PC, Amiga,
Atari, and others, Aztec C has
earned awell- deserved reputation as an innovative, tough to
beat, rock- solid C development
system.
But don't just take our word for
it—try it yourself. We know that
the best way to understand what
puts you ahead with Aztec C is
to use it. That's why Aztec C

systems purchased directly from
Manx come with a30- day, no
questions asked, satisfaction
guarantee. Call for yours today.
We can also send you information that details the special features and options of Aztec C.
Plus information on support software, extended technical support options, and all of the
services and specialized support that you may need when
you're pushing your software to
the limits and ... beyond.

Components:
• C compiler for host and target
• Assembler for host and target
• linker and librarian
• Unix utilities make, diff, grep
• Unix vi editor
• debugger
• download support

MilillilinlinMIIMIIIMMIMPIII4 W

C.OD., VISA, MasterCard, American Express, wire ( domestic and international), and
terms are available. One and two day delivery available for all domestic and most
international destinations.
Circle 157 on Reader Service Card

Features:
• Complete development system
• Fast development times
• Prototype and debug non-specific
code under MS-DOS
• Compilers produce modifiable
assembler output, support inline
assembly, and will link with assembly
modules
• Support for INTEL hex, S record, and
other formats
• source for UNIX run time library
• processor dependent features
• source for startup

W1111M

Manx Software Systems
One Industrial Way
Eatontown, NJ 07724

Aztec C is available for most microcomputers in three configurations:
The Professional; The Developer; and
The Commercial system. All systems
are upgradable.
Aztec C68k/Am .... Amiga
source debugger- optional
Aztec C68k/Mac ... Macintosh
MPW and MAC II support
Aztec C86
MS-DOS
source debugger • CP/M libraries
The followng have special pricing and
configurations Call for details.
Aztec C68k/At
Aztec C80
Aztec C65

MS-DOS Hosted ROM Development Systems
Host + Target: $750 Additional Targets: $ 500
Targets:
• 6502 family
• 8080-8085-Z80- Z180-64180
• 8088-8086-80186-80286/8087-80287
• 68000-68010-68020/68881

Aztec C Micro Systems

Atari ST
CP/M-80
Apple ll & II GS

Standard System
• C compiler
• Macro Assembler
• overlay linker with librarian
• debugger
• UNIX and other libraries
• utilities

$ 199

Developer System
• all Standard System features
• UNIX utilities make, diff, grep
• UNIX vi editor

$299

Commercial System
• all Developer features
• source foi un time libraries
• one year of updates

$499

Aztec C is available on a thirty- day money back guarantee. Call
now and find out why over 50,000 users give Aztec C one of the
highest user-satisfaction ratings in the industry.

Ca I
I
1-800-221-0440

In NJ or outside the USA,
call 201-542-2121
Telex: 4995812 Fax 201-542-8386
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ItSCG Equipement

IGH TECH, F

ENCH TOUCH.
O

ne can appreciate the efficiency of the
Normerel ATC 12 just by looking at its design.
Extra flat, top of known technology, single board,
surface mounted with everything you can dream of on
board for greater reliability.
Equipped with anew standard of VGA visualization
containing a256 color palette, its monitor displays
"photo" quality images.
Built around a12.5 MHz processor, its execution
speed is from 1.5 to 2times faster than that of its
competitors and it is very user friendly.
Far from the superficial and over-populated
world of clones, Normerel ATC 12 offers the well
controlled quality, the sure and subtle touch of elegance
of traditional french manufacturing. Dealers Wanted.
Tednikal Spec&
80286 - 12.5 / 8Mhz soft wadable.
DRAM - 640 KB expandable
ON BOARD - (Standard)
Video
-TM: MDA, HD& CGA. EGA. EGA plus
-Analogoux VGA.
110
-2RS 232 - I
Parallel Port - Mouse Port

Controller
-Floppy - 31/2 - 5114 all format
-Rigid Disk- SCSI
Dram Socket
-2MB SIMM's Sodtet
3Free Slots - 2AT Format
-IPC Format

NORMEREL
BRAIN IS BEAUTIFUL
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NORMEREL U.S. - P.O. Box 5929 - ORLANDO - FLORIDA 32805
TéL (305) 843.5224 - FL (800) 432.7042 - US (800) 327.9877

NORMEREL US. - 16 Crow Canyon Court Suite 225 - SAN RAMON
CALIFORNIA 94583 - U.S.A. TéL (415) :•1
' 9676

NORMEREL SYSTÈMES - 58 rue Pottier 78150 LE CHESNAY - FRANCE
TéL 33 (1) 39.5190.06 Télex NRLSYS 699424 F - Fax 33 (1) 39.55.38.13

NORMEREL UK - Patlitrace Holm - 91/99 High Street - BANSTEAD - SURREY SM7 2NL
ENGLAND - Tél. (0737) 360482/83 Télex 267 597 JSUK Fax (0737) 362813

with new UniLab Microprocessor Development Tools
• 64Kbytes from hard disk to emulation
memory in 5seconds. That's moving. But
today you've got to be fast just to stay in the
race for better microprocessor designs.
• The secret is anew, high-speed parallel
interface: the Orion bus. Which zips data
between your PC/AT and the 8620 analyzeremulator, breaking the RS-232 bottleneck.
• The 8620 with 0-bus gives you complete
program diagnosis — and solutions — in real
time. For more than 150 different microprocessors. Using the same command set
environment.
• Agenerous 2730 trace-cycle buffer with
selective filtering lets you cut through the
clutter and display just the traces you wish.
And you get lizsec resolution in program
time measurement. Plus continuous InSight
monitoring of your
program's key
functions as they
are performed.
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nSight Display. InSight blends analyzeremulator techniques to give you continuous,
real time monitoring of key processor functions.
And still services user interrupts. It displays
changing register contents, I/O lines, ports,
user-defined memory windows. With your
own labels.
• On top of that, you get UniLab's trademark ability to debug by symptom, not just by
breakpoint and single step. And, to help
you complete the job on time, on the spot, a
stimulus generator and EPROM programmer
are included.
• Ease of use, another Orion trademark,
is also built in. So you have all the familiar
features and formats you're used to working
with. It doesn't matter if your project is a
single chip controller or complex 16-bit

Press Porn or Nip
Press If to select._

to scroll.

Esc

to emit

Analyzer Triggers. Commonly used triggers
can be selected quickly from alist of standard
and user-defined triggers.
microprocessor, the 8620 is the top price/
performance analyzer-emulator that does it
all. At just $4380. With processor Personality
Paks typically $550 each.
• UniLab 8620. Fast-lane debugging that
gets you to market quicker.
Call toll-free: 800/245-8500.
In CA: 415/361-8883

ORION
INSTRUMENTS

702 Marshall St., Redwood City, CA 94063
TLX 530942 FAX 415/361-8970
Computer

Integrated Instrumentation
Circle 193 on Reader Service Can!
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What's New

89

Short Takes
Dell System 310
UR/Forth 1.10
SoftPC
EasyTalk
GrandView
Forget-Me-Not

103
111

118
134

147
155
163
173
181
189

First Impressions
Sun's New Workstation:
the Sun386i
IBM's OS/2 Extended Edition
Reviews
Fast Drives for Modem Times
Amdek System/286A, Arche
Rival 286, Epson Equity II+,
Leading Edge Model D2,
and PC's Limited System 200
ColorVue SE
VM/386: A Virtual Solution
Concurrent DOS 386
ProBas
Designer
NewSpace

197

Computing at Chaos Manor
by Jerry Pournelle

211

Applications Only
by Ezra Shapiro

217

Some Assembly Required
by Rick Grehan
IWoad

1
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IT'S TIME TO DO SOME
SERIOUS 386 BUGBUSTING!
/lie Scarab Woo POUF
_ Options Calls So Ple•ory

PROBE's menu
bar and pulldown menus set a
new standard for
debugger
interfaces.

ohm. lOryi Trait

*trees MS. Marco Probe ttart

Inct Ivete
leap
t Pan sooptct
Uwe 1Ines.
littialina i, house upper Monad. and s

Mat table header.
?Hitt r

PROBE has
source-level
debugging to let
you "C" your
program.

tmt
Set Ine

!!!!!!!!!ITIIIItittte

1

fakr
lower;
addle ( fakr <
ouste

POP registers up
and down with a
single key.

This is an
out-of-range
memory-overwrite
bug. Since it is
interrupt related,
it only appears in
real time.

upper)

ethics umpire

w

elcome to your nightmare. Your company has bet
the farm on your product. Your demonstration
wowed the operating committee, and beta shipments were out on time. Then wham!
All your beta customers seemed to call on the same day.
"Your software is doing some really bizarre things': they say.
Your credibility is at stake. Your profits are at stake. Your
sanity is at stake.
THIS BUG'S FOR YOU
You rack your brain, hying to figure something out. Is it a
random memory overwrite? Or worse, an overwrite to astackbased local variable? Is it sequence dependent? Or worse,
randomly caused by interrupts? Overwritten code? Undocumented " features" in the software you're linking to? And to
top it off, your program is too big. The software debugger,
your program and it's symbol table can't fit into memory at
the same time. Opening abicycle shop suddenly isn't such a
bad idea.
THIS DEBUGGER'S FOR YOU
Announcing the 386 PROBE' Bugbuster,*from Atron. Nine
of the top-ten software developers sleep better at night
because of Atron hardware-assisted debuggers. Because they
can set real-time breakpoints which instantly detect memory
reads and writes.
Now, with the 386 PROBE, you have the capability to set a
qualified breakpoint, so the breakpoint triggers only if the
events are coming from the wrong procedures. So you don't
have to be halted by breakpoints from legitimate areas. You
can even detect obscure, sequence-dependent problems by
stopping abreakpoint only after aspecific chain of events has
occurred in aspecific order.

Then, so you can look at the cause of the problem, the 386
PROBE automatically stores the last 2K cycles of program
execution. Although other debuggers may try to do the same
thing, Atron is the only company in the world to dequeue the
pipelined trace data so you can easily understand it.
Finally, 386 PROBE'S megabyte of hidden, write-protected
memory stores your symbol table and debugger. So your bug
can't roach the debugger. And so you have room enough to
debug areally big program.

COULD A GOOD NIGHT'S SLEEP
PUT YOU IN THE TOP TEN?
Look at it this way. Nine of the top-ten software products in
any given category were created by Atron customers. Maybe
their edge is — agood night's sleep.
Call and get your free, 56-page bugbusting bible today.
And if you're in the middle
of anightmare right now,
give us a purchase order
number. We'll FEDEX
you asweet dream.

BUGBUSTERS
A division of Northwest Instrument Systems, Inc.
Saratoga Office Center • 12950 Saratoga Avenue
Saratoga, CA 95070 • Call 408/253-5933 today.

*Vermons fin COMPAQ. PS/2- 80, and compatible, Copyright C 1987 by Anon. 386 PROBE is atrademark of Anon. Call 44-2-855-888 in the UK and 49-8-985-8020 in West Germany.
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W HAT'S NEW
SYSTEMS

Radio Shack Has
High-Speed PS/2
Clone

T

he Tandy 5000 MC is
the first available computer that is compatible with
the Micro Channel architecture
(MCA) on the IBM PS/2 systems. It's also very fast.
Inside the 5000 MC is a
20- MHz 80386 processor with
a32K-byte cache of 35- nanosecond static memory. For
graphics, aVGA graphics
controller is included. Memory
ranges from 2to 16 megabytes. The system also has two
32-bit MCA expansion slots
and three 16-bit MCA slots. A
video bus connector is available for optional high- resolution MCA video cards.
Externally, the new Tandy
machine looks about the same
size as the company's older
80386-based system, the
Tandy 4000. One difference
is that the front panel of the
new system has space for four
half- height data storage devices
(two 31
/2
inch devices and
two 5Vs- inch devices). One
31
/2
inch floppy disk drive
comes standard.
Price: $4999; $6499 with 40megabyte hard disk drive.
Contact: Radio Shack, 1700
One Tandy Center, Fort
Worth, TX 76102, ( 817)
390-3011.
Inquiry 751.

Dell's 80286
System Beats Some
80386s

D

ell Computer has introduced what may be the
fastest 80286 system around.
The new Dell System 220 uses
an 80286 microprocessor,
but it outperforms some

abagm MOM mmmia
AgerriiiMrrei

The Tandy 5000 MC is the first Micro Channel compatible.

80386-based systems. The
reason? A new 20- MHz CMOS
80286 processor from
Harris, which allows the system to run faster than many
16- MHz 80386-based systems.
For example, according to a
small sample of BYTE benchmarks, the System 220 was 5
percent to 25 percent faster
than IBM's 80386-based
PS/2 Model 80 with a16-MHz
clock speed.
Although the System 220
is rather small— Dell claims its
footprint is smaller than that
of the IBM PS/2 Model 30—it
includes anumber of features
as standard. Included on the
motherboard, for example,
are aVGA and 1to 8megabytes of memory.
The System 220 has only
three AT- style slots and a
power supply of only 85
watts. However, the company

says that the power supply is
sufficient for almost all types
of add- in boards because of
the system's CMOS processor.
Price: $1595 with afloppy
disk drive only; $2699 with
40- megabyte hard disk drive
and color VGA monitor.
Contact: Dell Computer
Corp., 9505 Arboretum Blvd.,
Austin, TX 78759, (512)
338-4400.
Inquiry 752.

PICK System
Network Supports
16 Users

T

he Zebra 1620 multiuser
business system from
General Automation represents the company's first venture into the small systems
marketplace. This entry-level,

SEND US YOUR NEW PRODUCT RELEASE
We d like to consider your product for publication. Send us full
information, including its price, ship date, and an address and
telephone number where readers can get further information. Send
to New Products Editor, BYTE, One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough, NH 03458. Information contained in these items is based
on manufacturers' written statements and/or telephone interviews
with BYTE reporters. BYTE has not formally reviewed each product
mentioned.

12.5- MHz, zero- wait-state,
multiuser business system is
based on the 32-bit Motorola
MC68020 microprocessor and
functions with the PICK operating system.
The system unit ( 5by 17
by 17 inches, weighing 35
pounds) comes with 1megabyte of RAM (expandable to 2
megabytes), one 40-megabyte
or 67- megabyte hard disk
drive, and a45- megabyte or
60- megabyte Vs- inch tape
drive. It has 8asynchronous
CRT terminal or serial printer
ports, expandable to 16, and
there is one parallel printer
port. Options include a16.7MHz microprocessor. Keyboards and monitors are not
included in the standard system package.
Standard software includes
Accu/Plot II, for business
graphics; Compu-Sheet+, a
spreadsheet; and Jet, for word
processing. While this model
of the Zebra series doesn't support the standard PC graphics cards, there are two fullsize expansion slots, one of
which you can use for optional
hardware to support the
ARC net 2.5-megabit-per-second token-passing- ring local
area network ( LAN).
You can also purchase
boards and other equipment to
upgrade the 1620 to aZebra
1820, a32- user system that
runs at 20 MHz with 4megabytes of RAM and atotal of
three 140-megabyte hard disk
drives. Several other General
Automation higher-end systems are also compatible with
the Zebra 1620 and 1820.
Price: $ 12,500; $4000 for
1820 upgrades.
Contact: General Automation, Inc., 1055 South East
Street, P.O. Box 4883,
Anaheim, CA 92803, (714)
778-4800.
Inquiry 753.
continued
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WHAT'S NEW
PERIPHERALS

Model Viewer PC
Produces HighResolution Photos

T

wo- and three-dimensional slides, prints, and
transparencies of computergenerated images are the products of the DI- 100 ModelViewer PC, an XT- and ATcompatible digital imaging
system that works with acamera. Data Innovations has targeted such applications as marketing presentations and
design documentation.
In 3minutes or less, the
Model Viewer produces CAD/
CAE solid designs, molecular models, and other scientific
images. Consisting of afilm
recorder, agraphics processor
card, interface software, and
up to three camera adapters,
the Model Viewer has adatabase of up to 32,768 colors for
image resolution of 640 by
480 or 1024 by 800 pixels.
Price: $4995; $495 for
35nun camera adapter; $95 for
automatic slide developing
system; $395 for overhead
transparency camera adapter;
$50 each for software interfaces for VersaCAD, Personal Designer, or AutoShade.
Contact: Data Innovations,
Inc., 323 New Boston St.,
Wilmington, MA 01887,
(617) 933-8170.
Inquiry 754.

A slide produced by Model Viewer PC.

Keep Your Laptop
Data Safe

W

hile there are several
companies with hard
disk backup equipment for
IBM, Macintosh, and other
standard-size personal computers, Axonix seems to be the
first to offer such equipment
for the burgeoning laptop market. Its Thinstream XT/AT is
a40-megabyte streaming tape
backup system for laptop
storage, which is becoming
much more hard-disk-driveintensive.
Potential markets include
intra-office backup, backup of
field measurement information, and military information
backup.
Double-shielded copper

High-capacity hard disk drives from N/Hance.
68
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cabling from the floppy disk
drive port permits backup of
20 megabytes of hard disk data
from an AT machine in less
than 20 minutes, at 500 kilobits per second (250 kilobits
per second on the XT). The
tape system weighs less than
3pounds and measures 2by 5
by 8inches.
Price: $849 for the XT
model; $899 for the AT model.
Contact: Axonix Corp.,
2257 South 1100 E, Suite 2C,
Salt Lake City, UT 84106,
(801) 466-9797.
Inquiry 755.

Solutions for MassStorage Problems

F

or high-end processing
applications with PC compatibles, the N/Hance Systems division of Symphony
Systems has introduced 150and 300-megabyte hard disk
drives.
Initial applications include
CAD/CAM, office automation,
process control, and digital
imaging. All the full-height
5%-inch drives are equipped
with asmall computer system
interface (SCSI) and can be
daisy chained for multiple
drive configurations. A highspeed enhanced small device
interface (ESDI) is also available, with disks for both XT
and AT systems.

You can install disks for
the XT and AT systems both
internally and externally with
the Model HCS-pcs150 and
Model HCS-pcs300 controller/adapter boards.
Models HCS-sun150,
HCS-mac150, and HCSmac300 are available for the
Sun-3and Mac Plus, H, and
SE. Track-to-track access
time is rated at 4ms.
All drives will run DOS,
Xenix, Unix, and Novell.
Price: $3699 for HCSpcs150; $5299 for
HCS-pcs300; $3999
for HCS-sun150; $3499 for
HCS-mac150; $4399 for
HCS-mac300. (All prices include interface cards and
necessary cabling.)
Contact: N/Hance Systems,
908R Providence Hwy., Dedham, MA 02026, (800) 2899676; in Massachusetts, (617)
461-1970.
Inquiry 756.

"Scuzzy" Apples

A

pple Crate's new 20-,
40-, and 60-megabyte
SCSI drives fit under the
Mac Plus, SE, and H, and include ports that let you daisy
chain up to seven devices. Utilities for formatting, initializing, testing, and verifying the
disks are standard. There's
also ahelp function.
Average access time on the
20-megabyte system is 60 ms.
For the 40-megabyte and 60megabyte systems, access time
is 40 ms.
Price: $560 for the 20-megabyte drive; $770 for the 40megabyte drive; $839 for the
60-megabyte drive.
Contact: Apple Crate, Inc.,
6850 Vineland Ave., North
Hollywood, CA 91605, (818)
766-4001.
Inquiry 757.
continued

Why Paradox 2.0 makes your
network run like clockwork

cc

Paradox' runs smoothly, intelligently
and so transparently that multiple
users can access the same data at
the same time—without being aware
of each other or getting in each
other's way.

With Paradox news travels fast
and it's always accurate
Paradox automatically updates itself
with ascreen-refresh that ensures that
all the data is up to date and accurate
all the time. Record-locking, Paradoxstyle, safeguards data integrity by
preventing for example, two different
users from making changes to the same
record at the same time.
How to make your multiuse' network work
io run Paradox 2.0 or the Paradox Network Pack or a- network, you need:
• Novell with Novell Advanced Netware version 2.NA or higher
• 3Com 3Plus with 3Com 3+ operating system yurSi3a 1.0. t1
or higher
• IBM Token Ring or PC Network with IBM PC Local Area Network
Program version 1.12 or higher
• Torus Tapestry version 145 or higher
• AT&T Starlan version 1.1 or higher
• Banyan VINES version 2.10
• Other network conligultions that are 100% compatile withiDOS
31 and one of the listed networks

System Requirements

for the Network Worsstation

Aaron Brenner, LAN Magazine

With Version 2.0, Paradox becomes a
sophisticated multiuser product that
boasts an impressive selection of dataproduction features and passwordsecurity levels.
Rusel DeMaria, PC Week
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Paradox responds instantly to
"Query-by-Example"
The method you use to ask questions
is called Query-by-Example. Instead of
spending time figuring out how to do
the query, you simply give Paradox an
example of the results you're looking
for. Paradox picks up the example and
automatically seeks the fastest way of
getting the answer.
Queries are flexible and interactive.
And in Paradox, unlike in other databases, it's just as simple to query more
than one table as it is to query one.

46 Paradox ... has quickly become
the state-of-the-art product among
PC database managers ... Paradox
still reigns supreme as the thinking
user's DBMS.
Jim Seymour, PC Magazine
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You don't have to be agenius
to use Paradox
Even if you're abeginner, Paradox
is the only relational database manager
that you can take out of the box and
begin using right away.
Because Paradox is driven by the
very latest in artificial intelligence
technology, it does almost everything
for you—except take itself out of the
box. ( If you've ever used 1-2-e or
dBASE' you already know how to
use Paradox. It has Lotus-like menus,
and Paradox documentation includes
"A Quick Guide to Paradox for Lotus
Users" and "AQuick Guide to Paradox
for dBASE users.") Paradox, it makes
your network work.
60-Day Money-back Guarantee*
For abrochure or the dealer nearest you
Call ( 800) 543-7543

ec

• DOS 31 or higher
• 640K RAM
• Any combination of hard, floppy, or no disk drives
• Compatible monochrome, color, or EGA monitor with adapter

'Customer sal,lacton o our man ccncern truth'', 6: Oar olpachase Ins p-ocloct
does not pear o accordance re our calms call cur cw.toret service depatrakre
and we roll arrange arehrel
Paadok o areg seed trademark of Ansa Software Anse s aBorland Inlematiee
Company Other Oland and product names are regoteled Iraderons or tragemarks ol
thee respeclne holders Coprught . 1988 Borland Intesnat una

When Isaw the record-locking and
autorefresh in action, Icouldn't
believe it. Here was atrue network
application, aprogram that can actually take advantage of anetwork to
provide more features and functions,
things that can't be done with astandalone PC.

011243

Circle 38 on Reader Service Card (Dealers: 39)

The program elegantly handles
all the chores of amultiuser database
system with little or no effort by
network users.
Mark Cook and Steve King,
Data Based Advisor
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WHAT'S NEW
PERIPHERALS

square waves to 500 kHz.
Price: $995, including
software.
Contact: Biopac Systems, 42
Aero Camino, Suite 215,
Goleta, CA 93117, (805)
968-8880.
Inquiry 759.

Sony's CAD/CAM
Monitor Competes
with the Big Boys

S

ony Corporation of
America has four new XTand AT-compatible CAD/
CAM color monitors to compete against higher-priced
CAD/CAM workstations.
Two 19-inch models, with
horizontal scan frequencies of
64 and 48 kHz, respectively,
will be available next month to
complement the two 16-inch
monitors (with the same respective horizontal scan frequencies) that will be available
in the fall. Each of the monitors will need CAD add- in
boards (available from a
number of vendors), bringing
system pricing to $ 15,000.
The 19-inch monitors'
specifications include vertical
frequencies rated at 60 Hz, a
display area of 14 1
/ by 10
2
inches, dot pitch of 0.31 millimeter, aperture grille resolution of 1280 by 1024 pixels,
and abandwidth of 100 MHz.
Price: $4195 for either 19inch monitor; $3095 for either
16- inch monitor.
Contact: Sony Corporation
of America, Computer Peripheral Products Division, One
Sony Dr., Park Ridge, NJ,
07656, (201) 930-1000.
Inquiry 758.

High-Speed,
High- Resolution
Color Output

T

Sony's AT-compatible CAD/CAM monitor.

Acquire and Control
Data with Your Mac

R

eplacing such instruments as oscilloscopes,
chart recorders, and voltmeters is the MacPacq, adata
acquisition and device-control peripheral designed for the
Mac. It is compatible with all
Macs from the 512Ke on up.
Modem or printer-port
connections from the Mac instruct the MacPacq on how to
acquire data from one of up to
16 different devices. The devices can include anything
from microphones and solar

cells to speakers and indicator
lights. Instructions from the
Mac enable the MacPacq to
control external devices
through eight channels.
MacPacq can run as a
stand-alone or connected to the
Mac. It can simultaneously
control external devices and
acquire data. Sampling rates
range from 2samples per hour
to 10,000 samples per
second.
PacqManager software lets
you print the data in achart recorder format or record and
save the data in aword-processing, database, or numerical analysis format. For example, the MacPacq can output

MusicMaker from Roland

F

or IBM XTs, ATs, and
PS/2s, RolandCorp US
has introduced equipment
for recording, playing back,
and editing up to eight tracks
of music. Included in the
package is the EASE (editing, arranging, and sequencing environment) Song
Maker software, the MT-32
sound module, and an MPUIPC musical instrument digital interface (MIDI) card.
Under EASE, menus and
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submenus let you perform
general functions such as recording amusical phrase and
scoring individual tracks.
You can also perform specific
functions, such as deleting incorrectly played notes.
Once familiar with the
equipment, you can play all
of the eight available synthesized sounds and the one
rhythm sound simultaneously. Then you can assign
functions to each of the syn-

thesized parts: panning, volume, transposition, bender
range, and velocity. A builtin reverb section allows you
to select up to four reverb
modes from the MT-32, process them, and add them to
the composition.
Price: $995.50.
Contact: RolandCorp US,
7200 Dominion Cir., Los
Angeles, CA 90040, (213)
685-5141.
Inquiry 761.

he Acce1-500, adotI matrix color printer from
Advanced Matrix Technology (AMT), is designed for
power users and power computers. AMT, adivision of the
Singapore-based Lam Soon
Group, says speed is rated at
480 characters per second
(cps) for 12- and higher-pitch
printing of draft documents.
For more important documents, the Acce1-500 combines
letter-quality text with color
resolution graphics and still
operates at asound level of
less than 55 decibels. Methods
of printing are serial impact,
dot matrix, and logic- seeking;
movement is bidirectional.
During 10-pitch printing,
speed is 400 cps. It operates
at 200 cps and 80 cps for
memo and letter modes,
respectively.
Standard features include a
24pin pinhead, addressable
seven-color graphics, abuiltin forms tractor, four fonts
(each supports six pitches),
five coresident printer emulations, and aplug-in IntelliCard for upgrades.
The 37-pound printer measures 7by 24 by 17 inches. A
Centronics-compatible parallel interface and an RS-232C
serial interface are standard.
Price: $1185.
Contact: Advanced Matrix
Technology, Inc., 1157 Tourmaline Dr., Newbury Park,
CA 91320, ( 805) 499-8741.
Inquiry 760.
continued

When your basic
quantum leap is
just not enough:
PROBAS.

PROBAS.

Professional Basic
Programming Library

TOOLKIT

PROBAS is a library of routines that kicks
QuickBASIC and BASCOM into 5th gear and
gives you powers and abilities far beyond
those of mortal men. It's the greatest thing
since sliced bread and if you don't get it today,
paur hard disk will crash in retaliation. So
much for the hype, now down to brass tacks:

The TooLKir is acollection of assembly and
BASIC modules that use the PROBAS library
to save you even more hours of grunt work
Call a ring, bar, pop-up, or pull-down menu.
Pop up a mini-word processor with wordwrap in awindow. Make file I0 faster with 1)tree indexing You get:

• 232 routines (
226 in Assembly)
• 600 page 3-part manual
• Full- featured windowing
• Screen snapshots
e Virtual screens in memory
• Lightning- fast file I/O
• Access EMS as files or arrays
• Full mouse support

• Dozens of Menu Generators
• Fast B-tree indexing
• Mini-editor with word-wrap
e Patch . EXE files
e Protected storage areas
• Display text files in windows
• Julian date routines
• Documented BASIC source

PROB AS .
TELECOMM TOOLKIT
The PROBAS TELECOMM TOOLKIT is a
collection of highlevel
communications
modules that you plug into your code to
provide popular file transfer protocols.
terminal emulations, auto-dialing, phone data
base, login scripts and more. Plug just the
routines you need into your programs.
• Xmodem/Modem7/Xmodem-lk
• Ymodem ( single and batch)
• CRC- 16 and Checksum
e VT52, VT100, ANSI BBS etc.
e Auto Dialer & data base
• Script language support
• Full terminal program
• Documented BASIC source

Plus dozens of powerful, easy to use routines
that help conserve the most valuable asset of
all-- your time! Just $99.001

The TELECOMM TOOLKIT Comes with a
detailed manual and afull terminal program in
BASIC. Just $ 75.00!

PROSCREEN.,

PROREF.

Professional Screen
Management System

On-Line Help

PROBAS virtual screens allow you to draw full
or partial screens to memory, and then snap
them on in an eyeblink-- faster and without
the limitations of PCOPY. Draw and store
hundreds of pull-down menus or help screens,
each in its own array, ready to be displayed
anywhere on the screen at assembly speeds-you just can't get any faster.

PROSCREEN is afull-featured screen generator
editor that will save you more design and
coding time than you ever thought possible.
PROSCREEN XMAS with screens like aword
processor works with text to provide
complete control over screen characters,
placement and colors. Edit up to 3screens at a
time and perform block moves, block copies,
merge and cut and paste operations-- even
between screens-- with ease.

PROREF is three products in one-- a pop-up
help system for the 232 routines in PsoBits.
pop-up help for your routines, and an
extension of the QuickBASIC programming
environment. See the calling syntax and help
for any PrtoBAs routine, or any of your
routines, with just afew keystrokes or mouse
clicks. Pop-up an ASCII chart, calculator,
keyboard scan code module or almost any
DOS program via hot- key. Just $50. 00! •

PROBAS gives you acomplete set of blazinglyfast file routines. Read or write up to 64k
chunks of data at aclip, with file locking and
error handling so that you can even use them
in subprograms. You'll never want to use
BMICs file I/O again! No ro alt and not
copy protected.
For all versions of
QuickBASIC and BASCOM including BASCOM
6.0 for OS/2. Just $99.001

Use PROSCREEN to prototype designs, create
full Of partial SCree11.5 for import via PROBAS,
or create input screens that have up to 130 edit
fields per screen. You can even take snapshots
of other applications. edit them, and produce
demos and working tutorials.
PROSCREEN
comes with subroutine source, extensive online help and a285 page manual with turorial
and reference. Just $99. 00!

Plus 200 essential services from directory and
equipment routines to handy string, date, time,
and input routines.
Sick of running out of string space? Store
hundreds of K in numeric arrays or megabytes
in EMS arrays. Tired of using akludgy SHELL
to DIR to read adirectory? Scan subdirectories
using wild-cards and store thousands of file
names, dates, and tirnes. Wish you could drag
a window containing text or a menu around
the screen with amouse? It's easy!

Add $
3.00 per rtern
Trademarks ProBas.
Computer
Services,
Microsoft Corp.

i$7.00 Canada' for shrpprno.
Prceef . ProScreen Hammerty
Inc
OuickBASIC.
BASCOM .

For PROBAS.

Our money- back guarantee assures you the
highest quality and our technical support staff
is always ready to help. Try our B135 at (301)
9.53-77à8 or give us acall at:

(301) 953-2191

vommEny
COMPUTER SERVICES, INC.

8008 Sandy Spring Road • Laurel,
Circle 113 on Reader Service Card

Maryland 20707
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WHAT'S NEW
ADD- INS

Convert Mac II
Images to Standard
Video

Transputer Brings
3-D CAD to PCs

T

hree-dimensional CAD
I is now possible on IBM
PCs and compatibles with the
first Transputer-based graphics
card, says manufacturer Nth
Graphics Display Products.
The company claims the Nth
3D Engine can write 40,000
three-dimensional vectors per
second or draw 10,000 constant-shaded polygons ( with
500 pixels each) per second. In
addition, the famous Teapot
model ( 1200 polygons) can be
flat- shaded and rotated in Vs
second.
The board comes with 1
megabyte of video RAM and 2
megabytes of display list
RAM. It drives high-resolution
monitors with resolutions of
up to 1024 by 768 pixels and a
60- Hz noninterlaced refresh
rate. The board can display
256 simultaneous colors from
apalette of 4096.
There's also an optional
full-length expansion card that
produces higher resolutions,
faster shading speeds, more
processing power, and memory for aZ- buffer, the company says.
Power comes from parallel-processing INMOS microprocessors and proprietary
graphics coprocessors. One of
the microprocessors, a10million- instruction-per-second
floating-point processor,
manages the display list and
processes other graphics
functions parallel to other onboard processors. Other
microprocessors are used in
parallel for scan control and
complex rendering.
Price: $5995; $2000 for optional expansion card.
Contact: Nth Graphics
Display Products, 1807-C West
Braker Lane, Austin, TX
78758, ( 800) 624-7552; in
Texas, (512) 832-1944.
Inquiry 762.
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The Nth 3D Engine's model manipulation.

"What Was That,
R2?"

H

elping the physically
handicapped answer telephones and activate appliances are the aims of the voice
recognition and speech synthesis equipment from The
Voice Connection. But inventory control, assembly-line
quality control, and medical
data entry are also potential
applications.
That's what the IBM-compatible IntroVoice VI system is
all about. It's designed to
"listen" to one of the 500 commands and data entries and
respond by sending keystrokes
to the computer and text to
the on- board synthesizer for
audio output verifications and
prompting. According to the
company, it recognizes the
word on the first try 98 percent
of the time. Subvocabularies
(with 500 words maximum) are
also recognized through the
main vocabulary.
Included in the package
are ahalf-length circuit board,
ahand-held microphone, a
manual, and aspeaker. Software includes AutoCAD,
Voice Executive, and examples
of vocabularies.
Price: $595.

Contact: The Voice Connection, 17835 Skypark Circle,
Suite C, Irvine, CA 92714,
(714) 261-2366.
Inquiry 763.

Board Unites Apple
and IBM

T

he Deluxe Option Board,
aPC expansion card from
Central Point Software,
transforms your standard
720K- byte 31
/2
inch PC AT
or PS/2 floppy disk drive into a
dual-purpose IBM/Mac
drive.
The board fits into ahalflength slot and includes software that emulates the Mac's
Hierarchical and Macintosh
File Systems. When you use
aMac disk, you need only add
an M before the usual DOS
command. You can also create
and delete folders, format
and copy 400K-byte and 800Kbyte disks, and display Mac
directories with atree
command.
Central Point says it will
introduce acard with Micro
Channel PS/2 compatibility
next month.
Price: $159.
Contact: Central Point Software, Inc., 9700 Southwest
Capitol Hwy., Portland, OR
97219, ( 503) 244-5782.
Inquiry 764.

ow you can save Macintosh II-generated video
on standard VCRs and other
video peripherals. RasterOps
Corp. has introduced acolor
graphics board featuring video
output to televisions meeting
National Television System
Committee ( NTSC) and
Phase Alternating Line ( PAL)
standards.
The ColorBoard 100, a
full-size card, provides resolution as sharp as 1024 by 768
pixels, with 8bits per pixel of
color information from apalette of 16.7 million colors.
Price: $1495 for board and
either interface; $2495 for 16inch color monitor.
Contact: RasterOps Corp.,
10161 Bubb Rd., Cupertino,
CA 95014, (408) 446-4090.
Inquiry 765.

AT Engines Rebuilt
Cheap

R

eplacing your AT
motherboard with the Absolute 16/0 AT board is like
rebuilding the engine on the
old car instead of buying a
new car.
The new " engines," with
three chips from G2 Corp., are
comprised of 16-MHz, zerowait-state motherboards with
1megabyte of 60-ns RAM.
New 80286 machines with 20
ICs do the work that originally took about 150 ICs.
Price: $975; $999 installed.
Contact: AdvanTech Corp.,
261 Cedar Hill St., Marlborough, MA 01752, ( 800) 3383130; in Massachusetts, (617)
481-6009.
Inquiry 766.
continued

^

The LOGITECH HiREZ Mouse—
the only mouse expressly designed for
high-resolution screens.
With aresolution of 320 dots-perinch (as compared with 200 dpi or less for
ordinary mice), it covers the same area
on your highres screen, but needs less of
your desk to do it. More than 50% less.
Saving you valuable desk space, and
effort: mouse maneuvers that used to
require asweep of the hand are now
reduced to aflick of the wrist

The LOGITECH
HiREZ mouse needs
50% less desk space
to cover the same
amount of screen
area as a200 dpi
PIOUS&

Intro sua
the mos
emouse
ever to set foot
des

Which makes this new mouse a
hand's best friend. And amore reliable,
long-lasting companion—fully compatible
with all popular software, and equipped
with aLifetime Guarantee.
Equipped, too, with other advantages
exclusive to all Logitech mice: A unique
lightweight ergonomic design. Lowangled buttons for maximum comfort
and minimum fatigue. An exclusive technology that guarantees amuch greater life
span. An exceptionally smooth-moving,
dirt-resistant roller ball. And natural
compatibility with all PCs, look-a- likes,
and virtually any software.
So if you've got your eyes on a
highres screen, get your hands on the
one mouse that's agile enough to keep
up with it.
The LOGITECH HiREZ Mouse.
For the dealer nearest you, call 800231-7717 (800-552-8885 in California),
or write Logitech, Inc., 6505 Kaiser Drive,
Fremont, CA 94555. In Europe, call or
write: Logitech Switzerland, European
Headquarters, CH-1111 Romanel/Morges,
Switzerland (+ +41-21-869-9656).

LOGITEC
Circle 150 on Reader Service Card (Dealers: 151)

How to pick

Though most mice out there look pretty
much alike, they're not all equal in performance.
It pays to be just alittle choosy to make sure you
end up with the right mouse for your needs.
Starting with software. If you want full compatibility with all of your software, all you have to
do is look for amouse with the Logitech name.
There are four in all, each one designed for different hardware needs.

THE HiREZ MOUSE
If you've got your eyes on ahigh-resolution
screen, the mouse to get your hand on is the new
LOGITECH HiREZ
Mouse.
With aresolution of
320 dots-perinch (as
compared with 200 dpi
or less for ordinary mice),
it covers the same area
The LOGITECH
HiREZ Mouse needs
on your high res screen
50% less desk space
but needs less of your
to cover the same
amount of screen
desk to do it. More than
area as a200 dpi
50% less. Saving you
MOUSe.
valuable desk space, and
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Good instincts run in this family (left to right): the new LOGITECH HiREZ
Mouse ($179), the rmly mouse designed expre.sslyfor highres screens; the IDGITECH
Series 2Mouse for the IBM PSI 2($99, plugs right into mouse port); and the
LOGITECH Mouse for standard screens ($ 119, in bus and serial versiims).
All come with Logitech own Plus Software, which assures ease of use with
virtually any software, mouse-based or not.

effort: mouse maneuvers that used to require
sweeps of the hand are now reduced to aflick of
the wrist.
Which makes this new mouse ahand's best
friend. And amore reliable, long-lasting companion. And, like all Logitech mice, it's fully
compatible with all popular software, and
equipped with aLifetime Guarantee.

THE SERIES 2
MOUSE
For those who've chosen
the Personal System/2,'" the
most logical choice is the
LOGITECH Series 2
Mouse. It's 100% compatible with PS/2, and plugs
right into the mouse port,
leaving the serial port free
to accommodate other
peripherals.

right mouse.
ILOG1CADD

EBLCX3ITEC1-1

ILOGlí

THE ALL-PURPOSE MOUSE:
SERIAL OR BUS
Most people find our standard mouse is still
the best choice for their systems. It's available in
both bus and serial versions, one of which is sure
to fit perfectly with your hardware. And with all
your favorite software—whether mouse-based
or not.
It's hardly an accident that only Logitech
offers you such acomplete selection— we're the
only mouse company to design and manufacture
our own products. We make more mice, in fact,
than anyone else. Including custom-designed
models for OEMs like AT&T, DEC, and
Hewlett-Packard.
The three mice pictured to the left come with all
this expertise built right in. Which explains
an interesting paradox: while
you may pay less for a
Logitech mouse, you'll
surely get more in
performance.

And in comfort. With aunique lightweight
ergonomic design. Low-angled buttons for maximum comfort and minimum fatigue. An exclusive
technology that guarantees amuch greater life
span. An exceptionally smooth-moving, dirtresistant roller ball. And natural compatibility with
all PCs, look-a-likes, and virtually any software.
All of which leads to an inescapable conclusion: if you want to end up with the right mouse,
start with the right mouse company.
Logitech. We've got amouse for whatever the
task at hand.
For the dealer nearest you, call 800-231-7717
Circle 152 on Reader Service Card (Dealers: 153)

A Logitech mouse plus Logitech application software equals acomplete solution (all
prices include mouse, Plus Software, and application):
LOGICADD....$189.
PUBLISHER PACKAGE
Turns your PC into — 5179. PUBLISHER
software lets beginners and
afull-featured CAD!)
experts alike produce proworkstation. Everyfessional, high- impact
thing you need for
documents. Design templates
dimensioned line
make page layout easy.
drawing and CADI).

LOGIPAINT SET...
5149. Eleven type
fonts and a16-color
palette. Creates files that
move easily into both
LOGICADD and
PUBLISHER documents.

(800-552-8885 in California). Or fill out and mail
the coupon below to: Logitech, Inc., 6505 Kaiser
Drive, Fremont, CA 94555. In Europe, call or write:
Logitech Switzerland, European Headquarters,
CH- 1111 Romanel/Morges, Switzerland
(+ + 41-21-869-9656).

Logitech, Inc., 6505 Kaiser Drive, Fremont, CA 94555.
Logitech Switzerland, European Headquarters,
CH- 1111 Romanel/Morges, Switzerland.
Yes! Please send me the name of the nearest Logitech dealer.
Name
Company/Title
Address
Phone

LOG ITECH_,
Personal System/2 is atrademark of International Business Machines, Corporation.
JULY 1988 • BYTE
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WHAT'S NEW
HARDWARE

•

OTHER

Contact: Kapusi Laboratories, 4701 Patrick Henry Dr.,
Suite 1702, Santa Clara, CA
95054, (408) 496-1086.
Inquiry 768.

Emulation to the
Max

A

host- independent in-circuit emulator from
Microcosm helps you find
faults in hardware and software
when you're designing
80386-based systems and
applications.
The hyperICE-386 consists
of amicroprocessor-specific
probe and auniversal chassis
and gives you access to trace,
registers, and memory during
the emulation process.
It gives engineers with a
dumb terminal, host, workstation, or mainframe away
to uncover hardware and software problems and to otherwise debug systems at full
speed by emulating the 80386
at clock speeds up to 25 MHz.
Overlay memory runs with
zero wait states at speeds to
20 MHz for real-time firmware debugging.
Key features include three
8000-gate arrays for trigger
logic—monitoring address,
data, and status lines, as well
as the 16 logic probe lines.
Four levels of triggering are
available.
Another feature is the battery-backed RAM trace collection. When combined with
the trigger feature, the trace
collection feature is said to
simplify debugging. System
commands, which can be in a
macro form and can be modified, are in C.
Price: $ 17,500, including
chassis and probe.
Contact: Microcosm, Inc.,
15275-E Southwest Koll
Pkwy., Beaverton, OR
97006, (503) 626-6100.
Inquiry 767.
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Of Neighbors,
Locals, and Those
Beyond

Y

Security Is Only aFingerprint Away
fter a 15-second function enrolls your fingerprint on the hard disk
with amathematic characterization system called the
TouchSafe, 2seconds is all it
takes for the future access
(or denial of access) to your
computer.
Identix has been designing
such "biometric" products for
several years; the company
also sells asimilar product for
access to high-security military establishments.

Communications
Tester Runs Analog
and Digital

D

esigned to test modems,
telephone lines, and computer terminals, the Linktest
LT3 combines the functions of
a20- kHz analog test set, a
200K-bps digital bit-error- rate
tester, and adigital multimeter. Kapusi Laboratories designed it to test level, noise,
and frequency of analog equipment, and volts, ohms, and
capacitance of digital
equipment.
A built-in intercom allows
voice connection between remote testing sites. A frontpanel switch allows testing of
either CCITT (international)

Processing hardware can
be either an internal module
(a single-slot board for PC
compatibles) or an external
module that connects to any
computer system with an RS232C interface. Included
software, Safe Word, is designed by Enigma Logic.
Price: $1795 with internal
processor module.
Contact: Identix, Inc., 2452
Watson Court, Palo Alto,
CA 94303, ( 415) 858-1001.
Inquiry 770.

or North American systems.
The operating temperature
range of the instrument—between — 20° and 60°C— facilitates international telephone
line testing.
Analog features include
frequency measurement to 20
kHz and atransmit-and-receive accuracy of 0.2 decibels,
combined. Digital features
include data transfer rate measurement of up to 200 kilobits
per second ( with rated accuracy of ± 1bit per second)
and abuilt-in link scope that
the company says is more accurate than atypical
oscilloscope.
Price: $3950, with battery
charger/AC adapter, cables,
and carrying case.

ou can link personal
computers and peripherals to other personal computers by using an entry-level
Commix 32 file server and
some twisted-pair copper wire.
Data rates for file transfer,
electronic mail, printer sharing, and terminal emulation
range from 300 bits per second
to 19.2K bits per second.
Data- switching features include up to 32 asynchronous
ports (with an optional synchronous channel module with
two ports); expandable user
I/O in 4-port module increments; speed and asynchronous format conversion; local
echo selectable at any port;
and camp-on-queue for port
contention.
With an optional Ethernet
card and some coaxial cable,
you can use the Commix 32
to gain access to mainframe information from your personal
computer.
If your business needs expand beyond LANs, astatistical-multiplexing wide-areanetwork (WAN) board links
equipment in different cities
with leased telephone lines at
up to 64K bits per second, or
with an X.25 packet network.
Price: $2595 for a16-port
Commix 32; $3995 for 32-port
version; $350 for 4-port
cards; $2995 for Ethernet link
and additional $218 per port;
pricing not set for WAN board.
Contact: Itron, 130 Gaither
Dr., Suite 116, Mount Laurel,
NJ 08054, ( 800) 423-8044;
in New Jersey, (609) 7225575.
Inquiry 769.
continued

ORACLE® turns Lotus 1-2-3
into afull function database
0
RACLE, the world's best selling relational database, now works
from inside your Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet program. Familiar
1-2-3 menus guide you through creating, modifying and retrieving
data in your database. You can even perform ORACLE database
functions automatically using standard Lotus macros and formulas.
The point is...
CIS: (C2) IWISI (füSWit(C8..C13)
Execute F=11 Add Modify Table SQL litfe Option. Next
Create tut @SQL Query hued« via seem

NAME
woopero
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For aprice that's
almost unbelievable,
this add-in brings
the full functionality of
apowerful Structured
Query Language (SQL)
relational databasemanagement system
(DBMS) to the PC
industry's most popular
spreadsheet: Lotus 1-2-3...
... But perhaps
the best news is that
Oracle for 1-2-3 is very
easy to learn and use.
Anyone already
familiar with 1-2-3
already knows how to
use Oracle for 1-2-3.

Abe

99
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Store unlimited amounts of data in your
ORACLE database

Use all the Jeatures of Lotus 1-2-3 to analyze,
report, and graph data in your ORACLE
database.

...If you already know how to use Lotus 1-2-3,
then you already know how to use ORACLE,
the world's most powerful database.
By putting data into adatabase, Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet's
performance is improved, long re-calcs are eliminated and
your worksheets are smaller and more manageable.
•Have ORACLE for 1-2-3
build the query automatically for you and retrieve
just the data you need.
•Asingle command automatically creates new
database tables from data in
any existing worksheet.
•In update mode, changes
in your worksheet become
changes in your database.

And if you make amistake,
you can...
•Undo changes.
Or save your changes permanently in your database
and worksheet.
•Share the same data in
multiple worksheets, or
even across anetwork of
different computers with
many users.

ORACLE.
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COMPATIBILIrT • PORTABILITY • COMIECTABILffY

for ieniational pricing call (415) 5981290

Act now, get a30-day moneyback guarantee and
we'll pay sales tax and shipping. So fill out and mail
the attached coupon, or call today. You can also purchase ORACLE for 1-2-3 at your favorite computer
store.
$ 199* Yes, this includes
oc
the
daif
aull
f

Dear Oracle

ORACLE for 1-2-3 • Oracle Corporation
20 Davis Drive • Belmont, CA 94002

Yes, I

have an le028 6/
80386 PC running B'DOS 3.0+ and
'Lotus release 2.01.
Ialso have le640KB of RAM, plus either rT 1MB of extended memory or Iwill reassign
IMB of my expanded memory as extended memory. Please send me the
database Ialready know how to use — the ORACLE database add-in for Lotus 1-2-3,
on D 51
/ or D 31
4
/- disks. Enclosed is my: D check, or D VISA D MasterCard
2
D American Express credit card authorization for $ 199.*

PRI.NT NAME
COMPANY
STREET
CITY
PHONE
CREDIT CARD NUMBER
CARD EXPIRATION DATE
L NATURE
(No PO bans

&am)

'Prices valid in U.S. only. Ci 1988. ORACLE is aregistered trademark of Oracle Corporation. Lotus and 1-2-3 are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation.
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SOFTWARE

•

PROGRAMMING

Programming in C

C

_talk is an object-oriented programming environment for use with C programming languages. It
features aSmalltalk-like
browser for defining and editing classes of objects. It lets
you browse through all the object classes for aparticular
application, create new ones,
modify existing ones, define
the application's structural
organization, and edit arbitrary text files.
A preprocessor converts
the program's object class descriptions into standardized
C source files. The source
code for the C_talk run-time
environment is also included.
A make utility controls the
preprocessing, compiling, and
linking of an application program. The browser produces a
specification for the make
utility based on the set of object classes that you are
browsing; you can also add
other C source files to the
make specification.
C_talk runs on the IBM
PC and compatibles with at
least 512K bytes of RAM. It
supports Microsoft C, Turbo
C, Lattice C, and Computer
Innovations C86.
Price: $ 149.95.
Contact: CNS, Inc., 7090
Shady Oak Rd., Eden Prairie,
MN 55344, (612) 944-0170.
Inquiry 771.
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e
- this find first empty slot 0/

C_talk features aSmalltalk-like browser.

Debug Turbo
Pascal 4.0
nan effort to meet the
I needs of Turbo Pascal 4.0
programmers, TurboPower
Software has developed
T-DebugPLUS 4.0. With it,
you can control your programs
at run time, watch the corresponding source code, singlestep, and examine and
change values using symbolic
names. It also gives you the
capability to switch between
the debug and output screens.
If you have Expanded Memory Specification or AT extended memory, the debugger
uses it for additional storage.
T-DebugPLUS 4.0 runs on
the IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2, or
compatibles with at least
256K bytes of RAM.
Price: $45.

Contact: TurboPower Software, 3109 Scotts Valley Dr.,
Suite 122, Scotts Valley, CA
95066, (408) 438-8608.
Inquiry 772.

Professional Prolog

A

pplied Logic Systems'
Professional Version 1.2
of its Prolog Compiler is now
enhanced to assist developers
in writing code and distributing applications. It also makes
use of virtual code space, letting you create programs larger
than available memory.
The ALS compiler is based
on Edinburgh- style syntax.
Price: $499.
Contact: Applied Logic Systems, Inc., P.O. Box 90, University Station, Syracuse, NY
13210, (315) 471-3900.
Inquiry 773.

Peabody Helps You
Out with Turbo C
1you use Borland's Turbo
I C 1.5, apop-up help utility
from the Peabody family can
give you ahand. Peabody for
Turbo C has adatabase of
560K bytes of information to
offer you definitions, examples, and tips on all 563 of
Turbo C's functions.
You can place Peabody's
help window anywhere on your
screen, and aSticky Key feature lets you post the help message on- screen, return to your
program, and copy the syntax
of the message. A Hyper Key
helps you find definitions,
facts, and examples that illustrate keywords in the help windows. And Peabody explains
how Turbo C relates to ANSI
C, Microsoft C, Lattice C,
and other C languages.
The Peabody family is
made up of help utilities for
Turbo Pascal 3.0 and 4.0 and
for Microsoft C 5.0. Copia has
plans for an MS-DOS 3.3
utility and one for MASM.
The program runs on the
IBM PC and compatibles with
at least 256K bytes of RAM
and DOS 2.0 or higher.
Price: $89.
Contact: Copia International
Ltd., 1964 Richton Dr.,
Wheaton, IL 60187, (312)
665-9830.
Inquiry 774.
continued

Smalltalk V: Not So Small Anymore

S

malltalk/V has grown
up: Now it's available
for 80286 and 80386
systems.
The new version, Smalltalk/V 286, runs in protected
mode, can address up to 16
megabytes of RAM directly,
and operates under MS-DOS
and OS/2. It also supports
multitasking, and it is com-
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patible with Smalltalk/V.
Smalltalk/V 286 lets you
build systems larger than
64K bytes; they can have
over 32,000 objects. It also
has expanded debugging capabilities, allowing you to
inspect and change all objects and correct source program errors, and allowing
single-step program execu-

tion. According to Digitalk,
the product contains afaster
bit block transfer and supports EGA and VGA.
Two extension kits available for Smalltalk/V 286 include Goodies #2—Carleton
Tools, which contains a
spelling checker and floating-point emulation, and
Goodies #3—Carleton Proj-

ects, which provides an application browser and aneural network, among other
projects.
Price: $ 199.95; $49.95 each
for extension kits.
Contact: Digitalk, Inc.,
9841 Airport Blvd., Los
Angeles, CA 90045, (213)
645-1082.
Inquiry 775.

Take apeek
noa's new
deans.

You've known Genoa as adeveloper
of high performance graphics chips, and
aleading manufacturer of graphics
boards and tape backup. Soon you'll
be able to depend on us for all your PC
graphics add-on hardware.
Over the next year, we'll be unwrapping aseries of graph cs products. Each
is designed to give you the most reliable,
yet innovative engineering features. And
above all, the highest performance
possible.
Our SuperVGA HiRes family, featured
here, is the first in our new product series.
SuperVGA HiRes offers breathtaking
color and resolution. From 16 colors in
1024x768. Up to 256 colors in 800x600.
You'll see more of your spreadsheets at
once with SuperVGA HiRes.132 columns
and 60 rows.You'll do Windows or
OS/2. In fact, every SuperVGA HiRes
feature is designed to turn your IBM
PC/XT/AT and PS/2 models 25 and 30
into real graphics engines.

Delivering
SuperVGA HiRes now!

• 100% IBM VGA compatible
• Advanced features
—1024x768 in
16 colors and
800x600 in
256 colors/Model 5200
—512x512 in
256 colors/Model 5100
• 132 columns text
• For both analog and
TTL displays

If you're looking for PC graphics
add-ons, take alook at Genoa first. Our
new line of products is starting
delivery now!
For the Genoa dealer nearest
you or to add your name to our mailing
list contact: Genoa Systems Corporation,
73 E.Trimble Road, San Jose, CA 95131.
Fax: 408/434-0997. Telex: 172319.
Or phone: 408/432-9090. In the UK,
contact Genoa Systems Limited, phone:
01-225-3247. In the Far East, contact
Genoa/Taiwan, phone: 2-776-3933.
Circle 107 on Reader Service Card

Genoa
SYSTEMS CORPORATION

Delivering PC Graphics

408/432-9090

C1988 Genoa Systems Corporakon SutzerVGA HeRes eatrademark ot Genoa Systems Gorporabon.WIndows ts atrademark 01M crosolt. Inc. IBM PC/XT/AT PS/2. and OS/2 are trademarks cl nternabonal Bestrew Machetes.
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AutoCAD Overlay

Scientific Words

C

W

AD Overlay eliminates
the usual step of automatic
vectorization to convert a
scanned image into avector
drawing usable in aCAD
model, according to Image
Systems Technology. In fact,
it works as if you were placing
atransparent sheet over an
existing drawing and working
in CAD on the transparent
overlay, the company reports.
A scanned image becomes another layer in the CAD model
but doesn't interfere with the
CAD drawing that you overlay.
CAD Overlay lets you
zoom, pan, turn the raster
image off and on, remove
speckles, change color, and
manipulate it like other CAD
functions.
The program lets you bring
araster image into AutoCAD
so you can scan large numbers of drawings. It stores rasterized plots from any CAD
or image system in auniversal
format, so you don't have to
translate between incompatible
CAD systems.
CAD Overlay also works
with desktop publishing systems, such as Ventura and
PageMaker, enabling you to
import and export information, drawings, and images in
either direction.
The program runs on
DOS-based CAD systems with
at least 640K bytes of RAM,
ahard disk drive, an AutoCAD
ADI printer/plotter file-supported graphics card, AutoCAD 2.6X or 9, and DOS
3.0 or higher.
Price: $ 1000.
Contact: Image Systems
Technology, Inc., 251 New
Kamer Rd., Albany, NY
12205, (518) 452-1147.
Inquiry 776.
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Create CAD designs with CAD Overlay.

Create Fast Fourier

Transforms in
Two Dimensions

A

iiigator Technologies
has announced TwoDimensional Prime Factor
FFT, atwo-dimensional-array
fast Fourier transform (FFT)
subroutine library. The program includes the twodimensional fonvard and inverse FFT for integer, single,
and double-precision floatingpoint complex number sets.
The company reports that
the two-dimensional program,
an enhancement to its Prime
Factor FFT program, is the
first PC-based FFT product
to calculate rectangular FFTs.
You can call the twodimensional program from any
high-level language, including Turbo Pascal, Microsoft
FORTRAN, QuicicBASIC,
Microsoft C, and more. The
program supports arrays of
more than 256 by 256 data
points. You can perform frequency analysis on data set
sizes as small as 2by 2data
points and as large as 65,520
by 65,520 data points.
The program runs on the
IBM PC, XT, AT, and compatibles with an 8087, 80287, or
80387 math coprocessor. You
also need Prime Factor FFT
to run the two-dimensional
program.

Price: $ 159 for two-dimensional program; $ 159 for
Prime Factor FFT.
Contact: Alligator Technologies, P.O. Box 9706, Fountain Valley, CA 92708, (714)
850-9984.
Inquiry 777.

Managing the Lab
fyou need asystem in the
1laboratory for tracking,
analyzing, and reporting,
LSTAR may be just the program for you.
LStar lets you define standard procedures used in studies
or lab activities. It then generates aschedule and data slots
for the study. You can enter
data, generate schedules, and
generate standard reports that
you can send to aprinter or
output as an ASCII file.
The program runs on the
IBM PC, XT, AT, and compatibles with at least 640K bytes
of RAM and ahard disk drive.
Price: $995.
Contact: American CompuStar, Inc., P.O. Box 108, Belle
Mead, NJ 08502, (201)
359-0010.
Inquiry 778.

ith Mathor and Chimix, you can enter
mathematical or chemical
formulas and let the program
calculate the size and position
of the symbols. It then displays
them on-screen as they will
be printed and makes adjustments to text as needed, depending on the size of the
formulas.
Mathor is the mathematical word processor. It includes
the Latin alphabet with accented letters, Greek in upperand lowercase and italics,
and other special alphabets.
The program automatically
centers the numerator and the
denominator and aligns the
elements of amatrix. An editor
lets you make changes and
see them on-screen as they will
appear in print. You can also
save formulas to memory, so
you can use them again in the
same or other documents.
Also available is aTEX
module that you can use with
Mathor to translate documents for typesetting.
Chimix is the word processor that draws your chemical
formulas. By pressing function keys, you can insert chemical links and the cyclic and
polycyclic compounds into
your text. When you make
changes, you see the formulas
automatically rearranged.
Mathor and Chimix run on
the IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2,
and compatibles with 512K
bytes of RAM, aHercules or
EGA board, and DOS 2.11
or higher.
Price: Mathor, $595; TEX
module, $295; Chimix, $695.
Contact: HiTech Consulting
Group, Inc., 1801 Avenue of
the Stars, Suite 602, Los
Angeles, CA 90067, (213)
556-1628.
Inquiry 779.
continued

Vision is the power of imagination. Seeing

already created and those you'll generate in the

beyond the obvious. Being able to grasp and

future. Imported information from on-line serv-

comprehend the obscure.

ices. Plus any other text capable of being read

Introducing IZE to realize greater vision.

by an IBM® PC: or compatible system, can now

The information age has presented vir-

be easily viewed in adifferent light.
IZE will create afundamental change in the

tually every field, from research, education, and
government to law, medicine, and business, with

way you use your computer. And the way you

powerful resources. Resources that, unlike tradi-

use information.

tional data-based information, are textual. Lack-

To gain mastery over new resources. To

ing structure, this ever-growing textbase is most

grasp. To comprehend.To see.To focus.To create.

often unexplored, untapped power.

To fully utilize the product of the information age.

IZE is software designed to automatically
discover the underlying structure of textbase

E

resources and provide users the power to tap,
explore, manage, and organize them.
The look of IZE is familiar: atable of con-
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tents presented in outline form. Yet the power
of this elegant structure is considerable. And

IZE

GrtaterVisaon

transparent in use.
Randomly entered reports, proposals,
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riel I )1p1111,1111181.
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research abstracts, presentations, and correspon-

The promise of IZE is greater vision to

dence. Ideas, lists, and notes. Documents you've

share your vision with the rest of the world.

Circle 50 on Reader Service Can,
©1987 Person. Inc All Rights Reserved IZE is atrademark of Person, Inc Patents Pending IBM is a
registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation

perSOff"
For more information about 11E. please contact your software dealer, phone us at 1-608-273-6000. or
write Persolt. Inc 465 Science Drive. Madison.Wisconsin 53711 U SA

The seed of
Corvus' new Omninetc)/
4is the fastest local area
network on easy-to-install, easy-to-pay-for twisted pair.
What else can you say about asystem that has the lowest
cost per user of any high performance LAN?
A great deal!
Omninet / 4combines high performance, low
cost and ease of installation and use. The result —
more networking value for the " more demanding"
users in workgroups and businesses.
Maximizing throughput. Omninet / 4has a
fast data transmission rate of 4Mbps and avery
efficient collision-avoidance protocol to guarantee
transmission accuracy and enhance data throughput. In addition, it utilizes dual port memory on
the network card to let your main processor
function more efficiently. This combination of
greater speed and increased efficiency enables
Omninet / 4to outperform many networks, including Ethernet® and Token Ring®, in many system
throughput tests.
Adding value— not cost. Corvus pioneered
the low cost twisted pair wiring of local area
networks with our Omninet / 1system. We have
over nine years of experience in supporting an
installed base of over 500,000 nodes on 50,000
networks.
During this time we also developed the
twisted pair Omninet Cabling System (OCS) to

simplify, economize and improve the reliability of
network resource connections. Utilizing these
standard OCS products, Omninet / 4operates over
distances up to 1,000 feet. And with our affordable
Omninet Repeater you can extend your network to
4,000 feet.
Omninet / 4is compatible with Corvus'
PC / NOSTm and Microsoft® OS/2 LAN Manager. It
also supports Novell Advanced Netware® and can
be bridged to an existing Omninet / 1network.
Making networking easy. You can install a
four-user Omninet / 4Network Kit in less than an
hour. No complicated wiring. No tools. No
technicians. It's simply atwisted pair " plug and
play" system. As your requirements grow, you can
add more workstations (up to 64) by simply plugging anetwork card into each addition and snapping the OCS cables together.
Connect with Corvus. When you need
more throughput for less cost check out
Omninet / 4 — " the speed of ajet net" on twisted
pair. Contact your local dealer or call 1-800-4 CORVUS.
Corvus Systems, Inc., 160 Great Oaks Blvd.,
San Jose, CA 95119-1347.

1-800-4 CORVUS

LAN Throughput Comparison
CorrusOmmnet14& PC/NOS

3Com® E

+

TM

IBM Token Ring & PC/LAN

&

Corvus
25% faster
Corvus
45% faster

Based on 5- user tests conducted by the LanQuest Group using
dBASE III PWSTIY1 LAN Pack running on 8MHz ATs.
Tests consisted of multiple retrievals and sorts of adatabase accessing a
203K file containing 1050 records of 300 bytes each.

The Corms Omninet/4 solution proved to be 45% faster than
Token Ring and 25% faster than Ethernet in dBASE HI PLUS
tests.

ajet net.
The Omninet/4 Networking Kit includesfour transporter
cards, four workstation kits, three trunk cable kits, one termination kit, one software kit and one installation guide.

05.:( RV S
The Net Works Circle 73 on Reader Service Can,
Omninet is aregisteled trademark and PC / NOS is atrademark of Corvus Systems, Inc.
Ethernet is aregistered trademark of Xerox Corporation
Novell Advanced Netware is aregistered trademark of Novell, Inc.
Microsoft is aregistered trademark of Microsoft Corporation
3Com and 3 + are registered trademarks and EtherLink 4 is atrademark of 3Com Corporation.
IBM and ThIcen Ring are registered trademarks of IBM. Inc.
dBASE III PLUS is atrademark of Ashton-Tate Inc.
0 Copyright 1988 C rvus Nystems. Inc.
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Model Molecular
Graphics
roModeler Iis the first
professional macromolecular graphics system for the
personal computer, according
to New England BioGraphics. The program includes
large molecule support, interactive rotations, translations
and zooming, stereo viewing,
high space filling and bond
representations, and interactive side-chain substitutions.
In bond or backbone representations, you can rotate,
translate, and scale amolecule. The system can produce
shaded, colored, and spacefilling representations of large
molecules at high speeds.
You can also use the system to
interactively substitute amino
acid side chains from adictionary that's supplied with the
system. And you can save modified proteins to disk in any
of the file formats that are
supported.
During an interactive session, you can load individual
molecules from separate files
and have more than one onscreen at atime. You can also
define subsets of agiven molecule, which you can then
color, move, or hide from
view. You can color all or
part of the molecule according
to atom name, residue name,
and residue range. Predefined
color schemes are included
that color molecules based on
atom type or side-chain
hydrophobicity.
Promodeler accepts structure files from the Brookhaven
Protein Data Bank, which
you can download using standard file-transfer protocols
such as Kermit. The system
also supports the Hendrickson-Konnert file format.
How many atoms can you
display? New England BioGraphics reports that in a
640K-byte system, you can
display and manipulate about
84
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Create macromolecular graphics on an AT with ProModeler 1.

5000 atoms simultaneously in
any representation, including
stereo views. In a512K-byte
system, you can view about
2500 atoms.
The minimum system configuration you need to run ProModeler Iis an IBM PC AT
or compatible with at least
512K bytes of RAM, an
80287 or 80387 math coprocessor, and aMicrosoft or
compatible mouse. You also
need aProfessional Graphics
Adapter or compatible; however, the program does not
support EGA or VGA boards.
Vermont Microsystems offers
the Image Manager 640 graphics board, which you can purchase bundled with the ProModeler software.
Price: $750 for the software
alone; $2000 for the IM- 640
board and software.
Contact: New England BioGraphics, P.O. Box 24,
Peacham, VT 05862,
(802) 633-4344.
Inquiry 780.

Infinite Plotting
the MicroMath Way

W

hether you need to
create x,y plots or develop, evaluate, and plot
model equations, MicroMath

has programs to suit your
needs. MINSQ 2.3, aprogram
for developing, evaluating,
and plotting model equations,
is enhanced with PostScript
plot descriptions that you can
send to afile or print on any
PostScript output device.
With MINSQ 2.3, you can
plot model equations without
data. Or, when you supply
data, parameters in the model
equations may be optimized
by aleast- squares procedure.
You can read model equations from afile or enter them
from akeyboard. A built-in
editor lets you modify the
models interactively. Built-in
operators are also available, including Deny, Integral, and
aUnit step function.
The program also offers
graphics capabilities that let
you zoom in on regions for
annotating plots with text,
lines, or arrows. You can
move or resize objects.
Graph is another new program from MicroMath. It offers many of the capabilities
of MINSQ, except for nonlinear model fitting. Graph lets
you prepare x,y plots, plot the
data on the screen, and modify it with abuilt-in editor. You
can also send plots from
Graph to PostScript printers.
Model-independent curves
available include polynomials,
cubic splines, rational fractions, and aStineman interpolating curve. You can also

perform least- squares regression for straight lines, polynomials, or cubic splines.
Like MINSQ, Graph includes agraphics section with
zoom capability and the ability to add or delete arrows,
text, and lines, and to move
or resize objects or change
character sets.
MINSQ and Graph run on
the IBM PC, XT, AT, or compatible with at least 512K
bytes of RAM, DOS 2.0 or
higher, and aCGA, EGA, or
monochrome graphics board.
Price: MINSQ 2.3, $ 179;
Graph, $79.
Contact: MicroMath Scientific Software, 2034 East Fort
Union Blvd., Salt Lake City,
UT 84121.
Inquiry 781.

Need aRefresher
on Distillation?

D

istit sir. is designed to
help you brush up on distillation principles.
The program is based on
the McCabe Thiele model,
which you can bring up onscreen and output to most dotmatrix printers. It allows you
to input error checking and
generate detailed reports, and
it makes use of windowing,
file handling, and device
error checking.
Also included with the
program are the VLE Curve
Fit/Plot and several nonlinear
regression routines for regressing sets of x,y data and plotting the resulting VLE curve
on an x,y equilibrium plot.
Distil Simu runs on the
IBM PC and compatibles with
512K bytes of RAM and a
CGA or Hercules graphics
monitor.
Price: $79.
Contact: Engrsoft, 1946
Holland, Wichita, KS 67212,
(316) 721-1598.
Inquiry 782.
continued
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VISA, MasterCard 8i, COD orders call:

1-800-223-6925
(In Canada 319/395-7300)
Here it is. You won't find software that's easier to use:
•Requires no accounting knowledge
•Completely menu-driven with on-line help
•93- page fully indexed tutorial manual (on disk)
A Proven Track Record. Hard to believe the $ 16 price? Don't
worry. MoneyCounts® has been marketed for three years and
is continually receiving rave reviews. There's no catch. This is a

MONEY
COUNTS
Dept. B
373 Cpllins Road NE
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402

S16 + sa Shipping

MoreyCounts• requires IBM or compatible computer
(or a hard die drivel-192k or more
memory. DOS 2.0 or later and printer.

with two disk drives

fully functional system that compares with products selling for
$99 and more.
Same-Day Shipping. Order today and own MoneyCounts® for
only S16! Add S3 shipping and handling (outside North America
add S7). Iowa residents please add 4% sales tax. Send check
or money order payable to Parsons Technology. VISA and
MasterCard orders welcome.
Circle 198 on Reader Service Card
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WHAT'S NEW
SOFTWARE

•

BUSINESS

SuperProject Adds Features for OS/2

T

he project management
I tool SuperProject Expert now runs under OS/2.
The program retains the features found in the MS-DOS
version but has added multitasking, virtual memory
management, memory protection, and afeature that lets
you toggle between applications without exiting one
program and reloading.
SuperProject Expert as-

Maximize Your
Sales

K

eep track of clients,
prospects, and personal
data with The Maximizer.
This sales support program
from Pinetree Software is
broken into seven segments:
clients, letters, payment analysis, hot-list, telephone, personal records, and utilities.
In managing clients, you
can add as many client names
to the database as you'd like,
with as much information associated with them as you need.
You can also search the database using criteria that
you've defined, such as occupation, status, source, and interests. You can also keep
track of follow-up dates.
The program's letter-writing facility lets you write and
store an unlimited number of
letters. It comes with aset of
standard letters, and you can
edit them or create your own
using the program's editor.
A set of calculation programs lets you figure out payment schedules, purchase
prices, outstanding balances,
financing, and more.
The hot-list feature lists all
your appointments and the clients you have to contact. A
day-at-a-glance feature is available in the calendar utility,
and atelephone directory lets
86
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sists you in planning, tracking, and coordinating projects. It also enables you to
create a variety of work
schedules. It offers multiproject, import/export, and
network capabilities. You
can also request reports, including detailed costing information. Other features include graphics and wordprocessing capabilities.
The OS/2 version lets you

you access your clients'
phone numbers individually or
in groups.
The Maximizer is written
in C and uses Btrieve file access. It runs on the IBM PC,
XT, AT, PS/2s, and compatibles with DOS 3.0 or higher
and at least 512K bytes of
RAM. The program comes
on 5%-inch and 31
/2
inch disks
and is also available in a
local-area network version.
Price: $495.
Contact: Pinetree Software
Canada Ltd., 8100 Granville
Ave., 9th Floor, Richmond,
British Columbia, Canada
V6Y 1P3, (604) 270-3311.
Inquiry 783.

Bill- It on the Mac
fyou run asmall business,
I you can do your accounting
on aMacintosh with Bill- It.
ShopKeeper Software's accounting program integrates
accounts receivable, billing,
inventory, invoicing, list of
services, sales, and point-ofsale modules.
Bill- It is optimized for
about 4000 customers and inventory items, although
ShopKeeper reports that the
program can handle more

access up to 16 megabytes of
virtual memory and runs in
protected mode. SuperProject Expert/2 runs on IBM
PS/2s and compatibles with
at least 320K bytes of RAM
and OS/2.
Price: $ 795.
Contact: Computer Associates International, Inc.,
1240 McKay Dr., San Jose,
CA 95131, (408) 432-1727.
Inquiry 787.

than 8000 of each. You can use
the inventory section for anything that you can count in
units, such as labor charges,
lab procedures, golf lessons,
and so on. The program is
flexible in printing statements,
reports, and summaries.
Information is stored as
plain ASCII text, so you can
transfer data from Bill- It to
other programs or export it as
SYLK files.
Bill- It runs on aMac Plus,
SE, or II with at least two
800K-byte floppy disk drives
or ahard disk drive.
Price: $ 159.
Contact: ShopKeeper Software, Inc., P.O. Box 38160,
Tallahassee, FL 32315,
(904) 222-8808.
Inquiry 784.

More for the
Investor
nvestors wanting to perform technical analysis of
the securities market will
find that Wall Street Techniques is now enhanced with
access to The Source and increased capacity. It includes
afree account to both the Dow
Jones News Retrieval Service
and The Source. The new interface to The Source lets you
automatically access historical
data on stocks, options,

bonds, mutual funds, index options, and commodities. The
number of securities that you
can monitor is now expanded
from 75 to 500 per subdirectory. You can maintain up to
750 days, weeks, or months of
data ( increased from 250) for
each security.
The program runs on the
IBM PC and compatibles and
supports CGA, EGA, VGA,
and Hercules graphics.
Price: $295.
Contact: Smith Micro Software, Inc., P.O. Box 7137,
Huntington Beach, CA
92615, ( 714) 964-0412.
Inquiry 785.

Enhancements to
Macintosh Business
Software

L

ayered has enhanced a
bundle of its business programs. In the Insight Expert
Accounting Series, aTime
Billing module has been
added, as well as multiuser
versions of Inventory, Accounts Receivable and Payable,
Insight Forms Design, and
Insight Export. The Notes
product has been expanded to
six products. Front Desk has
been upgraded and is also
available in amultiuser
version.
Price: Insight Expert Time
Billing module, $595; Inventory multiuser version, $895;
Accounts Receivable multiuser
version, $ 895; Accounts Payable multiuser version, $895;
Insight Forms Design, $ 149;
Insight Export, $ 149; Notes
for Ready, Set, Go!, $79;
Front Desk multiuser version,
$99 per user.
Contact: Layered, Inc., The
Schrafft Center, 529 Main St.,
Boston, MA 02129, (617)
242-7700.
Inquiry 786.
continued

QN X
OPERATING SYSTEM

Speed without compromise.
QNX DELIVERS QNX delivers the speed
of adedicated real-time executive as
well as multi- tasking, integrated networking and amulti-user development
environment as rich and powerful
as UNIX.
SPEED The tightly coded QNX kernel
performs 3200 task switches/second
on an AT, with full pre-emptive
prioritized scheduling.
TASK COMMUNICATION QNX is
based on amessage- passing architecture, radically more innovative than
PC- DOS, UNIX, or OS/2. User tasks
and system tasks use the same
messaging interface. This results in
asingle unified environment.

INTEGRATED NETWORKING On
the QNX network, any task can send
messages to any other task anywhere
on the network. This direct communication is not available on other networks. The resultant " feel" of the QNX
network is that of ahomogeneous.
tightly connected array of computers,
rather than acollection of computing
islands strung together on anetwork
with comparatively limited functionality.

system consists of aset of tasks that
provide services. Software developers
can easily write tasks that add services
to suit their specific application needs.
It is straightforward to write tasks that
interface to hardware through interrupts,
I/0 ports, DMA and dual- ported memory.

DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT
QNX comes with arich set of utilities
including apowerful full- screen editor,
o compiler, symbolic debugger and
multiple full- screen windows.

QNX is now installed at over 55,000
sites in North America and Europe for
manufacturing, process control, process
monitoring, point- of- sale and many
other applications.

RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT QNX architecture is modular not monolithic. The

Eliminate compromises in your realtime applications. Call for details today.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT Technical
support is provided free of charge, and
updates can be downloaded 24 hours/
day from our online BBS.

THE ONLY MULTI-USER, MULTI-TASKING, NETWORKING, REAL-TIME OPERATING SYSTEM FOR THE IBM PC, AT, PS/2,
THE HP VECTRA, AND COMPATIBLES.
Multi- User

10 ( 32) serial terminals per PC (AT).

Multi- Tasking 64 ( 150) tasks per PC (AT).
Networking

C Compiler

Standard Kernighan and Ritchie.

Flexibility

Single PC, networked PC's,
single PC with terminals.
netwoiked PC's with terminals.
No central servers. Full sharing
of disks, devices and CPU's.

2.5 Megabit token passing.
255 PC's and/or AT's per network.
10,000 tasks per network.
Thousands of users per network.

Real Time

3.200 task switches/sec (AT).

PC- DOS

PC- DOS runs as aQNX task.

Message
Passing

Fast intertask communication
between tasks on any machine.

Cost

From US $450.
Runtime pricing available.

or)
For further information ora free demonstration
diskette, please telephone (613) 591-0931.

Quantum Software Systems Ltd. • Kanata South Business Park • 175 Terrence Matthews Crescent • Kanata, Ontario, Canada • K2M 1W8
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A Word Processor
That Learns
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indReader is aword
processor with artificial
intelligence capabilities that
teach it how you write, according to Brown Bag Software. It
features an expandable dictionary, spelling checker, and
calculator, and is distributed as
shareware.
To teach MindReader how
you write, you switch on the AI
Learn feature and leave it on
while you write. MindReader
will analyze your writing
patterns.
WordComplete is autility
that lets you type just the first
few letters of aword. It then
pops up awindow with alist of
words, from which you select
the one you want with one keystroke. The Frequent Word
option lets you designate the
words you want to appear in
the pop-up window. Using
rule-based artificial intelligence, MindReader reprioritizes the words in the dictionary pop-up menus according
to your use.
You can call the calculator
up on-screen with just afew
keystrokes and use it while
you're working on adocument.
Its functions include addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and
division, and it's accurate to
12 digits with two decimal
places. A paper-tape-type
feature keeps arunning list of
every number you enter.
MindReader 2.0 runs on
the IBM PC, XT, AT, and
compatibles with at least
256K bytes of RAM and DOS
2.0 or higher. To run it on a
LAN, you need anetwork license. The program supports
CGA, EGA, and VGA boards.
Price: $49.95 for registration
fee.
Contact: Brown Bag Software, 2155 South Bascom
Ave., Suite 114, Campbell,
CA 95008, (408) 559-4545.
Inquiry 788.
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Version 2.0 of Brown Bag 'sMindReader.

Moving Data
Across Formats

D

oyou ever need to convert dBASE files into
Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheets?
DataPlex 2.0 may be your key
to moving data among such
formats as 1-2-3, DIF, ASCII,
and dBASE. The program's
strengths lie in the areas of
data entry and conversion.
Using AI techniques such as
dynamic data dictionaries
and pattern recognition, DataPlex learns validation rules
from the data and creates field
formats, according to Tools
& Technology.
Connection to other for-

mats is by way of read/write
two-way data paths, and you
can sort, select, edit, and reformat data records while the
data is in transit. You don't
need acopy of your destination package.
DataPlex is written in
Microsoft C. Version 2.0 requires an IBM PC, XT, AT,
or compatible with DOS 2.0 or
higher and 384K bytes of
RAM. The program also runs
on LANs. The company reports that an OS/2 version is
currently in the works.
Price: $ 149.
Contact: Tools & Techniques, Inc., 1620 West 12th
St., Austin, TX 78703, (512)
482-0824.
Inquiry 789.

drum is an Amiga software program that acts
like adrum machine. The
company calls it arhythm
maker with four voices. It is
capable of stereo output using
sound samples loaded from
disk in Interchange File Format.
You can have up to 26
sounds in memory to create a
kit from which you produce
rhythms. You can alter any of a
sound's parameters, such as
pitch, volume, length, and
number of repeats, and you
can assign any sound to any of
the 26 instruments.
Once you set up akit of
sounds, you can program
Adrum's sequencer. You can
define up to 64 measures of
variable beats, from 0to 64
beats per measure.
Pull-down menus let you
select removal, replacement,
measure copy, and delete/
insert editing commands.
Adrum is MIDI-compatible and runs on the Amiga.
Price: $79.95.
Contact: Haitex Resources,
208 Carrollton Park, Suite
1207, Carrollton, TX 75006,
(214) 241-8030.
Inquiry 790.

Put Your Data on the Map

C

reate, manipulate, and
analyze color maps of
areas ranging from 52 feet to
5000 miles wide with MapInfo. Working from information in one or more databases, the program helps you
generate maps with boundaries, legends, and text. You
can label points with street
names, demographic information, notes, or symbols.
The program's Thematic
Mapping feature lets you assign different shades to specific map areas. You can pan

and zoom, locate addresses
anywhere on the map, and
compute the distance between two or more points.
MapInfo comes with its
own database management
program; you can also use it
with dBASE 11I Plus. Many
maps covering U.S. metropolitan areas are available.
The program runs on the
IBM PC, XT, AT, and compatibles with DOS 2.0 or
higher, 512K bytes of RAM,
agraphics board, and ahard
disk drive with 3megabytes

of free storage space. It supports various mice, as well as
the Summagraphics SummaSketch and Calcomp9100 and 2500 series digitizers. It also supports dBASE
III Plus files.
Price: $750; metropolitan
area maps, from $250 to
$2000.
Contact: MapInfo, Hendrick Hudson Building, 200
Broadway, Troy, NY 12180,
(800) 327-8627; in New
York, (518)274-8673.
Inquiry 791.

The 3.5" Migration.
As though by the force of nature, computer users are
flocking to the new 3.5" standard.
A Clear Flight: A top-quality 3.5" drive
allows direct access between older and newer
systems, between IBM PC/XT/AT,
compatibles and PS/2 systems, and
between home office desktops and
laptops in the field. And most experts agree that it's better to upgrade
an older system with a3.5" floppy
drive than to downgrade anew system with an old-technology drive.
A Third First: Manzana introduced the industry's first 3.5"
upgrade in 1985, and the first
1.44MB drive in 1987. Today, Manzana introduces
the 3rd Internal' drive,
for those with room for
more than two.

Maximum Versatility: Manzana offers several
drive configurations, including an internal, ahostpowered external, and aself-powered external.
Ail systems come with Manzana's own 3Five ®
software, which runs with MS-DOS
TM
version 2.0 or higher, to read, write
and format disks at 1.44MB, 720K,
and non-standard MS-DOS formats,
including HP 150 and 110.
Flying to PC Expo? See us in
Booth # 2520. Or call 805/968-1387,
FAX 805/968-5449, TELEX 4932215
or write for the whole story on The
3.5" Migration, and literature on the
full line of Manzana drives: Manzana
MicroSystems, Inc., P.O. Box 2117,
Goleta, CA 93118.
Soon you'll be heading in the right direction
from instinct alone.

anzana
rives it home.

Circle 541 on Reader Service Card
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Mac DA For
Programmers
I fyou program on the Mac
and spend alot of time leafing through reference manuals, The Programmer's Online Companion 2.0 for the
Macintosh may help. Based on
Inside Macintosh, volumes
I-V and the Apple Numerics
Manual, the desk accessory
includes frequently used system calls, system globals,
and assembly language
equates. You can modify and
add information to the
database.
The Programmer's Online
Companion 2.0 is designed to
be acrib sheet, not ateaching
tool. For example, it does not
teach what a " clip region" is,

NEW

YORK

•

NEW

ENGLAND

Contact: Addison-Wesley
Publishing Co., Jacob Way,
Reading, MA 01867, (617)
944-3700.
Inquiry 827.
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On-line help for Macintosh programmers.
but assists you in accessing and
modifying one. The desk accessory assumes you know
Pascal or assembly and are
familiar with Inside Macintosh.
Developed by Steve Capps,
amember of the original Lisa

and Mac design teams at
Apple, the program takes up
less than 10K bytes of RAM.
The Programmer's Online
Companion 2.0 runs on the
Mac 512E, Plus, SE, and II.
Price: $49.95.

Clear Up dBASE
Confusion
I fyour dBASE program has

become abit of amess—or
if you want to keep it from
becoming one—Clear for
dBASE will probably help.
The program reads the source
code of your dBASE applications and automatically produces asystem tree chart,
program flow charts, and formatted source code listings.
The tree chart represents
the hierarchical relationship
between the procedures in the

With Prospero PC Pascal
and PC Fortran you never
lose your train...

88NE-2
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system and lets you view the
structures of up to eight
levels. The flow chart shows
the logical structure and control flow of the program. You
can view the charts on your
screen in WYSIWYG format,
or print them. The spacing,
number of pages, and placement of symbols are automatically calculated.
Clear supports background
printing and enables you to run
any DOS command from
within the program. It runs on
the IBM PC, XT, AT, and
compatibles with DOS 2.0 or
higher, 512K bytes of RAM,
two floppy disk drives or a
hard disk drive, and aCGA,
EGA, Hercules, or IBM monochrome video card. It supports dBASE II, III, and III
Plus; and FoxBASE+ ,
dBXL, and Quicksilver up to

NEW

YORK

the level of the dBASE III
Plus standard. Support for the
Hewlett-Packard LaserJet
printer is optional.
Price: $99.95; with HewlettPackard LaserJet driver,
$149.95.
Contact: Clear Software,
Inc., 637 Washington St., Suite
204, Brookline, MA 02146,
(617) 232-4720.
Inquiry 829.

Create dBASE Files
with Golden
Common LISP

W

ith dBLISP ( aset of 50
Golden Common LISP
functions and keywords that
simulate dBASE III commands), you can define and
manipulate dBASE III files.

•

NEW

ENGLAND

The functions assist you in
writing inference engines, natural language interfaces,
hypertext systems, icon-based
interfaces, and other front
ends for creating and accessing
dBASE III files. You do not
need dBASE Ill to use the library for writing dBASE IIIcompatible data, index, and
memo files.
An IBM PC, XT, AT, or
compatible and Golden Common LISP is required to run
dBLISP. It runs under both
small-memory ( 1.1 or higher) and large-memory (2.2 or
higher) versions of Golden
Common LISP.
Price: $295; with source
code, $495.
Contact: Chestnut Software,
Inc., 636 Beacon St., Boston,
MA 02215, (617) 262-0914.
Inquiry 826.

Print Labels,
Envelopes
on the Mac
ometimes the least exle pensive, simplest applications are the most useful.
Label and Envelope 1.1, a
Macintosh desk accessory
from Eastgate Systems, lets
you print labels, envelopes,
and mailing lists. You can
choose fonts, type sizes, and
formats.
Label and Envelope 1.1
runs on Macintoshes and takes
up about 35K bytes of RAM.
Price: $15.
Contact: Eastgate Systems,
Inc., P.O. Box 1307, Cambridge, MA 02238, (617)
782-9044.
Inquiry 828.

...of thought.
Introducing the world's most productive programmer's environment:
The Prospero Workbench.
hether you program in
Pascal or Fortran, you'll be
more productive with the
Prospero Workbench. It's
afully integrated programmer's environment for Fortran. And the world's most
creative environment for Pascal.

The Prospero Workbench lets you
design, write, debug, test and document
Circle 539 on Reader Service Card

aprogram in sequence, without interruption. So, you can never lose track of
acomplex variable in Fortran, or get
side-tracked in Pascal.
With pop down menus and four or
eight editing windows, the Prospero
Workbench lets you know what's
happening all the time. You can read
and edit files in different windows, and
easily copy text from one file to another—
at the press of akey.
PC Fortran and PC Pascal include
the widely praised symbolic debugger
PROBE. And Prospero fully implements
ISO and ANSI standards. If you prepare
programs on amicrocomputer, and then
run them on amainframe, you know
how important that is.
Prospero Software is used by more

than 20,000 programmers around
the world. Prospero also provides technical support, just in case you do get
side-tracked.
Call 800-327-6730 to order or to
request more information, and get your
programming on track with Prospero
PC Fortran and PC Pascal.
PC FORTRAN
PC PASCAL

199
149

Prospero Software
—7
LANK.UA(.1-% FOR NIll HOMMPUTEH PROFESSIONALS

1-800-327-6730
100 Commercial Street, Portland, Maine 04101
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INDEPENDENT STORE IN NYC DEDICATED
TO IBM ® PC SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERALS ONLY
If We Don't Have It,

Ib. 'I I _ 1
L__I.Jai_LJML.3

IVs Probably Not Worth Having.

STORE HOURS: 9:00 A.M.-5:30 PM. E.S.T. MON.-FRI.

I

SATURDAYS: CLOSED JUNE-JULY-AUGUST.
Terms, Conditions and Prices May Differ In Our Store.
CORPORATE

ACCOUNTS

WELCOMED.

PC LINK, CORP. 29 WEST 38TH STREET. 2ND FL., NEW YORK, NY 10018

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-221-0343
FOR ORDERS ONLY

lui..zrez=isRlift,:reeeiveu.,,,,..1_31,
IBM is aRegistered Tra

ark of IBM Cap.

IN NEW YORK

CALL 1-212-730-8036

FOR ORDERS & INQUIRIES

THIS MONTH'S SPECIALS-JULY 1st through 31st.
CROSSTALK COMMUNICATIONS.
MICROSOFT
WALLSOFT.
CROSSTALK COMMUNICATIONS.
CROSSTALK MK IV
109.00 ''C" or Fortran Compiler ea.... 289.00 Ul Proorammer/Documentor ea.. 185.00 CROSSTALK XV1 V 3.6
80.00
BUSINESS SOFTWARE
GRAPHIC & DESK TOP PUBLISHING
DISKDRIVES
ANSA PARADOX V 2.0
439.00
ALDUS PAGE MAKER
CALL
IOMEGA 20MB BETA II INT. DRIVE
959.00
ASHTON-TATE
ASHTON TATE
MINISCRIBE 70MB HARD DISK FOR AT
859.00
dBASE III PLUS 1.1
CALL
CHART/DIAGRAM/SIGN MASTER
CALL
MINISCRIBE 40MB HARD DISK FOR AT
629.00
MULTIMATE ADVANTAGE II
CALL
DIGITAL GEM DRAW PLUS
175.00
SEAGATE ST-225 20MB WITH W/D
289.00
BORLAND INT.
LOTUS DEV. FREE LANCE+(SOLD IN STORE) CALL
SEAGATE ST-251-1 40MB FOR AT
595.00
EUREKA
99.00
MICROGRAFX WINDOWS DRAW
229.00
SYSGENQIC FILE 60 EXT.BACKUP
859.00
PROLOG 1.1
69.00
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
SYSGEN BRIDGE FILE
395.00
SIDEKICK PLUS
149.00
HARVARD PRESENTATION GRAPHICS... 295.00
TOSHIBA 3 1/2" V2 HT. 720KB
149.00
TURBO BASIC
69.00
XEROX VENTURA DESKTOP PUBLISHER
CALL
TOSHIBA 3 1/2" I/2 HT. 1.44MB
199.00
TURBO C
69.00
Z SOFT. PC PAINTBRUSH +
99.00
TOSHIBA ND-040 1/2 HT. 360KB
149.00
TURBO PASCAL 4.0
79.00
Z SOFT. PUBLISHER PAINTBRUSH
179.00
TOSHIBA ND-04DE-G 360KB FOR AT
159.00
QUATTRO
159.00
TOSHIBA ND-08DE-G 1.2MB FOR AT
199.00
CHIPSOFT TURBO TAX PERSONAL
UTILITIES
CLEAR SOFT. CLEAR (CHART dBASE CODE) CÁLL
CORE INT. CORE FAST
119.00
EXPANSION BOARDS
CONSENTRIC DATA
EXECUSYSTEMSXTREE PRO
79.00
64K 15ONS RAM CHIPS
CALL
R & R REPORT WRITER FOR DBASE II1+ 129.00
FIFTH GENERATION FAST BACK+
129.00
256K 15ONS RAM CHIPS
CALL
CROSSTALK COMMUNICATIONS
FUNK SOFT. SIDEWAYS 3.2
59.00
AST SIXPAK PREMIUM 256 C/S/P
259.00
CROSSTALK MK .4
109.00
MICROLYTICS GOFER
49.00
DCA IRMA BOARD II
799.00
CROSSTALK XVI 3.6
80.00
MICROSOFT LEARNING DOS
39.00
HERCULES MONO GRAPHICS PLUS
199.00
REMOTE 1.3
85.00
NORTON UTILITIES V 4.0
59.00
INTEL ABOVE BOARD PS/286 512K
489.00
FOX SOFTWARE
NORTON UTILITIES ADVANCED 4.0
99.00
TALL TREE JRAM-3 OK (TO 2MB)
179.00
FOX BASE PLUS V 2.0
229.00
REVOLUTION CRUISE CONTROL
29.00
VIDEO 7VEGA DELUX
199.00
FOX BASE+ MULTIUSER
379.00
OUALITAS 386 MAX
59.00
VIDEO 7VEGA VGA
295.00
GREAT PLAINS ACCOUNTING PACKAGES CALL
SOFT CRAFT FANCY FONT
149.00
JAVELIN SOFT. JAVELIN
75.00
SOFT CRAFT LASER FONT
149.00
DISKETTES
KORTEK FREEWAY ADVANCED
109.00
TRAVELING SOFT. LAP-LINK
89.00
DYSAN HIGH DENSITY FOR PC/AT
55.00
LIFETREE SOFT. VOLKSWRITER 3
129.00
WHITE CRANE BROOKLYN BRIDGE
89.00
DYSAN DS/DD DISKETTES
29.00
LOTUS DEV. CORP
3 M HIGH DENSITY FOR PC/AT
39.00
LOTUS 1-2-3(SOLD IN OUR STORE)
CALL
-GRAPHICTABLETS,KEYBOARDS,MICE
3 M 3 1/2" DS/DS 135 TPI
29.00
SYMPHONY ( SOLD IN OUR STORE)
CALL
DATA DESK TURBO KEYBOARD
139.00
XIDEX DS/DD DISKETTES
12.00
MECA MANAGING YOUR MONEY 4.0
139.00
LOGITECHHiREZ MOUSE ( BUS VERSION)119.00
MERIDIAN CARBON COPY PLUS
139.00
LOGITECH C7 MOUSE+PC PAINTBRUSH
99.00
ACCESORIES
MICRO PRO
LOGITECH C7 MOUSE+PAINT+CAD
149.00
CURTIS SYSTEM STAND
21.00
WORDSTAR 2000+ REL.3
249.00
LOGITECH C7 PUBLISHERS MOUSE
119.00
CUFtTIS MONO CABLE
35.00
WORDSTAR 2000+ REL.3 LEGAL VERSION
CALL
MICROSOFT SERIAL OR BUS MOUSE .... 105.00
CURTIS KEYBOARD CABLE
30.00
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL REL.4
249.00
MICROSOFT MOUSE WITH WINDOWS ... 145.00
CURTIS DISPLAY PEDESTAL
30.00
MICROSOFT
PRINTERS
CURTIS RUBY SURGE PROTECTOR
65.00
CHART V 3.0
295.00
BROTHER TWINRITER 5
CALL
DYSAN ANTI-GLARE SCREEN
35.00
C COMPILER
289.00
BROTHER M-1709 240 CPS PAR/SER
CALL
KALMAR TEAKWOOD 100 DISK FILER...
45.00
FORTRAN COMPILER
289.00
BROTHER HR-20 20CPS DAISY
359.00
KENSINGTON MASTER PIECE
99.00
MACRO ASSEMBLER
119.00
BROTHER HR40 DAISY
589.00
MICROCOMPUTER KEYBOARD DRAWER 75.00
EXCEL
339.00
EPSON FX-86/FX-286E
CALL
PC COOLING TURBO COOL FOR PC/XT
65.00
PROJECT
349.00
HEWLET-PACKARDLASERJET 11
CALL
SMA PC DOCUMATE TEMPLETS
1200
QUICK BASIC
69.00
HEWLET-PACKARDDESKJET
CALL
TRI MAG 135 WATTS POWER PC/XT
99.00
QUICK C
69.00
OKIDATA 292
519.00
TRI MAG 150 WATTS POWER PC/XT
119.00
WINDOWS
69.00
OKIDATA 293
699.00
TRIPP LITE BCI000 1000W UPS
1079.00
WINDOWS 386
145.00
OUTPUT TECH OT-850XL 850 CPS
CALL
WORD VERSION 4.0
239.00
TOSHIBA P351 MODEL SX
1095.00
NETWORKING
WORKS
139.00
TOSHIBA P321SL
549.00
SERVERTECHNOLOGY
MIGENT
EASYLAN STARTER KIT FOR 2 PC'S
179.00
ABILITY
55.00
HP LASER ACCESORIES
EASYLAN EXPANSION KIT FOR 1PC'S....
99.00
ENRICH
109.00
BITSTREAM FONTWARE ( SOFT FONTS) .CALL
MONOGRAM DOLLARS & SENSE
99.00
HEWLETT-PACKARD
SCANNERS & FACSIMILE
NANTUCKET CLIPPER
399.00
FONT CARTRIDGES
BROTHER PERSONAL FAX- 100
975.00
OWL INT. GUIDE
89.00
A,C,D,E,G,H.) EA
129.00
DEST PC SCANNERS
CALL
QUARTERDECK DESQ VIEW
89.00
B,F.J,K,L,M,N,P,Q,T,U,V,W,X,Y) EA
219.00
QUARTERDECK MEMORY MANAGER ...
49.00
R.Z) EA
295.00
COMPUTERS
SBT ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE (SOLD IN STORE) CALL
SOFT FONTS EA
169.00
TOSHIBA
SSC SOFTWARE BRIDGE
129.00
MEMORY FOR LASERJET II ONLY
T1000 512KB ONE 3 1/2" D/D 4.77MHz
CALL
STSC
IMB/2MB/4MB MEMORY BOARDS
CALL
T1100+ 640KB TWO 3 1/2" D/D
CALL
APL*PLUS V 7.0
649.00
IMAGEN PC Publisher Kit adds DDL. HP-GL &
T1200 IMBKB 20MB HD. ONE 3 1/2" D/D ... CALL
STATGRAPHICS
649.00
PostScript to HP Laserjet printers. Emulates
T3100/20 640KB ONE 3 1/2". 20MB HD
CALL
SOPHCO
15 HP Cartridges, HP 7470/7475 pen plotters.
T5100 2MB RAM ONE 3 1/2". 40MB HD
CALL
PROT EC ( HARD DISK PROTECTION)
185.00
Diablo 630, Epson MX-80/FX-80, & more.
WYSE
SOFTWARE GROUP ENABLE V 2.0
399.00
Comes with 30 ( 1to 254 point) Fonts. 2Mb Ram
2112 1.2MB D/D 1MB RAM 8/12 MHz CPU,
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
PC Publisher Kit for HP Laserjet II
1995.00
101-KEY KEYBOARD MS DOS 3.1
CALL
HARVARD TOTAL PROJECT MANAGERII 369.00
PC 386 ( I6MHz) ZERO WAIT- STATES 1MB
P.F.S. GRAPH/PLAN
ea.
89.00
MONITORS
RAM,1.2MB D/D.KEYBOARD.MS DOS 3.2
FIRST CHOICE
75.00
AMDEK 1280 MONITOR
739.00
(8MHz) MODESERIAL/PARALLEL PORT... CALL
PROFESSIONAL FILE/PLAN
ea.
159.00
AMDEK 410A MONITOR
189.00
HAUPPAUGE COMPUTER WORKS.
PROFESSIONAL WRITE
139.00
PGS MAX- 12 ( MONO MONITOR)
189.00
80386-16MHz REPLACES IBM/XT MOTHER
WALLSOFT
PGS ULTRASYNCH EGA MONI OR
589.00
BOARD. 1MB RAM, FIVE 8- BIT (2 SHORT),
THE Ul PROGRAMMER
185.00
N E C MULTISYNC 11 EGA
689.00
2-16 BIT, 1-32 BIT SLOTS & SOCKET FOR 80387.
THE DOCUMENTOR
185.00
SONY CPD-1302/CPD-1303 MULTISCAN EGA CALL
WORKS WITH MOST PRESENT HARDWARE
WORDPERFECT CORP
WYSE 700 1280X800 HI RES. MONITOR ... 789.00
INCLUDING HARD/FLOPPY DISKS DRIVES &
WORDPERFECT V 5.0
CALL
MODEMS
KEYBOARD. OS/2. 1-2-3 (V2.01). dBASE,
WORDPERFECT V 42
209.00
HAYES SMARTMODEM 2400
499.00
AUTOCADVENTURA. WINDOWS & OTHER
WORDTECH SYSTEMS
HAYES SMARTMODEM 1200
299.00
MAJOR SOFTWARE COMPATIBLE
1595.00
DBXL
99.00
HAYES 1200B+SMARTCOM II
299.00
QUICK SILVER DIAMOND
369.00
HAYES 2400B+SMARTCOM 11
499.00
THIS AD WAS PREPARED USING HPLJ N
XYQUEST XY WRITE III +
399.00
MIGENT 1200 POCKET MODEM
139.00
VENTURA & IMAGEN PC PUBLISHER'S KIT
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
We reserve the right to repair, replace or return to manufacturer for repair, all goods acknowledged faulty or damaged on receipt by customer. Customer Must Call For
Return Authorization Number Before Returning Any Goods. Prompt attention will be given to all damaged and faulty returned goods. Any goods returned for credit are
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greater. Irlease call for shipping charges on Printers a Accesories. COD. are shipped for Cash S
or pi ng charges
aeck Only. Max $ 1500.00. Please allow 7to 10 working days
for personal or corporate checks to clear. To expedite shipping send money order or cashier's check, or charge to your VISA OR MASTERCARD. WE DO NOT Add a
Service Charge For Credit Card Usage. PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS.
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INTRODUCING THE PC LINK 386
Why deal with
MICROCHANNEL and
find out that present
adapters, memory expansion boards & other
peripherals are not com-

9

When with PC LINK
386 you can be fully
compatible with current
and future hardware

11111111111111111111111111111111111

and software without

I

spending a bundle in
the process.

patible.
The PC LINK 386 is a powerful 80386 16 MHz, zero
wait state computer based upon the highly rated
Hauppauge 386 Mother Board.
Standard Features
• Memory: 1 Mb. of high speed 100ns RAM on the
motherboard. This memory is configured in four banks
and the banks are interleaved so that most memory
accesses zero wait states.
• I/O: One 32 bit, two 16 bit and 5 eight bit expansion
slots,
• Floppy Disks: One 5-1/4" 1.2MB or a3-1/2" 1.4MB
• Disk Controller: Supports two floppy drives and up to
two hard disk drives.

Software & Hardware Compatibility:
The PC LINK 386 is fully compatible with IBM PC/AT
expansion cards. This includes items such as CGA,
EGA, and VGA monitor board, internal modems, network cards (including Novell and 3Comm Ethernet), and
the Bernoulli Box board or using it as a dedicated or
non dedicated File Server.
The PC LINK 386 is fully compatible with IBM PC- DOS
3.0 or higher, PC-OS/2, Unix, Zenix, PC-MOS/386,
Novell Netware 286, Lotus 1-2-3 V2.01, dBase III+,
Ventura, Pagemaker, Word, Multimate, Wordperfect
and more. (We have not found any business software
that does not work except the some older versions of
copy protected slower speed dependent business
software).

• Serial & Parallel Port: One serial and one parallel
port

Module I ( Basic Unit)

• Keyboard: Datadesk
hanced keyboard.

Module ll ( Basic Unit + 40MB 28MS Hard Disk)

International Turbo

101

En-

$2445.00
$2945.00

• Key Lock: A physical lock and two keys are provided.
• Power Supply: The standard power supply for the
PC LINK 386 is 200 watts.
• Clock: A battery backed real time clock.
• Software: Public domain utility software included.
• Warranty: Warranty covers parts and labor for the
first three months after purchase. A one year warranty
from the date of purchase is provided for parts.
• Approval: PC LINK 386 is FCC class A approved.

Module Ill (40MB HID, Vega Delux & EGA* monitor)

$3945.00

•Choice of Sony CPD 1302 Multiscan or NEC Multisync II

PC LINK 386A & 386B can accomodate upto five 1/2
height devices (three are accesable). 386B has One 32
bit, four 16 bit and 3 eight bit expansion slots. Model &
Prices shown above can accomodate upto four devices.

See what some of our customers have to say about PC LINK 386.
The PC LINK 386 represents the amalgamation of
the best of all worlds. Most of us, with long-time
PC experience, have asked, at one time or
another, why one particuler manufacturer cannot
have some of the benifits of another, resulting in
a combination that would supposedly be greatly
superior. PC LINK'S 386 has accomplished the integration of the best of the best. Coupled with
support provided by the PC Link organization, and
constant updating and testing of new products,
we have not only purchased a " state or the
art" computer but it will be the " state of the
art" tommorrow and thereafter.
Sincerely,
Richard D. Hausman, Chairman
BELDING HEMINWAY COMPANY, INC.
Iam quite pleased with the 386- based machines
that you have provided for us. Their speed is
quite impressive and we've yet to discover a com-

patibility problem. It's a great way to purchase a
very powerful PC but protect a substantial investment in software and add-ons. Icertainly intend
to purchase additional units as my budget
permits.
Sincerely,
Mike Wittman, Controller
1010 WINS RADIO
These machines have extended the life of one application that was just running too slow on AT's.
DOS applications run so much faster that we don't
have to pass up features to get performance
when selecting software. When enough software
is available we will be able to upgrade to OS/2
and continue to get good performance. Finally, my
partners and Iare delighted that we can afford to
equip our staff and ourselves with such high-performance, high- capability machines. We are looking forward to completing the conversion of

all PCs, XTs and ATs to the new motherboard and to standardizing on the PC Link
386 for our new purchases.
Sincerely
Denis C. During, Vice President
OCEAN CAPITAL CORPORATION
Ihad to tell you how pleased Iam with your PC
Link 386. This network we are setting up is going
to use one of these machines as file server, and
this will be the third PC Link 386 we've purchased. So far, every program I've tried has run
on these machines. Windows386, Foxbase/386,
Excel, Lotus, and Word 4.0 all work flawlessly.
The only problem Ihave is that when Ihave
to help someone else in the office, their AT
class machines seem to crawl.
Sincerely.
Henry Gitenstein Sr. VP

CALL TOLL FREE

IN NEW YORK CALL

1-800-221-0343

1-212-730-8036

FOR ORDERS ONLY

FOR ORDERS & INQUIRIES

Circle 535 on Reader Service Card
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ADVERTISEMENT

HIGH SPEED PC TO PC COMMUNICATIONS

Breaking the Baud Barrier
Here's how your 2400 baud modem
can send data as fast as a 9600 baud modem
for less than $ 90,00

Leigh Tracy
hen you got your first modem—that
of how much disk space is available at the
neat little 300 or 1200 baud job—you really
receiving end. If afile is transmitted with the
thought you had it made, all the power, speed
same name and extension, TurboCom will
and convenience you'd ever need to move data
assign it aunique extension, i.e., !- 1, !-2, !-3. If
from PC to PC. Right?
the receiving PC does not have sufficient disk
Now, of course, if you've got lots of data to
space for the file you are sending, TurboCom
move, you've recently bought or are considerterminates the phone connection, saving time
ing switching over to 2400 baud speed. And, in
and wasted money.
reality, if your company is a power user it
Increased modem speed allows you to save
would make alot of sense in saved time and
up to 75% on your telephone time and costs.
telephone bills to be running at 9600 baud, if
Because TurboCom can be programmed for
it were not for the initial overwhelmingly high
delayed unattended transmission for automodem hardware costs.
matic sending, you can transmit data when
Enter TurboCom high performance PC to
telephone rates are lowest. PC to PC data is
PC modem software by Datran, the clever
transferred perfectly because TurboCom was
Southern California based state-of-the-art Transfer data files PC to PC
designed with an advanced errorfree high
data compression specialists that
up to four times faster.
speed protocol.
brought you the great dCompressor
Because of TurboCom's high speed,
short card that triples the dBASE
Easy to Send and Receive
cost savings, flawless operation and
storage capacity of any hard disk.
TurboCom is the easiest to learn and
sensational low $89.00 price to conModems Run 4Times Faster
use modern software that I've ever
nect two PCs, Igive this product my
tried. No menus are required. It' sas
TurboCom turbocharges your Hayes
highest recommendation.
simple to use as the COPY command!
compatible modem to send data files
Turbo Your Laptop
To send data with TurboCom, all you
(letters, documents, reports, data
Each TurboCom package comes with
do
is
type:
bases, spreadsheets, binary files, proboth 5-1/4" and 3-1/2" diskettes,
grams) up to four times faster with
CAEND FILENAME PHONE NUMBER
which makes it ideal to run with lapyour existing 300, 1200 or 2400 baud
To program for delayed transmistops, too. It is not copy protected.
modems. And it sells for only $89.00 to
sion you type:
To order direct from Datran, you
connect two PCs.
can
call toll free at 1-800-332-0456.
CAEND FILENAME PHONE NUMBER AT TIME
When the good people at Datran
They accept MasterCard and Visa
sent me TurboCom 3.0 for atest run,
That's all you do. Then, the conand will ship within 24 hours with a
Iwas amazed at how simple and well
tinuing status of the transmission
30-day money-back guarantee.
thought out it was for the ordinary
automatically appears on the screen
person (like me) to use.
until file transmission is completed.
ORDER TODAY TOLL FREE:
Receiving transmitted TurboCom
1-800-332-0456
messages is automatic and unatTurboCom Facts:
Version 3.0
tended. Simply type C>RCV and TurRequirements:
1-9T711
Each package has
IBM PC/XT/AT, 386 or
boCom does the rest.
software for use
Plus $5.00 Shipping/Handling
compatible. Minimum
Any businessman, insurance browith two PCs.
3841( RAM, PC-DOS,
ker, accountant, office manager, secMS-DOS 2.0 or greater.
$89.00
Internal or external
retary or salesman on the road that
Hayes compatible
Datran Corp.
can use aPC can simply operate Turmodem. TurboCom at
Order direct:
both sending and
boCom. It's that simple.

$89.00

turbo Coe

1-800-332-0456

receiving PCs.

Leigh Tracy is aconsultant and freelance
writer whose columns have appeared in many
microcomputer magazines.
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Unattended Electronic Mailbox
TurboCom is ideal as afast, low cost
mailing system between offices or
companies. The sending PC is aware

DATRAN

Leadership in Data Compression Technology
Datran Corporation
2505 Foothill Blvd., La Crescenta, CA 91214

UPDATE: dBASE DATA COMPRESSION

Short card for dBase files triples
the storage capacity of your
existing hard disk
By Leigh Tracy

If your dBASE files are
overwhelming the storage
capacity of your hard disk,
here's anifty solution

If you bought a 20MB hard disk like I
did—thinking it would hold all the
dBASE files you'd ever create—were we
ever in for asurprise!
Datran Corp., the Southern Cailfornia based state-of-the-art data compression specialists, have come up with an
economical, high performance solution
to our problem: the dCompressor short
card.
The nice people at Datran sent me a
dCompressor to try, and was I ever
impressed. Isaw average compression
ratios of 3 to 1—and in some cases as
much as 10 to 1. Ididn't have to be a
genius to figure out that my teeni-weeni
20MB disk just became 60MB, and
more!
Installation was asnap on my AT. I
simply slipped the dCompressor into a
slot and was up and running after afew
minutes of installation. It operates in
the background and is completely transparent to the user. Iwasn't aware that it
was there—except for all the extra data
Iwas able to work with. It even seemed
to make my program work faster.
At the heart of the dCompressor is a
custom designed high-speed parallel
microprocessor that uses Datran's powerful high-speed proprietary compression technology. Iam told that it allowe
for an infinite number of compression/
decompression cycles with total data
integrity.
The dCompressor requires no reformatting, as is necessary with RLL con-

Datran's new dCompressor board operates
at high speeds that software can't touch.

trollers. It will even triple the capacity of
dBASE files of adisk drive that is using
RLL technology.
The dCompressor not only increases
the performance of an existing disk
drive, but also eliminates the need of
upgrading the PC's power supply, as
would be required if an additional disk
drive were added. It requires only 1/2
watt of power, as compared with 15 to 30
watts to accommodate anew drive.
dCompressor is a no nonsense high
speed data compression product that
incorporates state-of the-art technology.
It operates at speeds that software compression programs can't touch.
It's not acutsie software product that
squishes, squashes, stomps, squeezes,
crushes, crunches, munches, mashes—
or generally beats your data to apulp.
In short, it effortlessly compresses
your dBASE files quickly and efficiently
with no mess or fuss.
This product eliminates the needless
hassle and expense of upgrading to a
more expensive hard disk to support
those expanding dBASE files. And eventually if you must purchase alarger hard
disk, your investment will triple the file
capacity of your new drive, too. It works
with any size hard disk and floppy.
dCompressor works with dBASE III
and III PLUS on IBM PC, XT, AT, 386
and compatibles, DOS 2.0 or higher.

And the best part about dCompressor
is its low price . . . only $ 195.00. Ican
highly recommend this super compression product.
To order direct from Datran you can
call toll free to 1-800-332-0456. They
accept MasterCard and Visa and will
ship within 24 hours. Datran gives a30day money-back guarantee.
Datran has another data compression product worth mentioning if you
send your dBASE files PC to PC. New
TurboCom high performance modem
software turbocharges your modem to
send data up to 4times faster!
TurboCom sells for only $89.00 to
connect two PCs. Now, your 2400 baud
modem can send data as fast as a9600
baud modem! It also makes 300 and
1200 baud modems perform up to 400%
faster.
As a special introductory offer for
dCompressor at its $195.00 price,
Datran will give you TurboCom software free with every unit you buy. The
TurboCom package comes with 5-1/4"
and 3-1/2" diskettes, which makes it
ideal to run with laptops, too.
ORDER TODAY TOLL FREE:
1-800-332-0456

$195.00

ITTIM

Plus $5.00 Shipping/Handling

deem/
- ATRAhl
D
Leadership in Data Compression Technology
Datran Corporation
2505 Foothill Blvd., La Crescenta, CA 91214

Leigh Tracy is acomputer consultant and
writer whose pieces have appeared in
numerous national publications.
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D LEULSERVICE & REPAIR fàriLLITY

OVER OUR PRICES!!

AWinning Lineup
I1

•

undai's PC team deli‘erN
outstanding
qualit and( ompet it ke ! wit el.

Super-I6T. This IBM PC/XT•compatible
oilers all you need to get started— including
software! Features switchable 4.7/8MHz
processing speeds. 640KB RAM. one serial
and one parallel port, amulti- video display
adaptor, and your choice of drives. from
one 5.25" floppy to a 30MB hard disk.
Comes with Electric Desk - integrated
word processing/spell checker/spreadsheet/
database management/communications
software. and Keyworks, for creating menus
and keshtiaril macros.

Packaged from $699.95

Super- 286C. This powerful 80286- based
AT compatible features keyboarcfswitchable
8/I0MHz processor speed and 5I2KB RAM—
expandable to IMB. Includes six expansion
slots. two serial and one parallel port. plus a
5.25r I.2MB floppy disk drive— all in asmall

I.

footprint par kagc that fits ans,hcre.

Packaged from $1049.95

•Super 286 File server
Zero wait state 8/10 MHZ,
12 Expansion Slots. 640 K RAM Expandable,
5-25" 1.2 MB Floppy Disk Drive

SCALL

EPSON

EPSON

COMPUTERS

EQUITY IC+

cc

•80286 three- Speed 8/10
MHz microprocessor
•full-size expansion
slots, plus built-in serial and
parallel ports
-640KB on-board memory
-Fully compatible with IBM*
PC/AT' hardware and software
•One year limited warranty

COMPUTERS

EQUITY EC+
•80286 three- speed 6/8/12
MHz microprocessor
•Nine full-size expansion
slots, plus built-in serial and
parallel ports
•640KB on- board memory
expandable to 15.5MB
•Fully compatible with IBM'
PC/AT' hardware and
software
•One year limited warranty

$1099

PRINTERS • MODEMS

s3nddns

• P.C.'1 • TERMINAL

YOU'LL

$1499

POWER HAS ITS PRICE.
scAL,
BUT IT'S L
OWER THAN YOU T
HINK.

PowerMate 1

• 80286 CPU
• 640 KB RAM on motherboard
• Floppy disk drive controller
(on motherboard)
• Parallel printer port
(on motherboard)
• RS- 232C serial port
• Six expansion slots

PowerMate" 2

• 80286 24/16 bit processor
• Software- selectable speeds
of 8 MHz or 10 MHz
• 1.2 MB floppy disk drive
• Parallel printer port
• Two RS- 232C serial ports
• Eight expansion slots

CALL & ORDER NOW
1-800-447-1176

1-800-553-1176

(NATIONAL)

( MASSACHUSETTS)
ALL

irses

OFFERED WHILE STOCK LASTS

&daring Information: We ••,• en,vhere on lee
conlonentel United States voa UPS

AT NO
ADDITIONAL
COST

Proces

sutaect I
Cchange weoout nonce We accept ,
HasteCand Demonal checks and money o.
Sulam? to woo, appowal
orurne m 1St have poor autncocaoon
0.1110,
110, sence TI•oanment woe ol 7 dao

APPLIED • PROGRESSIVE • ELECTRONICS • I
NC
203 Southwest Colo« Route 20, Northboto, MA 01532
FAX «on 393-3124 • Local (617) 393-7220

'even? An relurns most be In likenew cone?

EXPIRES 8/1 5/88

dumper% and on on2onal oackapmg
meroTanclow
not Oe acceded

,

Returned products are sulaect to • 20% res..
fee 1520 CID monomon• Detect.. products wo
,e1,
•••••/

,eDIaCed

al APE

closereson Wed ,

gJarantee compete., to Not responsoble to. Iv,
graphical eoes
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FULL BOARD LEVEL SERVICE & REPAIR FACILITY

S311ddillS

YOU'LL
OVER OUR PRICES!!
EPSON

EPSON

LX800
EX800

corepuT,Rs
$199*
L0800
5399 5
LQ850
FX86e $ 304"
L01000
FX286e $ 444"
L0500
$ 349

$299
S
55
52
19
9.

LQ1050 . 5659'
L02500
$849*

• S311:10SS300V •

FX286E
$444

ASK ABOUT
EQUITY 1+ 11+ 8, III+
SCALL

Panasonic

Office Automationeii\

•

(XP 1595
$444

1111111". PANASONIC
ASK ABOUT
XTENDED WARRANTY
ON ALL EPSON &
PANASONIC PRINTERS
24 PIN $ 24.95
9 PIN $ 19.95

KX-P1080i ...$159
KX-P1091i....$199
KX-P1092i ...$299
KX-P1524.: ..$569
KX-P1592....$399
KX-P1595....$444
KX-P3131....$269
KX-P3151 ....$419
KX-P4450 ..$1,699

e

21
NEW
UNITS!
GENICOM
20 (( SR

$595
GENICOM 1020
$515

HUGE INVENTORY OF:

EPSON
NEC
HYUNDAI
MICROCOM
PANASONIC
CITIZEN
HE
MANNESMANN-TALLY
OKIDATA
TOSHIBA
HEWLETT
PACKARD

HP LASERJET SERIES II
$ 675 _

[ha

LASER JET SERIES
SCAN JET with Interface

II

wre

$ 1675.00
$ 1445.00

MelniffE SCALL

FONTS
92286 B
$ 170
92286 H
$ 105
92286 R
$ 225
92286 T
$ 170
ALL OTHERS . .

•

While Stocks Last!!

less 27%

CALL & ORDER NOW
1-800-447-1176

1-800-553-1176

(NATIONAL)

( MASSACHUSETTS)

ALL ITEMS OFFERED WHILE STOCK LASTS
Ordeong Informatron

NSA'

APPLIED • PROGRESSM • ELECTRONICS • I
NC
203 Southwest Cutoff Route 20, Northboro, MA 01532
FAX ( 6171 393-3124 • Local ( 6171 393-7220

I

AT NO
ADDITIONAL
COST

IB

contmental

Unred

se, anywhere m thr

Slates ra

UPS

MaslerCard personal checks and money cede'.
Subtea tO 010 approrel
relterns must rune pnor authordabon tram ou ,
cuslorner
ramp,

debarlmentern In 7 ders ot

NI raurns must be rn leemew comaol

complete and m dogma, peckapeng

EXPIRES 8/15/88
'After Dealer Rebate

Pnces

subsea to change rotnout notee We ace'', aSa

mercnandee

roll

not

be

accepted

Intanoren.
lot

relum

Returned products are subsect * 20\ rear:ran.,
tee 1$2000 merman, OelecIne croducts we be
repared or oral.. al APE sdaretan We do na
guarantee cOmpatraddy Not responsale for typo
draarCal errors

AUTHO
Circle 526 on Reader Service Card

ACTORS'
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You're in Good Company With
Micro Smart!
In addition to the thousands of home- users
who rely on Micro Smart, our corporate clients
include

New England Power

University 01 Alabama
Boston University
Georgia Tech
Granite State Power
Harvard University
Holy Cross
Yale University
Xerox Corporation

State of New York
Tufts University
University of Hartford
University of Pennsylvania
U.S. Government
Aetna Insurance
Honeywell
Ness Electric

_
SMART MICRO
• cpropetikekty — try

SMART MICRO/AT286
10MHz

:10 MHZ

bev ,, nry

‘ 0,np„.

0•

We gearantee that NS- DOS software will operate
lotus Symphony fight S",, i/L1/0 , Weeds!,
2000 lotelo ()Base Pease. Ihe resa goes on and un

(Optional 12MHZ -" 0 - Walt State)
• Smart Lino' Novell Unix II Xenix Compatible

• Turbo Speed — 411 mhz to to teen, both keyboard and

• Compatibility — by lar the best and most compaleb(e bibs
We gureantee that MS-DOS software will operate flawlessly: Lotus, Symphony. Rep! Simulator, WordStar 2000.
Word. Odase. Pitase. the lost goes on and on

Sorter,. sedeciaWe
• Turbo kohl - No guess•ng • It 48 on. 48 turbo
• 8 expateston slot motherboard
• 512K Memory
IMIllbethadffl

. 4. °who'', pretested chops on a

• 8 expafflion slots to tell all el your expansion needs

MA

• Turbo light — No guessing it ors Id. ors Turbo
• 512K memory — High quality pretested chops ( txdOtade .
ablà to IMP on the motherboard)

• FREE Hercules compatible hrgh resolutton amber
moon« and graphics care

• FREE Hercules compatible high resoluteon amber

• Expendable to 1108 xrdh FREE Extended Memo« Software

SMART MlçAo
386 finis Compatible.

• We evt, quo , you .) htt and awn& based monotor lot yrut
comfort

• Smart Lime Novell Unix 4I

• Owe hem gua My 36011 floppy drive. iOur head ter hronan
checks each one I

• 8/166IHZ, no wail stales ( 16/20MHZ °plan.°
We use 80 NS Memory Clews

• Conterevous and heavy duly 150 Watt power « WRY
Walls more than most cornperomeso

• I parallel port toe your printer.
• I gam« port fof e0y seocks

• 1 parallel port.

• Battery backed up clock calendar

• Slot tor a Math Co- processor 80287

• 1 paraIMI poet
• 1 Serial Port (second port $ 20.00 additional).

• A clock calendar tor automatic teme and date ve battery
bac4up

• 8 full expanNon eon

• FCC Class B Approved.

• AT Style Keyboard with 10 Function Keys.

• Enhanced Keyclick Keyboard ( 101 key).

• FCC Claws 8 Approved

• Hercules compatible graphics card.

$659.95

• High-resolution monochrome monitor wan a tilt and
swivel bete.

Smart Micro

• AT style keyboard with 10 function keys.

• 1024K-roternory — High quality pretested chips (80 NS)

seer ond

$999? 5

• 1.2N8 Ropey drive.
• 3 hall-height external access device bays.
• 2 half-height internal device bays.

AT/286 systems complete with Hard Drives
20 megabyte- complete refit'«
SI.399.95
42 megabyte complete systems
SI 499 95
60 megabyte and larger
from 51.699 95

• 200 watt power supply
• FCC APPwwwil

E with hard drive

21 megabytes - complete system

$999.95

33 megabytes - complete system

$1049.95

42 megabytes - complete system

$1099.95

WHEN DUALITY

Ask about our New Turbo Transfer
$2929911

SMART MICRO OPTIONS
(sole . th System)

95

• 4210204 megabytedrives installed .. from $499.95

PRICE AND SERVICE COUNT

Lone watts tor your system , NEVERfOrderd
by 200 trn on any week day and..1 stock we
will ship athat day Atcrernain provides you
voth serece all ye- round.
All or our computers are preen aprimary born
for rle hours and ader setup, are burned &gam
for 72 hours We then confBure YOUR system
and chagreshcattycKeck êout
SE RV, (
No one does INeer. Scipments are made
mono« I
stOugh Fr.Jay '
All le.nock nenn
a. MIPS« the «ma clay if your ore«
Placed by 2:00 p.m Cede, placed tine, 200
p are shipped tie next hose.* day

ire N.C. ASSMIANCE
We pnee ourselves in our ablay to asset tn
most se.taleons We will even try, teen able to
help you with acompetitor's product. or try to
steer you e the non, dreten Ice asetance
Just cae our weetratned rennet, ste You will
lind them am ocus to be of servce Call r617,
872.9010
HONE a' BACK GUARANTEE
Absolutely We don .
,want you to have aprOduct
that yourenlIwpronn Just let uS know ‘vothe
't deys of reset ate upon return we will give
you a relied (
less slapping harcerng and e
surance

386

MAX
A MEMORY MANAGER for
80386- based Systems

EGA exchange vrth EGA monitor 80287 math
and EGA card ( 6400351f resolution) coprocessor
.
SCALL
544595 Tactile 101 key enhanced
keyboard
$25.00
VGA exchange with 100%

• Helps solve the DOS -RAM Cram' Problem

hardware compatible EGA, CGA. DOS 3.3
Mouse
and Hercu Ns ( 800 x 600

• Enhances System Speed

resolution)

• Provides LIM 4.0 Expanded Sferollft

CGA exchange complete with

SottBytes 386." gives your 386 computer more
DOS conventional memory, more speed, and up to
32

Megabytes of high-performance

Lotus/Intel/

.

.

• Avaiabie only with
PC-WRITE ward processor, PC-CALC
spreadsheet,

PC-DESKTF_AM,

386

system.

$69 95

w/software
CGA Card and Monitor .. $21000 2400 baud modem
(EGA. CGA and Muillsy, exchange vi/software
replaces monochrome . rd and
monitOr I

$49. 95 *

S69.95
5149.95

380K floppy disk drive
31
2 " floppy disk
/
delve

$8900

from S115.00

NEW
DIGITAL
DISPLAY
$49.95

and

Smart Uhlities

• Digital display unit showong speed and
screwy al the tonnel and sane port

MICÎO
SMART INC

200 Hamer Agana Ashland. MA 01721
1-617-872-9090
FAX: 617-88114 S20
TRADEMAINS lateCerp..lotinCreirelopment,
Tandy Corp.; elécnisoft. Inc . Nero Smart. me.,
Aimee NEC: ftreen.Une.
'1988 Micro Smart, Inc.

88NE-10

SCALL
-

S699 95 300/1200 baud modem

Microsoft (Version 4.0) expanded memory.

ALL. of the systems shown come with

Cu, head

• 200 watt power supply

We guatontee tit« MS-DOS software will operate flawlessly: Lotus Symphony, Heel Sernutator Wordstar 2000.
Ofiase. RBase. the hst goes on and on.

• A battery backed- up clock/cabmen.

OM/ can add

• One high quality floppy drive. 12meg ca 360 le
technic." checks each One)

• Compatibility — by lar the best and most compatob(e boos

I5

• A Min tore math co-processor chop aoer
• I son« poet

monitor and graphics card.
• We ever go« you • tilt and svilvel based mor(lor tor
your cornfon.
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ORDER TOLL FREE!
1-800-333-8841
(Orders Only)
Technical Assistance ( 617) 872-9090

Order by 2:00 p.m.
shipped by 5:00 p.m.
Call for this month's special.

TERMS 8. CONDITIONS
The prices quoted here are for cask We will
accept

MasterCard,

VISA,

Discover

and

American Expresa C.0.0 :s are acceptea without
any deposit.

Purchase

Orders

are

accepted

based on prior approval. Call today tor details.
Prices subject to change without notice.

Not

responsible for typographical errors.
21

day money back guarantee less snipping,

handling and Insurance.

SMART"

SMART- LINO"
SMART- LINO'

NOVELL STYLE NETWORK

S399.95 per station

mom

(complete with software & cables)

Ca:CCCCOMO SMART-LINW

OUR

SMART LINQTM
IS
THE

We prepare the system for you
(standard or custom configuration)

IT IS READY
TO USE
With
SMART- LINO"
you just
PLUG & PLAY

.,ON11-11AVINS

EASY
INSTALLATION

MISSING LINK

The system will handle from two to
thirty work stations Add a station
whenever you need to

With
SMART-LINQ"
you just
PLUG & PLAY

IN YOUR NETWORK
SMART-LINQ

ADD STATIONS
WITH EASE

crecto

SMART-LINQ - SMART FEATURES
• DEDICATED FILESERVER 9 NO'
Any Stat!on in our retwork can be established as the file server Unlike many
network..., you do riot need to dedicate a specific unit . es a file serve , w th.
SMART- LINO
• FILE & RECORD LOCK/ YES!
.1 7 YEAR WARRANTY'

2 YEAR WARRANTY
We are confident of our product Therefore we
offer you a two year repair or replacement, at
our option, warranty on all parts of our SmartLiner Network except cables. Just ship your
unit to us freight prepaid and we will ship , t
back within 24 hours of arrival.

serv ,ce is treated the same. YOU'RE IMPORTANT TO USi All repairs are done within
24 hours' For technical assistance call ( 6171
872-9090.

IELM721.1.11P

(Orders Only)
Technical Assistance ( 617) 872-9090

AFTER WARRANTY SERVICE
As a team, we have been serving you since
1981. We know how important it is for you to
be up and running. In and out of warranty

MICO

ORDER TOLL FREE!
1-800-333-8841
Ou

hours are from 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. E.S.T.
Monday through Friday and rom
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. E.S.T. on Saturday

200 Homer Avenue Ashland MA 01721
1-617-872-9090
FAX: 617-881-1520

-

fur

I

R

TRADEMARKS IBM Corp

Lotus Development.

Tetley Corp

Microsoft. Inc • Micro Smart, Inc .

Novell. NEC

Stet...nine

.1988 Micro Smart, Inc.
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MICROMINT'S Gold Standard in Single Board
Computers and Industrial Controllers

BCC180- $ 395.00

Multitasking Controller

:4./.

„Ain

1110CESSOR
•CMOS 11064110. / 21834.11 -ber CPU. 81- pen PO, pock.
MEMORY
• Up to 314K by. total memory on..
• MK of enher scurf RAM 1122361 or EPROM 12 ,2.1
• 236K dye.. RAM SIMIM
• full•fuecten IK ROM moot. Included
INPUVOUTPUT
•Coml. RS•212 ter. port nera raw Mud rate select to IA. baud
• Perspheroltenal port.. IA. Mud ...able RS II?, RS•422 or RS.411,
• 48 wu bederechonel perellel I '0
BCC but Mae connen.
•gan I/0 medal. throne,
DIMENSIONS e. CONNECTIONS
• C.1 22-.10 13e, M1 4 connector
•Commteble A. ell aficrom,n, BCC.sereet I0 mammon boa.
• TAo Wpm Madera for tra rachreoroml parallel ports
• 23- pen 08-23 for RS- 212 console
• 20- pm header for RS- 232 etude. terra, port
• • rarata germ., for RS- 422,413 cone..

BCC4OD is an 8channel optoisolated input/output
expansion board designed for use
with Micromint's family of BCCbus Computer/Controllers. Using
industry- standard optoisolated I/O
modules, the BCC4OD provides on/
off control and input monitoring of
eight 115-230VAC or 5-48VDC
devices used in data acquisition and
trlL
control applications.
Up to 16 BCC4OD boards can be
used together in asingle system to
provide a total of 128 input and
output channels. Individual channels can be read or updated by
reading from or writing to asingle
I/O address. The BCC4OD can be
directly controlled from BASIC or
it can function completely in the
background under an application program using high-speed interruptdriven ROM C firmware This firmware sets aside atable in memo')
which reflects the status, setpoints, and change- of- state flags of the
I/O modules. Interaction among programs within amultiboard BCC40x
system merely consists of reading or setting these memory table values
Each optoisolated channel is fused and has screw contacts for direct
uonnection to the controlling device and/or the power source. Both
input or output modules, and AC or DC functions can be intermixed
on the same BCC4OD boar&
SPECIFICATIONS
• Latched outputs
• Uses industry- standard OACS.
ODCS, IAC5. 1005 type module,
• Dual- ported module addressing
• LED on ' off indicator on each

BCC180-1-20 9Mils assembled and fully socketed $395.00
BCC180 Computer/Controller with 32K
bytes of static RAM, ROM Monitor,
BASIC- 180 development software and
user's manual
For Additional 256K DRAM add $ 100.00
BCC180-1

channel
• Can be used concurrently with
BCCIOR and other BCC- bus peripherals
• Operates on.5V
• Operating conditions:

condemn.'
• 4.5'
6' board

BCCIOR 8- Channel rel.),output
board
BCC53 Memory and 6port I/O
expansion board
BCC13 8- bit and BCC30 I2- bit
A/O converter boards
BCC18 Dual channel serial I/O
board

BCC52 OEM 100 Quantity Price -- $ 149.00
BCC52C Lower power all CMOS version of the BCC52 $ 199.00
NOTE: The BCC52 series is available in Industrial Temperature Range,
fully tested at temperature. Prices start as low as $ 294.00 in single
quantities. Be sure to call for aquote on your specific Industrial OEM
requirements.

S139.00
Features:
Uses Z8 single chip microcomputer
On- board tiny BASIC interpreter
2on- board parallel poem & serial port
6 interrupts ( 4external)
Just connect • terminal and write control
programs in BASIC
6K. bytes of RAM or EPROM memory
on- board
Baud rates II0-9600 bps
Dula and address bus available for $6K
memory and I/O expansion
Consumes only IS watts at .5, . 12,
and - 12V

BCC11•
BASIC System Controller
$139.00
OEM

100 Qu•nilty Pelee $89.00

•Now Mailable lo Industrial Temperature Range

88NE-12

Call prognna megaton,. • Syechronout and myeehroo.
Putty mneranon checarn • vo. tynthern cam.. IXE1203 onlvl
t2SIA
double•nuff•ral tranterater and receiver
fully onn.r.numble •
rate ormal speed end cheracter mots.
Error dew,. for pmera. o.n.o. end tram.
false tort the detectran. dftefttre.
delft,
nuarrans
Support .. nym
Ira mu to noftwere prapreennable men. an on•board . 231 count« lam,
RS- 23Z. RS- 422, mg R.,•412 rapport«,
MOSART end 1231c efts lame program moody... mop software . 11 work mith
Omens, mower software rot the BCC32 and BCCIM u aradauk tMar nut. a nay to a..
a. •nm of the fret ..... M . MOSART ead 8211A (me wothes use• %mum, IN.t 111
1111

BCCIIIS

OEM configuration fixed dual 8251 RS- 232 only $ 175.00
serial port board
BCCUIS OEM 100 Quantity Price $ 134.00

wire)

BCC52
BASIC 52 Controller Board
$ 189.00
BCC-SYST.5 " 52 PAK" Starter System includes: $449.00
BCC52,ROM A&B UTIL.,CCOI,MBOLUPSIO

Z8 BASIC Computer

MOSAR1
Couwarn.rectly to .my , Irane lene - Sy« byte derectemiereserruno
OTTIF.of pube doele.
• Emonftre 1null-oe clugno.1.
1:1111.1Frfteptee and..K.S. • 11,1ft.ne-line clu.nwtfts

• 16- terminal screw connector tole

BASIC- 52 Computer/Controller
The BCC52 Computer/Controller is
Micromint's hottest selling standalone
single board microcomputer. Its MIeffective architecture needs only a
power supply and terminal to become
• complete development or end- use
system, programmable in BASIC or
machine language. The BCC52 uses
Micromint's new 80052- BASIC CMOS
microprocessor which
contains
a
ROM resident 8K byte floating point
BASIC- 52 interpreter.
The BCC52 contains sockeu for up
to 48K bytes of RAM/EPROM. an
"intelligent" 2764/128 EPROM programmer. 3 parallel porra, • serial
terminal port with auto baud rate selection, • serial printer port, and it is
bus compatible with the full line of
BCC- bus expansion boards.
The
BCC52 bridges the gap between expensive programmable controllers and hard- to- justify price sensitive
control applications. BASIC- 525 full floating point BASIC is fast and
efficient enough for the most complicated tasks, while its cost
effective design allows it to be considered for many new areas of implementation. It can be used both for development and end- use applications.
Since the BASIC- 52 is bus oriented, it supports the following
Micromint expansion boards in any of Micromint's card cages with
optional power supplies:

BCC11

The BCCII is a general-purpose
dual- serial- port interface board for
use with the Micromint BCC- bus.
Optional support software is available
for the BCC52 and BCC180 computer/
controllers.
The BCC'S Serial Board contains
two serial interfaces. Each interface
can be either a 110/300/1200- bps
modem, or a hard- wired RS- 232C/
RS-422/RS-485
interface.
The
modem interface uses • Xecom
XEI201 / XE I203 MOSA RT ( MOdem
Synchronous/Asynchronous
Receiver/Transmitter), capable of 110,
300, or 1200 bps ivmmunication and compatible with Bell 103 and Bell
212A ,tandards. n, hard- wired serial interface uses an industrystandard 8251A USART ( Universal Synchronous/Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter), impable of supporting asynchronous serial communications at speeds up to 19.2 kbps and synchronous serial communications at speeds up to 64k bps.
The BCC18 can be configured with two MOSARTs, two 8251As,
or one of each. Up to 16 BCCIlls can be used in • single system ( for
atotal of 32 serial parts).

• dual 22 -pon ( 0.1561 edge connecter

$ 189.00

BCC22 Smart terminal board
ADP500 User vocabulary, digitised
speech board
BCC25 LCD display board
BCC33 3 port I/O expansion board
BCC4OD 8- Channel optoisolated
I/O expansion board

Dual- Serial Board

temperature, 0-50.0 132-122.FI
relative humidity, 10-90% non-

100 Quantity ./.32K RAM w/o ROM Monitor $ 209.00

BCC52

BCC18 - S175.00

BCC4OD -$ 139.00

8-Channel Optolsolated I/O Expansion Board
1 he MtcrornInt

The BCC180. only 4.5 x 8.5• uses the same 64180 CMOS Z80
instruction compatible processor as Micromint's SBI80 and SBI80FX
single board computers. Configured primarily for process control w/
.,384K of memory, 6parallel I/O ports, console serial port, RS- 232/422/
48$ selectable auxiliary serial port, and an interrupt driven ROMresident multitasking BASIC- 180 compiler, the BCC180 uses the same
44- pin I/O expansion bus as Micromint's BCC52 controller board.

e
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BCC4OD/0

without modules $ 139.00

BCC4OD/4
BCC4OD/8

with 4 modules $ 189.00
with 8 modules
0229.00

OEM

100

o0 .mliy

prlulng slartsal

E09.00

BCC18U-1
BCC1111.1-2
BCC18U-3
BCC52 18

8251/8251 Dual RS- 232/485 serial
8251/1201 Modem and serial port
201'1201 Modem / Modem board
BCCS2 serial port utilities software

$209.00
$389.00
$499.00
$75.00

BCC- BUS
EXpInSiOn Product,

Single Qty. Price
BCCO8
BCC13
BCC30
BCC22
BCC25
BCC55
BCCxx
BCC53
MB04
MB011

BCC4OR-$169.00
8-Channel Relay Output Board

The Micromint BCC4OR is an 8channel relay output expansion board
designed for use with Micromint's
family of BCC- bus Computer / Controllers. Using efficient mechanical
relays, the BCC4OR provides contact- closure on/off control of eight
AC- or DC- powered devices for data
acquisition and control applications.
Up to 16 BCC4OR boards can be
used together in a single system to
provide a total of 128 relay output
channels. The relays are controlled by
writing to a board- specific 7,0 address. The relays on aBCC4OR board
can be controlled either as • set of
eight relays at asingle I/O address or
individual relays at eight separate
I/O addresses.
The BCC4OR can be directly controlled from BASIC or it can function completely in the background
under an application program « ins high speed interrupt- driven ROM
C firmware. This firmware sets aside atable in memory which reflects
he status and setpoints of the relays. Interaction among programs
within • multiboard BCC40x system merely consists of reading or
etting these memory table values.
The eight relay outputs have screw contacts for direct connection to
he controlling device and/or the power source. Four of the relays have
ingle -pole- double- throw ( SPOT) output connections and four relays
have single- pole- single- throw (SPST) output connections.

Single Channel UART Serial Board
8- bit. 8Channel A/O Board
I2- bit, 16 Channel A/O Board
25- line, BO Character Terminal Board
LCD Board ( 4•20) or ( 8•40 .)
Fully Decided & Buffered Prototyping
Board
X- ICI Power Line Controller
Multifurmtion Expansion Board
4Slot Mini- Motherboard
8Slot Full Motherboard
'Call foe .merest pricing

MICROFUTURE
41040 Cornac Ter-race
Fremont, Ca. 94538 Tel:(415) 657-0264
DISTRIBUTOR
J.B. DESIGNS 111 TECHNOLOGIES LTD.
15 Market Place
Cirencester, Glos. GL7 2PB
England
Tel: 0285-68122 Fax: 0285-68859

To order call

1-800-635-3355

resistive, or 3A 30VDC
• Latched relay outputs
• LED on/off indicator on each channel
• Power on/off failure: No arbitre>
closures on power up/down

TEL: (203) 871-6170

• Can be used concurrently with
BCC401) and other BCC- bus

TELEX: 643331

PertPherals
• Operates on . I2V
• Operating conditions: 0-50•C

FAX : (203) 872-2204

I32-122•Fl relative humidity: 10-90%
noncondensing
• 4.5' a 6' board
• dual 22- pin ( 0.1561 edge connector
• 20- terminal screw
wire)

BCC4OR

connector

1.1.

8- Channel relay output board
OEM 100 Quantity price $ 124.00

$ 59.00
$160.00
$ 69.00
85.00

REPRESENTATIVES
ACCESS TECHNOLOGIES
1408 Richmond Dr
Placentia, Ca. 92670 Tel:(714) 996-3917

SPECIFICATIONS
• Contacts rated for 1/10 HP, 30 1200

$149.00
$129.00
$197.00
$249.00
$159.00
79.00

MICROMINT INC.
S169.00

4 PARK STREET
VERNON, CT. 06066

Neural Network
Development Tools
on the IBM PC, XT, AT and SUN workstations

Predicting the SAP 580 Meekly Closing Price

:a

4,

a]

as

"-U."

Network Prediction

for

SI

rapid prototyping and concept testing
of neural network designs
from

NeuralWarem

Pop-up menus make

ghat is the training input File ?,, p580. ¡ n
Trends'. Not 88/144 ( 1,1,1. Poe Err ,-5.18fix: 18-1Jeek: 77/144 ( S?y)

Stock Market Forecasting

Neural Ketuork Sunday Afternoon Advtsor

NeuralWorks Professional II
easy to learn, easy to use

Full color screens and
effective graphics
guide you through the networkbuilding and testing process

Neural Works
Professional II

Documentation includes

Includes 13 network types plus
the ability to define your own
network, 14 learning rules, 10
transfer functions, 11 summation functions.
IBM PC $995; SUN $ 2,995.

Neural Works Explorer
Lets you get your feet wet in
neural computing without investing a lot of money.
IBM PC $ 199; SUN $ 795.

Seminars
Five-day, hands-on, applications oriented. Available
throughout the country. Also
available for customized inhouse presentation.

Custom engineering
Let us help solve your special
problem.

extensive introduction to get
you up to speed in neural
computing

Solve modeling and
forecasting problems

Eoter ' Mork Feelings' lE.End)
Enter ' Mork Feelings' CE:End/

Nono Romantic

Expert Systems

NOISE FILTERING

menese

verirsf-V
-Irmn

• finance and economics
• servo control
• sensor processing
• CAD/CAM modeling

Solve signal
processing problems
• noise filtering
• matched filters & speech
recog
• data compression

How Much Noise 8-188s ,
Hit (RETURN) to continue

Noise Filtering

Modeling • Comp'« Surface

Solve expert systems
problems
• adaptive expert systems

Call TODAY or write for information about NeuralWare's software,
seminars, and custom engineering
services. Ask for Jane
Klimasauskas, Vice- President
Sales & Marketing.

E RAL
ARE NC:

Neural Ware, Inc.
103 Buckskin Court
Sewickley, PA 15143 U.S.A.
412-741-5959

Comrlyht lc/ 1987, 1988 by Nevralllare, Inc.

All Rights Reserved.

type ( RETURN) to continue

Modeling

NeuralWareTm is applied neural computing.

Circle 534 on Reader Service Card
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F8e117 Communications
194

MAIN ST.

MARLBORO,

MA 01752

CAD- GRAPHICS & ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING
LOW COST SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR IMAGE PROCESSING NEEDS

If

19 VGA Monitors!
Hitachi 3619A VGA. $ 1299.00
Video 7 256 color VGA card $345.00
19"CAD monitor/card package
displays 1024x800,16 colors $ 1799.00
Magnavox Multimode 14"monitor
with 800x600 card
$ 759.00

MICROTEK SCANNERS
Create and edit images with your
computer from photos or artwork.
Use the Eyestar Plus software for
paint and pixel editing at 300dpi
to produce customized images.
A publisher's must from $ 1485.00

The Summagraphic digitizer tablets
allow electronic tracing at . 001 inch
resolution for any drawing or photos.
Summa Plus 12"x 12" $ 399.00
Summa MM1812 18"x12
$ 675.00
Summa Mouse ( optical) $ 87.50

SOFTWARE SPECIALS BIG SAVINGS ON YOUR HARD COPY NEEDS
Dr. HALO III $ 49.00
Use this famous paint program as
a business tool for mixed text and
graphics.
Create presentations
animating charts and graphs with
21 fonts for word processed text.

DRAFIX I PLUS.. $ 192.00
An advanced, low cost CAD package
which produces Autocad compatible
drawing files and contains many of
the advanced features of software
packages costing well over $ 2000.

PagePerfect..NEW!!.$399.00
A powerful desktop publisher which
combines word processing, color
page layout, with scanning and
printing functions in one package!

GENIUS MOUSE $35.00
200 DPI, no power supply needed

LOGITECH MOUSE $119.00
WITH DR

HALO. . 200

DPI

OPTIMOUSE $129.00
WITH DR.

HALO, no moving parts

CALL US FOR
THE BEST DEAL...

The Mural ' D' size flatbed plotter
will plot media sizes to 25" x 34".
Call for full details!! $ 2195.00

I

The Blaser H laser printer is
perfect for FULL PAGE graphics at
390 dots per inch. Button selectable
emulation offers almost universal
compatibility at 8 pages per minute.
Blacker fill than others!! $ 1650.00

Houston Instruments Plotters!!!

F&W offers the complete line of fine drafting plotters including
the multi— media size CALL

Attention architects, artists, designers and publishers!
Our unique experience allows us to offer you the equipment
which will give you a competitive edge !!
Want to Read More? Call Our Dial— Up
Catalog/Bulletin Board ( 300-2400 baud) at
(617)481-7222 to Access Our Database !!

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED!

CALL! ( 617)485

1144

OR VISIT OUR DISPLAY ROOM
WE ARE LOCATED OFF RT. 20 1 MILE EAST OF I-495 IN
DOWNTOWN MARLBORO, AT THE SIGN OF FARADAY AND WHEATSTONE
88NE-14
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IN ANOISY WORLD...

BLAST IS THE UNCHALLENGED LEADER
IN COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
PERFORMANCE LOSS WITH INCREASING NOISE

1/25

1/20

1/15

1/10

1/5

Error Rate/Second
Noise simulation tests run with a30K binary spreadsheet file a
1200 baud between IBM-PC's, using BLAST II, rev. 8.1 corn
parable or better results on VAX and other environments.

Most communications software performs well under ideal conditions. But in
the real world of noisy communications
circuits and satellite-routed phone calls,
there's only one consistent performance
leader—BLAST.
The secret is BLocked ASynchronous
Transmission, BLAST 'sprotected-pipelining protocol that won't slow down to a
snail's pace, drop data or disconnect in
adverse conditions. Noisy phone lines...
satellites ... PBX switches ... X.25
packet network delays—your valuable
data BLASTs through it all.

Link PCs, Macs, Minis & Mainframes
Only BLAST guarantees you fast, 100%
error-free file transfer among micros, minis
and mainframes running under 30 different
operating systems. No matter what systems
you need to connect. BLAST software
links them all. Connect hundreds of sites at
down-to-earth prices—and let BLAST's
speed cut your phone charges, too.
And the new BLAST II expands upon
this rugged power with astreamlined user
interface, VT-100/220 emulation, superior
data compression, auto-dialing and all the
other "state-of-the-art" features you'd
expect. Plus, you get BlastScript, a
powerful English-like programming
language that lets you quickly create
custom menu-driven applications on
multiple systems. Easily set up remote
polling, data collection, order entry and
other powerful applications.
The choice of the FORTUNE 500
When Bankers' Trust, Blue Cross,
Exxon, Nabisco and many other FORTUNE 500 companies chose communications software for their financial data
transfer operations, they chose BLAST to
cut through the noise. Shouldn't you
choose BLAST too? Give us acall today.

1- 800- 24- BLAST

Any computer with BLAST can talk to any
other computer with BLAST:

or MVS/TS0

IBM

VM/CMS

DEC

VAX/VMS; PDP/RSX; RT-11

DATA GENB1AL

ROOS; AOS; AOSNS

WANG

VS

PRIME

PRIMOS

HEWLETT-PACKARD

3000/MPE; 1000/RTE

HARRIS

VOS

UNYSIS

CTOS, UNIX

IBM-PC 8PS/2

MS-DOS

APPLE

Macintosh

UNIX/XENIX

AT&T; Altos; NCR; Sun;
Tandem; HP; VAX &
mVAX; SCO Xenix; etc.

Many others available; please inquire.

MAST

Communications Research Group
5615 Corporate Boulevard • Baton Rouge. LA 70808 • (504) 923-0888
Crosstalk Is aregstered trademark of Deal CommuncatIons Assoclates, Inc

Circle 529 on Reader Service Card

Copynght 1988, CornrnunécatIons Research Group. Inc
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You never know when it's going to
happen or what it will do!
We're talking about unclean power which
causes electrical fluctuations, spikes,
surges, glitches or outages.

(UPS) for computer mainframes to surge
suppressors for small electrical phone
systems. We also offer afull line of power
conditioning distribution systems.

that puts performance and through- put
back where it belongs.

They assault your delicate equipment
circuits. No trace. Nothing to warn you.
Just complete power failure and data loss
which spells lost productivity

Our systems are more reliable, simpler
and easier to operate. And this pays off
for you in failure-free operation for the
equipment you now have and the next
and the next.

Emerson Power Systems eliminate all
this. They produce refined, clean power

Emerson products run the gamut. From
large Uninterruptable Power Supplies

Don't wait until something happens.
Protect yourself. Give us acall now!
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR

LOVVELL CORPORATION

PO. Box 158, Worcester, MA 01613
(617) 756-5103

IMIERAIERSCIN
am Computer Power

AP300 Series

Series 3000 DISTRIBUTION
ISOLATION SYSTEM

AP101 Series UPS

Series 4000 LINE
CONDITIONER
Series 2000 LINE
CONDITIONER

SURGE PROTECTOR
AP130 Series UPS

AP1000 Series UPS 1500

ICROPOWER II LINE
NDMONER

AUTOMATIC VOLTAGE
REGULATOR

AP1000 Series UPS 300

Important TIPS* for BYTE Subscribers:
Receive Product Information 10 Days Earlier!
• mumaimmumminip

IBVTE

111

IDENTIFICATION CARD
•

John Sample
785432189

All you need is a touch-tone telephone and your subscriber I.D. number.
See instructions facing the Reader Service Index in the back
of this issue for outrageous time-saving opportunities!
*BYTE's Telephone Inquiry Processing Service

88NE-16
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So, Ilguor Sidir

Make Your Last Call
Your FIRST Call
Options

1st X- T $ 795
20Mbyte 1/2 ht fixed disk
Enhanced " Turbo" mainboard
256 Kbyte RAM included
360K 5 1/4" floppy disk
150W switching power supply
ATjr style X- T size chassis
84 key, 10 funct. key keyboard
Monographic card and monitor

Disk Drives:
360 Kbyte DS/DD $ 85
$109
1.2 Mbyte DS/HD
$129
720 Kbyte 3 1/2"
1.44 Mbyte 3 1/2" $159
Modems:

1st A- T $ 1495
40Mbyte 1/2 ht fixed disk
6/10Mhz 8 slot motherboard
512 Kbyte RAM included
1.2Mbyte 5 1/4" floppy disk
200W switching power supply
Full size A- T style chassis
101 key, 12 funct. key keyboard
Monographic card and monitor

40Mbyte 1/2 ht fixed disk
6/16Mhz 8 slot motherboard
1 Mbyte RAM included
1.2Mbyte 5 1/4" floppy disk
200W switching power supply
Full size A- T style chassis
101 key, 12 funct. key keyboard

Are courteous service and
a qualified people- oriented
tech support staff important
to you? They are to us. We
are FIRST MICRO. We
believe there is more to
selling PC's than fast

talking salesmen and flashy
advertising. We offer only
first quality products
backed by the kind of
support money can't buy.
Just because you buy at
commodity prices you need

FIRST MICRO CORP.
47A Route 28
Windham, NH 03087

NO Service Charge
Circle 532 on Reader Service Card

Display Upgrades:
$250
$395
$Call

CGA Color 14"
EGA Color 14"
VGA Color 14"

Many other options and
upgrades are available.
Ask your account exec
for more information on
custom configurations.

Monographic card and monitor

VISA

$ 89
$169

Portable PC's:
Traveler X- T
$ Call
Traveler 286 $ Call

1st 386 $ 2995

Mastercard

300-1200 B mt.
300-2400 B mt.

Toll Free 800 634-5872
In NH 603 898-3430
Fax 603 898-6773

not sacrifice quality or
lose the after- the- sale
service and support
important to us all.
Check out our peers,
then make your last call
your F1RST call.

30 Day
Money-Back
Guarantee
One Year
Parts/Labor
Warranty
NO- Nonsense Warranty
JULY 1988 • BYTE
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MICROSYSTEMS, INC.

C.H.A.S.

FAIRFIELD, NJ 07006

103 ROUTE 46 WEST

Telex: 6503141175

Tel. ( 201) 227-1565

BBS ( 201) 227-0489

* PCIXTIAT COMPATIBLE *

4.77/8MHz • 512k • AT Style Keyboard
•2Floppy Disk Drives • 2Parallel • Serial •
Game • Clock & Calendar w/Battery • Mono
Graphics Card • Hi Res Mono Monitor •
Operation Manuals
1YEAR WARRANTY

$1500.00 w/40MB HD (no 360K Floppy)

$1225 00 Complete

6/10 MHz • 512K • Enhanced Keyboard • 1.2MB
FD Drive • 360k FD Drive • 2Parallel • Serial •
Game • Clock/Calendar w/BB • Mono Graphics
Card • Hi Res Mono Monitor • Sys. Expandable
to 3MB • Operation Manuals •
IYEAR WARRANTY

PC/AT TURBO COMPUTERS

$799 95 Complete

8088 TURBO COMPUTERS

$950.95 w/20MB HD 1 FD

ADD-ONS

PORTABLE SYSTEMS AVAILABLE
EGA COLOR SYSTEMS AVAILABLE

MONITORS

CGA COLOR SYSTEMS AVAILABLE
VGA COLOR SYSTEMS AVAILABLE

PRINCETON ULTRA SYNC
$575.00
SAMSUNG EGA
$350.00
SAMSUNG CGA
$250.00
SAMSUNG MONOCHROME $ 72 00
*OTHER MONITORS AVAILABLE*

PRINTERS W/CABLE

e
.
0

amo

CITIZEN 120D W/TRACTOR
$145.00
STAR NX-1000
$190.00
PANASONIC KX-P3131 $289.10
PANASONIC KX-P3151
$415.40

!Dealer Inquiries Welcome!

CALL FOR FREE
PRICE LIST!

'OTHER CARDS & PARTS AVAILABLE •

SEAGATE ST225 20MB
W/WESTERN DIGITAL _$265.00
SEAGATE ST238 30MB
W/WESTERN DIGITAL $280.00
20 MEGABYTE HARD DISK CARD $332.40
TOSHIBA FLOPPY _ _ _$ 75.00
TOSHIBA 1.2 MB FLOPPY
$ 95.00
TOSHIBA 35" FLOPPY
$ 99.00
MONOCHROME GRAPHICS
W/PARALLEL
$ 39.95
EGA WONDER
(ALL MODES/ANY MONIT) $173.00
EGA CARD
$158.00
LOGIMOUSE
$ 79.00
1200 BPS INTERNAL MODEM $ 68.00
2400 BPS INTERNAL MODEM $135.00
•OTHER PRINTERS AVAILABLE '

CALL FOR PRICES

(prices subject to change w/o notice)

WE CARRY MOST
MAJOR SOFTWARE!

Circle 528 on Reader Service Card
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WE'
RE LOWERING THE COST OF HOMEWORK
Two full-featured systems by 7 HYl JNIDAI that take the guesswork out of buying
aPC for college. Each has ahi-performance computer, printer and integrated software
package, plus all necessary accessories in one tidy bundle at can't-be-beat prices.
THE SCHOLASTIC

THE TURBO SCHOLASTIC

XT-COMPATIBLE
8 MHz
640K
360K

AT- COMPATIBLE
10 MHz
640K
1.2 Meg

MODEL
CPU speed
RAM
Floppy
Hard Drive
Monitor
System software
Warranty

30 Meg
Amber w/Multi-video graphics
MS-DOS & GW-BASIC, V3.2
18 months

APPLICATIONS
SOFTWARE

ea
tpealkier
onlegrebon.thourcomprteenese

VOTED EDITOR'S CHOICE
by PC MAGAZINE

• Word Processing • Spread Sheet • Graphics • Database Management • Telecommunications

PRINTER

Panasonic KX-131091i

VOTED EDITOR'S CHOICE
by PC MAGAZINE

• 4 Fonts • 99 Characters per Second • Friction & Tractor Feed

ACCESSORIES •

çe_

0Os a\G
P‘

All Cables • Box of diskettes (10) • Box of paper (1000 sheets) • Surge protector

THE SCHOLASTIC

$1595 THE

TURBO SCHOLASTIC

$1995

Save over $ 1000 on each system!

POWERCOMPUTERS, I
NC.
POWER TOOLS FOR THE MIND.

10 WALL STREET
Burlington, MA 01803

617-273-0110

ST L AT ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF IBM CORP.

Circle 537 on Reader Service Card
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Buy with

Confidence
Reputable computer dealers
will answer all these questions
to your satisfaction. Don't
settle for less when buying your
computer hardware, software,
peripherals and supplies.
Purchasing Guidelines

In an effort to make your
telephone purchasing amore
successful and pleasurable
activity, The Microcomputer
Marketing Council of the
Direct Marketing Association,
Inc. offers this advice, "A
knowledgeable buyer will be a
successful buyer." These are
specific facts you should know
about the prospective seller
before placing an order:
Ask These Important
Questions
• How long has the company
been in business?
• Does the company offer
technical assistance?
• Is there aservice facility?
• Are manufacturers' wan-anties handled through the
company?
• Does the seller have formal
return and refund policies?

• State as completely and accurately as you can what
merchandise you want including brand name, model
number, catalog number.
• Establish that the item is in
stock and confirm shipping
date.

This message is brought to you
by:
the MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
of the Direct Marketing
Association, Inc.
6 E. 43rd St.,
New York, NY 10017

MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
of the Direct Marketing Association. Inc.

• Confirm that the price is as
advertised.
• Obtain an order number
and identification of the
sales representative.
• Make arecord of your
order, noting exact price including shipping, date of
order, promised shipping
date and order number.

f
iebt\

If you ever have aproblem,
remember to deal first with the
seller. If you cannot resolve the
problem, write to MAIL
ORDER ACTION LINE, c/o
DMA, 6E. 43rd St., New York,
NY 10017.

et cc ti f

6,61,0

otrifui

• Is there an additional charge
for use of credit cards?
• Are credit card charges held
until time of shipment?
• What are shipping costs for
items ordered?

(c, Direct Marketing Association, Inc. 1988

88NE-20.
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Compare Computers Inc
0 de s Call Toll Free

Tech Support & Information

1-800-888-2983

1-612-881-9197

Mailing Address: 9801 Dupont Ave So

Suite 175 Bl000mington MN 55,131

ORDER DESK 8g TECHNICAL SUPPORT OPEN: M- F 90.m.-5p.m. CST

EVEREX

EVEREX

Model
3000A

Model
1700C

16MZ-386

12MHZ-286

.64 K Static RAM cache

Imaimut

.1 MB 10ONS Dram

*1 MB-10ONS Dram

.1.2 MB Floppy

.1.2 MB Floppy
*Hard drive
floppy controller

.1-lard drive
floppy controller

$1795.00

$1295.00

••••••••,,,,

EVEREX

LAPTOPS

Model
1800

Toshiba
T-1000

789.00

10MHZ-286

T-1200H
T-3200

3795.00

.512 K RAM
.1.2 MB Floppy

T-5100

4995.00

*Hard drive

NEC Multispeed

floppy controller

$949.00
1995.00
2095.00
2595.00

PRINTERS
Call
329900
989.00
Call
Call

1559.00

HD

2395.00

Everex RAM 3000 3MB EMS w/OK
RAM 10000 10MB EMS w/OK
Uses 1MB Chips

TAPE BACKUPS
_89.00
129.00

MATH
COPROCESSORS

599.00
699.00
279.00
299.00
399.00
699.00

EL

MEMORY
EXPANSION

HARD DRIVES
MAXTOR
1140 140MB
2190 190MB
4380 380MB
MICROPOLIS
1333A 44MB
1335A 72MB
SEAGATE
ST-225 w/Controller, 20MB
ST-238 w/Controller, 30MB
ST-251 40MB
ST-4096 80MB

Citizen
NEC LC-890 Laser
Okidata 393
Panasonic
Toshiba

2349.00

CaI

Intel

MODEMS
Everex 1200B
Everex 2400 Bd
Everex EFAX Modem
Okidata Okitel

75.00
179.00
329.00
Call

SOFTWARE
25-60% Off Retail

Everex 60MB Internal
Everex 60MB External
Mountain 40MB

679 00
759 00
379 00

POWER BACKUPS
Stedi Watt 450VA.
Stedi Watt 75Œ1A

. 499.00
. 659.00

MONITORS

Mitsubishi
Sony
NEC
Evervision EGA

Call
Call
Call
359 00

VIDEO CARDS

Call
139.00
159.00
269.00

All
Everex EGA
Paradise 480
Everex EVGA

WE WELCOME EDUCATION AND CORPORATE ACCOUNTS
JULY 1988 • BYTE
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Those fantastic Byte covers—and boy,
do they look great on this stylish, 3
4 sleeve
/
T-shirt from Robert Tinney Graphics!
The colored sleeves and neckline vividly
complement the full-color design.
And don't mistake this for arubbery
patch that cracks and peels off after
afew washings. This is true fourcolor process: the permanent inks
are silk-screened into the fabric,
resulting in abeautiful, full-color
image that lasts!

Intelligent Reitectuns
#16

You'll also appreciate the shirt itself:
aheavyweight cotton/polyester blend
which combines tough washability with
the cool, soft comfort of cotton. Each
Byte T-shirt is priced at only $ 12.50
($11.50 each for 3or more). Be sure to
include shirt size: C—(child 10-12), S—
(34-36), M—(38-40), L—(42-44), and
XL— (46-48). Most orders shipped
within aweek.

Human Dimensions
#T7

TWO NEW
DESIGNS!

On— Software Piracy

#T4— Future Past

#T1— Computer Engineering

#T3— Inside IBM

r .
I

Send the following T-shirts(s) at $12.50 each, or $11.50 each for 3or
more. Ihave included $2 for shipping & handling ($5 overseas).
OTY.

#

TITLE

SIZE AMOUNT

Expires:

$
$
L Please send your COLOR brochure

88NE -22
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TOTAL

VISA

$

$

L

D

Card #•

s

Shipping & handling (see above)

D Ihave enclosed U.S. check or money order.
D C.O.D. (via UPS— stateside orders only)

$

s

#T5— Breakthrough

LI MasterCard

D American Express

mail this coupon to:

Robert Tinney
Graphics
1864 North Pamela Dr.
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
70815

Signature .

Ship my shirt(s) to:
Name

For VISA, MasterCard or
American Express orders,
or for more information

Call 1-504-272-7266

(Business) •
Address .

City .
State:

Zip .

.

01
6
-- I

DO NOT BUY CHEAP CLONES!!!

GET BETTER DOCUMENTATION AND LONGER WARRANTIES!!!

18 MONTH WARRANTY!!
24 HOUR SHIPPING!!!*
AHYUNDAI
8 MHzXT

LEADIN G ED GE
MODEL D

$699.

MIIIIMIIMIZI1

MMMIIMMIIMMMI

$699.

8088-2 CPU
4.77/8 MHz DUAL SPEED
640K RAM
(1) 360K FLOPPY DRIVE
MULTI-VIDEO DISPLAY
(MGA/CGA/MDA)
SERIAL/PARALLEL PORTS
CLOCK/CALENDAR
HYUNDAI MONOCHROME MONITOR
MS DOS 3.2, GW BASIC

8088-2 CPU
4.77/7.16 DUAL SPEED
512K RAM
(1) 360K FLOPPY DRIVE
PARALLEL/SERIAL PORTS
12" HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR
MS DOS 3.2, GW BASIC
LEADING EDGE WORD PROCESSOR

Color System: Leading Edge—Add $269
Hyundai—Add $200.
EGA System: Leading Edge—Add $598
Hyundai—Add $400.

Options:
2 Drives $799
20 MB Hard Drive $988
30 MB Hard Drive $1028

HARD DRIVES

cSS9 Seagate

20 MB KIT
ST- 225

30MB KIT 40 MB KIT
ST- 238
P1
. ST- 251
F :)R

20 MB

40 MB

30 MB

HARD CARD

HARD CARD

$289 $329 $429 $329 $429

HARD CARD

$499

ALL XT DRIVES COME WITH CONTROLLER CARD, CABLES & MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS. ALL DRIVES ARE FORMATTED.
ALL DRIVES ARE INTERNAL. HARD CARDS ARE MANUFACTURED BY CMS.

CS

SANISUNG
Electron Deylces

MATH PROCESSORS:

MONITORS:

12" MONOCHROME, TTL

14" COLOR RGB

14" EGA COLOR

$85 $ 279 $389
v,V/SWIVEL
W/SWIVEL BASE

W/SWIVEL BASE

BASE
W/ EGA CARD $539

8087-3

5 Mhz

8087-2

8 MHz

80287-6

6 MHz

80287-8

8 MHz

80287 10

10- MHz

Smart Link MODEMS:
1200 BAUD

$89
INTERNAL

MOUSES:

1200 BAUD

2400 BAUD

2400 BAUD

EXTERNAL

INTERNAL

EXTERNAL

$99 $ 179 $ 199

ALL MODEMS COME WITH COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE & USER'S GUIDE

VISA

cm

ORDER NOW!
HOURS

M- F: 830 AM
SAT 930 A M

530 PM
130 PM

Circle 530 on Reader Service Card

$109
$159
$169
$259
$299

GENIUS GM6+

$79

3 LOGITECH

$89

W PLUS SOFTWARE
W/GENIUS PAINT
W/ DR. MALLO
ALL MOUSES ARE SERIAL, OPTOMECHANICAL.

1-800-537-4344

ORDERS
ONLY!

Computer Age, Inc.
55 Fishhy Street Hartford, CT 06120
FAX: ( 203) 724-3565
TLX: 5106008830 ( COMPR AGE UO)
Into & Tech Support:(203) 724-5100

•NO SURCHARGE f
OR MASTERCARD. VISA
•ND ORDERS CHARGED UNTIL SHIPPED
•ALLOW 15 DAYS FOR PERSONAL CHECK ORDERS
•DEFECTIVE MERCHANDISE MAY BE RETURNED FOR REPAIR OR EXCHANGE ONLY
•WE DO NOT GUARANTEE COMPATIBILITY
•ANY GOODS RETURNED FOR CREDIT ARE SUBJECT TO A10% RESTICKING FEE
•ALL PRICES AND POLICIES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
•NOT RESPONSIBLE 10H TYPO- GRAPHICAL ERRORS
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Quality.
Reliability.
Affordability.
Pioneer Systems manufactures acomplete line of
personal and business
computers. Pioneer backs
every computer with a
money-back guarantee.

MODEL 40

$795

$1495

20MB STORAGE
8088-2 PROCESSOR

40MB STORAGE
80286 PROCESSOR

• 10MHz

• 12MHz

• 8Expansion Slots

• 8Expansion Slots

• 360K Floppy

• 1.2MB Floppy

• 20MB Hard Drive

• 40MB Hard Drive

• Monographics Card

• Monographics Card

• Monochrome Monitor

• Monochrome Monitor

• AT Style Case

Pioneer Pack of software:

• AT Style Case

• 256K RAM

• 512K RAM

Word Processing, Database

• 48 Hour Burn- In

• 48 Hour Burn- In

Manager, Spreadsheet,

• Six Month Limited Warranty

• Six Month Limited Warranty

MODEL 80

MODEL 120

All systems include the

Communications Software.
15 day money-back
guarantee.
Prices and availability subject to change. All above

$2995 $4995

80MB STORAGE
80386 PROCESSOR

80386 PROCESSOR

For more information on

• 16MHz

• 20MHz

any Pioneer Model, contact

• 8Expansion Slots

• 8Expansion Slots

Pioneer Systems.

• 1.2MB Floppy

• 1.2MB Floppy

• 80MB Hard Drive

• 120MB Hard Drive

• Monographics Card

• Monographics Card

• Monochrome Monitor

• Monochrome Monitor

• AT Style Case

• Tower Case

• 1MB RAM

• 2MB RAM

• 48 Hour Burn- In

•48 Hour Burn- In

• Six Month Limited Warranty

• Six Month Limited Warranty

prices subject to memory
surcharge.

Pioneer Systems, Inc.
132 Main Street
Haydenville, MA 01039
413-268-9301
© 1988 Pioneer Systems, Inc.
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120MB STORAGE
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SHORT TAKES
BYTE editors offer hands-on views of new products

Dell System 310

THE FACTS

UR/Forth 1.10

System 310
$2699
Options:
With VGA, color monitor, and 40-megabyte hard
disk drive, $3999; with
VGA color monitor and 90megabyte hard disk drive,
$4799.

SoftPC
EasyTalk
Grand View
Forget- Me- Not

Dell Computer Corp.
9505 Arboretum Blvd.
Austin, TX 78759
(512) 338-4400
Inquiry 856.

Dell's 80386—
One of the
Fastest

D

ell Computer made headlines earlier this year by
announcing the first real IBM
PS/2 clone. But this groundbreaking system will not ship
until later this year. Till then,
Dell's most powerful machine
will be its new System 310, an
80386-based AT-bus system
that runs at 20 MHz and may
be one of the fastest 80386 systems on the market.
The new Dell system is built
on an impressive history.
Dell's first 80386 system, introduced under the PC's
Limited label in November
1986, was regarded even by
some competitors as the fastest
machine at that time. That machine used only a 16- MHz
processor, but it achieved its
high performance through the
exclusive use of high-speed
static RAM chips.
In the System 310, the static
RAM is limited to just a32Kbyte cache. However, the system uses a20-MHz processor
with an Intel 82385 cache controller and paged interleaved

memory. This architecture results in some fast performances. In one small sample
of benchmarks, a prototype
version of the machine outpaced every other system save
one, the ALR FlexCache,
which it tied.
The System 310 comes in a
standard AT-style case with
eight AT-style slots. Up to 8
megabytes can be placed on
the system's motherboard.
Like most 80386 systems, it
uses aproprietary 32-bit slot
for memory expansion. Here,
though, the slot is arranged in
an ingenious way: It shares the

Forth under
OS/2

U

R/Forth 1.10 for OS/2
Standard Edition 1.0 will
appeal to anyone who wants to
learn and experiment with the
OS/2 API. While the main
purpose of Laboratory Micro-

quality VGA color text and
graphics. An interesting diagnostics program from Dell lets
you test the monitor by creating almost any color you want
by varying the red, green, and
blue components.
same space as one of the AT
The only thing Ididn't like
slots. When amemory card is
was the keyboard, which
inserted into the slot, the AT
seemed abit too soft. Also,
slot can still be used by ahalfthere was no reset button on the
length card.
front of the system.
My system had a fast 90One other interesting feamegabyte enhanced-small-deture of the System 310 is its
vice-interface hard disk drive.
price. Although Dell does not
Copying large groups of files
publicize it, there are three
from one directory to another
configurations. The base
occurred in less time than it
price—without video adapter
took to type the command.
or hard disk drive— is only
The hard disk drive was also
$2699. Fully equipped, the
very quiet, awelcome change
system lists for $4799. In any
from some other systems.
The system also came with a configuration, this is afast,
low-cost system.
Mitsubishi analog color moni—Rich Malloy
tor, which produced good-

systems' UR/Forth is to support real-time control applications across a wide range of
machines, its designers added
the ability to access most API
functions directly.
Forth's interactive nature
lets you get immediate feedback on what an OS/2 API
function call does. You simply

push the necessary parameters
onto the stack and type the
name of the function call. This
eliminates the edit, compile,
and run loop of acompiled language like Cor Pascal.
The UR/Forth system is a
complete applications development system, including an
continued
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interpreter/compiler (compatible with the Forth 83 standard), afull-screen editor and
assembler, arelocating binary
overlay utility, and software
floating-point and Intel 80x87
support. It also has a multitasker; a native code optimizer; and graphics support
for IBM CGA, EGA, and the
Hercules graphics adapter.
UR/Forth uses direct
threaded code with the top of
the stack in aregister, asegmented memory model, an object-compiled nucleus, acompletely hashed dictionary, and
auniform file interface across
all supported operating systems (i.e., MS-DOS, OS/2,
80286 Xenix, and 68000
Unix).
Much source code is included with the system, for
things like the editor, the assembler, the tasker, and the
floating-point routines. There
are also some demonstration
programs for the following:
graphics routines, the OS/2
API functions, debugging
aids, sample programs, and

THE FACTS

Laboratory Microsystems
3007 Washington Blvd.
Suite 230
P.O. Box 10430
Marina del Rey, CA 90295
(213) 306-7412
Inquiry 855.

Requirements:
A high-density ( 1.2megabyte) 5 '4-inch or
720K-byte 31
/2
inch floppy disk drive; Microsoft
or IBM OS/2 1.0; 2
megabytes of RAM; a
video adapter compatible
with IBM MDA, CGA,
EGA, or VGA.

miscellaneous utilities.
In the graphics mode.
UR/Forth includes routines
for reading or setting pixels.
line drawing, arcs, ellipses,
circles (with clipping), region
fill with patterns or solid
colors, bit-block moves, custom character sets, and positioning text at any coordinate.
Because the ability to play
with OS/2 API functions is an
extra you get with UR/Forth
for OS/2, there is no description of the OS/2 API calls in
the manual. You will thus
need some such documentation (e.g., the OS/2 program-

mer's reference from IBM
[$200] or Norton Guides from
Peter Norton Computing
[$150]). Also, using the OS/2
API calls will make your application nonportable to Laboratory Microsystems' other
Forth systems.
There are some limitations
on which OS/2 function calls
you can make from UR /Forth.
Writing multithreaded applications may cause aproblem
because not all Forth function
calls are now reentrant. This
problem is not unique, as
many Microsoft C routines are
not reentrant either.

UR/Forth 1.10
$350

A Real Virtual
Machine
ccasionally, aMacintosh
user has to handle data
supplied from an MS-DOS
computer on a5 '4 -inch floppy
disk. Some vendors supply
IBM PC motherboards, which
plug into aMac SE or aMac II,
to let you deal with this problem. Insignia Solutions provides adifferent solution with
SoftPC: It emulates a complete IBM PC XT computer in
software on either aMac SE or
aMac H.
The machine emulated has
an 8088 CPU, 640K bytes of
RAM, a CGA display ( presented as adraggable window
on the Mac's screen), three
hard disk drives (C, D, and E),
a Microsoft Bus Mouse, two
serial ports ( COM1 and
COM2), and aparallel port
(LPT1). The C and D hard
disk drives are emulated as
files on the host Mac's hard
90
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SoftPC
$595
Insignia Solutions, Inc.
1255 Post St.
Suite 625
San Francisco, CA 94109
(408) 446-2228
Inquiry 852.

Requirements:
Macintosh SE or II with a
hard disk drive; System
4.3/Finder 6.0 or higher;
at least 2megabytes of
RAM; accelerator card
required for the Mac SE.

Also, because a threaded
language is 3to 4times slower
than acompiled language, the
monitor function calls are not
available from UR/Forth. But
this still leaves many of the 200
or more OS/2 functions to play
with. A demonstration program includes calls illustrating the use of queues and
semaphores, creating and
using shared memory segments, and printing out the
global and local information
segments.
UR /Forth is the least expensive alternative available so far
for getting some hands-on
work with OS/2. The closest
alternative in price that Iknow
of is the Microsoft Programmer's Toolkit ($350) and the
Microsoft C language ($450),
though I'm sure this will
change soon. While UR /Forth
is less expensive, the ability to
play with the OS/2 API is intended only as alearning tool.
But for aprogrammer with an
open mind, it can be very
useful.
—Eva M. White

disk drive. You can configure
these two drives in sizes from 1
to 30 megabytes.
The Mac drive itself is
treated as hard disk drive E,
which lets you copy files to and
from the virtual PC drives
with the DOS COPY command.
If the combination of an Apple
PC card and aPC disk drive is
connected to the Mac, SoftPC
treats it as drive A and allows
file transfers to and from it,
again using COPY. You can also
format floppy disks or run
programs in drive A. Printing
to anetworked LaserWriter is
also supported.
SoftPC comes in 2- and 4megabyte versions. Installation is straightforward: You
pick aconfiguration, place the
floppy disk for its first program into the Mac, and double-click on the Install application. Then you supply disks
as the application requests
them, until you're done.
You get two files: the
continued
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COMPACT DISCS,
RECORDS OR is
CASSETTES
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plus shipping
and handling with
Club membersh,p

for just

With No Obligation To Buy Anything...Ever!
Vivaldi, The Four Seasons The
English Concert/Pinnock. Archiv
DIGITAL 115356

Beethoven, Symphonies Nos. 4 & 5
Academy of Ancient Music/Hogwood.
L'OiseauLyre DIGITAL 115009

Dvorak, Symphony No. 9 ( New
World) Chicago Symphony/Solti.
London DIGITAL 115168

Horowitz Plays Mozart Concelo
No. 23 & Sonata No. 13. Giulini
conducts. DG DIGITAL 115436

Horowitz in Moscow Scarlatti,
Mozart, Rachmaninov, Liszt, Chopin,
Scriabin, others. DG DIGITAL 125264

André Previn: Gershwin Rhapsody
In Blue, Concerto, An American In
Paris. Philips DIGITAL 115437

Mendelssohn, A Midsummer
Night's Dream Neville Marriner,
cond. Philips DIGITAL 115546

Eine kielne Nachtmusik Plus
Pachelbel Canon. more. Marriner
conducts. Philips DIGITAL 115530

Perlman: French Violin Showpieces Havanaise, Carmen Fantasy.
Tzigane, more. DG DIGITAL 115457

Mozart, The Piano Quartets
Beaux Arts Trio; Bruno Giuranna, viola.
"Absolutely indispensable."— Stereo
Review Philips DIGITAL 115271

Ravel, Daphnis et Chloé (Complete) Montreal Symphony/Dutoit
London DIGITAL 115520

The Canadian Brass: High,
Bright, Light & Clear Baroque
gems. RCA DIGITAL 144529

Mozart, Requiem Leipzig Radio
Choir; Dresden State Orchestra/
Schreier. Philips DIGITAL 115039

Bach, Goldberg Variations Trevor
Pinnock, harpsichord. " Definihve."—
Stereo Review A-chiv 105318

Pavarotti: Volare Title song,
Serenata, 14 more. With Henry
Mancini. London DIGITAL 125102

Rachmaninov, Piano Concertos
Nos. 2 & 4Vladimir Ashkenazy.
London DIGITAL 125074

Handel, Water Music Eng. Concert/
Pinnock. Archiv DIGITAL 115306

Hoist, The Planets Montreal Sym.'
Dutoit. London DIGITAL 11.5448

Rossini, Overtures Ba -ber Of Seville,
Tancredi, 6more. Orpheus Chamber
Orch. DG DIGITAL 115527

Handel, Messiah ( Highlights)
Musica Sacra/Westenburg. Hallelujah
Chorus, more. RCA DIGITAL 153586

Tchaikovsky, 1812 Overture;
Romeo & Juliet; Nutcracker
Suite Chicago Symphony/Solti.
London DIGITAL 125 179
By Request...The Best Of John
Williams & The Boston Pops
Olympic Fanfare, Stas Wars,
more. Philips DIGITAL 125360

Teresa Stratas Sings Kurt Weill
Surabaya-Johnny, Foolish Heart,
13 more. Nonesuch 124748
Tchaikovsky, Symphony No, 4
Chicago Symphony Orchestra'
Solti. London DIGITAL 125038

Brahma, Cello Sonatas Yo-Yo Ma,
cello; Emanuel Ax.piano. Grarumy
Award Winner! RCA DIGITAL 154044
Galway & Yamashita: Italian
Serenade Flute & guitar works
by Paganini, Cimarosa, Giuliani,
others. RCA DIGILAL 173824

SAVE
5
,

Gregorian Chant Schola of the
Hofburgkapelle, Vienna. Hauntrigly
serene. Philips DIGITAL 115434

(»e-rew/f/4;‘,ii /)740/it)yeieicie

Debussy, La Mer; Nocturnes
Boston Symphony Orchestra/Davis
Philips DIGITAL 115C68

P.O. Bo< 91406

3Compact discs or records or cassettes for just $1!
Begin your membership now by choosing any 3albums shown
here for just Si plus shipping and handling. Send no money
now We want you to judge for yourself before you decide to buy.
If not delighted, return your 3albums at the end of 10 days
without obligation.

Indianapolis, IN 46291

YES! Please accept my mempershe in The Internatioral Preview Society and send me, for 10 days' FREE examination, the 3 albums Inave
indicated below tmay return them after 10 days and owe nothing, or
keep them and pay only $ 1plus shipping & handling. Iunderstand that
I'm not obligated to buy anything ever ,
IPS/6550 E 30th St / Inchanapohs, IN 46219

his remarkable $1offer is being made to
introduce you to an outstanding classical music
membership—with never any obligation to buy.

Substantial savings with our half-price bonus plan.
For every regular purchase you do make, you'll receive bonus
certificates good for half-price discounts. A shipping/handling
charge is added to each shipment.
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get additional albums at half price!

Slatkin Conducts Russian
Showpieces Pictures At An
Exhibition, more. RCA DIGITAL 154358

You'll find hundreds of outstanding albums in each issue of the
Society's magazine, which will be sent to you approximately
every 3weeks. That gives you 19 convenient, shop-at-home
opportunities ayear. But there is no obligation to accept any
offering at any time.
You choose only the music you want!
If you'd like to accept the Main Selection, you need not do a
thing. It will be sent automatically. If you'd prefer an alternate
selection or none at all, just mail back the Notification Card by
the specified date. You'll always have at least 10 days to decide.

INSTANT HALF-PRICE BONUS PLAN

Please send all
selections on

El Compact Disc

CLCassette

0 Record

Write Selection Numbers Here:

Cl Mr.
0 Mrs
OMiss

First Name

Initial

Last Name

PLEASE PRINT)

Address
City

Apt
State

Zip

Telephone (

Area 2.ode
NOTE: Members who select corrpact a ISCS will be serviced by the
Compact Disc Club Full membership details will follow wtth the
same 10-day, no-obligation, no minimum purchase privilege

X

cu

I Limited to new members. continental US A only One membership per family We reserve the

(sl I

o

L

right to request additionol information Iir reiect any
application Local taxes, fany, will be added

PY6
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New, Expandable
Diskette Duplicator
Model 40 delivers 240 copies per hour, using
any IBM PC/XT/AT or compatible.
•Multiple Formats, Including PS/2
•On-Screen Production Statistics
•Expandable Up to 8Drives
•Multi- tasking

$1,995

11111111111111
ulttE::5..:5•:•à„V,N%

%dam
New Desktop and high-volume Production Autoloaders also
available, for unattended operation. For more information
or to order, call 415-651-5580.

Datapath

SoftPC application, and a
hard disk file. The hard disk
file emulates a 1- megabyte
DOS- formatted hard disk
drive, complete with MS-DOS
3.30, including the DOS utilities and GWBASIC 3.22.
Itried both versions of
SoftPC on aMac II that was
equipped with an Apple PC
drive card and a51
4-inch floppy disk drive. Screen response, compared to other
PC- compatibility products
I've seen, was downright
snappy: The window was as
fast as areal PC's screen, and
no lines were lost during
scrolling. XyWrite III Plus,
one of the most ill-behaved PC
programs in existence, ran
perfectly and responded accurately to the extended keyboard's function keys.

Printing to the LaserWriter
with the Epson FX-80 mode
from within XyWrite was slow
but reliable. Iencountered no
problems when issuing DOS
commands to drive A.
SoftPC is MultiFindercompatible, although it does
no background processing,
and cutting or pasting to and
from the PC window is not
supported. You won't be able
to run under MultiFinder on a
Mac with 2 megabytes of
RAM: SoftPC uses 1.7 megabytes of RAM. Even if you
don't use MultiFinder, this is a
tight fit.
If you need to dabble in the
realm of MS-DOS once in a
while and own or can afford a
PC drive card and disk drive,
SoftPC is aviable option.
—Tom Thompson

Precision Media Duplication Products
1988. Doto path Technologies, Inc., 46710 Fremont Blvd., Fremont, CA 94538.

MAXIT

increases your
DOS addressable conventional
memory beyond 640K

• Add up to 256K
above 640K for programs like FOXBASE
and PC/FOCUS.
• Short card works in

• Top off a 512 IBM

Ar.

memory to 640K
and add another

• Compatible with
EGA, Network, and
other memory cards.

128K beyond that.
• Run resident

• Add up to 96K above

the IBM PC, XT, AT,

programs like

and compatibles.

Sidekick above 640K.

640K to all programs.

Break through the 640 barrier.
MAXIT increases your PC's available

PC, XT, AT or compatible. The MAXIT

memory by making use of the vacant

256K memory card and software works

unused address space between 640K

automatically. If you have questions,

and 1 megabyte. ( See illustrations)

our customer support people will

Extend the productive life of your, IBM

answer them, fast.

Souping Up
the Toshiba
Laptop

rneeneetry •
0.10/111
ea....• •un
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..1•1,14 to
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0110

legins
(01161 * 6•011 4.2 • CO.
co • Camp. /v0e Dum

Ai / 1.6 mac...ed.'''. or .04 e0a • 1.00 11E11C

Order toll free 1-800-227-0900. MAXIT is just $245 plus $4 shipping, and
applicable state sales tax. Buy MAXIT today and solve your PC's memory crisis.
Outside the U.S .A. call 1-415-548-2085. We accept VISA, MC, American Express
MAXIT isy trademark of Osborne McGraw-Hill IBM is aregistered trademark of International
Business Machines Corporation, Sidekick is aregistered trademark of Borland International, Inc.
FOXBASE
is a trademark of Fox Software; Hercules is a trademark of Hercules Computer
Technology, Inc. XT and AT are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. Compaq is aregistered trademark of Compaq Computer Corporation.
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W

hen Isat down to install
EasyTalk from Megahertz on the Toshiba T1100
Plus, Imade sure Ihad some
aspirin in the toolbox. It has
been amonth when everything
I've touched has either
continued

THE FACTS
EasyTalk
$299.95
Requirements:
T1100 Plus or T1200.
Megahertz Corp.
2681 Parley's Way
Salt Lake City, UT 84109
(801) 485-8857
Inquiry 857.

We'll GiveYou
Six Solid Reasons
WhyYou Should
Be Developing
YourApplications
In Clarion.

1

Slash Your Total Development Effort...
From Prototyping To Completion

You'll get live results fast—even before you write the
first line of code. Ideas become running applications in a
few hours.
Designer, the front-end application generator, allows
you to produce major programs with no coding. It
eliminates prototyping as apreliminary step because design
and source code generation are done concurrently. You can
implement adazzling color screen or areport in minutes.
You'll probably never code ascreen again!

2

Automatically Generate Commented
Source Code For Your Entire Application

The Professional Developer's Designer is the most
powerful application generator in the industry. It creates
structured source code that is fully commented. You can
easily add to it, modify it, or just admire it.
And The Professional Developer is acomplete development environment with all the tools that you need.

3

Create High-Speed, Bullet- Proof Data
Management With Built- In LAN Support

Advanced techniques allow you to tune ‘ our data
management to fit each application. Use related files, data
encryption, memo fields, automatic recovery, and commit
and rollback—all without compromising Clarion's high
level of performance. And complete LAN features are
included so the applications you develop will run on your
network without any additional run-time or LAN PACK cost.

4

Interface To Your Own Cor Assembler
Routines For Special Requirements

The Professional Developer will support special device
routines and complex logic written in Cand Assembler.
You won't have to completely re-write all those existing
procedures. You can produce completely open-ended
solutions that can grow with your needs or requirements.

5

Produce Executable Programs That Don't
Need Run-Time Systems

CLARION
PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPER
%ordure aanm.esunola
•

>l01. ANC
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MAIO,° DE\eLoPER

Compile your application into an . EXE program that will
run on astand-alone computer or workstation so you can
distribute your programs without costly run-time systems.

- ';;;; .;‘"'

6
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-
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Get Started Immediately. You'll Be
Productive The First Day.

Although there's alot of horsepower " under the hood,"
you'll be producing programs soon after you open the
package You'll find the whole environment friendly and
comfortable PC Week says: "Clarion is easy to learn and
easy to use."
pumiummainummummumummi.

•And One More.
We'll Give You A Free Preview!
See Your Dealer Or Call 1011 Free

(800) 354-5444
For A Free Copy Of Our Tutorial
Diskette And Introductory Material

All New Version 2.0

The Clarion Professional Developer Is A Total Programming Environment That
Runs On Any IBM PC, PS/2, Or 7)-tte Compatible With 384K Of Memory And A
Hard Disk. The Retail Price Is Just $695. NOT Copy Protected.

I

(Or, simply return this coupon).

NAFIle

Company

CLARION

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPERTM

Circle 48 on Reader Service Card
Lis:

:: l'n,fesslonal Developer and Clarion Soft.are are trademarks of Clarion Software. Cops ng,ht 988 Clanon Software

Address
City

State

Zip

Phone (
Mail This Coupon lb:

Clarion Software
150 East Sample Road, Pompano Beach,

33064
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GET SUPERSOFT's
SERVICE DIAGNOSTICS

All the software, alignment diskettes, parallel/serial wrap-around
plugs, ROM POSTs and extensive, professional documentation to
provide the most comprehensive testing available for IBM PCs,
XTs,ATs and all compatibles under DOS or Stand Alone. No other
diagnostics offers such in-depth testing on as many different types of
equipment by isolating problems to the board and chip level.
NEW: SuperSoft's ROM POST performs the most advanced
Power-on-Self-Test available for system boards that are compatible
with the IBM ROM BIOS. It works even in circumstances when the
Service Diagnostics diskette cannot be loaded.
NEW: 386 diagnostics for hybrids and

PS/2s!

For over nine years, major manufacturers have been relying on
SuperSoft's diagnostics software to help them and their customers
repair microcomputers. End users have been relying on SuperSoft's
Diagnostics II for the most thorough hardware error isolation
available. Now versions of Service Diagnostics are available to save
everyone (including every serious repair technician) time, money,
and headaches in fixing their computers, even non- IBM equipment.
All CPUs & Numeric Coprocessors

All Color Graphics & Monochrome

System Expansion & Extended Memory

Monitors

Floppy, Fixed & Non-standard Disk Drives

Parallel & Serial Ports

Standard & Non-standard Printers
System Board: DMA, Timers, Interrupt,

Mono, CGA, Hercules & EGA
Adapters

Real-time Clock & CMOS config. RAM

All Keyboards & the 8042 Controller

Join the ranks of XEROX, NCR, CDC, SONY, PRIME, ... who have
bundled SuperSoft's diagnostics with their microcomputers at no risk
because of our 30 day money back guarantee.
Service Diagnostics for PC, PC/XT, and compatibles only

$169

Alignment Diskette for PC, PC/XT and compatibles (48 tpi drives)

$ 50

Wrap-around Plug for PC. PC/XT and compatibles (parallel and serial) $ 30
Service Diagnostics for AT and compatibles only
$ 169
Alignment Diskette for AT and compatibles (96 tpi drives)
Wrap-around Plug for AT (serial)
ROM POST for PC. PC/XT, and compatibles only
ROM POST for AT and compatibles only

$ 50
$ 15

$245
$245

Service Diagnostics: The KIT (includes all of the above--save $502)

$495

Service Diagnostics for all other CPUs (386, V20, V30, Harris, etc.)
Diagnostics II is the solution to the service problems of users of all CP/M-80.
CP/M-86 and MS-DOS computers

$195

$125

ROM POST for PS/2 and compatibles only
Alignment Diskette for PS/2 and compatibles (3.5 inch)

$245
$ 50

To order, call 800-678-3600 or 217-359-2112,
FAX 217-359-7225, or write SuperSoft.

FIRST IN SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY P060x 1628 Champaign, 1L61820 (217)359-2112 Telex 270365

SUPERSOFT is aregistered trademark of SuperSott. Inc.; CDC of Control Data Corp.; IBM PC, AT .5XT of
International Business Machines Corp.; MS-DOS of MicroSoft Corp.; NEC of NEC Information Systems. Inc..
PRIME of PRIME INC.; Sony of Sony Corp.
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crashed, smoked, or simply
died. Iexpected no better from
this board. Boy, was Ipleasantly surprised.
To install the board, pop off
the back plate, slide the board
in, tighten two screws, and
flip one switch. That's it. The
software end is just as easy:
Md three lines to your CONFIG. SYS file, and you're ready
to go.
Now when you boot up your
T1100 Plus, you'll not only
find afull-function, 1200bitper- second modem, you'll
also discover amegabyte of additional memory, a RAM
disk, aprint spooler, and diskcaching capability. EasyTalk
turns your floppy disk-based
Toshiba into alaptop you can
live with.
It takes some extra time, initially, to cow files over to the
RAM disk. In about 40 seconds, my AUTOEXEC.BAT file
activated EasyTalk's utilities,
loaded Procomm and PC Write to the RAM disk, and installed SideKick into conventional memory. This freed up
my floppies for data or for additional programs. Also, because Iwas now working directly from RAM, everything
accelerated.
Procomm, the communications software that is shipped
with EasyTalk, booted from a
floppy disk in 19 seconds;
from the RAM disk, it booted
in less than 2seconds. It took
25 seconds to boot dBASE III
Plus from afloppy disk, and 2
seconds from aRAM disk.
Disk caching slashed dBASE
sort and indexing times in
half. Also, word-processing
tasks requiring disk access enjoyed hearty speed enhancement, and print spooling keeps
you working even when the
printer is busy.
Ialso like the version of Proem= (2.4) included with the
package. The screen displays
were nicely done, and the beep
accompanying each keystroke
was unobtrusive. Though Ihad
never used Procomm, Ihad no
problem learning how to use it.
Pressing Alt-F10 calls a help
file that outlines each feature,
along with the keystroke se-

quence required to activate it.
Like PC Talk, Procomm
calls most features by using the
Alt key in conjunction with a
function key; and, by asimple
change of the setup file, you
can access your favorite word
processor by striking AltA.
For quicker access, Iloaded
PC-Write to my RAM disk.
However, Icould also call
WordStar from drive A and
use it from within Procomm.
Taking atour of BIX, I
checked many of the modem's
functions: autodialing, manual dialing, macro logins,
and multiple file transfers. Of
the nine transfer protocols offered from Procomm, Itried
five—XMODEM, YMODEM, MODEM7, Kermit,
and ASCII—and each worked
without ahitch.
EasyTalk adds essential
features to a floppy diskbased laptop, and even ahard
disk drive's performance will
improve with disk caching and
aRAM disk. And everything
worked flawlessly.
—Stanford Diehl

GrandView:
More than an
Outliner
oftware products that
promise to organize your
business or your life aren't
new. But one that works is. I
quickly found that GrandView is much more than a
plain old outline program, and
that's where its power lies.
Describing GrandView
using astandard software category is difficult because,
taken as awhole, it pushes the
edge of current software development technology. But for
simplicity's sake, I'll call it an
integrated software package
that's quite adept at planning
and project managing.
GrandView handles information in three different ways,
called views: outline, document, and category. Outline
view is indeed astate-ofthecontinued
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Great Selection + Superior Service 2
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+Competitive Prices = Top Value "174*,
‘1.0
We have the technical
expertise to fulfill your
specialized needs in software development, circuit
design, data analysis .CAD
and much more. Call today!

• No one offers you more variety.

FoxBASE* 1386
High C Metaware
NOP FORTRAN, Microway
Pharlap 3861ASMILINK

• 30- day Money- Back Guarantee'

386 SOFTWARE

• Over 500 name- brand products in
stock, if you don't see it — call!

COBOL
279 Micro Focus Products
99 MS COBOL, M,crusoft
172 Realia COBOL
RII,COBOL, Austec
SCREENIO, Norcom

BASIC
Flash-up, Software Bottling Co
MS Basic DORM. 6.0
MS OuickBASIC
OuickPak, Crescent Software
TBASIC, TransEra Corp
Turbo Basic, Borland
Turbo Basic Toolboxes, Borland

AZTEC C-Commercial, Manx
C-terp, Gimpel
Lattice C
w. Source
Microsoft C
OuickC, Microsoft
Turbo C, Borland

t3C

1

69
60
453
69
69

CALL
400
265
69
69

CLIBRARIES
101
125
125
69
125
125
215
279
101

CTOOLS PLUS 5.0, Blaise
CUtility Library, Essential
Essential Communications
Greenleaf CSampler
Greenleaf Comm Library
Greenleaf Functions
PforCe, Phoenix
TimeSlicer, Lifeboat
Turbo CTOOLS, Blaise

115
799
130
181
182
127s

DESOview, Quarterdeck
Microport — Sys• V1386 Como.
MS Windovni386, Microsoft .
PC MOS/386, Software Link
VIA/386, IGC
SCO XENIX — Complete

• Latest versions

Software Development Tools
ASSEMBLERS
ADVANTAGE Disassembler, Lifeboat $
Microsoft MASM
OPTASM, SLR Systems

459
839
553
422

S CALL
452
794
763
382

DEBUGGERS
Periscope II
5 141
OTHER Periscepo Products
CALL
Advanced Trace-86, Morgan Computing
121
Breakout, Essential
89
Tdebug PLUS V.4.0, Turbo Poser Soft
39
tv/Source
80
Pfix86plus, Phoenix
215

Drawbridge, Courseware Applic
Essentiallraphics
Oreille Software Endeavors
OSS Graphics Dee. Toolkit, Software
Endeavors399
HALO '88, Media Cybernetics
HOOPS, Ithaca Software
MetaWINDOW, Metagraphics
MetaVIINDOIN PLUS
Turbo ININDOW/C
Turbo HALO (Turbo CI, Media Cybernetics

111
229
322
229
554
162
232
BO
80

OBJECT — ORIENTED
ACTOR, White Water Group
ADVANTAGE C + + , Lifeboat
PforCe • . , Phoenix
Smalltalk/V, Digitalk
Smalltalkilf 285

$

4 23

479
215
85
159

OPERATING SYSTEMS
EDITORS
g1
7
9
9
BRIEF, Solution Systems $ CALL Microport DOS Merge
w dBRIEF
_
CALL Microort Sys VAT
PASCAL
EDIX, Emerging Technology
169 SCO XENIX System V999
189 EMACS, Unipress
MS Pascal, Microsoft
268 Wendin-DOS80
189 Epsilon, _Lug ar u
Pascal- 2, Oregon Sot twari.
151 Other Microport, Sco, Viendin Products CALL
69 KEDIT, Mansfield
Turbo Pascal, Borland
120
549
Professional Pascal, Metaware
MULTI- EDIT, American Cybernetics
90 SCREENS/WINDOWS
S 209
Norton Editor
70 Greenleaf Data Windows
PASCAL LIBRARIES ( TURBO!
69
PC EDT • , Boston Business Computing
269 MS Windows, Microsoft
319
115 MS Windows Den. Kit, Microsoft
Turbo Pascal Den. Lib. Borland
$ 289 Pmate, Phoenix
395
185 PANEL Plus, Lifeboat
Metrabyte Data Ace. 'MOLL Ouinn-Curtis 90 SPF / PC, Command Technolory
99
VEDIT PLUS, CompuView
131 PANEL OC or /TC
Turbo Pascal S& ETools, Quinn- Curtis
69
162
80 Vitamin C, Creative Programming
Turbo HALO, Media Cybernetics
80 XTC. YVenchn
CALL
Windows f
or Data, Vermont Creative
Turbo MAGIC, Sophisticated Software
90 FILE MANAGERS
169
ScreenStarvelSeurce, Essential
Turbo ASYNCH PLUS, Blaise
101
Turbo
119
185 SoftCode. Software Bottling Co
Power Tools Plus, Blaise
101 Btrieve, Softcraft
101
189 Turbo POWER SCREEN
Xtrieve
109
Report Option
MODULA- 2
141 OTHER PRODUCTS
CBTREE, Peacock System
LOGITECH Module-2
318 Dan Bricklin's Demo Program,
c-tree, Faircom
81
241
Compiler Kit
r- tree
Sc
Software Graden
199 dBC III, Lattice
Development System
172 MKS Toolkit
145
141 dBC 111/1Iw/Source
Toolkit
363 MS OS/2 Programmer's Toolkit
229
89 dBC III PLUS
599 PC lint, Gimp&
SOLID B Toolbox, Solid Software
101
179 db VISTA OR dIsOUERY, Rama
StonyBrook Modula2
CALL Plink86Plus,Phoenix
279
599 Pelytren PVCS CORPORATE
XOL, Softcraft
323
159
386 DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
Pre-C, Phoenix
GRAPHICS
269
SEIDL
Version
Manager
$
66
386-Max Qualitas
81
Source
Print,
Aldebaran
Labs
5
229
839 ADVANTAGE Graphics, Lif eboat
ADVANTAGE 386 C. Lifeboat

Science & Engineering Software
CIRCUIT DESIGN SCHEMATIC CAPTURE
$ 849
Hi WIRE, Wintek Corp
759
MICRO-CAP II, Spectrum Software
CALL
PADS Drill, CAD Software
CALL
PADS PCS,
CALL
PADS Route,
899
PSpice, MicroSim
309
Device Equations Source
399
Probe graphics post-processor
399
Parts parameter estimator
309
Monte Carlo Analysis
309
Digital Files
Schema II, ° m ot ion
449
smARTWORK, Wintek Corp
849
Tango PCB, ACCEL Tech
469
469
Tango Route, ACCEL Tech
DATA ACQUISITION SIGNAL AN

CAD
$ CALL
AutoCAD, by Autodesk
65
Autosketch, by Autodesk
79
Speed Enhanced Version
219
Design CAD, American Small Bus Comp
239
Drafts 1Ples,Foresight
169
Drafix 3-D ModeletForesight
139
EASYCAD, Evolution Computing
699
EGAD, Pelton Engineering
1,849
FASTCAD, Evolution Computing
69
Generic CADD
159
12 179 Generic 3-I3 Solid Modeling
119
198 9 3-0 Rendering Module
459
1989 In' A ' Vision,Micrograf x
239
Windows Draw vo/Clip Art
1,609
319
Windows Graph
849
89
469 LaserCAD, OSL Link
355
PRO3DPC,
Enabling
Technologies
749
79
17 5 TurboC AD, MSA Group

Asyst 2.9
Asyst Modules 1, 2, 3
Asyst Modules 1, 2, 4
Asyst Module 1, 2
Asystant Plus, Macmillan
Asystant, Macmillan
DADISP, r1/SP Systems
DADISP-488, DSP Systems
Fourier PERSPECTIVE II, Alligator Trans
HYPERSIGNAL, Hyperception
HYPERSIGNAL Plus
LABTECH Acquire, Lab Tech Corp
LABTECH CHROM,
LABTECH Notebook,
LABTECH Real Time Access,
Lotus Measure
0.E.D. D.A. and Control, Hart Scientific
SNAP-CALC, HEM Data Corp
SNAP-FFT, HEM Data Corp
SNAPSHOT STORAGE SCOPE
UnkelScope Junior Unkel Software
UnkelScope Level '
I,
UnkelScope Level 2 ,

32 9
309
439
1«„_,
709
269
445
799
350
295
495
109
315
499

PLOTTING AND GRAPHING
ChartBuster PC, lnterchart Software $
Datatap Graph, Milhalisin Assoc.
0mniplet Scientific Endeavors
PC MAP I
II,Peeriess Engineering
PLOTZ,_Curtis Technical Soft
TECH*GRAPH •PAD, binary engineering
EQUATION SOLVERS
Eureka: The Solver, Borland

282
89
189
79
79
395

MathCAD 2.0, MathSoft
Math Mate, MCAE Technologies
muMATH, Soft Warehouse .
SolvelT!, Structured Scientif ic Software
Solver-0, SDDC
TICSolver Plus, Universal Tech Sys

$

AUTOCAD ADD-ONS
AutoESL, Systems Unlimited of CA
AutoSHAPES
FSIMPLEX,
Turbo View, Sublogic Corp

279
189
89
449

MOUSE PRODUCTS
LOGITECH HiREZ Mouse
LOGITECH Serial or Bus Mouse.
LOGITECH Others
LOGITECH Series 2Mouse
Microsoft Ser or Bus Mouse
WEasy CAD
WiLISIVindows
SUMMAMOUSE, Summagraphics

369 APL LANGUAGE
259
269 API. PLUSIPC,STSC
755 API- PLUS PC TOOLS,
319 Pocket APL
259
SCIENTIFIC TEXT PROCESSING
CHEM-TEXT, Molecular Design Ltd
119 EXACT, Technical Support Sciftware
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$

$

149
99
CALL
89
99
119
139
99

499
209
80

S 1.500
419

EXPBrooks/Cole Publishin..
For Math. Shantha Sol twai•e
Lotus Manuscript
PC TEX Personal TEX
T3 Sci. Word Pros. ICI Scrtware Res
STATISTICS
ABstat, Anderson Bell
CSS, StatSoft
Micrestat Ecosof t
NWA STATPAK, Northwest
P-STAT
The Scientific Wheel, Dalin Inc.
SPSS/PC •
StatPac Gold, Walonick Associates
STATS • , StatSoft
THE SYSTAT
ADDITIONAL SSE PRODUCTS
ATLAS*GRAPHICS, SISO
Atoms, Curtis Technical Soft
COMPEDITOR,Aveco Inc
Engineer's Aide, Eng Prog Concepts
LASCAUX 1000 Calculator
PC•Matlab, The Math Work
Control System Toolbox

Ordering
Information

We accept AMERICAN EXPRESS. MC. VISA and
PERSONAL CHECKS There
is no surcharge on credit
card or C00 New York
State residents must add
sales tax Shipping and
handling 83 95 per item
within the U S . sent UPS
ground Rush and international service available Can
for prevailing rates
•International orders add
$10 for export preparation.
•Prices and policies mai
change without notice
•Dealers and C
Moyers cell for special
rates.
•Mail orders must includ
Om amber.
•Ask f
or details before yu,
buy. some manufacturers
won't take returns if disk
seals are broken

129
379
445
229
499

375
279
199
25

System ID Toolbox
POINT FIVE, Pacific Crest
The Professional Wheel„ Galin Inc
Units, Curtis Technical Soft
FORTRAN LANGUAGE

DIFF-E-0_,Microcompattbles $
449
315 Extend, Design Decisions
131
469 Graf matic or Plotmatic. Microcomoatibles 119
319
805
749 Lahey F77L-EM 32
89
659 Lahey Personal FORTRAN
445
99 MathPac, Systolic Systems
289
749 Microsoft FORTRAN w/CodeView
249
539 Numerical Analyst, Magus
479
229 RM/FORTRAN, tiustec
135
CALL Spindrift Library, Laboratory LTD
279
SSP1PC, Lattice

155
649
55
659
375

GAUSS
GAUSS Prog. Lang., Aptech Sys
GAUSS Math & Scat System

5

189
339

LASMS SIMULATORS
Microtec, Reims, Uniware, Ouelo $ CALL

Call for your FREE catalog today!
In the U.S. call

1-800-333-3141
International Orders 914-332-0756
•

SCIERCE
Engineering
•

•

SOFTWARE CO.
55 South Broadway, Tarrytown, NY 10591
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A Drawing Tool...

The Spad biplane was drawn using the Arts & Letters
Graphics Editor — adrawing tool for the rest of us!
Printed on the Linotronic L-300.

Short on lime?

Because you don't need to specify control points
when drawing Bezier curves, freehand drawing
is greatly simplified. And don't worry if the
lines you've drawn appear squiggly — the
Graphics Editor will convert them into smooth
curves automatically.

For those of us with little artistic skill, and even
less time, the Arts & Letters Graphics Editor
offers the ability to modify professionally drawn
clip art quickly and easily.

For example, the drawing of aonehump camel
can easily be changed to atwohump camel.
Just place the cursor at the top of the single hump
and drag the curve down to form two humps.
Often you will find the exact drawing you
need from among the thousands of clip art
drawings available with Arts & Letters. But if
you don't, there is usually adrawing you can
customize to your requirements.

96
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Of course you can also split ashape at apoint,
delete segments, join shapes, snap to points
and move apoint or group of points. And the lines
and curves will be smoothly joined and stay
smooth throughout the editing process.

/

The above drawing was created in about two
minutes. If that sounds too good to be true,
see for yourself. Order avideotape demonstration
of the Graphics Editor today.

for the Rest of Us.
No Need to Trade In Your PC
The Arts & Letters Graphics Editor is a
freehand drawing tool for IBM and IBM
compatible personal computers.
You draw with amouse using pull-down
menus and dialogue boxes or select the most
commonly used functions from an on-screen
toolbox. Unlike apaint program, your
drawing is composed of lines and curves, not
pixels, so you can size, stretch, rotate, flip,
bend and twist it any which way.

Can't Draw aStraight Line?
We developed Arts & Letters just for you.
Depending on your level of artistic ability,
there are several ways to create highquality line art.

Modify Predrawn Clip Art
The Graphics Editor comes with over 1,000
clip art drawings, and thousands of optional
drawings are also available. So you can
start with most of the work already done
for you by aprofessional artist.

Trace Scanned Images
Trace scanned artwork, logos, blueprints and
photos. Use the editing features to fine tune the
drawing. Very little artistic skill is required
and this approach gives you an unlimited
choice of subject matter.

Draw Your Own
Of course if you're askilled artist, you can draw
complex illustrations freehand. But when
you're working against adeadline, modifying
predrawn clip art can save lots of time.

Perfect For Desktop Publishing
Using cut, copy and paste commands,
drawings created using Arts & Letters can be
incorporated in any of the popular word
processing or desktop publishing applications
that support Windows. You can also
exchange data with any non-Windows
application that supports EPS, CGM or TIFF.

ARTS &

Grehi
cs Editor
Product Requirements
•Any computer with Microsoft Windows, and
the appropriate version of MS-DOS; one
flexible disk drive and one fixed disk drive.
•Amouse or other drawing device.
•512K RAM memory (640K recommended).

Microsoft and MS DOS are registered trademarks of Microsoft
Corporation. IBM is aregistered trademark of International Business
Machines Corporation. Arts & Letters is atrademark of Computer Support
Corporation Product specifications

ate SUbpeCi

to change without nonce

Circle 65 on Reader Service Card

Send for your videotape
demonstration of the
Graphics Editor today.

$595

Suggested Retail

Computer Support Corporation
15926 Midway Road
Dallas, Texas 75244
(214) 661-8960
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Circle 51 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 52)

SHORT TAKES

C talk'''
Object- oriented Extensions For C
C_lalk, A SERIOUS TOOL FOR
SERIOUS SOFTWARE ENGINEERS:

ile

CI Adds encapsulation, inheritance and dynamic
messaging to your C compiler.
LI Smalltalk-like Browser for building objects.

ee

O Semi-automatic Make for building applications.
O Preprocessor for converting objects to standard C source code.
O Foundation classes to help you get started.
O Professional telephone support from our engineering staff.

Start building software components into your next application.
Join the leading edge today.
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Order Now:
CNS, Inc.
Software Products Dept.
frees fl8 fee bus;

7090 Shady Oak Road

Ctrl-letara to Create • Mew headline;

Ft for

Eden Prairie, MN 55344
Tel: ( 612) 944-0170
Fax: ( 612) 944-0923
30 day money back guarantee

e

MasterCard. Visa
ShiPPng

I. Wordy...

..... noon

THE FACTS
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GrandView
$295

C_tak is designed or an IBM*
PC ( or compatible) with
Microsoft* C. Lattice C. Turbo
C. or C86 A system with a
hard drive and mouse is highly
recommended
IBM in • registered Immlninork of IBM
Corp MICROSOFT is woofed
tradornarli of MICROSOFT CORP
C_rMk O. trarlerniffli of CRS. Inc

dap

w

##®
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DP100 MINI-AT ENCLOSURE
Ideal for Plug-In AT CPU
Boards:
•MICROMINT CCAT (OEM-286)
board (see " Circuit Cellar"
Sept ' 87)
•SIGMA DESIGNS CPU 386
board set
•and Others

$252 00
•Five 8/16 bit full-length
expansion slots
•Three 1/2 height drive
slots w/drive mounting
rails
•100 watt power supply
w/high surge capacity &
fan
•Keyboard connector,
keylock & speaker

DISKS PLUS
AliCrocOmputetS &

Peripherals

DISKS PLUS, INC.
356 Lexington Drive
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089
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•Four serial/parallel
connector punchouts
•Dimensions: 6.25" Hx
11.75" W x15.25" D
IrademaMs IBmPL AT internationni Koine. Mad». Corp CUT
anal:TEAT 286 The Akron. in CPU 386 Sigma Designs inT

Telex: 650 249 2139 MCI UW
Fax: (312) 537-8331
Technical and more info:
(312) 537-7888
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Symantec
Living Videotext Division
117 Easy St,
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 964-6300
Inquiry 851.

art outliner, with ahost of features that let you expand, contract, and move outline
elements around.
Document view is a fancy
term for GrandView's word
processor. Taken by itself,
however, it's aword processor
with features that put it nearly
on a par with stand-alone
word-processing packages
with hefty price tags. It's also
customized to work seamlessly with the rest of the
package.
Ifound Grand View's category view its most intriguing
and potentially most useful
feature. It lets you take information from your outline or
other document and assign it—
as the name implies—to acategory. It gathers related information from throughout an
outline and displays it on asingle screen.
For instance, in along outline that covered all the aspects
of apublishing project, category view let me quickly pull
out editorial, circulation, and
marketing areas and see their
dependencies and schedules.

Requirements:
IBM PC, XT, AT, or
compatible, or IBM PS/2;
DOS 2.0 or higher and
256K bytes of RAM; hard
disk drive recommended.

In category view, an outline or
document becomes an effective project manager, though
GrandView is far from afullfledged project-management
package.
While it's relatively easy to
throw together a quick outline or two, getting the most
out of the package's features
requires time and dedication.
You'll need to learn numerous unfamiliar terms, and I
was at first frustrated by keystroke sequences that seemed
strange (e.g., Control- Enter
to add a new heading to an
outline).
If your outlining needs tend
toward simple priority lists,
GrandView is much more than
you need. But if you have areal
need to organize scattered
pieces of information into viable projects, GrandView—
once you get over the top of the
learning curve— will save
scads of time and money. Considering this program's
power, the $295 price tag is
more than reasonable.
—Stan Miasticowski
continued

SHORT TAKES

-WITHOUT SACRIFICING -

HIGH PERFORMANCE As fast as 17msec
HIGH CAPACITYAs large as 319mB
•RELIARIITY
— At Least 1year warranty
-

HARD DRIVES
301 mB and Above
MiniScribe 9380E (ESDI)
Maxtor EXT4380 (ESDI)

319mB 17msec fh
319mB 27msec fh

$2659.00
$2749.00

101mB to 300mB
MiniScribe 6128 (RLL)
Maxtor ) T2190 ST506

108mB 28msec fh
150mB 30msec fh

Maxtor XT1140 ST506

112mB 27msec fh

$749.00
$1988.00
$1845.00

61mB to 100mB
MiniScribe 6085
MinScribe 6079 (RLL)
MiniScribe 3675 (RLL)
Seagate 4096

72mB 28msec fh
66mB 28msec fh
62mB 61 msec hh
80mB 28msec fh

Seagate 21/R (RLL)

65mB 39msec hh

$649.00
$599.00
$339.00
$699.00
$399.00

41mB to 60mB
MiniScribe 6053-2
MiniScribe 3650
Seagate 251-1
Seagate 251-0

44mB 25msec hh
42mB 61msec hh
42mB 28msec hh

$499.00
$299.00
$449.00

42mB 39msec hh

$359.00

201mB to 40mB
MiniScribe 8438 (RLL)F
MinScribe 8425F
MiniScribe 8438 (RLL)
MiniScribe 8425
Seagate 238 (RLL)
Seagate 225
Seagate 138-0
Seagate 138-0 (RLL)
Seagate 125-0

30mB 40msec 31/2"
2OrnB 40msec 31/2"
30mB 65 msec 31/2"
20mB 65msec 31/2"
30mB 65msec hh
20mB 65msec hh
30mB 40msec 31/2"
30mB 40msec 31/2"
20mB 40msec 31/2"

$249.00
$239.00
$225.00
$215.00
$225.00
$215.00
$379.00
$319.00
$249.00

XT Kits— Additional $50 for MFM drives, $60 for RLL drives
QUANTITY PRICING AVAILABLE

100% SATISFACTION GUARANHE
Full manufacturers warranty plus 30 days 100% satifaction
guarantee. If you are not completely satisfied with the
products that are shipped, simply call to return within 30 days.

CONFUTER PRODUCTS CORPORATION

4657 MacArthur Lane, Boulder, CO 80301 • 303-4424747
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What, Me
Forget?

J

ust what Ineed, an additional terminate-and-stayresident (TSR) desk accessory
program. Well, maybe Idon't
need this one, but it did save
me the embarrassment of forgetting two birthdays.
Forget- Me- Not (FMN)
from Sterling Castle Software
is acalendar/timer TSR program with a unique ASCIIbased engine. ( Iwas working
with aprerelease version.) It
can pop up reminders on your
screen at times and dates you
choose. Also, it can activate
batch files you create to do
tasks, such as sending multiple
messages via electronic mail
or anetwork and doing backups or disk maintenance when
you aren't using the machine.
To do network communications, you need acopy of FMN
installed at each node.
Sterling Castle bills FMN
as " the first timed- release
software." The heart of it is
the concept of file accessibility. FMN can read all printable ASCII characters in afile
and respond accordingly. If
you want to set up abiweekly
midnight or lunchtime backup
process, just get into your favorite word processor and type
in the necessary commands,
just as you would if you were
going to do the backup manually. You must preface the
batch file with an FMN control line that specifies the type
of message it is and at what
times and on what days you
wish it to occur.
Save the unformatted file
and copy it to the appropriate
FMN message file. You can
have up to 16 different message types, each customized to
fit your situation. When the
conditions you specified are
met, the file will activate.
When it's done, you'll find a
message that indicates success. If there is no message,
you know something went
awry.
If you're worrying about a

private reminder popping up
while someone is looking over
your shoulder, FMN covers
that, too. You can attach an acknowledgment attribute to
your messages so the computer
will beep when the reminder is
ready to pop up. Unless you hit
the appropriate key, which is
also selectable, the message
won't be displayed.
If you are already using
TSRs like SuperKey, SideKick, Homebase, ProKey, or
others that give you some sort
of notepad and keyboard
macro capability, you can use
them to automate the reminder- writing process. For instance, if you have a " call
back" file format for returning phone calls, you can set up
keyboard macros to leap from
your present application into
your word processor or notepad TSR.
Once there, you type in the
reminder you need, send the
file to FMN's " call back"
file, and jump back to your
original application with a
minimum of keystrokes. If
your TSRs work with your
other applications software
and can produce ASCII files,
FMN should work just fine for
you.
FMN is written in assembly
language and requires 24K
bytes and some buffer memory, for atotal of 64K bytes. A
version that will operate in extended memory is being considered for alater release.
—Gene Smarte
THE FACTS
Forget-Me-Not

$79.95

Requirements:
IBM PC or compatible;
128K bytes of RAM; DOS
2.0 or higher.
Sterling Castle Software
702 Washington St.
Suite 174
Marina del Rey, CA 90292
(213) 306-3020
Inquiry 854.

C) 1988 Lotus Development Corporation Lotus is aregistered trademark of LOUIS Development Corporation
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How To Grow
A Laser Printer.
At QUME, we know you want
alaser printer that grows up
strong. Not grows old fast.
Which is why our full-line of
laser printing products give
you the right tools for today's
printing needs. Plus they plant
you firmly in the future by
growing whenever you do.
HOW'S IT POSSIBLE?
Through our LaserTEN
PLUS; the even more
advanced ScripTEN;
the new ScripTEN
Upgrade Kit; or
PageLINK, our
office publishing
system.

Postscript® — offering you 35
type styles on either Apple® or
IBM ® computers. All at aswift
10 ppm, with 3Mbytes of
memory.

LaserTEN PLUS investment by
upgrading it to full PostScript
and ScripTEN features to meet
all your desktop publishing
needs.

Or for general office printing
needs, start with our 10 ppm
LaserTEN PLUS. It gives you
incredible print quality at an
incredible value.

And if that's not enough to
satisfy your growing pains,
there's also PageLINK. It
allows up to 9PC users to
enhance their existing
software to true
publishing quality.

e

ADVANCE to the superior
text and graphics of a ScripTEN.

BEGIN with the crisp
looking text of a Laser7EN PLUS.

THE GRAPHIC DETAILS.

'
- ,

The QUME ScripTEN makes
both you and your work look
great through 300 dpi resolution. Not to mention the fact
that it speaks fluent Adobe

.431,
• •

IT'LL GROW ON YOU.
Best of all, you'll like the
LaserTEN PLUS even more
when your demands become
more sophisticated. Because
through QUME's ScripTEN
Upgrade Kit, you protect your
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TO FIND OUT MORE.

1-800-223-2479

01988 QUME Corporation
LaserTEN PLUS, ScripTEN, ScripTEN Upgrade
Kit and PageLINK are trademarks
of tourne Corporation. Apple is aregistered
trademark of Apple Computer, Inc..
IBM is aregistered trademark of International
Business Machines Corporation.

Original output from QUME LaserTEN PLUS and ScripTEN.
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we understand. Because
family
WhichQUME's
is something
of printers has been
connecting customers
with e
letter quality printing for years.

Call today for ademonstration or to receive
your free copy of "
How
QUME Grows Leer
Printers". Learn how to get
alaser printer that grows
strong in any business climate.

printer.

'
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THAT'S TRUE FAMILY
CONNECTIONS.

Ulna
500 Yosemite Dr., Milpitas, CA 95035
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS
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Tom Thompson

Sun's New
Workstation:
the Sun386i
A microcomputer
workstation that combines
Unix multitasking, a
window-based interface,
and the ability to run
several virtual PCs

M

ultitasking operating systems have been promising
to provide microcomputer
users with many services
that mainframe users enjoy, such as electronic mail and background processing.
Unfortunately, the promise has so far remained merely apromise.
The Commodore Amiga came with a
multitasking kernel from the start, but its
baroque command set, low- resolution
display, and lack of hardware memory
protection makes using it achore at best.
Microsoft's OS/2 with the Presentation Manager is slated to be released late
this year, and programs that take advantage of its multitasking features will undoubtedly arrive even later.
Apple's A/UX system provides multitasking, but it's literally Unix running on
a Macintosh II: Gone is the familiar
point-and-click user interface that many
Mac users enjoy. Currently, some Mac
applications can run under A/UX, but
others can't. Like the situation with
OS/2, Macintosh applications will be revised to be A/UX compatible, but until
then, Mac users, like PC users, will have
to wait.
A solution to this hurry-up-and-wait
dilemma comes in the form of Sun's
newest workstation, the Sun386i, designed around an Intel 80386 processor.
Typical of its workstation caliber, it runs
Unix, atime-proven multitasking operating system; it supports Ethernet commu-

nications; and it uses Sun's own Network
File System (NFS) to provide access to
files across networked devices. A pointand-click window-based user interface
with icons and buttons simplifies such
operations as examining or copying files
and answering mail.
But what has attracted the interest of
the microcomputer community is the
Sun386i's ability to execute MS-DOS
programs simultaneously as sessions in
separate windows. A sophisticated monitor program also allows them to utilize
the workstation's hard disk and memory
without conflict. And this ability to run
existing MS-DOS programs while reaping the benefits of aworkstation is available now.
The Sun386i comes in two models:
The Sun386i/150 uses 20-MHz components and has 4megabytes of 100-nano-

second (ns) fast-CAS (column- address
strobe) paged-mode RAM; the Sun386i/
250 uses 25-MHz components and has 8
megabytes of 120-ns fast-CAS pagedmode RAM and a32K-byte cache of 25ns static RAM.
There are some minor differences, but
for the most part the two microcomputers
are identical, so we'll concentrate on the
Sun386i/250. A Sun386i/250 with a16inch monitor and 91-megabyte hard disk
costs $ 17,990, and aSun386i/150 with a
15-inch monochrome monitor and 91megabyte hard disk (available in the third
quarter of 1988) costs $9990.
The Hardware
The Sun386i is a short, floor- standing
deskside unit with asingle 31
2 /
inch floppy disk drive. The system comes with a
continued
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three-button optical mouse, a 107-key
keyboard that has both Sun software-specific function keys (such as Help and
Copy) and PC function keys, and your
choice of a high- resolution color or
monochrome monitor.
The heart of the Sun386i is a single
system board that holds an 80386 processor; an 80387 math coprocessor (standard, not as an option); an 82380 DMA
controller; an Ethernet interface using
the Intel 82586 network processor, and a
custom ASIC for the system interface;
three slots for Sun 32- bit memory
boards; and avideo frame buffer slot that
accepts three types of video display
boards. All these components are connected on a32-bit high-speed proprietary
bus.
Interface electronics attach this 32-bit
bus to a16-bit AT bus and an 8-bit device
bus. The AT bus handles the parallel
printer port, floppy disk controller, three
16-bit AT-compatible slots, and one 8-bit
XT-compatible slot for expansion cards.
The device bus handles the SCSI port,
serial port, ROM and nonvolatile RAM
addressing, and clock.
The system's memory is contained on
an expansion board that plugs into one of
the memory slots. The memory board
uses 1-megabit-density, parity-checked
SIMMs (single in-line memory modules)
that mount in a rack of sixteen clip-on
sockets.
You can add extra memory to the
board in 4-megabyte increments up to the
maximum of 16 megabytes. An Intel

82385 cache controller chip is mounted
fixed 8-bit image depth that allows you to
on the board and implements a32K-byte
display 256 colors on the screen simultahigh-speed memory cache. This cache
neously from a palette of 16 million
memory board is optional on the
colors.
Sun386i/150.
Two optional high-capacity SCSI hard
The Software
disk drives are available for the Sun386i:
The core of the Sun386i operating system
91 megabytes and 327 megabytes (foris SunOS version 4.0, which is a conmatted). You can mount these drives inverged version of BSD4.2/4.3 Unix and
ternally within the system, or externally
System V.3 Unix. Besides the usual Unix
in an optional peripheral expansion box
services, SunOS provides NFS capabilisupplied by Sun. The 31
/2
inch floppy
ties, a window-based user interface
disk drive serves double duty as adrive
called SunView, and ease-of-use facilifor the Unix operating system or as drive
ties such as the Sun Organizer and Color
A for asingle MS-DOS program. Under
Editor.
MS-DOS, the drive can use both 720KSunView represents active programs
byte or 1.44-megabyte DOS-formatted
as icons, and these icons can be selected
floppy disks.
(left button) using the mouse. Selecting
An external DB-50 SCSI port and
an icon opens awindow, owned by the
switched power outlet located on the back
program, that accepts user commands or
of the computer allows you to connect the
displays information. The icons and winperipheral box, external tape drive, or
dows are placed on adesktop image quite
other SCSI peripherals to the system.
similar to the Macintosh desktop display
Also located at the rear of the computer is
(see photo 1).
a "thick" Ethernet port with DB-15 conThese windows allow you to type comnector, and two DB-25 connectors for the
mands directly into the Unix operating
serial and parallel printer ports.
system (the Commands window) or a
You have a choice of monitors and
DOS program (the DOS window). A
display boards to use with the system. A System Messages window displays error
monochrome video board provides a messages issued by SunOS as they occur.
1152- by 900-pixel display for a 15- or
A window can also present aspecialized
19-inch monochrome monitor. For color
display, as determined by the program
work, you have achoice of either avideo
that owns it. For example, the Organizer
board that provides a1024- by 768-pixel
program can give you agraphic map of
color display for a14-inch color monitor,
the hierarchy of subdirectories and files
or one that provides a1152- by 900-pixel
in your home directory.
color display on a 16- or 19-inch color
As with the Macintosh, you can open,
monitor. Both color video boards use a close, resize, and drag the SunView windows to different parts of the screen using
the mouse. The left button of the Sun386i
mouse serves as aselector; that is, it selects (or activates) the object you click on
the screen.
The middle button is used to move
icons or windows about on the Desktop,
although you need to place the pointer on
awindow's name stripe (similar to aMac
window's drag bar) or on its frame (the
border) to move it. The right button is
used to activate pop-up menus.
Clicking the right button on a window's frame pops up a Frame menu
that's used to manipulate the window
(for example, resize it) or to terminate
the process owning the window. If you
click the rightmost button within awindow's interior, aprogram-specific menu
pops up (for example, in aDOS window
this menu lets you choose the type of PC
screen display to use). Clicking on the
Desktop itself pops up aServices menu
that allows you to start aprogram not visible on the Desktop, start acopy of aprogram already running on the Desktop, or
Photo 1: On the SunView Desktop, icons represent active processes, not files.
log out of the system.
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You don't click on awindow to make it
the active window, like on the Mac. Positioning the pointer over the desired window causes its frame to be highlighted,
indicating that the process is ready to accept typed commands.
Some windows can have scroll bars
that allow you to scroll through a long
document or large display. Pressing the
mouse's left button scrolls the window's
contents upward, and pressing the right
button scrolls the window's contents
downwards. A window's name stripe
also shows the name of the process that
owns it and the current directory that the
process is using.
A Mail program lets you send, receive,
file, and print electronic mail. Selecting
its postage-stamp icon gives you awindow in which to examine or compose letters. All you need to know to send aletter
is the system name of the recipient (for
example, byte_mag), and their log-in
name on this system (editor), so the mail
address becomes editor@byte_mag.
Once you've composed aletter and addressed it, you simply click on the Deliver button and Mail will transmit it to
the appropriate remote system.
If you dislike maneuvering through
Unix hierarchies by typing commands
like cd/export/home/users/byte/pc,
you can use the Sun Organizer program.
The Organizer works like the Macintosh
Finder by presenting agraphic representation of the subdirectories and files in
your current directory. You navigate up
or down directory levels by simply pointing and clicking with the mouse on icons
and buttons in the Organizer's window.
Unlike the SunView Desktop, icons in
the Organizer program do represent files
and directories (see photo 2).
You can also copy, move, or delete
files within the Organizer by clicking on
the desired file icon and then the appropriate button. The Organizer, like most
SunOS programs, uses NFS to provide
access to remote systems. From your
/net directory, the Organizer lets you
use the same graphic interface to select
any remote Sun386i or NFS-based workstation on the network and then work
with its files. This ability to seamlessly
examine and copy files from a remote
system makes the Organizer one of the
most powerful programs on the Sun386i.
Professional programmers can still use
Unix programs such as op to copy files
from remote systems.
It Does DOS
OS/2 runs asingle MS-DOS program in
aCompatibility Box. SunOS allows you
to run multiple copies of MS-DOS ver-

sion 3.3, each in its own window, and
each running simultaneously along with
other SunOS programs. PC programs
can use the Sun386i's hard disk and floppy disk and access PC expansion boards
plugged into the AT bus slots. PC programs can also take advantage of the system's networking facilities.
The SunOS DOS Windows program
allocates memory and initializes the MSDOS environment when you open aDOS
window. Each PC program runs in the
80386's virtual 8086 mode, letting 8086
program code execute at full speed on the
processor. Since the virtual 8086 mode
does not support the 80286 protected
mode, this type of program won't run on
the Sun386i. As the program runs, the
DOS Windows program intercepts hardware-specific calls and reroutes them to
the appropriate SunOS routines.
For example, acall that writes to the
PC's screen is emulated by DOS Windows by using the proper combination of
SunView graphics routines. A DOS window can emulate a Hercules, monochrome, or CGA display. An AT-bus expansion card can provide support for
EGA/VGA displays. You select the type
of display to use by popping up amenu
within the window's interior and choosing an item from the Show Screen item.
The DOS monitor allocates 1megabyte of memory (for a640K-byte DOS
address space) and two megabytes of version 3.2 Lotus/Intel/Microsoft (LIM) expanded memory for aPC program when
it starts. DOS Windows redirects LIM

memory accesses to this virtual memory
space as they occur. Because the PC program and the LIM memory are located in
the Sun386i's virtual memory, they can
be swapped to and from the hard disk.
You can install four PC expansion
boards within the Sun386i. However, it's
not enough to physically install the board
into aslot. You have to inform SunOS of
the board's characteristics so it can respond appropriately when you access the
board. To do this, you must become a
Unix superuser and edit the boards.pc
file in the /
etc/dos/defaults directory.
In this file, you supply the address space
the board occupies and the interrupt
levels it uses (if any).
Each user has aseparate /pc subdirectory. In this subdirectory are four files:
autoexec.bat, config.sys, setup.pc,
and C:. The functions of the first two
files are obvious; the other two files need
explaining.
Setup.pc describes to SunOS which
Sun386i devices are assigned to which
DOS devices. For example, drive A is directed to the Unix device /
dev/rfd0c,
the Sun386i's floppy disk drive. C: is a
specially formatted file made to resemble a20-megabyte MS-DOS hard disk.
A DOS window normally places you
on adrive D, which is actually the current Unix directory you're working in.
However, programs with copy protection
rely on certain PC hard drive characteristics that are missing on the Sun386i hard
disk drive, and thus break during instalcontinued

Photo 2: The SunOS Organizer graphically displays the hierarchy of adirectory.
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DOS emulation, and not an overall measurement of the workstation itself.) Although I had several SunOS windows
open, these processes were idle.
With the system quiescent, one DOS
window performs better than aCompaq
386/20 (see table 1). With two DOS winSun386I
Sun386i
Sun386I Compaq
IBM
IBM
dows, you're doing slightly worse than
1task
2tasks
3tasks
386/20 PS/2 Model 80 PC AT
an IBM PS/2 Model 80. With three windows
active, performance sags close to
Matrix
2.77
5.57
10.17
3.06
4.65
11.69
that of an IBM PC AT. SunOS doesn't
Sieve
19.33
36.99
54.50
23.18
29.11
40.26
limit the number of DOS windows you
Sort
19.05
39.41
60.28
26.89
33.11
84.39
can open, but if you expect reasonable
performance, you won't use many more
than three DOS windows at atime.
ation or operation. C: is used to sidestep
Sun claims that adding more 386i sysOnce, while running an AT program
this problem by emulating an MS-DOS
tems to the network " is extremely easy
on the system, Igot an " Unsupported
hard disk for this type of software.
and requires no technical expertise." I 286 instruction" in the System Messages
PC programs assume that they have
soon put this statement to the test by conwindow, and the DOS window abruptly
exclusive access to a computer's renecting the second system's Ethernet
disappeared. All other processes and
sources. This assumption becomes a cable to the transceiver box, which was
DOS windows running were unaffected.
problem when such programs are run in a connected to the master (first) system.
A call to Sun got an explanation. The
shared environment. In the case of memAgain, the system was turned on and sev80386's built-in memory management
ory and screen I/O, the DOS Window reeral questions were answered, this time
hardware had trapped the illegal instrucdirects these functions to the appropriate
making the system a slave. After extion and called the appropriate Unix rousection of virtual memory or to the prochanging a flurry of data packets (as
tine, which then killed the process.
gram's DOS window. MS-DOS files loindicated by the status lights on the transThe DOS window's disappearing act
cated on the Sun386i hard disk are mainceiver box), the second Sun386i anwas an example of hardware memory
tained by the Unix file system via DOS
nounced its domain and system name,
protection in action: that is, the ability of
Windows, which can resolve I/O conand the connection was completed. We
the system hardware to isolate aprocess
flicts when more than one copy of MSmanaged to connect aMacintosh II runrunning amok and leave the other proDOS attempts to access them. However,
ning A/UX to the network only after we
cesses intact. This is an important area
for drive C or drive A, Unix can't help.
had set the Mac II's internet address and
that shouldn't be overlooked: MultitaskThis is because drive C is adisk emuladomain name correctly and configured it
ing operating systems should not only
tion, and is seen as one file by Unix. MSas ayellow pages client. This, needless to
run processes simultaneously, they
DOS drivers must be used to access files
say, took a number of attempts. Comshould also protect the processes' integwithin C or on drive A, and are therefore
pared to the few minutes it took for the
rity. Sun has done agood job of implesubject to the problems described earlier.
second Sun386i to connect itself automenting this type of protection in SunOS.
Sun came up with aclever solution for
matically to the network, I'd have to say
Where does the Sun386i fit in the
this problem: The first DOS window
Sun's statement about ease of network inscheme of the microcomputer industry?
opened has exclusive write access to both
stallation is true.
As an MS-DOS system, it offers good
drive A and drive C. You release the exItried XyWrite III Plus, Lotus 1-2-3
processing power and can provide it as
clusive access by terminating the DOS
version 2.01, dBASE III Plus 1.01, Devirtual PCs in several DOS windows.
window that owns them, or using amenu
signer 1.0, and a program compiled in
You also reap the benefits of aworkstaselection to modify the drive-access
QuickBASIC 4.0 in the DOS windows.
tion: good graphics, multitasking, and a
mode. This seems awkward, but if you
All programs ran reliably. Ihad aprobnetworking capability that allows you to
use your files on drive D, you let Unix
lem when using the DOS window menu
share files or send mail messages without
provide the shared access to your MSto switch to the CGA mode: Once in it,
becoming mired in the intricacies of
DOS files.
the window seemed to stop operating.
learning Unix. For those who use Unix,
The problem was traced to failing to issue
the complete set of standard BSD and
How It Performs
amode co80 command to switch to the
System V utilities is included and can be
Ihad an opportunity to examine two proemulated color monitor. Once this comused in the Commands window.
duction Sun386i/250 workstations using
mand was added to the AUTOEXEC.BAT
However, a workstation makes dea beta version of SunOS 4.0. Sun also
file, Ihad no further problems.
mands of its owner in exchange: You
generously supplied two thick Ethernet
Of course, how fast are these PC proneed someone with Unix experience to
cables and an Ethernet multiport transgrams if they run as aprocess on aUnix
configure the system software and modceiver unit so that Icould look at the sysworkstation? To answer this question, I ify it to accept PC expansion boards, and
tem's networking capabilities. The
executed a . BAT file that ran the new
manage the network as it grows. If you're
Sun386i comes with the system software
BYTE benchmarks several times and rewilling to accept the demands of amicroinstalled on the hard disk, so getting a corded the results, which Ithen averaged
computer workstation, the Sun386i will
system started was simply a matter of
by hand. Inext ran the benchmark batch
deliver ease of use and performance. •
connecting the parts, turning on the
file simultaneously in two DOS win
power, and answering several questions
dows, and then in three. (Bear in mind
Tom Thompson is aBYTE Senior Techniabout the system. This first system was
that this is amultitasking Unix system, so
cal Editor at Large. He can be reached
started as amaster server.
these numbers are only ameasure of the
on BIX as "tom_thompson."
Table 1: On the BYTE benchmarks, the Sun386i/250 did better than the
Compaq 386/20. Performance dropped as additional DOS windows were
opened. Only benchmarks using algorithms were selected to make the
performance comparison, since the DOS window is aprocess running under
Unix. (All times are in seconds.)
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Insist on a
Sysgen 51
4 "
/
drive for
your PS/2.
He

why:

A SysgenTM Bridge-File TM gives aPS/2TM full access
to your current data and software, with unparalleled
51
/"disk drive performance and reliability. You get:
4
A larger capacity drive. Two modes — a360Kb and a
powerful 1.2 Mb — assure you comprehensive transfer capabilities and convenience for total office needs. Others,
like IBM®'s, offer only 360Kb. Proven reliability. In
fact, Sysgen is the choice of over 100,000 satisfied BridgeFile and tape back-up
users. No slot loss.
The Sysgen 51
/"
4
drive adapter card
doesn't take any
additional slot space.
IBM's does. Builtin flexibility of an
external connector.
You can add another
Bridge-File drive or
Sysgen's high-performance tape back-up system,
Bridge-Tape (As aBridge-File owner, you receive a
total savings of $ 135 on Bridge-Tape!) What's more,

Sysgen's footprint is smaller. A full 50% smaller than
IBM's. For the best PS/2 access to 51
4 "disks, and the
/
best value at only $325, insist on Sysgen Bridge-File.
Sysgen offers the only complete family of data
transfer products: Including the 31
2 "Bridge-File
/
floppy disk drive, for transferring information from any
PS/2 to any PC. And the Bridge-Tape subsystem that's
PC and PS/2 compatible, giving you
total tape back-up
and data transfer
flexibility.
Call for Sysgen
literature or for
the location of the
Sysgen dealer
nearest you.

INFO HOTLINE 1-800-821-2151
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Sysgen Incorporated, 556 Gibraltar Drive. Milpitas, CA 95035, (408) 263-4411. ID Copyright Sysgen, Inc., 1988.
Trademarks: PS/2 — IBM Corporation, Sysgen, Bridge-Tape. Bridge-File — Sysgen, Inc. Registmed trademarks: IBM — IBM Corporation.

"Unlimited"
unlim'i'ted, a. [L. limitus]: The ability to expand your
personal computer's storage capacity beyond your wildest imagination.
Up until now, the concept of unlimited
PC storage capacity was about as practical as cramming all your office files into
your briefcase. Storage capacity could
only be stretched as far as the fixed
capacity of your hard disk. Or to
the limit of your patience for
shuffling through stacks of
floppies.
But imagine instead that you
could insert and remove hard disks as easily
as aVCR cassette— your PC's storage capacity would then be virtually limitless.
That's exactly the idea behind the Tandon
Personal Data Pac, the world's first and
only
portable, Winchester hard disk.
Just attach alowcost Ad-PAC drive
receptacle to your
PC, and its powers
of memory are
totally transformed. You can
choose from a
number
of self-contained,
portable Personal Data Pacs that can
be inserted and removed as easy as afloppy.
Now awhole business worth of software
and data can fit neatly into your
briefcase. Ready to go anywhere your business
will take you.
And when you
are done for the

day, your entire information base can be simply
locked away where only
you can get at it.
If you want to share your
software and data with
others, the Tandon Personal
Data Pac offers you the
cheapest and most reliable
"network" possible. Simply
transfer what you need from one
Pac to another, and turn ashared PC into
adedicated workstation, just for you.
If your travels with the Data Pac take you
on abumpy road, don't worry. Your software
and files will be safe and secure inside the
Pac's rugged housing. It
can even take atrip in the
mail or an occasional
fall off your desk.
See your Tandon
Dealer today or call us
at 1-800-556-1234,
ext. 171 ( in California
1-800-441-2345,
ext. 171) and learn
the new definition for
personal computing.
The possibilities are limitless.

Tà—
ridcon
We're redefining
personal computing.
•"'"i
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Removable
Hard Disks
20 to 100MB
TransPac hard drives are the first removable drives
from 20 to 100MB for IBM and compatible PC's, PS/
2's and the Apple Macintosh.
The TransPacs can be used for data security - you can
remove the drive and lock it up when leaving the office
-or for backing up important data on an existing drive.
The 3 1/2" TransPac can be removed from its 5 1/4"
chassis to provide you with ameans of transferring data

between PC's, ATs and PS/2's, or between Macintoshes.

Why buy a removable hard disk?
1. Data security - lock up all your files when you are
away from the office.

2. Better back up -

skip the headache of tape devices

-3times faster for backup & 1000 times faster to restore a
file.

3. No down time - In the event of disk failure, you just
snap in anew module (or your backup module) and you are
on line in seconds!

4. Transportable - put aspare chassis in another machine and carry your data with you. We also offer aportable
PC with aremovable hard disk. Take your office hard disk
with you on the road.

The TransPac can mirror the computer's primary hard
drive, providing aready source of data in the event of a
primary disk crash.
The shock-resistant TransPac drives are offered in
capacities 20, 32, 45, 60, 80 and 100M bytes, and
feature access times between 19 and 35 milliseconds.
Industry- standard interfaces, such as ST506, MFM,
RLL and SCSI are also offered as options for the drives.
ProStor's internal TransPac fits in standard 5 1/4" PC
floppy drive slots. External units are available for PC's,
PS/2's and Macintosh computers, enabling you to transfer data from one machine to another by simply inserting the disk cartridge into its case.
TransPac drives are the only removable media available
that can be locked in the machine for security when you
are away from your desk for ashort period and don't
want to remove and lock the drive in afile or safe.

5. Archival - when you fill up your disk, you can lock
it up and put another one in - no hassle! When you want to
work with
your archived disk, you're up and making
changes in under aminute.

ProStor, Inc.
55 Hawthorne St. Suite 530 San Francisco, CA 94105

6. Fault-tolerant system -

install two with our
"Mirror" software & never be down again, or use aTransPac
to mirror your existing drive.
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS

Rich Malloy

IBM's OS/2
Extended Edition
have the whole process appear as if you
were browsing through asingle database
on your own hard disk. (Unfortunately,
version of OS/2 packs its
this feature—which IBM calls Remote
Data Services—is only a " planned enown database manager
hancement," meaning that the company
will not make it available until some inand an array of
determinate date.)
In terms of code size, the EE is probcommunications interfaces
ably the most ambitious program to date
for personal computers. It will be packaged on approximately 16 31
/2
inch
disks, with each disk having acapacity of
BM's shipment of OS/2 last December was only the first in a 1.44 megabytes. The system requires an
OS/2-compatible PS/2 or AT with 3
series that will offer progressively
megabytes of RAM, and if you load the
more powerful systems. The first
whole package on a hard disk, it may
version, Standard Edition 1.0, features
completely consume a20-megabyte hard
multitasking and superior memory mandisk drive. Thus, even IBM PS/2 Model
agement that lets you run several applica50 users may have to consider purchasing
tions concurrently and switch back and
alarger hard disk drive, or implementing
forth between them at will.
only part of the EE. An installation proThis month, IBM will release the Exgram included with the system will let
tended Edition (EE) of OS/2, which inyou save disk space by installing only
cludes all the features of the Standard
those parts of the operating system you
Edition, plus support for communicaneed.
tions and a database management proNo doubt alarge part of the EE's disk
gram. At aretail price of $795, the EE
space is taken up by its help facilities. In
may be one of the better values on the
addition to contextual help screens, the
market. (Current owners of the Standard
EE also has afeature that lets you place
Edition can upgrade for $600.)
the cursor on aparticular word and call
Unlike the Standard Edition, which is
up ahelp screen pertaining to it. It also
available from other computer manufachas atutorial program that, according to
turers, the EE will probably be available
IBM, can be easily modified, depending
only from IBM. Later this year, IBM will
on your particular configuration.
replace both editions of OS/2 with free
The new OS/2 will also be the first
upgrades that will include the Presentaprogram to conform to IBM's new Systion Manager, agraphical user interface
tems Application Architecture ( SAA).
similar to Microsoft Windows (see figThis is a standard set of interfaces for
ure 1).
users and programmers, designed so that
Why include acommunications manusers can easily switch between different
ager and adatabase manager with an opapplications on different types of IBM
erating system? According to IBM's prohardware, and source-level programs can
jections, approximately 75 percent of its
be easily ported to different types of IBM
PC users will be using both database and
systems and communications facilities.
communications software on their PCs.
In addition, many users will want to run
Communicating with Several
both types of applications at the same
Systems at Once
time. The ultimate goal of the EE is to
The Communications Manager of OS/2
allow you to access several databases at
provides support in three areas: asynseveral locations at the same time, and to

This greatly enhanced

chronous communications, which you
could use to contact Dow Jones or BIX,
or to connect with non-IBM host computers; support for the 3270-style terminals used by IBM's System/370 mainframes; and support for peer-to-peer
communications using APPC ( IBM's
Advanced Program-to-Program Communications). APPC differs from the hierarchical structure of terminal-to-host communication in that it lets any machine
communicate with any other machine on
the network in an intelligent manner.
Unfortunately, network support will not
be available until version 1.1 of the EE
becomes available in November.
The goal of the Communications Manager is to allow an OS/2 workstation to
interact simultaneously with several
other systems. With such aworkstation
you could check a number of things at
once—for example, parts inventory on a
mainframe database via a3270 link, a
customer database on another OS/2 system on alocal network, and stock prices
on a COM link to Dow Jones News
Retrieval.
OS/2 Standard Version 1.0 provides
good support for asynchronous communications via adevice driver that supports
up to three serial ports. The device driver
operates with some high-level function
calls that make it relatively easy to write
acommunications program.
In the EE, IBM provides such aprogram, an asynchronous communications
program that can emulate aDEC VT-100
terminal or IBM's own 3101 terminal
and that supports XMODEM file transfers. Unfortunately, this program can be
used on only one of the asynchronous
COM ports at atime.
Perhaps the most important value of
the Communications Manager is its support of 3270-style communication with
IBM System/370 mainframes. With the
Communications Manager you may still
need acoaxial 3270-style interface card
(such as those provided by AST, DAC, or
continued
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IBM), but you will no longer need to purchase a 3270-emulation program from
IBM. One advantage of the Communications Manager on a PS/2 system is that
you can mix and match multiple 3270
and asynchronous adapters on the Micro
Channel bus. Thus, the EE is perhaps the
first program that can take real advantage of the Micro Channel architecture.
The local-area network support of the
Communications Manager will, according to IBM, be part of the November release and will support calls to NETBIOS, IEEE 802.2, and IBM's APPC
network functions. One notable omission
here is support for Ethernet. IBM claims,
however, that it may be relatively easy to
write an Ethernet driver based on one of
the other sets of functions.
SQL and aQuery Manager
When IBM announced in April 1987 that
the OS/2 EE would feature a built-in
database manager with support for
Structured Query Language (SQL), the
ripples began to be felt almost immediately in the database world. The announcement has spurred amovement toward the use of SQL and, since the EE's
database manager is just one part of a
$795 bundle of software, it may initiate

an important downward movement in
database prices as well.
The EE's database manager consists of
an SQL-based relational database engine, called Data Services, and afrontend application for this engine called the
Query Manager. The database engine
can also be accessed by embedding SQL
code into custom applications. Several
companies are expected to modify existing database managers so that they can
access this database engine. Until these
front ends become available, users may
choose to use IBM's Query Manager.
Like other SQL database engines, the
EE database divides data into aseries of
relational tables, with rows (records) and
columns (fields). You can construct a
VIEW of adatabase by SELECTing various
columns and JOINing tables. You have no
knowledge of the physical layout of the
data; you have access only to the logical
layout.
According to IBM, the database engine is very compatible with the company's DB2 database, which runs under
the VM operating system on IBM's 370
mainframes. IBM claims that the database will have about 92 percent to 93 percent of the capabilities of the mainframe
system, though it will lack asmall num-

ber of features: the GRANT and REVOKE
commands, which let network users see
certain fields and not others; the UNION
relational operator; a FORTRAN precompiler; and the ability to do date and
time arithmetic.
Managing Catastrophes
One planned area of compatibility between the EE and the larger IBM databases is in transaction management. The
goal of transaction management is to ensure that atransaction—aset of changes
or additions to the database— is completed successfully even if acatastrophe
(such as apower failure) occurs while the
transaction is being processed.
This problem is handled by apair of
functions called COMMIT and ROLLBACK.
All transactions are first written to a
buffer. If the transactions are completed,
they are written (or " committed") to the
database files. But if a problem occurs
before they are completed, the transactions are " rolled back" and executed
over again.
The COMMIT and ROLLBACK functions
are performed automatically, but aprogrammer can also have explicit control
over them. You can set up a " unit of
continued

Extended Edition 1.1
$795'

Presentation Manager
LAN support

Standard Edition 1.1
$325'
Presentation Manager

Extended Edition 1.0
$795
Database
manager

Nov. 1988

Communications
manager
Oct. 1988

Standard Edition 1.0
$325

r

Multitasking Memory
Management

July 1988

./Dec.

1987

Free upgrade for owners of version 1.0

Figure 1: The Extended Edition of OS/2 adds database and communications managers to the base operating system of the
Standard Edition. Later this year, both editions will be upgraded to include the Presentation Manager, a Windows-like graphic
user interface.
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Finally Aprogramming
tool for people
who hate manual labor.
drawing characters,
error messages,
memory usage maps,
important data structures and more.
How much more?
Well, the Guides to BASIC, Cand
Pascal contain detailed listings of
all built-in and library functions.
The Guide to BIOS/DOS/Assembly delivers acomplete collection of DOS service
calls, interrupts
and ROM BIOS
routines.
While the Guide
to OS/2 API packs a
handy DOS-to-OS/2
conversion table.
You can, of course,
find most of this
Summary data expands on
information in the
A Guides reference summary screen
command into extensive detail.
(shown in blue) pops up on top of
books and manuals
And you can select from awide
the program you're working on
variety of information.
on our shelf.
(shown in green).
But Peter Norton
—who's written quite afew books
Its one of aquintet of pop-up
himself—figured you'd rather have
reference packages, called the
it on your screen.
Norton On-Line Programmer's
Instantly.
Guides, that search for information
In either full-screen or moveable
automatically—in DOS or in OS/2
half-screen mode.
protected mode.
Popping up right next to your
Each package comes complete
work. Right where you need it.
with acomprehensive. crossThis, you're pre:ably thinking, is
referenced database crammed with
precisely the land of thinking that
just about everything you need to
produced the classic Norton Utilities
know to write applications.
And you're right.
Everything from facts about lanBut even Peter Norton can't think
guage syntax to avariety of tables,
of everything.
including ASCII characters, line

Nobody ever said programming PCs
was supposed to be easy.
But does it have to be tedious and
time-consuming, too?
Not any more.
Not since the arrival of the remarkable new program you see here.
Which is designed to save you
most of the time you're currently
spending digging through the books
and manuals on the shelf above.
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Which is why each version of the Norton Guides
comes equipped with a
built-in compiler—the same
compiler used to develop the databases contained in the Guides.
So you can create newdatabases of
your own, complete with electronic
mdexing and cross-referencing.
No wonder PC WEEK refers to
the Guides as "aset of programs
that will delight programmers'.'
Your dealer will be delighted to
've you more information. All you
ve to do is call. Or call Peter
Norton Computing.
And ask for some guidance.
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Circle 206 on Reader Service Cart! (DEALERS: 207)
Designed for the IBM' PS/2` and PC families, and 100% compatibles. Available at most software dealers, or din-ct from Peter Noi ton Computing. Inc., 2210 Wilshire
Blvd. 0186, Santa Monica, CA 90403. 213-319-2000. Visa and MasterCard welcome.0 1988 Peter Norton Computing.
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DAMP..
Lab Data Analysis —
No Assistants Required

Make Waves...

make Sense...
the First Spreadsheet
designed exclusively for
Scientists and Engineers.
Over 150 functions for displaying
and analyzing waveforms makes lab
data analysis as easy as typing a
name. Run external data acquisition
software, or your own analysis
programs; create new functions
with DADiSP Macros; and, talk to
your instruments with DADiSP-488.

make a Call.
(617) 577-1133
Order our $20 Interactive Demo Disk.
Ask about DADiSP for IBM-PC/XT7AT,
DEC MicroVAX, HP9000, Masscomp
5000, and Sun Workstations. For further
information write DSP Development
Corporation, One Kendall Square,
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work" in which, for example, one account is credited by some amount and
some other account is debited. Here,
again, if the unit of work is completed,
you can COMMIT it; if not, you can ROLLBACK and do it over.
Another feature of the database engine
important for transaction management is
aRecovery Log. This log lists each new
record and the record that was replaced.
Also, the Recovery Log is written to disk
before the database on the disk is updated. With the log, you can reconstruct
the database or complete the updating of
the database.
Sharing Performance Features
The data integrity features mentioned
above do have acost in terms of performance. To counter this, IBM has designed the database engine so that it will
share some high-performance technology with its mainframe version. IBM
claims that as new techniques are developed by the company's research staff,
they will be implemented on all the company's database products, including the
EE database engine.
One performance feature ported from
the mainframe systems is high-concurrency index locking. Many multiuser
databases, when they are accessing
something, will lock aportion of the in-

Actions

Edit

Specify

Display

dex table to keep out conflicting accesses.
For example, if you are using aparticular
set of records, the database engine locks
part of the index table so others can't update those records or any other records in
the immediate vicinity. IBM claims that
it has come up with anew algorithm that
locks not on the index but on the record
that it points to. Thus, other users will
get their data more quickly since they
will get blocked only when they try to access that particular data.
The database engine will also use a
query optimizer that decides the best way
to access data. In most databases, you set
up an index to make it easy to find particular data. But if you have set up several
indexes, it may become difficult to decide which indexes to use. The query
optimizer can analyze aparticular query
and choose which index to use, or whether to use an index at all.
According to IBM, the optimizer uses
artificial-intelligence techniques to determine the best path to take. Though
similar to that of the mainframe database
engines, the query optimizer on the EE is
more compact and makes greater use of
heuristics, or educated guesses, to determine the best path. On mainframes, the
queries will probably access larger databases and thus will benefit from alarger,
more accurate optimization technique.

Exit

Select Edit above to revise aquery or
Tables.
Division
Columns:
Name
Dept.
Sales
Region
Job
Row conditions
If Dept. . .

Row conditions
Comparison operators
Select averb and acomparison; then press Enter.
>
II
Comparison

Enter

Is
Is not
Equal to. . .
Less than . . .
Greater than . . .
Between...
Starting with . . .
Ending with . . .
Containing.. .
NULL...

Esc = Cancel

Fi = Help

Cambridge, MA 02139, (617) 577-1133
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Figure 2: The Extended Edition's Query Manager uses aPrompted Query interface
that lets you build valid SQL queries. The left side of the screen shows the query
terms already selected, while menus on the right list the possibilities for subsequent
terms. Here, the condition "If Dept" could take the verbs "is" or "is not" and the
comparison operators "equal to," "less than, and so on.

OS/2 EXTENDED EDITION

Reading 1-2-3 Files
In addition to its SQL capabilities, the
database engine will also include anumber of interesting utilities. The first of
these is a utility for importing and exporting Lotus 1-2-3 files and delimited
ASCII files. These file-import capabilities can be called from your own applications. Surprisingly, the database manager will not be able to import dBASE III
files.
The system's BACKUP and RESTORE
utilities let you do short, incremental
backups, or restore the database to any
prior condition.
Two other utilities let you optimize
your data for more intensive applications. A RUNSTATS utility gives you statistics on how data has been accessed. It
also updates the access plan to take into
account new data that has been added. As
adatabase grows, you may want to run
this utility to make the access more efficient. A FtEORG utility lets you reorganize
the data on your hard disk drive for more
efficient access.

this reason, applications developers may
find it difficult to support alarge number
of SQL databases.
The database engine supports two
types of embedded SQL: static and dynamic. In static SQL commands, the
table names are spelled out explicitly in
the SQL commands. In dynamic commands, the table names are represented
in the commands by variables, the meanings of which can change at run time. Dynamic SQL is alittle slower, since the engine cannot prepare an access plan
beforehand but has to do so on the spot.
The engine does, however, have aPRE-

lAlith

the

Extended Edition
of OS/2, IBM has
recognized that an
operating system

Writing Applications for the
Database Engine
As mentioned earlier, programmers can
access the capabilities of the database engine by embedding SQL commands in
their code. Currently IBM recommends
using its C/2 compiler for this. Eventually IBM will also have available Pascal/2 and COBOL/2. In the meantime,
PARE command that prepares an access
programmers can write external SQL
plan once and saves it so that the applicafunctions in C and call these from their
tion can reuse it several times.
favorite language.
Before compiling aprogram, you must
Managing More Than Queries
first run it through aprecompiler, which
The Query Manager, despite its name, is
IBM provides free with the EE. The preessentially acomplete database system—
compiler creates amodified source code
it can create reports, procedures, menus,
file, leaving the C code alone but changand panels (forms) for data entry, as well
ing the SQL commands so that the comas manage queries. IBM apparently
piler can understand them. The precompiler also places some information in a chose to call it the Query Manager to be
consistent with QMF (Query Manageseparate " bind file."
ment Facility), which runs on large
You then run the modified source code
mainframe systems.
through the compiler, which creates an
Since the Presentation Manager is not
executable file. You provide the executavailable yet, the OS/2 EE uses atextable program to users along with the bind
based version of the interface called the
files. At installation, the user of the
Dialog Manager. The Dialog Manager
application must submit the bind file to
conforms to the Common User Access
the database engine, which then stores
(CUA) protocol of the SAA (including
this information in its " catalogs" and
windows, pull-down menus, mouse supcreates an access plan for accessing the
port, and so on), but it does not use
data.
graphics. When the Presentation ManThe bind file may create some comager becomes available, IBM will port
patibility problems between one SQL
the EE over to it.
database and another. The way one dataThe Query Manager has an additional
base does binding may be quite different
interesting user interface called the
from that of another. Thus, the source
Prompted Query interface. This intercode may be similar for different systems
face, which uses the features of the Diabut the bind files will be different. For

should be more than
just afile handler.

log Manager, lets you build an SQL
query term by term, by selecting the next
term from alist of possible valid terms
(see figure 2).
Once a query is complete, you can
look at the result of the query, further
modify the query, or save it for later use.
For very complex queries with treeshaped or subquery elements, you may
have to use SQL directly. However, most
users can accomplish what they want
with just the Prompted Query interface.
For data entry, you can set up forms,
which IBM calls panels. Behind apanel
there may be up to 11 tables. You can
have two different tables available for update, and up to nine tables available for
looking up data.
The Query Manager can also be automated by creating procedures. Procedures are essentially Query Manager
commands and some conditional logic
compatible with REXX, IBM's SAA
procedural language. The language has
variables and lets you do such things as
creating your own menus that conform to
the Dialog Manager standards, and even
designing custom help screens.
A New Standard?
The OS/2 EE is alarge, extensive package of software. It has afairly reasonable
price and alot of functionality, including
alarge number of capabilities that will be
especially handy for IBM's large corporate customers who need to interconnect
with IBM mainframes. Indeed, largevolume purchasers will be able to pick up
licenses for the package for $417, just
$214 more than what they would spend
for the Standard Edition alone.
The question is, how appropriate will
this impressive collection of software be
for single users and small network
groups? It may simply be too big for
many users, who may balk at having to
get additional memory and alarger hard
disk drive in order to use it.
Nevertheless, the EE is avery important move by IBM. It is arecognition of
the fact that an operating system should
be more than just afile handler, and that
various types of computers should have
greater connectivity between them. IBM
does not have an exceptionally good track
record at selling application software in
the volatile personal computer market.
But even if the EE does not sell well in
the short term, it will probably—if nothing else—establish astandard for alarge
number of related products. •
Rich Malloy is an associate managing
editor at BYTE. He can be contacted on
BIX as "rmalloy."
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T1200F
80086
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720K B(x2)
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T1200H
80086
9.54MHz
720KB
20MB HDD

Obviously We Believe In
When it comes to portable PCs, we think
that numbers should speak for themselves.
Perhaps that's why we have the largest
number of high-powered, highly-portable PCs
on the market today. All of which are IBMcompatible. All of which have industrystandard 31
/"disk drives, full function key2
boards and avast array of built-in ports. All
squeezed into packages as easy to carry as
abriefcase.
The T1000, for example, weighs amere
6.4 pounds, yet boasts MS-DOS in ROM, a
720KB 31
/"disk drive and an optional 768KB
2
memory card which can be configured as
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EMS memory or abattery-backed RAM disk.
Our T1200H, on the other hand, has the
distinction of packing a20MB hard disk, a
backlit screen and 1MB of RAM into atidy
11-pound package.We also make an economical
dual floppy disk version known as the T1200F
that weighs just under 10 pounds.
And thanks to rechargeable battery power,
all three are ready to work
wherever you go.
For even more computing power, the T3100/20
is one of the smallest
PCs with an 80286

r

e

T3200
80286
12MHz
720KB
40MB HDD

T3100/20
80286
8MHz
720KB
20MB HDD

T5100
80386
16MHz
1.44MB
40 MB HDD

Strength In Numbers.
microprocessor and an easy-to-read gas plasma
display. It gives you awealth of power and a
20MB hard disk in atrim 15-pound package.
Our T3200 goes even further, with two IBMcompatible internal expansion slots, a40MB
hard disk, an EGA plasma display system and
up to 4MB of memory Still, it only weighs a
scant 19 pounds.
Finally, there's our powerful T5100, which
at less than 15 pounds has all the best features
of our other portables, plus an 80386 microprocessor for unmatched versatility and speed.
And for alimited time, your T5100 purchase
entitles you to buy Paradox 386,® Borland's

powerful database software for only $299
(which is nearly $600 off the retail price).
And to all those numbers, we'd like to add
one more: 1-800-457-7777. With it, you can find
out even more about Toshiba's full line of
computers and printers.
In fact, ifs one call
that ought to be your
number one priority
All Toshiba PCs are backed by the
Exceptional Care program (no-cost
enrollment required). IBM is aregistered trademark of International
Business Machines Corp. MS-DOS is
aregistered trademark of Microsoft
Corp. Paradox is aregistered trademark of Borland Corp.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
Im.rica Inc.. InS ,mlation Systems Division
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PRODUCT FOCUS

HARD DISK DRIVES

Fast Drives for
Modern Times
BYTE selects the top
performers from
agroup of high-speed
40-megabyte hard disk
drives

Stan Miastkowski

H

ard disk drive performance is
second only to system clock
speed in affecting the overall
performance of your computer. The 10-megabyte hard disk drive
with an access time of 85 milliseconds
(ms) that did so much for an IBM PC
XT—and even the 30-megabyte, 40-ms
hard disk drive for an IBM PC AT—seem
slow and limited when attached to one of
today's high-speed 80286- or 80386based computers.
As spreadsheets, databases, desktop
publishing documents, and engineering
drawings grow in complexity and size,
many microcomputer users are choosing
40-megabyte hard disk drives as standard
equipment in their new computers. Aggressive pricing strategies and ready
availability from computer dealers and
mail-order houses have also made 40megabyte drives the first upgrade choice
for users trying to improve the performance of their existing systems.
Ilooked at agroup of fast-access hard
disk drives, almost all with claimed access times of 28 ms or less and with capacities of approximately 40 megabytes.
It is clear that today's buyer has awide
variety of prices, sizes, speeds, and technologies to choose from.
The group that Ilooked at ranged in
price from the $370 Seagate ST251-1 to
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the $ 2592 Core AT4OF. Iworked
through full-height 51
4-inch drives, halfheight 5'A-inch drives, half-height 31
2 /
inch drives, and hard disk drive cards.
While none of these drives are slow, the
benchmark results show definite differences in their speeds. The drives Ilooked
at use three distinctly different interfaces: small computer system interface
(SCSI), used by the Tandy and Columbia
Data Products drives; enhanced small
device interface ( ESDI), used by the
Core AT4OF; and the standard ST506,
used by the rest of the drives. ( For a
closer look at SCSI and ESDI, turn to
"The Importance of Being Intelligent"
on page 120.)

from the new BYTE benchmark suite. As
these tests show, access time is only one
factor in determining a drive's performance, and it's not the measure you
should rely on. ( For details on these
tests, see " Putting the Drives through
Their Paces" on page 121.) Imade subjective calls on ease of installation and
setup, the quality of construction, and
how cool and quiet the drive ran.
Since SCSI and ESDI have been getting much attention recently, Iwas abit
surprised to find that most of the drives I
tested still use standard ST506-interface
controllers, like Western Digital's venerable 16-bit hard/floppy disk drive controller used in the IBM PC AT.
Developed originally by Seagate TechDifferences and Similarities
nology, the ST506 interface is one of the
When Istarted this review, Ithought one
uncommon instances in the computer inof the biggest potential problems would
dustry where astandard quickly caught
be how to differentiate this many drives
on. The interface uses a3-bit head-select
with specifications that were, at least on
code that allows up to eight heads to be
paper, quite similar. The drives are inused. When the interface was first develdeed similar in size and general perforoped, many drives used two platters and
mance, but price, ease of installation,
three heads.
and the specifics of performance made it
So how do today's 5T506-interface
easy to distinguish them from one andrives pack so much data into so little
other. Documentation, cables and other
space and access it so fast while mainaccessories included, and software intaining industry standards? The basic
cluded also served as distinguishing
answer is to use more platters and more
characteristics.
heads.
All the drives Itested came configured
In addition, the old-style stepperfor internal mounting. Some of them
based head positioning has been largely
came to me from the manufacturer;
replaced by the much more efficient
others came from an OEM, like Tandy or
voice-coil technology. A stepper does
Columbia, that made significant addi- just what its name implies— steps incretions to the basic drive.
mentally from track to track on the disk.
Many of these drives are available
A voice- coil head positioner moves
from other OEMs and distributors, in a smoothly and directly to the track where
variety of interface, mounting, and softthe data you want is located, without havware combinations. The broad variety of ing to stop at each and every track on its
sources and the widespread presence of way. This is largely the reason for access
discount mail-order vendors mean that
speeds up to 3times faster than on stepprices may vary drastically, depending
per-based systems.
on your source of supply.
Ijudged the drives using acombinaSpeaking of Standards
tion of objective and subjective measureMost of the controllers for these drives
ments. For the objective tests, Iused the
use modified- frequency- modulation
hard disk drive benchmark programs
continued
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The Importance
of Being Intelligent
Tnthe group of drives reviewed for this
1 article, three have moved beyond the
basic ST506 interface. The two interfaces that are being used with more and
more frequency are SCSI and ESDI.
These devices are similar in their use of
more powerful logic in their control circuits, but they differ in their approach
and capabilities.
SCSI is a microcomputer-oriented
serial interface that was proposed as a
standard in 1982. It first came to the attention of many computer users when
Apple included it as astandard interface
on the Macintosh Plus. SCSI offers four
main advantages to system designers.
First, SCSI devices can be "chained"
together, so that asingle bus controller
can work with multiple devices of different types. SCSI allows those devices
not in current use to go " off-line," so
that their mere presence on the bus does
not degrade system performance.
Second, the SCSI design allows the
individual device controller to be integrated into the device itself, saving
money in the design and fabrication processes that, theoretically, can be passed
on to buyers. This advantage is already
available in Macs that have built-in

(MFM) coding, which uses magnetic
flux-field reversals to store data. It's
much like FM radio, except the music
doesn't change. MFM is aproven technology, prompting most manufacturers
to recommend it for their drives. There's
a plus for your wallet, too, since you
don't need to buy anew controller when
you upgrade your drive.
Run-length-limited (RLL) coding is
becoming more common, especially for
31
/2
inch hard disk drives, because it
stores more data in agiven physical space
than MFM coding does. RLL is more
correctly called " 2,7 RLL encoding,"
because it uses an algorithm that encodes
each byte into new code that's 16 bits
long and has from two to seven zeros between each magnetic fluctuation.
The strange thing about RLL is that although it increases the number of bits it
takes to store data, the longer RLL bit
pattern doesn't need as much space as the
shorter MFM pattern. However, RLL requires a very consistent, high-quality
medium to handle the higher density of
120
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SCSI ports; on the MS-DOS side, the
Sun 386i, anew Unix/DOS system, has
abuilt-in SCSI port.
Third, SCSI hides the physical layout
of the devices from the programmer or
user, making them deal only with a
standard logical device. In theory, this
assures more compatibility between devices, since it is much more difficult for
any single device to " break the rules."
Finally, SCSI is fast, with atop speed
of 1.5 megabits per second (mbps) in
asynchronous modes and up to 4mbps
in synchronous handshaking mode.
ESDI is a low-level serial interface
that was initially designed for and used
in minicomputer installations. It is similar to SCSI in its level of intelligence,
but it differs from SCSI in two important respects, flexibility and speed.
Where SCSI was designed from the
start as a generalized interface, ESDI
has been confined much more to implementation as adisk interface. More important to most users, ESDI has ahigher
potential speed, up to 24 mbps. Unfortunately, aproduct with adata transfer
rate of 24 mbps is unlikely, given system overhead and the limitations of current microcomputer buses.

information. Because of the greater demands of quality placed on the medium,
reliability problems crop up with some
RLL controller/drive combinations.
Installation: A Trying Experience
If you buy one of the drives reviewed
here, you'll find that, unfortunately, the
era of the " plug in and play" hard disk
drive has not yet arrived. The problem
starts when trying to deal with a hard
disk drive, acontroller, acomputer, and
setup/installation software. When any
component does not recognize the type of
any other one, problems quickly begin to
mount.
Iused an 8-MHz IBM PC AT to test
these drives, and the biggest problem
came with the requirement of the AT's
CMOS memory to " know" what type of
hard disk drive was connected. With both
Ais and the numerous available clones,
you're required to enter a number that
corresponds to the type of drive installed.
If you don't enter the right number, the
hard disk drive just won't work. If the

drive's installation documentation
doesn't tell you what drive type to enter,
you'll need to determine what it is. Trial
and error isn't a recommended method
for figuring out drive types, but solutions
do exist.
Iused two formatting and partitioning
programs: Storage Dimensions' SpeedStor and Ontrack Computer Systems'
Disk Manager, both of which can determine the drive type. Both can also do
low-level formatting, media analysis,
and partitioning of hard disk drives. Partitioning is important, since DOS can
handle amaximum of only 32 megabytes
in each partition.
Iused SpeedStor for the majority of
drives and Disk Manager for the MiniScribe 3053 and the Toshiba MK-54FB.
Both Core drives and the Plus Hardcard
40 came with their own custom installation software.
Focusing In
Because the drives differed in the installation and setup procedures, testing them
turned out to be amost time-consuming
process. Overall, Ifound that manufacturers have settled on anumber of ways to
make the performance and features of an
individual drive stand out—an important
feat for aproduct that many people consider acommodity item. For aside-byside comparison of benchmark results
and features, see tables 1and 2.
Standard ST506 Drives
The drives in this section did not come
with their own controllers. As agroup,
they tended to cluster in the middle of the
performance results. Itested them with
the 16-bit Western Digital ST506 combination hard/floppy disk drive controller
present in my IBM PC AT.
CMS F40-K: This full-height 5 '4-inch
drive carries a suggested retail price of
$995 and a hefty weight of 10 pounds.
The 42-megabyte unit ran quietly and
kept its cool. Its performance was unexceptional, with a 1-megabyte file read
time that ranked next to the bottom of the
standard drives and other results that
were squarely in the middle of the pack.
CMS rates this drive as a22-ms-access
device. According to the Coretest, however, the average seek time is 29.2 ms.
The F40-K comes with a40-page installation manual and does not include software. Since the documentation included
the drive type to enter for the setup program, installation and setup were
straightforward.
Control Data Wren II: The Wren II,
with 42 megabytes, is Control Data
Corp.'s latest incarnation of a well-re-
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spected drive that has earned areputation
for being unusually rugged. It's ahalfheight 5%-inch drive. Although CDC
doesn't sell directly to end users, the
company estimates it will cost you in the
vicinity of $900, arelatively steep price
for ahalf-height drive.
But this drive exudes quality. The 3.8pound unit has a solid, hefty feel, and
you hardly know it's running. CDC has
built high-capacity drives for large computers for years, so it's asafe bet that this
drive would be particularly well suited to
full-time, heavy-duty use. When you
turn it off, there's asatisfying clunk as
the heads are automatically parked.
The Wren II has arated average access
speed of 28 ms, but Ifound that it actually showed abetter speed, 23.6 ms. In
the BYTE benchmarks, the drive showed
up in the middle of the ST506 pack on
nearly every test. In all, asolid, middleof-the-road performance.
The drive Ireviewed came with two
manuals. A 16-page OEM manual is well
written but is designed for experienced
users. If you're into the technical nittygritty, a63-page technical specification
will tell you everything you ever wanted
to know and more about the inner workings of the drive.
continued

Putting the Drives
through Their Paces
Bof total system benchmarks that in-

YTE recently unveiled anew suite

cludes a set of programs to evaluate
hard disk drive performance. Iused
these benchmarks, along with the
Coretest, to evaluate the drives for this
review. (For more information on the
complete suite, see " Introducing the
New BYTE Benchmarks" on page 239
of the June BYTE.)
Here is abrief look at the tests and
what they are designed to measure.
Hard seek: This makes direct calls to
the BIOS to directly manipulate the position of the read/write heads of the
drive. This test measures the average
track-to-track seek time of the hard disk
drive, without adding operating-system
interaction. A drawback of this test is its
inability to give meaningful results on
SCSI drives.
DOS seek and read: This test measures the time required by the hard disk
drive to seek to agiven location and read

1or 8sectors of data. It uses the operating system's most basic level of disk-access functions.
File I/O: File I/O is areworked version of a longtime BYTE benchmark.
This test uses the full file structure support of the operating system to measure
the time required by the hard disk drive
to seek, write, and read while under the
control of the operating system.
1-megabyte file write and read: These
are straightforward tests of the time required to first write, then read, a 1megabyte file. Because Ibelieve these
tests offer closer approximations of realworld use than do the others, they were
given apredominant position in determining overall performance winners
and losers.
Coretest: This test, developed and
distributed by Core International, was
used to verify average access-time ratings as supplied by the manufacturers of
the various drives.

Table 1: The benchmark results show that the Northgate Turbo kit tops the list, followed by the SCSI and ESDI drives.
The three hard disk drive cards were the slowest performers. (All times are in seconds, except where noted.)

Hard disk drive

1sector

8sectors

Total
seek

Northgate Turbo kit

16.6325

12.72

26.42

0.33

0.02

Columbia SCSI drive

N/A

N/A

N/A

0.28

0.015

4.545

8.35

12.8

0.35

0.014

Core AT4OF

1-megabyte file

File I/O

DOS seek and read

Hard
seek
(average)

Read
1K byte

Write
1K byte

Write

Read

0.019

4.74

0.018

5.9

0.014

Coretest (ms)
Average
seek

Average
tridtrk
seek

3.77

36.47

15.63

4.32

19

4.25

4.48

10.43

6
2.27

N/A

N/A

N/A

0.18

0.016

0.019

5.6

4.65

28

6

Core AT43

7.485

10.61

20.09

0.24

0.017

0.016

5.64

5.55

20.08

4.08

Priam ID45-AT-D2

6.64

9.7

25.75

0.09

0.018

0.016

7.41

19.88

3.89

Toshiba MK-54FB

7.03

9.96

24.21

0.58

0.015

0.03

Fujitsu M2242AS2

9.8875
7.4575

10.66
10.67

24.11

0.44

4.6
5.1

0.35

0.029
0.018

25.7
37.8

26.97

0.016
0.016

16.5
16.51

6.81
7.74

7.8425

10.31

26.89

0.59

0.017

0.03

Control Data Wren II

7.0175

10.65

26.97

0.48

0.016

Micropolis 1333A

7.4575

10.54

26.95

0.45

0.016

MiniScribe 3053

7.1775

10.56

26.89

0.4

CMS F40-K

7.4375

10.59

26.86

Microscience HH-1050

8.2625

10.58

Tandy SCSI drive

Rodime RO 3055
Seagate ST251-1

Plus Hardcard 40
CompuAdd FlashCard 49
SPC Scorecard 44

10.24
6.9725
8.3125

7.76

8.26
16.74

7.78
7.84

21.86

6

N/A

N/A

0.029
0.03

16.7

7.87

23.6

4.1

16.73

27.83

5

0.016

0.03

16.83

7.87
7.87

29.5

5.4

0.24

0.016

0.029

4.7

0.44

0.016

0.03

7.88
7.89

29.2

26.78

16.66
16.62

26.5

4

12.39

52

0.14

0.025

0.031

17.21

13.77

39.5

6.88

10.2

81.34

0.29

0.047

0.045

36.45

36.29

27

7.61

0.043

36.58

37.89

24.07

4.77

10.8

81.22

0.31

0.045
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Table 2: Features and prices vary widely, even among supposedly similar disks.
Hard disk drive

Suggested
list price

Formatted
capacity
(megabytes)

Form
factor

Cylinders

Heads

Platters

Interface

CMS F40- K

$995

42

Full- height, 51
/
4 inches

1024

5

3

ST506

Columbia SCSI drive

$995

42

Half- height, 31/
2 inches

834

3

2

SCSI

CompuAdd FlashCard 49

$549

49

Plug-in, 11
2 /
slot card

615

6

3

ST506

Control Data Wren II

$900

42

Half- height, 51/4 inches

989

5

3

ST506

Core AT4OF

$2156

40.4

Full- height, 51/
4 inches

564

4

N/A

ESDI

Core AT43

$876

43

Half- height, 51
/
4 inches

988

5

3

ST506

Fujitsu M2242AS2

$1000

43.2

Full- height, 51/
4 inches

754

7

4

ST506

Micropolis 1333A

$799

44

Full-height, 51/4 inches

1024

5

3

ST506

Microscience HH-1050

$750

44.56

Half- height, 51/4 inches

1024

5

3

ST506

MiniScribe 3053

$550

44

Half- height, 51
4 inches
/

1024

6

3

ST506

Northgate Turbo kit

$695

42

Half- height, 51
/
4 inches

809

6

3

ST506

Plus Hardcard 40

$995

42.26

Plug-in, single-slot card

612

4

2

ST506

Priam 1045-AT- D2

$1050

42

Full-height, 51/
4 inches

1166

5

3

ST506

Rodime RO 3055

$1395

45.5

Half- height, 31
/
2 inches

872

7

4

ST506

Seagate ST251-1

$370

42.8

Half- height, 51
4 inches
/

820

6

3

ST506

SPC Scorecard 44

$795

44

Plug-in, 11/
2slot card

753

7

4

ST506

Tandy SCSI drive

$1799

80

Half- height, 51/4 inches

823

6

3

SCSI

Toshiba MK-54FB

$1190

49.2

Full- height, 51
4 inches
/

830

7

4

ST506

N/A— Information not available

Core AT43: The AT43 is ahalf-height
51
4-inch drive with afast average access
time of about 20 ms. It sells for $876
(plus $436 for the optional controller),
but it was the fastest standard ST506
drive Itested. It's built like that proverbial tank and remains cool even after
hours of hard running.
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Even though the AT43 is shipped with
extensive setup software and manuals,
installation is on the difficult side and
time-consuming. Successful installation
of the drive was dependent on one key
step that was not spelled out: It's vital
that you run the AT's setup program before beginning Core's setup. You should

also be prepared to get afloppy disk error
at every boot-up for the life of the machine if you also use its controller to control the floppy disks in your system. You
can still use the floppy disks with safety,
but the computer will have trouble during
the post portion of booting.
Fujitsu M2242AS2: This full-height
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Controller
included/
recommended

Software
Included

Documentation

10

CMS recommended

None

40- page installation
manual

22.45 W

1.9

Western Digital 7000-ASC
controller included

Installation
software

50- page controller,
149- page disk drive, and
30- page owner's manuals

Voice coil

N/A

1.6

Controller included
on card

PC-FullBak

35- page installation,
30- page controller, and
17- page drive manuals

MFM

Voice coil

20 W

3.8

CD- 506 recommended

None

16- page manual and
63- page technical
specification

MFM

Voice coil

33W

7.3

Core CNTHCF controller
($436) recommended

Partitioning
software

47- page disk drive,
24- page controller, and
59- page software manuals

MFM

Voice coil

1.5 A

3.8

Core CNTHCF controller
($436) recommended

Partitioning
software

47- page disk drive,
24- page controller, and
59- page software manuals

MFM

Voice coil

29.6 W

6.6

None

None

194- page technical
specification

MFM

Voice coil

2A

6

None

None

31- page installation
guide and 30- page
technical specification

MFM

Voice coil

N/A

4.2

Adaptec, Data Technology,
SCI, Western Digital,
or Xebec recommended

None

31- page documentation

MFM

Voice coil

N/A

4.1

None

Disk
Manager

34- page documentation

RLL

Voice coil

N/A

3

Adaptec ACB-2372 RLL
controller included

Benchmark
software

37- page documentation

RLL

Voice coil

0.48 A

N/A

Controller included
on card

Partition
and install.
software

74- page manual

MFM

Voice coil

35 W

6

None

Installation
software

41- page installation
guide and 132- page
user's manual

MFM

Voice coil

0.8 A

1.65

Any capable of controlling
872 cylinders with astep
rate of 5e to 15 ms

None

29- page documentation

MFM

Stepper motor

12 W

2.75

Any MFM,
5.0 Mbit/sec
recommended

Disk
Manager

13- page installation
guide

MFM

Voice coil

10 W

1.8

Controller included
on card

SpeedStor,
SpeedCache

6- page manual

RLL

Stepper motor

24 W

3.5

Adaptec AHA-1540 ($299)

None

13- page manual

MFM

Voice coil

N/A

6.6

None

None

47- page installation
guide and 15- page manual

Recording
code

Head
positioning

Average power
Weight
consumption (pounds)

MFM

Voice coil

0.9 A

RLL

Stepper motor

RLL

tion or an environment that isn't always
comfort-controlled.
One area where the M2242AS2 falls

5V4- inch drive— with four platters and

A slow average access time is one of

seven heads— ranked in the top half of all
the drives in overall performance. Despite results that rank it near the bottom

the reasons for its average showing;
while Fujitsu rates the drive as a 30- msaccess device, the Coretest gave it a37.8-

of the ST506 group in most of the bench-

ms score—the second slowest among all

short is its documentation. With a 194page technical specification—the biggest

mark tests, it ends up in the middle of the
pack because of arelatively strong showing in the 1-megabyte file read and write.

drives tested. One thing it has going for it
is that it runs cool, making it a particularly good choice for acramped installa-

manual of any of the drives I tested—
you'd think you have it made. But the
continued
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manual is long on technical information
and short on practical information.
Because no end-user-oriented material
is found in the documentation, the drive
was relatively hard to install. After much
puzzling, Ifinally had to call Fujitsu's
customer service to find out how to set a
jumper for DS2 (Disk Select). It was easy
to do—once Iknew where the jumper
was; it wasn't marked either on the drive
or in the manual. This type of problem
just shouldn't happen in a $ 1000 product
of this complexity.
Micropolis 1333A: Another fullheight 54-inch drive, the 1333A, with a
price of $799, is 20 percent less expensive than comparable full-height drives.
This 44-megabyte drive is not one of the
hotter performers in the group, ranking
in the bottom half of the results in every
test. With arated average access time of
28 ms versus aCoretest average access
time of 27.83 ms, this was one of the few
drives where my results were almost
identical to the manufacturer's specs.
After wrestling through the documentation and installation procedures of
some of the other drives, the clearly written, well-illustrated installation manual
that accompanied this drive made it ajoy
to install. The 31-page manual is one of
the best examples of sparse yet useful
technical communications I've ever seen.
Microscience 11H-1050: This halfheight 54-inch drive packs 44.56 megabytes of storage into its three platters and
five heads. Unfortunately, Microscience
wasn't able to pack top performance into
the $750 unit, which ended up resting at
the bottom of the standard ST506 benchmark results. The ranking is based on the
device's lackluster performance in the 1megabyte file read and write.
Other tests place the HH-1050 in the
middle of the speed curve, but it is the
slowest drive in this group on the important 1-megabyte read test. Access time
isn't to blame for the problem, since my
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26.5-ms average access time Coretest results were even better than the 28-ms rating from the factory.
Like many of the drives here, it came
with a very technical manual. But I
didn't really need it. There were no surprises or special case instructions needed
to install this drive in the AT, so it was
easy to install. Its vaned outer case is effective in keeping it cool.
MiniScribe 3053: MiniScribe is another well-respected drive maker whose
reputation shows in the sheer number of
drives the company has sold. At $550,
this half-height 5 'A-inch drive is one of
the lowest-priced drives Ilooked at. It's a
solid, though not spectacular, performer, with ashowing in the bottom half of
the results. Its Coretest result, a29.5-ms
average access time, didn't live up to the
25-ms time stated by MiniScribe.
The 3053 was easy to install because it
came with acustom version of Disk Manager. Ididn't even need the 34-page manual, which was full of technical detail.
A unique feature of the 3053 among
the drives Itested is that it has internal
diagnostics that flash 32 different error
codes when something goes wrong. Telling the service folks that the drive light is
flashing " long short long long" is considerably more effective than saying " my
drive doesn't work."
This drive shares one unfortunate trait
with other MiniScribe units: It gets quite
warm after several hours of use. While
heat is afrequent problem with 31
/2
inch
drives, most 5'A-inch drives get only
slightly warm. Not the 3053, although I
can't say whether this has any long-term
implications for the drive's reliability.
One thing is certain—you should use it
only in awell-ventilated case.
Priam 1D45-AT-D2: Unlike most of
the other drives Itested, this full-height
5 'A-inch drive is designed for end-user
installation. At $ 1050, it's on the high
side of the pricing scale, but it is one of

the fastest standard ST506 drives I
tested, with an average seek time for the
Coretest that comes in below 20 ms. This
drive has no thermal problems and is
barely warm to the touch after extended
operation.
Installing the 42-megabyte drive isn't
a problem, but it is a time-consuming
task. You're warned not to do alow-level
format of the drive, since you'll destroy
special format data that's already on the
drive. Installation software is included,
and you need to prepare an installation
disk with MS-DOS on it. Still, the 41page installation guide takes you quickly
and easily through the installation
process.
Last but not least, aparticularly nice
touch is a 132-page user's manual that
covers all the technical bases not
contained in the installation manual.
Need instructions on installing the ID45AT-D2 in a Novell Network or under
Xenix? You'll find it here.
Rodime R03055: This is aquirky little
half-height 31
/2
inch drive that, at $ 1395,
is quite expensive. The expense may
come because of its rated capacity of 45.5
megabytes, using four platters and seven
heads packed into a tiny package. But
there's aproblem: Icouldn't format it as
a45.5-megabyte drive because AT setup,
Disk Manager, and SpeedStor didn't
contain asetup for adrive this large.
Icontacted the company and found
that Rodime has software for formatting
the drive to its full capacity, but none was
available in time for this review. It was
suggested that Ieither partition the disk
into two logical drives, one of 32 megabytes and one of 13.5 megabytes, or use
formatting software from Golden Bow to
try and establish asingle large partition.
So Iformatted it, using type 11 in the
AT setup, as a35-megabyte drive. The
29-page manual that came with it was
nicely designed but essentially useless.
Between the problems of trying to take
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advantage of the drive's full capacity and
amanual that contains no information on
end-user installation, this one was areal
pain to install. And to top it all off, it ran
hot to the touch ( 116°F) after only afew
hours.
Seagate ST251-1: Venerable old Seagate is the drive company that almost
everybody knows, and one of its latest
drives is the half-height 5 'A-inch ST2511. It's a solid, though not spectacular,
performer that consistently turned in results that placed it in the middle of the
overall grouping. The stated average access time of 28 ms is also asolid speed in
the middle of the pack. The drive runs a
bit warm, though not uncomfortably so,
and it makes strange raspy noises on
power-down. The saving grace of all this
is its price, $370, which makes it the least
expensive drive in this review.
The ST251-1 comes with Disk Manager, adata cable, and afaceplate. It isn't
difficult to install. If you need help,
though, you're not going to find it in the
13-page " universal installation" manual
that's packed with the drive.
Toshiba MK-54FB: A full-height 514inch drive, the $ 1190 MK-54FB has
good performance and alarge capacity of
49.2 megabytes. The unit Itested was
quite noisy on reads and writes, but that's
common on some drives and doesn't
seem to be detrimental.
The MK-54FB was one of the fastest
drives Itested, coming in as the thirdbest performer among standard ST506
chives. The rated access speed of 25 ms
was corroborated by the Coretest. While
the price of this unit is high, the performance is also high, and it may be enough
of afactor for those users who need very
good performance to spend the extra
money.
Toshiba recommends Disk Manager
for installation but doesn't supply it. The
OEM manual shipped with the drive was
written for technicians, not end users,

it to. It comes with extensive setup software and three manuals, and the complex
setup procedure makes it difficult and
time-consuming to install. However, the
results are worth it.
Dedicated-Controller Drives
Columbia SCSI drive: This drive uses
the Western Digital 7000-ASC Host Bus
The drives in this category share one imAdapter (which has its own Z80 procesportant feature: They come from the vensor) and the Quantum half-height 31
/2
dor with acontroller specially designed
inch drive, giving it a capacity of 42
to work optimally with the drive. This
megabytes. It is faster than the Tandy
category includes drives that win on performance and lose on convenience, like
SCSI drive and has documentation and
the Core AT4OF and the two SCSI drives.
installation software designed for end
users. Unlike Tandy's policy for its
The difference between the drives in
drive, Columbia ships a friendly setup
this category and those listed above is
like the difference between atailored suit program and an easy-to-follow setup
manual.
and one you get off the rack: The dediThis ranked as the second-fastest drive
cated-controller drives, like the tailored
in the review, with aCoretest-estabsuit, will certainly fit better when your
needs are special. But the price you pay,
lished average access time of 19 ms and
either in money or performance, will alconsistently fast results in the BYTE
most certainly be higher than for off-the- benchmarks. Its $995 price tag isn't
rack standards. The exception to this is cheap, but if they follow the trends established by other small computer equipthe Northgate kit, which turns in top perment, SCSI prices will be coming down.
formance for an excellent price.
But there's more. Columbia includes
Core AT4OF: Core's drives have areputation of being " Cadillac" drives, and
extensive technical documentation on the
interface and the drive itself. You don't
the full-height 5'A-inch AT4OF fits into
that category. If you have the need for a have to read it; but if you're technically
inclined, it's an excellent look at how
very fast hard disk drive, there's little to
compare with this one, a40.4-megabyte
SCSI and ATs manage to fit together.
As Iwas writing this review, Western
drive with a wallet-clearing price of
Digital announced that it will sell itscon$2156 ( plus $ 436 for the optional
troller, the 7000-FASST, directly to end
controller).
users. For asuggested list price of $485,
Why is it so expensive? For one thing,
you get the board alone; for $495, you get
it comes with its own ESDI card for the
IBM PC AT and compatibles. The fullakit that includes the board, software,
length 16-bit board replaces your current manual, and cable.
Northgate Turbo kit: This is an Adapdisk controllers. It also offers incredible
speed. The benchmarks for the AT4OF tec PCB-2372 RLL controller coupled
were, across the board, among the fastest with a MiniScribe 3650R drive. The
of any drive Itested. We're talking aver- $695 kit doesn't rely on SCSI or ESDI
for throughput, but with its 16-bit RLL
age seek times in the vicinity of 10 ms.
controller and a1-to- 1interleave, it manLike its non-ESDI AT43 cousin, the
AT4OF is obviously designed for heavy
aged to come out on top of the performance chart. The half-height 5 'A -inch
full-time use; and if you're going to pay
drive provides 42 megabytes of formatted
$2592 for ahard disk drive and controller, that's the type of use you'll be putting
continued

but there were no surprises or particular
problems in installation, so Iwasn't
forced to plumb the depths of the manual
too often.
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space and lets you use that space at ahigh
rate of throughput.
When you look at the testing results for
this drive, you'll notice that the average
access time is quite slow for this group36.47 ms. Northgate maintains that it
doesn't care about the access time, that it
optimizes for throughput. Judging from
the overall results, Ican't argue with
Northgate's point of view.
The kit includes adisk of Northgate's
benchmark software and a fairly small
(under 40 pages) manual. The disk Igot
had been low-level formatted, and installation and setup were straightforward
procedures.
Tandy SCSI drive: Using ahalf-height
5 'A-inch Quantum SCSI drive that stores
80 megabytes and a 16-bit Adaptec controller, Tandy's high-capacity, highspeed SCSI drive is agood example of
where hard disk drives may indeed be
headed. To pack 80 megabytes into the
drive, RLL encoding is used. The Adaptec controller has a 10- MHz directmemory-access chip to help speed up
performance.
The board is capable of controlling up
to three SCSI drives, ranging in size from
40 to 786 megabytes. Ihad hoped to be
able to test this controller with a 40megabyte drive, but Tandy is currently
selling only 80-megabyte SCSI drives.
At $ 1799 for the drive and $299 for the
controller, this drive is not cheap, but it's
not an unreasonable price for the speed
and capacity. And this drive is quite fast.
It consistently came in as one of the best
performers, ranking fourth overall. Its
access time is only average for the group
tested, 28 ms. The good performance is

the result of the high ( 1.5 megabytes per
second) data transfer rate possible with
SCSI.
Tandy intends this drive to be installed
by an authorized Tandy service center,
and the documentation does not include
clear information for end-user installation. Idid not have to lean on the documentation, since Isimply plugged the
controller and drive in and had aworking
combination. If you are not so fortunate,
the documentation won't help to shorten
the troubleshooting time.
Drives on aCard
High-capacity hard disk drives have
come to add-in cards, and, like the ESDI
and SCSI drives, these cards use dedicated controllers. But while the ESDI
and SCSI drives win on performance and
lose on convenience, the hard disk drive
cards win on convenience but lose on
performance.
SPC Scorecard 44: You'll still need a
full 8-bit slot and ahalf in your IBM PC
or AT to fit in the $795 Scorecard 44
from Systems Peripherals Consultants. It
uses a Micropolis 31
/2
inch hard disk
drive and is very slow—acommon problem with hard disk drive cards. As amatter of fact, this was the slowest drive
among all those Itested.
As an idea of its speed, it takes 10
times as long to read a 1-megabyte file
from the Scorecard 44 as it takes to read
the same file from the fastest drive in the
group. The Scorecard 44 comes with
SpeedStor for installation and also includes SpeedCache, adisk-caching program that can at least help abit with the
speed.

The CompuAdd FlashCard 49, SPC Scorecard 44, and Plus Hardcard 40 trade top
performance for compact size and ease of installation.
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The Scorecard 44 packs four platters
and seven heads into atiny space, and,
surprisingly enough, it runs relatively
cool for all this. Since ease of installation
and use are large parts of the reason behind this type of drive, it came as no surprise that it's quite easy to install.
CompuAdd FlashCard 49: Like the
Scorecard 44, the FlashCard 49 consists
of a 31
/2
inch drive and acard that requires afull 8-bit slot and ahalf in your
IBM PC or AT. As the name implies, it
stores 49 megabytes in an incredibly
small space. The price is eyebrow raising: $549 seems too little to pay for all
this capacity.
Unfortunately, it joined the other
drives-on-a-card at the bottom of the
benchmark table. The drive is rated with
an average access time of 28 ms, and the
Coretest supported this with arating of
27 ms. But the FlashCard 49, like the
Scorecard 44, fell short in the 1-megabyte file read and write times. These two
drives had similar times on the test-2to
3 times slower than the next slowest
drive.
The FlashCard 49 uses a Seagate
ST157R drive coupled with a Western
Digital RLL controller. It comes with a
well-written manual that features specific installation instructions and useful
illustrations, and it is easy to get up and
running. PC-FullBak software was included with the drive.
Plus Hardcard 40: Plus Development
was the first company to sell hard disk
drive cards. As its competition has
grown, the company has branched out to
provide cutting-edge technology, often at
premium prices. A case in point is the
$995 Hardcard 40. This little drive requires only asingle 8-bit full-length addin slot in your IBM PC or AT and delivers
42.26 formatted megabytes of storage.
Truly amazing. There are only two platters and four heads packed into the space,
but Plus uses RLL coding (and a few
other proprietary tricks) to get it all to
work.
The Hardcard 40 was the fastest of the
drive cards, and it turned in a performance that placed it third from the bottom of the benchmarks. The rated average access time of the Hardcard was one
of the slowest of any drive Ilooked at, 35
ms, and the Coretest turned in an even
slower figure of 39.5 ms.
Installing the Hardcard takes a bit
longer than the other drive cards because
of the custom installation and partitioning software, but the same software
makes the installation relatively easy. It
comes with everything you need for incontinued

VIDEOTRAX DATA BACK-UP
WE JUST INTRODUCED IT.
AND ALREADY 50 MILLION
PEOPLE OWN HALF OF IT.

Every human in the hemisphere who
owns astandard VCR has half of
what's needed to back up data. The
rest of what you need is neatly contained on the new Videotrax® controller board by Alpha Micro.
Slip the half-size Videotrax board
into the expansion slot of any PC.
Meaning any IBM rPC, XT, AT, Compaq® 386 or true compatible.

the hard disk you're covering for.
QUICK STUDY
Videotrax has been designed to
extremely demanding standards.
So that it won't put alot of demands
on you. Anyone who can run a
VCR knows most of the drill.The
rest is covered by our menu-driven
software. By clear, concise documentation. And by arange of
backup modes that keeps it
simple:
ir
Insert ablank video cassette tape and follow the directions which appear on screen.
These guide you through the
painless steps for copying or
restoring an entire hard disk,
specific files, or only files modified since the last backup.
Meanwhile, Videotrax rigorously monitors itself for proper
functioning.
WE MAKE
I.
THE VCR
1115
PART OF IT,
MO.
anfinioafinaiiiimunimumaiiiimair
If you like, opt for
our enhanced Videotrax
High-tech. Open your PC and slide the contmller board
VCR and experience the
into any eapansion slot. Low-tech. Hook up VCR lo computer with standard connector cables
extra joy of its automatic, unattended backup capabilities.
Connect the computer to aVCR with
It will be amost prudent investstandard connector cables. And, as of
ment. Because, for the price of
that moment, you are under the protection of ahighly sophisticated, stringently reliable, data backup system.
In fact, exhaustive testing and the
long term experience of over 20,000
Alpha Micro users have proven Videotrax technology to be more reliable
than any other backup option available. More dependable, even, than
Onworate Headquarters: 4501 idlourr. Po Box 25059. Sanla An Cil .92799
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Available at

nadie thaek

taping Dallas you can preserve your
most precious
data. Up to
80MB
on asingle

Your basic video
cassettes Reliable
inexpensive
easy tofind

cassette, at less than atenth of the
cost of streamer tape.
And now the price is low. Just $399
for the board and $1199 for the board
and enhanced VCRLiggested retail.
And of course, if you ever require
service, your authorized Alpha Micro
dealer and our worldwide
network of factory service
centers will provide all the
support you need.
For the name of your nearest Videotrax dealer, call Alpha
Micro at 1-800-992-9779. In
California, call 1-800-821-0612.
The Videotrax System.
It's agreat leap forward in
backing up.
Circle 10 on Reader Service Card
(DEALERS: II)

Computer Centers'/Plus Computer Centers
and other fine computer dealers worldwide.
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Company Information
CMS
1372 Valencia Ave.
Tustin, CA 92680
(714) 259-9555
Inquiry 898.

Micropolis Corp.
21211 Nordhoff St.
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(818) 718-5117
Inquiry 904.

Columbia Data Products, Inc.
851 West 436, Suite 1061
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714
(305) 869-6700
Inquiry 899.

Microscience International Corp.
305 North Mathilda Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 730-5965
Inquiry 905.

CompuAdd Corp.
12303-G Technology Blvd.
Austin, TX 78727
(512) 250-1489
Inquiry 900.

MiniScribe
1861 Lefthand Cir.
Longmount, CO 80501
(303) 651-6000
Inquiry 906.

Control Data Corp.
8100 34th Ave. S
Minneapolis, MN 94043
(612) 851-4131
Inquiry 901.

Northgate Computer Systems
13895 Industrial Park Blvd., Suite 110
Plymouth, MN 55441
(800) 548-1993
Inquiry 907.

Core International
7171 North Federal Hwy.
Boca Raton, FL 33431
(303) 997-6055
Inquiry 902.

Plus Development Corp.
1778 McCarthy Blvd.
Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 946-3700
Inquiry 908.

Fujitsu America, Inc.
3055 Orchard Dr.
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 432-1300
Inquiry 903.

Priam Corp.
20 West Montague Expy.
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 434-9300
Inquiry 909.

stallation, including a custom device
driver.
Which One for You?
When it comes time to buy ahard disk
drive, it's important to remember that
not all the drives covered here are available to end users directly from their
manufacturers. Many are sold by distributors or value-added retailers, or sold
only as part of complete systems.
The type of dealer you buy from—and
the value of the software, hardware, and
support they add to the basic hard disk
drive—will have a dramatic impact on
the price of the hard disk drive package
and its ultimate worth to you. If you're
buying ahard disk drive, it behooves you
to ask what brand and model you're buying and precisely what is included.
I've also made it clear that few of these
drives are easy to install. Some require
advanced system knowledge to get them
working, and even the easiest require
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some knowledge of DOS and computer
hardware. If in doubt, go to areputable
dealer who will install the drive for you.
Finally, what about reliability? All the
drives reviewed here have a claimed
mean time before failure of between
25,000 and 50,000 hours. That's along
time, and most drives haven't been out
long enough to prove or disprove the
number in the general case. In any case,
reliability does seem to be increasing. I
wouldn't be reluctant to count on any of
these drives for my important data.
But hard disk drives are notorious for
being flaky, and many's the computer
user who's found months of work lost in
a bum hard disk drive. The obvious
answer is to make backups. This month's
Views from BIX on page 129 looks at the
factors that go into purchasing a tape
backup system and the reasons behind
the choices anumber of users have made.
Choosing which drive is best for your
system is far from an easy call. As I've

Rodime, Inc.
Peripheral Systems Division
29525 Chagrin Blvd., Suite 214
Pepper Pike, OH 44122
(216) 765-8414
Inquiry 910.
Seagate Technology
920 Disc Dr.
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-6550
Inquiry 911.
Systems Peripherals Consultants, Inc.
9747 Businesspark Ave.
San Diego, CA 92131
(619) 693-8611
Inquiry 912.
Tandy/Radio Shack
1800 One Tandy Center
Fort Worth, TX 76102
(817) 390-3700
Inquiry 913.
Toshiba America, Inc.
Disk Products Division
9740 Irvine Blvd.
Irvine, CA 92718
(714) 380-3000
Inquiry 914.

noted, each drive has its own idiosyncrasies. Prices vary widely, from less than
$400 to almost $2600. Though it's far
from the cheapest, my particular favorite
is the Priam ID45-AT-D2, which just
about anyone can install, given abit of
time and patience. The absolute price
leader is the Seagate ST251-1, which, at
$370, sells for a relatively small premium over many 20-megabyte drives.
Finally, if you're looking for the best
price/performance ratio, you'll have
trouble beating the Northgate Turbo kit.
At $695, it has a better overall performance than some drives, like the Tandy
SCSI drive and Core AT4OF, costing
over $2000. •
Stan Miastkowski is aBYTE contributing
editor, director of K+S Concepts (a
documentation and consulting firm), and
editor in chief of the OS Report newsletter. He can be reached on BIX as
"stanm."
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Views from BIX: Tape Backup Units
W

hen a hard disk drive crash can
destroy months of work, a reliable backup method becomes vital. BIX
users have turned to tape backup units
for many applications and are free with
their opinions and recommendations.
Speed, ease of use, cost, compatibility,
and reliability are the main issues they
deal with here.
—Curt Franklin, Senior Testing Editor,
BYTE Lab
NICK BARAN ( technical editor,
BYTE) [nickbaran]: " I'd strongly recommend the Genoa or a similar tape
backup system for disk image backup.
It's definitely worth the investment.
I've already had occasion to use it after
my hard disk drive crashed."
LES TROYER [ltroyer]: " Buy an Irwin for backup and make an image to
tape. It takes about 5minutes ( while you
drink coffee). The Irwin takes care of
bad sectors automatically. Occasionally, do afull file backup and restore to
up the performance due to fragmented
files."
RUSSELL SCHNAPP [ rschnapp]:
"We use the Emerald tape drive to back
up and archive our IBM PC- based
office automation product. We were
having problems with tapes seeming to
go bad. Since we bought the cartridges
from them, Emerald suggested we turn
them in, and they'd replace them. We
did, and they didn't.
"They just sent them back and said
nothing was wrong, once they were reerased. They had no interest in the cause
of the tape failures. Then Emerald came
out with anew version of the tape backup software called ASP.
"We purchased ASP and found we
couldn't get it to seek to the end of the
last backed- up volume on the tape.
Rather than trying to diagnose the problem (the drive was only a few months
old), they told us to buy a new drive.
That cost us $700 more. On the other
hand, when it works, it works well.
There are other companies that make
you pay through the nose for crud. At
least Emerald makes you pay through
the nose for useful stuff. They simply
don't try to engender any customer loyalty through goodwill."
RAY DUNCAN [ rduncan]: " We have
been using the Emerald 60- megabyte

tape drive and 60-megabyte hard disk
drive unit for about a year on a 3Com
Ethernet system as the server. We've
had pretty good luck with the hardware.
Customer service at Emerald was pretty
good a year ago but has been going
downhill since they got so ' successful,'
it seems. We recently bought an expansion drive for our IBM PC AT. It didn't
fit in the box, we couldn't get any reasonable answers on the phone, and we
finally just had to stop payment on the
check to get their attention."
RUSSELL SCHNAPP: " We use an
Emerald 60-megabyte tape drive to back
up several servers over our TiaraLink
LanWare network. It allows multiple
volumes per tape, file by file or image
(though we never use the latter). The
transfer rate is good, somewhere around
1 or 2 megabits a minute. The only
problem is that Idon't like Emerald's
attitude. When the drive began rejecting
tapes right and left, they charged us almost the full cost of anew drive to fix/
replace it. It has now begun to reject
more and more tapes again. ASP will
not archive hidden or system files (and
maybe not even read-only files). This is
supposedly on purpose."
TED BELZER [bunnyrabbit]: " We
just installed an Everex streaming tape
in an IBM PC AT with Novell NetWare
86. In order to be able to do both image
and file-by- file backups, the tape unit
must be co-located with the hard disk
drive to be backed up. This means the
file server must be booted as anondedicated file server when doing backups.
The Everex software allows for backup
of Novell's system files when doing a
file-by- file backup should you wish to
do so, but for frequent file-by- file backups, the inclusion of system files and executables just wastes tape."
BARRY NANCE [ barryn]: " I've
used the Tecmar QIC-60 tape backup
for the IBM PC AT and the Maynstream
tape backup unit. Igreatly prefer the
Tecmar tape machine; it's quicker and
seems to be more reliable."
BRIAN COLLETT [ bcollett]: " I
have an Everex tape drive (20-megabyte
streamer) in my machine, and it seems
to be working out very well. It backs
up the 10 to 12 megabytes Ihave on my
disk at the moment in under 10 minutes ( Ithink it's closer to 5, but Itend

to go elsewhere).
The Everex tape drive comes with
some very easy- to-use menu- driven
software that should make backing up
pretty nearly foolproof for just about
anyone, and it can even be set up so that
it knows when you should be doing your
backups."
BARRY NANCE: " We used to have
the Maynstream tape backup unit at
work; we trashed it and got a Tecmar
QIC-60 in its place. Sometimes the
Maynstream would work, and sometimes it wouldn't. We kept nursing it
along, eventually getting anew interface
card for it so that it would work with
ATs, and one day we just decided it was
more work than it was worth in backup/restore situations. We also decided
we couldn't trust it any longer. In my
opinion, the Tecmar is a much better
unit."
TIM FROST [tfrost]: " We have aCipher 5400 that comes with Sytos software. We use the same box on several
machines, with an interface card in
each. Sytos is fine for straight backups,
but the user interface is abit impenetrable if you need to do some of the more
complex selections and exclusions. If
you do acomplete DOS disk backup, it
can take an age to restore an individual
file. And remember to remove all RAM
disks, etc., before doing a backup; it
doesn't tell you it's short of RAM, just
runs very, very slowly.
"I have the Xenix version of Sytos.
but Inever use it. The Xenix support
software also comes with a / dev/mt
driver, and we simply use tar or cpio.
You can make tapes with AT Xenix
(SCO) that are readable on several other
systems. Sun and NCR Tower are certainly OK. In some cases, you need to
use dd with conv=swab. Transfer in
both directions is OK. I don't know
what the QIC number is, but it can use
DC600A or DC300XLP tapes. We use
the latter."
Editor's note: Views from BIX presents
a variety of informal, diverse opinions
from users of aselected class ofproductà.
Messages chosen for publication may be
edited for length or clarity. The views
expressed are those of each message's
author and do not necessarily reflect
those of BYTE or BYTE 'sreviewers.
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If our new
286 computer
is so terrific,

why doesn't
it cost more?
This handsome piece of hightech wizardry is the new Dell
System 220.
It's the first
286 computer
that runs at
20 MHz.
Which means
it's as fast as most
386 computers,
running MS' OS/2 and MS-DOS'
at blistering speed. All from a
tiny corner of your desk.
Yet it costs less than half of
what most 386 computers sell for.
Which might lead you, quite
reasonably, to ask: How
can Dell offer so much
for so little?
Well, you buy direct
from us, the manufacturer. Eliminating computer stores and their
salespeople-who can
add thousands of
dollars to acomputer's
cost, and the hassle of
amiddleman.
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"Speed is agood thing. Safe, reliable, no hassles speed is better
Poor, Editor's Choice,
PC Magazine

We design and build our
computers right here in Austin.
Putting apremium on speed,
compatibility, and
reliability.
We're already shipping our version of MS
OS/2, so you can run
OS/2 applications,
now and in the future.
"...includes ayear's
on-site support...in the
price of the computer.
This is the sweetest
support deal offered

wards. Plus next-day on-site
repair during the first year.
We also give you athirty-day
money-back guarantee, and a
one year limited warranty.
"If your desire for speed is inexhaustible, (this is) the machine
for you...it's reassuring when a
computer completes some operations even before your fingers
leave the keyboard!'
-Harry Miller, PC World

by any computer vendor in the
business-Eric Knorr, PC World

And each computer goes
through abattery of diagnostic
checks, including acomprehensive burn-in before shipment.

As one of the largest personal computer manufacturers
in the U.S., we've sold computers to large companies, small
companies, and everything in
between. Because of this, you
can be confident we'll be here
to support you now and in the
future.
After all, we've been offering
better computers, with better
service- at better prices.
Now, if you'd like the rest of
the details on our hyperfast
286 computer, and the rest of
our line, there's only one more
thing you have to do.
Turn the page.

In addition, every computer
comes with alevel of service most
computer stores can only envy.
Including expert technical
advice before you buy, and free
technical phone support afterJULY 1988 • BYTE
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The Dell
Computer
Store.
Welcome to our store. To buy or lease
aDell computer, call (800) 426-5150.
We'll help you select the right system.
For service and technical support, call
our highly trained technicians at (800)
624-9896. In almost all cases, any problem can be solved over the phone.
These technicians are also supported
by Honeywell Bull service engineers
who can be dispatched to your office
by the next business day, should on-site
service be required. This optional
service contract is available in over 95%
of the United States, with over 1,000
engineers in 198 service locations
We are so confident in our quality
products that we also provide aTotal
Satisfaction Guarantee, which says that
any system bought from us may be
returned within thirty days from the
date it was shipped to you for acomplete refund of your purchase price.
We also offer aOne Year Limited
Warranty, which warrants each system
we manufacture to be free of defects in
materials and workmanship for one full
year. During the one year period we
will repair or replace any defective products properly returned to our factory.
Call or write for the complete terms of
our Guarantee Warranty, and the
Honeywell Bull Service Contract. Dell
Computer Corporation, 9505 Arboretum Blvd., Austin, Texas 78759-7299.
Dell products are available on aGSA
contract. Call us for GSA pricing.
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THE NEW
20MHz 386
SYSTEM

THE NEW
20MHz 286
SYSTEM

The top of the line. It's the
highest performance 80386
computer available, faster than
the IBMt PS/21-Model 80 and
the Compaqt 386/20. It runs
at 20 MHz, with the latest 32bit architecture for maximum
performance. And it's completely MSI OS/2 compatible.
Since it also has Intel'st
Advanced 82385 Cache Memory
Controllen and high performance
disk drives, the System 310 is
ideal for intensive database
management, complex research
and development, CAD/
CAM, and desktop publishing.
As anetwork file server the
system offers an unbeatable
combination of price and
performance.

As fast as most 386 computers,
at less than half the price—more
power for the money than any
other system. An 80286 system
that runs at 20 MHz, with less
than one wait state. Completely
compatible for both MS-DOS
and MS OS/2 applications (it
runs OS/2 faster than IBM PS/2
Model 80), and with aremarkably small footprint, the System
220 is the ideal executive workstation for database management, business, or sophisticated
connectivity applications. The
system uses page-mode interleaved memory; the page-mode
RAM operates at less than one
wait state, and inter-leaving
results in aperformance increase
of about 15 percent.

Standard Features:

Standard Features:

310.

220.

knelt 80386 microprocessor running at
20 MHz.
1MB of 80 na 32-bit RAM expandable
to 16 MB without using an expansion
slot
Advanced Intel 82385 Cache Memory
Controller with 32 KB of high speed
static RAM.
Socket for 20 MHz 80387 coprocessor.
5.25" L2 MB or 3.5" L44 MB diskette
drive.
Dual diskette and hard disk drive
controller.
Enhanced 101-key keyboard.
1parallel and 2serial ports.
200-watt power supply.
Real-time clock.
8expansion slots (6available with hard
disk drive controller and video
adapter installed).
Dell System Analyzer.
MS-DOS' and MS OS/2 compatible.
Security lock with locking chassis.
12 month on-site service contract
(Available on complete systems).
Options:
1MB RAM upgrade kit.
20 MHz Intel 80387 math coprocessor.
2MB or 8MB memory expansion
boards.
SYSTEM 310

With Monitor and Adapter

Hard Disk
Drives

VGA
Mono

VGA
Color

VGA
Color Plus

40 M13-28 ms

$4.099

$4299

$4399

90 M1318 ms
ESD1

$4,899

$5.099

$5.199

80286 microprocessor running
at 20 MHz.
1 MB of RAM expandable to
16 MB (8 MB on system
board).
Integrated diskette and VGA
video controller on system board.
One 3.5 " 144 MB diskette drive.
Integrated high performance hard
disk interface on system board.
Enhanced 101-key keyboard.
1parallel and 2 serial ports.
LIM 4.0 support for memory
over 1 MB.
Real-time clock.
Three full -sized ATt compatible
expansion slots.
Socket for 80287 coprocessor.
Dell System Analyzer.
MS-DOS and MS OS/2
compatible.
Security lock with locking chassis.
12 month on- site service contract (Available on complete
systems).
Options:
3.5 " 144 MB diskette drive.
Intel 80287 coprocessor.
1 MB RAM upgrade kits.
With Monitor
SYSTEM 220

VGA
Mono

VGA
Color

VGA
Color Flu.

One Diskette Drive

$2299

$2.499

$2,599

$2999

$3,199

$3,299

$3.799

£3,999

$4.099

150 M1338 ms
ESD1

$5,399

$5.599

$5,699

a MI3.29 ms
Hard Drsk

322 M1$18 ms
ESD1

$7.399

$7399

$7.699

100 MB-29 ms
Hard Disk

THE NEW
12.5MHz 286
SYSTEM

THE NEW
8088
SYSTEM

A great value in afull-featured
AT compatible. An 80286 computer running at 12.5 MHz, this
system is completely MS OS/2
compatible. It's ideal for general
business applications, as well as
software development, local area
networks, CAD/CAM, and desktop publishing. The System 200
offers high speed drive options,
industry standard compatible
BIOS, and on-site service. At
these low prices, the System 200
is the best value in the 80286
marketplace. As Executive Computing said of this computer's
predecessor, "If faster processing
speed and low cost are ti.vo key
issues affecting your purchase
decision, this machine might be
the ideal choice for your office.'

A full-featured, yet economical
one-piece computer for office,
school, or home. This system is
fast, easy to use, and ready to
run with Dell Enhanced MSDOS 3.3, Microsoft® DOS Manager, and Microsoft Works software—more than a $400 value,
included at no extra charge.
Complete MS-DOS compatibility
means you can run thousands
of programs for business, personal finance, education, and
entertainment. And the System
100 can grow, with the high
quality options listed below. A
price leader in 8088 technology,
the System 100 boasts an innovative design that allows for more
power, speed and convenience
than most of its competitors.

Standard Features:

Standard Features:

200.

Intel 80286 microprocessor running at
12.5 MHz.
640 KB of RAM, expandable to 16 MB
(4.6 MB on system board.)
5.25" 1.2 MB or 3.5" 1.44 MB diskette
drive.
Dual diskette and hard disk drive
controller.
Enhanced 101-key keyboard.
Iparallel and 2serial ports.
200-watt power supply.
Real-time clock.
6expansion slots. (4available with
hard disk drive controller and video
adapter installed).
Socket for 8MHz 80287 coprocessor.
Dell System Analyzer.
MS-DOS & MS OS/2 compatible.
Security lock with locking chassis.
12-month on-site service contract
(Available on complete systems).
Options:
512 KB RAM upgrade kit.
8MHz Intel 80287 coprocessor.
SYSIEM 200

With Monitor and Adapter

Intel 8088 microprocessor running at 9.54 MHz selectable
to 4.77.
640 KB of RAM.
3.5" 720 KB diskette drive.
Diskette drive controller integrated on system board.
Integrated high-quality 84-key
keyboard.
1serial and 1parallel port
Two full-sized expansion slots
available when video adapter
is installed.
One half-sized expansion slot used
for video adapter.
Socket for 8MHz 8087
coprocessor.
Internal speaker with earphone
jack and volume control
Security Tie-Down bracket
Dell Enhanced MS-DOS 33
Microsoft DOS Manager,
Microsoft Works.
Options:
3.5" 720 KB diskette drive.
8MHz Intel 8087.

Hasid Disk
Ci-ives

M ono

VGA
Mono

VGA
Color

2i i
MB

$2,099

$2299

$2.499

$2.599

40 MB- 40 ms

$2299

$2.499

$2,699

$2,799

SYSTEM 100

40 51B-28 ms

$2.499

$2.699

$2.899

$2,999

90 M.SDI
I348 ms
t

$3299

$3.499

$3,699

$3.799

DO MB
18 ms ESDI

$
3•
799

2 MB
,ii3'
-is
ESDI

$5' 799

$3999
$5.999

199
$
4.

$6.199

VGA
Color Phis

PRINTERS. We now offer afull line

W di Monitor and Adapter
Mono

CGA
Color

VGA
Mono

VGA
Color

720 FJ3
Diskette
Drive

$1099

$1,199

$1299

$1,499

$4299

Two 725 KB
Diskette
Drives

$1249

$1,349

$1.449

$1,649

$6.299

20 MB Hard
Da

$1,599

$1.699

$1:799

$1.999

of PC-compatible dot matrix and laser
printers. Our dot matrix printers range
from inexpensive near-letter quality
printers to the highest resolution printers
available. Our laser printers include some
of the fastest, most reliable printers ever
made. All are 300 dots per inch, and all
support serial and parallel interfaces. And
all printers come with our 30-day moneyback guarantee and aone year warranty.
LASER PRINTERS
Laser System 150 $5,995
15 pages per minute, text and graphics
L5 MB standard memory, expandable
to 2.0 MB
Dual 250-sheet input trays

Correspondence quality at 132 cps
Letter quality at 66 cps
Standard parallel and serial interfaces
Wide carriage

Printer System 600 $499.95
9-wire dot matrix
Laser System 80 $3,195
Draft quality at 240 cps
8pages per minute text and graphics Near-letter quality at 60 cps
L5 MB standard memory, expandable Standard parallel interface
to 2.0 MB
12.6 KB Buffer (expandable to 28.6 KB)
Wide carriage
Laser System 60 $2,195
6pages per minute, textand graphics Printer System 300 $ 199.95
1.5 MB standard memory,
9-wire dot matrix
expandable to 2.0 MB
Draft quality at 144 cps
Near-letter quality at 36 cps
DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
Four standard fonts
Printer System 800 $699.95
Highest resolution text and graphics Paper parking
from a24-wire dot manix printer 4KB buffer
Standard Parallel interface
Draft quality at 200 cps

PERIPHERALS. With our unique

manufacturing capabilities, we can build
asystem to your exact specifications. We
offer monitors, modems, graphics boards,
tape backups, hard drives, diskette
drives, expanded memory boards, aserial
mouse, and more. Call for details.
Operating System Software
Dell Enhanced MS-DOS 3.3 with disk cache and other
utilities $ 119.95.
Dell MS OS/2 Standard Edition 1.0 $324.95

SOFTWARE. Complete your system
with software: accounting communications,
desktop publishing, graphics, home, spreadsheet, training, word processing, and integrated packages. Call for more information.

DELL TO ORDER, CALL
COMPUTE R
CORPORATION

800 ,426.5150

IN THE U.S. AND CANADA

All prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. Please inquire for current details.
Dell cannot be responsible for errors in typography or photography. In Canada, leasing is not currently available, and configurations and pticirtg may vary. 'Available on System 100 at extra charge.
Microsoft." MS eand M.DOS11are owned by Microsoft Corporation. tSignifies registered or
unregistered trademarks owned by entities other than Dell Computer Corporation. 01588 DELL
COMPUTER CORPORArkD.N.
AD CODE NO. 11E68

Circle 290 on Reader Service Card
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SYSTEM REVIEW

Outclassing
the AT
Of these five AT
compatibles, Amdek's
system ranks tops in
performance, and PC's
Limited comes in as
the best buy
John Unger and
Stan Miastkowski
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Amdek System/286A

T

he current crop of PC AT-compatible computers is pushing
performance beyond that of the
IBM PC AT. Granted, most AT
compatibles don't yet have the speed and
flash of 80386 machines. But high-speed
80286 systems are more and more closely approaching the performance of 80386
systems, are well-tested and reliable, and
still sell for far less than fully equipped
80386 systems. In short, they don't shirk
in performance, don't break budgets, and
don't break down.
The Amdek System/286A, Arche
Rival 286, Epson Equity II+, Leading
Edge Model D2, and PC's Limited System 200 are 80286-based computers that
run at 10 MHz or higher. While they are
all IBM PC AT-compatible, they differ
in details: Besides varying clock speeds,
internal components such as graphics
cards and hard disk drives are different,
and the basic design of the motherboards
differs significantly from machine to machine. In this review, we'll look at each
machine and then do aside-by-side comparison with BYTE's new benchmarks to
give you agood idea of where each computer's strengths and weaknesses lie.
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Amdek System/286A
The Amdek System/286A is asmall-footprint microcomputer built on the same
chassis as the Amdek System/386 computer Ireviewed in the May BYTE. Amdek takes advantage of the modularity
built into its system bus design. The
CPU, system RAM, and ROM are
mounted on acard that fits into one of
the standard 16-bit AT-style expansion
slots on the system bus. This configuration allows Amdek (or WYSE Technology, Amdek's parent company, which
actually manufactures the Amdek microcomputers) to change the computer
models by simply replacing the CPU
board.
The 12.5-MHz CPU on the System/
286A can be switched to run at aslower
8-MHz clock speed for better compatibility. The machine has a convenient
16-character LCD window on the front
panel that displays the time or date and
CPU clock speed, or a bar graph that
shows the amount of CPU activity.
My test system had an EGA monitor,
along with a1.2-megabyte 5'A inch flop-

Arche Rival 286

py disk drive, a 40-megabyte hard disk
drive, and 1megabyte of dynamic RAM
(DRAM). The cost for this configuration
is $4345. The review unit was also
equipped with the Paradise EGA card.
The View
The combination of Paradise's halflength EGA card and the Amdek Monitor/722 produced excellent color graphics and text. When it's in monochrome
text mode, the monitor has the capability
to switch from white characters on a
black background to either orange or
green characters on ablack background.
All my " serious" software and my CGA
games ran perfectly on this display
combination.
Hardware and Performance
As the benchmark results show, the System/286A is one of the best-performing
80286-based microcomputers that BYTE
has reviewed. The system's fine performance is due to the CPU clock's high
speed ( 12.5 MHz) and to the fact that the
hardware imposes no wait states on the
system. For compatibility with some
software and expansion boards, you can

lainai

Mai • •

IRMAI2Mi
Epson Equity II +

also run the CPU at 8MHz with one wait
state. You switch the CPU speed by
pressing abutton on the front panel or by
invoking a utility program. For mathematically intensive tasks, the system accepts either a6-MHz or 10-MHz 80287
coprocessor.
The Control Data Corp. (CDC) 40megabyte hard disk drive in my review
system did not degrade the system's performance. It had an average access time
of 24 milliseconds and a data transfer
rate of 165K bytes per second, as reported by the Coretest program. Using
Amdek's disk- caching program increases the speed of some disk-intensive
tasks by as much as 20 percent.
The 1megabyte of system memory is
mounted on apiggyback daughterboard
that is connected to the CPU motherboard via aspecial bus. This card combo
is mounted in an extra-wide expansion
slot on the left-hand side of the computer.
Two DB-9 RS-232C male serial ports
and asingle DB-25 female parallel port
are located on a half-length expansion
card mounted in one of the 8-bit slots.
The full-length disk controller card fills
a16-bit slot and has cabling for two flop-

e
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Leading Edge Model D2

py disk drives and two hard disk drives.
The EGA video card takes up a second
16-bit slot.
This configuration leaves you with
three 16-bit slots and one 8-bit slot free;
the 8-bit slot isn't really usable for some
purposes, though, because the second
serial port is mounted on the cover of the
adjacent empty expansion slot.
Essential Software
For the System/286A, Amdek supplies
an enhanced version of MS-DOS 3.20
that includes a number of utility programs. The most useful of these is an online HELP command for all the DOS commands and programs. This feature is
essential; Amdek's documentation on
MS-DOS is skimpy and includes no explanation of EDLIN or Debug.
Fast computers can come in small
packages. If you are looking for one of
the top-performance AT compatibles and
don't need to install more than three halfheight storage devices, the System/286A
is an excellent choice. Its modular CPU
design gives it the added benefit of being
easily upgraded—you can simply add a
new expansion card. —John Unger

PC's Limited System 200

Arche Rival 286
Arche Technologies is a new contender
in the AT clone sweepstakes, with adistinctive yellow-arch corporate logo that's
reminiscent of acertain fast-food chain.
The Arche Rival 286 has the rather unusual distinction ( for a compatible) of
being made in the U.S., although many
of its parts, including the floppy disk
drive and some of the chips, are, not surprisingly, of Japanese extraction.
The system comes in a rather bewildering array of choices. The entry-level
model goes for $ 1995 and includes 640K
bytes of RAM, a single 1.2-megabyte
51
/4
inch floppy disk drive, and a14-inch
diagonal monochrome monitor.
If you have Cadillac tastes, you can
equip your Arche Rival 286 with the
works: 1 megabyte of RAM, a second
1.2-megabyte 5Vs-inch floppy disk drive,
a high-speed 80- megabyte hard disk
drive, and an EGA monitor. That will set
you back $4395.
The unit Itested had 1megabyte of
RAM, a single floppy disk drive, the
continued
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Amdek System/286A

Arche Rival 286

Epson Equity 11+

Company

Amdek Corp.
1901 Zanker Rd
San Jose, CA 95112
(800) 722-6335

Arche Technologies, Inc.
48835 Kato Rd.
Fremont, CA 94539
(800) 422-4674

Epson America, Inc.
2780 Lomita Blvd.
Torrance, CA 90505
(800) 421-5426

Components

Processor: 12.5- MHz 80286 with
zero wait states, switchable to 8
MHz with one wait state; optional
80287 (6- or 10- MHz) math
coprocessor
Memory: 1megabyte of DRAM,
expandable to 16 megabytes; 32K
bytes of ROM; Phoenix ROM BIOS
version 1.83
Mass storage: 1.2- megabyte 51/4.
inch floppy disk drive; optional 40megabyte hard disk drive
Display: Optional Amdek color
EGA display, 80 characters by 25
lines, 640- by 350- pixel resolution
Keyboard: 102 keys in IBM
enhanced keyboard layout
I/O interfaces: Two DB-9 RS-232C
serial ports; one DB-25 parallel
printer port; six 16- bit and two 8- bit
expansion slots

Processor: 12- MHz 80286 with
one wait state, switchable to 8MHz
with zero wait states; socket for
80287 math coprocessor
Memory: 640K bytes of 100-ns
RAM, expandable to 1megabyte
on system board; diagnostics in
ROM
Mass storage: One 1.2- megabyte
51/
4inch floppy disk drive; optional
20-, 40-, 65-, 80-, or 140- megabyte
hard disk drive
Display: Amber- phosphor
monochrome; 14- inch diagonal flat
screen, 1000- line resolution
Keyboard: 101 keys in IBM
enhanced keyboard layout
I/0 interfaces: One DB-9 and one
DB-25 RS-232C serial port; one
DB-25 parallel port; one DB-9
monochrome monitor port; two 8bit and six 16- bit expansion slots

Processor: 12- MHz 80286 with
one, two, three, or four wait states,
switchable to 8MHz with one wait
state; optional 80287 (8- MHz) math
coprocessor
Memory: 640K bytes of DRAM,
expandable to 15.5 megabytes;
32K bytes of ROM
Mass storage: 1.2- megabyte 51/
4inch floppy disk drive; optional 40megabyte hard disk drive
Display: Optional Epson Enhanced
color display
Keyboard: 101 keys in IBM
enhanced keyboard layout
I/O interfaces: One DB-9 RS- 232C
serial port; one DB-25 parallel
printer port; three 16- bit and three
8- bit expansion slots

Size

61
/
4 x 15 x 17 inches; 23 pounds

6 x 17 x 17 inches; 52 pounds

6 x 15 3
4 x 16% inches;
/
23 pounds

Software

Microsoft MS-DOS 3.20; Microsoft
GWBASIC 3.20; custom utilities

MS-DOS 3.3 system setup on hard
disk drive

Microsoft MS-DOS 3.3; Microsoft
GWBASIC 3.20; custom utilities;
hard disk cache

Options

Monitor/432, VGA monochrome:
$245
Monitor/732, VGA color: $625
Monitor/722, EGA color: $ 750

384K- byte memory expansion:
$200
EGA monitor: $600
1.2- megabyte 51
/4
inch floppy disk
drive: $200
20- megabyte hard disk drive: $300
40- megabyte hard disk drive: $600
65- megabyte hard disk drive: $800
80-megabyte hard disk drive: $ 1400

Multimode graphics adapter: $ 149
EGA card: $299
Monochrome monitor: $ 149
Color monitor: $449
EGA monitor: $599

Documentation

64- page Amdek System 286A
Installation and Assembly Guide;
110- page Amdek Enhanced
MS-DOS 3.2 User's Guide

User's Guide; Microsoft MS-DOS
User's Guide and User's
Reference; Microsoft GWBASIC
User's Guide and User's Reference

User's Guide and Diagnostics;
Epson GWBASIC for the Equity+
System; Epson MS-DOS for the
Equity+ System

Price

With 1.2- megabyte 51/
4inch floppy
disk drive; no monitor or display
adapter: $2495
With 1.2- megabyte 51/
4inch floppy
disk drive and 40- megabyte hard
disk drive; no monitor or display
adapter: $3595
System as reviewed: $4345

With 1.2- megabyte 51
4 /
inch floppy
disk drive and monochrome
system: $ 1995
With two 1.2.- megabyte 51/
4inch
floppy disk drives, an 80- megabyte
hard disk drive, 1megabyte of
RAM, and EGA monitor: $4395
System as reviewed: $2595

With 1.2- megabyte 51/
4inch floppy
disk drive; no monitor or display
adapter: $ 1899
With 1.2- megabyte 51/
4inch floppy
disk drive and 40- megabyte hard
disk drive; no monitor or display
adapter: $2999
System as reviewed: $3897

Inquiry 883.

Inquiry 884.

Inquiry 885.
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Leading Edge Model D2

PC's Limited System 200

Leading Edge Hardware Products, Inc.
225 Turnpike St.
Canton, MA 02021
(800) 872-5323
(617) 828-8150

Dell Computer Corp.
9505 Arboretum Blvd.
Austin, TX 78759
(800) 426-5150

Processor: 10- MHz 80286 with one wait
state, switchable to 8MHz and 6 MHz
with one wait state; socket for 80287
math coprocessor
Memory: 640K bytes of 120-ns RAM,
expandable to 1megabyte on system
board
Mass storage: 1.2- megabyte 51
/4
inch
floppy disk drive; optional 30- megabyte
or 64- megabyte hard disk drive
Display: Green- phosphor monochrome;
12- inch diagonal
Keyboard: 101 keys in IBM enhanced
keyboard layout
I/O interfaces: One DB-9 RS-232C serial
port; one DB-25 parallel port; one EGA
monitor port; two 8- bit and four 16- bit
expansion slots

Processor: 12.5- MHz 80286 with one
wait state, switchable to 6.25 MHz with
one wait state; optional 80287 (either 6MHz or 8- MHz) math coprocessor
Memory: 640K bytes of 120-ns DRAM,
expandable to 16 megabytes with up to
4.6 megabytes on system board with
optional SIMM modules; 32K bytes of
ROM; Phoenix BIOS version 3.0708
Mass storage: 1.2- megabyte 51/
4inch
floppy disk drive; optional 1.44- megabyte
31/
2inch floppy disk drive; optional 40megabyte hard disk drive
Display: Optional Mitsubishi XC-1429C
color VGA display
Keyboard: 101 keys in IBM enhanced
keyboard layout
I/O interfaces: Two DB-9 RS-232C serial
ports; DB-25 parallel printer port; four 16bit and two 8- bit expansion slots

6 x 15 1
/
2 x 16 inches 46 pounds

61/
4 x 21 1
/
8 x 17 1
/
2 inches; 41 pounds

MS-DOS 3.20; GWBASIC 3.20; system
diagnostics; system setup; Leading Edge
Word Processor

Microsoft MS-DOS 3.30; Microsoft
GWBASIC 3.22; custom utilities

None available

14- inch VGA monochrome monitor: $250
14- inch EGA monitor: $ 700
VGA card: $300
20- megabyte hard disk drive: $370
40- megabyte hard disk drive: $600
40- megabyte 28- ms hard disk drive:
$900
1.44- megabyte 31/
2inch floppy disk
drive: $200
360K- byte 51/
4inch floppy disk drive:
$150
512K- byte RAM: $200

Operator's Guide; MS-DOS Reference
Manual; Guide to BASIC; Word
Processing User's Guide

286 Owner's Manual; MS-DOS 3.30
Enhancement Guide; System 200
Support Manual; MS-DOS User's Guide;
MS-DOS 3.30 User's Reference;
Microsoft GWBASIC Interpreter User's
Reference

With single 1.2- megabyte 51
4 /
inch floppy
disk drive: $ 1495
With 1.2- megabyte 51
4 /
inch floppy disk
drive and 30- megabyte hard disk drive:
$1995
System as reviewed: $2495

With 1.2- megabyte 51/
4inch floppy disk
drive, monochrome display adapter and
monitor, and 20- megabyte hard disk
drive: $ 1799
System as reviewed: $3599

Inquiry 886.

Inquiry 887.

monochrome monitor, and a 20-megabyte Seagate ST225 hard disk drive—a
configuration with alist price of $2595.
Using 100- nanosecond RAM, the
Rival 286 runs at 12 MHz with one wait
state or at 8MHz with zero wait states.
Speed selection is a simple matter of
pressing abutton on the front panel of the
system unit. There's also areset switch
and akeylock on the front.
Keeping It Small
Inside the case, the Rival 286 has aparticularly neat appearance; in fact, it
looks almost empty. The motherboard is
an incredibly small 81
/ by 12 inches; yet,
2
despite its size, it doesn't look crowded.
The primary reason for this is that the
Arche folks decided to use the whole
Chips & Technologies 80286 support
set—a group of six application-specific
integrated circuits (ASICs) that eliminate
amultitude of individual chips. Another
reason for the small motherboard is that
some functions that are normally supported on an AT-type motherboard, such
as I/O ports, are relegated to add- in
boards.
The Rival 286 has eight expansion
slots: two 8-bit and six 16-bit. A Hercules-compatible monochrome graphics
adapter takes up one of the 8-bit slots. A
serial/printer/game-port card takes up a
single 16-bit slot, as does a hard disk
drive/floppy disk drive controller that accepts both 31
/2
inch and 5Vs-inch drives.
The hard disk drive is mounted at the
very bottom of adrive stack that can take
atotal of three half-height drives.
Easy on the Eyes
The display of the Rival 286 is most immediately noticeable for its 14- inch diagonal size. It uses the flat-screen technology that Zenith first introduced last year.
The Rival's monitor is Taiwan-made and
of indeterminate manufacture; the monitor's only internal identification, Zemintron Ltd., is on the neck of the flat- screen
tube. Couple the flat display with the
large character size, and it's a great
monitor for pampering your eyes.
Although the Rival 286 is available
without ahard disk drive or with various
floppy disk drives of various capacities,
the unit Itested came with avenerable,
albeit slow, Seagate ST225. The Coretest
showed an average seek time of 70.8 ms
and adata transfer rate of 159.1K bytes
per second— not exactly speedy. In a
disk-intensive application such as adatabase, using adrive this slow can seriously bog down system performance, 12MHz processor speed notwithstanding.
continued
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Outclassing the AT:
Amdek System/286A

PC's Limited System 200

Arche Rival 286

Leading Edge Model D2

Epson Equity II -F

APPLICATION-LEVEL PERFORMANCE
WORD PROCESSING
Amdek PC's Ltd. Arche
XyWrite III + 3.52
Med/Lrg Med/Lrg Med/Lrg
Load (large)
:11 : 13 : 15
Word count
:04/:28 : 05/:34 :03/:36
Search/replace
:06/:25 :08/:33 : 08/:37
End of document
:02/: 11 :03/:22 : 021:24
Block moves
:12/12 : 12/:12 : 07/:07
Spelling check
:12/1:29 : 15/1:49 : 16/1:56
Microsoft Word 4.0
Forward delete
2:12 : 22 : 24
Aldus PageMaker 1.0a
Load document
:05 :06 : 19
Change/Bold
:31 : 40 : 47
Align right
:26 : 31 : 37
Cut 10 pages
:24 : 26 : 31
Place graphic
:07 :07 :09
Print to file
2:00
2:34
3:19
Index:

2.2

1.9

SPREADSHEET
Amdek PC's Ltd.
Lotus 1-2-3 2.01
Block copy
: 05 : 05
Recalc
: 02 : 02
Load Monte Carlo : 20 : 22
Recalc Monte Carlo : 05 : 06
Load rlarge3 : 05 : 05
Recalc rlarge3 :01 :01
Recalc Goal-seek : 04 : 05
Microsoft Excel 2.0
Fill right
:
06 : 08
Undo fill
2:32
3:13
Recalc
:01 : 01
Load rlarge3 : 31 : 38
Recalc rlarge3 :02 : 02
O Index:

2.2

LE-D2
Med/Lrg
: 15
: 06/:42
: 09/:37
: 02/:23
: 08/:08
: 17/2:16
: 28
: 13
: 53
: 38
:
30
:
09
3:03

Epson
Med/Lrg
: 15
: 06/:43
: 10/:37
: 03/: 22
: 15/:15
: 18/2:17

DATABASE
Amdek PC's Ltd.
dBASE Ill+ 1.1
Copy
1:01 : 56
Index
: 14 : 22
List
2:24
2:05
Append
2:25
1:50
Delete
: 03 : 03
Pack
1:02
1:42
Count
: 11
: 19
Sort
1:07
1:23

28
i
07
. 50
. 38
: 32
: 08
3:06

C Index:

1.6

1.7

1.8

Arche

LE-02

Epson

: 06
:03
: 23
:09
: 06
: 02
:09

:07
:03
:36
:14
:09
:02
:07

:07
:03
:38
:11
:09
:02
:08

:
09
3:25
: 03
: 41
: 02

:10
4:05
:04
:48
:03

:10
4:04
:01
:46
:02

COMPILERS
Microsoft C 5.0
XLisp compile
Turbo Pascal
Pascal Scompile

1.5

1.3

1.6

CI Index:

1:1 Index:

2.1

2.0

Amdek PC's Ltd.
5:39
:07
1.7

6:50
: 07
1.5

LE-D2

Epson

2:52
:23
1:56
3:27
:04
2:04
:19
1:55

1:07
:20
2:43
2:09
:02
1:48
:16
1:20

1:17
:23
3:13
2:31
:04
1:50
:18
1:39

Arche

LE-D2

Epson

1:37
1:17
:21
:14
24:53

2:06
1:45
:25
:16
30:01

1:58
1:39
:23
:16
29:16

: 31
: 21

2:22
:30

3:27
: 31

:33
:35

: 39
:
41

: 43
: 47

1.0

SCIENTIFIC/ENGINEERING
Amdek PC's Ltd.
AutoCAD 2.52
Load SoftWest
1:34
1:25
Regen SoftWest
1:01
1:06
Load StPauls
:23
:20
Regen StPauls
:11
:12
Hide/redraw
18:41
21:11
STATA 1.5
Graphics
1:54
1:27
ANOVA
:27 : 24
MathCAD 2.0
IFS 800 pts.
:29 : 33
FFT/IFFT 1024 pts.
:32 : 36

1.8

2.1

1.4

Arche

2.0

1.5

1.5

Arche

LE-D2

Epson

8:41

7:01

7:56

: 10

09

: 10
1.1

1.2

1.2

All times are in minutes and seconds. Indexes show relative performance; for all indexes, an 8- MHz IBM PC AT- 1.
LOW-LEVEL PERFORMANCE'
CPU

Amdek PC'S
Ltd.
Matrix
606
7.18
String Move
Byte-wide 34.07
50.24
Word-wide
Odd-bnd. 34.06
50.26
Even-bnd. 17.05
25.12
Sieve
35.65
46.12
Sort
40.39
52.82
D Index:

2.11

1.81

Arche LE-D2 Epson
7.83

9.00

8.98

53.23

63.49

63.00

53.40
26.53
48.64
55.58

63.49
31.74
57.70
67.00

63.00
32.00
58.00
66.00

1.51

1.28

1.28

FLOATING POINTS
Amdek PC'S Arche LE-D2
Ltd.
Math
31.55
29.1
31.1
37.2
Error 3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Sine(x)
12.37
11.05
13.34
15.98
Error
2.0E-9 2.0E-9 2.0E-9 2.0E-9
ex
10.89
9.78
11.43
13.75
Error
1.0E-9 1.0E-9 1.0E-9 1II-9
D index:

1.6

1.7

1.5

1.3

Epson
40.53
0.0
16.03
2.0E-9
13.81
1.0E-9

DISK I/O

Amdek PC'S
Ltd.

Hard Seeka
Outer track 3.33
Inner track 3.32
Half platter 9.98
Full platter 13.33
Average
7.49
DOS Seek
1- sector
10.81
8- sector
33.70
File 1/0 8
Seek
0.11
Read
0.01
Write
0.02
1-megabyte
Write
8.04
Read
7.56
O Index:

1.3

Arche LE-02 Epson

3.35
3.28
9.97
13.36
7.49

6.66
6.68
19.94
33.3
16.64

3.32
3.31
6.66
10
5.82

3.33
3.31
9.99
13.29
7.48

10.78
24.99

15.96
47.45

12.11
12.55

10.68
26.98

0.19
0.45
0.01 0.0194
0.0158 0.025

0.13
0.03
0.08

0.27
0.0201
0.0231

8.06
7.5

9.7
8.1

4.7
58

8.4
7.65

1.2

0.8

1.3

1.0

1.2

WA= Not applicable; mode not supported by graphics adapter.
All times are in seconds. All figures were generated using the 8088/8086 version of Small-C ( 16- bit integers). Figures
far 80386 machines do not use 80386-specific instructions.
Trie floating-point benchmarks use 8087-compatible instructions only.
Ne errors for the floating-point benchmarks indicate the difference between expected and actual values, correct to
10 digits or rounded to 2digits.
Times reported by the Hard Seek and DOS Seek are for multiple seek operations (number of seeks performed
currently set to 100.)
Read and write times for the File I/O benchmarks are in seconds per Kbyte.
For the Livermore Loops and Dhrystone tests only, higher numbers mean faster performance.
2

3

5

For afull description of all the benchmarks, see " Introducing the New BYTE Benchmarks," June BYTE.
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VIDEO
Text
Mode 0
Mode 1
Mode 2
Mode 3
Mode 7
Graphics
CGA:
Mode 4
Mode 5
Mode 6
EGA:
Mode 13
Mode 14
Mode 16
Hercules
Mode 225
Index:

Amdek PC'S
Ltd.

Arche LE-D2 Epson

14.86
14.88
14.52
14.54
N/A

11.37
11.4
11.2
11.2
10.18

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
6.0

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
9.9

12.32
12.33
11.84
11.83
N/A

2.74
2.73
2.88

3.18
3.2
3.41

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

4.14
4.16
4.35

4.87
5.31
5.25

5.29
5.86
5.84

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A

6.9
7.52
7.51

N/A

N/A

3.24

3.90

N/A

1.0

1.1

L5

1.2

0.9

CONVENTIONAL BENCHMARKS
Amdek PC'S Arche LE-D2 Epson
Ltd.
LINPACK
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0.0419 0.0355 0.0297 0.0296
Dhrystone (MS C 5.0)
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If you buy aRival 286, you should seri-

9. 8* ously consider opting for a faster hard

Amdek System/286A

PC's Limited System 200

8.9

Arche Rival 286

7.4

Leading Edge Model 02

Epson Equity II +

7.1
7.0

IBM PS/2 Model 80 11.3

^

IBM PC AT

5

9.8
8.9
7.4

7.1

^

7.0

^

-^

Word
Processing
Spreadsheet
Database

^
^

Scientific/
Engineering

^

disk drive.
All the memory chips in the Rival 286
are socketed, and if you have a640K-byte
machine, it's asimple matter to plug in a
few extra chips to bring it up to the full 1megabyte AT complement.
Between the Covers
The Rival 286 ships with ageneric version of MS-DOS 3.3. The excellent
Microsoft manuals are included, although the relatively high level of their
technical content can be daunting if
you're abeginner. The User's Guide is a
better place for most folks to start. It's a
terse, though well-written, 54 pages of
essential information.
Another plug-it-in-and-run machine,
the Arche Rival 286 bears all the marks
of careful design and construction. And
it's frankly acomfortable system to use.
On the unit Itested, the slow hard disk
drive was anoticeable drag on the system. Arche Technologies has warranted
its system for 24 months, and the company was in the process of setting up tollfree help lines as Iwas writing this
review. —Stan Miasticowski

Compilers
•Cumulatwe applications index. Graphs are based on indexes at left
and show relative performance.

Epson Equity II +
Amdek System/288A

PC's Limited System 200

Arche Rival 288
Leading Edge Model 02

Epson Equity II +

IBM PS/2 Model 80
IBM PC AT

^
111

^
^
^1
^

CPU

^

D

FPU
Disk I/O

D

Video

El

The Epson Equity II + is abig jump forward from the original Equity II. This
new model has an 80286 CPU that you
can switch between 8and 10 MHz. The
improved performance of this machine is
not due only to the new processor: All the
critical hardware components have been
upgraded. My review unit had afast 40megabyte hard disk drive, a 1.2-megabyte 5 '4-inch floppy disk drive, and
640K bytes of 120-ns DRAM. All this is
attractively packaged in a light-gray,
small-footprint unit: The price of this
system, including Epson's Autoswitch
EGA card and EGA monitor, is $3897.
As in earlier Epson computers, the
Equity II + has asmall door on the bottom left of the front panel, behind which
you'll find ahardware reset switch, atoggle switch for the 8-MHz and 12-MHz
CPU speeds, and another toggle for
monochrome and color monitors. The
keyboard cable connects to a recessed
plug hidden behind another small panel
at the bottom left corner of the machine.
An LED power indicator on the front
of the Equity II + glows green when the
computer is turned on and running at 10
MHz; it changes to orange when the CPU
continued
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is set to its 8- MHz speed. You can change
the processor speed only with the switch
mentioned above; it cannot be changed
with akeystroke combination or by software— an inconvenience compared to
other systems with switchable CPU
speeds. A second green LED glows when
the system's CDC 40-megabyte hard disk
drive is active. This hot drive shows an
average seek time of 23 ms with adata
transfer rate of 169K bytes per second,
according to the Coretest program.
Internals
The basic layout of the Equity II + components is similar to that of most other
small-size AT clones. Three half-height
storage device bays occupy the right front
corner of the computer; behind them sits
the 140-watt power supply. The left side
of the box contains three 16-bit and three
8-bit expansion slots.
There are a few surprises inside,
though. The 640K bytes of RAM are installed on aspecial memory card rather
than on the motherboard. This small card
is mounted vertically on its own expansion connector, just to the left of the disk
drive enclosures. Also, the computer

uses two separate disk drive controller
expansion cards. The floppy disk drive
controller is mounted in an 8-bit slot and
has connections for two floppy disk
drives and the DB-9 RS-232C serial and
DB-25 parallel ports. The hard disk drive
controller is mounted in a16-bit slot and
has connectors for two drives. Because
the video adapter card occupies another
of the 8-bit slots, the machine is left with
only one 8-bit and two 16-bit slots available for further expansion.
My review computer came with an
EGA card and EGA monitor. The halflength Epson Autoswitch EGA card appears to be almost identical to the Paradise Autoswitch EGA card. The monitor
and adapter performed perfectly with
CGA and EGA software such as Brief
2.0, WordPerfect 4.2, Borland's Quattro
1.0, and my kids' current favorite, Chuck
Yeager's Advanced Flight Trainer 1.2.
One peeve Ihave about this computer
is its keyboard. The keys felt loose and
somewhat flimsy, and their action was
light and uncertain; it did not inspire
confidence when typing fast. It's abothersome component of an otherwise fine
computer.

Software and Documentation
The Equity II+ comes with MS-DOS
3.3, GWBASIC 3.20, and an easy-to-use
setup and diagnostics disk. The manuals
for the operating system and BASIC interpreter are in softcover binders and are
quite complete. The Equity II+ user's
guide makes setting up the computer
straightforward even for novice users.
Epson also includes auseful utility program from Storage Dimensions called
SpeedStor, which allows you to partition
your hard disk drive in avariety of ways,
including into DOS partitions that exceed
the normal 32-megabyte limit.
Bottom Line
The strengths of the Equity II+ are its
convenient size and the fact that it is
manufactured by one of the most reputable companies in the microcomputer
game. The machine's performance would
have been considered outstanding ayear
ago, but standards change quickly in this
business, and a 10-MHz 80286 running
with one wait state is a rather ordinary
configuration these days. [Editor's note:
Epson has recently announced anew version of the Equity 11+ with aclock speed

INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH
OOPS.
You have three options in today's world; lead,
follow or get out of the way. You've already
taken aleadership position in hardware with
the latest 286 or 386 system. Now you can use
that triple-digit architecture to blast ahead of
the pack with the most powerful new Object
Oriented Programming (ooPs) software on the
market: Smalltalk/V286.
Smalltalk/V, the original OOPS tool for
the PC, gave scientists, engineers, programmers and educators abrand new way to solve
problems. And soon they were developing
exciting new applications in everything from
economics to medicine to space.
Now Smalltalk/V286 gives you true
work station performance with industrial
strength capabilities like: push-button
debugging; multi-processmg; portability
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between DOS, OS/2 and Presentation
Manager operating environments; integrated
color graphics; arich class library; and access
to 16 MB of protected mode memory even
under DOS.
The new Smalltalk/V286, which is even
easier to learn and use than Smalltalk/V, retails
for just $199.95. Or you can buy Smalltalk/V,
still the world's best selling OOPS, for only
$99.95. And both come with our 60 day moneyback guarantee.
Check out the new Smalltalk/V286 at
your dealer. If he doesn't have it, order toll free,
1-800-922-8255.0r write to: Digitalk, Inc.,
9841 Airport Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90045.
And let us put
you ahead of the
power curve.

Smalltalk/V286

Circle 83 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 84)
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The Model D2 has four 16-bit and two
card. The basic model lists for $ 1495.
8-bit expansion slots. The hard disk drive
You can get the same with a30-megabyte
controller takes up a16-bit slot, and the
hard disk drive for $ 1995, or with a65EGA card takes an 8-bit slot. The floppy
megabyte high-speed hard disk drive for
disk drive controller and the circuitry for
$2495. The last is the one Itested.
single RS-232C serial and parallel ports
Leading Edge sells no other accessories. If you want acolor monitor, or if are all included on the motherboard.
you want to expand the memory to 1 There's space for two 5%-inch floppy
disk drives in the main drive bay, and if
megabyte (on the motherboard), you'll
you opt for a hard disk drive, it gets
have to fend for yourself.
mounted vertically to the right of the
The system uses 120-ns RAM and
runs at either 10, 8, or 6MHz, all with a floppy disk drives—an efficient use of
space.
single wait state. You switch the procesLeading Edge Model D2
sor speed via the keyboard. There's areHigh-Test Hard Disk Drive
Leading Edge is afamiliar company in
set switch and keylock on the front, and
The 65-megabyte Microscience HHsingle RS-232C and parallel ports are
the battle for personal computer users'
1060 hard disk drive that came with my
also standard issue.
dollars. Its new Model D2 is adirect dehigh-end version of the system is averitascendant of the still-available 8088-based
ble speed demon. The Coretest showed
Under the Hood
Model D, which Ireviewed in the Sepan average seek time of 20.6 ms with a
Inside, the Model D2 has a close-totember 1986 BYTE. Like its predecesdata transfer rate of 716.6K bytes per
conventional-size motherboard ( 11 by 12
sor, the Model D2 is manufactured in
second. The 16-bit controller coupled
inches). The Daewoo folks opted to use
Korea by Daewoo Telecom. With its 16most of the Chips & Technologies AT- with 1-to- 1interleave definitely does the
inch-square footprint, it even looks like
compatible chip set, although for some job. If you're doing disk-intensive prothe Model D, although it's abit taller.
cessing, there's absolutely no question
reason they didn't use the C&T 82C206,
The Model D2 comes in three configuthat this is the hard disk system to use.
rations, all with 640K bytes of RAM, a preferring to incorporate their own direct
The Model D2 comes configured with
memory access (DMA) controller, intersingle 1.2-megabyte 5 'A -inch floppy disk
640K bytes of RAM, 512K bytes of
rupt controller, timer, and real-time
drive, a 12-inch high-resolution monocontinued
clock/calendar using discrete chips.
chrome monitor, and amultimode EGA

of 12 MHz. The new version retains the
same case design and sells for $2699 with
a40-megabyte hard disk drive.]
Another possible minus for the Equity
II+ is its limited expandability because
of the need for two separate disk controllers and for the installation of amemoryexpansion card if you want more than
640K bytes of RAM. —John Unger
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which is permanently soldered into the
motherboard; this can be a real pain if
problems develop. Although there's
room for the full standard megabyte of
AT memory on the motherboard, the
Model D2 has one slightly maddening
idiosyncrasy: If you want to expand your
640K-byte system to 1 megabyte, you
need to buy 512K bytes of RAM, not
384K bytes. The reason for this is that the
128K bytes of RAM from 512K to 640K
is configured with 64K-byte chips. To
expand the board to 1 megabyte, you
need to remove the 64K-byte chips and
replace them with 256K-byte chips. And
you'll probably never have ause for those
leftover 64K-byte chips.
The Model D2 comes with a pile of
disks and apile of manuals. There's MSDOS 3.20, a diagnostics disk, a setup
disk, and the Leading Edge Word Processor thrown in for good measure. The two
MS-DOS manuals are full start-fromscratch rewrites of generic MS-DOS
manuals. They're particularly effective
at explaining some of the vagaries of the
operating system. The Operator's Guide
is also ajoy; it was obviously written by
someone sympathetic to the needs of both

new users and the more experienced.
Thoughtful touches abound on the
Model D2. There are long keyboard,
power, and monitor cables, and even a
depression on the keyboard for apen or
pencil. And in keeping with the increased reliability of today's hardware, it
has a20-month warranty.
The Model D2 is aprime example of
today's high-quality plug- in-and-run systems: You can take it out of the box, plug
it in, and be doing productive work in
minutes. In addition, software compatibility just doesn't seem to be an issue
anymore. The system's high-speed hard
disk drive is apleasure to use, especially
with adisk-intensive application like Paradox. Last but not least, its low price
makes it areal value. —Stan Miastkowski

PC's Limited System 200
The PC's Limited System 200, manufactured by Dell Computer, is an up-to-date,
high-performance system. Except for its
size and the general layout of its components, the System 200 bears little resem-

blance to the original IBM PC AT it purports to mimic. This computer can use
virtually all the software and hardware
designed for the original AT, but it does
so with new and better components and
much faster.
The CPU runs at a maximum clock
rate of 12.5 MHz, more than twice as fast
as the first ATs, and Dell makes good use
of very- large-scale- integration ( VLSI)
components, including three Chips &
Technologies chips, to keep the motherboard chip count down to a minimum.
My review system came with a 1.2megabyte 5 'A-inch floppy disk drive, a
1.44- megabyte 31
/2
inch floppy disk
drive, and afast 40-megabyte hard disk
drive—and it still had room for two more
half- height storage units. It was also
equipped with aVGA/EGA/CGA video
card and monitor and atotal of 1.6 megabytes of RAM. The total price for this
configuration is $3599.
Internal Layout and Components
The physical layout of the major hardware components resembles that used in
most full-size AT clones. The right rear
corner is occupied by a hefty 200-watt

OOPS LITE.
LESS FILLING GREAT TASTE.
Object Oriented Programming (ooPs) is the most
refreshing development ever to hit PC computing because it makes programming natural and
easy. And if you've got athirst for the world's
best selling OOPS, get your hands on OOPS Lite,
Smalltalk/V
Thousands of scientists, engineers, programmers and educators have chosen Smalltalk/V
because it's less filling. Unlike other OOPS which
require deep-pocket workstations and azillion bytes
of RAM, Smalltalk/V runs on box-stock PC/XTs
and clones with 512K and still has room to develop
full-bodied applications.
Thousands more have chosen Smalltalk/V
because it's the fastest, easiest way to get agreat
taste of OOPS. And that taste has led to satisfying
results in everything from finance to medicine to
space.
These people found that the real value of
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personal computing isn't just manipulating aword
processor, aspreadsheet or amodern user interface.
It is using their PC as asculptor uses clay. And
Smalltalk/V with its unique design clarity natural
parallel between problem and solution, and forgiving nature gets you there with gusto.
Smalltalk/V is only $99.95 and comes with
the best object oriented programming tutorial money
can buy. And when you're ready for something even
more potent, move up to new Industrial Strength
OOPS, Smalltalk/V 286 for just $199.95. Both come
with our 60 day money-back guarantee.
Check out Smalltalk/V at your dealer. If
he doesn't have it, order toll free: 1-800-922-8255.
Or write to: Digitalk, Inc., 9841 Airport Blvd.,
Los Angeles, CA 90045. OOPS Lite. Everything
you've ever wanted
in agreat OOPS.
For less.

Smalltalla

Circle 85 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 86)
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power supply. In front of the power supply are two storage-device bays; the one
on the right is set up to take three halfheight devices, and the left-hand bay can
be used by one full-height or two halfheight hard disk drives. The bottom halfheight bay on the right is suitable only for
ahard disk drive, because you cannot access it from the front panel.
The System 200 has six expansion
slots on the motherboard: four 16-bit and
two 8-bit. The hard disk drive/floppy
disk drive controller uses one of the 16bit slots, and the video adapter uses an 8bit slot. Two DB-9 RS-232C serial ports
and one DB-25 parallel port are mounted
on the motherboard; you don't have to
use up an expansion slot for them.
The computer comes standard with
640K bytes of 120-ns DRAM mounted
directly on the motherboard. My review
unit had an additional 1 megabyte of
DRAM installed in special single in-line
memory module (SIMM) sockets, also
located on the motherboard. Using
SIMMs, you can install up to 4 megabytes of memory on the motherboard.
You can switch the 80286 CPU between 12.5 and 6.25 MHz with either a

keystroke combination (Ctrl-Alt-Backslash) or a utility program. The expansion bus clock rate switches between 8
and 6.25 MI-Iz when you toggle the CPU
speed. The system's memory access uses
one wait state independently of the clock
speed. Ihad no trouble installing an 8MHz 80287 math coprocessor on the
motherboard.

patible and ran all my CGA and EGA
software flawlessly. I don't have any
commercial software that uses color
graphics in VGA mode, so Iwrote some
simple graphics routines to show off the
VGA's colors using Borland Turbo C
version 1.5. The results were stunning.

Performance
When running my software on the System 200, Inever got the feeling that Ihad
Storage and Display
to wait for the computer to catch up with
My System 200 had a versatile trio of
me. (And Ihave built up quite an impadata storage devices installed. The maintience quotient over the years.) The
stay is a 40-megabyte hard disk drive
benchmark results back up my feelings
with an average access time of 25 ms and
about the machine's performance: It is
adata transfer rate of 167K bytes per secnear the top for 80286 machines. [Ediond, according to the Coretest. For contor's note: Dell Computer has recently
venience in running software and exannounced the Model 220, a 20-MHz
changing data, Ihad the choice of using
80286 system with a31
/2
inch floppy disk
either a 1.2-megabyte 5 %-inch floppy
drive, 1 megabyte of RAM, and a 40disk drive or a 1.44-megabyte 31
2 /
inch
megabyte hard disk drive. It lists for
floppy disk drive. This drive combina$2499.]
tion ensures easy compatibility with all
Dell Computer, the manufacturer of
MS-DOS systems, including laptops and
PC's Limited computers, deals strictly
the new PS/2 computers.
The System 200 also came with a by mail order. Dell has atoll- free number for technical assistance, and its emVideo Seven Vega VGA card and aMitsuployees are fast and knowledgeable.
bishi XC-1429C color monitor. This
continued
display system is VGA/EGA/CGA com-
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However, if its technicians cannot solve
your problem, you can take advantage of
free, on-site service provided by Honeywell Bull if you live within 100 miles
of one of that company's 180 customerservice dispatch offices. This service is
free for one year and can be extended for
four extra years with an additional fee.
The System 200 is an ideal choice if
you need a full-size, high-performance
AT-compatible microcomputer with a
large capacity both for extra storage de-

vices, such as disk drives and tape backup units, and for plug-in expansion
boards. —John Unger

Side by Side
We were not surprised by the benchmark
results. The fleetest CPU gets the gold
medal; in this case, it is the Amdek System/286A with its 12.5-MHz 80286 with
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zero wait states.
All the computers had a respectable
showing against an 8-MHz IBM PC AT.
But when you get further into the benchmark results, the distinctions are less clear.
In the FPU test, the PC's Limited System 200 is the clear leader, leaving the
Amdek behind. This is significant if you
plan to do intensive number crunching.
A hard disk drive can be abottleneck
for any computer system, and in the Disk
I/O tests, the Arche Rival 286 was betrayed by its slow Seagate ST225. All the
other reviewed systems had respectable
hard disk drive performance.
The lead again changed hands in the
Video tests. The Arche Rival 286's EGA
card put on agood performance.
The Applications benchmarks give
real-world results that reflect how acomputer would perform in your home or office. In all these tests, the Amdek System/286A was the leader, consistently
outperforming its competition. Its nearest rival was the PC's Limited System
200. The Arche Rival 286, while excelling in the Word Processing tests, was
again slowed by its hard disk drive in the
disk-intensive Database tests.
In terms of performance, then, the
stand-up winner in our benchmark tests
was the Amdek System/286A. The only
test where it stumbled was in the Video
benchmarks, and that has more to do
with the function of the graphics adapter
card than with the whole computer.
You should, of course, select the system that excels in the categories you work
with most. Also, be aware that the prices
given here are list prices. Many systems,
such as Epson's Equity II+, are sold by
independent retailers and may be available at heavily discounted prices in your
area. But given our benchmark results
and list prices, acouple of clear choices
emerge. Top performance goes to the
Amdek System/286A, but at a cost of
$4345. At $3600, aPC's Limited System
200 is close in performance and more
fully equipped. And if top-notch performance is not essential, the Leading Edge
Model D2 comes in at $2500, the bargain
of this bunch. •
John Unger is ageophysicist for the U.S.
government and lives in Hamilton, Virginia. He writes graphics software and
uses computers to study the earth's crust.
He can be reached on BIX as "editors."
Stan Miasticowski is aBYTE contributing
editor, director of K+S Concepts (a
documentation and consulting firm), and
editor in chief of the "OS Report" newsletter. He can be reached on BIX as
"stanm."
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(0206) 761950
FAX: (0206) 761941
Telex: 940 11232
To order call toll free:

1800 338 4061
In California call

(415) 974-5439

CLEO
now delivers
3278 coax cards
at $ 795.00!

CLEO is your SNA or BSC Gateway
Remote Sites Communication
Whatever your industry, your remote
computers need to share information with
your mainframe. Or, they need to exchange
data with other remotes. In either case, you
need atotal solution at the remote sites. You
need software, hardware interfaces and
modems that all work together smoothly.
You need CLEO!
CLEO software products allow microcomputers to communicate with minicomputers and mainframes, and to emulate
their workstations. Since 1981, CLEO has
provided remote communications between

Complete
Software/Hardware Package

Call us today to discuss
your application.

Every CLEO package contains all the software and hardware accessories needed at the
remote site. Your selected CLEO SNA or BSC
software is packaged with 1) an internal
modem card for dial-up applications, or 2)

CLEO Software
1639 North Alpine Rd.

an interface card and cable for use with your
existing modem. There's no waiting for nonCLEO add-ons. And, you get prompt, singlesource service.

micros and mainframes for the automotive,
insurance, medical and banking industries.
Today over 66,000 CLEO users worldwide
are running on all major brands of microprocessors. The greatest number of these
users run CLEO software on IBM Personal
Computers and NETBIOS LANs.

Package prices
range from $ 795.00 for
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HARDWARE REVIEW

Seeing Colors
on the Mac SE

Orchid's ColorVue
SE board taps hidden
color capabilities
Don Crabb

T

othe world at large, it's obvious
that the Macintosh H supports
color. Not so obvious is that both
the Mac SE and the Mac Plus,
even with their black-and-white displays,
also support color. These Mac ROMs use
conventional QuicicDraw calls to handle
eight basic colors: black, red, green.,
blue, white, cyan, nxigenta, and yellow.
This limited color capability allows the
Mac SE to print in color on an Imagewriter II, Imagewriter LQ, HewlettPaCkard PaintJet, and other devices. But
because the Mac SE lacks a way to
display these eight colors, achieving
good color output is amatter of trial and
error. The demand for a way to view
color on aMac SE has grown because of
the increasing sophistication of desktop
presentation and publishing software and
the need to review the output before committing the results tnthe printer.

Orchid Technology's ColorVue SE
provides an add-on solution. The ColorVue SE is a $695 adapter card that lets the
Mac SE display colors on an attached
color monitor while still allowing use of
the computer's built-in screen.
The ColorVue SE version 1.0 supports
a1024- by 512-pixel virtual screen, with
aregion of 640 by 480 pixels visible at a
given time. The board supports horizontal panning to let you view the entire virtual screen in sections (if your software
provides the necessary assistance—via a
horizontal scroll bar, for example). The
board can display as many as 16 colors or
gray scales at atime (the ColorVue software supplies eight additional colors besides the eight that QuickDraw provides)
from apalette of 262,144 possible RGB
values. The board also supports 2- and 8color (or gray-scale) modes.
The video output can drive either an
Apple RGB analog monitor, such as the
Mac II color monitor, or aVGA monitor,
such as the IBM 8513 and 8514 color
monitors. Many multiscan monitors,
such as the Sony Multiscan and the NEC
MultiSync, can also be used.
The Hardware of Color
The ColorVue SE is astandard-size SE
daughterboard that plugs into the Mac
SE's 96-pin EuroDIN slot. The ColorVue board does not include an extra bus
connector, so if you install it in your SE,
you will not be able to install other addon cards. The basic design fault is the
Mac SE's, though, with its limited slot
space. The SE that Iused already had a
SuperMac (Levco) Prodigy SE board installed, which Ihad to remove to test the
ColorVue.
The ColorVue SE comes packaged in
an antistatic bag and is well protected
during shipment by closed-cell foam padding. The package includes auser's manual, asupport software disk, two nylon
standoffs to help anchor the board, acustomer service booklet and warranty card,
continued
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an output connector with two sockets for
the color monitor connection, and ribbon
cable to join the board to the output connector. A color monitor is not included.
The output connector includes both a
large-format DB-15 Apple connector and
a small-format DB-14 VGA-style connector. The user's manual provides a
schematic of the pin-outs for each.
The board has a very clean design,
with no engineering afterthoughts (see
photo 1). It contains two proprietary Orchid ROMs (version 1.0), 2megabytes of
video RAM, anumber of programmablearray-logic (PAL) chips, acouple of oscillators, a connector for the ribbon
cable, and some unmarked custom chips.
The ROMs are socketed, so the company
can upgrade the board's firmware.
Installing the ColorVue board is quite
easy. The instructions supplied in the
user's manual are sufficiently detailed if
you've had some installation and modification experience with Macs before.
However, Orchid warns against novices
attempting the installation; this advice is
warranted because of the high voltage
danger presented by the SE's CRT yoke
and analog board.
Installation and initial testing of the
ColorVue SE took alittle longer than an

You can

monitor connectors in the port, giving a
nice finished appearance to the installation and offering further anchorage for
the monitor connectors.

set the external

The Software of Color
The software assist for the ColorVue SE
comes in the form of a Control Panel
CDEV called ColorVue. To install the
software, you simply drag the CDEV
from the supplied disk to the system folder of your start-up disk. The CDEV lets
you set anumber of functions, including
the number of display colors; a screen
hour from removal of the computer's outsaver, which you can activate manually
er shell to its replacement. You need a or time to dim the screen within 5or 30
Phillips screwdriver, a small flat-blade
minutes of inactivity; and the monitor
screwdriver, a long-shafted T-15 Torx
type you have connected (Apple or VGA,
driver, and a case-cracker to complete
color or monochrome).
the installation. Orchid does not supply
You can set display colors to 2, 8, 16,
these tools.
or automatic. The 2-color mode turns the
After the board is installed, you attach
external monitor into a monochrome
the output connector to the board, using
screen. This improves screen perforits ribbon cable, and then you mount the
mance for noncolor programs, because
output connector in the SE's accessory
you're manipulating bits instead of pixels
access port; this process took another 10
for the display. It also eliminates comminutes. The output connector is faspatibility problems for software that
tened by screws to the SE's chassis and
won't work properly with ColorVue.
fits through the access port after you have
The 8-color mode displays the 8stanpopped out its plastic cover. A small
dard colors used in printing on the
metal finishing bracket fits over the
Imagewriter II and Imagewriter LQ:
black, red, green, blue, white, cyan, magenta, and yellow. When you switch to
the 16-color mode, the ColorVue board
adds 8more colors to the available palette
(dark gray, orange, olive, purple, light
gray, gray, brown, and tan). At this writing, current applications don't utilize
these extra colors, but Orchid Technology says that 19 programs modified to
use this capability will be ready to ship by
August. These include PageMaker,
Adobe Illustrator, SuperPaint 2.0, MacDraw II, and dBASE Mac.
The recommended mode of operation
is the automatic color mode. The automatic setting displays 16 colors if they are
present; if no colors are visible, the software treats the screen as a black-andwhite display. This improves video performance by using the faster 2-color
mode to update the Mac SE desktop until
you open an application using color.
Other screen attributes and functions
are set with the ColorVue CDEV, including the ability to fine-tune your color
choices on- screen to match your own
tastes or to match those of your color
printer (Imagewriter or PaintJet). The
CDEV also lets you activate either or
both of the internal and external monitors. If you use the internal monitor, it
duplicates the top left (512- by 342-pixel)
rectangle of the larger screen.
Photo 1: The ColorVue SE add-on board, with 2megabytes of video RAM.

display for 2, 8, or
16 colors.

continued
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NEW

THE "DESKTOP
PRESENTER PACK"

Everything you need for creating and
giving presentations with your PC.
Now, you can make impressive, professionalquality, full-color presentations of any kind right
at your desk with The DESKTOP PRESENTER
PACK.
Everything you need is included: Colormetric®
a high resolution graphics card for your PC,
PictureIt" business graphics software, and
PCPrintmaker® desktop printing software.
With The DESKTOP PRESENTER PACK
you will turn your personal computer into afullcapability workstation for creating professional-

quality presentations quickly and easily. Then
use your PC to give avideo presentation in
1000 colors.
Or make high resolution slides, overhead
transparencies or hardcopy all in full-color by
simply plugging in aSlideMaker® or color printer.
Buy the DESKTOP PRESENTER PACK and
make the best presentation of your career.

Call today 800-556-1234, ext. 234.
In Calif. 800-441-2345, ext. 234.

General Parametrics Corporation

the makers of VideoShow

Berkeley, CA 415-524-3950
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ChiWriter

SEEING COLORS ON THE MAC SE

How are you currently producing your scientific
documents? Are you using a " golf ball" style
typewriter? A regular word processor, hand lettering the special symbols? Are you fighting
against a " what-you-see- is- definitely- not-whatyou- get" system with a special command
language? Or are you using one of our competitors' expensive and inflexible programs? Find
out how ChiWriter can solve your scientific word
processing problems.

1
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From an actual ChiWriter screen display

Powerful Scientific/Multifont Word
Processing at a Reasonable Price
ChiWriter is acomplete word processor, designed
especially for scientific and foreign language text.
Its features include: intuitive formula editing commands, automatic pagination, variable headers
and footers, footnotes, box draw mode, anotepad
window and an integrated spelling checker.
Best of all, ChiWriter is completely " what-you-seeis-what-you-get". Even complicated formulas can
be entered easily because the screen display corresponds exactly to the printout.
ChiWriter runs on an IBM PC with CGA graphics,
2 floppy or 1 hard/1 floppy drive, and an Epson/IBM compatible 9 pin printer. Hi res screen
support ( Hercules, EGA, VGA, AT&T), 24 pin
printer support and laser printer support ( HP
LaserJet, PostScript) is available.
"ChiWriter is anifty product with aprice Idefy you
to beat and performance Idefy you to snub ... I
know of several $500 programs that will do the job,
but for the same money you could buy ChiWriter
and a vacation."
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Phil Wiswell, PC Magazine
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../
ChiWriter Program
S99 95
Hi Res Screen Support $24.95
24 Pin Printer Support $24.95
Laser Printer Support $59.95
International Keyboard Support $ 19.95
Chemistry Support
$49.95
Word Perfect Converter $49.95
Conographic Font Set
$ 149.95
IndexChi Index Generator $59.95
Shipping & handling $
$5 U.S. & Canada, $ 10 Europe, $15 elsewhere

Name ____
Address
City
State

Zip

Country

Phone I
Payment by

1Check LIPurchase Order D VISA 11 MC

Card #

Exp
117
Horstmann Software Design Corporation
140 E. San Carlos St.IP.O. Box 5039
San Jose, CA 95150-5039, USA
(408) 298-0028

herstmann zelmun
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ColorVue SE
Type
Color display board for the
Macintosh SE
Company
Orchid Technology
45365 Northport Loop W
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 683-0300
Features
640- by 480- pixel display in avirtual
window of 1024 by 512 pixels; displays
16 colors out of apalette of 262,144;
2-, 8-, 16-, and auto-color modes; prints
in color on the Apple Imagewriter II,
lmagewriter LC), and HP PaintJet color
printers; automatic or manually triggered
screen- saving feature; connector- and
signal- compatible with the Mac II
monochrome/color monitors or PS/2
series color/monochrome monitors; 2
megabytes of video RAM; Orchid ROM
version 1.0; ColorVue SE CDEV
Size
49Áe x 87/
16inches, conforms to SE
daughtercard form factor
Hardware Needed
Macintosh SE; Mac II
monochrome/color monitor, VGAcompatible monitor, or multiscan
monitor
Software Needed
None
Documentation
76- page ColorVue SE User's Manual
Price
$695
Inquiry 888.

The ColorVue SE's virtual screen is
1024 by 512 pixels, although you can
view only 640 by 480 pixels at once. The
documentation makes no mention of how
to invoke, control, or use this capability,
but Ifound through trial and error that
the horizontal scroll bars on some applications let you move the viewable screen
around in that virtual space.
Itested the ColorVue using an AppleColor 13- inch high- resolution RGB
monitor (the Mac II color monitor); an
IBM 8513 PS/2 VGA monitor; aZenith
14-inch FTM VGA monitor; aZenith 13inch RGB monitor; an Apple 12-inch

high-resolution monochrome monitor
(the Mac II monochrome monitor); a
Sony Multiscan color monitor; and an
NEC MultiSync color monitor. The
ColorVue drove each monitor successfully, although Ihad to adjust the sharpness and focus controls on the Zenith
RGB monitor to get aclear picture.
The power connectors of many color
monitors use a special power cord that
connects them to the switched outlet on a
computer chassis. This is true for the
AppleColor monitor, which comes with
acord meant to be hooked to the Mac II.
Fortunately, this same cable is detachable at the monitor so you can substitute a
"generic" power cable. Bear this in mind
if you use a different monitor with the
ColorVue SE, since the Mac SE does not
have aswitched power outlet of its own.
A Few Compatibility Snags
Iran virtually every Macintosh application Ihad on the ColorVue SE-equipped
Mac. Nongraphics software, such as
word processors, did not have aproblem
with the ColorVue, since they don't support color anyway. One exception was
dBASE Mac 1.01, which produces color
on aMac II. The dBASE database Iused
to test the ColorVue had color graphics
and text in it. Neither color text nor
graphics displayed properly with the
ColorVue SE. Orchid Technology is
aware of this problem and is currently
working on afix.
My software test list naturally included lots of graphics and desktop publishing applications, since presumably
the biggest reason for buying the ColorVue board is for color graphics. Among
the applications Itested were FullPaint
1.1, SuperPaint 1.0, MacPaint 1.4 and
2.0, Cricket Draw 1.0, Cricket Graph
1.1, MacProject 1.5, MacDraw 1.9.5
and 2.0, PowerPoint 1.0 and 2.0, Quark
XPress, GraphicWorks 1.1, VideoWorks
1.0, VersaCAD 1.1, More 1.1c, MegaImages B6.c, ImageStudio 1.0, MaxWrite 0.80, MapMalcer 1.0, Zoomation!
1.5, Color MacStar, PixelPaint 1.0, and
Slide Show 1.0.
Of this list, only FullPaint, MaxWrite,
and MacPaint would not run properly on
the ColorVue in color mode, although
they would work in 2-bit monochrome
mode. Display problems ranged from
menus with multiple ghosts, to invisible
menu bars, to confused images. Color
MacStar, MegaImages, PixelPaint, and
Zoomation! would not work at all in
either monochrome or color mode, and
the computer required a hard reset to
clear. Since these four programs were
continued
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1-800-422-3525

Dayton, Ohio 45402

513/461-3525
FAX 513/461-3391
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Integrand's new Chassis/System is not another
IBM mechanical and electrical clone. An
entirely fresh packaging design approach has
been taken using modular construction. At
present, over 40 optional stock modules allow
you to customize our standard chassis to nearly
any requirement. Integrand offers high quality,
advanced design hardware along with
applications and technical support all al pnces
competitive with imports. Why settle for less?

SEEING COLORS ON THE MAC SE

Rack & Desk
PC/AT Chassis

Rack & Desk Models
Accepts PC XT, AT Motherboards and
Passive Backplanes
Doesn't Look Like IBM
Rugged Modular Construction
Excellent Air Flow & Cooling
Optional Card Cage Fan
Designed to meet FCC
204 Wan Supply, UL Recognized
¡45W& 85W also available
Reasonably Priced
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RESEARCH CORP
Call or write for descriptive brochure and prices:
8620 Roosevelt Ave. • Visalia, CA 93291
209/651-1203
TELEX 5106012830 (INTEGRAND UD)
EZL1NK 62926572
We accept BankAmericard/V1SA and MasterCard
IBM. PC, XT. AT vademarlo, of International &omen Macho,
Dove, and umpufer board, no, . naluded
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written for the Mac II, Iexpected this
problem. The rest of the graphics software worked in monochrome mode on
the external screen.
Iprinted color output using Cricket
Draw, Cricket Graph, More, and other
applications on an Imagewriter II, Imagewriter LQ, and HP PaintJet without a
hitch; the pages had the colors that the
screen displays led me to expect. Ialso
printed color output on an HP 7475A
flat-bed plotter, although the matchup
between the displayed color on the screen
and the plotted color on the paper usually
did not match.
The most noticeable difference between the regular Mac SE screen and the
color screen driven by the ColorVue (besides the color) was in screen-drawing
performance. Cricket Draw, for example, took at least twice as long (and often
much more for complex images) to redraw a color graphic on the ColorVue
SE—driven screen, compared to the same
image in monochrome on the internal
screen of an unmodified Mac SE.
The same was true for other applications working in color (e.g., GraphicWorks, VersaCAD, and Cricket Graph).
Of all the other applications I tested,
More 1.1c showed the most slowdown
when redisplaying an image with color
text in it, compared to displaying on the
internal monitor. Thus, the price of having color is some screen-drawing slowdown when you use the 8- or 16-color
mode. However, you can always switch to
monochrome to improve drawing speed,
or you can use the automatic-color setting
and let the ColorVue switch to monochrome when no color is present.
Skimpy Documentation
The user's manual supplied with the
ColorVue board does agood job as an installation guide, but it is anemically thin
on other issues. It doesn't mention anything about using the ColorVue SE with
actual software. There is no list of compatible software, nor a discussion of
which software vendors can be expected
to provide ColorVue drivers with their
products. The manual also fails to give
any information about the card's 1024by 512-pixel virtual screen and how
you're supposed to move around in it
(horizontal panning).
From an end user's point of view,
Orchid needs to go back to its technical
writers for about 40 more pages of software and usage discussion. An updated
manual should also include complete
technical specifications (such as a detailed board schematic and adiscussion
of the board's design) and should address

other technical concerns. No on-line help
is provided with the ColorVue CDEV.
Orchid is a proven accessory board
manufacturer for the IBM PC. This is the
company's first Apple-compatible product. Itested the customer-support phone
lines by asking some questions about installation and software compatibility.
The support technicians dealt with installation problems easily, but those Italked
with knew much less about the ColorVue's software compatibility or about the
availability of new software releases that
would drive the ColorVue properly.
The ColorVue SE has atwo-year hardware warranty that you can extend to four
years at no extra charge by filling out and
returning your warranty card.
The Big Draw: Color Now
The question you have to answer before
buying aColorVue SE is: Do you really
need acolor Mac SE? And at what price?
At $695, the ColorVue SE isn't cheap,
but it's reasonable. However, you have to
add the price of acolor monitor to your
shopping list when you go with SE color.
This will add another $500 to $900 to the
tab, depending on the monitor you buy.
That puts the price of SE color at $ 1200
and up. Not cheap, but still much less expensive than scrapping (or selling) your
Mac SE and buying aMac II. Besides,
you can opt to buy one of Apple's color
monitors and then continue to use it when
your budget permits you to buy aMac II.
The main reason for buying the ColorVue SE is that it provides ausable color
display for the Mac SE now. If you need
color for your graphic design, CAD, or
publishing work, and you don't want to
replace your Mac SE, the ColorVue SE is
a reasonable solution. Although the
board's color display lacks the subtlety of
the 256-color Mac H display, you'll be
surprised just how appealing 8 or 16
colors can be. And if you need 16 gray
scales for your desktop publishing work,
the ColorVue SE does that job nicely,
too. The cost of acquiring this capability
won't bankrupt you, either.
Finally, the ColorVue SE doesn't tie
your Mac SE to your desk. Any time you
need to move your Mac or take it on the
road, you can disconnect the color monitor cable and go. •
Don Crabb is the director of instructional
laboratories for the computer science department of the University of Chicago
and is a lecturer in the department and
the college. His articles and reviews have
appeared in microcomputer magazines,
newspapers, and journals. He can be
reached on BIX as "decrabb."

NOW YOU CAN CONNECT FOUR
USERS TO ONE LASER PRINTER.
With the Mannesmann Tally MT910 Laser
Printer and its Multiuser
Interface option, you can
connect four users for just
$1050 each.
Each of you will have
your own I/O port, programmable for your own protocol
and emulation. Laser-crisp
text and graphics at 300 dpi.
All the specs you see in the
center. And with an optional
5-bin sorter, even your own
output bin.
Circle 155 on Reader Service Card (Dealers: 156)

THIS ONE.
•Speed: 10 pages- per-minute
•Dual paper cassettes standard, 250 sheets
each.
•Dual output bins standard, 250 sheets each.
•Memory: 500K; 400K available to print
graphics or download additional fonts.
•Manual feed handles single sheets, envelopes, transparencies, and labels.
•Emulations: Diablo« 630, Epson` FX, IBM`
Proprinter; HP' LaserJet Plus; and Come*
Sprint II.
•Workload: 10,000 pages- per-month.
•Standard fonts: E Courier 10. El Prestige
Elite 12 0 Letter Gothic 16.6E bold, italic,
condensed, and expanded.
•Options: E 4-user I/O E extensive library
of optional fonts in cartridge or downloadable formats 0 1.5 Mg RAM upgrade
III 5- bin sorter.

So call the number
below for more information
or to connect with your nearest dealer.
And he'll connect you
with the only out-of-the-box
laser printer on the market
today that gives you so much
for just $ 1050 per user.
A Mannesmann Tally.

MANNESMANN
TALLY

1-800-843-1347.101
In Washington state, call.
206-251-5524 Ext. 101

COMPLETE 12 MHz
ZERO281,18 286 SYSTEM
Can you believe it? Yes you can!
32 MB hard drive. 12 MHz ZERO Wait State. Fully AT
compatible. Our complete '
286 system ready to plug in and
fly right out of the box! At the amazing price of only $1,295!
How is it possible? By buying direct from the manufacturer that's how. ZEUS International offers you the finest,
best-backed fully AT compatible systems available . . . at
factory direct prices.
We think you'll agree, this is the very best value you'll
find anywhere.
ZEOS° Customer Assurance Program
Compare not only our features but
the ZEOSe Customer Assurance Program as well: 1. Full refund within
30 days of shipment if you are not
absolutely satisfied. 2. One full year
limited warranty on parts and labor. 3. Federal Express replacement
of any failed parts for your first
year of ownership.

$
ON

And every ZEOS® system is fully assembled, burned-in
and tested in our own laboratories. We would like to build
one for you. Give us acall today!

OTHER ZEOS OPTIONS:
• Basic System Only: Everything except HDD/HDC.
$995
• Complete 64 MB hard drive system! Only $1,595
• EGA Upgrade. 14" EGA color monitor with ZEUS EGA
card. Fully tested. Add $495
• Many other drives and options available. Call Toll Free
for details, 800-423-5891.

1,29500
LY

STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE:

Il

ZEOP '386 Tower System
Available now! Zeose 386 Tower System! Complete with 64 MB HDD;
Adaptec 2372 HDC, 1:1 interleave,
800 KB/sec transfer rate; 1MB
RAM, Zero-Wait, cache memory, 1.2
FDD, High Resolution tilt swivel
monitor, 101 key keyboard, and
more. Complete 20 MHz System
$3,495! 16 MHz $ 2,995!
• Heavy Duty 200W Power
Supply.

12" High Resolution Amber
Screen TTL Monitor with Tilt
& Swivel base. Easy on the eyes!

• Real Time Clock/Calendar with
Battery Backup.

l80286 CPU Zero-Wait State
Motherboard with 8 I/O slots
and socket for 80287 Math
Co-processor.

512K, 8Ons Memory expandable
to 1MB on the Motherboard.
• Hard and Floppy Drive
Controller; 1:1, 800 KB/sec!

II 6/12 MHz Dual Speed,
Keyboard Selectable,
Zero Wait-State.
Phoenix BIOS!

• Serial and Parallel/
Printer Ports.

1

1.2 MB High
Capacity Floppy
Drive.

1Deluxe AT-style
Case, Security
Keylock, Reset
Button, LEDs.

• 32MB hard
drive.

Full 101 key
AT-style
Keyboard,
Mechanical
Tactile with
Pleasant
"Click" Feel.

• High Resolution Monochrome Graphic
Card.
• FCC approved.
• Norton SI: 15.3

AT is aregistered trademark
of IBM Corporation.
Due to currency fluctuations and other factors
beyond our control, prices
are subject to change
without notice.
Call for complete
warranty details.

In Minnesota Call: 612-633-4591
FAX Orders Dial: 612-633-2310

CND
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COD

ORDER NOW TOLL FREE
800-423-5891

ZEOS

IN TERNATIONAL, LTD
530 5th Avenue NW, Suite 1000
St Paul, MN 55112
Circle 282 on Reader Service Card

SOFTWARE REVIEW

VM/386:
AVirtual Solution
Basic Options
OM Name , ¿BR STD
Profile= 128K_STD
Base Memory (Kb). 128
Foreyround Only. No
SRM Check , Ves
Update Profile. No

Boot Device
rd Disk
Floppy Disk
ROM Basic
Standard

t Files
Config,
Autoexec. UM

a

Select Profile from list. Available memory ( Kb). 4964
1Info
Press Ctrl- Enter to see the advanced options.
Press Enter to create a new machine.
Use Esc to quit.

A multitasking program
manager for 80386-based
DOS machines
Namir Clement Shammas

V

M/386 is acontrol program that
lets you run DOS applications
concurrently. It uses the virtual
8086 mode of the Intel 80386
CPU chip to create multiple 8086-based
virtual machines. The amount of physical memory limits the number of virtual
machines.
VM/386 1.1 ($245) from Intelligent
Graphics Corp. requires an 80386-based
computer with at least 2 megabytes of
RAM. The system requires one highdensity floppy disk drive, and the manual

recommends that you use a hard disk
drive. VM/386 supports monochrome
display adapters and VGA, CGA, EGA,
and Hercules-compatible graphics adapters. Iused aCompaq Deskpro/20 with 5
megabytes of memory and a40-megabyte
hard disk drive running MS-DOS 3.3.
Multiple Virtual IBM PC XTs
The VM/386 control program takes up
640K bytes of memory, and lets you divide up the rest of the physical memory
into virtual machines. It uses apreemptive multitasking scheduler to share the
processor among the virtual machines.
You can choose to have the System Resource Manager (SRM) adjust and optimize the scheduling of avirtual machine,
or you can turn off the SRM and adjust
these parameters yourself.
Each machine operates as though it
were an independent IBM PC XT, with
its own copies of DOS, AUTOEXEC and
CONFIG files and memory-resident programs. These virtual machines are pro-

tected from each other; asoftware crash
in one does not affect the others. In fact,
you can even reboot an individual virtual
machine with the Ctrl-Alt-Del key combination. To move among the virtual machines, you call up a switcher list by
pressing SysReq (or Alt-SysReq if you
have an enhanced keyboard). From this
list, you can choose either to enter the
virtual machine manager menu or to go
to avirtual machine.
To use VM/386, you first boot up
under DOS and then type VM/386, which
is the name of abatch file that starts the
Virtual Memory Manager (VMM). The
VM/386 control program uses multiple
text-based windows containing menus
and help or status information. The
VMM contains six main menus: Virtual
Machine Control, Hardware Control,
System Options, Status Display, Help Information, and Exit VM/386. All these
menus except the last have submenus. It
is important that you exit from VM/386
via the menu option so that VM/386 can
close any files it has open.
Creating a virtual machine involves
two screens, each with aset of options.
The first contains basic options, while
the second contains advanced ones. You
can alter and fine-tune the default values,
with the option of storing anew set of default values in aprofile file.
The basic options for creating avirtual
machine are assigning avirtual machine
a name, a profile, and an amount of
memory ( 128K to 640K bytes); as shown
in the photo. You can also specify whether this virtual machine will run only
while it is in the foreground and whether
the SRM will adjust its time slice.
When you estimate the total amount of
memory required, you must take into account that the video screen requires 16K
bytes and 112K bytes in text and graphics
modes, respectively. You can assign
foreground-only mode to highly interactive applications that do not perform any
task while in the background.
continued
JULY 1988 • BYTE
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This enables you to customize the configuration during the virtual machine
Type
reboot.
Multitasking environment
Each virtual machine can have its own
AUTOEXEC batch file to load RAM-resiCompany
dent utilities and related applications.
IGC
VM/386 does not support DOS redirec4800 Great America Pkwy.
tion and piping commands placed inside
Santa Clara, CA 95054
batch files. These commands work fine
(408) 986-8373
when issued at the DOS command level.
(800) 458-9108
The advanced options for creating a
Format
virtual machine let you adjust parameters
One high-density 51
/
4inch floppy disk
that relate to the performance, extended
or expanded memory allocation, and
Language
hardware device drivers.
Assembly
The performance parameters are probably the most interesting and most freHardware Needed
quently adjusted. With these parameters,
IBM AT with an Intel Inboard 386,
you can control the speed of virtual maCompaq Deskpro 386, IBM PS/2 Model
80, or 80386-based computer with at
chines relative to each other. The paramleast 2megabytes of RAM, one higheters include the queue, priority, time
density floppy disk drive (hard disk
slice, SRM burst, SRM swapout, realdrive recommended), monochrome
timer switch setting, and the I/O prividisplay adapter, and VGA, CGA, EGA,
lege level.
or Hercules graphics adapter
The queue parameter designates the
interrupt level for avirtual machine and
Software Needed
ranges from 1to 5, with adefault of 4.
DOS 30or higher
The lower the queue number, the higher
Documentation
the priority of avirtual machine for han200- page user's manual
dling external interrupts. The VMM,
with aqueue number of 0, has the highest
Price
interrupt level.
$245
For virtual machines with the same
queue number, you use asecond paramInquiry 895.
eter (called priority), which ranges from
0 to 255, to decide which machine has
precedence. Low-priority values yield a
higher precedence.
The third parameter is the time slice
(in milliseconds) that defines the CPU
The SRM is responsible for adjusting
time spent on each virtual machine. The
and optimizing the time slice of avirtual
time slice values range from 1to 255,
machine based on I/O activities. The
with adefault of 6. The manual recommore I/O a virtual machine performs,
mends that for optimum performance,
the more time slice the SRM will give it.
the sum of the time slices of the virtual
You can turn off the SRM for avirtual
machines should be 60 ms.
machine that is running an important
VM/386 offers an additional level of
number-crunching application. Such apsophistication in managing virtual maplications tend not to perform many I/O
chines. You can run avirtual machine for
operations and, with the SRM turned on,
a specific number of seconds and then
they are considered idle and are consesuspend it, either completely or for a
quently allocated a smaller CPU time
fixed time span. The SRM burst paramslice.
eter assigns the total CPU seconds before
Other basic options for creating a a virtual machine is suspended. The
virtual machine let you select the boot
SRM swapout parameter defines the
device and files. You can start avirtual
number of seconds before the suspended
machine from ahard disk drive, afloppy
machine resumes running. A 0value imdisk drive, and from ROM BASIC. The
plies apermanent suspension.
boot files are AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONOnce avirtual machine profile is deFIG.SYS by default. You can specify
fined, you can create one or more virtual
other boot files such that the primary
machines by pressing the Enter key after
filenames are the same, but you have to
afinal confirmation message. You then
designate the extension names. The
use the switcher to move among the virAUTOEXEC.VM and CONFIG.VM filenames
tual machines.
are suggested for alternate filenames.
To automate the systematic creation of
VM/386 1.1
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aset of virtual machines, VM/386 supports the creation of start-up files. These
files create the preselected combination
of virtual machines, but they do not load
or launch their applications.
You terminate avirtual machine by selecting an option from the virtual machine manager menu. You should first
close any applications that perform file
I/O before you terminate them because
the selected application is abandoned at
once. Updating avirtual machine is another option that permits you to adjust
some of its parameters (e.g., the time
slice) while it is running. This lets you
alter the real-time speed of execution for
an application.
Hardware Constraints
VM/386 supports the use of two hard
disk drives (connected to the same controller) and two monitors. VM/386 also
supports hard disk partitions beyond 32
megabytes if you are using Compaq DOS
3.31. If you have an EGA that autoswitches to CGA mode, you must disable
this feature.
You can specify that monitors and
hard disk drives be used in either floating
or exclusive modes. In exclusive mode,
the designated device is tied solely to a
specific virtual machine. You can employ exclusive video output to monitor a
special application on asecondary monitor. In floating mode, several virtual machines can intermittently access different
files located on the same hard disk. Also
there is a RAM disk that virtual machines and aVGA can share.
You can also specify the allocation of
extended or expanded memory to work
with your applications. Using either
genre of memory reduces the amount of
memory available for virtual machines.
In creating amultitasking environment
out of the single-tasking DOS environment, VM/386 must take steps to allocate resources, such as the printer and
communications ports, to specific virtual
machines. It does this from the device allocation menu by letting you assign these
resources to specific virtual machines.
The explicit device allocation prevents
various applications from simultaneously
printing, which could lead to an utterly
confusing hard-copy printout. The application allocated to the communications
port should have its virtual machine
queue parameter set to 1so it will have a
high level of access to external interrupts. This enables the communications
software to keep up with the pace of the
transmitted characters.
The Status Display main menu permits
you to monitor the status of the virtual

REVIEW
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Table 1: The time for the primary benchmark essentially increases
proportionally with each additional background process.
Number
Time
of operating (seconds)
programs
Compaq DOS 3.31
VM/386

Comparison to
DOS performance
(percent)

1

10.5

100

2
3
4
8

10.5
21.8
32.8
42.5
81.7

100
208
312
405
778

Note: All processes are running at atime slice of 60 ms.

machines. The information is presented
in tabular form indicating the queue
number, the priority level, the time slice,
the remaining time slice ( for a running
virtual machine), and the total number of
unprocessed interrupts. You can also
query the status of the total amount of
storage: actual, expanded, extended, and
virtual. VM/386 also enables you to peek
at memory locations, presenting you with
adebug-like memory dump.
Testing The Performance
To test the speed of the multitasking
feature of VM/386, Iwrote two Turbo
Pascal 4.0 programs: BEN1.EXE and
BEN2.EXE. BEN1.EXE contains the primary benchmark program that runs in
the foreground; BEN2.EXE is the secondary benchmark program that runs in a
background virtual machine. Both programs loop infinitely and use the Turbo
Pascal function Keeressed to exit.
The primary benchmark program performs integer calculations in aFor loop,
beeps, and then displays the time required to execute the For-Do loop. The
secondary benchmark program performs
the same calculations and displays the
loop-control variable. Printing the loopcontrol variable in the secondary benchmark gives you a visual indication of
whether or not acopy of the program is
actually running. It also gives you afeel
for how fast or slow acopy of the secondary benchmark is running.
To run the multitasking benchmark, I
first saved the following settings in a
128K_STD profile file: Iset the SRM to
OFF, queue to 4, priority to 128, and
time slice to 60 ms.
Ithen created avirtual machine using
the modified 128K_STD profile and
started acopy of BEN1.EXE in that virtual
machine and measured the time between
beeps.

Once Ihad the time for BEN1.EXE running alone, Ithen added copies of the
secondary benchmarks to avirtual machine that runs in the background and
measured how much subsequent copies
of BEN2.EXE slow down BEN1.EXE. Iused
the switcher to load copies of BEN2.EXE in
a virtual machine and then to switch
BEN1.EXE back into the foreground.
Table 1shows the effect adding subsequent background virtual machines has
on executing BEN1.EXE.
Ialso tested the effect of running the
primary benchmark in a512K-byte virtual machine with a 60-ms time slice,
while four copies of the secondary benchmark ran in four 128K-byte machines
with a15-ms time slice. The results show
that the timing of the primary benchmark
was 31.2 seconds, instead of the estimated 21 seconds ( 10.5 seconds x (4 x
15 + 60) /60). The difference between
these two timings can most likely be attributed to the extra size of the virtual
machine running the primary benchmark.
The second benchmark program, DSKBENI . EXE , examines the ability of
VM/386 to support multiple virtual machines that appear to simultaneously or
intermittently access different files on
the same hard disk. The program repeatedly reads the same text file. It displays the time that each loop iteration
takes to read atext file.
The name of the text file read by each
running copy of DSKBEN1.EXE is supplied
on the argument list. Iprepared three
128K-byte text files to be read by three
copies of the benchmarks running concurrently. Iused the 128K-byte profiles
with the SRM setting turned on. Up to
three copies of the benchmark programs
were run in three different virtual
machines. The process used to bring out
continued

Buy one,
get one
free.
Five
productivity
enhancers proven
by over 300,000
PC users.
Buy any one of these SoftLogic
products and get any other one free.
Look for these specially marked
packages at your favorite dealer. Then
just fill out the "FREE Software"
coupon you'll find inside and mail it
to us. It's that simple.
Coupon contained only in packages marked "FREE Software" and
redeemable by users who register by
9/30188. Void where prohibited

I, I ).

."*">•/•-.

....

True multitasking that's
easy to use.
$69.95

For instant
do-it-yourself
data
integration.
$99.95

New release 4.0
with advanced
file recovery
tools.
$69.95

Switches
instantly
among programs
and files
$79.95

l'om presses
1-2-3 and all
other files.
$69.95

For more information, call 1-800-272-9900.
(603)-627-9900 in NH

SOFTLOGIC

SOLUTIONS
SoftLogic Solutions, Inc.
One Perimeter Road
Manchester, NH 03103
Offer Good in USA Only
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Table 2: The disk benchmark
program, DSKBEN1. EXE,shows
that VM/386 allows several
applications in virtual machines to
access different files on the same
hard disk.
Total number
of programs

Time
(seconds)

1
2
3

4.1
7.5
11.6

Note: All processes are running at atime slice of
60 ms.

each virtual machine is basically the
same as the one described for the first
benchmark program.
Table 2shows the results that confirm
the ability of VM/386 to allow the intermittent access of different files in the
same drive. Each of the benchmark
copies ran at about the same speed shown
in the table. The timings fluctuated more
than in the first benchmark. Ialso investigated the same feature in Microsoft

1985

Windows/386 and discovered that it
doesn't support the intermittent file I/O.

whereas, in Windows/386, you don't
have the options of adjusting parameters
for the scheduler.
Short-Term Solution
Both VM/386 and Windows/386 are
VM/386 1.1 is an interim solution to the
very different from OS/2. Where VM/386
DOS single-tasking bottleneck that OS/2
and Windows/386 let you run the current
is designed to address. VM/386 is like a base of DOS 3.x applications concurrentheart bypass for the current DOS 3.x aply, OS/2 provides only the ability to run
plication base: It gives more life and flexione single DOS 2.x application. Most
bility to these applications by letting you
DOS applications must be substantially
run two or more of them simultaneously.
redesigned to run under the protected
It also provides you with excellent control
mode in OS/2. However, the OS/2 envifor adjusting the performance and operaronment removes alot of constraints that
tion of each virtual machine and requires
limit DOS applications. Unfortunately,
practically no effort to learn or use.
there aren't many OS/2 applications
VM/386 and Windows/386 are two
around. In the meantime, VM/386 offers
very similar products (see my review
an interim solution while we're waiting
"Microsoft Windows 2.03 and Winfor OS/2 applications to appear.
dows/386," May BYTE). They both let
you run DOS 3.x applications in 640K
Editor's note: The source code listing for
bytes of memory. The main differences
the programs BEN1. PAS ,BEN2. PAS,and
are that VM/386 does not allow two or
DSKBEN1. PAS is available in a variety of
more virtual machines to share the same formats. See page 3for further details. •
display. With Windows/386, you can run
different applications within the windows
Namir Clement Shamntas is a columnist
on the screen. With VM/386, you have to for several computer magazines and a
use the switcher to move from one virtual freelance writer living in Glen Allen, Virmachine to another, but it does give you
ginia. He can be reached on BIX as
control over the multitasking scheduler,
"nshammas."
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ZIP

We at Gateway 2000 are often asked how acorr pany located in Iowa an have
he best priced BM Compatible Computers in the nati.:n.
Ctoteway 2000 is centra' located ir order to efficiently serve the entire country.
We are honest, hard working, well educated people, committed to succeeding and
growling in the highly compet tive micro-computer market.
Gateway 2,
00C is afull- service and support organization that realizes the key to
our success lies in asatisfied customer base.
One look at the configuration we have listed below and you will see that we have
high quality equipment at an iuredible price. We have many different configurations
available, so call one of our kno • geable sales peoo:e, if you have any questions.
We look forward to doing •
mess with you, and establishing a long te -n
business relationship.”
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OUR MOST POPULAR CONFIGURATION
THE GATEWAY 2000 Al2
Arko •

0286 Procsor ( Switchable tc 6)

•72
•Ph

4. 1Meg
•1 - 51
4'
/

IOS
eight State RAM ( 100 NS>
ppy Drive ( Teac)

•1 - 3.5" Diskette Drive ( Teac)
•Seagate ST251 ( 40 Meg, 28ms if Partitioned)
•1 - Parallel and 2- Serial Ports
•101 Kây EnharIced Keyboard ( Keytronic)'
•14" Sqnsung EGA Monitor ( 640 x350)
•Sigma Designs Autditvitch EGA CarC
•200 Watt Power Super
•Battery Backed- up Clock Calenda •8Expansion Slots ( 6-"6 Bit, 2-8 Bit)
•Space for 51
2 ht. Stor,age Dey ces
/
•Completely I
3M Hardware ard Software Compatible
•1Year Warrant?
•SO Day Money-bacK Guarantee

$1995

COMPLETE ( 386 SYSTEM ADD $ 1000)

Assembled, Te:sted, 48 Hour Burn ir
Prices subect to DRAM market changes.
Gateway -200G • P. O. Box 24 1 4 •

Sioux City, IA511107

800-233-3472/712-255-7899
•
Circle

105 on Reader Service Ca' i
_
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The monitor
that makes obsolescence
obsolete.

MultiSync II
4

The worlds' best-selling color
monitor, compatiblè, with all
leading graphics standars.

A

At NEC, we design our products with asimple principle in mind.
What works well today should work just as well tomorrow.
And the MultiSync® II is no exception. It's a monitor that has
proven itself compatible with all the leading computer systems.
Including the PC/XT/AT/386 ( and their 100% compatibles), PS/2
and Mac II. As well as all the leading graphics boards. So as technology continues to evolve you can be confident that the MultiSync II
will be ready to meet the challenge.
The MultiSync II has an advanced ergonomic design that makes
computing more comfortable. With a smaller footprint, upfront
user controls, tilt- swivel base and a non- glare screen.
Best of all, it's from NEC. The company that not only invented
the technology, but that also insures that your investment in
it doesn't become obsolete. For literature or a dealer call
C,XT Ale -4 .5,2 en ,ep4,40,3 NecbeNeNs o, — e ,,

,,414,4

vac. Net Co•Nreeoe

1-800-447-4700. For technical details call NEC Home Electronics
e

NeclemeN Al NE44

(USA) Inc. 1- 800- NEC- SOFT.
NEC 4 • negrelefed

o, NEC COIXV.I.

Cae

Computes and Commuruoat,ons

Circle 307 on Reader Service Card

NEC®
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4XXTIPI/TER WAREHOUSE
CALL TOLL FREE

FREE

1-800-528-1054
I
LOWEST PRICES
FAST DELIVERY

E P

Air Express Shipping
See Details Below

PRINTERS
Alps AR Models
AST TurboLazer
Citizen 120D
1800
15E
MSP-40
MSP-45
MSP-50
MSP-55
Premier 35
Tribute 124
Tributa 224
C. Itoh
Diconix 190
300

Call
$4310
$145
$159
$335
5319
$465
$ 399
$ 530
$ 449
$ 465
$635
Call
$309
$480

»SON
Printer teckels

Call

Hewlett-Packard LazerJet II
DeskJet
NEC P2200
P6
P7

$1775
5779
$329
$4113
$615
$1035
Call

P9

Silentwriter

OKIDATA
AU Printer Models
Panasonic rogo Modei
1091 Model 2
1092 I
1524
1592
1595
3131
3151.
Laser P4452

Call
$165
$199
$325
$525
$415
$429
$325
$389
$1635

STAR MICRONICS

I All Printer Models
Toshiba 32153
341SL
35105
Laser Printer

Call
$485
$665
$979
$2415

MONEY MANAGEMENT
Dollars 8Sense w Forcast
Tobias Managing Your Money 4o

592
5114

519
$87
$105
$33
$87
$136

GRAPHICS
Log, Tech Mice
Newsmaster II
Microsoft Buss Mouse 1.0
Microsoft Chart 30
Microsoft Serial Mouse 1.0
Newsroom
PC Buss Plus Mouse w/Parrit
PFS: Post Publisher
OPTI Mouse w/Dr. Halo Ill
PC Mouse w/Paint
Printmaster Plus
Master Presentation Pack
Turbo Graphix Tool Box 4.0

4

HARDWARE I

Maxell MD2 (Oty 100)5.
M2S
MD-2High Density
Sony DS/DO (Oty 100)
HD(100&) ..........
DS ( 100&) 3/
2
1

$75
$65
$149
$69
$150
$159

BOARDS

$545

MONITORS
Amdek ••• Monitors
Mitsubishi Diamond Scan
Othe, Models
NEC Multrsync Il
Multisync Plus
Multisync XL
Princeton Graphies All Models
Urtrasync
Samsung
Sony Mulbscan w/cable
Thompson uttrescan
Zenith 1490 FTM
Other Models

Call
$509
Call
$599
$889
$2069
Call
$485
Call
$535
$519
$609
Call

KEYBOARDS
KB5151
KB5153
68101

S119
$149
579

DISK DRIVES
loinega Bernoulli 10 meg
Bernoulli 20 meg
Bernoulli 40 meg
Bernoulli Beta Infernal 1574
Bernoulli Beta External ( 5'.)
Miniscribe Drives
Teac AT 1.2 Meg Drive
xT . HT Drive
Toshiba 35720K
/
MB
Magnum Tape Backup

SEAGATE
...

20 meg w/Westem I/0
251-1
Other Models

$909
51260
$1615
5909
$1645
Cali
$139
$79
$95
$115
Call

=Mir D4Wila Turbo PC/XT
640 Memcry, One360K Brand Name •
Floppy Oree • 135 Watt Power Supply,
AT Style Keyboard • 4-10 MH, Clock Speed.
(Keyboard Selectable). 8Expanseon Slots
Turbo PC1(7.16406 62Drives
$820
Turbo PC*X7 w/6406, 1Dnve. 20 MG
$829
PC/AT 10MHz w/1024K. 1.2 noppy D,... $1159
PC/AT 12 MHz/1024K. IOrme. 40 MG... $1549
PC 38616Mz1DR
$1979
PC 386 16 Mz IOF,/40 Meg
$2479
MonGraphocs CanSw/Paralle Printer Port $55
Color Card w/ParaSel Printer Port
1855
Amber Monitor (TT /
$89
Amber Monitor w/Swivel Tilt
$95
Color Mondor ( FIGE)
$255
EGA Monitor
$359
EGAc Card
$145
I/O Card ( SenaVPatallel)
$38
I/O Card ( Serial/Clock Calendar,
$39
$69
Enhanced Keyboard
AT Munie() Card
$69
XT Multi 110 Card
osai

AST Sui Pack Plus
$115
Hot Shot 286
$345
Transformer
$545
3G Plus Il
$225
Other Models
Call
ATI EGA Enhanced...
5175
VIP VGA
5265
Hercules Color Card
$145
Graphie Gard & Graphrc Gard •
$175
Intel 80287-6
$175
80287-8
5239
80287-10
$ 285
8087-2
$149
Above Board AT 4020)
$375
Aboya Board PS/AT (4120)
$329
Inboard 386 w/Cable PC
$979
NEC Multisync Graphie Board
$275
Orchid Designer VGA
$265
Paradise Autoswitch 350.. $ 130
Autoswitch 480
$ 145
VGA
$ 239
VGA Professional
$ 355
Plus Development
Call
Video- 7Vega Deluxe
S1ao
VGA
5259

COMPUTERS
AST mode' so
AST Model 120
AST Model 1400
NEC Multispeed EL Il

$1715

PowerMate71000
1
Toshiba

51 9
.5
ll
$785

T3120
T-1100 Supertwist
51e
ce
nith
Z

19
5

$4
$1 8
39
79
0
$ 3068
Call

MODEMS
VIDEO TERMINALS

All Modems

Wyse

Call

$275
$469
Cali

SOFTWARE

HAYES

lncomm
Prometheus 2400B w/Soft
Other Models
US Robotics Couner 2400..
Password 1200

Call
Call
$119
Call
5299
$149

IBM PC and 100% Compatibles
WORD PROCESSORS

COMMUNICATIONS
CompuServe Subscription Kit
Crosstalk XVI
Carton Copy Plus
Mirror Il
Remote
Smartcom III

DISKETTES

Call
$39
$ 92
$229
$92
$30
$85
$52
$82
$83
$29
$315
$58

INTEGRATIVE SOFTWARE
Enable 20
$352
Framework Il
$ 309
Smart Software System 3.1
$ 399
Symphony
$435
Ability Plus
5137

TRAINING
MS Flight Simulator
PC Logo
Typing Instructor
Typing Tutor IV
MS Learning DOS

529
579
527
527
S29

LANGUAGES
CCompiler ( Microsoft)
Fortran Compiler (Microsoft)
Macro Assembler ( Microsoft)
Pascal Compiler ( Microsoft)
Ourck Basic 4.0
Turbo Pascal Dey Lib
Turbo Pascal 4.0
Turbo C 1.5
Turbo Basic
Turbo Prolog

0in p
uTER

WAREHOUSE

$259
$259
$86
$175
$57
$229
558
$58
$58
$ 58

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Harvard Total Propaa Manager Il
kecrosoft Project
Super Promet Expert
Tirnehne 2.0

$309
$287
$ 385
$259

SPREADSHEETS
Lotus 1-2-3
Multiplan 3.0 MS
Twin Class c
VP Planner Plus

Supercalc 4

$295
$113
$32
$82

$269

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT
Clipper
dBase III P
Ounkcode Plus
OuickReport
Reflex
DB-XL Diamond
S Professional tile

$368
$ 374
$129
$129
$88
$105
$119

R:Base For DOS . . 8425

To Place an Order: 1-800-528
il
-1054
To Follow-up on an Order: 602-944-1337
8804 N. 23rd Ave.
Phoenix, Arizona 85021

•No Charge for VISA and MasterCard • You Pay the Ground Shipping— We Pay the Air • Ground Shipping & Handling $600 • Free Air applies ONLY to orders
up to 10 lbs & Over $50 • All products carry amanufacturer's warranty All Guarantees, rebates, trial period privileges & promotional programs are handled by
the manufacturer only • NO APO. FPO. or international orders. please • Call before submitting PO Numbers • Personal and Company Cheiks Will Delay Shipping 3weeks • Prices. Terms & Availability Subject to Change Without Notice • Add 5% for COD Orders • We Do Not Guarantee Machine Compatibility
•We do not charge oracle cards until order is shipped.

Word Perfect Executive
$103
Turbo Lightening
$ 58
Microsoft Word 4.0
$ 185
Multrmate Advantage Il
$249
WordStar w/Tutor.
$ 162
Wordstar Pro Pack 0
51 79
PPE Professional Write
$102

Word Perfect (Ver.4.2)Call

Wordstar 2000 + 3.0 $189
UTILITIES
MS Windows 2.0
Copy Il PC
1DIR Plus
Fastback Plus
Norton Utilities 40
Pnntworks For Laser
Sidekick (Unprotected)
Sideways 3.2
Superkey
Xtree Professional
SOZ Plus
Brooklyn Bridge
Many other tilles available.

$57
$18
$46
$87
$46
$67
$48
$37
$58
$61
$53
$69

SOFTWARE REVIEW

Concurrent
DOS 386

A multitasking operating
system that also supports
additional terminals
Alex Lane

S

orne people have been quick to
sum up the state of 80386-based
computers: All revved up with
no place to go. They're referring to the inability of MS-DOS (and PCDOS) to fully exploit the multitasking aspects of the 80386. Concurrent DOS 386
from Digital Research, Inc. (DRI) is one
multitasking alternative to MS-DOS for
the Compaq Deskpro 386 and compatibles with as little as 512K bytes of RAM.
The basic Concurrent DOS 386 package ($395) is capable of multiuser opera-

tion, supporting two RS-232C serial terminals in addition to the main console.
The console can run up to four tasks concurrently in separate screens, while the
serial terminals can run up to two virtual
tasks each. DRI also markets aversion of
Concurrent DOS 386 that supports up to
nine serial terminals; it sells for $495.
Itested Concurrent DOS 386 version
2.0 on an ARC 386i microcomputer with
an Award BIOS (version 2.09), but it also
runs on systems with the Phoenix BIOS.
Concurrent DOS 386 comes on two
5'Xi-inch high-density floppy disks and
two 31
/2
inch 720K-byte floppy disks.
The accompanying documentation consists of four books that include information applicable to both Concurrent DOS
386 and Concurrent DOS XM—a DRI
product for PC XTs and ATs.
Automatic Setup
Installing Concurrent DOS 386 is painless. You just boot your system with the
appropriate Concurrent DOS 386 disk in

drive A and then press F10. Once you
indicate which drive the software is to be
installed on, the installation routine
creates a subdirectory on that drive,
copies the appropriate files from the distribution disks, and installs the system
files in the drive's root directory. Once
transferred to ahard disk drive, the files
occupy about 1.5 megabytes of storage.
During installation, the AUTOEXEC.BAT
file is modified so that each time you
boot the system, it asks you whether Concurrent DOS 386 should be loaded in
place of DOS. This ability of Concurrent
DOS 386 to coexist with DOS on the
same drive is abig plus.
Once the software is installed, you
must run the Setup program to configure
the system for a multiport expansion
card, or to connect printers and serial devices such as modems and terminals.
Device drivers are loaded and system
parameters are set using the information
contained in the Concurrent DOS 386
file CCONFIG.SYS (
analogous to the DOS
file CONFIG.SYS). Some of the parameters, such as BUFFERS and FILES, will
be familiar to DOS users.
Concurrent DOS 386 would not initialize my hard disk device driver, which,
when installed under DOS, allows a20megabyte partition of my 40-megabyte
hard disk drive to be addressed as drive
D. In effect, Concurrent DOS 386 recognized only half my hard disk drive. Although this problem is not hard to solve,
it does involve atime-consuming reformat. There is no 32-megabyte limit to the
size of apartition if Concurrent DOS 386
becomes the only operating system installed on ahard disk drive. The maximum hard disk drive partition that is allowed under Concurrent DOS 386 is 512
megabytes.
According to DRI, you should be able
to install and run Concurrent DOS 386
with aminimum of 512K bytes of memory installed, although, admittedly,
there'll be little you can do with such a
continued
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Concurrent DOS 386 version 2.0

'
NM

Multitasking operating system

Company
Digital Research, Inc.
60 Garden Court
P.O. Box DRI
Monterey, CA 93942
(408) 646-6464
Format
Two high-density 51
/
4inch floppy disks;
two 720K- byte 31/
2inch floppy disks
Language
Assembly and C
Hardware Needed
Compaq Deskpro 386 or 100 percent
compatible with ahard disk drive and
512K bytes of RAM; the 10-user system
requires amultipart card
Documentation
35- page Installation Guide; 170-page
User's Guide; 150- page Reference
Guide; 26-page Applications Guide
Price
3-user license: $395
10-user license: $495
Inquiry 893.

small system other than run avery small
application. With abare 512K bytes of
memory, Iwas unable to install Concurrent DOS 386 on my machine.
The first paragraph of the memory
configuration section in the Installation
Guide tells you to disregard the rest of the
section if you're installing Concurrent
DOS 386—a note you may miss (as Idid).
The rest of the information is for Concurrent DOS XM users, who must use Expanded Memory Specification (EMS) or
enhanced EMS (EEMS) with their system. Iadmit to fiddling alot with the settings on my memory board, with varying
degrees of success, before going back and
rereading the chapter from the first word.
Even so, it finally took acall to aDRI
technical-support representative to convince me that Ididn't need to do anything
special about memory configuration.
Multitasking and
MS-DOS Compatibility
Concurrent DOS 386 performs multitasking using the time- slice technique.
Basically, this means that each of the
programs residing simultaneously in
164
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memory is given 1/60 second to run,
after which control is passed to the next
program. In an 80386 environment, this
constant switching occurs so quickly that
programs appear to run simultaneously.
Without having verified every permutation of every DOS command, Ifound
Concurrent DOS 386 to be substantially
compatible with DOS. However, it was
missing several commands found in the
MS-DOS 3.2 that was supplied with my
ARC. Among the missing are CTTY, EXE2BIN, JOIN, SHARE, GRAFTABL, and
GRAPHICS. On the other hand, there are
over 30 commands that are unique to
Concurrent DOS 386, including commands for password maintenance, programming function keys, and rebooting
the system. A separate command processor shell, DOS.COM (
analogous to the DOS
COMMAND.COM), is provided to act as a
buffer between troublesome programs,
such as SideKick and other terminateand-stay resident programs, and Concurrent DOS 386.
Concurrent DOS 386 offers several
keyboard enhancements, including the
ability to program up to 50 function keys
using the FUNCTION command. In addition, Concurrent DOS 386 maintains a
history buffer of commands entered at
the system prompt, which you can recall
by using the up and down arrow keys and
edit by using a set of WordStar- like
commands.
Perhaps one of the most titillating
features of Concurrent DOS 386 is the
ability to run up to 255 processes simultaneously. To the novice, this may sound
like being able to run 255 programs at
once. However, by " process" DRI
means a specific operating system construct (e.g., one that maintains a text
buffer or keeps system time). For example, each virtual terminal has two processes associated with it: aflush process
that maintains a DOS video buffer
(thereby allowing the terminal to perform pokes into avirtual video RAM),
and acommand shell process that runs
the basic user interface.
About the only concession to systems
programming in Concurrent DOS 386 is
the inclusion of SID86.CMD, a symbolic
debugger with roots going back to 8-bit
CP/M days. It was included solely to
allow the user to incorporate patches that
are anticipated as minor bugs in the software surface over time.
Concurrent DOS 386 reads disks formatted under DOS, as well as under
other DRI operating systems for the PC
architecture (e.g., CP/M-86, Concurrent
CP/M-86, and Concurrent DOS 4.1 to
5.2). Concurrent DOS 386 also executes

DOS .
EXE and .
COM programs, although
they cannot take advantage of undocumented DOS functions ( Microsoft's
Word 4.0, for example, is not executable
under Concurrent DOS, although Word
3.1 will run).
Other features that are familiar to
DOS users include redirection of I/O
using the <, > , and > > symbols, and
the use of ? and * characters as wild cards
in filename descriptions. One wrinkle
that's not found in DOS is the executable
.CMD file, which is acontribution from
previous DRI products. Another unique
feature is the ability to control file access
in Concurrent DOS 386 by using password-protected file attributes that can
make afile asystem file (invisible to the
casual user) or aread-only file, or both.
If you've ever used any of DRI's earlier concurrent systems, such as Concurrent CP/M-86 or Concurrent DOS XM,
the look and feel of Concurrent DOS 386
will be no surprise to you. Most system
utilities like Dskmaint ( for disk maintenance) and Setup (for system setup) have
a function-key menu interface that involves aminimum of typing. The utility
Editmenu lets you build on this interface;
you can create, change, copy, or delete a
menu, and use special effects such as reverse video and blinking in menu displays. Another menu utility, Runmenu,
runs the menu files that you created with
Editmenu, while the Copymenu utility
lets you copy menu files for editing or
backup purposes.
Other Concurrent DOS Applications
The Concurrent DOS package includes
several other programs that can be considered applications in themselves: File
Manager, Printer Manager, DR EDIX,
and Cardfile.
The File Manager is a useful utility
program that executes most common
commands, which you can select from a
menu. The main menu of File Manager
consists of three parts: a command
panel, which lists important Concurrent
DOS 386 commands ranging from obtaining a simple directory to setting up
the system; an object panel, which typically offers alist of files, directories, or
drives for selection; and aprompt panel,
which describes the currently selected
command. You can select commands by
pressing the up and down arrow keys until
the desired command is highlighted, by
typing enough of acommand to uniquely
identify it, or by pressing F10 and entering
acomplete command from the keyboard.
The Printer Manager is aConcurrent
DOS 386 program that allows one or sevcontinued
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SCO XENIX system running SCO t'rofessionai

DOS system running Lotus 1-2-3

THIS IS AN IBM
PS/2 MODEL 80
RUNNING DOS

THIS IS AN IBM
PS/2 MODEL 80
RUNNING SCO XENIX

Under DOS, this PS/2 - is apowerful 80386-based singletasking, single-user computer that can mn thousands of
DOS applications. In 16-bit, 8086 mode.

Under SCO XENIX,3 this PS/2 becomes apowerful 80386based multitasking, multiuser computer that can run thousands of XENIX applications. In full-alt, 32-bit, 386 mode.

One at atime.

Many at atime.

When OS/2 - software becomes available, the PS/2 can

And using SCO VP/ix" * the PS/2 can multitask DOS
applications under SCO XENIX.

become amultitasking, single-user computer running in
16-bit, 286 mode that can also single-task those DOS
applications under OS/2.

With SCO XENIX, the PS/2 will support one user.
Or 9users. Or even 33 users.

One at atime.
With DOS or OS/2, the PS/2 will support one user.
1user (
DOS)

Many at atime.

1user (0S/2)

Cost per system**: $ 12,389 $ 12,594
$12,389 $ 12,594
Cost per user:

And it can do all that today because you can get SCO
XENIX for the PS/2— now!
1user

9users

33 users

Cost per system**: $ 14,559 $ 19.726 $40,402
Cost per user: $ 14,559
$
2,192 $ 1,224
SCO XEND( System Vand the SCO XENIX family of software solutions
are available for all industry-standard 8086-, 80286-, and 80386-based
computers, and the IBM ePersonal System/2' Models 50, 60, and 80.

SCO
Circle 240 on Reader Service Card

1HL SANTA CRUZ OPERATION

(800 626- UNIX (626 8649)
(408)425-7222
FAX: ( 408) 458-4227
111/X: 910-598-4510 KO MCZ
uucp: ... decvax!microsoft!sco!info!

'SCO VP n eadele as semrate product
**Cost rompansons are based on most recently pllished IS. domestic supàtemed
pnces Gust model: Base machine: IBM PS. 2Model /W. 70)Ate disk. I
Mh RAM. IBM 8512 color monene I
Mb addlonal IBM RM, IBM P,oPnncoXLlose, DOS system: Base machine. plus
1X149 VitrordPerfect 2 laws. I- 2-3.e dBASF III PITS I
, 1 . user OS/2 System. rusee DOS smem. substitute OS 2for DoS I.user SCO XENIX skstem, Base machine. plus SCO XENIX 386 for 12.5
.2. Sal!'
KO Leas ( word processma). SCO FoaFTASE.'"(dB3SE " II PL'S work/Ike).
SCO Professumar, I-2- iworkaliker 9..user SCO XENIX system: I . user SCO XENIX iymem, plus inielligent 8- user multipun card. 8IBM 3151 ASCII terminals 33.user SCO XENIX system: 9-aser SCD XENIX System. plus 3more Intelligesa35-user muluport cans. 24 more IBM 3151
ASCII emonol, oMO :OM:tonal 981,4. addmore 70x11) dIsk
IBM and PmPnnterX1. are registered tracemarlts and Ferunal Mmem 2. PS 1and OS. 2are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporanon • loan and 1-2-3 are reputed tradernaria of lows Development Entente • dBASE III >It S aregistered trademark °fashion-Tate
XENIX Is amustered trademark of Mromsofi Corpemon • XV, noa trademark of INTERAC113,11 Systems. Inc • lex nàrewsteted trademark and NCO Professional is atrademark of T18: 5anta Cruz °pram. In: •allt FoxBAS0 3>e trademark of Fox Software. Inc
0/87
0 191,
17 The Sano Crua Operataln. InC . 4011 F.naral Stron. Po Mx 1900. Santa Croà. CA xrall
The Sonia Cm/. Operation. Ltd 18 Noel Stmet. Pt) Box 4YN. landon 1X1415 1mted 11ingdorn • 44 I449 2911. ( Flea . 44 1637 9381. 11LE,
T 117372 soi

REVIEW
CONCURRENT DOS 386

eral printers to print multiple files (up to
254). You can run the program either
from the command line or from aset of
conventional DRI function-key menus.
Files that are sent to print are each assigned a job number and placed in a
queue for processing. The job number
can subsequently be used to remove the
file from the queue, and the job queue itself can be suspended or erased by the
Printer Manager. If you wish, you can
specify avariety of options, such as num-

ber of copies, format, margin, and tab
length, when you send a file to the
printer.
DR EDIX is the editor supplied with
Concurrent DOS 386. It is ageneral-purpose WYSIWYG editor that permits up
to four files to be worked on at one time,
although you can view only two in the
program's two screen windows. An online tutorial is provided, as well as four
help screens. It amused me to read in the
user's guide the suggestion that DR

1Mb on board DRAM
Full set of AT
compatible controllers
EGA, MDA, Hercules
video
HD FD controllers

you see here.
THE LITTLE BOARD .7286
power for
smaller systems.
Little Board/286 is the
newest member of our
family of MS-DOS compatible Single Board Systems. It gives you the power of an AT
in the cubic inches of ahalf height 51
4 "disk drive. It's a
/
complete AT-compatible system that's functionally identical to the 5-board system above. And it runs all AT software.
Ideal for embedded applications. Its low power
requirement, wide operating temperature range, solid-state
disk support and tiny form factor make Little Board/286
perfect for embedded applications and harsh environments: controllers, data acquisition, instruments, telecomm. workstations ... anywhere small size and complete
AT hardware/software compatibility are important.
Better answers for OEMs. Little Board/286 is not only a
smaller answer, it's abetter answer... with the packaging
flexibility, low power, I/O capabilities and pricing OEMs
need. For information and the name of your nearest U.S. or
international Ampro rep, call us today. Or, write for Little
Boardí 286 product literature.

Compare
But only Little
features. Both
Board/286
systems offer:
offers:
•8or I
2MHz versions • 5.75" x8" form
•5I2K- I
Mbvte
factor
onboard D
RAM • SCSI device support.80287 coprocessor
Hard disk, tape
option
bubble drives, etc.
•AT-compatible con- • Two byte-wide
trollers and bus
sockets for on-board
expansion
solid-state disk
•Floppy disk
support
controller • Single voltage (+5
•EGA/CGA/
VDC only, 8W power
Hercules/MDA video consumption )
options • 0-70°C operating
range
AT,,: Repsteted Trademark of IBM Corp

408-734-2800

Fax: 408-734-2939 TLX: 4940 ii )2

COMPUTERS. INCORPORATED

I130 Mountain View/Alviso Road
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
Reps: Australia - 61 3720-3298; Belgium- 32 87 46.90.12; Canada- 1604) 438-0028; Denmadi - 45 366 20 20; Finland- 358 0585-322;
France- 331 4502-1800; Germany, Wes1-49 89 611-6151: Israel- 972-3 49-16-95; Italy - 39 6811-9406; Japan- 81 3257-2630:
Spain- 34 3204-209R Sweden- 46 88 55-00-65; Swittedand -41 1740-41-05, United Kingdom- 44 2964-35511; USA, contact AMPRO.
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EDIX is equivalent to DOS's EDLIN facility. While DR EDIX is abasic editor,
it is a sleek Maserati compared to
EDLIN's staid Model T.
The Cardfile program that comes with
Concurrent DOS 386 is aname and address filer that lets you maintain aset of
electronic index cards that hold all the
usual information about business associates. Iwas unimpressed with this program because of its limited field size (the
business name is limited to 20 characters
and the address to 24 characters) and its
maddening interface. Specifically, the
cursor automatically advances to the next
field once the current field is full, and
(short of applying grease pencil to your
monitor) there is no way to tell how close
to the end of the business or address field
you are. If you overstep, you must endlessly tap cursor keys to get to where you
can make the previous field fit; the Home
and End keys are ineffectual.
Using Concurrent DOS 386
For the most part, Concurrent DOS 386
acts the way aproper operating system
should and stays out of sight to let you run
your applications. Out of the box and
freshly installed, the package let me run
Word 3.1 in one window, Micro Logic's
Tornado Notes 1.8 in another, DRI's
File Manager in athird, and Microsoft's
Multiplan 1.06 in afourth. Although there
was a perceptible slowdown in Word's
performance, it was acceptable. Other
programs that ran successfully under
Concurrent DOS 386 included Turbo
Pascal 4.0, Turbo Prolog 1.1, Framework 1.1, SideKick 1.56A (in conjunction with DOS. COM), and Command Plus.
The Wmenu utility lets you determine
the shape, placement, and colors used in
each of the four windows available on the
console. Another useful utility is Stop,
which you can invoke to specifically stop
aparticular program in aspecified window, or to show general system statistics
regarding what programs are running
and how much of which type of memory
remains free.
As Ibecame more comfortable with
Concurrent DOS 386, Idiscovered a
number of commands that can optimize
program performance, such as MEMSIZE,
LIMSIZE, BANK, and SUSPEND. You can
use MEMSIZE to restrict the amount of
memory allocated to executable files
(DOS .
EXE or .
COM or Concurrent DOS
386 .
CMD files). LIMSIZE restricts the
amount of LIM (Lotus/Intel/Microsoft)
expanded memory allocated to a program. The BANK command controls how
aprogram executes in banked memory.
continued

UNLEASH YOUR 80386!
Your 80386- based PC should run two to
three times as fast as your old AT. This
speed-up is primarily due to the doubling of the clock speed from 8to 16 MHz.
The new MicroWay products discussed
below take advantage of the real power
of your 80386, which is actually 4to 16
times that of the old AT! These new products take advantage of the 32 bit registers and data bus of the 80386 and the
Weitek 1167 numeric coprocessor chip
set. They include afamily of MicroWay

80386 compilers that run in protected
mode and numeric coprocessor cards
that utilize the Weitek technology.
The benefits of our new technologies include:
•An increase in addressable memory
from 640K to 4 gigabytes using MSDOS or Unix.
•A 12 fold increase in the speed of 32 bit
integer arithmetic.
•A4to 16 fold increase in floating point

speed over the 80387/80287 numeric
coprocessors.
Equally important, whichever MicroWay product you choose, you can be
a.s.sured of the same excellent pre- and
post-sales support that has made MicroWay the world leader in PC numerics
and high performance PC upgrades.
For more information, please call the
Technical Support Department at
617-746-7341
After July 1988 call 508-746-7341

MicroWay
80386 Support
e

mW1167 Numeric
Coprocessor Board

MicroWay 80386 Compilers

MicroWay Numerics

80386 Multi-User Solutions

NDP Fortran-386 and NDP C-386 are globally
optimizing 80386 native code compilers that
support anumber of Numeric Data Processors,
including the 80287, 80387 and mW1167. They
generate mainframe quality optimized code and
are syntactically and operationally compatible to
the Berkeley 4.2 Unix f77 and PCC compilers.
MS-DOS specific extensions have been added
where necessary to make it easy to port programs written with Microsoft C or Fortran and
R/M Fortran.
The compilers are presently available in two
formats: Microport Unix 5.3 or MS-DOS as extended by the Phar Lap Tools. MicroWay will port
them to other 80386 operating systems such as
OS/2 as the need arises and as 80386 versions
become available.
The key to addressing more than 640 kbytes
is the use of 32- bit integers to address arrays.
NDP Fortran-386 generates 32- bit code which
executes 3 to 8 times faster than the current
generation of 16- bit compilers. There are three
elements each of which contributes afactor of 2
to this speed increase: very efficient use of
80386 registers to store 32- bit entities, the use of
inline 32- bit arithmetic instead of library calls,
and adoubling in the effective utilization of the
system data bus.
An example of the benefit of excellent code is a
32- bit matrix multiply. In this benchmark an NDP
Fortran- 386 program is run against the same
program compiled with a 16- bit Fortran. Both
programs were run on the same 80386 system.
However, the 32- bit code ran 7.5 times faster
than the 16- bit code, and 58.5 times faster than
the 16- bit code executing on an IBM PC.
NDP FORTRAN- 386"
$595
NDP C-386'
$595

The mW1167`" is aMicroWay designed high
speed numeric coprocessor that works with the
80386. It plugs into a 121 pin "Weitek" socket
that is actually asuper set of the 80387. This socket is available on a number of motherboards
and accelerators including the AT&T 6386,
Tandy 4000, Compaq 386/20, Hewlett Packard
RS/20 and MicroWay Number Smasher 386. It
combines the 64- bit Weitek 1163/64 floating
point multiplier/adder with a Weitek/Intel designed "glue chip". The mW1167' runs at 3.6
MegaWhetstones (compiled with NDP Fortran386) which is afactor of 16 faster than an AT and
2to 4times faster than an 80387.
mW1167 16 MHz
$ 995
mW1167 20 MHz
$ 1595

AT8' - This intelligent serial controller series is
designed to handle 4to 16 users in aXenix or
Unix environment with as little as 3% degradation in speed. It has been tested and approved by
Compaq, Intel, NCR, Zenith, and the Department
of Defense for use in high performance 80286
and 80386 Xenix or Unix based multi-user
systems.
AT4 - 4 users
$795
AT8 - 8 users
$995
AT16 - 16 users
$ 1295

Micro
Way
Circle 173 on Reader Service Card

Monoputer" - The INMOS T800-20 Transpuler is a32- bit computer on achip that features
a built-in floating point coprocessor. The T800
can be used to build arbitrarily large parallel processing machines. The Monoputer comes with
either the 20 MHz T800 or the T414 (aT800
without the NDP) and includes 2megabytes of
processor memory. Transputer language support from MicroWay includes Occam, C, Fortran,
Pascal and Prolog.
Monoputer T414-20 with 0 megl ...$995
Monoputer T800-20 with 0 megl $ 1495
Ouadputer" can be purchased with 2, 3or 4
transputers each of which has 1or 4megabytes
of memory. Quadputers can be cabled together
to build arbitrarily fast parallel proces-sing
systems that are as fast or faster than today's
mainframes. A single T800 is as fast as an
80386/mW1167 combination!
Biputer"T800/T414 with 2megl
$3495
Ouadputer 4T414-20 with 4meg , $6000

Phar Lap" created the first tools that make it
possible to develop 80386 applications which
run under MS-DOS yet take advantage of the full
power of the 80386. These include an 80386
monitor/loader that runs the 80386 in protected
linear address mode, an assembler, linker and
debugger. These tools are required for the MSDOS version of the MicroWay NDP Compilers.
Phar Lap Tools
$495

PC/AT ACCELERATORS
287Turbo-10 10 MHz
287Turbo-12 12 MHz
287TurboPlus-12 12 MHz
FASTCACHE-286 9 MHz
FASTCACHE-286 12 MHz
SUPERCACHE-286

$450
$550
$629
$299
$399
$499

MATH COPROCESSORS
80387-20 20 MHz
80387-16 16 MHz
80287-10 10 MHz
80287-8 8 MHz
80287-6 6 MHz
8087-2 8 MHz
8087 5 MHz

$725
$475
$295
$ 239
$155
$ 154
$ 99

'Includes Occam

The World Leader in PC Numerics
P.O. Box 79, Kingston, Mass. 02364 USA (617) 746-7341
32 High St., Kingston- Upon- Thames, U.K., 01-541-5466
St. Leonards, NSW, Australia 02-439-8400
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Benchmark Results: A single task took about the same time under
Concurrent DOS 386 as it did under MS-DOS.
Number of
operating
programs

Time
(seconds)

Comparison to
DOS performance
(percent)

ALR MS-DOS 3.3

1

32

100

Concurrent DOS 386

1
2
3
4

32
72
109
144

100
44
29
22

Note: SUSPEND was set to OFF ri all windows.

If BANK is ON, then the program can be
paged in and out of memory; otherwise,
the memory taken by the program is no
longer available for paging. The SUSPEND
command is used either to cause aprogram that's in the background to execute
or to prevent it from doing so. Typically,
any program that spends a lot of time
waiting for user input should have SUSPEND=ON set before being invoked.
So as not to continually have to issue
these commands, there is the Pifed utility

that lets you create or modify Concurrent
program information embedded in . EXE
and . COM files. Concurrent DOS 386 uses
this information to allocate the proper
amount of memory for aprogram, to prevent corruption of interrupt vectors, and
to keep other processes from accessing
devices that are being directly manipulated. My only complaint about this
whole gamut of commands and programs
is that it requires some time to become
familiar with them.

Comparable Performance
With the minimum 512K bytes of memory in your system, it's not much of an
exaggeration to say that about all you can
do is sit and admire the system prompt.
Unlike DOS, which is relatively small,
Concurrent DOS 386 takes up about
200K bytes of the address space available
to the typical DOS task. Consider that
memory above 640K bytes is pretty much
off limits to DOS applications, which
leaves about 440K bytes per application
running under Concurrent DOS 386.
You can adjust this figure somewhat by
invoking the Setup utility and enabling
16K-byte chunks of high memory past
the 640K-byte address for Concurrent
DOS 386 buffers and so forth. However,
making these adjustments requires a
good working knowledge of what's going
on inside your 80386 system, and the
added available memory may not be
worth the effort. Taking the figure of
440K bytes as arough measure, 1megabyte of memory installed in addition to the
640K bytes of base memory gives Concurrent DOS 386 the ability to handle three
full-size tasks like Word or Multiplan.
continued
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OUR SUBSCRIBERS
TIME TO TIME WE MAKE
FF ROMBYTE
subscriber list available to

our mailing list, and look forward to finding
information of interest to them in the mail.
other companies who wish to send our
Used are our subscribers' names and addresses
subscribers material about their products. We
only ( no other information we may have is
take great care to screen these companies,
ever given).
choosing only those who are reputable, and
While we believe the distribution of this inwhose products, services, or information we
formation is of benefit to our subscribers, we
feel would be of interest to you. Direct mail
firmly respect the wishes of any subscriber
is an efficient medium for prewho does not want to receive
senting the latest personal comsuch promotional literature.
puter goods and services to our
Should you wish to restrict the
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subscribers.
use of your name, simply send
ATTN: SUBSCRIBER SERVICE
Many BYTE subscribers apyour request to the following
P.O. Box 7643
TEANECK, NJ 07666-9866
preciate this controlled use of
address.
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FACT:

"JPI MODULA2
IS A 'LANDMARK' PRODUCT.
THE PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT
IS BETTER THAN ANYTHING ON OFFER
FROM BORLAND OR MICROSOFT!"
—Huw Collingbourne, Computer Shopper

The successor of Pascal:
JPI TopSpeed" Modula2
produces better code than
Microsoft C, Turbo C,
Logitech Modula, and
Turbo Pascal 4.0.

The Compiler Kit indudes: High-speed optimizing compiler, integrated menu-driven
environment with multi-window/multi-file
editor, automatic make, fast smart linker.
All Modula2sources to libraries included.
Bonus: Complete high-speed window management module included with source.

WI TopSpeed Modula2is aprofessional
Modula2development system with full
support of memory models, multi-tasking,
long data types, structured constants, long
and short pointers, 80X87 inline code and
emulator, separate compilation, direct
BIOS/DOS calls etc. The comprehensive
library includes CGA, EGA and VGA
graphics support, math functions, sorting,
file handling, window management and
more. Here is what our users say:

90.19LE Demm
1509 10 Iff, sT
ZOKST NoOf 1
ions
25.
57,:e
8199.
Alt
I' 11 1DINAL: S. Unsieed 16 ill 1oeu
Film
FROCET11311
1.91.3 1.11,Freine.Count: 10101199 Edit
Slam WAY 19..Sirl
Cap, le
511111
Covet
9:
Link
r DI lb& la-2 ller 1.111
FOR I'r9TO Sire DO
lee
Optkie 110,11 9 ELID)1
Flase1110
TRUE:
END:
Info
Mu errors touni
FOE I
TO Si:e DO
IF FIL. &.tII1911.1
10
Z• I• 3;
I• Frine.
WILE S Size DO'

The editor. optimizing compiler, super-fast linker,
and automatic make are all seamlessly integrated
into ahigh performance development environment.

The bchKit includes: Assembler start-up
source code for system, JPI TopSpeed
Assembler, TSR module, communications
drivers. PROM locator and technical
information.
Systems requirements: IBM PC or compatible,
384K available RAM and two floppy drives
(hard disk is recommended).

"JPI Modula2is the Modula 2
we have all been waiting

To become part of the excitement, make
use of our limited-time introductory price
of $59.95 (after July 4, 1988: $99.95).
30 days unconditional moneyback guarantee.

for. JP! Modula 2will do for
Modula 2what Turbo Pascal
didfor Pascal."
—K N King
Author of Modula 2:

TO ORDER:
In US & Canada only:
Call 1-800-443-0100.
Ext 255, 24 Hours.
Or mail in the coupon
or aletter.

A Complete Guide

The code generation is awesome, truly amazing. This is
an M2 implementation that

<
C>

/
e`
.'s"\ b‘e>

e _ 4>e

swings like Grieg music:
—Bjoern

c§

e-.
t>

University of Bergen
Jensen&

I/O! San Antonio Rd., Suite 301

Partners

Mvuntain Weo, CA 94043

International

Phone: ( 415)967-3200

In England and Europe contact:
knsen & Partncrs UK Ltd., 63 Clettenwell Rd . London
ECIM SNP. Phürre: (01)253-4333. In EngLind call kan Phone
0800444-143..1(0lours. Compiler Kit £5495, TechKit £ 29.95
(introductory ciflur only valid is the US).
TopSpeed is ahodemark of kinen & Parmors International.
Othet brand and product name. are nademarks or registered
trademarks of their respective holders.
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The Ouick Rou e
to
QuickCT5Mastery

The BYTE Lab ran the benchmark
tests on an ALR FlexCache 386. It was
equipped with 2megabytes of RAM and
Phoenix BIOS version 1.00 04.

C

oncurrent

DOS offers multiuser
support while
Windows/386 does not.

eteei

The Waite Group
•Inim Pad

Whatever

your

•

programming

language

or

environment — now's

the time

to discover the

Microsoft

compiler.

M ICROSOFT

Qu ickC

QUICKC PROGRAMMING — your springboard
to the core of this hot new compiler. This book is
loaded with practical information and advice on
every element of QuickC, along with dozens and
dozens of specially constructed listings.
With

MICROSOFT

QUICKC

PROGRAM-

MING you have the tools to: master QuickC's
built-in libraries • manage file input and output
• work creatively with strings, arrays, pointers,
structures, and unions • use the graphics modes
and the built-in graphics library • develop and link
large C programs • and debug your source code.
Your one essential reference. And it's authoritative. From The Waite Group— acknowledged C
experts.g9 .95

Microsoft Press

Hardcore Computer Books
Available wherever hooks and software are sold.

Or call in your credit card order. 800-638-3030 (
In MD 824-7300). Refer to ad BM78.
Book Code 86-96114.
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The benchmark program that the lab
used to test the speed of Concurrent DOS
386 was the same one used to test Windows/386 (see " Microsoft Windows 2.03
and Windows/386" by Namir Clement
Shammas in the May BYTE). This test
runs a program that performs integer
arithmetic in aFOR DO loop in each window. The results of running the primary
program are shown in the table on page
168. Generally, Concurrent DOS 386 ran
asingle task in about the same time as did
MS-DOS. However, the execution speed
of aprogram under Concurrent DOS 386
is roughly inversely proportional to the
number of tasks being executed.
Based on the compute- intensive
benchmark tests, Concurrent DOS 386
fared well compared to MS-DOS. In fact,
the overhead for running BYTE's benchmark tasks, again compared to MS-DOS,
is less than that for Microsoft Windows/386, although as the number of
programs increases, Concurrent DOS
386's comparative performance deteriorates. Also, Concurrent DOS 386 proved
to be as much as nearly twice as fast as
MS-DOS when handling video I/O, and
it provides multiuser support while Windows/386 does not.
Much hoopla has been directed up the
road, where bigger and better operating
systems for the 80386 are expected to roll
some time in the future. Concurrent DOS
386 is amultitasking and multiuser operating system that is here today and ready
to go. And even though it's not the only
choice for multitasking alone, the fact
that it is acomplete operating system may
make Concurrent DOS 386 the best
choice. •
Alex Lane is a knowledge engineer with
Technology Applications, Inc., in Jacksonville, Florida. He can be reached on
BIX as "a.lane."
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TOOLKITS FOR

TURBO C & QUICK C

HOTKEY

from ZORTECH INC.

A complete set of Terminate
Stay Resident ( TSR) functions that
help you to write reliable 'pop-up'
programs.
Now you can make your
programs 'Sidekickable'. Two
example programs are included,
a 'pop-up Calculator' and apopup 'Critical Error Handler'.
The Hotkey toolkit handles all
floating point functions in resident
mode.
The 32 page manual includes
an interesting discussion of the
origin and history of
undocumented MS-DOS function
calls, together with a full
explanation of the theory and
practical use of TSR's.
Only $49.95!

State Turbo Cor Quick Cversion )

COMMS
Do you need to incorporate
serial communications into your
applications? Yes! Then get this
inexpensive but highly
professional COMMS toolkit from
Zortech Inc.
Look at the list of features:
Xmodem, Kermit and ASCII file
transfer, Hayes modem control,
VT52, VT100 and ANSI terminal
emulation, supports up to 8serial
ports, speeds up to I9.2k baud
rate and higher.
memo, surtfrax, TOOLXIIT

LLLLL
LLLLL

Two demonstration programs
are included, MINICOM and
MAXICOM (like Procomm)
together with the 120 page
manual and full source code FREE!
Only $49.95!

(
State Turbo Cor Quick Cversion.)

GAMES

PRO-SCREEN

Have you ever wondered how
to write achess program? Now we
reveal the secret algorithms and
techniques of the masters with this
dynamic Games toolkit.
The package comes complete
with the full source code to three
ready to play games of strategy Chess, Backgammon and Wail
(an ancient African game).

SUPERTEXT
This is not simply an 'Editor'
toolkit, but a full-blown,
'WordStar' compatible
wordprocessor with the full
source code.
As well as all the normal
editing functions, you will also
find 'dot' commands and full
printer control. The SuperText
toolkit handles files of any size
and allows full on- screen
configuration.
Do you need to incorporate a
wordprocessor into your
application? Yes! Then get the
SuperText toolkit complete with
full source code and 150 page
manual now!
Only $49.95!

(
State Turbo Cor Quick Cversion.)

PROS CREEN

Generate high quality data
entry screens with the Pro- Screen
-Screen Designer and Code
Generator.
You can draw the data entry
screen, define the input fields,
define the input criteria, set screen
colors and attributes, draw single
or double lines, make boxes press a few buttons and 'hey
presto' Pro- Screen generates
the Csource code for your
application!
Professional applications
programmers will find this
versatile utility and it's associated
functions invaluable.
Comes complete with a
substantial 78 page manual and
demo programs.
Only $49.95!

(
State Turbo Cor Quick Cversion.)

A comprehensive
150 page manual
is provided giving an in
depth look at the history,
structure and program
design of such
Li S PERTEXT
VIDEO
'Strategy Games'.
/
FREE SHIPPING - VISA/MC/COD/CHECK
Only $49.95!
Name
Address
(State Turbo Cor

e

Quick Cversion.)

WINDOWS
Add super- fast text screen
handling to your applications
with the WINDOWS library from
Zortech Inc.
Give your applications the
professional look - with instant
zooming and exploding windows.
Incorporate drop- down menus
and Lotus style menus with our
easy to use functions.
Automatically handles
memory saving and buffering of
window text. Use any number of
overlapping windows in your
applications. Write to any
window, read from any window,
close any window, pull any
window to the top.
Over 55 functions together
with a big 85 page manual and
remember, you get the full source
code.
Only $49.95! ( State Turbo Cor Quick Cvers or,

tee C VIDEO
• Now learn C the easy way!
III

Get the 'Complete C Video
Course' from Zortech Inc.
together with our big 365
page workbook.

MI

Ten

1hour

tapes - 36 lessons!

• Easy to follow course, you get
an excellent introduction to
the C language.
•

Takes you step-by-step up to
the intermediate and
advanced levels.

la

Teach yourself at home or the
office - at your own speed.

\Only AUeetie

$199.95

Phone
VISA or MC e

Exp. Date

ZORTECH Inc. 366 Massachusetts Ave, Arlington, MA 02174
Orders & Enquiries Tel: ( 617) 646 6703

ORDER HOTLINE

800-848-8408

Circle 285 on Reader Service Card

ZORTECH

Which would you like to see first?
The world's fastest dBASE compiler or the most
powerful database development language?
Surprise. Now you get both in the same package.
New Clipper' from Nantucket
Our latest version— Summer '87— is still the bestperforming compiler ever. It lets users run dBASE*
applications up to 20 times faster. But there's alot
more to it than raw speed.
Because new Clipper is one of the most powerful,
full-featured development languages ever. And
gives you more control over your applications than
any release of dBASE ever will. Now or in the future.
Instead of designing Clipper as an add-on, we've
structured it as an extended database language that
uses dBASE as asubset. In addition to emulating
the dBASE language, we've added commands for
menus, screens, windows and extended functions.
As aresult, you get dBASE compatibility and an
entirely new level of power and versatility.
And with Clipper's open architecture, you can
write functions in Clipper, C, Assembler or other
languages, and integrate them into one seamless
application. Which helps you create more sophisti-

cated applications in less time. And by using our
full-featured debugger, you'll be done even faster.
We also give you source code security that
keeps users from damaging your application. And
sophisticated record and file locking capabilities that
make networking applications easier to create. But
no matter what you create, you don't have to buy
runtime modules or additional software.You don't
even have to pay licensing fees.
If you haven't tried Clipper yet, just call (213)
390-7923 today. We'll send you full information and
afree demo diskette. Or the complete program,
if you'd rather.
But call today. And see how easy it is to find the
best dBASE development
language. Just get the fastest
compiler. And open the box.

C Nantucket Corporation, 1988. Nantucket is aregistered trademark and Clipper is a
trademark of Nantucket corporation. dBASE is aregistered trademark of Ashton-Tate.

Nantucket, 12555 W. Jefferson Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90066 Telex: 650-2574125
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SOFTWARE REVIEW

A Supercharger
for BASIC
Compilers
Over 200 ways to add
speed and power
to Microsoft BASIC
Namir Clement Shammas

1p

roBas 2.0 is a $99 collection of
over 200 subroutines callable
from BASCOM or QuickEtASIC
programs. Many of the subroutines enable you to tap into the hardware
and operating system in ways not afforded by the BASIC language itself; others
provide enhanced or speeded-up versions
of built-in BASIC routines.
The programs are, for the most part,
coded in assembly language and compiled to . OBJ format according to Microsoft conventions for library files. You
can integrate them into your programs at
link time (when using BASCOM or the
compiler of QuicicBASIC). ProBas 2.0
works with all BASCOM versions and
Quic1c13ASIC 1.0 to 4.0.
Considering the advances made in
QuickBASIC 4.0, in particular, the ProBas routines are remarkably compatible
with the various levels of compilers from
Microsoft. The only areas where you
have to use caution are with arrays and
communications.
In Quickl3ASIC 4.0, so-called static
arrays are, in fact, dynamic internally:
Their location in memory can change
during execution of aprogram. This necessitates alittle caution; you may as well
declare all arrays dynamic if you intend
to pass arrays to external routines such as
those from ProBas. A known bug in 4.0
causes QuicicBASIC to write zeros to the
communications ports during certain initialization conditions such as exiting to
the shell; this can lead to problems when
you use the communications libraries.

However, in both cases (communications
and arrays), ProBas documentation provides the needed workarounds.
A Taste of ProBas
Table 1lists all the ProBas library routines, arranged by category and alphabetized within categories. Space limitations
preclude me from explaining every one,
but the library name typically provides a
clear indication of the routine's purpose.
Among the most useful routines are
those that assist you in setting or querying your hardware and operating system.
Thus, you can detect the amount of base,
expanded, and extended memory; query
the computer and processor/coprocessor
types (80x86/80x87); obtain disk space
information; query the video display
type; and request information about communication status and parameters.
Memory management routines include
sorting indexed and unindexed arrays,
string to integer-array copy and its inverse, and storing and recalling arrays in
expanded memory. ProBas provides two
routes to accomplish the latter function.
The first family of routines allocates
space in the expanded memory area,
writes and reads array elements, and
deallocates the memory area. To store or
recall an element from expanded memory, you employ aCall subroutine and
use amemory handle and an array-like
index. The second family of routines resembles file I/O routines and transfers
data between the expanded memory and
entire arrays.
ProBas offers acollection of routines
that quickly save, recall, and swap
screens. The routines are very flexible.
First, you are able to save and recall entire or partial screens to arrays (ideal for
creating windowing applications). ProBas permits you to specify the video page
number saved, so you are not tied to the
visible page number 0in aCGA or EGA
monitor. The second feature is the ability
to handle resizable virtual screens (areas
of user RAM that operate like the video

memory but are under your own control)—this is also good for windowing
applications. In addition, ProBas provides aspecial version of the screen recall/store routines that can handle
screens of any dimension. The third feature is the ability to store and recall atext
screen in graphics mode using an array to
store the screen image. The ProBas routines handle only text screens.
Putting some speed into screen output
requires the ability to write directly to the
video display. The BASCOM and QuickBASIC compilers still use calls to the
BIOS in compiling print and print
using statements. ProBas provides two
sets of direct-to-memory screen output
routines: one for any video page and the
other for the virtual screen. The xqprint
routine replaces print with the ability to
put strings on the screen. The arguments
of this subroutine include the cursor location, video page number, display attribute (to control the foreground and background colors), and screen mode. A
variation of xqprint exists to display a
string at aspecified screen location using
the existing display attributes. Other versions of xqprint permit you to write to
medium- and high-resolution screens. In
addition to writing in text mode, ProBas
provides routines to write characters to
graphics screens (e.g., large characters
used to create eye-catching titles).
A third collection of screen- related
subroutines offer support for windows.
ProBas offers acouple of routines that let
you create windows in which you can
place, insert, and delete text in them.
You can create windows with titles, exploding effects, and optional shadows.
The demonstration program quickly displays 300 colored windows.
For the applications that need to query
the files in adirectory, ProBas offers a
family of related routines. They enable
you to obtain the names of the files that
match wild cards and specific file attributes. ProBas uses the DOS calls to find
continued
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Table 1: Routines included in ProBas, listed alphabetically by category.
Communication
setcomm
Data Conversion
any2dec
date2int
daten2s
dates2n
dec2any
doub2long
int2date
int2time
long2doub
time2int
timen2s
times2n
Disk
copyfile
delfile
delsub
dfread
dfwrite
diskstat
drvspace
drvspacel
exist
fclose
fcreate
fgetloc
findfirstf
findnextf
topen
fread
fsetend
fsetloc
fsetofs
fsetrec
fsize
fwrite
getattrf
getdatef
getdry

getfattr
getfdate
getf time
getnamef
getsizef
getsizefl
getsub
getswitch
gettimef
getverify
gload
makesub
rename
setdry
setfattr
setftd
setsub
setverify
sfread
sfwrite
subexist
wntebitf
Equipment
equipment
getddos
getdosv
getextm
gettview
numproc
pctype
processor
Expanded Memory
emsclose
emsget
emsopen
emsput
getlimm
getlimv
'close
'get
lopen
'put

the first and next matching files. Other
routines enable you to obtain the file
size, the time and date stamps, and the
attribute. These ProBas routines are a
welcome addition to aBASIC programmer's toolbox.
In the category of subroutines that provide improved versions of predefined
BASIC routines are the ProBas file I/O
routines. While these routines pass information via integer-typed arrays, they offer aform of file I/O that is available in C
and Pascal. This includes the ability to
read aspecified number of bytes; query
and set the file pointer; and directly handle file I/O errors by returning numeric
error codes.
In the area of console input, the ProBas library offers routines that enhance
user input. The highlight of this set of
174
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Input
checkkey
clrkbd
getkbd
getkey
setkbd
sinput
sinputset
Keyboard
dosinkey
getvalidkey
keypress

Mouse
getmouseloc
mmbutton
mmcheck
mmclick
mmcursoroff
mmcursoron
mmgetloc
mmsetloc
mmsetrange
setmouseloc
setmouserange

Sort

Miscellaneous
addmati
blockmove
breakoff
carrier
checksum

dsort
dsortb
iptrsort
1ptrsort
sptrsort

CrC

String

crc2
dataseg
ddostasks
delay
delayl8th
dgetrec
dputrec
dtr
dynptr
prtcheck
prtswap
readbitf
reverseptr
seterror
setmati
shiftl
shiftll
shiftr
shiftrl
speaker

bickel
bsq
busq
busqlen
cipher
cipherp
crunch
elapsed
extract
locase
'rotate
multiand
multior
multixor
numformat
parsefspec
replace
reverse
rrotate
soundex
ssrch
strip
stripblanks

routines is one that provides a one-line
editor with Microsoft and WordStar editing commands. Another routine waits
until you enter asingle character from a
list of valid characters. This is appropriate for menus, letting you select options with asingle keystroke.
Another interesting set of subroutines
provides support for mouse input devices. They enable an application to
check the status of the mouse buttons, to
count the number of times you click the
mouse buttons, to set and query the
mouse cursor, and to define the valid
window area for the cursor. These routines empower you to write highly interactive applications.
Error-handling of the subroutines appears to be quite robust. For instance, I
experienced aprogram crash while using

stnpchar
striprange
tinstr
upcase
xlate
Time
gettime
month
weekday
Video
bigprint
bkscroll
bkspace
blink
calcattr
calcsize
cIrcols
clreol
clreop
clrsol
clrsop
dbigprint
dclear
dclearss
delchr
delline
dgetscreen
dgetscreens
dgqprint
dgxqprint
dissolve
dmprint
dputscreen
dputscreens
dwindowmanager
dxqprint
fadeout
getcrt
getega
getline
getrows
getscreen

getvidmode
gqprint
grafprint
grafrest
grafsave
gxqprint
inschr
insline
Iscroll
mdelchr
minschr
mprint
mwindow
printscreen
putscreen
qprint
recolor
recolorarea
resetpoint
rscroll
scr2file
scr2filess
scroll
scrrest
scrsave
scrunch
setpixel
setpoint
setrows
testpixel
testpoint
unscrunch
vgetscreen
vgetscreens
vputscreen
vputscreens
windowmanager
xmprint
xqprint

one of the expanded- memory library
routines—apparently due to my use of a
nonstandard extended memory driver.
Upon crashing, ProBas didn't hang the
system. Instead, it presented me with an
error message and the opportunity to
make agraceful exit from the program.
How Fast?
Iwrote anumber of BASIC programs to
test the speed of a few routines. Ithen
performed these tests on an IBM AT with
an Intel Inboard 386 running at 16 MHz.
The system has 640K bytes of basic RAM
and a 2-megabyte RAM disk running
under PC-DOS 3.1. An 80387 numeric
coprocessor was present, but Idid not use
it in the testing, since the data manipulated was either integers or characters. I
continued

3.5" Floppy
Kits

Leprecard

Instant Laptop & PS/2 compatibility.
Alf kits include backer to mount in 5*.,"
drive bay, black & grey face plates,
ard A" rails.

Leprecards feature components utilizing
the latest technology from Seagate & Western Digital. You grt a1year
warranty, & illustrated user's guide. Low power drives mean less
strain on the power supply, bwer operating temperatures, and longer componen -life.
FREE SOFTWARE nduding TakeTwo, the backup utility. PC MAGAZINE Editor's
Choice in 1986 & 1987, & PC-KWIK disk cache software from Multisoft.
21MB 85ms

$299

32MB 65ms

$ 349

32MB 40ms

$ 389

40MB 70ms*

$ 449

Now included, TakeTwo. the backup
utility PC MAGAZINE named as their
Ecito's Chace.

$149

$119

1.44 MD internal
for AT only. Includes
driver software.

720K Internal for
PC/XT/AT Requires
DOS 3.2 or-optional
$19 driver ,xdftware.

49MB 28ms*

$ 549

'Average access speed per partition

TANDY 1000/A/SX/TX Leprecards add 1
20

$249

1.44MB Internal for
PC/XT. Inc -ides
high speed loppy
Controle & rabies.
Supports two drives.

PC/XT Disk Kits
•Pretested
&formatted
'Western
Digital short
controlier
•30 page installation
guide & reference
manual
*Cables, mounting screws,
full & half-height
face plates
•TakeTwo backup software,
PC MAGAGINE "Editor's Choice"
•Pc-KWIK disk cache software by Multlsoft
•1 year Warranty, 30 day Money Back Guarartee
*Optional. 150 watt, UL/FCC approved
power supply for IBM PC's $69
TANDY 1000 kits add 120

4elà,

20MB kit

$ 289

30MB kit

$ 329

40MB kit

$ 459

65MB kit

$ 549

Seagate ST225 21.4MB/65ms/Ha If -Height/14.8 watts
Seagate

ST238 32.7MB/65ms/I-ta If -Height/14.8 watts

Seagate ST251 42.81/Half-Height/11 watts
pre-formatted into apair of 21MBt2ems partitions
Seagate ST277R 65.5MB/Half+leight/11 watts
pre-formatted into apair of 32MB/28m5 partitions

80286 processor at running at 6/10 Mhz with 0
wait states provides a Norton SI rating of 115.
8slots - Room for 1full height and 3half - height
drives - 200 watt power supply - Clock calendar - Choice
$895
of 1.2 or 1.44MB floppy drive - Combination Hard
Disk /Floppy drive controller - Maxiswitch 34 or 101 key Keyboard - 512K RAM standard
expandable to 1MB - Award BICS - 1year warranty - 30 day money back guarantee.
COMPLETE SYSTEMS:
Mono/Graphts card & Tilt/Swivel Monitor

$1095
$1549
$1995
$2449

as wove with 65MB Seagate Hard Disk
Orchid Designer VGA & NEC Mulitsync II
as above with 65MB Seagate Hard Disk

-mmur1.5 MB Laser Printer
"One of the Laserjet's strongest competitors"
INFO WORLD October 5, 1987

$1595
•100% HP Laserjet, & Laser}et + compatible
01.5MB RAM Gives Full Page 300dpi graphics
.vector graphics capability improves speed on
programs like Autocad up to 93%
•9 resident & 5downloadable soft fonts standard

•printer utility software
•Serial & Parallel Interfaces
•120 day TRW on site maintenance
•j year Warranty
•Options: All HP style font cartridges
Toner Cartridge $29

AT Hard Disk Hits
'Includes IBM AT rails & cables
•SpeedStor or OnTrack large drive software
'Formatted, Partitioned & Tested
Size

Model

HH Seagate ST251
HH Seagate ST251-1
FH Seagate ST4096
FH Micropolis 1333
R-I Micropolis 1335
FH Maxtor 1140

Speed

40ms
30ms
28015
30ms
28ms
27ms

Capacity

Price

42.8MB 1399
42.8MB 1489
80.2MB 1749
44MB 1555
71MB 1699
117MB 51689

2400 MPIP
Modems
$239/$229
'Hayes Compatible, 300/1200/2400
•MNP level 4error correction
'FREE MIRROR ll Spftware, a $69 value
'Internal model $229, fits in short slot
2400 without MNP $ 179 Ext $ 149 Int
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Orchid
Designer VGA
1024x768 $ 299
Tiny Turbo 286 $ 239
Twin Turbo $ 409

1200 Modem
•300 or
$69
1200 bps
speed
'Hayes
Smartcom IlS
compatible
•Line-busy detect.
auto rechal
'FREE MIRROR II software
'Made in USA, 1year warranty

•

Toll Free

California

800- 722- AT- XT

805-373-7847

FAX

805-379-9345
25249 Towrtsgate Road, Dept.
Westlake Village, CA 91361
•No extra for Visa/Mastercard ( AMEX add 3%).
•Frices include UPS surface shipping.
*Federal Express shipping just $1.50 per pound.
• 30 Day Money Back Guarantee.
•Corporate & Institutional PO's acCepted.
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REVIEW
A SUPERCHARGER FOR BASIC COMPILERS

Subscription
Problems?
ProBas 2.0
Type
Library for Microsoft BASIC compilers
Company
Hammerly Computer Services, Inc.
8008 Sandy Spring Rd.
Laurel, MD 20707
(301) 953-2191
Format
Two 51/
4inch double-sided, doubledensity disks
Language
Assembly
Hardware Needed
IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2, or compatible
with ahard disk drive

We want
to help!
If you have aproblem
with your BYTE
subscription, write us
with the details. We'll
do our best to set it
right. But we must
have the name,
address, and zip of the
subscription (new and
old address, if it's a
change of address). If
the problem involves a
payment, be sure to
include copies of the
credit card statement,
or front and back of
cancelled checks.
Include a "business
hours" phone number if
possible.

MITE
Subscriber Service
P.O. Box 7643
Teaneck, NI 07666-9866
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Software Needed
PC- DOS or MS-DOS 2.0 or higher (3.0
is recommended); BASCOM compilers
(all versions) or QuickBASIC (all
versions)
Documentation
602- page manual
Price
$99
Inquiry 896.

then used the QuickBASIC 4.0 command-line compiler (
BC.EXE) and linker
to compile and link the test programs.
The benchmark programs were asorting
test, a screen recall test, and a direct
screen output test. [Editor's note: listings for the four benchmark programs
(filenames pbsort.bas, pbqsort.bas,
pbscrn.bas, and pbprt.bas) are available in a variety offormats. See page 3
for further details.]
For the sorting test, Iwrote two programs to test the iptrsort subroutine
used to perform indexed sorting on an
array of integers. The first program,
pbsort.bas, compared the speed of
iptrsort with the Shell method coded
in BASIC. The second program, pbqsort.bas, compared the same ProBas
routine with the recursive QuickSort
methods written in BASIC. In each program, an array of 1000 integers with indexes were created and sorted, with the
entire process being repeated 100 times.
The BASIC-coded Shell method sorted
the indexes of the array in 34 seconds,
compared to the 22 seconds it took the
ProBas routine. However, the QuickSort
method managed to sort the indexes in

only 5seconds, versus the 22 seconds it
took the ProBas routine.
The pbscrn.bas screen recall program fills two screens, one at atime, and
saves them in an integer array. The program tests the speed of recalling screens
from the storage arrays, alternating between the two arrays. The program
prompts for the number of iterations used
in the timing, as well as the numeric code
for the screen mode. It took 48 seconds to
recall 500 screens, in screen mode 0or 1.
To test direct screen output, Iwrote
the pbprt.bas benchmark to compare
the speed of compiled print statements
with that of the xqprint subroutine,
which is a faster print version that
writes directly to the screen. In filling
1000 screens, it took the print statement
24 seconds, compared with 9seconds for
the xqprint subroutine. This is a 266
percent increase in screen output speed.
A Big Manual for aBig Package
The ProBas package includes two distribution disks. If you use acolor monitor,
one of the disks offers an impressive and
very informative demonstration of ProBas's features. You can query the demonstration program about the collections
of libraries and their features. The installation of ProBas is fairly easy and includes the use of abatch file to create the
appropriate version ( i.e., matched to
your hardware) of the library file PROBAS. LIB.
The 602-page manual is written in a
friendly style and consists of tutorial and
reference sections that are generally
readable and thorough.
The ProBas Advantage
The ProBas library routines bring added
power and convenience to programmers
who use Microsoft BASIC compilers.
Using the routines saves you the trouble
of writing your own in BASIC, and, in
most cases (sorting being one possible
exception), ProBas will far outperform
an equivalent routine in BASIC. The
manual is thorough and fairly well written, so that you won't have too much
trouble learning to use the routines.
If you are involved in developing advanced and well-polished applications
using aMicrosoft BASIC compiler, the
ProBas library can provide you with a
time- saving and valuable software
toolbox. •
Namir Clement Shammas is a columnist
for several computer magazines and a
freelance writer living in Glen Allen, Virginia. He can be reached on BIX as
"nshammas."

CrossCoder
for the

Microprocessor Family
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»nbedded systems designers have already used GrossCode C in over 172 chfferent applications.

Introducing CrossCode C
for the 68000 Microprocessor Family
Finally, a68000 C Compiler that's
tailor-made for ROMable applications

C

rossCode C is designed specifically to
help you write ROMable code for all
members of the Motorola 68000 family.
A ROMable C Compiler?
To get truly ROMable code, you have to start
with atruly ROMable compiler. Here are
three CrossCode C features that you won't
find in any ordinary Ccompiler:
• Compiler output code is split into five
independent memory sections that you
can assign into ROM or RAM as you
please.
• You can optimize the code for your
application becauseyou control the sizes
of data types. For example, you can
optimize for speed by using two byte ints,
or get maximum versatility by using four
byte ins.
• You can easily write assembly language
routines that call C functions and viceversa, because the compiler uses simple,
well documented parameter passing
conventions.
How About Low Level Control?
CrossCode C comes with an assembler that
has all the features that assembly language
programmers require. In fact, you could write
Circle 254 on Reader Service Card

your whole application with it:
• The assembler features an advanced
macro language, conditional assembly,
"include" files, and an unlimited sue
symbol table.
• Detailed crum references show you
where you've defined and referenced
your symboh.
• After alink, you can actually convert
your "relocatable" assembler listings into
"absolute" listings that contain absolute
addresses and fully linked object code.
Can It Handle The Link?
The CrossCode Clinker is designed to handle
truly huge loads. There are no limits on the
number of symbols in your load or on the size
of your output file. And you can always count
on full 32 bit target addressability, because the
linker operates comfortably in the- highest
ranges of the 68020's address space.
How Does It Get To ROM?
CrossCode C comes with adownloader that
puts you in touch with all EPROM
programmers and emulators. It can convert
your load into Motorola S-Records, Intel Hex,
Tek Hex, Extended Tek Hex, and Data I/O
ASCII Hex. You can also produce abinary

image and convert that image into any format
you might want. In all formats, bytes can be
split into EPROMs for an 8. 16, or 32 bit
data bus.
Why Wait?
Once you start using CrossCode C, you may
just wonder how you ever got the job done
before! It's available under MS-DOS for just
$1595, and it runs on all IBM PCs and
compatibles (640K memory and hard disk
are required). Also available under UNIX
& XENIX.
CALL TODAY for more information:

1-800-448-7733

Inside Illinois or outside the United States,
please dial
PHONE:
FAX:

1-312-971-8170
1-312-971-8513

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS, INC
3110 WOODCREEK DRIVE
DOWNERS GROVE, ILLINOIS 60515 USA

CrossCode" is atrademark of SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEMS. INC. MS-DOS is a registered trademadc of
Miciosoft. UNIX* is aregistered trademark of AMT. XENIXm is a
registered trademark of Microsoft.
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V series Smartmcdem 90008".
For IBM PCs
V series Srnartmodem 9600 ."
Throughput to 19.200 bps

9- series bmartmodem 24008
For IBM PCs

Srnartmodem 2400P".
For IBM PS/2

Smartmoclem 1200A".
For the Apple II series

Over the past decade we've made data communications over ordinary dial-up phone lines as
dependable and reliable as acall home. And we did it by offering atotal communicanons solution
that combines advanced modem technology with the most powerful software available.

V- series Srnartmodem 2400".
Throughput to 4800 bps

Sinartrnodem 2400".
Same AutoSync feature as %/ series

Smartmodem 120e
Established the standard

SIIIrtlICKle111.2400C
For

".

Compaq Ill. portables

Srnartrnodrm 2400B".
For IBM PCs

Smar•modem 12:IDS"'
1
,
0,1

YOU DON'T BECOME THE LEADING MC

17- series

Smartmodern 9600

MileeeS .

Chronograph
Accurate clock for computers

int.snage
(1)Haye
Inter Bridge".
Connects AppleTalk ® networks

GE) hices
V- series Modem Enhancer"'
Adds V- series connectivity

Transet l000
Print buffer and electronic mailbox

Plus other enhancement products which provide cost efficiency for
all your business communications. For your nearest Hayes dealer.
call 1-800-635-1225. Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc..
PO. Box 105203. Atlanta, GA 30348.

Smartcom Il e
For IBM"' PCs or Apple Macintosh".

Sinai tcorn I

Rack le.
Houses nine Hayes modems at host sm.

Srnartcom ®
For the Apple® II series

DEM MAKER JUST BY MAKING MODEMS,
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GET
...ABOUT ANALYZING
might be spreading your
YOUR DATA •You
spreadsheet alittle too thin. Or

maybe you're starting from scratch. But if you're serious
about data analysis, you're ready for SPSS/PC+" — afull
software family that brings you eight high-powered ways
to complete any data analysis task.
Enter it. SPSS Data Entry II" is afully integrated data
entry, cleaning and editing tool.
Analyze it. The SPSS/PC+ base package provides a
powerful array of statistical and reporting procedures.
Picture it. SPSS/PC+ Graph-in-the- Box- featuring New
England Software's Graph- in-the-Box - offers full color
"snapshot" graphics.
Examine it. SPSS/PC+ Advanced Statistics' lets you
get more serious with your data.
Predict it. SPSS/PC+ Trends --our latest option— is the
complete time series analysis/forecasting tool.
Table it. SPSS/PC+ Tables" produces presentationready tables instantly

Chart it. SPSS/PC+ Graphics" featuring Microsoft'
Chart creates show-stopping graphs and charts.
Map it. SPSS/PC+ Mapping" featuring MAP-MASTER"
creates maps where vast amounts of data can be summarized and presented in one, simple picture.
SPSS/PC+ products are being put to productive use
by serious fact finders in business, government and education. For countless purposes such as market research.
Wage and salary studies. Survey analysis. And quality
control. Plus each product is superbly documented and
supported by SPSS Inc., aleader in statistical software
for nearly 20 years. While specially tailored customer
support is available through the VALUE PLUS" plan. And
SPSS now offers aSPSS/PC+ version for Novell LANs.
So if you're serious about data analysis, step up to
SPSS/PC+. For details, contact our Marketing
Department.

CALL 1/312/329-3315

SPSS Inc • 444 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 3000 • Chicago, Illinois 60611
In Europe: SPSS Europe BV • PO. Box 115 • 4200 AC Gorinchem, The Netherlands • Telephone: + 31183036711 • TWX: 21019
SPSS/PC+ runs on IBM PC/XT/Ars with hard disk. Contact SPSS Inc tor compatible microcomputers, SPSS/PC+ , SPSS Data Entry II, SPSS/PC+ Graph-in-the-Box. SPSS/PC+ Advanced Statistics,
SPSS/PC+ Trends, SPSS/PC+ Tables, SPSS/PC+ Graphics and SPSS/PC Mapping are trademarks of SPSS Inc. VALUE PWS is atrademark of SPSS Inc. Chart and Microsoft ale trademarks of
Microsoft Corporation. MAP-MASTER is atrademark of Astfton-Tate. Graph-in-the-Box is atrademark d New England Software, Inc.
e 1987, SPSS Inc
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APPLICATION REVIEW

Graphic
Design
for the PC AT
lution of the final product is independent
of the computer screen's resolution. Output devices can follow these specifications using whatever resolution is available, whether it's alaser printer of either
75 or 300 dots per inch, or a 1200-dpi
phototypesetting machine.
Meanwhile, painting involves bitmapped images. The picture is composed
of pixels or dots. The device from which
the pixels were mapped (i.e., the computer screen on which the original picture
was drawn, or the scanner that digitized a
picture) sets the resolution of the image.
Since laser printer resolution is generally
much higher than screen resolution, the
quality of bit-mapped printouts on such a
device can be disappointing.

Designer bridges the
worlds of drawing and
bit-mapped images
Lamont Wood

W

hen you approach the world
of graphics for MS-DOS
computers, you quickly discover (aside from aswamp
of incompatible file formats) that you can
draw, or you can paint, but not both.
Now there's Designer from Micrografx
that can do both.
Designer is a $695 software package
for PC ATs and compatibles with at least
512K bytes of RAM and an EGA, VGA,
Hercules, or other graphics adapter compatible with Windows 2.0 or higher.

Micrografx recommends that you use an
80286- or 80386-class machine. While
Designer has provisions for using akeyboard instead of amouse, Itested it with
amouse. Not only does Designer let you
bridge the two worlds (with abig assist
from Microsoft Windows), but it also offers design tools previously seen only on
minicomputer CAD systems.
First, consider the difference between
drawing and painting. Drawing packages
normally use " primitives" such as circles and lines to compose drawings,
much as adraftsman uses acompass, a
ruler, and related tools to compose even
the most complex blueprint. Freehand
drawing (with amouse or other input device) is used only for special cases, and
some drawing packages don't even provide for it.
Such " object-oriented" graphics soft-ware produces " line art": The drawing is
ultimately just acollage of line and circle
segments drawn to precise specifications.
The advantage of line art is that the reso-

Designer's Solution
By merging these two worlds, Designer
lets you import bit-mapped images, trace
over them using its drawing primitives,
and then discard the bit-mapped image.
You can add gray scales or colors to the
resulting drawing to match the original
image, and then print the drawing in the
same resolution-independent fashion that
you print any drawing.
Designer also imports bit- mapped
images by using functions built into the
Microsoft Windows environment. An application designed for Windows includes
cut-and-paste facilities that load or unload
material to aWindows entity called the
Clipboard. Having cut an image into the
Clipboard, you can load another Windows application and paste the contents of
the Clipboard into it. The bit-mapped
image that you load into Designer need
only be compatible with Windows.
Note, however, that you need other
Windows-compatible software besides
Designer that can generate or manipulate
bit-mapped images; Designer can only
paste them from the Clipboard. It has no
way to load them into the Clipboard, and
certainly no way to generate them. Iused
Windows Paint for this review.
continued
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30% to 60%
DISCOUNT
on all Mac
software,
peripherals
and supplies!
MacOnly has it all. Over 3,000
Mac related products at discounts of 30% to 60%.
And if that wasn't enough, we
also offer:

HyperCard stacks,
Public Domain Software
and Shareware

$1

99 per 400K disk!
—

You read it right: thousands
of HyperCard, public domain
and shareware programs for
$ 1.99 per disk. Our catalog
lists them all.

Macintosh Typefaces
and Clip Art Catalog
A $ 29.95 value
FREE!
As part of our catalog, you
also get complete LaserWriter
and ImageWriter samples of all
current Mac typefaces and clip
art. See it before you buy!

The Macintosh Bible

$
995

Retails at $ 21.00
MacGuide gives it a 95 rating. The New York Times says
"It's like having a Macintosh
expert at your side whenever
you need one". Incudes two
free updates.

Order your MacOnly
catalog package today!
For only $ 9.95, you get the
MacOnly DISCOUNT catalog,
our typeface and art sampler,
HyperCard and PD software
catalog and a copy of the Macintosh Bible. Send check or
money order to MacOnly, Inc.,
P. 0. Box 256, Highland Park IL
60035.
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Designer 1.0
Type
Technical illustration software
for the Windows 2.0 environment
Company
Micrografx Inc.
1820 North Greenville Ave.
Richardson, TX 75081
(800) 272-3729
(214) 234-1769
Format
Five 51
/4
inch floppy disks and five 31
/
2.
inch high-density floppy disks; other
media available upon request
Language
Cand assembly
Hardware Needed
PC AT or compatible running DOS 3.0 or
higher with one high-density floppy disk
drive, 512K bytes of RAM, and an EGA,
VGA, Hercules, or other graphics adapter
compatible with Windows 2.0 or higher
Documentation
90- page Installation Guide
320-page User Manual
82-page Clip Art Pictorial Guide
Price
$695
Inquiry 897.

Designer's image integration lets you
scan or trace almost anything and turn it
into apowerful illustration. For example,
you can add corporate logos to blueprints
or design abuilding plan on top of asite
photo. You can combine elements from
multiple pictures, since you're not
limited to your screen or scanner resolution. Because of this, you can afford to
set your scanner to alow resolution (e.g.,
75 dpi) and save file space.
You will find that tracing even random
blobs is no problem, requiring only alittle attention to drafting, especially for the
curves. When you finish, you just slide
the original image out from under the
drafted copy and either discard it or admire its similarities. These similarities
evaporate when you print out the images.
While they may look the same on the
screen, the line-art copy is much snappier, being composed of smooth lines
rather than jagged trails of dots. Gray
areas are actually gray, rather than bitmapped grids of dots.
However, with Windows and image
integration aside, Designer is primarily a
drawing package, so I'll look at its drawing features.

Object-Drawing Features
Like many other drawing packages, Designer gives you ascreen that is bordered
by rulers as your drawing surface and a
selection of tools that is represented by
icons along the edge of the screen. The
rulers are important, because with the
snap command invoked, you can draw
lines only to connect the intersections of
ruler gradations. Using snap makes it
easy to line up and connect objects. You
can specify the unit of measure (e.g.,
inches or centimeters) for use with the
picture rulers and the number of gradations per unit (from 1to 100).
In default mode, the drawing is shown
at approximately actual size (see photo).
You can zoom in for detail work, with the
desired portion of the drawing blown up
to fill the screen. How close you can
zoom in depends on the setting you give
for the coordinate grid, which is separate
from the rulers. You can set the grid from
200 to 2900 points per inch, or 100 to
1100 points per centimeter. A finer coordinate grid gives you greater accuracy,
but also asmaller drawing surface. The
default setting of 480 points per inch provides a68- by 68-inch area, while 2900
points per inch gives you an 11- by 11inch area.
Use of the tools is fairly standard. You
select atool, go to the spot where you
want it to start on the screen, press the
mouse button, and drag a " rubber band"
(dashed outlines) of the shape until you
get the size you want. If it's not in the
right place, you can move it later. The
drawing tools include the arc, elliptical
arc, circle, ellipse, rounded rectangle,
rectangle, square, horizontal or vertical
line, diagonal line, parabola, curve,
polyline, freehand, and pie.
An elliptical arc is an ellipse with only
the part of the circumference that you
specify drawn in. Both arcs and elliptical
arcs are drawn by designating the two
endpoints, with an arc or elliptical arc
stretching to connect them. The pie tool
is similar, except that lines connect ends
of the arc to the center of acircle, creating instant pie chart segments. Parabolas
and curves are adifferent matter. After
selecting the tool, you simply draw a
line. Next, you go to the middle of the
line and "push" it in the direction that
you want it to bulge.
You can move objects around or resize
them by selecting and then dragging them
with the mouse. You select an object by
placing the cursor on it and clicking the
mouse, or by enclosing it with adashed
line using the block-select tool. Eight
black square dots, called "handles," surcontinued

TrueVistarm Videographics Adapters

We Just Made ChoosingYour
Graphics Card

AT

q\e‘

NU

2M
4M

As Easy As 1,2,4.

application
m video to digital pre-press to
image pr
So now, whether your choice
is an AT
splatform or the Macintosh II,
you o
eed one source for your graphics
nez , the TrueVista series. The chart below
odtlines several key differences in the

You've probably seen our TrueVista products,
or you've heard about their powerful features
like the real-time frame capture, on- board
TI 34010 coprocessor, large frame buffer,
NTSC/PAL compatibility and more. Recently,
we announced several new products in the
series, each with unique potential for your

-peucts.

TrueVista Series
4M

FEATURES
BUS

NuVista 2M

NuVista 4M

Nuaus

NuQus

1024 x512
1024 x1024
2048 x1024

1024 x1024
2048 x1024
2048 x2048

MAXIMUM
32 bits/pixel
ADDRESSABLE 16 bits/pixel
RESOLUTIONS 8bits/pixel

512 x512
1024 x512
1024 x1024

1024 x512
1024 x1024
2048 x1024

1024 x1024
2048 x1024
2048 x2048

VMX EXPANSION

2-10 Mbytes

2-10 Mbytes

2-10 Mbytes

TBA

TBA

$2995.

$4250

$5995.

$4250.

$5995

PRICE

Now There's Software You Can Count On, Too.
To complete the equation, add in STAGE'',
our comprehensive graphics environment for
the 34010. Since STAGE is host-independent, it
allows you to access the coprocessor directly,
regardless of the bus. So your program on the
AT can be quickly ported to the Macintosh II.
Customers will not be tied to one platform
either, as files and programs will be compatible
across both hosts. STAGE is currently available
for the AT Vista series, and will be available
soon for the NuVista as well.

With the new members of the TrueVista family
and the release of STAGE, you now have
everything you need to develop exciting new
products for the next generation of computer
graphics. And many applications are already
appearing to assist you in your immediate
needs. Contact us to learn more about our
products or our third- party developer program
and the support available to you. You'll soon
see how you can count on Truevision to
provide all your graphics solutions.

1RUEVISIOMc
7351 Shadeland Station, Suite 100, Indianapolis, IN 46256

800/858-TRUE

INTERNATIONAL: Canada 416/499-9400
U.K. 44-1 - 991 - 0121

France 33-13-952-6253 Italy 39-2-242-4551 Switzerland 41-1-825-0949
West Germany 49-89-612-0010 Other 617/229-6900
Puces quoted are US 00meallo suggested
lances. Affamntosh Is af
eg stared trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
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round the selected object. You can resize
an object by dragging one of the handles
in or out. You can also treat bit-mapped
images this way, but the effect is more a
distortion than aresizing.
Advanced Features
All the things listed above are fairly standard for aPC drawing package. But Designer also boasts a unique reshape
command. You select an object and then
invoke reshape from the command

menu. " Reshape handles" then appear at
each of the object's " vertices" (i.e.,
every place a line changes direction).
You place the cursor on one of these
handles and drag it to anew location. The
object is redrawn with the bend, as represented by the handle's new location,
with the lines running to and from it
curving appropriately. The effect is as if
the object was made out of fairly stiff
rubber and, by moving the handle, you
have dented it in or out with your fin-
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...WHEN WHAT YOU REALLY WANT IS THIS.

TRY THIS:
Quality work should
look high-quality.
What better reason
to try PcTEXe—the
full implementation
of Prof. D. Knuth's
revolutionary TEX
formatting/typesetting
program.
PcitcX offers
professional typesetting
capabilities & advantages
to PC users. It gives you
control—of format, type,
symbols, quality—for
complex mathematical &

engineering material,
statistical tables or
straight matter.

PERSONAL

A
INC
To ordur or for information, call:

415/388-8853
or write: Personal TÊ,X, Inc.
12 Madrona Avenue
Mill Valley, CA 94941 USA
K1E5 Is aTeetered TM of Personal 1EX, Inc.
TEX is an American Mathematical Somety TM
Manutacturcts* produCIIn
are them TM,

So whether you're
writing the next starshot
manual or athesis
on relativity, you get
camera/publisher-ready
manuscripts to be proud
of, quick & simple.
Don't settle for less.
From Personal TEX,
Inc., starting at $249;
VISA/MC welcome.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Pc1tX FORMATT1NG/TYPESETTING SYSTEM • FINE TYPESET QUALITY from dot matrix or laser printers,
or phototypesetters. • A COMPLETE PRODUCT. Includes • our specially written PcTEX Manual that lets you use TEX
immediately • custom ' macro package formats for letters, manuals, technical documents, etc. • the LaTEX document
preparation system (with user's manual) macro package for article, book, report preparation • AMS-TEX, developed by the
American Mathematical Society for professional mathematical typesetting. • OUTPUT DEVICE DRIVERS available for
Epson EX, LO • Toshiba • HP LaserJet Series • Apple LaserWriter • Screen preview, with EGA. VGA or Hercules card.
•

REQUIRES: IBM PQXT, AT or compatible, DOS 2.0 or higher & 512K RAM; hard disk for printer drivers & tons,
ins ad mtypeset & composed using OTTE% Bastreane loots Llane printer LOgollee & blek backgrounds done photograptncauy
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ger—a very intuitive way of doing it.
The power of the reshape command
becomes apparent when you use the
block-select command with the reshape command to select agroup of handles and move them all with one nudge of
the mouse. Thus, you can proportionally
change part of an object in relation to the
rest. An example in the user's manual
demonstrates using the block- select
and reshape commands to make the tail
on adrawing of afish wag up and down.
The connect- closed command is
useful while tracing bit-mapped images.
This command connects objects made
with different elements. If you use aline,
acurve, and then afreehand element to
trace something, you can use connectclosed to turn them into asingle object
that you can move, rotate, scale, and so
on. If the elements don't quite touch each
other, lines automatically link their closest endpoints. Idiscovered that this command made it much easier to be precise,
especially as the snap command was a
hindrance during tracing, since Ihad to
place the lines fairly randomly. There's a
connect-open command to combine elements without linking them, and a
break-apart command to reverse the
procedure.
Multiple Layers and Colors
When using acolor monitor, you can assign colors to objects, just as you can assign fill patterns and levels of gray when
you use amonochrome monitor.
But agraphic artist will be interested
not so much in the screen colors as in Designer's layers facility. You can define
and give names to up to 64 layers. You
can also assign aselected object to alayer
and define which layers will be displayed
at any one time: one, all, or acombination. The printer command prints only
the layers currently displayed.
This last feature is important. If you
define three layers and name them red,
green, and blue, Designer becomes atool
to do color separations. You would keep
objects of aparticular color in the appropriate color layer and arrange the objects
until you get the desired image on your
color monitor. Then you print out the individual layers on a laser printer. Of
course, these printouts will be black and
white, but acommercial printer uses the
correct ink when printing them. By overprinting the various color separations, an
accurate copy of your screen image is reproduced. Please realize that this description is agross simplification. Color
printing is fraught with complications
that should be left to professionals-alcontinued
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WYSEpc 386 SYSTEMS
Standard Features

WYSE pc 286 SYSTEMS
Standard Features

•INTEL 80386 Processor Running at 16 MHz
•Phoenix Bios 1.2 MB Floppy Drive
•1MB of 0 Wait State Static Ram
•Up to 24MB of True 32 Bit RAM
•Socket for 80387 Math Co-Processor
•WYSE Window System Status Display
•2Serial and 1Parallel Ports
•220 Watt Power Supply
•MS-DOS 3.3•GW-BASIC
•11 Slots•Real Time Clock
•102-KEY Enhanced PC-Style Keyboard
•20 MB 28ms HARD DISK DRIVE

•INTEL 80286 Processor
•Model 2108 Running at 8MHz
•Model 2108 512k RAM Standard
•Model 2112 Running at 12.5 MHz
•Model 2112 1MB RAM Standard
•Phoenix Bios 1.2 MB Floppy Drive
•MS-DOS 3.3 GW-BASIC
•Small Footprint
•1Serial & Parallel Port
•102- Key Enhanced PC-Style Keyboard
•WYSE Window System Status Display
•20MB 28ms HARD DISK DRIVE

XENIX

MIMI

Model 3216

OS/2 /
/COMPATIBLE

uaded-- 4.16
14;;ry:i2.71.:rigfaii=
r ra r

WY - 60

-.........
- ----- -

JAY

Model 2108
Model 2112

SYSTEM UPGRADES
•2108 Math Co- Processor
•2112 Math Co-Processor
•3216 80387 Co-Processor
•360k 5.25 Floppy Drive
•720k 3.5 Floppy Drive
•1.44 3.5 Floppy Drive
•1.2 MB 5.25 Floppy Drive
•41MB ST 251 Hard Disk Drive
•71MB Hard Disk Drive
•80MB 4096 Hard Disk Drive
•130MB Priam Hard Disk Drive
•WY- 60 Terminal
•NEC MULTISYNC II
•NEC MULTISYNC gs
•1200 Baud Modem & Software
•2400 Baud Modem & Software
•PC MOS/386 5User OS
•SCO XENIX 286
•SCO XENIX 386

$185
$350
$500
$99
$155
$179
$155
$210
$660
$660
$1780
$455
$150
$99
$99
$199
$495
$499
$599

EGA COLOR SYSTEM

MONOCHROME SYSTEM

NEW VGA COLOR SYSTEM

•Hi Res 640 x350 EGA Color
•CGA, MDA & HGC Compatible
•752 x410 Drivers Included
•Autoswitching with CGA emulation
•WY-640 EGA Color Monitor

•Hercules Graphics Compatoble
•1extra Parallel Port
•720 x350 Resolution
•132 Column by 25 or 44 Line Mode
•WY-530 14 inch Hi Res Monitor

•Hi Res 1280 x600
•256 Colors from Palette of 256,000
•Implements all 17 VGA modes
•640 x400 & 512 x480
•NEC MULTISYNC II Monitor

Model 2108 System
$2,295
Model 2112 System
$2,745
Model 3216 System $3,940

Model 2108 System $1,795
Model 2112 System
$2,245
Model 3216 System $3,440

Model 2108 System $2,545
Model 2112 System $2,995
Model 3216 System $4,190

gMeti 8yesteene, 9ffe.
7877 Ceeedere
.20879

le eider:
1-800-638-9628
Fax # (301) 258-2753
For information call
(301) 963-5800
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though professionals can use Designer
for this purpose.
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Personale- IEEE (GPIE,)

interfaces for PC/A17386
these
&
PS/25

are packed With

easy-to-use features:
vièe driver loads át poaler
00S de
capab t
-•
• levlett-Packard
style contends
•Autotnatic error indication
•BASIC 01%1 SRO GOSUO
•
bytes/.
DM A transfers over 300K
•Up efoure lerds/computet

•NE,C 7210 compatible software

•Serial/Parallel/OE port redirection
•DMA and interrupt channel sharing
•Compatible with popular languages
oextras to buy). including BASICA,
GWBASIC,
Quick B ASTIC , Compiled.
(n
BASIC, Turbo BASIC,

rue BASIC C,

TBASIC, Turbo Pascal, Microsoft
Pascal, Turbo C, Microsoft C, Az'
Le C, Microsoft Fortran
tusMeasure,
attic
,
Lo I-2-3/Syrnphony/
VADiSP, Test Windows,
ASYST,
ore
AutoCAD, and many M.
•30 day rrioney bacK guarantee

•2year Warranty

•Cad or send for your

FOEE Technical Guide

Intec

(216) 439-4091

Telex 65028201364
Fax ( 216) 439-4093

25971 Cannon Road • Cleveland,Ohio44146
London i07t4i 46 12 47 • Paris

j341111071i• Zurich 1011811 9444

Milan 02-4120360 • Linkoping 013 110: 40 • Amsterdam 01-630-35.1.i3
Vienna 102221233026 • Munich .and other Europea.. North Atli:an. and
Middle Eau counirics not hued 10491710020.
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coordinate grid instead of floating-point
numbers. Lookup tables are used to
speed up the math where necessary.
Filing Capabilities
Ireviewed Designer 1.0 with a4.77Remember that swamp of file incompatiMHz Eagle XT, and Ifound Microbilities? Designer tries to slash a path
grafx's warnings about performance to
through it, but unfortunately without
be somewhat overstated. Aside from file
enormous success.
loading and printing, the only responseDesigner has two file formats: DRW
time problem with the program was with
and PIC. DRW is Designer's internal
the reshape command. It took 40 secformat, while PIC is aformat inherited
onds to redraw areshaped object. Otherfrom earlier Micrografx products. PIC
wise, the program ran at interactive
should not be misinterpreted for the simispeeds.
larly named Macintosh PICT format.
File loading and printing are slow, but
Through the Clipboard, Designer also
usually you have to cope with it only once
accepts Microsoft Windows bit-mapped
per session. A sample file that contained
images and outputs Windows object-oriacomplex rendering of aFerrari engine
ented format " metafiles."
took 5 minutes to be displayed on the
Designer comes with a coupon for a screen, element by element. As the
free copy of aprogram that converts bescreen redraws after major changes,
tween the PIC format and the DXF foryou'd think working on such adrawing
mat used by AutoCAD files. The converwould be rather sluggish with an AT and
sion program lets you use Designer files
unbearably slow with a PC. However,
with Xerox Ventura Publisher and Aldus
you normally do most of your work
PageMaker, two desktop publishing prozoomed in on asmall part of the drawing,
grams. You can import Designer files
where only acouple of elements are on
into PageMaker directly through the
the screen. These elements redraw themClipboard, since the latter also runs
selves within moments. The same drawunder Windows.
ing takes 20 minutes to print on aHewDesigner also comes with aclip-art lilett-Packard LaserJet-compatible laser
brary. Micrografx offers about two
printer, even at a resolution of 75 dpi.
dozen clip-art libraries, with contents
Simple drawings take 1minute at 75 dpi
varying from world flags and maps to
and 4minutes at 300 dpi.
electrical symbols. Each library costs
Obviously, it would be better to have
$49.95. Designer comes with ageneral
an AT-class machine. You can do simple
library, with some flowchart and geodrawings with no strain on aPC, but if
metrical symbols, symbols suitable for
your aims are simple you may as well
logos, and aworld map.
save your money and stick with Windows
If you don't have Windows, Designer
Paint or the like.
can run stand-alone using a run-time
version of Windows that comes with DeThe Overall Design
signer. Most of Designer's distribution
Designer has all the attributes of atwodisks are, in fact, for the purpose of indimensional drafting package: dimenstalling this abbreviated version of Winsioning, rotation of objects, and control
dows. The installation procedure for runover line width and endings. Threetime Windows is the same as for standard
dimensional features, like selectable
Windows, even down to the screen mespoints of view and hidden lines, are not
sages. And, of course, there's no way to
present.
import bit-mapped images from outside
But Designer is aimed not so much at
Designer. For those using the run-time
architects or mechanical engineers as at
Windows and who presumably don't
graphic artists who have to illustrate
have the Microsoft Windows user mantechnical manuals with detailed drawual, Designer's Installation Guide has
ings. Such drawings have to be not only
several chapters of basic Windows inforprecise but also based on real objects
mation. Expect Windows and Designer
(possibly by tracing scanned images).
to occupy about 1megabyte on your hard
The use of color will also be attractive to
disk drive.
graphic artists. If you want to turn your
Micrografx gave Designer powerful
MS-DOS machine into aprecise yet flexcommands like reshape and connectible artist's tool, Designer may be what
closed because it assumed the use of an
you're looking for. •
AT- or 386-class machine, making func
tions that would have been unacceptably
Lamont Wood is afreelance writer from
slow on a PC practical. Designer also
San Antonio, Texas, in the computer and
makes no use of amath coprocessor, since
electronics fields. He can be reached on
the software uses integer numbers for the
BIX as "editors."

The best thing next to an
IBM PC. Or any PC.
-

The affordable Models 310 and 410, when
equipped with cartridges, offer PC terminal
function for all multi-user PCs. That includes
the IBM® RT-PC'computer and the IBM PS/2TM
family.
What's more, Models 310 and 410 offer
many popular emulations. Optional cartridges
provide features such as concurrent DEC" and
PC connectivity, and auto dial. Both models
- come with a3-year warranty. Add an IBM
Maintenance Agreement, and you'll get five
years of IBM service for just $54.

Model 310/360
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The economics of IBM ASCII displays.
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The ergonomics of IBM
ASCII displays.
They're not only economically
attractive, they're easy to look at.
Flat 14" screens offer non-glare
viewing. Green or amber/gold
short-persistence phosphors produce crisp
character resolution. And each model uses the
advanced 102-key IBM keyboard.
"Want more information? Just ASCII:'
For afree brochure and to find adistributor near you, call 1-800-IBM-7257
ext. 89. Or call your IBM Marketing
—
Representative.
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IBM is aregistered trademark. and PS/2 and RT-PC are trademarks, of IBM Corporation. DEC is atrademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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This Software Won't Run.
"

.
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,1513S. Saa.Land Corsoration Release
SEA.TRAG PROGRAM DISK PI

Without This.
A

nd that's the way
Sea-Land wants it.
And ahost of other big
and not-so-big software developers who use our Software Sentinel.
To make sure their successful software is protected. So it stays successful.
We've become used to being seen with topnotch software. A lot of the reason is how our
engineers designed the Software Sentinel
family. For the developer and the user. To make
it the most technologically foolproof yet easiest
to use software protection key you or Sea-Land
can get.
For users of SEATRAC and the thousands
of other programs we're protecting, it's acinch
to get up and running. They simply plug the
Software Sentinel into the PC's parallel printer
port. That's it. How much easier can it get?
Users can even make unlimited backup copies.
And run them wherever and whenever they
need to— as long as they have the Software
Sentinel key.
As long as we're talking
success, there's something else you should

know. Right now, our engineers
are putting the finishing
touches on anew microprocessor that we'll use in awhole new generation of software and data protection products.
With the same high-performance and highreliability of our past successes but with many
new features. Which no doubt is going to make
life even easier for you and Sea-Land.
The Software Sentinel. Making sure software developers stay successful with the successful software they've developed.
For more information on the Software
Sentinel family, contact Rainbow lbchnologies,
18011-A Mitchell South, Irvine, California
92714; or call ( 714) 261-0228.
Software Sentinel Features:
•Runs under DOS and Xenix
•Uses algorithm technique, never afixed response
•Minimal implementation
•Higher level language interfaces included
•Transparent operation

* The New SentinelProTM— Half The
Former Size, All The Features.

RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES
18011-A Mitchell South, Irvine, CA 92714 • ( 714) 261-0228 • TELEX: 386078 • FAX: ( 714) 261-0260
Copyright C1988 Rainbow Thchnologies, Inc. Software Sentinel and SentinelPro are trademarks of Rainbow Technologies, Inc.
SEA TRAC is atrademark of Sea- Land Corporation.
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APPLICATION REVIEW

Need Some
Space?
Neepace

Isogon Corporation '..

Release 1.88

DRIVE C:
Number of files on disk:
Number of compressed files on disk:

Pkgsical capacity of disk:
Space all files would occupy if uncompressed:
Spate all files actually occupy:

111,584,11i4 bytes
7,529,975 bytes
i,316,318 bytes

Space remaining on disk:
Space remaining for uncompressed files:

4,187,666 bytes
4,157,448 bytes

Space compressed files would occupy if uncompressed:
Space ateressed files actually occupy:
Space saved by using Seepace:

2,717,568 bites
1,663,881 bytes
1,133,577 bytes

Compression achieved on ,
:
ortpressed files:
- an ke. to continu

Increase the capacity
of your hard disk with
NewSpace
Diana Gabaldon

T

here's no addiction more pernicious than the lust for more hard
disk storage space. Beginning
with adeceptively modest craving for 10 megabytes or so, your needs
rapidly escalate to 20 megabytes, then 30
megabytes—soon no amount of space is
enough. Data files breed like coat hangers in adark closet. Eventually, subdirectories bulge at the seams, and the hapless space addict looks for anew solution.
NewSpace, ahard disk file-compression
utility, promises some temporary relief.

41 percent

NewSpace 1.00 is a terminate-andstay-resident (TSR) program that automatically loads each time you reboot the
computer. The installation routine rewrites your AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS files, inserting the proper
FILES and PATH commands for automatic
execution. NewSpace also places itself
between DOS and the data files on your
hard disk drive. It compresses your data
files into aproprietary file format. (For
more detailed information on how NewSpace functions, see the text box on page
192.) When DOS or an applications program, such as aword processor, calls for
afile, NewSpace intercepts the call, retrieves the compressed file, decompresses it in memory, and sends the file
to DOS and the applications program.
DOS stores data files in clusters of
2048 bytes or 4096 bytes, depending on
your version of DOS and your hard disk
drive. This is aconstant, regardless of the
actual size of the data file, which means
that data files of 2bytes, 2K bytes, 20K

bytes, or 200K bytes all use hard disk
space in the same way. Small files cannot fill an entire cluster, and large files
can be broken up into clusters or portions
of clusters.
NewSpace compresses data files and
reallocates storage space so that each file
occupies only the actual number of bytes
it really needs, rather than taking up
space in whole clusters. This frees considerable wasted space, which can then
be used for additional storage.
NewSpace compresses only data files
into its own file format. Because compressed files are no longer stored according to standard DOS file format, read
and write operations, which are controlled by DOS, are affected. In the case
of data files, you'll see aslight slowdown
in operation when using NewSpace. Files
are automatically decompressed in memory when called by an applications program, such as aword processor.
NewSpace does not compress hidden,
system .
EXE or . COM files. In the case of
program files, the program calls to DOS
would be affected by compression, so
NewSpace ignores these files.
Asan added attraction, NewSpace lets
you recover erased files. The program
creates compressed copies of the last five
files erased. If you want these back, you
just use the Recover command. As aconvenience, NewSpace keeps alisting of the
erased files that are available for recovery, so you can check to see whether the
one you want back is still in the lineup.
NewSpace in Action
Itested NewSpace on avariety of IBM
PC compatibles, with avariety of DOS
versions, hard disk sizes, and software.
Initially, Ihad aminor problem with
installation on the first computer Itried,
an IBM PC XT with 540K bytes of
RAM, a 10-megabyte hard disk drive,
and Orchid Technology's TinyTurbo 286
accelerator board running Microsoft MSDOS 3.10. The documentation instructs
continued
JULY 1988 •
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NewSpace 1.00
Type
Data compression utility
Company
Isogon Corp.
330 Seventh Ave.
New York, NY 10001
(212) 967-2424
Format
One 51
/4
inch floppy disk; a31
/
2inch
floppy disk is available on request with a
registration card and afee of $5
Language
Cand assembly
Hardware Needed
IBM XT, AT, PS/2, or compatible with a
hard disk drive, 256K bytes of RAM, and
PC-DOS or MS-DOS 2.0 or higher
Documentation
69-page user's manual
Price
$69.95
(additional $3.50 for postage
and handling)
Inquiry 894.

you to type a: install to begin installation. When Itried this, Igot an error
message stating that one or more files
was missing from the installation disk
and that the install procedure was canceled. After some experimentation, Idiscovered that Icould get the program installed by logging onto drive A and then
typing install. However, once installed, the program didn't work; every
command resulted in an error message
saying invalid function, and the help
screens failed to work. A conflict with
the accelerator board may have caused
the problems with the installation and
operation of NewSpace.
Itried NewSpace on five other machines. Two machines had the same type
of installation problem, but once installed, the software worked fine. The
other three machines had no difficulty
with either installation or performance.
Of the five machines Itested, three
were IBM PC XTs. With two of these, I
ran IBM's PC-DOS 3.30, and the software installed properly. The third computer, an IBM PC XT that was running
PC-DOS 3.10 and TOPS software in a
local-area network, had problems with
the NewSpace software. The NewSpace
documentation states that the software
190
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currently doesn't work in amultitasking
environment, such as Microsoft Windows or IBM's TopView. It also does not
work on the file server(s) in anetwork,
but does work on individual workstations
in anetwork. Once the networking software was disabled and the computer was
operating as aworkstation and not afile
server, the software did install and work
correctly.
The other two machines tested were a
Zenith Data Systems Z-158, running Zenith's MS-DOS 3.21, and aPhoenix 286
AT clone, running IBM's PC-DOS 3.30.
The Zenith was also initially running
TOPS networking software. The Zenith
exhibited the same installation problem,
but once the networking software was
disabled, NewSpace ran well. The Phoenix 286 computer had no installation
problems, and the software ran fine.
An Isogon technical-support representative said that the software runs on systems that have PC-DOS or MS-DOS 2.0
or higher. The NewSpace program requires 120K bytes of hard disk space.
NewSpace itself requires very little
RAM: 10K bytes of RAM is the default
setting, but it can use up to 99K bytes of
RAM, if specified during installation.
The technical-support person also said
that afew TSR programs might interfere
with NewSpace installation; •Ifound no
difficulty in using SideKick 1.56 or a
prerelease version of an executive organizer program with NewSpace.
Performance
After I installed NewSpace, performance was good. It has only four commands: Compress, Disk, Status, and
Recover. Compress is used to compress
eligible files. An eligible file is adata
file that does not have one of the prohibited file extensions, such as . COM or . EXE.
Once you install NewSpace, you must
use Compress to squash all your eligible
files; thereafter, new files are automatically compressed when you save them.
The Disk command assesses the compression status of the entire hard disk
drive and produces atable that tells you
which of your files are eligible for compression, how many bytes the files occupy in adecompressed state, how many
bytes they actually occupy, how many
files you have, and how much space is
left on your disk for compressed and decompressed files.
The Status command tells you if a
given file is compressed, decompressed,
erased but recoverable, or not found. If
the file is compressed, this command
gives you statistics on the compressed
versus decompressed size, and the per-

centage compression achieved. You can
also use the wild-card characters ? and *
to check the status of agroup of files.
The Recover command is what you
use to recover an erased file. If you use
the command without specifying afilename, you get a display that tells you
which files are available for recovery.
When you want to recover aspecific file,
you just add the filename to the command
newspace recover filename. The Recover command works even if you have
another file existing with the same name
as the erased file. In this case, the recover routine changes the extension of
the existing file to . ) ) ) and recovers the
erased file under its original name.
The Compress routine ran to completion on two of the five machines. The results for the first machine's 10-megabyte
hard disk drive are shown in the photo on
page 189. However, the Compress routine ended on the 80286 machine when a
Data error reading Drive C: message
occurred, presumably as aresult of abad
sector on the hard disk drive. The abnormal ending did not abort the compression
routine; several subdirectories had been
compressed, and these remained in the
compressed state. In fact, the Compress
routine is interruptible; since it may take
as long as an hour to compress avery full
hard disk drive, you can interrupt the
process at any time and resume at the
point where you left off.
All the commands worked well on all
the machines except, of course, the first
XT with the accelerator card. The Compress routine ran approximately 3times
as fast on the 80286 clone as on the XT
machines.
Itried compressing files of all sorts:
word processors (WordStar 4.0, WordPerfect 4.2, Microsoft Word 4.0, XyWrite III Plus, and PC-Write 2.72),
spreadsheets (Lotus 1-2-3 version 2.0,
Quattro 1.0, and Excel 2.0), databases
(dBASE III and dBASE Ill Plus), and
miscellaneous others.
The amount of savings in hard disk
space was an average of 35 percent for all
the machines Itested, considering all
types of data files. Small files (less than
1K bytes) showed proportionally higher
percentages of savings than large files,
presumably because these files are not
taking up most of the space in their original cluster, while the large files are.
Overall, word-processing documents,
which averaged 8K bytes to 14K bytes in
size, showed space savings rates of 40
percent to 50 percent. Spreadsheet worksheet files compressed as much as 50
percent to 60 percent in the case of fairly
continued

Now that the best name in
CAD is this affordable,why
settle for ageneric brand?
What's in aname? When it comes to the
Autodesk name, alot. In fact, it's the bestselling, most well- respected name in the CAD
business. There simply is not another company
with the credentials to make that claim.
That's why you shouldn' tsettle for anything less than AutoSketch,® the best way to
get started in CAD. AutoSketch is the precision
drawing tool from the Autodesk family of products. Not only is AutoSketch priced at just
$79.95,* but unlike some entry-level CAD products, you don't have to keep spending more to
add the features AutoSketch already has. Standard features like boxes, circles, stretching, mirroring and rotating— to mathematical precision.
And advanced CAD capabilities like dynamic
PAN and ZOOM and automatic dimensioning
and scaling, in up to 10 working layers.

Of course, if you do want to move up from
AutoSketch at some point, your files can easily
be uploaded into AutoCAD®
AutoSketch runs on IBM® PC/XT -/AT®and 100%
compatible computers, and supports IBM's PS/2.So if you' re ready for CAD, why not go with the
name that rates highest among both critics and
users? Anything else is, well, second-rate.
To order your AutoSketch directly, call
1-800-223-2521. For the name of your nearest
AutoSketch Dealer or
for more information,
call 1-800-445-5415 or
write to AutoSketch,
2320 Marinship Way,
Sausalito, CA 94965.

AUTODESK,

'A speed-enhanced version ( 9times faster), requiring amath coprocessor, is available for $99.95
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AutoSketch and AutoCAD are registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office by Autodesk, Inc IBM and Personal Computer AT are registered trademarks of
International Business Machines Corporation. Personal Computer XT and PS/2 are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.
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NEED SOME SPACE?

How NewSpace Works
N

ewSpace sits in RAM and examines the calls to DOS. When it encounters an interrupt 21 hexadecimal, it
intercepts the call to see if it is afile access. If afile is being accessed, NewSpace swings into action and compresses or decompresses the specified file.
The program uses three techniques to
compress files: It uses its own file format to store files in sectors (typically
256K bytes to 512K bytes) rather than in
clusters ( 1K bytes to 2K bytes), and
reduces wasted hard disk storage space
for small files; second, long strings of
identical characters (e.g., blank spaces)
are handled with a repeat string compression routine; the third method uses
a self- adapting Huffman Encoding
Binary Tree algorithm.
DOS files are composed of ASCII
characters. Each ASCII character is
composed of an 8-bit binary string. In
essence, the NewSpace program using
the Huffman algorithm takes data files
composed of ASCII binary strings and
translates the ASCII strings into variable-length bit strings. For example, the

small ( 10K bytes or less) files, though
larger files had rates of around 20 percent
to 25 percent. Database record files compressed about 20 percent to 25 percent,
while database index files compressed as
much as 90 percent, these being usually
quite small files. Graphics files in the
.PIC format compressed, though only by
about 15 percent to 20 percent. Compression rates for very large files, such as
word processor dictionaries and thesauri,
which are usually in acompressed format
already, were as low as 2percent to 3percent. Considering all file types, compression ranged from 25 percent to 35 percent
for an entire hard disk drive, which
means that, by using NewSpace, you
might increase the capacity of the average hard disk drive by an extra one-third.
Data files automatically decompress
when programs load or use them and
automatically compress again when they
are saved. New files are also compressed
when they are saved. Ididn't notice that
much of adifference in storage speed or
retrieval between compressed and decompressed files; in cases where it was
noticeable (mostly in spreadsheet files),
the difference amounted only to 2 or 3
seconds for large files. The negligible
192
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letter E is represented as 01000101 in
binary. NewSpace would translate the
E, the most commonly used letter in the
English language, into amuch shorter
bit string. The letter X, not as commonly
used, would be translated into aslightly
longer bit string. Each one of the 256
ASCII bit strings is translated into a
correspondingly shorter NewSpace bit
string, according to the frequency of its
use. This is why text files show the
greatest degree of compression.
In rare instances, when dealing with
afile composed mostly of rarely used
characters (e.g., ASCII graphics or control characters), acompressed file may
take up more space than the original
version. NewSpace compares the compressed version with the original version
and will not compress afile if there is no
decrease in size.
Files are stored with file-control information to allow random access to a
file. NewSpace can retrieve only the
portion of the file actually required, not
the entire file.
—Stan Wszola, Technical Editor

difference in speed is because large files
require more time for storage and retrieval. They also show the smallest amount
of compression. With small files, which
can be substantially compressed, you can
generally save or quickly retrieve them
even when not compressed.
Operation of NewSpace is very
smooth. Inoticed no difference in the operation of my normal software when I
used NewSpace; normal DOS commands, such as DIR, showed no change.
The DIR command still shows data files
and available storage space as occupying
the same amount of space as before compression; you must use NewSpace's Status or Disk commands to find out how
much space a compressed file actually
does occupy.
Ease of Use
The documentation consists of a single
user's guide in booklet form. It starts out
with the disarming statement, " You
Don't Have to Read This Manual," followed by asingle page of instructions for
installation and use. The rest of the manual consists of very clear explanations of
the four main NewSpace commands and
the ways in which NewSpace does or does

not work with the common DOS commands. The error messages listed in the
manual are clear and well documented.
This program couldn't be any easier to
use. If remembering the four commands
is too complicated, you have the option of
using only the initial letter of each command. You can then specify parameters,
such as asingle filename or agroup of
files, for each command to operate on.
There are excellent help screens that explain the form and use of each command,
as well as ageneral help screen, accessible at any time by typing newspace ?
from aDOS prompt.
Software Problems
NewSpace can cause problems with the
operation of afew software programs that
don't make standard calls to DOS, such
as Tecmar's tape backup program, or
that demand an enormous amount of
RAM, such as Xerox's Ventura Publisher, which is so huge that it requires all the
available RAM, begrudging even the
modest amount needed by NewSpace.
Programs known to cause problems are
mentioned in aREADME file on the distribution disk. An Isogon technical-support
representative was also helpful in resolving problems.
Some utility programs, such as the
Norton Utilities, bypass the normal DOS
system calls for accessing data. If you use
these programs to look at the contents of
your hard disk drive, you will not be able
to read compressed files, since the utility
program is bypassing the NewSpace program, which acts as an interface between
DOS and most programs. The manual
warns against using such a utility program to modify data on the hard disk.
Last Words
While there are some freeware/shareware
utility programs available that do file
compression, these all require the user to
manually compress and decompress files
as they are saved or retrieved. NewSpace
does all this offstage, without interfering
noticeably with your normal operations.
Barring the touchiness Iencountered
in the installation routine, NewSpace is a
remarkably smooth and elegant utility,
especially for version 1.00. Overall, I
would rate its performance as excellent.
NewSpace is competent, simple to use,
and unobtrusive. •
Diana Gabaldon is the editor of Science
Software and an assistant research professor at the Center for Environmental
Studies at Arizona State University,
Tempe, Arizona. She can be reached on
BIX as "editors."
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Keyboard

THE NEW STANDARD IN PC KEYBOARDS

FEATURES
YOU'LL LOVE:
Function Keys
my where they belong!
Switchable CTRL and
Ta, CAPS LOCK Keys
Cursor Control
O IL3-Key
Unel
gpii 18- Key Numeric
Keypad with separate
Key ( the 102nd key)

a

12 Notepads to pencilm Functions

Color Coded to
O hays
WM ciPeriect'
-

The World's Most Advanced Keyboard
LIMITED INTRODUCTORY PRICE

What the Pro's Say...

NORTHGATE

Gruy Ray la PC week. Ray 17. lea

put it all together!
A spectacular new keyboard. It
has 12 Programmable Function
Keys AND THEY'RE ON THE LEFT
Where they belong!
Now, typing speed and productivity return. No more hunting for
function keys. They're where your
fingers expect. And your standard
templates fit. We've even color-coded
keys for WordPerfect users.

Other features galore!
You can switch the CTRL and
CAPS LOCK keys so CTRL is
when- typists expect ft to be. We
supply the key-caps at no extra cost.
Typists love it. Increases in speed
and accuracy of up to 30% are
reported. It's the touch, the feel and
the layout the computer industry
has been begging for and it's
available now.

Use OrnniKey /102 10 days
Return fo r FUL LREFUND
if not 100% Satisfied!
Unlimited 3-Year Warranty

Compatible with most XT. AT. and 386 I
ype systems us.
ing st.t nda.-d circular DIN connecter. If uncrrmin. costae,
your cnotputer supplier for count else type.
a-dun-a.m... el Y.aNywr .0 °span
North..
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"REVOLUTIONARY AND MUCH NEEDED..."

FOR IBM PS SERIES,MODELS
ALM $25.00

Northgate designed it.
Northgate makes it. Exclusively.
Others will copy it. but they won't
match the ClickrPactile touch and
the solid "sit down to stay on your
desk" feel of OmniKey/102.
Order yew's, now! Initial supply may he limited.
And prices are subject to increase with world
component supply costs. Best of all--use it for
10 days one return it for full refund if it's not
everything Northgate claims!

ORDER NOW TOLL FREE

800-453-1400

"Reiter than any replacement keyboard ever
used by this edttor. it I's also a viable
alternative to IBM's own nnodel...places the 12
Function Keys where God intended them to bet
vertically along the left side of the keyboard.
Other intelligent features make the OmniKey
an outstanding buy. but the major facts are
these: It's durable. well-designed. sensible and
has Just the right feel. Beet of all. it's relatively
inexpensive."
Stow Cilliam 4. ladaWaral. Moser, S. II«
"FINDING THE IDEAL KEYBOARD..."
"Imagine my surprise and delight when I
found myselffacing my dream keyboard..If
you want the bent keyboard I've ever laid my
hands on. check out Northgate's"
Mar«. M. Pried la Computer Shopper, Jane, 195e
"IIIE MOST COMFORTABLE KEYBOARD"
"Once again. Iwould like to say that the
Northgate OmniKey 102 Keyboard is probably
th. most comfortable keyboard.. .features good
tactile response. they re laid out well, are
attractive. and very pleasunt to use."

A/
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Plymouth, Minnesota 55441
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Phones answered 24 hours or mail your order o
Phone Corporate Offices tor Dealer and Ouantlty Pnces
612- 553- ally / FAX 612-n53-1695

Northgate Computer Systems
13895 Industrial Park Blvd.. Suite 110
Plymouth. Minnesota 55441
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PC MAGAZINE REPORTS..."PC Labs tested drive
TAKE THE
NORTHGATE
THRUPUT
TEST)

Find out if your ' zippy- fast - hard drive system is
REALLY in the fast lane. Send us $ 5.00 cash, check
or money order and well send you the THRUPUT
test program. In seconds you'll know how your sys.
tern compares to Northgate systems. And when you
buy a Northgate system. well refund the $5.00!

AND NORTHGATE'S 80286
Now, with Northgate Super 286

NO PHONE REQUESTS PLEASE

lluto Throughput
800,000 Bytes Per Second Data

e
Naf thgale

•Turbo Speed Hard Drive Controllers

IWO'S
EnhanCeti
_---te

TRULY A COMPLETE, READY TO USE SYSTEM
YOU GET ALL THESE QUALITY FEATURES:
65MB Miniscribe Hard Drive, Formatted and
Partitioned 32.5MB in C and D Partitions • Türbo
Throughput 16-Bit Hard Drive RLL and 1:1
Interleave Controller • 12MHz Intel Processor
•6 16-Bit, 2 8-Bit Expansion Slots • 1.2MB
0S2
(Reads & Writes 360K Disks) AND 1.44MB
READY
Drive ( Reads & Writes 720K) • 200 Watt
Power Supply • 2 Parallel, 1Serial Port •
Full Size ( Not Baby Size) Case with Keylock,
Unto On/Off, Indicator Lights • 14 Inch
Tilt/Swivel Flat Screen Amber Graphics
Monitor with 1000 Line Resolution Capability for CAD • Hercules Compatible
Graphics Card • Latest Version MS-DOS
3.3 with GWBasic including hardbound
manuals for both ( Northgate is a
Microsoft OEM Licensee).
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AND NOW, TO GIVE YOU EVEN
GREATER PERFORMANCE...
DRIVE CACHING AND VOPTTm
OPTIMIZER ARE INCLUDED!

Installed on your hard drive is Northgate's
exclusive Insta-Cachere Hard Disk Caching
program. Once afile is read it's in cache. Retrieving it again is 0-wait. No hard drive access is
needed. This is an $80.00 value, yours at no
extra cost. AND...WE ALSO GIVE YOU THE
BEST DISK OPTIMIZER PROGRAM EVER—
VOPTT" BY GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS.
CLEANS UP FRAGMENTED SECTORS AUTOMATICALLY EVERY TIME YOU START YOUR
SYSTEM. A $ 50.00 VALUE, AGAIN YOURS
FREE WITH THE NORTHGATE 286.

-free

SYSTEM OPTIONS— PHONE FOR CURRENT PRICING: EGA. EGA+: MFM HARD DRIVES. ESDI & SCSI TO 300MB:
STREAMING TAPE BACKUP: HARD DRIVE BACKUP FROM 8389: MEMORY EXPANSION CARDS: CO- PROCESSORS.

400% Faster Performing

WORLD CLASS QUALITY
Features Unmatched Anywhere
194
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The Bottom Line
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WAS THE FASTEST...
65MB Hard Drive System you get:

Computing Power
Transfer Rate • RLL Encoded Hard Drives • 1:1 Interleaving
•World's Highest Performance AT Class Computer System!
COMMON HARD DRIVE CONTROLLERS

HERE'S THE
SECRET OF
TURBO
THROUGHPUT

ORDINARY
PARTS
ORDINARY
PERFORMANCE

THE ADVANCED

Other vendors supply only MFM type
drives. Even these with 28MS access arc
slower than the North eat,. System.

DESIGN THAT
MAKES THIS SYSTEM PERFORM
400% FASTER
TYPE COMPUTERS
COMMONLY CONFIGURED AND

11

Data 11-ansfer. the true measure of computer performance. cannot exceed
200.000 bytes per second in getting data
t Ili,. computer's processoc.

NORTHGATE HAS 400% FASTER SYSTEM PERFORMANCE!

THAN OTHER AT
AS THEY ARE

Virtually no controllers can do RLL
and 1,1 interleaving
—thus slow down
data tran.lci

NORTHGATE
RLL DRIVE
1:1 INTERLEAVE

SOLD BY MOST
VENDORS IN THE
PC INDUSTRY!

HGATE
NO
16- BI
URBO
C
TROL
R

Northgate's unique Hard Drive is RLL Encoded ( 50% more formatted capacity)
AND with It Interleave reads/writes data
faster than 28ms drives.

800,000
BYTES PER SECOND
DATA TRANSFER RATE
400% FASTER

Northgate's 16- Bit
rbo Throughput
Controller enables
our high speed Data
ll'ansrer rate.

Most computers look similar. Most vendors advertise
processor speed and 28MS hard drive access. There is
little to distinguish one from another. Thus everyone
tends to assume all computers are alike.

They know they get value through performance that's
demonstrated every time they turn on the system. They
know all parts are World Class, not the ordinary "off the
shelf" items others use to keep costs down.

NOT SO. Northgate is truly a different System. And
because it is, the computer buyer gets far greater computer value for his money. That's why Northgate has
soared in popularity. Those who know choose Northgate

Northgate pioneered RLL Hard Drive and I:1 Interleaving in its 286 systems. Tb our knowledge, no competitor even offers these vital performance features.
Call them. We did. Only Northgate gives you this

NORTHGATE
SYSTEM IS
400%
FASTER

Northgate Delivers System Perlormance
Unmatched by Other Vendors. Ask them
and prove it to yourself!

unique throughput- enhancement.

If Northgate pricing seems higher, don't be
deceived by Bare Bones Prices you see in
others' ads. Northgate's System is complete
—IT'S THE 286 SYSTEM YOU WON'T OUTGROW! We encourage you— Shop Around.
Call all the Others and Compare.

ALL THIS PLUS...The Computer Industry's Most Meaningful Service and Warranty Policy...
30- Day Compatibility Warranty:
Northgate guarantees its systems will operate any standard.
commercialy available DOS programs written for use on113M
Compatible Computers. If. on consultation with Northgate.
aprogram cannot be made to operate satisfactorily. owner may
return the system. complete and unaltered for aprompt and
full refund including all freight costs.
One-Year Overnight AT NORTHGATE
EXPENSE Parts Replacement Warranty,
Northgate Computer Systems warrants that all systems sold
by Northgate will be free of defects in workmanship and
materials for one year from date of shipment.

/
A\

•In the event of failure ofa part that disables the system Northgate will ship. the same day if notified by 12 Noon Central
Time, anew replacement part. Customer must phone Northgate Customer Service for diagnosis of the failure.
•Shipment of the replacement part will be by overnightexpress service—AT NORTHGATE'S EXPENSE— for next
day delivery depending on the carrier's ability to provide
such service in owner's geographic area.
•Owner must return any replaced part. complete and
unaltered, and pay return shipping costs, to be received at
Northgate within two weeks after receiving the replacement
Part
•Northgate's Customer Service department will provide full

NORTHGATE
COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

A DIVISION OF ABL INCORPORATED

13895 INDUSTRIAL PARK BLVD., SUITE 110
PLYMOUTH, MINNESOTA 55441
HOURS: Mon.- Fri. 8 A.M.-7 P.M. CST, Sat. 9 A.M.-3 P.M.

Instructions on making the repair or replacement and will
consult with customer on the phone to assure repair is
properly completed and the system is again operating.
•In the case ola complete system returned for repair under
warranty. customer pays freight to Northgate and Northgate
pays return freight by whatever service the system is sent
to Northgate.
In the event ola part replaced under warranty. the new part
carries aNEW ONE•YEAR GUARANTEE FROM SHIP DATE!
NOTE: Many computer vendors extend only the parts
manufacturer's warranty which may be as little as 30- days.
All products sold by NORTHGATE are fully guaranteed by
Northgate for one year from date of shipment.

USE OUR TOLL FREE ORDER LINE

800-548-1993
VISA MC COD TERMS:

Credit Card, Pre-Payment (allow 2
weeks for personal checks to clear) Wire Transfer and Purchase
Orders for Rated Accounts. We also ship to APO and FPO. All
shipments are FOB Minneapolis, MN

ALL CORPORATION AND BRAND NAMES IN THIS AD ARE THE PROPERTY OF THEIR RESPECTIVE OWNERS. NORTHGATE IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ERRORS OR OMMISSIONS IN THIS
ADVERTISEMENT. • PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. • TURBO THROUGHPUT, INSTACACHE AND NORTHGATE ARE TRADENAMES OF NORTHGATE COMPUTER
SYSTEMS. COPYRIGHT 1988. NORTHGATE
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Features:

Flagstaff Engineering's
optical character recognition
software reads almost any printed Or
typewritten text.
SPOT,* our trainable OCR program, allows
you to compile information from books, magazines,
typewritten records, genealogical data, directories,
catalogs, and public documents, including foreignlanguage material. The data captured by SPOT can be
used by database, word processing, desktop publishing
and typesetting applications.
SPOT's flexible output options allow you to preserve
the original page format, including columns and margins.
Reformatting options include the choice of DCA or
ASCII output files, with options to generate singlecolumn output from multiple-column text.

• High recognition accuracy
Fast, easy training
Up to five fonts per page
Handles ligatures and kerned type
Foreign language character sets
Spelling and context checking
On-line correction
Affordable at $995.00
Flagstaff Engineering leads the PC industry in desktop conversion systems for 9-track tape and 8-inch
diskette data files. We have already supplied thousands
of customers worldwide with our OCR systems. Call
for the best prices on Panasonic, Hewlett-Packard, and
Canon scanners. Dealer and volume discounts are
available.
Flagstaff Engineering can modify the software code
to meet your custom applications. For details, call us
at (602)779-3341.
*Syntactic Pattern Optical Translator

FLAGSTAFF
ENGINEERING

'WIN" FLAGENG for vendor support on BIX!

1120 Kaibab Lane • Flagstaff, AZ 86001
(602)779-3341 • Telex 705609 • FAX ( 602)779-5998
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Jerry Pournelle

DR. POURNELLE
VS. THE VIRUS
Jerry observes the
West Coast Computer
Faire and gives a
prescription

I

was late getting to the West Coast
Computer Faire this year because
William Lowell Putnam, the new
sole trustee of the Lowell Observatory, appointed me to the observatory's
advisory board. The board meeting was
held the same week as the Faire, and
while I've never missed a West Coast
Computer Faire, Iwasn't about to pass
up the chance to look through the telescopes that Percival Lowell used to map
Mars and Clyde Tombaugh discovered
Pluto with.
Incidentally, while those are the best
known of the Lowell Observatory's discoveries, the most significant thing done
there was probably V. M. Slipher's discovery of the red shift and the recession
of faraway galaxies.
Anyway, the meeting was held at the
observatory on Mars Hill outside Flagstaff, Arizona, and while it wasn't alot of
trouble getting to Flagstaff, getting out of
there in time for my speech at the Faire
was abit more difficult. Iwasn't able to
get to San Francisco until early Saturday
morning.
Even so, Ihad time to see all the exhibits. Ican remember when it just wasn't
possible to see everything at the Faire,
even getting in aday early and running
hard every moment.
On the other hand, Idid miss most of
the conference sessions, which is apity,
because the Faire continues to attract the
best speakers and panelists in the industry. Also, they talk about meaningful
subjects rather than just hyping products,
the way so many people do at other computer shows.
Although there seemed to be fewer
booths, there was no shortage of people.

I'm told that once again there was a
record attendance, and from the crowds I
can believe it. There were the usual feeding frenzies at Jade, Jameco, and other
large discount equipment vendors.
WordPerfect attracted its standard
cheering crowds and got the standard
complaints from other exhibitors. Ihave
mixed emotions about that. On the one
hand, having people cheer and shout in
unison is abit disruptive for those trying
to conduct amore serious discussion of
their products. On the other hand, WordPerfect certainly adds to the general air
of excitement. I'm also curious as to how
they get people to do it: when Iwas invited to give " the WordPerfect cheer," I
managed one straight out of the Bronx.
Oh, well.
Signs of the limes
Early Faires were dominated by Apple,
which used it to get acquainted with
hackers and end users. Apple now seems
more interested in keeping their customers away from the rest of the microcomputer community. They hold their own
shows and don't come to the Faire at all.
In the old days, we had serious discussions between CP/M, Radio Shack, and
Apple users, and were able to get some
cross-fertilization. When the IBM PC
and compatibles came in, Apple was still
there, and the debates were illuminating.
That doesn't happen much anymore. The
only Apple presence at the Faire are the
stacks of Apple machine boxes at vendor
booths.
Meanwhile, IBM, which used to all
but ignore end users, comes to the Faire
in abig way. Their impressive booth was
filled with knowledgeable people, including a couple of genuine programmers, one of whom Iactually managed to
talk into removing his necktie. Ihope
they don't fire him.
Borland wasn't at the Faire, which surprised me. Neither was Microsoft, which
wasn't asurprise since they haven't been
coming for awhile. Ithink both ought to

be there. It can't hurt the big language
houses to come to the one place where
hackers and language users get together.
Neither Borland nor Microsoft has such
perfect products that they can afford to
ignore their customers.
For years, the biggest question at the
Faire was which group would throw the
largest and wildest party, Microsoft or
Info World, and this year neither one was
there. Idon't know about parties on
Thursday and Friday, because Iwasn't
there.
Saturday evening, Logitech furnished
alarge open area, tortilla chips and dip,
beverages, and no loud noises masquerading as entertainment, aperfect setting
for conversations. For me it was the high
point of the Faire: aplace to sit and talk
to everyone. A lot of people showed up,
legendary fieres from the early days,
like Lee Felsenstein, as well as new users
and readers. Isure hope Logitech makes
that one an annual tradition.
One outfit that I'd as soon have skip
the Faire is the FCC. Since they keep
bureaucrat hours, they weren't there a
good part of the time anyway; but Idon't
see why taxpayers should pay for them to
be there at all. As far as Ican see, the
FCC's major role in the computer industry is to make it very difficult for start-up
companies: it doesn't matter how well
your machine is designed, you can't sell
it until you get FCC approval, and that
takes time and money; meaning that
small undercapitalized outfits can't bootstrap their way to success. If the FCC had
been around at the first West Coast Computer Faire, there would be few companies other than IBM and the Japanese.
Apple wouldn't exist.
My vote for the most spectacular Faire
exhibit goes to Koei, producer of two
IBM PC games: Nobunaga'a Ambition
and Romance of Three Kingdoms. Both
are strategic-level multiplayer games,
one set in sixteenth-century Japan, and
the other in Han dynasty China, which
continued
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followed the Warring States period. The
booth was decorated with fantastically
beautiful Chinese and Japanese armor,
and it attracted my attention from the
other side of the hall. The games were
shown only in demonstration versions;
but from everything Ican find out, the
finished versions will be pretty spectacular, too.
Prodigy
BIX wasn't at the Faire, but several other
on-line services, including General Electric's Genie, were.
The oddest one was Prodigy. Prodigy
is apartnership of IBM and Sears, and it
is supposed to be the on-line information
service for the rest of us. You can't (as of
April) subscribe to Prodigy just yet, but
they did have an on-line demonstration,
and they handed out demonstration disks
that ape what Prodigy does on your home
computer.
The demonstration disks say they can
be " copied in whole and given to others
solely for use in demonstrating the Prodigy service. Copying for any other use is
prohibited by law." Ican't conceive of
any reason I'd want to copy the disk at
all. My guess is that the joint venture got
some of the IBM and Sears lawyers as a
bonus.. . .
Anyway, Prodigy will shortly be available at aflat rate of $9.95 amonth for
unlimited time on-line. They can do that
because it isn't a conferencing system
like BIX; it's mostly aone-way information service. You get news, weather reports, financial information, Consumer
Reports, and special newsletters. The
demonstration had messages from Sylvia
Porter, John Dvorak, and Stewart Alsop.
There is alimited capability for sending messages to information providers
(but not to other subscribers). I sent
notes to Alsop and Dvorak, but so far
neither has acknowledged getting them.
There are also advertisements: on
every screen full of information, asignificant part is taken up with an advertising
blurb. You have the opportunity to expand the ad to afull page if you like. The
ads weren't very clever, and Ididn't have
much temptation beyond curiosity to do
that. Iwonder how many paying customers will? For that matter, Iwonder how
many companies will " advertise" in the
Prodigy format.
Prodigy is still under development,
which is just as well. The demonstrated
interface was pretty grim, simplified to
the point of near imbecility. There are
menus everywhere. No mouse support. It
was all very slow. After watching it for a
while, Brett Glass struck apose and pro198
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nounced it " Stodigy!" The people in the
Prodigy booth were not amused.
We'll just have to wait and see. Iwasn't
terribly impressed by Prodigy at the
Faire, and the demonstration disk hasn't
changed my opinion; maybe when it's up
for real it will be better. From what I've
seen, though, for $ 119.40 a year I'd
rather have my local newspaper and the
Wall Street Journal.
Trilogy
The West Coast Computer Faire has long
been the spawning grounds for important
microcomputer products. Dozens of
start-ups—including MicroPro (WordStar), Broderbund, Logitech, and Sorcim (SuperCalc)—got their first real exposure at the Faire. It doesn't happen so
often now, but it's still possible. Take,
for example, Trilogy from Complete
Logic Systems.
Trilogy is anew computer language.
Now Iknow most of us put new languages a long way down on our needs
list, but in fact there is room for one. I've
written before that Iwished Ihad alanguage that combined the logic/constraint
features of Prolog with the procedural
techniques of Pascal and the modularity
of Modula2. Ieven said it would be nice
if the result was abit faster than any of
those.
Trilogy was designed to meet those
criteria. It may have done that.
It's pretty easy to get the wrong idea
about Trilogy. Indeed, Alex Lane's review in the March BYTE did just that; a
Prolog expert, Lane compares Trilogy
exclusively to Prolog, which is at least as
wrong as my initial impulse to compare it
exclusively to Pascal. The fact is that
Trilogy combines many of the features of
both languages. [Editor's note: For more
information on Alex Lane's review, see
the letter on page 22.]
Trilogy doesn't have the cut (! ) operator or any other extra-logical additions
put into Prolog to achieve efficiency. Instead, it uses IF... THEN...ELSE and
CASE to achieve the same end, and it adds
constraints to guide the logical solution
without endless backtracking. This gives
the language an enormous speed advantage in analyzing complex problems.
Ihaven't had alot of time to play with
Trilogy, but what Isaw at the Faire and
what I've been able to do with it here
have really impressed me. Imay use it to
write amajor program if Complete Logic
Systems brings out the graphics and DOS
modules in time (they're supposed to be
finished before you read this). At my
suggestion, they're also adding anumber
of I/O and string-handling functions that

should also be available when this is in
print.
Deciding to adopt anew language is a
pretty serious step. If it doesn't catch on,
you could find yourself with auseless orphan. On the other hand, if it works but
doesn't catch on, you might find yourself
with a secret weapon that dramatically
improves your productivity; after all,
users don't care what language an application program is written in.
My impression of Trilogy is that it's
fast and easier for aPascal programmer
to learn than Prolog is. More as Iexperiment more; but if you're interested in
logic programming languages, you might
want to look into Trilogy. Incidentally,
Peter Grogono, whose Programming in
Pascal (
Addison-Wesley, 1980) is one of
the best language books I've ever seen (it
has the best explanation of pointers in any
book on any language), is doing abook
on Trilogy, so I'm not alone in my impression that it may have the potential to
be one of the " big" languages like Prolog
or Pascal. Recommended for those willing to take achance.
Virus
The specter of computer piracy stalks the
land. One promising new start-up company recently called me to ask my view of
yet another copy-protection scheme, this
time ahardware device that plugs into the
printer port where it is transparent to
printing but responds to coded inquiries
in away that enables the software.
Hackers call this a " dongle," and I
won't put one on my computer. Leave
alone the problem that it's not easy to access the back of my machines, and that if
very many companies do this I'll have a
train of dongles 2feet long sticking out of
the printer port: the real problem is that I
don't know precisely what the thing is
doing. If Idid know, the dongle would be
useless.
For all Iknow, the gizmo may infect
my machine with avirus. Now, sure, no
reputable company would do that—but
companies don't always know what's going on. Recall that back when Microsoft
used copy protection—to their credit they
abandoned that afew years ago—asummer hire inserted deep into the Microsoft
kernel aworm that, on detecting what it
thought was an illegal copy of aMicrosoft program, said Illegal Copy. Now
trashing your master disk.

In fact, the worm did nothing of the
sort, but no one who saw that message
was amused, especially since it could be
triggered by abad disk or apower failure.
How am Ito know that the guy who wrote
the dongle PROM doesn't have an even
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weirder sense of humor?
Some people do. Someone once took
the trouble to make up aboard and sent it
to me for " evaluation." Iforget what the
cover letter said it would do, but Igot suspicious and wouldn't put it in my machine. Ilater learned that copies went to
several others. One editor turned the
thing over to Brett Glass, who disassembled the PROMs and discovered that if
the board were in the machine on bootup, it would change the partitions on your
hard disk drive, rendering it unusable
until reformatted. Idon't know anyone
who got burned by this elaborate scheme,
but it does show there are some sick people out there.
Anyway, Iwon't use adongle for fear
of catching afatal computer virus; but interestingly enough, the fear of a virus
may help mitigate the software piracy
problem (which, except with games, I
think is less severe than most suppose;
but leave that for another time).
A computer virus is eerily similar to a
real one: what it does is infect acomputer
program, often the operating system,
then await achance to reproduce itself. A
virus can be stupid, like the board Idescribed above, or quite clever. Simple
vii uses add themselves to programs and
can be detected by acheck of program
size.
More clever ones find empty areas in
the program and hide there. Sometimes
they hide only atiny part of themselves in
the infected program; that part points to a
new file disguised as an ordinary system
file that is generally hidden from the
user's view. They all try to reproduce
themselves by examining susceptible
files for hiding places.
What happens next depends on the virus's creator. Some hackers only want to
prove they're clever. An example of that
was the Christmas Message Virus that
went around last year. Even so, adding
needless code to asystem can have unintended but disastrous side effects.
Many viruses are deliberately destructive. There was the Lehigh Virus, which
infected hundreds of disks at Lehigh University. After sitting about harmlessly
for days, the virus woke up and erased all
data on infected systems. Backup copies
were often similarly affected, so that
some users were bitten more than once.
Ihave also heard of the Israeli Virus,
although Inever met anyone who has
actually seen it. This one is supposed to
do nasty things on May 13, 1988, the fortieth anniversary of the founding of Israel
(and the extinction of Palestine as asovereign state). It is said to be defused.
The Israeli Virus may be alegend, but

many are not; one bulletin board sysop
found that afull 15 percent of the programs posted on his board were infected.
If he counted only programs posted by
people he didn't know, the percentage
went up to about 50 percent. Many sysops
are getting scared enough to deny upload
capabilities to new users. Recent reports
in the Wall Street Journal indicate that a
number of businesses have infected computers. Viruses can affect Macintoshes
as well as PCompatibles.

The best way to avoid computer virus
infections is to be careful where you get
software. If you don't put strange programs in your system, you can't get
strange results. That " free" copy of a
program you got from abulletin board
may be more costly than you think.
You're not even safe getting pirated software from a friend; even if there have
been no signs of infection, some virus
programs don't wake up for along time.
continued

Write Better
Turbo 4.0 Programs...
OrYour Money Back
You'll write better Turbo Pascal 4.0 programs easier and faster
using the powerful analytical tools of Turbo Analyst 4.0.
You get • Pascal Formatter • Cross Referencer • Program
Indexer • Program Lister • Execution Profiler,
and more. Includes complete source code.
Turbo Analyst 4.0 is the successor to the
acclaimed TurboPower Utilities:
"Ifyou own Turbo Pascal you should own the Turbo
Power Programmers Utilities, that's all there is to it."
Bruce Webster, BYTE Magazine, Feb. 1986

Turbo Analyst 4.0 is only $ 75.

A Library of Essential Routines
'hubo Professional 4.0 is alibrary of more than 400 state-of-the-art
routines optimized for Turbo Pascal 4.0. It includes complete
source code, comprehensive documentation, and demo
programs that are powerful and useful. Includes
•TSR management • Menu, window, and data
entry routines • BCD • Large arrays, and more.

Turbo Professional 4.0 is only $99.
Call toll-free for credit card orders.
1-800-538-8157 ext. 830

(
1-800-672-3470 ext. 830 in CA)

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back within 30 days
Fast Response Series:
• T-DebugPLUS 4.0—Symbolic
run-time debugger for Turbo 4.0,
only $45. ($90 with source code)
• Overlay Manager 4.0—Use merlays and chain in Turbo 4.0, only $45.
Call for upgrade information.
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Turbo Pascal 4.0 is required.
Owners of TurboPower Utilities w/o
source may upgrade for $40, w/source,
$25. Include your serial rumber. For
other information call 408-438-8608.
Shipping & taxes prepaid in U.S. &
Canada. Elsewhere add $12 per item.

TurboPower Software
P. 0. Box 66747
Scotts Valley. CA 95066-0747
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Vaccine
One possible defense is to use a " vaccine" program.
Obtaining one is a simple matter if
you're on BIX: simply download the program called Flushot. This was written by
one of the BDC regulars; people Irespect
say it's very good. Fair warning: Ihave
not tried it yet and know it only by reputation.
You can also get avaccine from acommercial source.

There were at least two at the Faire.
One, called Vaccine, is published by
FoundationWare. Ididn't get acopy of
the program, but that could be because I
missed their cocktail party Friday night.
Imention them because they had an impressive booth and gave out expensive
brochures that contain both hype about
their program and some pretty good (if
sensationally presented) information
about computer viruses.
FoundationWare's brochure says Vac-

HOW TO GIVE YOUR
COMPANYA PIECE
OF YOUR MIND.
Your company's most
valuable resource is the knowledge and expertise of your key
people. That's why you want to
capture that expertise with
1st-CLASS Expert Systems so
you can use it whenever and
wherever needed.
The power you need.
Without the programming.
1st-CLASS' is the expert system
development tool you've been
waiting for. It's full- featured and
flexible, yet exceptionally easy
to use. Multiple knowledge representations, and interfaces to
windows, graphics, and programs ( including Lotus 1-2-3 .
and dBASE' ) make it powerful
enough for technical people, yet
simple enough for those with no
programming or artificial intelligence experience.
Benefits you'll see right
away. Because 1st-CLASS is
so easy to use, it starts delivering benefits right away. Accu-

rate and consistent decisions
throughout your company.
Reduced costs in manufacturing
and support. And above all, a
chance to apply the expertise of
your best people to more situations than ever before.
IIIMM Whether you're astartup or
aFortune 500, you'll quickly find
1st-CLASS agreat help for your
entire organization. Just as Du
Pont, Travelers, Chrysler, Intel,
IBM, and over 5000 others have
already found out for themselves.
mum Priced from $495. to
$1295. No fancy hardware
required (just IBM or compatible
PC). And no royalty fees or other
hidden charges later on.
MM Ask for your tutorial
package. It has everything you
need to get moving fast, including
atrial version of our newest
release, 1st-CLASS FUSION.M1M Why wait? Call toll- free
today to order your tutorial
package: 1-800-872-8812.

PCLASS
Expert Systems, Inc.

286 Boston Post Road Wayland, MA 01778 ( 617-358-7722 in MA).
For the IBlePC. For the DEC VAe(with added hardware). Priced from $495 to S1295. Tutorial package only $ 20.
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cine gives " 5levels" of protection. The
first is to write-protect critical system
files, like COMMAND.COM, and watch out
for unusual disk writes that bypass DOS.
The second level is to write-protect the
hard disk drive. In both cases, if the program detects awrite operation, it asks if
you really want to do that.
Their third level is what they call the
"Quality Assurance Mode"; it appears to
be achecksum program that runs against
COMMAND.COM, CONFIG.SYS, and other
critical files each time you start up the
system or invoke Vaccine. They say this
will reduce the odds of virus infection to
one in abillion. Ihereby offer to bet 10 of
my dollars against 10 million of theirs
that their program will fail within ayear.
Imight be wrong, but I sure like the
odds.
The other virus-protection program I
saw at the Faire was Mace Vaccine, from
Paul Mace Software. This is a 4K-byte
memory-resident program to be installed
using AUTOEXEC.BAT. Once invoked, it
offers two levels of protection: ( 1) write
protection of vital areas and system files,
and (2) protection against all direct
writes, things like DOS FORMAT,
CHKDSK/F, DEBUG, Vopt, and UNFRAG;
other disk optimizers; and, hopefully,
viruses.
Whereas FoundationWare says of their
program, " The probability of a system
'fully secured' by Vaccine having adisastrous and damaging write-to-disk by
an unauthorized or altered software program is less than 1in 100 million," Mace
says, " Understand, the people who make
these things are clever and we haven't
seen their worst. We're clever too, and
will keep on improving the vaccine. We
can only hope they will tire of this malicious nonsense before we do." Ileave it
to the reader to decide which is the more
reasonable attitude.
Mace, you'll recall, is the publisher of
the Mace Utilities, which Iconsider to be
nearly as essential as DOS.
VP-Planner Plus
VP-Planner Plus, the flagship product of
Adam Osborne's Paperback Software,
has always offered at least as much bang
for the buck as any other spreadsheet.
Version 2 is even faster—the fastest
spreadsheet around—and adds do/undo
keys. There's not alot that Lotus 1-2-3
and Borland's Quattro can do that VPPlanner Plus can't match, and neither
can hold acandle to it when it comes to
macro power. Excel can, and with a386,
Excel under Windows is a thing to behold; but it costs alot more, too. Unlike
continued

THE

PROGRAMMER'S SHOP

helps save time, money, and cut frustrations Compare, evaluate, and find products.

SPECIAL PRICES

on

DBMS Tools

compilation AND an integrated,

List
Normal SPECIAL
•XDB-SQL — DBMS with SQL
$495 $449 $409
•CQL — for c-tree, Btrieve, CB1REE
$395 $329 $309
•XQL — Novell-compatible
$795 $599 $549
•Informix SQL — ANSI Standard
$ 795 $ 739 $699
•Informix 4GL — application builder
$995 $919 $879
•R:Base for DOS — latest version
$725 $549 $509
•CLARION Database Development Environment — buy at our normal discounted price, get dBASE Ill,
Finance, or Comm Language Extension Module FREE.
mention "BY 788 - for these Special Prices.

Call before July 31. 1988 and

RECENT DISCOVERY

386 Development Tools
386 Assembler Linker
386 Debug - by Phar Lap
386/DOS Extender
DESQview PS/2
F77L-EM - by Lahey
FOXBASE + /386
High C - by MetaWare
OS/286 & 386 by Al Architects
Paradox 386

PC
PC
PC
PC
MS
PC
PC
PC
MS

$
$
$
$

389
129
919
109
Call
$ 419
Call
Call
Call

C Language- Compilers
AZTEC C86 - Commercial
C86 PLUS - by Cl
High C Optimizing Compiler
Instant-C/16M
Lattice C - from Lattice
Microsoft C 5.1 - with Codeview
Microsoft Quick C
NDP C-386 by Micro Way
Turbo C by Borland
Watcom C6 0

PC
MS
PC
PC
MS
MS
MS
MS
PC
MS

$ 499
$ 359
Call
Call
$ 259
$ 289
$ 69
$ 529
$ 67
$ 259

C Language- Interpreters
C- tern by Gimpel - full K & R
C Trainer - by Catalytix
Interactive C by IMPACC Associates
Run/C Professional
Run/C
Turbo C-terp

MS
PC
PC
MS
MS
PC

$
$
$
$
$
$

219
89
189
145
79
119

MS
MS
MS
PC
MS
MS

$
$
$
$
$

99
109
309
239
259
Call

C Libraries- Files
BTree/ISAM - Single user
CBTREE - Source, no royalties
c-tree by Faircom - no royalties
r-tree - report generation
dB2C Toolkit V2.0
db_VISTA - Source
C Libraries- General
Blackstar C Function Library
C Tools Plus - V5.0
C Utilities by Essential
Greenleaf C Sampler
Greenleaf Functions
LIGHT TOOLS by Blaise
Turbo C Tools by Blaise

99
99
119
69
129
69
99

PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC

C- Screens, Windows, Graphics
C Display Manager
C- Worthy Interface Library
dBASE Graphics for C
ESSENTIAL GRAPHICS - fast
GraphiC - new color version
Greenleaf Data Windows
w/source
Quick Window/C
Terminal Mapping System
TurboWINDOW/C - for Turbo C
VC Screen
View Manager by Blaise
Vitamin C - source, menus
Windows for C - fast
Windows for Data - validation

PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

109
249
69
235
279
155
259
75
279
75
119
199
159
Call
Call

Note: All prices subject to change without notice. Mention this ad.
Some prices are specials. Ask about COD and POs. Formats: 3" laptop
now available. plus 200 others. UPS surface shipping add $3 per normal item.

THE PROGRA111)1EICS M'OP
Your complete source for software services and answers
5-B Pond Park Road. Hingham, MA 02043
Mass: 800-442-8070 or 617-740-2510 588
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dBASE IV - features new user interface "Control
Center," Multiuser file/record locking, "ANSI +"
SQL, Query By Example. 255 field records, 99 files
open. Parent-child file relations. DOS shell.
PC $ 499
DataBase & File Management
Advanced Revelation
DataFlex by Data Access
DataFlex multiuser
Magic PC - visual database
Paradox V2.0 List: $725
Paradox Network Pack
XDB-SQL Database

PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
MS

$ 779
$ 595
$ 1049
$ 169
$ 499
$ 719
$ 449

PC
PC
PC
PC
MS
PC

$
$
$
$
$
$

389
399
649
99
259
369

PC
PC
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
PC
MS
PC
PC

$

65
Call
169
229
249
229
189
139
79
139
79
249

Dbase Language
Clipper compiler
dBASE III Plus
dBASE III LANPack
DBXL Interpreter by Word Tech
FoxBASE + V2.0
Quicksilver Diamond
Dbase Support
dBASE Tools for C
dBRIEF with BRIEF
dBC III by Lattice
Documentor - dFlow superset
Genifer by Bytel - code generator
Networker Plus
QuickCode III Plus
R&R Report Writer
Seek-It - Query-by-example
Silver Comm Library
Tom Rettig's Library
Ul Programmer - user interfaces

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Other Products
ASMLIB - 170 + routines
Back- It by Gazelle
Baler
CO/SESSION - remote access
Dan Bricklin's Demo II
Disk Technician - smart upkeep
Fast Back Plus
Flash-Up
Easy Flow V5.0
Link & Locate
Mace Utilities
MKS RCS
PC/Tools Deluxe-by Custom
Plink 86 PLUS - overlays
PVCS Corporate - by Polytron
PVCS Personal
R-DOC/X
Show Partner FIX
Seidl Version Manager
Source Print - V3.0
TLIB
Tree Diagrammer
Visible Computer: 8088
WKS Library by Tenon

BRIEF ' UsersN•0
Now you can have fast

PC
MS
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC
MS
MS
MS
PC
MS
PC
PC
MS
PC
MS
PC
PC
PC
PC
PC

125
119
459
229
169
89
$ 149
69
$ 125
$ 309
$ 85
155
69
275
339
135
135
328
269
75
89
$ 65
$ 65
79

Fortran- C Translator
For_C by Cobalt Blue - complete F77 to Coptimizing translator. 99% efficiency, MIL-STD- 1753
and common F77 extension support. Runtime
libraries with complete C source.
MS $ 659

Call for acatalog, literature, and solid value

800-421-8006

productive environment.

Omake sacrifices to use BRIEF, The
ver 5,000 of you were forced to

Programmer's Editor. Advanced compilera and new programming environments, like Turbo C and QuickBASIC,
took up so much RAM that BRIEF
could not fit in the same 640k.
If you wanted to retain BRIEF's
uniquely powerful featuresi while
working with larger programs, you
had to sacrifice speed and continuity.
Instead of a tight Edit- Compile- Edit
loop, you had to slog through an obsolete Edit- Exit- Compile- Exit- Edit loop.
Now you no longer have to
make that sacrifice.
You can enjoy the features' that
have made BRIEF the best-selling
and the best regarded 2 programmer's
editor without sacrificing environment integration.
Version 2.1 of BRIEF can be
swapped in and out with a
single keystroke — allowing
immediate compilation with
even the largest compilers:
Microsoft C5.0, Quicka
Turbo C, Lattice C, dBXL,
FoxBASE+ v2.0, Clipper, etc.
For exemple: real multi- level Undo (not
simply Undelete), flexible windowing,
unlimited file size, unlimited number of
simultaneous files, automatic language
sensitive indentation.
2 For example:
"The quintessential programmer's editor." —
Dr. Dobbs Journal
"Right out of the box,
it's aversatile, extremely powerful editor that
handles most any programming task with
aplomb." — Computer Language
"Simple to
learn and use and extremely sophisticated.
Strongly recommended." — PC Magazine
"Not only the best programmer's text editor
I've ever seen, but it is also atour de force in
the way it was conceived and implemented."—
Computerworld " So far surpasses users'
expectations that it is revolutionary." —
Microllmes Magazine
"BRIEF is truly
outstanding." — Microsoft Systems Journal

Current BRIEF Usera:
Call Ann for details on 4other important
enhancements. Registered users of versions
2.0 or 2.01 update for only $35.

Haven't tried BRIEF yet?
BRIEF retails for $ 195. Call Ann today
for ano- risk, 60- day trial with afull,
money- back guarantee.

Call toll-free today

800-821-2492
50iution

(Systems
541 Main Street, Suite 410
South Weymouth, MA 02190
617-337-6963
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POWER TOOL.
Introducing 4x488
You get intelligent
IEEE-488 and RS232
ports to make instrument programming
fast and easy.
You can have up to
4Mbytes of memory
on the same board for
your largest programs,
RAM disks, and data acquisition tasks.
Compatibility is built-in so you can run your favorite programs
or create new ones with our advanced programming tools.
To get your FREE demo disk— call 617-273-1818.
Capital Equipment Corp.
Burlington, MA 01803
The bottom line— IEEE- 488, RS232, par. port, 4MI3 EEM LIM, runs DOS and OS/2.

"IT MAKES PROCOMM LOOK
LIKE AMATEURCOM
55

If you talk to aDEC mainframe, no software emulates
the VT220, VT100 or VT52 terminal more accurately or
professionally than VTERM.
Hot keys. Kermit. Automatic reformatting for spreadsheets and databases. VTERM has it all.
Why not join the 60,000 users of VTERM (many of
whom moved up from Procomm). And try the DEC terminal
emulation package that's in atotally different league.
FREE EVALUATION KIT.
['Yes, send me afree time-limited, full-blown working copy of VTERM/220,
which is mine to keep.
Name
Title
Company
Address
Telephone ( )
Iam auser D

dealerD. Mail to:

Coefficient Systems Corporation

R.

611 Broadway, New York, New York 10012 (212) 777-6707

BY P-7/88

VTERM refers to VTERM/220, VTERM/4010, etc. products from Coefficient Systems Corporation.
Procomm is atrademark of Datastorm Technologies, Inc.

a

Questions? Want faster action? Call (212) 777-6707, ext. 417.
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Quattro and 1-2-3, VP-Planner Plus has
ahandy text editor and report generator.
All in all, it's amore-than-just-adequate
package.
Paperback Software began with tirades
and crusades; Irecall Dr. Osborne's
speech about " obscenely high retail
prices" given the low cost of software
production. For all that, his prices have
been creeping ever higher. Isuspect it's
because Osborne, like many others, has
run up against acurious fact about the
computer market: within wide limits,
computer software doesn't obey the classical laws of economic demand.
If you prefer to say it exhibits an unusual demand curve structure, feel free.
The bottom line is that lower prices do
not necessarily result in more sales. One
reason is dealers: unless the list price is
reasonably high, there is not enough
profit in it to serve dealers and distributors. In any event, the street price of VPPlanner Plus is lower than Quattro, but
not all that dramatically so.
Anyway, VP-Planner Plus is agood,
solid spreadsheet and limited database
program, complete with a text editor,
oodles of statistical and mathematical
functions, good macro capability, and,
as they say, much more. The newest version is adefinite improvement over the
last one, too. Lotus 1-2-3 remains the
"standard" spreadsheet; Quattro is running hard to catch up; Excel under Windows is as nice on the IBM PC as it was
on the Mac; but when you come down to
it, nearly any job that you can do with the
others can be done with VP-Planner
Plus. They're all good enough for any job
I've needed aspreadsheet for.
The Transfer Game
One perennial visitor to the Faire is
Xenosoft. The booth tends to be ahangout for hackers, which is one reason I
spend more time there than most places.
Xenosoft's only current product is XenoCopy-PC, which is one of those programs you don't need often, but when
you do need it not much else will do.
Some of you may not remember the
bad old days of 5 '4-inch-disk CP/M,
when every computer company had its
own notion of how 5 '4-inch floppy disks
ought to be formatted, with the result that
you couldn't transfer programs from one
machine to another without agreat deal
of work.
IBM and PC- DOS ended all that.
Actually, we still have the problem that
high-density IBM PC AT floppy disk
drives can read IBM PC XT floppies all
right, but they can't write anything the
IBM PC can read reliably; still, that's
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LAHEY SETS NEW
FORTRAN STANDARDS

nothing compared to the mess we had
back in the old days.
Anyway, XenoCopy-PC is aprogram
that will read foreign disks and transfer
their files. It will handle about 200 5 '4 inch formats and adozen or so 8-inch formats; it can also format blank disks into
those foreign formats, so you can use
your PC to, say, read adisk made by a
Bondwell 12, then format adisk for the
Epson QX-10 and transfer to that.
Just after Igot home from the Faire,
Norman Spinrad called me. Years ago,
partly on my advice, Norman bought a
Kaypro 10 CP/M system. He wrote several novels and most of his book review
columns on it. The machine still works
fine, but Norman kept hearing about all
the new software available for PCompatibles; and when he needed aportable machine to take on location, he decided to
change to aPCompatible.
After consulting with me, he bought a
Zenith Z-183. He clearly likes it: he just
ordered asecond one for Lee Wood, his
fiancée and traveling companion. I've always said the best maintenance policy is a
second computer, and that's especially
true if you're traveling.
The Z-183, like most laptops, uses
31
/2
inch floppy disks. It's no big deal to
transfer files between the Z-183 and a
PCompatible desktop; but Norman just
got acontract to turn some of his columns
for Isaac Asimov 'sScience Fiction Magazine into abook, and those columns were
written on the Kaypro 10.
"No problem," Itold him when he
called. " We'll use XenoCopy-PC to
move them onto my Zenith 386 and then
pipe them over to your machine with
LapLink."
There was only one problem. When
Norman got here, Icouldn't find XenoCopy-PC. Istill can't imagine what happened to it: Iknow they handed me one at
the Faire. In some embarrassment, I
called Fred Cisin at Xenosoft and left a
message on his machine.
"Well, I've got this CP/M program
called Uniform," Norman said. " It's
supposed to let the Kaypro write stuff an
IBM can read, but it says first you have to
format the disks with aPC." (Workman
and Associates sell Uniform.)
That was no problem. You can't trust a
high-density AT floppy disk drive to format 360K-byte PC disks, but my new
Cheetah 386 system has an old-fashioned
360K-byte standard floppy disk drive as
the B drive. This would be agood test of
the Priam enhanced-small-device-interface controller. The controller's main job
is the 330-megabyte hard disk drive, but
continued

$95

LAHEY PERSONAL FORTRAN 77
Low cost, Full 77 Standard, Debugger, Fast Compilation

$477

F77L FORTRAN LANGUAGE SYSTEM
For porting or developing, this is the critics' choice.
"Editor's Choice"

PC Magazine

". . the most robust compiler tested."
Micro/Systems
. . the most efficient and productive FORTRAN development tool
for the DOS environment"
David W. Burleigh, BYTE 11/87

F77L-EM/16-bit $695

F77L -EM/32 -bit $ 895

Break through the DOS 640K barrier. The most powerful PC Fortran
Language Systems for downloading or writing large programs.

PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS
Profiler, ULI Mathematical Functions Library, Overlay Linker, Toolkit,
Utility Libraries, Windows, Memory Boards, 80386 HummingBoard.
IF YOU DEMAND THE VERY BEST, THEN YOU SHOULD BE USING LAHEY.
CALL US TO DISCUSS YOUR PC FORTRAN NEEDS.
CALL FOR NEW FEATURES INCLUDING MATH COPROCESSOR EMULATION
30 DAY MONEY- BACK GUARANTEE

FOR INFORMATION OR TO ORDER:

1-800-548-4778

Laney Computer Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 6091, Incline Village, NV 89450
TEL: 702-831-2500 TLX: 9102401256
FAX: 702-831-8123

Lahey

Computer Systems Inc.

"IT MAKES C-C-CROSSTALK
SEEM T-T-TONGUE-TIED."
If you're talking to aDEC mainframe, no communication
software emulates the VT220, VT100 or VT52 terminal more
accurately, easily, or eloquently than VTERM.
Hot keys. Kermit. Automatic reformatting for spreadsheets
and databases. VTERM has it all.
Why not join the 60,000 users of VTERM ( many of whom
moved up from Crosstalk). And try the DEC terminal emulation
package that has everyone in the business buzzing.
FREE EVALUATION KIT.
Yes, send me afree time-limited, full-blown working copy of VTERM/220.
which is mine to keep.
Name
Title
Company
Address
Telephone ( )
Iam auser El

dealerD. Mail to:

Coefficient Systems Corporation
I.

611 Broadway, New York, New York 10012 (212) 777-6707

BYC

VTERM refers to VTERM/220, VTERM/4010, etc products from Coefficient Systems Corporation.
Crosstalk is atrademark of Digital Communications Associates, Inc.

Questions? Want faster action? Call (212) 777-6707, ext. 418.
Circle 54 on Reader Service Card
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it also does floppies in both XT and AT
formats. Iused it to format some disks in
vanilla XT format.
The next day XenoCopy-PC arrived,
and Fred Cisin called. " You've got a
problem," he said. " The Kaypro 10 has a
flaw in its format routine. Kaypro used
the Western Digital chip, and the floppy
disk controller doesn't pay any attention
to the Head Number field on the sector
headers. Most of the double-sided Kaypro disks put a0in that field, even when

they're formatting side 1. It doesn't matter to the Kaypro because the WD controller ignores the field. PCs use an NEC
765 [ Intel 8272]. That chip can't ignore
the field and gets all choked up.. . . "
"So what do we do?"
"Simple enough. Use XenoCopy-PC
to format some floppies in Kaypro 10
format on your machine. XenoCopy-PC
will put the right head number in the
field. Copy the data onto those, and XenoCopy-PC will do the rest."

Those fantastic Byte covers—and boy,
do they look great on this stylish, 3/. sleeve
T-shirt from Robert Tinney Graphics!
The colored sleeves and neckline vividly
complement the full-color design.
And don't mistake this for arubbery
patch that cracks and peels off after
afew washings. This is true fourcolor process: the permanent inks
are silk-screened into the fabric,
resulting in abeautiful, full-color
image that lasts!

u‘peurer Rettechoin,sii

You'll also appreciate the shirt itself:
aheavyweight cotton/polyester blend
which combines tough washability with
the cool, soft comfort of cotton. Each
Byte T-shirt is priced at only $ 12.50
($11.50 each for 3or more). Be sure to
include shirt size: C—(child 10-12), S—
(34-36), M—(38-40), L—(42-44), and
XL— ( 46-48). Most orders shipped
within aweek.
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TOTAL

City
Stale
ee-e.

mail this coupon to

Robert Money
Graphics
Baton Rouge. Loumana
70815
For VISA. MasterCard or
Amerman Bypass orders
or for more information

Call 1-504-272-7286

That worked, too. Idid find some ambiguities in the XenoCopy-PC help
screens, but there weren't any real problems. Actually, we didn't have to do that
except as atest, because Uniform let the
Kaypro 10 write onto the disks I'd formatted as DOS disks the day before. Norman brought them down, and we used
LapLink to move his files onto the Z183. LapLink was impressively speedy—
and reliable—as always.
The moral of the story is that data
transfer still isn't simple.
Amiga 2000
I've always had mixed emotions about
the Commodore Amiga. On the one
hand, it's an incredibly fun machine, the
kind of thing that BYTE readers in particular will just love. You can do things
with an Amiga that simply can't be done
with anything else.
On the other hand, it can be areal pain
in the neck. The operating system almost
works. The floppy disk access is incredibly slow. Commodore, having bought
Amiga, proceeded to fire nearly all the
machine's developers and move the rest
to Pennsylvania, where, except for networks like BIX, they're out of touch with
the rest of the ferment in Silicon Valley.
Worst of all, Commodore cuts corners
when they shouldn't.
The Amiga 2000 is acase in point. The
basic idea is excellent: PCompatibles are
(or at least were when the 2000 was designed) pretty boring machines, with little capability for graphics. On the other
hand, there's alot of software for PCompatibles, and many need that. Why not
combine the graphics and just plain fun
of an Amiga with aPCompatible? People
can use the PC software until they find
something as good for the Amiga side of
their computer.
The idea was exciting, and many of us
looked forward to seeing the result. The
original machine Commodore described
had a68020 chip on the Amiga side and
could accommodate an 80286 in the IBM
half. There would be PC expansion slots.
The result would have been atruly great
machine. Alas, that's not what they
brought out. The Amiga 2000 has astandard 68000 for the Amiga and an 8088 on
the PC Bridge Board.
The Amiga half, with ahard disk drive
and plenty of memory, is none the less a
very nice machine. Istill see the guru
meditation—Amiga's not so very amusing system error message that appears
when the machine crashes—more often
than Ilike, but then Irun afair amount of
untried software, and Idon't always
know what I'm doing.
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Idon't know what I'm doing because
the Amiga has agoofy operating system.
In fact, it has two of them. First, there's
the icon-based system based on work
done at Xerox's Palo Alto Research Center; it's similar to Windows, Niklaus
Wirth's Lilith, or the Mac. Behind that is
the command line interface (CLI), which
sort of works like DOS.
Now the idea of having both icon command and CLI systems is a very good
one; but the Amiga implementation of it
leaves alot to be desired. For one thing,
the CLI system is harder to learn than
DOS, doubly so because the commands
are, for some silly reason, just slightly
different from DOS. For another, if applications programmers don't create
proper icons, you must use the CLI; but
the user must deliberately turn on the
CLI, and if Idon't use it regularly, Iforget how it works.
When we first got the Amiga 2000, I
invited several Amiga experts, including
Joanne Dow ("jdow" on BDC) and David
Joyner (" talin" on BD), to help set it up.
One thing we wanted to do was test a
number of speedup boards for the PC
side since what comes standard is very
vanilla (and thus slow). We tried aSota
MotherCard; genuine Intel boards, both
286 and 386; and afew others.
Alas, none of them worked, because
Commodore employs the same interrupts
to communicate between the Amiga and
the PC sides that the PC enhancement
boards use. Idon't have one, but Iunderstand there are boards, including at least
one 386 board, that do work. At the moment, though, the Amiga runs all my PC
software exactly as fast as the original
1981 PC. The Atari Mega ST using an
emulator runs PC software even slower,
about 80 percent of the PC's speed. I
don't often use PC software on either machine, but that could change when Iget a
386 card.
The Amiga 2000 has alot more memory than my original Amiga did. Incidentally, Isent that Amiga off to be used in
some Lunar Society experiments, and
Henry Vanderbilt (" hvanderbilt" on
BIX) found that it had adefective mouse:
the left mouse button worked most of the
time, but it would sometimes fail. That
may have been the reason for some of the
problems Ihad; but mostly, Ithink, Ijust
kept running out of memory. That does
not happen with the 2000.
I've had the Amiga 2000 for some
months now. In some ways, it's still the
most exciting machine Ihave. It's terrific
for games. It's great for artists. There's a
lot of fun software for it. It can be blooming frustrating to work with, but the re-

sults are often worth it. If you like computers and know what you're doing, it
can be one terrific machine. Iwould not
recommend it for people just trying to get
some work done.
Dream Machines
When IBM first brought out the Micro
Channel bus, Iliked it alot. Now I'm not
so sure.
One thing is certain: you don't need
the new bus to get alot of speed from a

PC; at least you don't if you have aCheetah 386 motherboard.
The Cheetah 386 is the hottest machine here. It has Intel 20-MHz 80386
and 80387 chips, aPriam 330-megabyte
internal hard disk drive, an Award BIOS,
an Award EGA/VGA board (that at the
moment connects as EGA to the Logitech
Autosync monitor but works fine as VGA
with the Electrohome 19-inch monitor),
and aMaximum Systems WORM (write
continued

HOW DO YOU GET
AJOB WITHOUT
EXPERIENCE?
AND HOW DO YOU
GET EXPERIENCE
WITHOUT AJOB?
Most young people have one
answer to this problem. They avoid
it until they're out of college. But
they could be getting solid work
experience while they're still in college. With your company's help.
And ours.
We're Co-op Education. Anationwide program that helps college
students get real jobs for real pay,
while they're getting an education.
But we can't do it without you.

Those real jobs have to come from
real companies. Like yours.
For more information on how
you can participate in this valuable
program, write Co-op Education,
Box 775E, Boston, MA 02115.
Not only will you be giving students achance to earn money
and pickup the most valuable kind
of knowledge, you'll be giving
yourselves achance to pick up the
most valuable kind of employee.

Co-op Education
You earn afuture when you earn adegree.

APublic Service ol The: Publication ûl987 National Commission for Cooperative Education
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once, read many) drive. It also has 8 video board and the mouse.
megabytes of fast Cheetah memory.
Anyway, you don't need to put the
My Cheetah 386 is in a " tower" conCheetah board in atower; it's made to
figuration (i.e., it sits on edge on the
drop into any IBM PC AT case. If you refloor, but the floppy disk drives are
place your 80286 motherboard with the
horizontal). The tower has anumber of Cheetah 386 board, you'll have a maadvantages. The boards are kept cooler.
chine as fast as any PS/2, without the exIt doesn't take up space on the desk.
pense. The really neat part is that if Iget
The reset button and power switch are
faster Intel chips, Ican step up the speed
on the front, where they're easy to
to 25 MHz and maybe faster. There's
reach. The main disadvantage is that
also software to slow the Cheetah down
Ihad to get extension cables for my
for real-time programs like games.

ONLY FORTRON
COMES WITH
ONE RILL YEAR
OF SERVICE.
FREE. ON-SITE.
When you buy any Fortron 286 and 386- based IBM-compatible,
one full year of service at your site is part of the package. Just call
the service hotline, and we'll take care of you from anetwork of
300 service locations throughout the country.
Because we design and build our systems right here, ourselves,
you always know exactly who to call for any kind of support you
need. And you'll get it. Fast.
Call toll-free for more information, and for the name of your
nearest Fortron dealer: 800-821-9771. In California, (408) 432-1191.

Small Footprmt 80286

80386,16 MHz or 20 MHz

80286 12. 16, or 20 MHz

:em )71 DeNm
vi •II \
2380 Qume Drive, Ste. F
San Jose, CA 95131
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The Cheetah has become our major
experimental machine: we're setting it
up to run Santa Cruz Operations Unix.
That's said to run DOS programs. Since I
got the American Management Systems'
Unix Directory Shell, I'm not so afraid
of Unix; indeed, I'm actually looking
forward to getting DOS-under-Unix up
and running. We'll see.
WORMs
The Cheetah tower has a Priam InnerSpace hard disk drive. This thing is awesome. Not only does it have 330 megabytes formatted, but the access time is 11
milliseconds! It's reliable, too. Priam invented the technique of mechanically
lifting the disk head on power-down or
power failure and a number of other
safety features. I've had several machines with Priam hard disk drives, and
so far Ihave not had asingle problem. I
don't anticipate any with this one.
Idon't anticipate trouble, but Istill
like to back up my data. The only trouble
is that even with Fastback, backing up
data takes enough time and trouble that I
don't do it often; at least Ididn't until I
got WORMs.
Ialready had an Information Storage
WORM drive on my Zenith Z-386, and
that works fine. The Cheetah tower came
with another WORM, the APX-3200
from Maximum Storage. As Iunderstand
it, Maximum Storage licenses hardware
technology from Information Storage but
developed their own WORM operating
system.
Whatever they did, this thing is a
bloody wonder. It's as simple to use as
any drive Ihave. You can even "erase"
files if, like me, you manage to write
them onto the wrong subdirectory. Of
course, the files aren't really erased anymore than afile is erased if you save another with the same name to the same
subdirectory ik both cases, you can use
Maximum Storàge's XDIR program to
find previous versions of afile and CPY to
copy any version anywhere you like.
The WORM is a wonderful backup
system. Removable WORM cartridges
cost about $ 100 and hold 300 megabytes,
and for all practical purposes, the copies
made on the WORM are eternal. Iroutinely copy everything. With novels, I
even copy new work onto aseparate cartridge Ikeep in my box at American
Vault.
WORMs are also great for software
developers.
Did it ever happen? You did some programming work; tested the new version
and liked it; and when you saved it, you
erased the old. Later you discover ahid-
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den bug; something that used to work
won't work at all. If you had the old code
you could compare, but you don't have it.
That won't happen if you back up
everything onto aWORM, because you
can always go back through the versions
and select whichever one you like.
You can also run programs off a
WORM drive, meaning that you can put
your compilers, editors, and other large
programs you never write to on the
WORM to save hard disk drive space. If
you have a Priam InnerSpace, you may
not need to do that for awhile, but consider this: since nothing can alter a
WORM file, aWORM is the ultimate in
protection from virus infections.
I've been using the Maximum Storage
WORM for about amonth and have 100
megabytes of files on it. I've yet to have a
problem.
If you're in the software development
business; if you write books on aPC; if
you develop valuable data; you have to be
nuts not to get aWORM. It's faster and
easier to use than any other backup system I've seen, including tape.
Winding Down
I'm completely out of space, and once
again my desk is piled high with stuff I
meant to tell you about. We're taking another look at Fact Cruncher; Lattice has a
new data-encryption system that works
like acharm; MacInTax and Excel both
work beautifully with the IBM PC, so
you don't have to buy aMac to use those
wonderful programs; and if you have any
interest in self-replicating systems, you
will love Cellular Automata, a $34.95
program from Intelligrafix to create
graphics life on your PC. Just be careful
you don't spend so much time with it that
you don't do anything else.
The book of the month is by Martin
van Creveld, Command in War (
Harvard
University Press, 1985). Creveld is a
professor of history at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, and he has afresh
and valuable approach to military
history.
The text editor of the month is the
newest version of Q&A Write, which
fixes most of the problems Imentioned in
previous reviews. I'll say one thing about
Symantec, they listen. The utility of the
month is Word Exchange. This thing
painlessly translates formatted Microsoft
Word text files to and from anumber of
formats, including DisplayWrite (2, 3,
and 4), WordPerfect, WordStar, Wang
PC, and abunch of others. It will even
read and analyze an ASCII file to make
guesses about page lengths, centering,
headers, footers, and so forth. Since it

Items Discussed
APX-3200
Maximum Storage
5025 Centennial Blvd.
Colorado Springs, CO 80919
(719) 531-6888
Inquiry 935.

$2675

Cheetah 386 Motherboard
16 MHz
$1495
20 MHz
$ 1995
Cheetah International
107 Community Blvd.
Suite 5
Longview, TX 75602
(800) 243-3824
Inquiry 936.
InnerSpace
Priam Corp.
20 West Montague Expy.
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 434-9300
Inquiry 937.
Mace Vaccine
Paul Mace Software
400 Williamson Way
Ashland, OR 97520
(503) 488-0224
Inquiry 938.
Nobunaga's Ambition
Romance of Three Kingdoms
Koei Corp.
20000 Mariner Ave.
Suite 100
Torrance, CA 90503
(213) 542-6444
Inquiry 939.

$4890

$20

$59.95
$69.95

Prodigy
$9.95 per month
Prodigy Services Co.
445 Hamilton Ave.
White Plains, NY 10601
Inquiry 940.

translates both ways, you can use it (with
Microsoft Word as an intermediate) to
translate among any of those and other
formats. Alas, it doesn't know about
Q&A Write.
The game of the month—and maybe of
the year— is FTL Dungeon Master for the
Atari ST. Everything you heard about
this is true; the graphics are incredible.
I'm told there will soon be an Amiga
version.
Next month, with luck, I'll look at
Unix versus OS/2. •

Trilogy
Complete Logic Systems
741 Blueridge Ave.
North Vancouver, BC
Canada V7R 2J5
(604) 986-3234
Inquiry 941.

$99.95

Unix Directory Shell
80286
$349
80386
$495
American Management Systems
Departmental Systems Group
1777 North Kent St.
Arlington, VA 22209
(800) 832-8668
Inquiry 942.
Vaccine
Foundation Ware
2135 Renrock Rd.
Cleveland, OH 44118
(800) 733-8737
Inquiry 943.
VP-Planner Plus
Paperback Software
2830 Ninth St.
Berkeley, CA 94710
(415) 644-2116
Inquiry 944.

$189

$179.95

Word Exchange
Systems Compatibility Corp.
401 North Wabash
Suite 600
Chicago, IL 60611
(312) 329-0700
Inquiry 945.

$69.95

XenoCopy-PC
Xenosoft
2210 Sixth St.
Berkeley, CA 94710
(415) 644-9366
Inquiry 946.

$79.95

Jerry Pournelle holds adoctorate in psychology and is a science fiction writer
who also earns acomfortable living writing about computers present and future.
Jerry welcomes readers' comments and
opinions. Send aself-addressed, stamped
envelope to Jerry Pournelle, c/o BYTE,
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough,
NH 03458. Please put your address on
the letter as well as on the envelope. Due
to the high volume of letters, Jerry cannot
guarantee apersonal reply. You can also
contact him on BIX as "jerryp."
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One Language For
BBxe
Specfiications:
Ease-of- use—BB. is the laaest.
most powerbl development tool
available for business oriented
program creation Programmers
can write code in :nnutes

• MKEYED
• SERIAL
• SORT
• PROGRAM

Executer, time-813 .S partrally
compiled lorrnal provides enhanced
execuhon speed

• STRING

Easy Mantenance—BB. is an
interactive programming language
with a trace facility and a tut
mreen edito, which makes
program mahtenance a snap

• Mulh.lasiong - which provides
record and file level locking

Portability—BB 5 runs under UNIX
and other operating systems without
recompilation
Compatibility-88. san entrance
ment ot the Business BASIC:
language. an industry standard.
giving you access to thousands of
appl cations
Supportabilav—Program maintenance 'Aldan and complete
documentation save considerable
time and money It lets you build
and support applications early
Utilities—A complete sel of BB.
utilities are provided for program
apd tile management
Conterston—A complete set.of
Conversion utilities are provided
with every BB . package
Features

System Structure

• Program overlay
• Public programming which
provides:
-Local vanables
-Dynamically called subprograms
-Argument passing
-Automatic public program drop
from memory at exit
•Public program in memory
lock option
Language Structure
• Interactive program development
• Online syntax checking
• Compound statements
• User defined functions
• Unlimited nesting
• Remote TO lists
• Program sell modification
• Case insensitive console mode
• Various debugging tools

Math Functions

138. Uhhty Set

• •irl place precision and
.emputational accuracy

• File Browse
• Create Data Bundle

• ' ,bating point conversion

• Calculator

• Task specified rounding precision

• Clear Workspace

Y Binary to decimal Conversent

• Program Compare

• Long function names

• Copy File

• Dynamic arrays

• Define/Redefine File

String Functions

- Directory Listing

• Numeric to string conversion

• Erase File

• Ezring manipulation

• Generate Filelist

• No string length restriction

• Program List Cross Reference

/O Functions

• Move File

• Windowing
• I-0 mnemonics

- Program Renumbered
• Rename File

• Device independent verbs

• File Resizer

• XV cursor address rig

• Execute OiS Shell Command

• Masking
• Soft key loads
• No record length rearician,
• BB. file size, are limited omy to
de size of the available media
File Structures
• INDEX

• Search and Replace Progrun
• Color 6 F1JNC Key Setup
• TimeiDate Examine Set
• Utility Menu
• Visual Utility Interface
• BXSND/BXRCV conversion
u:tities

• KEYED
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Its portability crosses all
operating environments, and
now its performance is crossing
all oceans.
Around the world, the
industry's best and brightest
programmers are discovering the
astonishing power that BB>
brings to Business BASIC. Write
your program once, and have complete movement to MS/PC-DOS,
OS/2, UNIX/XENIX, AIX, IX370
and VMS.
This year, over 50,000 copies of
BB" are performing throughout
the United States, Canada,
Europe, Asia and South
America.
Commitment to innovation,
development within industry
standards and technological
leadership have grown BBx
around the globe.
In 1988, aggressive marketing
and uncompromising customer
support will continue to
compliment our success, and
expand the BB' standard among
many of the world's most
respected companies.
Get in touch with one of our
world distributors, and feel the
pulse of the power of BBx!

Die Portabilitât schlâgt sâmtliche, bisher bekannte und unbekannte, EDV-Emgebungen. Die
Leistung überzeugt inzwischen
die gesamte EDV-Industrie.
Weltweit entdecken die besten
Software-Entwickler die
erstaunliche Leistung von BB',
mit der Business BASIC bereichert
wird. Die Anwendungen werden
nur eirunal entwickelt und laufen
ohne Ánderungen oder
Anpassungen auf MS/PC-DOS,
OS/2, UNIX/XENIX, AIX, IX370
oder VMS.
Mehr als 50.000 BBx-Lizenzen
stellen die Leistung in den USA,
Canada, Europa, Asien und
Süd-Amerika unter Beweis.
Zur Innovation nach IndustrieStandard Spezifikationen
verpflichtet, und mit dem Ziel
nach technologischer Führung,
wâchst BBx um die Welt.
Mit aggressivem Marketing
ohne ICompromisse mi Bereich
Kundenservice, wird der Erfolg
von BB' in 1988 fortgesetzt.
Es steht auf sâmtlichen Systemen
namhafter Computerhersteller
zur Verfügung und stellt seine
Akzeptanz bei den
anspruchvollsten Anwendern
unter Beweis.
Kontaktieren Sie unsere
Vertretungen in aller Welt.
Entdecken Sie die Schlagkraft
von BBx!

BB' PROGRESSION/2e is available or Intel Based Computers, Altos, Arete, AT&T, PCS Cadmus, Computer
Consoles, Convergent Technologies, Counterpoint/MultiTech, Cubix, Data General, Digital Equipment, Fortune,
Honeywell, Hewlett Packard, ICL, Motorola, Nixdorf, Prime, Pyramid, Rexon, Sanyo, Sequent, Siemens, Texas
Instruments, Unisys, and the IBM family of products. BASIS is continually adding new systems.

rid Class Business.
Portable, il franchit tous les
cadres d'opération, et sa
performance traverse, maintenant,
tous les océans.
Dans le monde, les meilleurs
et les plus brillants programmeurs
de l'industrie découvrent
l'étonnante puissance que BB"
amène au BASIC des affaires.
Ecrivez votre programme une
seule fois, et accédez totalement
àMS/PC-DOS, OS/2,
UNIX/XENIX, ADC, IX370 et à
VMS.
Cette année, plus de 50 000
copies de Bir fonctionnent aux
Etats-Unis, au Canada, en
Europe, en Asie et en Amérique
du Sud.
Un esprit constant d'innovation,
un développement conforme aux
normes de l'industrie, et une
position de leader dans le
domaine technologique, tels sont
les atouts qui ont contribué àla
croissance de BB' dans le monde
entier.
En 1988, un marketing
dynamique et un appui
inconditionnel ànotre clientèle
continueront àcouronner notre
réussite, et àétendre le standard
BB" àde nombreuses sociétés
parmi les plus respectées au
monde.
Contactez l'un de nos
distributeurs mondiaux et
découvrez la puissance de BB"!

Su portabilidad traspasa todos
los medios de operación yahora
su funcionamiento esta cruzando
todos los océanos.
Los mejores ymás brillantes
programadores del mundo, están
descubriendo la asombrosa potencia que BB' ofrece al negocio
BASIC. Escriba su programa una
vez ytenga movimiento completo
aMS/PC-DOS, OS/2,
UNIX/XENIX, AIX, IX370 yVMS.
Este año, más de 50,000 copias
de BB' estan funcionando en
Estados Unidos, Canadá,
Europa, Asia yAmérica del Sur.
Empeño de inovación,
desarrollo en los estandards de la
industria ysuperioridad
tecnológica han hecho crecer a
BB5 en todo el mundo.
En 1988, mercadotecnia
agresiva yapoyo constante a
nuestros clientes seguirán
complementando el exito y
desarrollo de BB' entre las
compañías más respetadas del
mundo.
Comuniquese con uno de
nuestros distribuidores mundiales
ysienta la potencia de Ble!

BB" PROGRESSION/2«, BB' and BASIS • ncorpo aten are trademarks and/or arrvice marks of
BASIS Incorporated Albuquerque, New Mexico. All referenrres to computer systems and software
products contained within this advertisement recognize the trade and/or service marks of the
corresponding manufacturer and holder of the trade and/or service mark.
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Distributors:
Edias Hans Kirchhoff là Co. KG
Eingsthomstr. 25. 6200 Wiesbaden
West Germany
TEL: (0612212016
FAX: (06122) 16505
TLX: 418-2563 odia cl

West Germany, The Netherlands
Austna, Switzerland
Denmark. Luxembourg. Belgium
England. Rab/

Idulasys
rager Vraas Plass ',A
1044 Dramnen Noraray
-EL: (03)83.86.05
FAX: (03) 89.02.53

Norway. Sweden. Finland.
Greenland, Iceland

J. R Brown and Associates
780 Gordon Baker Road
Willowdale, Ontario kit2H 384
TEL 14161494-0472

Canada

PI Informatique
B. rue Beniamin Constant
75019 Paris. France
TEL: (01) 400S10.65
TU: 214.583
FAX (01)4005.9963

France, Spain. Portugal

Select. Pty. Limited
10 Eileen Road, Blairgovate
Randburg 2194, South Atrica
TEL: ( 011) 787-8E139
FAX (011)886-3890
*LX: 422669 S.A.

South Alnca

RIsegold Pty. Ltd.
678 % ramena Road
Croydon. N.S.W. 2132
Australie
TEL ( 021799-6622
FAX ( 021799-909e

Risegold Pty. Ltd.
86 Havelock Street
West Perth
Western Australie 6005
TEL (09)481-0607
FAX 1091481-3162

Tempo Computadoras
Av. Amencas 406711
Guadalajara 4468ie
Jalisco, Mexico
TELS 30-28-45
30-28-46
30.28-86

Infotel, S.A., de, C.V.
Lagune de Mayen
No. 258 3piso
Col. Anahuac C.P. 11320
Mexico, D.F.
TELS: 05 45 6730 al
05 45 6734

In the United States:
BASIS Incorporated
P.O. Box 20400
Albuquerque. New Mexico 87154
TEL: ( 505) 821-4407
FAX: ( 505) 821-1625

BASIS

Australie

Mexico

WHEN YOUR 1/P CODE DEMANDS THIS KIND OF
PERFORMANCE, SPEED IS OF THE ESSENCE.
AVMACN assemblers can make
your high-performance design
awinner, too.
In Formula 1racing, performance is
everything. And the sport's µ13based
instrumentation is no exception.
That's why SRD Co., Inc. chose the
AVMAC 8096 assembler to develop their
state-of-the-art racing dynamometer —
adevice sophisticated enough to simultaneously calculate every parameter of
Formula 1performance — all before the
vehicle has moved 4inches!
In the critical assembly language
phase of development, AVMAC "was
amust.
The race is on: in personal 12
development tools, Avocet
sets the standards.
AVMAC's standard-setting speed
and sophistication were needed to write
the complex multi-tasking operating system at the heart of SRD's dynamometer

FREE!

What's more, every package comes
complete with our AVLINIC linker,
AVLIB' librarian, AVREFrn cross-reference generator, HEXFORM' object file
utility, plus a250+ page user's guide
The last lap:
Compatible simulation/debugging.
When it's time to test your target
code, choose our unique AVSIM' simulator/debugger. It offers detailed, fullscreen CPU simulation that eliminates
the need for additional hardware.

Call Toll- Free
1-800-448-8500*
For your free catalog, to order, or for more
information about AVMAC and other
Avocet products.

Getting to the finish line:
try before you buy.
When you order AVMAC or AVSIM,

Best of all, AVSIM is designed for
compatibility with AVMAC and our new we'll include aspecial demo kit that you
Avocet CCompilers—the ideal combina- can try for 30 days.
If you're not satisfied for any reason,
tion for cost-effective code development
—from start to finish.
return the unopened software for afull
refund—less the $35 demo/documentation which is yours to keep.
Discover the power of AVMAC and
the entire line of Avocet plp/pC development tools. Affordably priced. With
comprehensive technical phone support

(patent pending). When you need a
macro assembler that really performs,
AVMAC can give you the same advantage.
AVMAC supports all the most
popular chip families and offers you enhanced compatibility with Intel, Motorola,
Hitachi, and other chip makers.

Our Racy New Catalog

And delivery in 48 hours, even overnight.
If you're in the development race,
we'll get you to the checkered flag in
record time.

AVOCET
SYSTEMS, INC.'

Avocet Systems, Inc., 120 Union Street
P.O. Box 490AS, Rockport, Maine 04856
in Maine, or outside U.S., call ( 207) 236-9055
TLX: 467210 Avocet CI • FAX: ( 207) 236-6713
OIVIM Avocet Systems. Ins All nghts reserved Avocet logo and name. AVMAC
/WSIM. AS'LINK. AVUB.
AS'REF and HEXFORM are registered trademarks of
Avocet Systems. Inc

THE SOURCE FOR QUALITY PERSONAL i.tP DEVELOPMENT TOOLS.
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Ezra Shapiro

FROM
SHAREWARE TO
HYPERWARE
was developing a word-processing program to study MindReader carefully for
its innovative features, Irecommended
against its purchase for day-to-day use.
Unfortunately, it just wasn't up to snuff
on the fundamentals.
As an example of one problem, you
could perform block operations only on
complete lines or groups of lines; if you
wanted to move or copy asentence that
few weeks ago, Iwas walkbegan in the middle of aline, you were
ing around a fairly large
out of luck. Ifelt guilty about trashing
computer show and stumbled
MindReader, but Ijust couldn't see using
across two booths pushing
it for real work.
shareware word processors. One was
So here we are, two years later. How
MindReader (Brown Bag, $49), and the
does MindReader stack up these days?
other was PC-Write (Quicksoft, $89).
Well, it's basically the same program.
What aworld of difference!
The block-operation problem has been
Iwrote about MindReader two years
fixed—you can now manipulate sections
ago, before it had become a shareware
of text that start somewhere other than
product; that is, it cost four times as
the beginning of aline. WordComplete,
much, and you could get it only from
the address book, and the glossary are all
dealers or the manufacturer. It struck me
still as fine as they were the first time
then as an odd but occasionally wonderaround.
ful piece of software; Ialways enjoy seeBut Inoticed something that Ihadn't
ing new ways to do old things, and Mindreported on in 1986 ( probably because I
Reader was certainly brimming with
was listing some of its other flaws, like
wacko concepts.
the block problem): Every time you acIn its earlier incarnation, MindReader
cess one of the pull-down menus, Mindgave you an opening screen and sound efReader goes off and sucks in the inforfects worthy of an arcade game. The promation from disk. On ahard disk drive,
gram itself featured an as-you-type spellthis represents ajerky hesitation that
ing checker, atruly impressive glossary
might not distract some people. Run
feature for storing and retrieving chunks
from afloppy disk drive, however, it's
of boilerplate text, adecent address book
absolutely unacceptable.
for mail merge, and a process called
Essentially, MindReader seems to
WordComplete.
WordComplete would interrupt you a have been dusted off, bandaged alittle,
and then exiled to the Land of Shareware
few characters into every word you typed
to live out its twilight years. Which is
and present you with alist of alternatives.
sad. There are still some great touches in
You'd select the right choice, and the
this program, but it's waiting to die. I
program would finish typing the word
really wish its authors had looked on
for you. This was disconcerting at first,
"going shareware" as a new beginning
but once Igot into the rhythm of it, it
rather than as a way to salvage a few
wasn't bad. It sure saved me lots of keybucks and cut their losses from the first
strokes. Ifigured that if atypist could adgo-around. If they had rebuilt Mindjust to the WordComplete system, it
Reader around the good stuff and thrown
could be adevice that would save time
out the bad, the program could have been
and labor.
areal contender in the low-end word-proMy final reaction, though, was mostly
cessor market. Pity.
negative. Although Iurged anyone that

Two word processors,
MicroSpeed's nifty addin, and an easy way to
read HyperCard stacks

Quite a contrast to PC-Write, which
was selling like the proverbial hotcakes.
Bob Wallace continues to improve his
program, which now boasts afast spelling checker, and his company has turned
out to be one of the biggest success stories
in shareware.
Quicksoft is the only firm Iknow of
that actually shares its profits with its
customers. If you buy the program from
the company and pass acopy to afriend,
and the friend proceeds to register the
copy by sending in money, Quicksoft
will cut you in to the tune of $25.
After using an unregistered copy every
so often (shame on me!), Ifinally became guilt-ridden enough to register my
own copy two years ago. Idistributed
copies to friends, posted the program on
anumber of bulletin boards, and waited
to see what would happen. To my great
surprise, Imade money on the deal. So
yes, the scheme does work. It's all pretty
amazing if you think about it; I'd guess
Quicksoft has given away over 10 percent
of its revenues up front, and it's going
like wildfire.
The difference between PC-Write and
MindReader is the difference between a
healthy athlete and azombie. One program is still on the rise; the other is sinking into the sludge of obscurity.
Mice on the Bus
From the gang at MicroSpeed, the trackball manufacturer, comes one of the niftiest IBM PC add-in cards of the epoch.
Called the PDA, for Pointing Device
Adapter, it started out as abus card for
the company's trackball product, so
you'd no longer need to tie up aprecious
serial port. Purchased with one of the
MicroSpeed trackballs, the card adds
$20 to the list price. Purchased by itself,
the card is $69.
However, MicroSpeed didn't stop
there. The PDA functions as abus card
for any serial pointing device. Not only
can you retrofit one of the MicroSpeed
continued
JULY 1988 • BYTE
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Importers:
It's time to change
bad habits.

•Don't think Germans offer high
quality only at high prices.
•Don't limit your market survey
to Asian products.

• Don't forget to order our catalogue.

In abattery-operated buffer. Up to
128K with parallel or RS232-input.
Battery will hold data for as long as
3years. Record and play as often
u you like. Carry data to aprinter
or to another computer.
Share your printer.
Forget these boxes that occupy lot
of your desk space. Forget the
times when you had to switch
manually. We have acable that
allows two computers share one
printer automatically.

PC-Write
Quicksoft, Inc.
219 First Ave. N, Suite 224
Seattle, WA 98109
(206) 282-0452
Inquiry 949.

That's how Twitches should
look like!
For IBM-compatibles. 2printers to
one computer. Complete set incl.
all cables and asmall switch-box.
No bulky box on your desk!

XHELP
Exwells Software Co.
7677 Oakport St., Suite 110
Oakland, CA 94621
(415) 430-1876
Inquiry 951.

Da ta Isolator.
Transients on the mains supply or
electrostatical discharges can cause
erroneous data transmissions and
even destruction of computers.
We offer optical isolators.
Terminal bus.
Connect up to 16 terminals to one
2-wire bus. Save installation costs
and gain flexibility and ease of
use. MUX-BUS includes optically
isolated line drivers.
Interfaces.
We have acomplete line of interfaces: 20mA, Atari130, C64/128,
Centronics, IEEE488, RS232 and
RS422.
The following we registered trade:narks:
Atari, C64, C128, Centronics, IBM
0222-347671
(88) 623752
01-9302003
(818) 2853121

Manufacturer and Exporter:

wiesemann &
theis gmbh
MIKROCOMPUTERTECHNIK
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phone: 202-505077
telex:
859 16 56
fax:
202-511050
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$89

PDA ( Pointing Device Adapter)... $69
MicroSpeed, Inc.
5307 Randall Place
Fremont, CA 94538
(415) 490-1403
Inquiry 950.

Isolating line drivers
If aline driver is not optically isolating, you might face problems
arising from different mains
supplies. That's why our RS232drivers are 100% isolated up to
1000 volts.

winchenbachstr. 3-5
d-5600 wuppertal 2
west-germany

$69

MindReader
$49
Brown Bag Software
Telemarketing Resources
2155 South Bascom Ave., Suite 114
Campbell, CA 95008
(800) 523-0764
(800) 323-5335 (in California)
Inquiry 948.

Take out your data.

Zahrer, Wien
Neol, Strasabourg
Weber&Co, Zürich
Tectrans, L.A.

Items
Discussed
HyperDA
Symmetry Corp.
761 East University Dr.
Mesa, AZ 85203
(602) 844-2199
Inquiry 947.

Printer Buffer Inside cable.
For the average user, most buffers
are too complicated.
So we designed abuffered cable
with 64K or 256K inside.
Just acable. As easy to use.
Nearly as inexpensive.

Austria:
France:
Switzerland:
USA:

APPLICATIONS ONLY

$59.95

trackballs, you can plug in any serial
mouse from Microsoft or Logitech and
mouse off into the sunset. Whatever
pointing device you attach, you're still
freeing aserial port. The PDA is auniversal card for pointing devices.
If that weren't enough, MicroSpeed
has developed a magnificent universal
mouse driver, distributed with the company's own products or available separately for $49. It will work with any
mouse out there.
Why do Isay magnificent? Well, I'm
one of those people who frequently move
back and forth between aMacintosh and
an IBM PC AT clone. The Mac mouse
has a well-mannered, smooth feel. The
AT mouse seems light and uncontrollable
in comparison, and I'm always missing
my target on the AT screen. For along

time, Ithought that the problem was inherent in the weight and other physical
properties of the different mice. This is
not so.
According to Tim Barry of MicroSpeed, the problem lies in the driver software. The standard Microsoft mouse
driver is set up to offer only two rates of
speed. Let's say you start off moving the
mouse slowly; the motion translates to
the screen at a1-to- 1ratio. When you hit
a predetermined speed, that ratio suddenly jumps to 2-to- 1, and the mouse
flies across the screen. That's all the
control you have.
The Apple mouse, on the other hand,
is designed for what is called "ballistic"
gain. Rather than two speeds, the driver
uses anumber of speed ratios that fit on
an exponential graph; the result is less
choppiness in the feel as you speed up or
slow down, because the jumps in ratio
are less severe.
MicroSpeed has implemented asimilar ballistic algorithm for its driver. It
uses 10 different speed ratios for nice,
even gain. Further, the ratio set is selectable. A command line switch (or aCONFIG.SYS parameter, if you use the
device-driver version of the software) lets
you choose among steeper and shallower
curves for the gain. In other words, you
can fine-tune the feel of the pointing
device.
If all this is as far over your head as it is
over mine, sit down with aMac and aPC
and play with the mice. Imagine how
pleasant it would be and how happy you'd
feel if the PC mouse moved like the Mac
mouse. Then go check out the MicroSpeed product line.
Help, Help
Irecently stated that if Isaw another popup " MS-DOS made simple" program,
I'd throw up. There are too many of these
things on the market, and most of them
aren't worth the price of ablank disk. It's
perhaps my least favorite product category, and that's saying alot. Thus, when
I saw a demonstration of XHELP
(Exwells Software, $59.95) that looked
suspiciously like a DOS guide, I was
tempted to move on. Quickly. Iconfess I
didn't listen too closely to the first few
minutes of the pitch, but when Ifigured
out what was really happening Iquickly
got drawn in.
XHELP is a help authoring system;
the demonstration Iwas watching used a
sample database that offered assistance
to MS-DOS users, but you can write help
or information systems for anything you
like. Need ahelp system for order entry
of auto parts? How about a study guide
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desk accessory, and you can run it on
anything from a512K-byte Mac on up.
Note that HyperDA is only areader; you
can't use it to modify programs or add to
databases.
The HyperDA implementation is not
perfect. You can't see fancy screen dissolves, wipes, or other visual tricks.
Playing sounds stored in stacks is impossible. Also missing is the HyperCard
flowchart— a visual display of the
screens you've viewed, shown in chronological order. But if you're merely flipping through a stack of cards, do you
really need all that stuff? HyperDA does
have agood " find" function, which will
jump you quickly to the right spot.
In my experience, it was easy enough
to move from card to card, but it wasn't
always possible to pop open acard's windows in the correct sequence. Sometimes
Ifound dealing with HyperCard's hypertext aspects confusing; HyperDA is better suited for reading stacks that display
only full screens of information rather
than ones that move you all over the place
by presenting large assortments of buttons and hidden text chunks. But even
with its obvious flaws, HyperDA is still a
quick way to get at data buried in your
stacks.
"But wait," you say, " Ihave MultiFinder. Can't Ijust run HyperCard as a
Hyper De-hype-er
single application under MultiFinder and
Over on the Macintosh, there's HyperDA
gain the ability to modify stacks?" Sure,
(Symmetry, $69), adesk-accessory proif you've got ahuge amount of RAM and
gram that lets you read HyperCard stacks
nerves of steel. I'm always edgy about
(or programs or applications or databases
the devastating crashes that can occur
or whatever you call them) without needwhen running MultiFinder. And Hypering HyperCard itself. Which is fine by
Card is abig program that takes awhile
me.
to load, particularly annoying if you
For some reason, I've never thought
launch it every time you start work. If all
that learning how to program is arevoluyou want is access to information,
tionary new idea in computing, and it's
HyperDA is faster.
the last thing Iwant to do. Maybe it's
Finally, HyperCard stacks seem to
neat, but Ireally don't have the time.
want to take over the entire screen on my
With apowerful machine like the Mac,
standard SE ( Idon't know about thirdI'm waiting for tools to let me write little
party big-screen monitors); HyperDA
Hyper-like programs by sliding pictures
lets me look at stacks in awindow that I
or symbols around on the screen.
can resize and reposition. At last Ican
I'll grant that HyperTalk could easily
look at stack data and other data at the
serve as the underlying language in tosame time.
morrow's advanced system for program
Hooray for this product. My most
development—asystem that used actual
code at only the deepest level—but I major problem with it is that Ikeep wanting to pronounce it as " hyper-dah"
don't have much desire to master it in its
rather than " hyper-dee-ay." It is defipresent form. HyperDA lets me use other
nitely recommended. •
people's HyperCard work without having to become an expert.
Ezra Shapiro is a consulting editor for
Written by Bill Appleton, an expert
BYTE. You can contact him do BYTE,
and prolific Mac programmer with such
One Phoenix Mill Lane, Peterborough,
gems as CourseBuilder and some excellent games to his credit, HyperDA is a NH 03458, or on BIX as "ezra. " Because
of the volume of mail he receives, Ezra,
terrific solution for anyone who wants to
regretfully, cannot respond to each
read HyperCard stacks but doesn't have
the oodles of memory required. It's a inquiry.

for nuclear physics? The awful cliche is
"you're limited only by your imagination," but in this case it happens to be
true.
The organizing metaphor is the one
most people are most familiar with:
table of contents, data organized by page
number, and index. You look up your
area of interest in either the table of
contents or the index, enter the page
number, and you're on your way.
XHELP will take an ASCII document,
compress it, and break it into pages for
you, or you can insert characters to
indicate page breaks and have the screens
look pretty when they pop up. Compiling
the table of contents and the index is
equally simple.
The lookup engine is astraightforward
memory-resident program that works as
well as any. This is not a supersophisticated package, but it does its job
efficiently and it lets you get on with
your life.
My only criticism is that the product
was still very new when Ilooked at it,
and the company hadn't figured out pricing for site licenses, which is how Ithink
XHELP will be sold. But that's aminor
point indeed.
This is agood tool if you need it.
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it/FORMAT
. . . Can double your
hard disk performance.
Experience has shown most hard
disks are set up wrong. . which
means the interleave is probably
wrong and you are being penalized
anywhere from 50 to 600% in performance.
Included in the hTEST • hFORMAT
package is an interleave optimizer,
hOPTIMUM. It calculates the optimum value for interleave, then
resets the disk, automatically, for
peak performance.
The second casualty to improper
setup is your data . . . because
some hardware vendors take the
easy route. They skip low-level
testing and entry of manufacturer's bad-track information.
hTEST finds those marginal
regions on the disk before they
cost you time and information.
hFORMAT lets you enter the
manufacturer's test information
and certify for yourself that the
disk is properly initialized for
reliable service.
When the worst happens . . . and
you lose data, hFORMAT will help
recover your disk— even from that
ultimate disaster: "Invalid Drive
Specification."
//TEST • hFORMAT: for IBM PC,
XT, AT and compatible computers.
Requires 64K, DOS 1.1 or higher.

Advanced Hard Disk
Diagnostics designed by
Kolod Research... $89.95
Paul Mace Software, Inc.
400 Williamson Way
Ashland, OR 97520
(800) 523-0258
(503) 488-0224
(COD's, PO's add $5.00)
(Foreign orders add $10.00)

EYOURSELF!
CONVINC
end
Send us $1. \NO s you
an interleave test disk.
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DESQview API Reference Manual

DESQview API Debugger

This is the primary source of information about the
DESQview API. It contains all you need to know
to write Assembly Language programs that take
full advantage of DESQview's capabilities. The
Reference manual comes with an 'include' file
containing symbols and macros to aid you in
development. AVAILABLE NOW!

The DESQview API Debugger is an interactive tool
that enables the API programmer to trace and
single step through API calls from several
concurrently running DESQview-specific
programs. Trace information is reported
symbolically along with the program counter,
registers, and stack at the time of the call. Trace
conditions can be specified so that only those calls
of interest are reported. AVAILABLE JUNE 88!

DESQview API CLibrary

The DESQview API CLibrary provides C
Language interfaces for the entire set of API
functions. It supports the Lattice C, Metaware C,
Microsoft C, and Turbo Ccompilers for all
memory models. Included with the CLibrary
package is acopy of the API Reference Manual
and source code for the library. AVAILABLE
NOW!

214
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DESQview API Panel Designer
The DESQview API Panel Designer is an
interactive tool to aid you in designing windows,
menus, help screens, error messages, and forms. It
includes an editor that lets you construct an image
of your panel using simple commands to enter,
edit, copy, and move text, as well as draw lines and

xes. You can then define the characteristics of the
•dow that will contain the panel, such as its
ition, size, and title. Finally, you can specify the
ocations and types of fields in the panel.
ePanel Designer automatically generates all the
DESQview API data streams necessary to display
and take input from your panel. These data
streams may be grouped together into panel
libraries and stored on disk or as part of your
program. AVAILABLE JUNE 88!
DESQview API Pulldown Menu Manager
The DESQview API Pulldown Menu Manager is
an interactive tool to aid you in designing
pulldown menus. This DESQview API tool assists
you in giving your DOS program an OS/2-like
look and feel. AVAILABLE JULY 88!
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Conference
August 16, 17, 18
Marina Del Rey, California

Call for registration information (213) 392-9851

srj
_
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Quarterdeck Office Systems
150 Pico Boulevard
Santa Monica CA 90405
(213) 392-9851

MS-DOS and IBM PC-DOS are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation and IBM Corporation respectively.
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COMPUTEREADO
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1 IBM ,
9COMPATIBLE COMPUTER CENTER

TEXAS

THE 10 MHz
80286

286-12 Monochrome Sys

•Intel 80286 6/10 MHz clock
•512 RAM ( upgradeable to 1MB)
•AT style keyboard 84 key
•1.2 megabyte floppy disk drive
•Combined floppy / hard disk
controller card by WO
•System clock/calendar
•High resolution monochrome monitor
•Monographics printer adapter
(Hercules Compatible)
• 200 Watt power supply
•1year warranty

With 40 MB Seagate Dr. $ 1,545
With 60 MB Seagate Dr. $ 1,745

$1395
$1,495
$1,695
$1,995
$2,695
$195

$395

With 130 MB Seagate Dr. $4,295

$395

Additional 2 meg of HIGH

7 Expansion Slots
Serial/Parallel port
Clock/Calendar
DOS + BASIC

AST PREMIUM 286 — CALL NOW

•360K Floppy Drive
•640K RAM
•30 MB Seagate Hard Drive
•Monochrome Display
•Hi- Res Graphics
•Parallel/Serial/Clock/Calendar
•Keyboard
AUTHORIZED AT&T DEALER

$1695
$1895
$2095

L ,TOSHIBA

$260

brother

7 -1-W_-1
5

4

PERSONAL FAX

9

• 80088 CPU 512K RAM
• 5 Hrs. Battery Charge
• 3i/2" Floppy 790K
• MS DOS 2.1 1- in ROM
• 6.4 lbs.

I• 4 Easy Controls
»PCC Approved
•Compatible
w/Group 3 Fax Machines
•Hands Free, non- monitored
Operation
•Fine detail
FAX - COPIER - PHONE

T-1200/20MEG s2395
T-3200/40MEG $ 4095

Seagate HARD DRIVE SALE!
40 MB HI- SPEED
.

$.
299 •ST- 4038

ST- 4026

$ 0012

(Full Height 38 MSC.) ffM

VIDEO CARD

RGB or Compatible
• EGA ( 640/400 Res.) MDA/CGA/
EGA
• Genoa Super EGA 8 System

s55

• 8088-2 ( 4.77/8MHz) OK
• 8088-1 ( 4.77/10 MHz) OK

s149 • 80286-10 ( 6/10 MHz) OK

Super EGA ( 600x600 Res I . $ 225

ST- 4096

•
80 MB Drive
(Full Height 28 MSC)

MOTHERBOARD

s60

$ A99

30 MB Drive
(Full Height 38 MSC )

AT Drive
( Controller is optional) Ile

•
20 MB AT Drive
!
at _1.11.11.1.11fflialL.111

• Color/Graphics Parallel Card

$ 1595

With 20 MB Seagate Dr.
With 40 MB Seagate Dr.
With 60 MB Seagate Dr.

TOSHIBA T-1000
LAPTOP

30 MB
COMPLETE SYSTEM

• Mono/Graphics w/Parallel

$ 1795

ALR 6 riM3 wItspAuE

MODEL 6300

BROTHER HL8 $ 1845
BLAZER

$395

780

LASER JET
SPECIAL

CANON

Add Only

$800

ST- 238 30 MB KIT$320

HP SERIES II $ 1845

386 EGA Color Sys

The above system with the following
substitutions:
•EGA Hi- resolution enhanced color
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Rick Grehan

Part 1

THE PITFALLS
OF PORTING
Introducing anew
column that illustrates
programming concepts
and techniques that
underlie the software
you use today and will
use tomorrow, and
gives you lots of useful,
hands-on code

Editor's note: "Some Assembly Required" serves adual purpose: First, it
will show you, via concrete examples,
the programming techniques that shape
the current and future generations of
software. For example, once you see
how complex arelatively simple port
is, you can understand why it's taking so
long for DOS-to- OS/2 ports to show
up. Information such as this will give
you abetter understanding of the hows
and whys of your software.
Second, this column is the place you
can come for working sample code that's
useful in its own right, and that serves
to define and illustrate larger issues such
as those mentioned above. Because the
column is geared toward illustrating
real-world programming issues and
techniques, it will rely on the tools of today's software industry: assembly language for optimum performance, plus
lots of C and some Pascal.
The column's author, Rick Grehan,
is primary programmer of BYTE 'snew
Circle 62 on Reader Service Card

low-level system benchmarks, and has
programmed everything from aKIM- Ito
abuilding-size mainframe; written
everything from accounting software to
programs for Schroedinger wave equations; gotten as high as COBOL on a
mainframe and as low as toggle
switches on an ALTAIR 8800. — FSL

I

nan industry where new computer
systems are rolled out as frequently as new car models, all the major
software companies are counting
on porting to save their popular programs
from landing in the scrap heap.
For example, with the success of the
Mac II, companies who previously offered programs only for the DOS machines are porting their software to the
Mac and vice versa. And with the release
of OS/2, every major software company
in the DOS world— including Microsoft,
Lotus, and Borland—is scrambling to
prepare OS/2 versions of its programs.

Successful porting can ensure the survival of a good program in a world of
rapidly evolving CPUs and operating systems. " Effective porting" sounds simple, but, in reality, it's abloody job.
I know from experience: I recently
ported the original incarnation of a C
compiler to MS-DOS, and then ported
that version to the Macintosh, as part of
the task of creating our new benchmarks.
Looking at this specific case—porting
a language—can serve in several ways:
First, it illustrates the general concepts in
porting, and thus can give you some insight into what's happening now in the
major software development houses.
Second, if you're aprogrammer, you'll
also come away with useful, working
code and practical examples of how you
can apply the general principles.
High-Level Headaches
One of the major benefits of working
with ahigh-level programming language
continued
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is that it insulates you from the system
you're programming on; the language
handles the intricacies of talking to the
hardware and operating system so that
you don't have to go gray writing assembly language. Altering ahigh-level language to deal with anew operating system and different hardware can get pretty
hairy.
Sometimes there are ways to make the
porting process easier. For example, it is
sometimes possible to alter acompiler to
port itself—use an existing compiler to
write a new compiler. This is exactly
what Idid when Icreated the BYTE version of Small-C. In the first two installments of this column, I'll outline some of
the problems Ihad to overcome in porting it to MS-DOS (this month) and the
Macintosh (next month).
Here's how the procedure looks
broken into an actual step-by-step example. ( This example is specific to the
Small-C port, but the general steps apply
to any similar project.)
Step 1: Modify the source of the 8080
CP/M compiler to emit 8088 code. Compile that, yielding a compiler that runs
under CP/M but produces 8088 code.
Step 2: Write the C source code for an
MS- DOS-compatible run-time library
(the part that talks to the operating system). Pass that through the new compiler
to yield 8088 assembly source. Transfer
this source to a PC and use MASM
(Microsoft's assembler) and LIB ( Microsoft's library manager) to create the actual library.
Step 3: Take the modified source of step
1and send it through the new compiler;
you now have 8088 assembly source for
Small-C on a CP/M disk. Move that
source to aPC, assemble it with MASM,
and link it to the library from step 2 to
create an 8088 version of Small-C running on the PC.
Now that we see the broad brush
strokes of using acompiler to port itself,
how about the fine-line definitions that
made this specific project work? This demands that we first take acloser look at
Small-C.
Small-C
A complete description of the original
Small-C would be inappropriate here.
Suffice it to say that Small-C executes a
subset of Kernighan and Ritchie C, with
its most noticeable restrictions being the
following:
•The only data types are int and char
(it supports pointers)
218
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•There are no structures or unions
•Arrays may be only one-dimensional
•The only control structures are for,
while, do, if, and goto
•Small-C emits assembly source code;
you must have an assembler and linker
to execute programs you create with
the language
For more details regarding Small-C's
external appearance, check the references at the end of this article. As for its
internals:

seek( ). In the original Small-C, you
would have had to do something like:
mode=0;
sect=o ff/128;
soff=off%128;
cseek ( fd, sect , mode)
while ( soff != 0)
fgetc ( fd) ;
--sof f ;

where off is the byte offset to which you
intend to position the pointer, and
mode.° tells cseek to treat offsets as be• The "Small- C Machine": Much as
ing from the beginning of the file. In case
some languages (e.g., UCSD Pascal) deyou're wondering, the repeated calls to
fine ahypothetical processor and emit infgetc ( ) did not make multiple requests
structions in that machine's repertoire,
to the operating system in the original
you can think of Small-C as executing on
Small-C. The language's standard lia theoretical machine. That machine
brary could optionally buffer sectors. In
would have three registers (aprimary, a fact, an easier way to accomplish the
secondary, and a stack pointer) and an
above would be to simply read the entire
unspecified amount of memory. (For
sector and work with its 128 bytes of data
BYTE Small-C, BX is the primary, DX
as an array.
is the secondary, and SP is the stack
None of this is unique to my port. For
pointer.)
example, Kernighan and Ritchie mention
All mathematical and logical operasimilar contortions they had to go
tions take place in the primary and secthrough with aPDP-11 version of C. In
ondary registers, and results always end
that version, to access agiven byte in a
up in the primary. The stack holds temfile, you had to issue two seek( ) funcporary results during the execution of
tion calls: the first call required that mode
complex instructions, and also serves as
be 3, 4, or 5, which set the file pointer to
a repository for a function's local varithe start of the nth 512-byte sector; you
ables. The original Small-C ran on an
had to make the second call with mode set
8080, so all registers (and therefore inteto its expected value of 0, 1, or 2, which
gers and pointers) were 16 bits.
selected the byte within that sector.
• Code, Data, and Stack: The 8080 had
To proceed with the port, Itherefore
no segment registers, so Small-C views
rewrote the library for the 8088 version
memory as equally available to code,
of BYTE Small-C so that it used the MSdata, and stack. You'll discover later on
DOS file-handling function calls (interthat it makes things easier if we locate
rupt 21 hexadecimal, functions 3Ch
code at the bottom of physical memory,
through 42h). This allowed me to make
with data and stack space near the top.
the seek() function more akin to its
•Support Library: Small-C possessed a counterpart in " big" C packages. Isay
respectable library. It's only real disad"akin" because BYTE Small- C's
vantages were the restrictions its fileseek( ) requires two int arguments
handling routines suffered at the hands of
where most big C packages would use a
CP/M (and even these were minimal).
single long.
As an example, say you have a 128KMaking It Work
byte file, and you want to read the 355th
File-access techniques differ from sysbyte into character array buff. In BYTE
tem to system; a successful port has to
Small-C, you could do this with
deal with this. For example, the original
version of Small- C was born within
mode=0;
CP/M, an operating system that only acseek ( fd, 0, 355, mode) ;
read ( fd,buff, 1) ;
cesses files asector at atime (where one
sector is 128 bytes). The original version
of Small-C carried this restriction with it;
You can see that this seek( ) function
you had to do some extra high-level codadds at least the overhead of an additional
ing if you wanted to implement Unixargument. In addition, once you begin
style ( files as streams of bytes) file
working with files bigger than 64K
access.
bytes, you have to do what amounts to
For example, most C language impletreating apair of integers as single 32-bit
mentations allow you to position a filequantities. So, to access byte number
pointer to any byte within a file using
continued
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Listing la: Divide operation for
the original Small- C.
DIV:
MDV

B,H

MDV

C,L

MDV

A,D

XRA

B

PUSH

PSW

MDV

A,D

ORA

A

CM

CCBCNEG ; Negate BC

MVI

A,16

PUSH

PSW

XCHG
LXI

D,0

CCDIV1:
DAD

H

;Rotate DE left
CALL

CCRDEL

JZ

CCDIV2

1 bit

:Compate BC and DE
CALL
CCCMPBCDE
JM

CCDIV2

NOV

A,L

ORI

1

MDV

L, A

MDV

A, E

SUB
MDV

E, A

MDV

A, D

SBB
MDV

D, A

CCDIV2:
POP

PSW

DCR

A

JZ

CCDIV3

PUSH
JMP

PSW
CCDIV1

CCDIV3:
POP

PSW

RP
CALL

CCDENEG ; Negate DE

XCHG
CALL

CCDENEG

XCHG
RET

Listing lb: Division in BYTE
Small- C.
MDV

AX, DX

IDIV

AX, BX

MDV

BX, AX

65536, you would write
mode=0;
seek(fd,1,0,mode);
read(fd,buff,1);

I decided that the additional software
(and mental) gyrations you'd have to go
through to manipulate integer pairs was
worth the reduced number of calls you'd
have to make into the library. This be220
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came especially important when we decided to use BYTE Small-C as abasis for
benchmarks; had Igone with the CP/M
version's style of seek( ), we would be
forced into timing two physical calls to
the MS-DOS seek function per one logical seek operation.
Using MS-DOS's Unix-style file I/O
also relieved me from having to worry
about buffering; Icould let the operating
system (or any disk-caching terminateand- stay-resident programs that might be
in place) do it. Finally, the MS-DOS
file-open call (INT 21h, function 3Dh)
returns ahandle, and is therefore easier
to interface with C's file-handle I/O routines. (BYTE Small-C doesn't support
the standard I/O functions that make use
of the FILE type; it manipulates all files
via handles.)
Adolescent Processors
When you consider Small- C's birthplace, it's obvious that 16-bit math and
logic operations there would be nontrivial operations. If you're familiar with the
8080, you might think about what would
have to go into a 16-bit divide operation
on that processor (I'll show you one in a
minute). The original Small-C had to
perform all substantial math and comparison operations by making calls into a
math/logic library. Space-wise, it was
impractical to emit code for a16-bit division every time adivision operation appeared in the C source program. Consequently, the original suffered from the
added time overhead of making piles of
subroutine calls.
The 8088's instruction set gave me the
ability to reduce most of BYTE SmallC's math and logic routines to in-line instructions. As compared to a program
written in the original Small-C (as much
as we can compare across processors),
the same program in BYTE Small-C will
certainly have a smaller run-time library, likely include slightly more instructions per operation, and run substantially faster.
As adirect example, compare the code
in listing la with listing lb. Listing la
shows the original Small-C's library routine for performing a 16-bit signed division. Listing lb is the same operation in
BYTE Small-C. Keep in mind that the
original Small-C would have generated a
CALL to function DIV, and so incurred the
additional time for the CALL and RET instructions; BYTE Small-C's three instructions compile in-line.
Life In the 16-bit World
This first version of BYTE Small-C for
the MS-DOS machines supports only 16-

bit integers. I'll agree with anyone that
this is aless-than-desirable legacy of the
language's ancestry, but it made my life
easier by orders of magnitude. Icould
also reasonably argue that since 16 bits is
the size of the 8088/80286's primary
registers (accumulator and index registers, in particular), it should also be the
size for Small-C's integers.
Since Small-C informally defines integers and pointers to be the same size
(there is no coercion), it follows that all
addressing is restricted to 16 bits. Consequently, the 8088/80286 version of
BYTE Small-C runs within a64K-byte
window; if Iwas making acommercial
announcement of Small-C, Iwould probably say that " the product supports the
small-memory model exclusively."
Integer size is something you should be
aware of as you interpret benchmark results obtained in BYTE Small-C. As
you'll discover next month, the 68000
version uses 32-bit integers. Therefore,
an operation in BYTE's 68000 SmallC— especially an integer math operation— is essentially handling twice the
throughput of an equivalent operation in
8088/80286 Small-C.
Getting Logical
Examine the following code fragment:
int

i,j,k;

i=12;
j= ( i==12)
k=(i!=12);

Execution of this code would assign to ja
nonzero value (typically 1, but officially
defined in the standard header file as
Yes), and assign to kavalue of 0. In essence, Small C does not define a separate, Boolean type (as in Pascal, for example); logical operations yield an
integer result.
This produces some problems when
you go to translate logical operations to
their machine language equivalents on
the 8088/80286. Why? Because logical
operations on those processors ultimately
translate to comparison operations, and
comparison operations serve only to alter
bits in the flags register. Consequently,
you have to somehow map the contents of
the flags register to an integer quantity.
One way is to move the flags register into
the AH register with the LAHF instruction, but Iruled this technique out for two
reasons: First, it would resolve into too
many instructions per logical operation.
Second, different logical operations
would yield different results for a true
condition.
continued
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Instead, Ichose to use short conditional branches to control the setting or clearing of a16-bit register. For example, an
equality test in BYTE Small-C emits
code like:
CMP
MOV
JNZ
INC

BX,DX
BX,CX
Li
BX

Li:

Here's where Itook advantage of two features of the 8088/80286. First, (and Irealize this isn't apparent in the above
code) BYTE Small-C requires that the
CX register always be 0. This requirement saves afew bytes and clock cycles—
a MOV BX,CX is one byte and several
cycles shorter than aMOV BX, 0 instruction—and it doesn't cost us anything because the CX register isn't used to support the " Small-C machine" model.
Second, on the 8088/80286, moving the

Stack

Free space

Dynamically
allocated data
Initialization
code

Segment SCSEG1

_Uend (
Starting location of the
executable file. _Umemptr is
initialized here.)

User progran
Segment

contents of one register to another does
looks alot like the layout of the original
not alter the flags. Icouldn't clear the BX
Small-C). BYTE Small-C's library deregister with an XOR BX, BX instruction, as
fines entry point _Uend as the starting
XOR alters the flags register.
address of any program you create in that
Notice how the above code ensures that
language.
aTRUE condition always results in a1in
Notice that _Uend is in segment
the primary register ( BX), while a SCSEG1, while the remainder of the code
FALSE condition leaves a0in that regisis in segment SCSEG. The source code
ter. This brings BYTE Small-C in line
generated by BYTE Small-C includes the
with the Kemighan and Ritchie definipreamble instructions shown in listing 2.
tion of comparison operation results for C This preamble ensures the segment
(i.e., TRUE is 1, FALSE is 0). All other
SCSEG1 loads higher in physical memory
comparison operations in BYTE Small-C than segment SCSEG (Link controls this),
work in this fashion; simply replace the
and that _Uend is, therefore, the topmost
JNZ instruction with the appropriate concode routine in memory. BYTE Small-C
ditional branch.
uses the remainder of memory above
_Uend as the stack and dynamically alloMemory
cated memory.
Iwanted BYTE Small-C to support the
The _Uend routine sets the stack pointstorage allocation functions (
albo ( )
er to near the top of the segment, loads
and its ilk), so Ihad to be careful with the
global variable _Umemptr with the offset
memory layout. Figure 1 shows the
of _Uend, and transfers control, ultimatescheme Iultimately settled on (which,
ly, to main( ) . The initialization routine
if you ignore segmentation, actually
sits in memory that is claimed as data
space the first time the program calls ailoo ( ); this is not aproblem since the initialization code will have done its job.
You'll notice things are on acollision
Offset of 65000 ( SP initialized here)
course: The stack grows down, and allocated memory grows up, so if the two run
SP ( Note that stack grows down)
into each other, things go honkers at
clockspeed. Small-C does not incorporate stack overflow checking, like its bigger commercial cousins. However,
Small-C programs tend to be, at most,
modest in size, and none of the many
_Umemptr ( Used by alloc function;
benchmark programs the BYTE lab has
note that dynamically allocated data
run have crashed on account of stack
area grows up)
overrun.

SCSEG
-or-- DS, ES, and SS segments point here

Figure 1:

BYTE Small-C's memory map.

Listing 2: This preamble to the source code ensures that segments load into
physical memory in the proper order.
SCSEG
SCSEG
SCSEG1
SCSEG1
SW
SCSEG

SEGMENT WORD PUBLIC
ENDS
SEGMENT WORD PUBLIC
ENDS
GFtOUP
SCSEG, SCSEG1
SEGMENT WORD PUBLIC
ASSUME CS:SCSEG,DS:SCSEG,SS:SCSEG,ES:SCSEG
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So Long to 16 Bits
If you want to discover more about what I
had to do to make the port, Iencourage
you to get acopy of the 8088/MS-DOS
version of BYTE Small-C and examine
the source code. I've tried to cover the
most important points, here; you may
find something that's important for you
in the actual source.
Next Month
Small-C on the Macintosh. II
REFERENCES
1. Dr. Dobb's Toolbook of C, A Brady
Book, New York, NY: Prentice Hall, 1986.
2. Hendrix, James E. The Small-C Handbook, Reston, VA: Reston Publishing Company, 1984.
Rick Grehan (bixname: "rick_g") is a
BYTE senior technical editor. He has a
BS in physics and applied mathematics
and an MS in computer science/mathematics from Memphis State University.
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equivalent of walking and
chewing gum—that is, the
• ability to do more than one
thing at a time. Minicomputers and
mainframes have been multitasking for
years, and now microcomputers are gaining ground on them.
The faster and more efficient our machines become, the more impatient we
seem to become. Waiting time seems interminable now when it reaches into the
minute range— especially when that
waiting means we must sit idly by while
the computer works. We want to be able
to tell our machines what to do, then forget that task and go on to something else
while the computer handles both that internal task and the work we are currently
doing.
Enter multitasking—the subject of this
month's In Depth section. Multitasking
involves the sharing of resources; " Fair
Share" by Jonathan Robie discusses all
the combinations and permutations that
this sharing can encompass. Jonathan
provides an explanation of the different
parts of multitasking, the various means
of scheduling tasks, and the communication required between tasks for all this to
occur in an orderly fashion. He also deals
with some of the problems you can run
into when you try to do more than one
thing at atime.
Some microprocessor chips are actually designed with multitasking in
mind— in fact, with multitasking built in.
The 80386 chip is one of these. In " It's a
Natural," Bud E. Smith explores some of
the internals that give this chip ajump on
multitasking, including its hardware support for paging and virtual memory.
The 80386 machines, however, are not

the only option for multitasking—not by
a long shot. The Amiga comes with a
multitasking system, and the Macintosh's new operating system, MultiFinder, is set up for it as well. In " Weighing the Options," Brett Glass discusses
the many different systems available and
contrasts and compares them by capability and by how they choose to handle the
various functions of multitasking.
And, finally, Michael Benjamin
Parker gives you a multitasking system
with which you can experiment. In " First
Come, First Served," he provides his
Mailbox system, aportable multitasking
environment written in C. It's user-portable to avariety of systems and operating systems. You'd have to call it across
between ready-to-use and do-it-yourself,
but we think you'll enjoy it.
Once again, microcomputers enter
what was once the exclusive realm of
minicomputers and mainframes—and
once again, we come out the winners.
—Jane Morrill Tazelaar,
Senior Technical Editor, at Large

ILLUSTRATION: ROBERT TINNEY © 1988
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Fair Share
In amultitasking system, resource sharing determines
whether your applications fly—or die
Jonathan Robie

E

fficiency means
different things to
different people.
Multitasking is a
way of using the computer
more efficiently by sharing
both it and its resources
among programs. Many different multitasking strategies
have evolved, each of which
optimizes those things that
were most important to the
designer of the system. Some
approaches evolved to optimize use of the computer,
others to allow certain programming problems to be
more easily solved, and still
others to let you keep working
on the computer even when
long jobs are being run.
Multitasking originated on
early mainframes as away of
using expensive computer resources efficiently. When a
program performed relatively
slow I/O operations, it could
not continue execution until the I/O operation was complete. This wasted the
power of the CPU during I/O. With commercial data processing, this I/O wait
time often took between 80 and 90 percent of total run time. A multitasking operating system takes the CPU from the
program that's waiting for I/O and gives
it to another program that's ready to use
it. If enough jobs are in memory, it's posILLUSTRATION: ROBERT TINNEY 0 1988

On minicomputers, Unix
provided programmers with a
straightforward model for
multitasking. At first, this
was used mainly at the operating- system level, but programmers quickly realized
that this tool could help them
to simplify many complex
programs.
Multitasking on micros
evolved as a convenience to
the user. It has become so
popular that almost every
modern microcomputer has
an operating system or acustom program that allows some
form of it. Compiling aprogram, downloading a file,
and sorting alarge table in a
database all have one thing in
common—they can all hog the
computer for quite a while.
Most of us hate to wait. Multitasking allows us to keep
working while another job is
being completed. Because
different types of programs make differsible to keep the CPU in use most of the
ent demands on the computer, it's often
time. This form of multitasking, called
possible to combine several programs
multiprogramming, provided dramatic
without dramatically slowing perforimprovements in computer throughput.
mance. For instance, Ihave found that I
But this improvement came at acost: Alcan do background communications with
though more programs could run, each
RamNet while Icompile and link large
one took longer to complete. During this
time, most programmers longed for a programs without significantly changing
the time it takes to compile and link.
computer that they wouldn't have to
continued
share.
JULY 1988 • BYTE
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Many people who have had to share a
computer with others are surprised to
learn that multitasking can make their
work more efficient.
If IMay Interrupt...
The simplest form of multitasking is
called serial multitasking, or simple context switching. This is nothing more than
stopping one thing temporarily to work
on another. If you have used the Macintosh Desktop or SideKick, then you have

used serial multitasking. While a program is running, you decide that you
want to use the calculator, so you pop up
the calculator and use it. When you stop
using the calculator, the program continues running. This is analogous to how
many of us do our work—while I'm programming, Ioften stop to answer the
telephone, drink acup of coffee, or clean
my glasses. Afterward, Icontinue with
my work.
To switch contexts, you need some way

•
A 110x
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EVERY PORT

ARRIVING
AT COMM. PORT 2
The Best Laptop Modem
(John C. DiuTak — P.C. Magazine)

...At an Affordable Price. (P.C. World)
All Holmes Corresopndent'' Modems are fully Hayes' compatible.
They include auto answer, auto dial,
and use very little power. These
features, along with atwo year
warranty and acomplete software
MICROSYSTEMS, INC
package make Holmes the best value
1800-4433034
available.
WE'VE GOT THE MODEM FOR YOUR LAPTOP!

to interrupt the program that's currently
executing and to remember everything
necessary to continue work on it later—
the program and all current data, plus all
information that was in the computer's
registers when the program was interrupted. This information is called the
process image. The computer uses one or
more of its registers to keep track of
which program instruction should be executed next, so this information is also
preserved when you save the registers.
Therefore, if the program and its data are
still in memory (and in the original location), then you can start the program up
again by restoring the contents of the
registers.
MS-DOS pop-up utilities generally
use aDOS call to terminate and stay resident—that is, to remain in memory and
update DOS so that it won't try to put another program in the same location. Programs that do this are called TSRs. They
install akeyboard interrupt handler that
looks for special key combinations.
When it detects the appropriate key combination, it saves all the registers and
passes control to the TSR. After you are
finished with the TSR, the registers are
restored and the original program continues where it left off.
Time by the Slice
While serial multitasking can help you
work more efficiently, it makes the computer work much less efficiently. If the
computer is performing calculations
when you interrupt it, then all work on
these calculations stops. If you have interrupted it for word processing or to use
the calculator, you're using only asmall
fraction of its power, but none of the surplus capacity is used to continue work on
the original program. It would be nice to
give the new program only part of the
computer's time and use the rest to continue work on the calculations. You could
write aprogram called ascheduler to determine which program should run at any
given time. But you can do this only if
you can find some way to divide up time
on the computer.
Virtually all multitasking operating
systems run on computers that have some
form of timer interrupt, which generates
an interrupt at some fixed interval. On
the IBM PC and its clones, this interrupt
occurs about 18 times per second. On
many other computers, it's in the range
of 50 to 60 times per second.
You can use this timer interrupt to ensure that the scheduler gets control after
each program has run for aspecified period of time. This period, known as a
continued
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quantum or atime slice, must be amultiple of the interval between timer interrupts so that you have some mechanism
for enforcing it. If you give each program
enough time slices every second, then it
will seem as though all the programs are
running at the same time, but each program will run more slowly than it would
without multitasking.
Now that you can divide up the CPU
time and allocate it to various programs,
you have to decide how much time to give
to each program and when. This is
known as processor scheduling, and
much has been written on the subject.
Since you can't make these decisions
without some concrete purpose, let me
propose some widely accepted goals for
scheduling algorithms.

running can run for one time slice. Then
it must wait until all other processes have
had aturn before it receives its next time
slice. This approach, called round-robin,
is eminently fair. It is especially well
suited for sharing the computer equally
among interactive users.
The major design question in roundrobin scheduling is the size of the time
slice. If it's too large, jobs are forced to
wait too long to support interactive use. If
it's too short, the overhead of switching
between programs becomes greater than
the time available to run them.

VIPs Go First
A round-robin scheme assumes that all
programs are equally important, but this
assumption is not always useful. For instance, you may want to ensure that inter•Maximize the usage of the CPU.
active processes have avery high priority
• Maximize the number of jobs proso that you can always work on your comcessed in each hour.
puter even if alot of long programs are
• Finish each program as quickly as
running. In multiuser environments, pripossible.
ority schemes are often used to give one
•Make sure the time required to run a class of users priority over another.
given program is always consistent.
In apriority scheme, each program re•Minimize response time for interactive
ceives apriority code. If there's only one
users.
CPU, and one program has the highest
priority code, then that program receives
Unfortunately, some of these goals are
the CPU. If several processes have the
contradictory. You can minimize resame priority code, this scheme implesponse time for interactive users only by
ments a round-robin scheduling algogiving interactive use more access to the
rithm among them.
CPU, which means that programs runThis simple priority algorithm is prening in the background will run more
cisely that of the Commodore Amiga.
slowly. Whenever you share the CPU
The original implementation of Unix has
among a variable number of processes,
a similar scheme, but all system proyou make it difficult to judge exactly how
cesses are guaranteed to have priority
long aprogram will take to execute.
over user processes. Unix dynamically
Scheduling algorithms are just like
changes the priority for user processes to
everything else—you have to decide what
ensure that interactive processes receive
is most important and how much of the
precedence. OS/2 uses a slightly more
other desirable things you can sacrifice.
complicated scheme that divides tasks
It should come as no surprise that differinto several classes based on avariety of
ent systems show different sets of values
factors. Like Unix, it also changes userand use different scheduling algorithms.
process priority to favor interactive
I'll examine two of the commonly used
processes.
scheduling algorithms, round-robin and
simple priority-based scheduling.
Mixing It Up
Regardless of the scheduling algorithm,
It's My Turn
it almost never makes sense to allow a
One approach is to have all processes
process to hold the CPU while it's waittake turns. Each process that's currently
ing for something to happen. Looping

Start

Ready
1

Running

Finished

•••• Blocked de)

Figure 1: The various state changes that can occur as atask proceeds from start to
finish.
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while waiting for an event is called busy
waiting. It's considered acardinal sin in
the world of multitasking, because it
steals valuable CPU time from other processes that could be using it. Since I/O is
generally slow, programs almost always
relinquish the CPU while doing I/O.
Most multitasking systems seek to
keep the computer's devices busy; those
systems favor processes that quickly relinquish the CPU in order to begin I/O.
Since I/O can usually be performed
while the CPU is doing other things, this
increases throughput. If the device isn't
currently available, the system remembers that it has aprogram that needs the
device as soon as it's free.
Of course, if all programs are heavily
I/O-bound, the CPU can sit idle while the
programs are waiting for I/O. Multitasking systems are most efficient when
there's ablend of CPU-bound programs
and I/O-bound programs. In many batchoriented systems, another scheduler,
called a long-term scheduler, seeks to
choose an appropriate blend of programs
to use the computer optimally.
Block That Run
To this point, Ihave discussed the handling of programs. But a program may
actually consist of anumber of tasks that
operate " in parallel" and that are scheduled separately (actually, they don't operate in parallel, but multitasking gives
the illusion of parallelism). For instance,
aword processor might contain one task
that accepts user input and another that
runs aspelling checker at alower priority. Each task has its own memory, register image, and resources.
The terms process and task can be
used interchangeably. I'll call the task
that currently has the CPU a running
task. If it's waiting for some event to occur (e.g., for an I/O operation to complete), then I'll call it blocked. If it isn't
blocked and doesn't have the CPU, I'll
call it aready task (see figure 1).
Any task that's capable of running is
ready. When it receives the CPU, it runs.
The process that's currently running
ends either because its time slice is done
or because it's blocked when it requests
I/O or a resource of some type. In the
first case, the process is ready again; in
the second, it's blocked. In general, a
number of programs will be ready or
blocked at any particular time, but only
one program will be running. (If the system has more than one processor, it's
considered a multiprocessing system,
and one task may be running on each
processor.)
continued
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MICRO-CAP I ;
The CAE tool with fully interactive
analog simulation for your PC.
Spectrum Software's MICRO- CAP II® is
fast, powerful, and feature rich. This fully
interactive, advanced electronic circuit
analysis program helps engineers speed
through analog problems right at their
own PCs.
MICRO-CAP II, which is based on our original MICRO-CAP software, is afield-proven,
second-generation program. But it's dramatically improved.

• 'fransient, AC, DC, and FFT routines
la Op- amp and switch models
• Spec-sheet-to model converter*
• Printer and plotter* hard copy
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component values, and run worst- case
scenarios—all interactively. And a500-type*
library of standard parts is at your fingertips for added flexiblity.

Schematic Editor

MICRO-CAP II has faster analysis mutines.
Better resolution and color. Larger libraries. All add up to apowerful, cost-effective
CAE tool for your PC.
The program has asophisticated integrated schematic editor with apan capability. Just sketch and analyze. You can step
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MICRO- CAP II is available for IBM® PCs
and Macintosh.'" The IBM version is CGA,
EGA, and Hercules® compatible and costs
only $895 complete. An evaluation version
is available for $100. Call or write today for
our free brochure and demo disk We'd like
to tell you more about analog solutions in
the fast lane.
• Integrated schematic editor
MI Fast analysis routines
• High-resolution graphic output
• Standard parts library of 500* types
*IBM versions only.
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Off to the Races
Tom Wagner

W

hen one task starts to write amessage to the screen, you want it to
finish before another task starts to write
its display. This contention is known as
arace condition: If the first task loses
the race, weird things can happen. For
example, the single C statement
printf() initiates the execution of a
great many assembly language statements, so it's likely that another task's
printf( ) may interrupt them; if it
does, the screen will display agarbled
mess of characters.
Critical regions are regions of code
for which it is critical that they not be
reentered by other tasks while they are
still active. You have to build some form
of protection into your system so tasks
will mutually exclude each other from
entering acritical region in parallel.
One possible form this protection can
take is the use of alock variable (see listing A). Each task that wants to enter a
critical region must first check the lock
variable. If it's already set, the task
waits (and gives up its time slice) for the
task currently using the critical region to
clear the lock. Then the task sets the
lock and enters the critical region. After
processing, the task clears the lock.
When you examine listing A closely,
you'll discover another race condition.
Suppose the task is interrupted between
while ( lock) and lock=1. Both the
current task and the waiting task will see
the lock as zero, and both will enter the
critical region. One remedy to this situation would be that shown in listing B:
You first set the lock and then check to
see if it was already set. If it was, you

Talk to Each Other
Multitasking evolved as an operatingsystem construct, but it's also an extremely powerful model for building
complex software systems. By using
multitasking primitives, you can leave
the actual intermingling of separate tasks
to the programming environment and
program at ahigher conceptual level.
You might use this capability to write a
telecommunications package for commercial bulletin board services like BIX.
Since connect time is expensive, it's best
to log in and out of the bulletin board as
quickly as possible. The program should
log in, collect all messages into a file,
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reset the lock to its prior state.
This code might work on the 8086
processor series, which has incrementand decrement-memory instructions.
But the same routine executed on an
IBM RT PC or a similar reduced- instruction- set-computer processor will
fail, since the ++ lock and lock-- expressions expand to more than one processor instruction. If the tick interrupt
occurs between the LOAD and STORE instructions, both tasks will again find the
lock free and enter the critical region.
A number of complicated solutions
have been devised for this, most notably
by Dekker and Peterson. They address
the problem by providing additional
variables to check for interruption and
to restrict write access to avariable to a
single task. However, these solutions
are based on the principle of busy waiting. In a real-world multitasking system, you would never allow busy waiting, due to its inherent shortcomings.
The most obvious of these is the waste of
processor time; the most serious is the
possibility of deadlock. In aprioritized
system, the task with the higher priority
will run if it's ready. If one of the two
tasks vying for a critical region has a
higher priority than the other, it will
wait forever for the lock to be cleared,
since the task that could clear it is never
scheduled. (For afurther discussion of
deadlock, see the text box " A Deadly
Embrace" on page 236.)
To solve the deadlock problem, every
preempting multitasking kernel that deserves the name provides at least one
task-blocking mutual-exclusion con-

download the file, and log out. Unfortunately, downloading tends to be slow,
forcing the program to wait. Since reading and commenting to messages is even
slower, you'd like to be able to do these
functions while the download is occurring. This would give you the feeling of
an interactive system with the connecttime charges of abatch download.
Without a multitasking environment,
this would be complicated—you'd need
to determine when to call the routines for
downloading, viewing, and commenting.
This kind of program is hard to structure
well without multiple tasks.
In a multitasking environment, the

struct. Task blocking means that the
task no longer receives processor time;
it is marked as waiting for a specific
event. Only if and when this event occurs is the task awakened.
In CTask, the appropriate construct
for this example would be the resource.
[Editor's note: CTask is a publicdomain multitasking package written in
C by Tom Wagner. It is available with
full source code in the ibm.arc area on
BIX under the name clask.arc.] The kernel makes sure that only one task can
own a resource at one time. All other
tasks that request the resource while it's
busy are blocked. When the resource is
released, the waiting task with the highest priority is unblocked and assigned
the resource ( see listing C).
Naturally, race conditions exist in requesting and releasing resources as
well. But in all kernel routines, the
multitasking system provides the necessary mutual exclusion, so the user
doesn't have to worry about it. On the
kernel level, this is usually done with interrupt disables, since the time spent in
the kernel routines is relatively short.
Using interrupt disables in user routines
to implement mutual exclusion, however, might prove fatal to overall system
operation. If you disable interrupts for
too long, overruns, which usually lead
to the failure of critical system services,
may occur.
There is an often-overlooked alternative to these mutual-exclusion concepts.
Device drivers are commonly used to
access peripheral devices, but you can
easily expand the driver concept to en-

solution is somewhat simpler. You can
create two tasks: The first dials the bulletin board, downloads the data, and logs
out; the second displays the messages and
lets you add responses with aspecial editor. You can then activate the first task
again to post your responses in the appropriate places on the bulletin board.
These two tasks need to communicate
if they are to work effectively. For one
thing, they'll both be writing information
to the status line; if these messages become intermingled, the display will be
confusing (see the text box " Off to the
Races"). If you establish asemaphore for
the status line, you can ensure that only
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compass other shared-data problems.
Resource drivers can enforce mutual exclusion without blocking tasks.
One device driver in CTask is a
printer driver. The user task writes data
to the driver's input pipe, and the
printer-driver task handles the port I/O
to actually write the characters to the
printer. If you wanted to implement
spooling—that is, ensure that afile is
completely printed before another task
has access to the printer—you could
create and request a printer resource.
However, this would mean that all other
tasks that want to print afile would be
blocked while your file prints; this isn't
usually desirable. Instead, you can provide a spooler task. Tasks place the
names of the files they want to print in
the spooler task's mailbox. Only the
spooler has direct access to the printer
driver; it will wait while the printer's
pipe buffer is full, and the other tasks
can continue with more useful work.
To ensure that only one task writes to
the screen at atime, you may want to
delegate screen writing to ascreen-resource task. The original tasks no
longer call printf ( ) directly, but send
messages to the screen-resource task
telling it what data to write. Thus, the
original tasks can continue with other
work; they need not be concerned with
synchronizing screen usage.
Tom Wagner is afreelance consultant
specializing in systems and communications programming and hardware design
in Berlin, West Germany. He can be
reached on BIX as "twagner."

one process will use the line at atime.
The second type of communication is
more interesting and more complex—the
display task must receive all its data from
the telecommunications task; this task
must tell the display task when new data
arrives and how much there is. It might
also communicate other information
about the status and format of messages.
For this kind of communication, either
mailboxes or pipes would be appropriate.
Different systems use these terms somewhat differently, and a full discussion
would have to delineate differences in
terminology. For my purposes, I'll use
the terms generally to indicate ameans

Listing A: To enter acritical region of code, you first check the lock
variable to see if it's already in use.
int

lock = 0;

/* wait for lock release
while ( lock)

*

schedule();
lock = 1;
printf (...);
lock =

0;

Listing B: To avoid one race condition, you first set the lock variable,
then check to see what it was before you set it.
C Code
while

RISC Processor

80x86

(++ lock > 1)

xx0:

INC
CMP

lock
lock,1

LOAD

REG, lock

INC

JLE

xxl

STORE

REG
lock, REG

COMPARE

REG,1
xxl

JLE
DEC

lock--;

DEC

STORE

REG
lock, REG

schedule ();

CALL schedule

CALL

schedule

JMP

JMP

xx0

printf (...);

lock

xx0

xxl:

lcck--;

Listing C: Only one task can own aresource at one time, so you request
it just before you use it and release it immediately afterward.
resource
request

screen

resource;

resource (& screen_resource,

OL);

printf
release_resource (& screen_resource);

of passing messages from one task to
another.
The Amiga accomplishes message
passing with messages and ports; OS/2
and Unix do it through pipes of various
sorts. Any full-fledged multitasking system must provide away for tasks to exchange messages.
Finally, the telecommunications task
must deliver the downloaded messages to
the display task. You could do this with a
single file, but that could be slow if
you're exchanging large amounts of data.
You could also do it through apipe or a
mailbox, which would be faster. Or you
could use shared memory, which is faster

yet; this is what OS/2 uses. Two processes can share asegment of memory so
the display task can have access to a
memory buffer used by the telecommunications task.
The task scheduler specifies when to
call each task. Since download protocols
are time-critical, it's essential to give the
telecommunications task apriority that's
high enough to execute promptly. You
will also want arapid response time. Balancing priorities is essential to the operation of this system. Using the multitasking system gives you added flexibility—
most hard-coded solutions to this kind of
continued
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A Deadly Embrace
W

hen tasks are running, they need
access to disk drives, memory,
printers, and other resources. The operating system grants these resources to a
task, which generally holds them until
it's done with them. Since each task
competes with others for the same resources, it's likely that one task will
have the resources needed by another.
It's also possible to allocate resources in
such a way that it becomes impossible
for any task to proceed. This condition
is known as deadlock.
Suppose two tasks each read images
from ascanner into afile on ahard disk.
While atask is reading, it has exclusive
access to the scanner and to the disk.
Now suppose that the first task has the
scanner and the second has the disk.

The first cannot proceed until it obtains
the disk, and the second cannot proceed
until it obtains the scanner. This is
deadlock.
The resource allocation graph is one
way of showing which processes are
holding which resources; computer representations of this graph are used to detect deadlock. It also provides a basic
model for discussing the algorithms
used to combat deadlock. This graph
has two kinds of nodes: Tasks are shown
as circles, and resources are shown as
squares. Arcs between the nodes
indicate requests for resources and the
resources being held. A cycle in your resource graph means deadlock is possible (see figure A).
Deadlock occurs only when you let

Process A has resource X.

Process Bwants resource Y,
which has not yet been granted.

Deadlock. Process Awants
resource X, which Bnow has.
Meanwhile, process Bwants
resource Y, which A has.

Figure A: Deadlock will occur if and only if acycle exists in the resourceallocation graph.

problem don't easily let you change priorities or modify the relationships between modules.
Share and Share Alike
When computers were very expensive,
multitasking maximized the number of
programs you could run. When computers became less expensive, multitasking made programmers more efficient by
giving them abetter programming environment and a better programming
model. In the user- oriented world of
microcomputers, multitasking lets you
make more efficient use of your time.
With multitasking, you can choose to
maximize throughput on the computer or
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minimize waiting for the people involved—but you probably can't do both.
Or you can use multitasking to provide a
convenient programming model for complicated software systems. The kind of
multitasking you choose and the parameters you use for that implementation will
determine how well your system meets
your needs. •
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Power C compiler
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Power Cis the new ANSI compatible Ccompiler
that runs faster than Microsoft C and has more
functions than Turbo C. Power C combines
high-performance software with superb documentation, all for less than the price of most C
books alone. Its your fast route to fast programs
without the fast bucks. Compare Power Cto the
competition and see how much time and money
you'll save.

Performance/Price Chart
(execution times in seconds)
Power C Quick C° Turbo C°
1) fib

23.8
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2) sieve
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25.5

3) tdbl
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9.0
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4) diskio
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5) report
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Compile Link
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EXE File Size
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27184

Compiler Price
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Step 2: The $19.95
Power Ctrace debugger
Power Ctrace is the new state-of-the-art
C debugger that makes Microsoft's Codeview
look like old technology. Power Ctrace will reduce
the time you spend debugging your C programs
by at least a factor of 10. With Power Ctrace.
you'll be working smarter instead of harder. Anally, you'll be having so much fun that it won't
even feel like work anymore.
Unlike other debuggers, Power Ctrace lets you
debug graphics programs on asingle monitor.
You can even debug programs that write directly
to video memory. However, the major advantage
of Power Ctrace is simple operation. You won't
waste any time trying to understand or remember
cryptic commands. With Power Ctrace, asingle
keystroke is all it takes. Help screens show you
which key to press and pop-up menus list you .
options. Invest just 10 minutes with Power Ctrace
now and you'll save hours from now on.

Power Ctrace debugger
Library source code
BCD business math

Order now by calling our toll free number or mail
the coupon to Mix Software, 1132 Commerce
Drive, Richardson TX 75081.

1-800-333-0330
For technical support call: 1-214-783-6001
Minimum System Requirements .
DOS 2.0 or later. 320K memory. 2floppy drivils or hard drive.
Runs on IBM PC. XT. AT. PS/2 and comparbles

60 day money back guarantee
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E AX
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Card Expiration Date
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Product(s) ( Not Copy Protected)
E Power C compiler ($ 19.95)
E Power Ctrace debugger ($ 19 95) $
13 Library Source Code ($10.0C)
(includes assembler & library manager)
Cl BCD Business Math ($ 10.00)

software
N,C no charge - N.A not available
Benchmarks compiled using Make utility. command-line compiler.
and medium memory model
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Inca Ill

Add Shipping ($5USA - $20 Foreign) $
Texas Residents add 8% Sales Tax
Total amount of your order
Power c .1Power Ctrace are trademarks f atra Sottwar Inc
Codeview are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corp
Turbo CIs aregistered trademark of Bo•iard Internatlanal
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Double Your
Productivity With
Carbon Copy Plus

Carbon Copy PlusTM — the industry standard in remote
control software — easily lets two PCs share the same
application program over ordinary phone lines.
So now you can share the same keyboard, screen and
disk with aremote user thousands of miles away, allowing you to give effective product demonstrations, support remote customers or train new users—without ever
having to leave your office!
Remote control and much more!
Of course, Carbon Copy Plus offers other advanced remote
communications features, including remote printing,
remote access to alocal area network and remote session capture and playback. But Carbon Copy Plus also
offers many of the same features found in "standard"
communications programs, such as file transfer, terminal
emulation and complete scripting macros. And much more!

now our new universal graphics translator merges incompatible graphics formats. So you can jointly update aCAD
diagram using your CGA, EGA, VGA or MCGA system
with an associate who is using the Hercules'" standard.
Just as important is our new background file transfer
capability. This lets you easily send or receive files, at
any time, without exiting your current application. Now
you can double your productivity by working on one
spreadsheet file while an associate sends you another!
Twice as easy
Find out why Carbon Copy Plus has become the industry
standard in remote communications and is fast becoming one of the most popular communications programs
overall. Call us today. We'll show you how easily you can
increase your productivity.

Introducing Version 5.0

r_weban
uopyetwz

If you thought Carbon Copy Plus was powerful before—
wait until you see the new Version 5.0. Carbon Copy Plus
has always been able to transmit text or graphics, but

Fully translated foreign versions now available!

A separate Carbon Copy Plus srequired for each PC location.
Carbon Copy Plus sa trademark of Meridian Technology.
All other products referenced are trademarks of their respective companies
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It's aNatural
The 80386 was designed with multitasking in mind
—and it shows
Bud E. Smith

T

he 80386 is anatural for multitasking. With a speed
of up to 4 million
instructions per second and
capabilities like paging and
virtual memory support built
into the chip, microcomputers
built around Intel's 80386
processor have many capabilities of minicomputers and
mainframes. And much of the
work done to optimize those
computers, such as support
hardware and efficient, capable operating systems, applies
to 80386 machines.
Multitasking
The 80386 allows multitasking of several different operations at once, while still viewing at each application as if it
were running on a simple,
single- function computer. In
a " task switch" on the 80386,
program X controls the entire
system for awhile, then, based on some
"trigger" such as elapsed time, the processor ( in conjunction with the operating
system) saves the values of all program
X's registers in an area of memory called
a task-state segment (TSS). Then, the
processor reloads the registers from the
TSS of the program that's taking control,
program Y. When execution proceeds,
program Y is in control, and program X
ILLUSTRATION: ROBERT TINNEY C) 1988

is waiting to be called again.
For multitasking, the 80386 recognizes several data structures, which are
stored in astandard form for quick handling, and aspecial register, the task register (TR), which points to the current
task. The TSS, which is aspecial kind of
segment, is always at least 26 doublewords long. It has room for copies of all
the 80386's registers, including EFlags

and EIP, the instruction
pointer. It also contains a16bit pointer to the TSS that previously had control in case
there is aneed to return to it.
This pointer is useful when
the current task is asubordinate task (like an exception
handler) that has been called
by the previous task and,
when finished, must return
control to it.
All segments have descriptors that contain necessary information about them, including location, size, and privilege level. A TSS has a
special descriptor. Its limit,
or length, must be at least 103
bytes ( 104 if an I/O permission map is used; the last word
of the TSS contains apointer
to it). Longer limits let you
use bigger TSSes, but you
must define the values in the
additional bytes. TSSes are
not reentrant; if atask is busy
(based on the available bit in the segment
descriptor), you can't start it again.
There is also a task-gate descriptor
(see figure 1). The task gate is a short
data structure that allows access to aTSS
(other gates allow access to other data
structures). The descriptor privilege
level (DPL) field contains the task gate's
privilege level. A procedure must opcontinued
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Figure 1: The task-gate descriptor. Aprocedure may gain access to atask through
atask gate rather than the task-gate segment. Once it passes the privilege-level check
at the task gate, no further protection checking takes place.
erate at a privilege level as high as or
higher than that of the task gate to access
it. If aprocedure meets this criterion, the
selector lets it access the TSS without
further protection checking. In other
words, a procedure that couldn't normally access a given TSS through the
TSS descriptor may be able to reach it via
atask gate.
Unlike the TSSes, the task-gate descriptor can be kept in alocal data table
and be visible to some procedures, such
as interrupt and exception handlers. This
process allows flexible access to atask,
which can have several task gates, each
accessible to different procedures and
each having a different privilege level,
but all sharing the same selector field.
In addition to these software structures, the 80386 has aregister dedicated
to multitasking— the TR register. Its
upper 16 bits are visible and contain aselector that points to the current TSS descriptor. Most of the TR register, however, is invisible. The hidden part holds a
16-bit TSS base and a 16-bit TSS limit.
The TR acts as an on-processor cache so
the processor can access these fields
quickly when aprogram references the
current TSS.
Using these elements, the processor
can switch between tasks in 268 clocks
(about 17 microseconds on a 16-MHz
system). If it did no other work between
task switches, this would allow nearly
60,000 of them per second (not counting
operating- system overhead). In other
words, the processor can make many
task switches per second and still have
plenty of time left in which to execute
programs.
A task switch is triggered when ajmp
or call refers to aTSS descriptor or a
task gate, when an interrupt or exception
points to atask gate, or when the current
task executes an iret and sets the nestedtask (NT) flag. If the NT flag is set, the
processor uses the pointer to the previous
TSS, which is stored in the current TSS,
to bring back the calling task.
The processor makes several checks
for privilege level and for the presence in
240
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memory of the current TSS; if it's
"paged out" ( stored on disk by avirtualmemory operating system), an exception
occurs. If the checks are passed, the processor saves the current task's registers in
the current TSS. Then it loads the TR
register with the selector of the new TSS
and the rest of the registers with the new
information. Finally, the task-switched
(TS) bit in the machine-status word is set
to alert coprocessors that atask change
has occurred.

An 8086 operating system, like DOS
2.x or 3.x, can run as atask in V8086
mode. While this task is running, you
can start up, run, and exit nearly any program that runs in real mode, such as
Turbo Pascal or Lotus 1-2-3. This
creates asituation in which an operating
system is running as a task under the
80386's own operating system, which
handles paging, virtual memory, and
priorities among all the tasks running
together. To avoid confusion, I'll call the
80386's own operating system ahypervisor to differentiate it from any other
operating system that may be running
under it. The hypervisor lets you set
priorities and switch control among the
different tasks in a multitasking environment.

Operating Room
Instead of the 64K-byte segments of the
8086, the 80386 allows segments as large
as 4gigabytes each. You have agreat deal
of flexibility in managing memory, but
the operating system determines the pos80386 àla Mode
sible memory structures. An 8086 operThe 80386 operates in one of two modes:
ating system (or any 80386-real-mode or
real and protected. In real mode, one opV8086 program) running on the 80386
erating system and one program run at a imposes the 64K-byte segment limit of
time; this system is compatible with PCthe 8086 on it. Even an 80386 operating
and AT- style programs but uses little of system may impose arbitrary restrictions
the power of the processor other than its
to maintain compatibility with existing
sheer speed. To the operating system and
code or to simplify its work.
the programmer, the 80386 in real mode
The 80386 can support atotally unsegseems much like afast 8086/8088 with
mented and unprotected memory model.
additional instructions and registers but
If you set all the segment registers to 0
with the same 1-megabyte memory limit.
and give each segment alimit of 4giga(To avoid redundancy, Iwill use " 8086"
bytes, the instruction pointer, stack base,
to mean 8086/8088 for the rest of this arindex pointer, and data pointers can all
ticle.) An 80386 microcomputer running
refer to the same 4-gigabyte area, so you
DOS operates in real mode.
can intermix them at will. This is called a
The alternative to real mode is pro- flat- memory model. A flat- memory
tected mode, which has two " flavors":
model has only one segment: in this case,
80286 protected mode, and 80386 proa4-gigabyte segment. It is available on
tected mode, also known as 80386 native
the 80386 only in protected mode. This
mode. In 80286 protected mode, the prosetup isn't necessarily good for all applicessor uses the 24-bit addressing and 16cations, but it does, for instance, let you
bit data-element size of the 80286. An
port Unix-type operating systems (which
80386 microcomputer running OS/2 opgenerally use aflat-memory model) dierates in 80286 protected mode. 80386
rectly to 80386-based systems. This conprotected mode, or native mode, offers
figuration will attract ports of many opaccess to all the capabilities of the 80386:
erating systems and large programs from
multitasking, paging, virtual memory,
minicomputers.
and so on.
The important difference between opWhile the processor is in native mode,
erating systems for this processor lies in
individual tasks can run in virtual 8086
the amount of access they provide to the
(V8086) mode, which provides an 8086potential power of the 80386. Many difstyle environment just as real mode does.
ferent levels of capability exist. The simThis task can be asingle program with or
plest level is acontrol program, ahyperwithout acopy of its own operating sysvisor that lets one or more V8086 tasks
tem. Meanwhile, the 80386's operating
run under one or more copies of an 8086
system and other programs are running
operating system. To extend this initial
in protected mode and thus have access to
model, ahypervisor can support virtual
all its capabilities.
continued
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memory (the 80386 has built-in support
for swapping variable-size segments or
fixed 4K-byte pages), mixing 80386 native mode and 8086-type programs, and
other features. ( For more details of the
paging process, see the text box " Page
By Page.")
This level lets several V8086 tasks run
at once. When multitasking, however,
the hypervisor may need to trap all accesses to instructions that change the interrupt flag; otherwise, one program can
hang the entire system. The operating
system can also turn such trapping on and
off or offer it as auser option. The hypervisor can be a single-user multitasking
system, a multiuser system with each
user running one task, or even amultiuser multitasking system. The hypervisor must either require that the computer have enough physical memory to
support all tasks, or use virtual memory
(which utilizes a hard disk for page or
segment swapping). The individual
tasks, however, are still V8086 tasks that
don't use the full power of the 80386.
A full-featured hypervisor would include multiuser and multitasking support
with virtual memory and let 80386 protected-mode programs run along with the
V8086 tasks. It would include afull operating system to handle system calls by
the protected-mode programs.
Despite the support given by the
80386, an operating system with all these
capabilities is difficult to write. There
are many decisions to make, such as
which pages to have in memory at any
given time, and which pages to overwrite
first when memory fills up (called
"page-replacement strategies"). Debugging such an operating system is also a
large task. Only when such a system is
available, however, will programmers be
able to tap the full power of the 80386.
Virtual Memory ad Infinitum
At this point, we should review virtual
memory on the 80386. In general, virtual memory gives programs access to
more physical memory than the computer actually has. The amount of free
space on the hard di.k can be seen as
main memory, and RAM can be seen as
aholding area for the code and data that
the processor is currently using. The
number of bits in the largest address that
aprocessor can construct determines the
size of its virtual address space.
An advanced processor like the 80386
has two different address sizes: A large
address determines the virtual address
space, or the amount of memory that you
can access; asmaller address determines
the real address space, or the amount of
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real memory that the processor can support. On the 80386, the address information in paging tables allows avirtual address space of 64T bytes (over 64 trillion
bytes). This is equivalent to 64,000 1gigabyte CD-ROMs. (As apoint of reference, one copy of every book ever
printed would require fewer than 64,000
CD-ROM disks.)
The real address space on an 80386
can be directly accessed with a32-bit address, with or without paging, allowing
access of up to 4gigabytes of real memory. However, these limits exceed the
reach of current hardware. In practice,
real addresses are used to access RAM,
and virtual addresses are used to address
large spaces for convenient systems and
large applications programming.
Some large programs already use a
simple form of virtual memory. In this
form, acore part of the program remains
resident in memory while the rest of it is
divided up into sections of about 64K
bytes each. As different parts of the program are accessed, these sections, or
"overlays," are brought in from disk.
However, dividing aprogram into overlays and managing their swapping in and
out of memory is abig chore.
In the 80386's virtual memory, every
program, data file, and so on is seen as a
series of 4K-byte " pages." The real address space, RAM, is divided into 4Kbyte " page frames," and the virtual address space, the hard disk, is divided into
4K-byte " page slots." The paging capability of the 80386 is one of its most interesting and novel aspects, yet it is completely atool of the operating system and
invisible to the application programmer.
However, it will probably be the main
tool used to access large amounts of actual memory, and it is vital to the operation of V8086 mode. (80286-based operating systems such as OS/2 use segment
swapping instead.)
As different parts of aprogram are accessed, different pages are brought from
their page slots on disk to page frames in
real memory. When real memory is full
and anew page is needed (i.e., the system is " overcommitted"), the processor
overwrites an existing page frame so long
as it hasn't been changed since it came
into memory; if it has been changed, the
processor copies the page frame out to its
page slot on disk before overwriting it.
All this takes place invisibly; the program simply accesses code and data at
different virtual addresses, and the processor and operating system cooperate to
bring the page into memory when it's
actually needed.
The 80386 processor supports virtual

memory with its abilities to access large
address spaces, translate virtual addresses into real addresses for accessing real
memory, and cause an exception if a
"page fault" occurs (a needed piece of
code or data is not currently in memory);
it also supports virtual memory with instructions that can be restarted if apage
fault prevents their completion.
This is alot for aprocessor to do, but
much of the work is still left to the operating system. When apage fault occurs,
the operating system must get the desired
page from disk and bring it into memory.
When memory is full, the operating system must write an existing page to disk, if
necessary, and then overwrite the page
frame with the desired page.
How much real memory do you need
to support a given amount of virtual
memory? Estimates based on existing
work vary from Imegabyte of RAM per
megabyte of external storage, to the
80/20 rule: 80 percent of virtual address
space must be backed by real RAM. The
important issue is the size of the " working set" of each program. If each program in an overcommitted system accesses alarge number of pages repeatedly
(i.e., has alarge working set), the operating system will have to access the disk
frequently for more pages, causing " page
thrashing." For example, repeatedly recalculating large spreadsheets while
doing alarge compile or sort at the same
time might well cause page thrashing.
Preserving Your Environment
On the 80386, you can run V8086 tasks
that duplicate the 8086 environment, and
then 8086 programs and operating systems can be run in those tasks, but 80286
and 80386 operating systems can't be run
as tasks under an 80386 hypervisor. That
is, the 80386 can " virtualize" the 8086,
but it cannot virtualize the 80286 or
itself.
In other words, the 80386 can run
8086-style operating systems under itself, but not OS/2 or Xenix 286 as guest
tasks. However, it can run this type of
program as its sole operating system; the
processor will emulate an 80286 completely and won't have the capabilities of
the 80386, such as paging, multitasking,
and so forth. Thus, these operating systems are only stopgaps until the development of true 80386 operating systems.
When the 80386 runs in real mode, it
acts like a fast 8086. When it runs an
80286 operating system, it acts like afast
80286. But when it runs a V8086 task,
the operating system and native-mode
tasks running concurrently with the
continued
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Page by Page
n80386 page is a4K-byte piece of
memory. Pages are placed at locations, called page frames, whose addresses are 4K bytes apart (0, 4K, 8K,
and so on). A data item that starts at one
of these 4K-multiple addresses is said to
be " aligned on apage boundary." Only
the first 20 bits of a32-bit page address
are significant; the last 12 are always 0.
When virtual memory is in use, pages
are swapped between disk and memory
as needed. The 4K-byte sections on disk
that hold pages are called page slots.
Paging doesn't have to be used at all;
in real mode, it can't be. A bit in the
MSW, which is inaccessible to realmode and application programs, allows
paging to be on or off.
However, paging is an almost irresistible tool for a systems programmer,
since it provides an easy way to assign
almost any actual address to replace the
linear address calculated by aprogram.
Nearly all 80386 operating systems will
do at least some paging.
Let's Get Physical
The physical address is the address that
comes out of the paging unit. (The
80386 is divided up into functional
pieces called units. Each has its own
function, which is described, in brief,
by its name: prefetch, instruction decode, control, timing, execution, segmentation, paging, and bus units.)
When paging is off (or even sometimes
when it's on), the linear address from
the execution unit that goes into the paging unit is the same as the physical address that comes out. However, the process of translation is complicated and
can affect every aspect of the system.
A physical address has three parts: a
10-bit directory (dir) entry, a 10-bit
page entry, and a 12-bit offset. They
generate a physical address in the following way:

The 32-bit CR3 register holds the address of the current page directory. The
low-order 12 bits of CR3 are always Os,
because the page directory always starts
on a page boundary. The 10-bit dir
value from the linear address points to
the page-directory entry (PDE).
The high-order 20 bits of the PDE
point to apage table ( 12 low-order Os
are added to make a 32-bit linear address). The 10-bit page value from the
middle of the linear address points to the
page-table entry (PTE).
The high-order 20 bits of the PTE
point to apage frame ( 12 low-order Os
are added to make alinear address). The
12-bit offset value from the low-order
bits of the linear address points to the
location in memory.
The PDEs and PTEs are nearly identical. Figure A shows an entry like that
found in either table. Bit by bit, this is
how it breaks down:
•Paging address (bits 31 through 12).
For aPDE, this address points to apage
table; for aPTE, it points to apage. The
low-order 12 bits of the address are always Os, since both page tables and
pages are aligned on 4K-byte boundaries.
• Operating system reserved (bits 11
through 9). These bits are available for
the operating system to use. Typically,
it might use them to keep statistics on
virtual memory and page swapping—
such as the number of times apage has
been accessed in agiven period.
•Bits 8and 7. These bits are set to O.
•D (bit 6). This is the " dirty" bit for a
PTE; when the page is written to, the D
bit is automatically set to 1.
•A (bit 5). This is the "accessed" bit
for both a PDE and a PTE; when the
page is read from or written to, the A bit
is automatically set to 1.
•Bits 4and 3. These bits are set to O.

12 11

31
Paging address

9 8
OS reserved

0

• U/S (bit 2). This is the " user/supervisor" bit. If it's set to 1, then user access is allowed, and programs with a
protection level of 3 (the lowest level)
can access the page.
•R/W (
bit I). This is the " read/write"
bit. It works in conjunction with the U/S
bit. If U/S is 0, then R/W doesn't really
matter: The page can be neither read
from nor written to by nonprivileged
code. If U/S is 1and R/W equals 0, then
the page can only be read from; if U/S
and R/W both equal 1, then it can be
written to as well. U/S and R/W are
meaningful for PDEs and PTEs. An individual page's protection depends on
the most restrictive pair of bits from its
PDE and PTE.
•P (bit 0). This is the "present" bit that
indicates whether or not the PDE or
PTE points to apage currently in memory. If the P bit is 1, the rest of the bit
fields defined here mean what they say.
However, if the P bit is 0, the desired
page is on disk, and the remaining 31
bits in this descriptor-type record can be
the location of the page slot on the disk
that has the page.
Each page directory has up to 1024
entries, allowing that many page tables.
Each page table can point to as many as
1024 pages, each 4K bytes long. This
means that a single page directory can
address 1024 x 1024 x 4096 bytes, or
4gigabytes (the entire physical address
space of the 80386).
While the PTE contains alot of useful
information about apage, it's very hard
to get to; you need two memory accesses
just to get the address of each page. The
translation look-aside buffer (TLB) in
the paging unit contains the 32 most recently used PTEs. The TLB often has
the desired PTE, eliminating the need
to actually look at the memory-based
tables over 95 percent of the time.
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Figure A: Page-directory entry and page-table entry layout. PDEs and PTEs are almost identical, but aPDE points to a
page table, while aPTE points to apage.
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V8086 task have access to the full power
of the 80386. The V8086 task doesn't
need all these powers; it just wants to
think that it has its own 8086-based
computer.
If multitasking is going on, the V8086
task may be slower than it was in real
mode, because it's not running all the
time. Even if it's the only task running, it
is still one more system layer away from
the processor. Many DOS calls result in
task switches to the hypervisor, which

must determine what has happened and
what to do before it returns control to the
calling task. Many lines of code outside
the task may execute between the call and
the return, increasing the time it takes for
the application to execute. The exact effect on aparticular application depends
on which DOS calls the hypervisor
traps—and how many of them there are—
and which ones it doesn't.
When ahypervisor supports multiple
V8086 tasks, it must use paging, because
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each task produces addresses in the same
range: from 0to 1megabyte. Paging remaps most of these addresses to physical
addresses beyond 1megabyte, helps the
various tasks share the hypervisor, and
protects the I/O areas from direct access
by aV8086 task.
The Power of Paging
Operating systems that allow some degree of multitasking on the 8086 have
problems with ill-behaved programs.
For example, to update the video display,
awell-behaved program calls the operating system to write to the screen. However, this is a slow process. An illbehaved program writes directly to the
screen map in memory, which is amuch
faster process. It can cause problems,
however, when two programs run at
once, one in the foreground where the
user interacts with it, and one in the
background. The foreground program
controls the video monitor, if running
full-screen, or the foreground window in
awindowed system.
The operating system can intercept any
calls from a well-behaved background
program to the monitor. But if the background program writes directly to video
memory, its results appear on the foreground screen, or it " crawls out" of its
window.
On the 80386, amultitasking operating system can use the paging tables to
remap the background task's direct accesses to video memory. Now the background task updates some other area of
memory; the operating system controls
the actual video memory and thus completely controls what appears on the
screen.
A Machine of Your Own
A virtual machine extends the concept of
virtual memory to the entire computer:
the keyboard, the monitor, the register
set, everything. A program acts as if it
had the whole machine to itself— in the
case of virtual 8086 mode, an entire
8086-based computer. When aprogram
calls on system resources— for example,
writes to the video RAM—the 80386's
hypervisor can take one of three actions:
let the write execute, trap the call and
perform some other write itself, or not do
the write at all, before it returns control
to the calling program.
For example, if a well-behaved 8086
assembly language program (running
under DOS 3.1 in V8086 mode) wants to
write Hello on the screen, it issues an
int 21, and DOS executes awrite to the
screen. However, DOS is running as a
continued
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COMMIX. With each connection, you're saving time
and money. Because each COMMIX connection costs
as little as $125.
Circle 127 on Reader Service Card

Then take advantage of expansion possibilities.
With our optional Ethernet® Link Module, you can
create larger LANs with thousands of users. And
through our optional Wide Area Network Module,
distant COMMIX LANs can appear as one network.
It you're lost at sea.
And looking for salid LAN. The COMMIX 32 is
available now. Send us amessage: ITRON, aDivision
of Infotron Systems Corporation, 130 Gaither Drive,
Suite 116, Mount Laurel, NJ 08054.
TEL: (609) 722-5575 FAX: (609) 234-0451
I-800-423-8044

ITRON
An Infotron Division

COMMIX n lindemark of Inferno Comet-woo

Ethernet n tegrstered =deem& of Xerox Corparanon
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ITS A NATURAL

V8086 task, which has aprivilege level
of 3. The I/O area has aprivilege level of
0, so the DOS write causes aprotection
exception.
The interrupt vector initiates a task
switch to the hypervisor's TSS, which
must decide what the V8086 task is trying to do, emulate it (by doing the actual
write or by ignoring the attempt), and
then return control to the V8086 task.
The more of this intercept-and-decide
work there is, the slower the program be-

DATAPRO
Means Accurate.
Information. We base our purcbases on it.
Formulate opinionsfrom it. Make intelligent
decisions will, it.
Provided... it is correct Inaccurate
information is oftentimes less useful
than none at all It leads to misinterpretation And in making apoor choice
Datapro means accuracy. Our information services contain up-to-date
documented reports on products and

comes as it tries to perform I/O or use
other system resources.
In V8086 mode, addresses are created
with the 1-megabyte limit of the 8086.
The 8086-style address is sent to the paging unit, which can map it to any page,
either in memory or out on disk (in other
words, virtual memory). Thus, the operating system can enforce page-based protection whenever a V8086 task is running; it can also support virtual memory
for several V8086 tasks at once with the

services in microcomputers information processing and data and voice communications Reports that help you
separate truth from fiction And in today's ever-changing industry, that requires constant research and review
Our product and pricing comparisons
are carefully developed Technology reports are documented User ratings are
statistically analyzed Competitive reports are scrutinized And How-to-Advice columns are meticulously edited
Start making your decisions based on
the facts To receive yourfree literature
pack on Datapro's subscription services
call us today at 1-800-DATAPRO ( 1-800328-2776) or use the reader service card

dampen. igi

Dressed for Success
From virtual memory and paging to virtual machines, the 80386 is designed for
the multitasking world. As the operating
systems to take advantage of its capabilities are written, we will begin to see not
just the already obvious speed increases,
but the real power of the 80386. •

g e

te.

paging unit and page tables. This type
of protection checking and simulation
can occur whenever the 80386 runs multiple tasks.
How does V8086 mode fool the program into "thinking" that it's running on
a 16-bit 8086 instead of a32-bit 80386?
When aV8086 task begins executing, bit
17 of the EFlags register, called VM, for
virtual mode, is set. This bit tells the
80386 to generate addresses and handle
segments for this task the same way it
would if the whole machine were in real
mode. So, the processor generates addresses by shifting the proper segment
register four positions to the left, adding
the appropriate 16-bit offset, and then
using the result as amemory address, exactly as on an 8086. This 20-bit number
can address amaximum of 1megabyte of
memory.
The VM bit also tells the processor
that the current task can access only the
lower 16 bits of the 32-bit registers. This
means that aV8086 task cannot access
the VM flag in bit 17 of EFlags. Also,
the VM bit tells the processor not to accept certain privileged op codes; only
80386 real-mode instructions and address modes, an extended version of
those found on the 8086, are allowed to
execute.
The 80386's real mode functions in a
similar way. When the protection-enable
bit in the 80386's machine status word
(MSW) is not set, the machine is in real
mode, and the 16-bit addressing and op
code restrictions described for V8086
mode apply. The difference is that the
MSW controls the whole machine, while
EFlags controls only the current task. In
protected mode, the hypervisor and
other protected-mode tasks can use privileged instructions and address modes,
while the V8086 task cannot.

;

4.

Editor's note: This material is adapted
from Programming the Intel 80386 by
Bud E. Smith and Mark T. Johnson.
Copyright © 1987 Bud E. Smith. All
rights reserved. By permission of Bud E.
Smith.
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Bud E. Smith is technical writing manager for 1GC (Santa Clara, California),
makers of the VM/386 control program.

COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSETM

Pg
RETAIL:

NEC
NEC Multispeed

$ 1348.64

NEC Multispeed EL
NEC Multispeed HD w/20 Meg
NEC Powermate 2, 40 Meg

1499.76
2365.77
NEW

NEC Powermate 2, 66 Meg
NEC Powermate 386, 66 Meg
NEC Powermate 386, 130 Meg

LOWER
NEC
PRICES

TOSHIBA
1100 Plus
3100 wI20 Meg
1000
1200
3200
5100

$ 1484.10
2998.50
759.41
2237.55
SPECIAL BUY
NEW MODEL

of

F....ft.»

Free Sidekick
PACKARD BELL
& Tutorial
P088 (XT Turbo) 512K, 1 Floppy, DOS &
GW-Basic, Serial/Parallel, Color/Monochrome
Adapter & Keyboard $645.14
VT286 (ATCompatIble) 10 MHz, 0Wait State,
640K 1.2M Floppy, Serial/Parallel, F/H
Controller, Keyboard
$ 1299.36

Nobody Setts
For Less

SAMSUNG

CALL FOR LOWEST CUSTOM QUOTES

HARDWARE, SOFTWARE & PERIPHERALS AT
COMPUTERS
MDL
MDL
MDL
MDL

80
90
120
140

51619.70
1916.15
2210.06
2629.55

MDL
MDL
MDL
MDL

170 $298816
300
3490 40
340
3945.65
390
5589.48

IBM PS 2
MDL 30, 2dr ..$1272.20 MDL 60, 70 Meg$3469.60
MDL 30 20 Meg . 1725.17 MDL 80, 40 Meg . 4497.67
MDL 60.40 Meg . 3340.15 MDL 80,70 Meg . 5677.33
Deskpro
Deskpro
Deskpro
Deskpro
Deskpro
Deskpro
Portable
Portable
Portable
Portable

aVIIPAII""
286, Model 1
286, 40 Meg
286, 70 Meg
386, Model 60, 20 MHz
386, Model 130, 20 MHz
386, Model 300, 20 MHz
II. Model 2
II. Model 4
Ill. Model 20
III, Model 40

52095.55
2580.19
2895.20
5579.30
7059.92
9168.20
1896.10
2797.00
3577.85
415933

LASER TURBO
XT Turbo, 512K, 1floppy, P/S/G.
Enhanced keyboard, EMS mem
XT Turbo, 1floppy, 20 Meg
XT Turbo, 1floppy, 40 Meg

EPSON
EX800
CALI.
FX86e....
COWn,
Fx2e6e
FOR BEST
LX800
PRICE

1:11C8HIIV

150P/300

TOSHIBA
PACKARD BElf

ine"P 'attilm
Supersport Model 2
ALL ZENITH
Supersport Model 20
MODELS IN
Supersport 286 Model 20
STOCK CALL
Z-183, 20 Meg
FOR PRICE
Other Computers Available Upon Request
DRIVE CARDS

Ouietwriter Ill. $1295.62

NEC

$569.74 Color P7 $722.12
479.22 P760
639.35
914.75 P960XL
1067.70
359.65 8850
1080.75
744.12 CALL FOR ACCESSORIES
OKEVIR
Okimate 20 ...$122.74 ML 320 $336.63
ML 182S
279.76 ML 321
472.28
ML 182P
232.50 ML 390
46996
LASERLINE 6 . 1229.30 ML 391
638.48
ML 292 Plus.. 377.44 ML 393
ql 55
ML 293 Plus ... 516.55 ML 393 Color . 1057.60
ML 294
737.10 CALL FOR ACCESSORIES
PANASONIC
1085. ..
S179 60 1091i .
$21985
10921
334.28 1592
43144
1595
459.45 3131
274.32
3151
409.52 1524
579.10

$849.20
1159.60
1410.90
1099.42
CALL

P886 ( XI Turbo)
S645.64
PB88 w/ 1floppy 20 Meg
956.80
VT286
1299 36
V1286 w/20 Meg
1573.50
V1286 w/40 Meg
1724.10
V1386
NEW MODEL
WYSE
MDL 2108
S1082.50 MDL 2214....$1868.30
MDL 2112
1568.20 MOL 3216
2658.05

IBM

Color P6
P660
P560XL
P2200
3550

$699.10
989.34
1194.22

71100 Plus ...$1484.10 71000
$749.41
13100. 20 Meg 2998.50 11200
S2237.55
13200 ... SPECIAL BUY 15100....NEW MODEL

ALL
EPSON
MODELS
IN STOCK

by Kodak
S31917/479.17

Pro Printer II ..$447.95

0 AT&T
6300 w/640K 1Drive
6300 w/640K 1Floppy, 20 Meg
6300 w/640K 1Floppy, 40 Meg
6300 WGS
6312/6386 WGS

L0500
10850
L01050
LO- 2500

1200
MSP40
MSP45

*CITIZEN
$169.55 MSP50 $38664
318.45 MSP55
48966
459.20 Premiere 35 _ 477.17

TOSHIBA
P321SL
$494.85 P351-2 Color .
51199.95
P341SL
634.17 P351SX
1019.45
11.1.11.1rTi ;
1 ;I;
II
ZI
I
14:1-111.1111M
H-P Laser Jet Model 2
$1699.40
AST Turbolaser P/S
IN STOCK
H- P Oeskjet
689.00
NEC LC860/ LC890
1982.44/3295.60
PANASONIC Laser
1605.35
TOSHIBA PageLaser
SAYE
PL. TTER , DIGITIZERS
& SCANNERS

MINISCRIBE 30 Meg Flashcard
$425.96
MOUNTAIN 20 Meg/ 30 Meg .... 549.401785.80
PLUS DEVELOPMENT 20 Meg
555.55
PWS DEVELOPMENT 40 Meg
765.80
WESTERN DIGITAL 30 Meg
416.30
DRIVES FOR Ais & 286s
MINISCRIBE 40 Meg 28ms
$609.40
MINISCRIBE 80 Meg 28ms . .
849.45
PRIAM 40 Meg hard disk
669.55
PRIAM 60 Meg hard disk
777.95
PRIAM 130 Meg hard disk
1967.68
SEAGATE 4038 30 Meg hard disk
479.80
SEAGATE 4053 40 Meg hard disk
589.98
SEAGATE 4096 80 Meg hard disk
739.59
360K floppy drive
110.12

MOST ORDERS SHIPPED
WITHIN 48 HOURS.

CALCOMP
1023 $3838.38 1043
1042
7539.95 1044
SUMMASKEICH
$376.30
12x1B

12x12

HEWLETT PACKARD
HP7440A ..$968.30
HP7475A .. . 1417.44
HP7550
2926.56
HP7570 LOWEST PRICE
HP SCANJET .. SAVE

$6535.15
10,305.06
$632.50

HOUSTON
INSTRUMENTS
HI DMP-42
HI DMP 52
HI DMP-52MP
HI DMP 56A
HI DMP-61
HI DMP-62

5-300 4/8 MHz, 512K, 6 Slots S/P/C,
Monographics board, DOS, Keyboard
S-300, 1 Floppy
$749.50
S-300, 20 Meg
989.95
S-300, 40 Meg
1117.82
S-500 AT Compatible 8110 MHz, 8 Slots,
SING, Monographies Board, DOS, Keyboard
S-500, 1.2M Floppy
$ 1095.45
S-500, 20 Meg
1469.80
S-500, 40 Meg
1624.45

DISCOUNT

FLOPPIES, DRIVES & TAPES

PRINTERS

•

1/2 height floppy drive
$99.00
MINISCRIBE 20 Meg 1/2 height w/cont. 329.14
MINISCRIBE 30 Meg 1/2 height w/RLL _345.95
SEAGATE 20 Meg 1/2 height hard drive . 295.69
SEAGATE 30 Meg 1/2 height w/RLL
30932
SEAGATE 40 Meg 1/2 height
432.50
GENOA 60 Meg mt. tape
734.60
GENOA 60 Meg ext. tape
895.10
GENOA 125 Még int. tape
995.85
'OMEGA BERNOULLI 20. 20
1629.99
'OMEGA 20 Me 1/2 height mt.
995.55
'OMEGA 20+20 Externa 51/4
1795.73
IRWIN 10 Meg tape backup
259.34
IRWM 20 M/ 40 M Internal Tape...39910 / 539.20
MOUNTAIN 4440 int
368.80
MOUNTAIN 4440 ext.
547.75
NOVELL NETW. RKING
SANTA CLARA Diskless Workstation ....$640.40
SOFTWARE & STARTER KITS
WESTERN DIGITAL 3 Node LAN kit
w/Western Digital software $720.34
Entry-level 286 Starter Kit, 4 Users
489.90
Entry-level 286 Starter Kit, 8 Users
SAVE
NOVELL 286 Software w/Keycard
1569.09
NOVELL SET Netware Level I
2148.66
NOVELL SET Netware Level II V2.1
2757.60
Nondedicated Netware Software 286
w/ Keycard
1495.09
INTERFACE CARDS
ARCNET PC110 LANBoard
$199.27
ARCNET PC210 LANEloard
249.50
ETHERNET Interface Connector
329.80
ETHERNET Plus Board (for 286)
709.74
G-NET Interface Card w/cable.
299.52
WESTERN DIGITAL Ethernet Cards
269.10
ACCESSORIES
ARCNET Passive Hub
$85.00
ARCNET Active Hub
499.98
Ethernet Terminators
37.50
All Sales People are Novell trained and authorized.
Call COW tor all your Networking Hardware & SeRwira
MONITOR INTERFACE CARDS
CDW'm color card
5 99.80
COW"' monographics card w/o
99.00
GENOA Spectrum (color monographic w/p)168.75
HERCULES color card wip
146.16
HERCULES monographics plus w/p
179.84
TAXAN MONOGRAPHIC w/p
99.00
MONOCHROME MONITORS
AT&T Monochrome Monitor $189.40
AMDEK 310A/ 4104
119.99/ 149.99
AMDEK 1280
679.78
COMPAQ monochrome monitor
188.46
COMPAQ VGA Mono
IN STOCK
IBM PS2 8503
117.90
NEC Multisync GS
184.52
NEC Monograph
1297.25
PGS MAX 12E amber color
139.40
PACKARD BELL Green or Amber
86.95
TAXAN 123 Green/ 124 Amber _ 119.501 124.05

PRICES

VGA & EGA PRODUCTS
VGA & EGA MONITORS
COMPAQ VGA monitor
$54868
MAGNAVOX 943EGA
387.40
NEC Multisync II/ PLUS
polyp/ 888.10
NEC Multisync XL 19 inch
1974.46
PACKARD BELL VGA Monitor
389.95
PGS Ultrasync
515.33
SONY Multiscan 1303/ 1302
599.45/ 649.25
TAXAN 770 PLUS
499.40
ZENITH Z.1490
768.31
VGA DISPLAY CARDS
ATI VGA VIP
$3137.24
GENOA VGA
289.70
PARADISE VGA
297.68
ORCHID VGA
278.14
VIDEO-7VGA
299.15
EGA DISPLAY CARDS
All Wonder Card
$199.95
GENOA Super EGA Hi- Res 800 x600
23448
LOGITECH EGA Card w/ mouse
217.18
NEC MVA 1024
96030
NEC GB-1640x480
239.43
PARADISE Auto Switch EGA 480
169.65
OUADRAM Prosync
285.40
VIDEO 7Vega Deluxe
249.74
wririr4
--1_ee-mmurizir.nir 1:1-B
AST 5251-11 Plus
$61984
EVEREX 120001 24008
109.90/ 199 50
IRMA 3278/79
69517
PACKARD
BELL 240° int .:",'
: . 169.95/ 199.22
I
.
la
HAYES 1200 .. S289.60 2400
$424.68
1200B
269.20 24008
3/9.65
ihitobatios
120013
5108.45 24008
$190.70
1200 External
129.10 9600 HST
665.20
VenieJ
1200 Int.
5194.50 2400 int $299.10
1200 Plus
221.88 2400 Ext.
389.44
q:Ilik
8087-2/ 8087-3
S159.331 122.50
80287-6/ -81 -10
174.30/ 299.55/339.25
80387-16/ 80387-20
407.68/ 777.44
P-141
1,'W •Ielq 41-1 1;11 TIMM
A- B Switching Box ( par, or serial)
$39.95
BASF 5 Pack of 10 DS/DD w/case
49.00
KENSINGTON Masterpiece
99.99
KENSINGTON Masterpiece Plus
118.40
KEYTRONICS 5151 IBM or AT&T
149.95
KEYTRONICS 101
104.65
Printer Cable ( IBM to Centronics) 6ft 19.99
XT Power Su I 'II 150 Watt
69.95
BATTERY BACKUP & SCRIM
PERMA POWER 6Outlet Surge Supp. ...$29.48
TRIPPLITE
BC-450 $419.78 LC- 1200
$136.85
BC-1200
748.55 LC 1800
189.75
4outlet
44.25
DATASHIELD
500 Watt
$560.05 1200 Watt ....$994.75
800 Watt
638.50 6Outlet Surge _ 27.85

COLOR GRAPHIC MONITORS
From Here to Anywhere In 18 Seconds
SHARP F0-300
51220 10
SHARP F0-500
1599 96 ..
TOSHIBA 3010
1314.44
GBC-1656
1459.80
GBC-1236S
915.44

AMDEK color 601711 722
$349.241 444.49
IBM PS2 8512 Color
428,40
498.20
IBM PS2 8513 Enhanced Color
SAMSUNG RGB Comp
PGS HX-12 Plus
23
419
TAXAN 650/ 720
469.90/ 299.80
MAGNAVOX 8762
259.05

HIGH VOLUME BIDS INVITED
flat', Northbrook, IL 60062 FAX A-BID (312)

730 Anthon

291-1737

LOGITECH HIRez
$99.95
LOGITECH C7/ Bus
8195 /10106
LOGITECH Logimouse C7 w/publisher _ 124.85
MICROSOFT Mouse ( Bus Version)
119.34
MICROSOFT Mouse ( Serial Version)
131.26
MOUSE SYSTEMS (Serial Version)
99.55
MOUSE SYSTEMS (Bus Version)
108.77

If you find a better price
call us before ou buy.

WHY WAIT? CALL COMPUTER DISCOUNT WAREHOUSETM NOW!

WORDPERFECT 42.5 1
4 /3 1
/
2
/
dBase III.- 51
//3 1
4
2
/
LOTUS 1-2-3 51
//3 1
4
/
2
Paradox version 2.0
Ventura Software version 11
MICROSOFT Word V4/Exceli
Ncer-delectel mines Neer Name") dl Nr 44
0Mflt0* OP

w.

104

$199.96/214.90
399 00/424 00
305. 00/327 00
399 00
499 00
243.50/319.30
need Sre demo 441WN

l
eeree
erLer

erze -

Nationwide Toll Free

18001 233
In Illinois

( 31 2 )

FAX

498-1426 (312) 291-1737

Greet care den«
are not suenertred

CHARTER MEMBER

MMC
MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
ol U. Onect Mere...a Assomerrn. Ins
MEMBER
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NEC introduces the
monitor as big as an engineer's
imagination.

Mult iSync XL
Breakthrough
MultiSync technology
for CAD.

Whether your big ideas take the shape of skyscrapers or screw
threads, you'll find the new MultiSync® XL the perfect monitor to
display them. Especially when it's used with the graphics board
that was designed to make the most of it: the MVA 1024 from
NEC. Together, they give you the brilliant resolution and CAD
capabilities your ideas deserve.
The XL gives you a reduced- glare 20" diagonal CRT on a
tilt- swivel base, for a larger viewing area and greater comfort.
And it works with awide variety of systems from PC/XT/AT/386
to PS/2 to Mac II. The MultiSync XL automatically adjusts its
scanning frequency from EGA to VGA, and on up to even higher
standards with our MVA 1024 in AT/386 based machines.
So, to create brilliant CAD ideas, get the MultiSync XL and the
MVA 1024. Two big ideas in themselves. For literature or adealer
dC

•.
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call 1-800-447-4700. For technical details call NEC Home Electronics ( USA) Inc. 1- 800- NEC- SOFT.
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Computers and Commumcal.ons
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Learn or
convert to new
applications.

Buy or
develop OS/2
applications.

Buy VM/386.
Proceed to
multitasking

Each VM is protected from the others. A malfunction in
one VM won't affect the others, but all VMs can share the
same disk and other peripherals.
Recalculate aspreadsheet, sort adatabase file, and receive
your E-mail—all at the same time. You can even work with
two AutoCAD"' programs concurrently. EGA applications run
perfectly too—background and foreground.
Protect your investment in software. No need to buy
anything new. VM/386 runs existing DOS programs,
unmodified. No PIF files required.
Eliminate the hidden costs of retraining. VM/386 is easy to
install, easy to learn, and easy to use. There's no new
operating system, interface, or application to learn.

VIV1/386.' The Fast
Track To Multitasking.
Run smart. Run efficient. Run VM/386 on your 386-based
PC and start multitasking now! No detours, no waiting,
no runaround.
True multitasking. VM/386 uses the virtual 8086 mode of
the 80386 processor to create many Virtual Machines (VMs)
in one computer.
You can load adifferent application into each VM. Each
VM has up to 640K RAM, plus its own DOS, CONFIG.SYS,
AUTOEXEC.BAT and memory-resident programs along with
its applications. Tailor each VM to your needs. You have
complete control.

Get on the fast track to multitasking. Call (408) 986-8373
for more information or to order VM/386. Everything else
is just the runaround.

System Requirements

The
Professional
MultiTaskee

80386- based computer such
as IBM® PS/2" Model 80 or
COMPAQ' DESKPRO 386? or
80286-based computer with
Intel® Inboard" 386/AT.
One 1.2 Mb ( 5Vs ") or one 31
2 "
/
microfloppy disk drive.
One hard disk drive.
DOS 3.0 or later.

IGC
4800 Great America Parkway
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408) 986-8373

2Mb RAM recommended.
Supports monochrome, CGA, EGA,
VGA, and Hercules" monitors.
Not copy protected.

of

VM/186 is a InIdemark of IGC IBM is a 'retard trademark
Inlernaltonal Business Machines Corporation
COMPAQ and DESKPRO 386 are registered trademarks o Compaq Computer Corporation Intel sa registered
trademark and Inboard is a trademark '
ybad Corporation Hercules sa trademark of Hercules Computer
»astrology ArdeCAD is a trademark of Autodest
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MULTITASKING

Weighing the
Options
Comparing the many flavors of multitasking
Brett Glass

B

roadly defined,
multitasking is the
ability to execute
more than one program, or many copies of the
same program, at the same
time. Long the domain of expensive minicomputers and
mainframes, this ability has
now become adesirable feature for all computer systems,
regardless of size or cost.
Multitasking in mainframe
computers was a product of
economic necessity: Computing power was too scarce and
expensive a resource to be
wasted. However, in the
microcomputer world, the
move to multitasking has been
driven primarily by a desire
for greater convenience and
increased personal productivity. In this article, I'll explore the features and limitations of some of the most
popular multitasking environments available for personal computers
today.
Contrary to what you might think,
multitasking is not anew development on
small personal computers. As early as
the mid- 1970s, vendors offered environments such as Cromemco's Cromix, a
Unix-like operating system hosted by a
4-MHz Z80 with bank- switched memory. But the overwhelming majority of
ILLUSTRATION: ROBERT TINNEY © 1988

and complete add-on multitasking environments. At the
same time, manufacturers
(and, in some cases, innovative third parties) began to reengineer existing hardware
and software to multitask
smoothly by design, rather
than as an afterthought.

microcomputers available today, such as
the IBM PC and the Apple Macintosh,
weren't designed originally with full
multitasking capabilities in mind.
For these systems, the technology that
allowed concurrent use of several programs evolved in three stages: desk accessories (termed TSRs in the IBM PC
world from the MS-DOS terminate-andstay-resident call), program switchers,

Add-On Program
Switchers
The first personal computers
ran a single program at a
time. If you were, for instance, running a database
program and wanted to make
aquick change to aword-processing document, there was
no way to do it other than to
save your work, quit the database application, enter the
word-processing program,
and bring up the document.
On floppy disk-based computers, this might require a
change of disks, and would
certainly take enough time to let you forget the inspired idea you were going to
add to the document.
Clever developers perceived this problem and began to come up with solutions.
The result was asmall program called a
desk accessory that could instantly " pop
up" when needed, regardless of what application was running. Examples of these
continued
JULY 1988 • BYTE
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WEIGHING THE OPTIONS

Table 1: The multitasking environments compared.
"Add-on" multitasking environments
Features

Windows 2.0

Windows/386

DESOview

MultiFinder

Scheduling

Cooperative

Preemptive

Preemptive

Cooperative

Run " ordinary"
applications?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

in windows?

No

Yes

Any with 80386; some
otherwise

Yes

Background execution

Windows applications
only

Yes

Any with 80386; some
otherwise

Specially written
applications

Memory protection

No

Yes

With 80386' •

No

Memory management

Purgeable code segments and resources; can swap
inactive DOS applications to disk, EMS, and EEMS;
dynamic link libraries

Can swap inactive DOS
programs to disk, EMS,
and EEMS

Purgeable code
segments and
resources

Interprocess communication
Semaphores

No

No

Yes

No

Pipes

No

No

No

No

Queues

No

No

Yes

No

Messages

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Signals

No

No

No

No

Named Pipes

No

No

No

No

Shared Memory

No

No

Yes

Yes

Sockets

No

No

No

Other

DDE

DDE

Yes

Yes

Windowing
environment?

No
AppleTalk"'

Yes

Yes

'SCO Xenix and Microport Unix for the IBM PC support optional packages that run DOS applications within the Unix environment. Apple's ARJX provides limited support for access to
Macintosh tools.
' • DESOview requires the use of OEMM (Quarterdeck Expanded Memory Manager) or CEMM (Compaq Expanded Memory Manager) to take full advantage of the 80386 microprocessor.
' • * Under MultiFinder, it is possible for tasks on the same machine to communicate with one another via AppleTalk. This mechanism can be used to pass ahandle to ablock of memory on
the system heap, allowing further communications through shared memory.

programs are SideKick for IBM PCs, and
the MockWrite desk accessory for the
Macintosh.
Although these desk accessories didn't
allow the main program to run while they
were on the screen, they let you save that
inspired thought to afile without quitting
your database, or could pop up the day's
schedule without leaving your word processor. The limited but useful capabilities of desk accessories made their users
ask, " If asmall program can be made to
'pop up' when needed, why not afull application of my choice?" Developers
once again responded with anew class of
utility: program switchers.
A program switcher lets you switch
quickly between two or more applications without reloading each program or
saving your work. Each of these utilities
allows switching among several programs, although it's important to note
that the program switched in " owns" the
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entire machine while it runs, while those
programs switched out are inactive. Examples include Andy Hertzfeld's
Switcher for the Macintosh, and anumber of programs for the IBM PC, such as
Jason Loveman's Multiple Choice, SoftLogic Solutions' Software Carousel, and
Quarterdeck's DESQ.
Finally, programmers began to address the formidable task of making
multiple programs appear to run not one
at atime, but concurrently, on the same
system. These environments are called
add-on multitaskers. Apple's MultiFinder began as aprogram switcher that
simply switched programs repeatedly
(and very quickly), and was refined later
to perform more " intelligent" multitasking. In the IBM PC world, TopView,
Wendin-DOS, Microsoft Windows, and
DESQview made some multitasking possible ( subject to architectural limitations). The 80386's appearance in IBM-

class machines finally makes multitasking of existing applications possible
in environments such as PC-MOS/386,
Windows/386 and DESQview.
Multitasking By Design
While some developers struggled to do
multitasking with programs that were
never written to share amachine with another application, others were developing
new and complete environments that
were designed from the beginning to run
multiple applications concurrently. On
the IBM PC were ports of Unix and
PICK, two well-established minicomputer multitasking environments, and
new systems such as OS/2.
Because of its complexity and the proprietary nature of its internal workings,
fewer third parties have attempted to develop new operating environments for
the Macintosh. However, the new Mac
II, if equipped with the proper resources
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"Native" multitasking environments
OS/2

Amiga

Preemptive

Preemptive

Preemptive

Some versions*

One at atime (Compatibility
Box)

N/A

No

No

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Full virtual memory;
code sharing

Full virtual memory; code
sharing; dynamic link
libraries

Shared code libraries,
fonts, and other resources

Yes

Yes

Yes (signals)

Yes

Yes

Yes (add-on device)

Some versions

Yes

No

No

Presentation Manager only

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (software interrupts)

Yes

Yes (LAN Manager)

No

Some versions

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Varies

With Presentation Manager

Unix

DDE

and memory management chip, runs a
version of Unix supplied by Apple known
as A/UX.
Many of the multitasking systems for
existing machines support some mechanism for running one or more " old" applications, so that you can migrate gracefully from one environment to the other.
Microport's Merge 386 and Phoenix
Technologies' VP/ix 386 each let MSDOS applications run under their respective versions of Unix for the IBM PC.
QNX, aUnix look-alike for the PC, supports MS-DOS as atask. The OS/2 Compatibility Box lets you run asingle MSDOS application together with multiple
new applications. And Apple's A/UX
provides alimited ability to launch conventional Macintosh applications from
the Unix environment.
Finally, there are the newest machine/
operating- system combinations where
multitasking is a feature from the time

Yes (Intuition)

the hardware is designed. Most prominent of these in the microcomputer world
is Commodore's Amiga. With special
graphics hardware tailored to support
tasks running in multiple screens and
windows, the Amiga is at least partially
responsible for the rush to bring multitasking to other PCs.
What's the Difference?
The words multiprogramming, multiprocessing, and multitasking are often confused. Before continuing, Iwant to draw
some distinctions between these similar,
but distinct, terms.
The term multiprogramming refers to
the situation in which a single CPU divides its time between more than one job.
Time-sharing is aspecial case of multiprogramming, where a single CPU
serves a number of users at interactive
terminals.
In multiprocessing, multiple CPUs

perform more than one job at one time.
Multiprocessing and multiprogramming
are not mutually exclusive: Some mainframes and superminicomputers have
multiple CPUs, each of which can juggle
several jobs.
Some sources consider multitasking
equivalent to multiprogramming. Others
define it as any situation that involves
multiprogramming, multiprocessing, or
some combination of the two. For the
purposes of this article, I'll use the term
multitasking to describe any system that
runs, or appears to run, more than one
application program at one time.
An effective multitasking environment
must provide many services, both to the
user and to the application programs it
runs. The most important of these are resource management, which divides the
computer's time, memory, and peripheral devices among competing tasks, and
interprocess communication, which lets
tasks coordinate their activities by exchanging information.
Sharing the CPU
The key resource that all multitasking environments must manage, or schedule, is
the use of the CPU itself. While there are
many schemes that can be used to distribute CPU time among the different tasks
within a system, all fall into two major
categories: preemptive and nonpreemptive scheduling.
In preemptive scheduling, atask may
lose control of the CPU at any time, and
another task is made to run instead. The
task that loses control, or is preempted,
need not know that this has occurred; in
fact, it may not even be aware that it's
running in a multitasking environment.
This is accomplished by system hardware
and software that's designed to fool the
task into thinking it owns the machine.
Most preemptive- scheduling algorithms give interactive tasks larger and
more frequent time slices so that they can
respond rapidly to auser's request. Because the level of interaction can vary in
different parts of the same program
(e.g., aspreadsheet requires ahigh level
of interaction during data entry, but none
during recalculation), many environments are designed to monitor the current
behavior of each task and adjust its time
slice appropriately.
In nonpreemptive scheduling (also
called cooperative multitasking), atask
that gains control of the CPU continues to
do so for any amount of time until it explicitly yields control to the next task.
While nonpreemptive schedulers are
u§ually very simple to implement, they
continued
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are generally not as robust, or tolerant of
errors, as preemptive ones. With nonpreemptive scheduling, atask that fails to
relinquish the CPU—due to a software
bug or ahardware problem—locks up the
entire system, destroying all the data
used by every task. Also, a task that
yields control too infrequently to other
active tasks causes the entire system to
appear sluggish. In practice, nonpreemptive scheduling works best when enforced either by the compiler that creates
the program or by rigorous program design standards.
Last but not least in the area of time
management, a scheduler must determine which task is to run next, and for
how long. A preemptive scheduler can
interrupt atask when there is something
more important to be done (say, to service aperipheral device), and both preemptive and nonpreemptive schedulers
can determine how often each task is
given achance to run. Generally speaking, it is desirable to give the task that occupies the frontmost window in a windowed environment priority over those in
other windows, since this improves the
responsiveness of the system as perceived
by the user.
At the other extreme, multitasking systems must also prevent " starvation," the
condition in which atask never runs because its priority is set too low. OS/2, for
example, sets amaximum amount of time
for which atask, regardless of priority,
can languish without gaining control of
the CPU.
Sharing Memory
Besides sharing CPU time, all multitasking environments must help applications
share available RAM with one another.
The three main functions that an environment can provide include storage allocation (required on all machines), storage
overcommitment (also called swapping
or paging), and protection (available only
where the hardware permits).
In a multitasking system, each task
must be relegated to a specific part of
memory, and each task must not attempt
to manipulate storage belonging to other
tasks without permission. In systems designed from the ground up, tasks are expected to ask the operating system for
memory before using it. In add-on multitasking environments, the system often
"lies" to atask, telling it that the system
has less memory than it actually does.
Thus, atask that commandeers all available memory still runs correctly. Some
systems also provide the ability to temporarily halt atask and copy its memory to
disk, which makes room for other tasks
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while the first one is dormant.
When atask interferes with others by
directly accessing key parts of a machine's hardware (such as the screen), it
may not be able to run simultaneously
with other applications in amultitasking
environment. Both Microsoft Windows
2.0 and DESQview (without an 80386)

B

esides

sharing CPU time,
all multitasking
environments must
help applications
share available
RAM with one
another.
allow such applications to be " switched"
on and off, either swapping them to disk
or leaving them inactive in RAM when
they are not in use.
Making atask dormant and swapping
its memory to disk is aprimitive form of
storage overcommitment—that is, running more tasks than can fit in RAM at
one time. However, to overcommit storage without suspending at least one task
usually requires aspecial piece of hardware known as a memory management
unit ( MMU). Popular personal computers that contain MMUs include the
IBM PC AT, AT compatibles, and the
Macintosh II (as an extra-cost option).
The IBM PC XT, all Macintosh machines developed prior to the Mac II, and
the Amiga do not contain MMUs.
An MMU facilitates storage overcommitment by quickly and automatically
detecting when aprogram tries to access
information not in RAM. When it sees
such an access, it activates special software that reads the needed information
off the disk, then restarts the program
where it left off. The program that attempted to make the access isn't aware
that anything unusual has happened.
Execution continues exactly as if the data
had been in RAM all along, although
perhaps abit more slowly.
Some systems without an MMU, such
as Windows on aPC and the Macintosh,
have alimited ability to overcommit stor-

age. The memory occupied by certain
parts of the code (" segments") and by
blocks of data that do not change (" resources") can be deallocated, or purged,
and reused for other purposes.
Another useful function in multitasking systems is memory protection—that
is, preventing programs from reading or
modifying RAM that doesn't belong to
them. This protection contains the damage done by acrashed program, and usually the information being manipulated
by other programs survives intact. An
MMU also provides memory protection
of this level.
The 80386 microprocessor contains
particularly powerful facilities for memory protection. Many " ill-behaved" programs ( i.e., programs that take over
some or all of the IBM PC's hardware)
can safely be contained within avirtual
machine and prevented from interfering
with other applications. DESQview,
Microsoft Windows/386, Merge 386,
and VP/ix all use this facility on asingle
80386-based machine to multitask IBM
PC programs (and, in the latter two,
Unix applications).
Finally, multitasking systems also
control access to resources such as
printers, serial ports, disk files, and the
computer's screen. Often, a system
spools printer output by saving the information generated by each program and
printing it separately rather than enforcing exclusive access. (
Spool, by the way,
stands for " simultaneous peripheral operation on-line.") Parts of disk files can
be locked to prevent simultaneous access
by more than one task. Also, the screen
can be divided into windows so that you
can simultaneously view the output of
many programs.
Interprocess Communication
A multitasking environment becomes
vastly more useful if the tasks, or processes, can communicate with one another. While the number of possible
communication mechanisms is infinite,
a relatively small number have gained
wide acceptance. These include semaphores, pipes, queues, messages, signals, named pipes, shared memory, and
sockets.
A semaphore is simply avariable (an
integer or ayes/no flag) that can be read,
incremented, or decremented by more
than one process. Most implementations
provide ameans to attempt to change the
variable and retrieve its original value in
asingle indivisible operation; this feature
is necessary to prevent " race conditions"
when two processes attempt to manipulate the semaphore at the same time.
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Modula-2
A pipe is amechanism that allows a
stream of characters from one task to be
passed to another in order. Pipes are a
one-way communication mechanism:
Data always flows from the write end of
the pipe to the read end of the pipe. Pipes
are often used to feed the output of one
application directly to another as input;
the Unix, MS-DOS, and OS/2 command-line interpreters can connect long
strings of applications via pipes to accomplish complex tasks.
Queues allow larger blocks of data,
usually records larger than one character, to be passed between applications in
order. Queues are often used to implement other interprocess communication
mechanisms, such as messages.
Many multitasking environments have
facilities through which applications can
exchange messages—blocks of data with
aformat defined by the system or the applications involved. The exact formats
and semantics of messages vary widely
from system to system.
A signal (sometimes called asoftware
interrupt) tells atask to drop what it is
doing and immediately handle an asynchronous event. Usually, this is done by
executing aspecial piece of code called,
logically enough, asignal handler. Most
multitasking environments that implement signals will terminate an application at once if it receives asignal it is not
prepared to handle. In the jargon of some
systems (like the Amiga), the term signal
is used to describe what Ihave defined
earlier as asemaphore.
Named pipes are similar to pipes in
that they let tasks exchange data acharacter at atime. Unlike ordinary pipes,
however, they can also support the transmission of larger blocks of data, be used
across anetwork, or carry data in both
directions (like apair of ordinary pipes).
In systems that implement named pipes,
ordinary pipes are often called anonymous pipes to make a clear distinction
between the two.
Most multitasking systems provide a
way for two tasks to share a common
block of memory, and this is perhaps the
fastest form of interprocess communication. When shared memory is used, other
mechanisms (such as semaphores) are
often useful to arbitrate access to the
common area. Shared memory is rarely
(if ever) available to processes communicating over anetwork—aconstraint that
limits its usefulness in some situations.
Versions of Unix developed at the University of California at Berkeley contain
a useful interprocess-communication
mechanism called sockets. Similar in
some ways to named pipes, sockets let a

process on one networked computer start
aprogram on another, feed that program
input, and collect the output. This feature
has proved useful enough that it will
likely be implemented in all versions of
Unix (and perhaps other operating systems) in the future.
Some Real-World Environments
So far, I've covered most of the points required to understand the inner workings
of many real-world systems. What products are available, and what are the capabilities of each?
While a thorough description of any
one system could (and often does) fill
several volumes, I'll survey some of the
most popular multitasking environments
for personal computers and discuss how
they support some of the facilities mentioned above (see table 1).
Microsoft Windows 2.0
Microsoft Windows 2.0 provides awindowed, graphical user interface and
limited multitasking capabilities on the
IBM PC and compatibles. The interface
conforms to IBM's Systems Application
Architecture (SAA) standard, which
means that it has the same appearance as
the forthcoming OS/2 Presentation
Manager.
Applications written specifically to
work with Windows run in windows and
participate in nonpreemptive multitasking. Some other MS-DOS applications—
mostly those written to be compatible
with Top View—can be run in Windows,
but only one at atime. But for poorly behaved DOS applications, Windows 2.0
can serve only as a program switcher.
Windows-specific applications can communicate with one another via a message-passing scheme; no other interprocess communication facilities are
provided. TSR programs cannot be run
in aWindow, but anumber of "desktop
applications" are provided, including the
traditional calendar, calculator, notepad,
and clock, as well as simple paint and
draw programs.
Windows uses message passing to implement a unique high-level protocol
called Dynamic Data Exchange (
DDE).
Using this protocol, applications can
send data to one another on the fly, so
that a spreadsheet, for instance, could
continually be updated with information
that enters the system via acommunications program.
Microsoft Windows 2.0 uses anumber
of unique methods to manage storage.
Applications can share the code in dynamic-link libraries: routines linked to
continued
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the application automatically when it is
loaded. Parts of Windows applications as
small as a single procedure or function
can be marked as " discardable" and
swapped in or out as needed. In addition,
conventional MS-DOS applications can
be swapped to and from disk.
Microsoft Windows/386
Microsoft Windows/386 provides the
same user interface as Windows 2.0, but
it uses the virtual 8086 mode of the
80386 processor to let any MS-DOS application run in a window concurrently
with other programs. Multitasking is preemptive. All programs can also run in the
background without user intervention.
The 80386 architecture provides memory protection; an application that fails
cannot crash the entire machine. As in
Windows 2.0, interprocess communication is done via message passing.
DESQview
DESQview, by Quarterdeck Office Systems of Santa Monica, California, is
billed as amultiwindow integrator. Designed to run on all members of the IBM
PC family and compatibles, DESQview ' scapabilities vary depending on the
features of the specific hardware used.
When running on anon-80386 system,
DESQview tries harder than Windows
2.0 to make many ill-behaved programs
run in windows. Using loaders to apply
special patches to programs such as Lotus 1-2-3, it gains the ability to run them
in windows. As with Windows 2.0, any
MS-DOS program can be run if it is
given the full screen and complete control of the processor.
On an 80386 system, DESQview can
join forces with another program from
Quarterdeck, QEMM (Quarterdeck Expanded Memory Manager) to run each
program in avirtual machine. As with
Windows/386, this allows any applicaCircle 178 on Reader Service Card

tion to run in awindow.
Multitasking in DESQview is preemptive, with priority given to the task running in the frontmost window (the foreground task). The DESQview API
(Application Program Interface) provides interprocess-communication facilities, including queues, message passing,
and signals.
DESQview can use extended or Expanded Memory Specification ( EMS)
memory to store itself and your application programs, but it works best when as
much RAM as possible is EEMS (enhanced EMS, also known as LIM 4.0).
However, if you do run out of RAM, you
can deactivate an application and swap it
out to disk. Some applications, such as
communications programs, cannot be retired to the disk in this manner.
OS/2
OS/2, developed jointly by Microsoft
and IBM, is amultitasking operating system designed from the ground up specifically for 80286-class machines. It provides preemptive multitasking and avast
range of application services, as well as
the ability to run asingle MS-DOS application in aspecial environment known as
the Compatibility Box. When augmented
by the OS/2 Presentation Manager (to be
available during the second half of 1988),
OS/2 provides auser interface and multitasking capabilities similar to those of
Windows/386, plus powerful facilities
for networking, all on astandard 80286
machine such as the IBM PC AT.
Scheduling in OS/2 is performed according to acomplex, stratified scheme.
Each thread, or task, can fall into one of
three categories: time-critical, general,
or low-priority. Within the general priority category, there are additional sublevels, the highest of which are assigned
to tasks that are interactive and in one of
the frontmost (foreground) windows. In
addition, there are mechanisms to prevent " starvation" and to boost perceived
system throughput.
OS/2 implements avast assortment of
interprocess-communications mechanisms (IPCs), including semaphores,
pipes, queues, named pipes, shared
memory, signals, messages, and DDE
(as in Windows). With the possible exception of Unix, no operating system
comes with as many IPC facilities builtin as OS/2.
OS/2 implements storage overcommitment for all applications as needed (except in the Compatibility Box).
Because it runs in protected mode,
OS/2 can often catch errant applications
before they crash the machine. Unfortu-
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Anew concept in managing

Megabytes
MultiFinder
MultiFinder runs on the entire Apple
Macintosh line of computers and performs nonpreemptive multitasking on
Macintosh applications. By trapping system calls and carefully managing memUnix
ory, MultiFinder can allow up to 30 apUnix, the granddaddy of modern multiplications to run concurrently in windows
tasking systems, is the only environment
on the Macintosh screen. The application
in this group that was also designed to be
that owns the frontmost window has the
multiuser. Virtually all Unix implemenhighest priority. Each task relinquishes
tations can accept users at terminals as
control when it calls SystemTask or Getwell as the main console.
NextEvent. According to the Macintosh
Unix and its look-alikes are available
programming rules, tasks should call
for many varieties of machines. Apple's
these functions at least 60 times per secA/UX implements Unix on the Macinond. Task switches cannot occur during
tosh, while Microport and Phoenix
file operations.
Technologies (among others) are the
MultiFinder allows only two IPCs: the
leading suppliers of Unix for IBM PC AT
AppleTalk network (which allows intracompatibles.
machine as well as intermachine commuUnix does scheduling by measuring
nications) and shared memory. Shared
how long each process in the system runs
memory must be carefully managed so as
before it stops to perform I/O. Any task
not to corrupt the system heap space.
that runs for afull time slice without perMultiFinder offers no memory protecforming any input or output is considered
to be hogging the CPU and is given a tion, since only the Mac II has an MMU.
lower priority. Conversely, a task that
Choose Your Environment
does agreat deal of I/O gets ahigher priThe microcomputer world has evolved
ority, not only because it has not used
drastically in the past few years, in terms
much of each time slice, but because perof both hardware and software. No longer
ceived performance improves if the keyis it merely amatter of higher hardware
board, screen, and disk appear to reperformance that sells amicrocomputer:
spond quickly.
Hard looks are being taken at how well
IPCs vary from version to version of
the computer's operating system perUnix. However, those most commonly
forms. Can the software improve your
used include semaphores (implemented
productivity by switching rapidly among
through the file system), pipes, and sigseveral programs all at once? Can you
nals. Also available in many implemendownload alengthy report from the oftations are shared memory, sockets,
fice while working at home in your word
named pipes, and more esoteric facilities
processor?
such as streams and remote procedure
Vendors plan to move slowly so that
calls (used across networks).
users can adapt to the powers of the new
operating systems and phase out illAmiga Exec/AmigaDOS
behaved software. Microsoft's OS/2 proMultitasking on the Amiga is managed
vides the familiar DOS interface while
by the Amiga Exec, ahigh-performance
allowing you access to multitasking capamultitasking kernel. Together with
bilities. Apple plans to upgrade MultiAmigaDOS and the rest of the Amiga
ROM Kernel, Exec manages tasks on a Finder and release improvements every 6
months.
strict priority basis. The Amiga windowNevertheless, microcomputer multiing system, Intuition, provides user intertasking is still in its infancy. Not everyface facilities.
one needs it: You may be content to run
Interprocess communications on the
in single-user mode, squeezing out every
Amiga is based on three mechanisms:
iota of performance from your microsignals (which are really semaphores),
computer without incurring the penalty
message passing, and software interrupts
in overhead required by multitasking. If
(similar to what Icalled signals above).
you do need the capabilities that multiBecause of the " lean and mean" nature
tasking provides, no matter what maof the Amiga systems software, interprochine you use, as you can see, you have a
cess communications must be done with
care; sending asignal or amessage to a choice. •
nonexistent task will crash the machine.
Brett Glass is afreelance programmer,
If used properly, however, the speed of
writer, and hardware designer residing
interprocess communications on the
in Palo Alto, California. He can be
Amiga approaches the theoretical limits
reached on BIX as "glass."
of the 68000 microprocessor.

nately, because the Compatibility Box
does not run in protected mode, amisbehaved DOS application can hang the
entire system.

of memory
IX- BOX *
Have you ever spent hours
—searching for aletter which you know exists,
but can't seem to find?
—looking for an address which you can only remember half of?
—tracking down avariable which was initialised somewhere in your programs, and which
is now causing them to crash?
—rummaging through your ultra- modem database, simply because you omitted to define a
simple key field when setting it up?
—searchingyour literature index for an urgently
needed article?
—looking and looking, but without success?
Then we can help! IX-BoX will instantly find all
your correspondence, addresses, programs,
entries, summaries — in fact, anything and
everything stored on your computer. IX-BoX
delivers the document you require in seconds,
and you can carry out any necessary changes
to it using the built-in editor. What more could
you possibly need?
IX-BoX is much more than asimple information retrieval system, yet it only costs $ 275
Demo disk costs

$ 10

•IX-BoX is atrade mark of Snark AG, Zürich.

Farsight
Once you've used the Farsight integrated software package, you'll know the fun of wo
with and exploiting Megabytes of memo
¡,• Window manager, word processor
's sheet together cost only
Grap

The Modula-2people:

INTERFACE
TECHNOLOGIES
3336 Richmond, Suite 323
Houston, TX 77098-9990 (713) 523 8422

Dealer inquiries welcome
International
United Kingdom: 01/6567333
Austria: 0222/4545010
Germany: 02983/8337;
Belgium: 071/366133
0731/26932;
France: 20822662
0821/85737;
Italy: 02/405174
04106/3998;
Scandinavia: +45/3/512014
0531/347121
Switzerland: 01/9455432
A. + L. Meier- Vogt
I
m SpOten 23
CH- 8906 Bonstetten/ZH
Switzerland
Tel. 14181) 700 30 37
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Buy with

Confidence
Reputable computer dealers
will answer all these questions
to your satisfaction. Don't
settle for less when buying your
computer hardware, software,
peripherals and supplies.

Purchasing Guidelines

In an effort to make your
telephone purchasing amore
successful and pleasurable
activity, The Microcomputer
Marketing Council of the
Direct Marketing Association,
Inc. offers this advice, "A
knowledgeable buyer will be a
successful buyer." These are
specific facts you should know
about the prospective seller
before placing an order:

Ask These Important
Questions
• How long has the company
been in business?
• Does the company offer
technical assistance?
• Is there aservice facility?
• Are manufacturers' warranties handled through the
company?
• Does the seller have formal
return and refund policies?

• State as completely and accurately as you can what
merchandise you want including brand name, model
number, catalog number.
• Establish that the item is in
stock and confirm shipping
date.

This message is brought to you
by:
the MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
of the Direct Marketing
Association, Inc.
6 E. 43rd St.,
New York, NY 10017

MICROCOMPUTER
MARKETING COUNCIL
of the Direct Marketing Association, Inc.

• Confirm that the price is as
advertised.
• Obtain an order number
and identification of the
sales representative.
• Make arecord of your
order, noting exact price including shipping, date of
order, promised shipping
date and order number.
If you ever have aproblem,
remember to deal first with the
seller. If you cannot resolve the
problem, write to MAIL
ORDER ACTION LINE, c/o
DMA, 6E. 43rd St., New York,
NY 10017.

et cc ti
f

(IV

oes tf,„

• Is there an additional charge
for use of credit cards?

((.

• Are credit card charges held
until time of shipment?
• What are shipping costs for
items ordered?

gst

se.

Direct Marketing Association, Inc. 1988
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MULTITASKING

First Come,
First Served
Mailbox is aportable multitasking environment
written in C
Michael Benjamin Parker

M

ailbox is an environment, not
an operating
system. It does
not provide the file, memory,
and other resource management functions required of a
complete operating system.
However, it does provide a
multitasking environment for
the programs that you write
with it.
With Mailbox, you can
write multitasking programs
that are portable to many different machines and operating
systems. Because the code for
Mailbox is easily ported and
its interface is the same on all
machines, your own multitasking code can also be portable. What's more, if the machine has multiple processors,
your program can take advantage of them.
Traditionally, multitasking, when available, has been
a function of the operating system and
usually machine- specific. Macintosh
MultiFinder, for example, provides some
multitasking support, but the programs
that use it are limited to the Macintosh.
Microsoft's OS/2 provides an impressive
library of multitasking functions, but
OS/2 is highly IBM PC AT specific. Although Unix provides portable multiprocessing, the operating system is usually
ILLUSTRATION: ROBERT TINNEY © 1988

degree of functionality and
machine independence.
• MPTHD (context switching): independent threads of
execution and simple multiprocessor context switching.
• MPTSK (task organization): prioritized multiprocessor scheduling and
"mailbox" message passing,
with provisions for user
schedulers and communication protocols.
•MPRES (resource management): preemptive concurrent
processing; regulated access
to the basic resources, with
provisions for sophisticated
user resources, resource managers, and optimizations.
(All global names in the package are prefixed with my initials, MP, to prevent naming
conflicts with other global
names your environment may
found only on workstations and mainframes; also, its common Berkeley Standard Distribution (BSD) processes are
big and " expensive" and cannot share
memory. See table 1for acomparison of
the features of some of today's multitasking systems for microcomputers and
workstations.
The Mailbox package is built on three
layers of portability. Each layer adds a

have.)
The lowest and most device-dependent
layer, MPTHD, implements the basic
context switching required for any multitasking package, it provides threads of
execution. The middle layer, MPTSK,
implements scheduling and interprocess
communication, nonpreemptive multitasking based on MPTHD's; it provides
continued
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Table 1: Afeature comparison of some multitaskers. (Tele is both aprogramming environment and an operating system.)
Features

Applications Integrators
DES0MultiWindows
View 2.0 Finder 1.0
2.0

Prog. Environments

Both

Operating Systems

Mailbox
1.0

TimeSlicer
5.0

Tele
(Kernel)

OS/2
1.0

"Lightweight" threads
(with shared memory)

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

"Heavyweight" processes
(with protected memory)

0

0

0

0

0

0

•

Low-level resource
management
(contention management)

•

•

•

•

•

•

Medium- level resource
management
(I/O waiting, deadlock
handling)

•

0

•

*

*

High-level resource
management
(high-level optimized
interfaces)

•

0

•

0

0

Xenix
2.00
•

Unix
BSD 4.3
0

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

*

*

Intertask communication

•

0

•

•

0

*

•

•

•

Preemptive multitasking

•

0

0

•

•

•

•

•

•

Multiprocessor support

0

0

0

•

0

0

0

•

•

Task delay/alarm timers

•

0

•

*

•

•

•

•

•

Task priority levels

0

0

0

•

•

•

•

0

•

Task hierarchies/inheritance

•

0

0

•

0

0

•

•

•

Task suspension/termination
(forced)

•

•

•

*

•

•

•

•

•

User context switching

0

0

0

•

0

*

0

User interrupt handling

0

0

•

•

•

*

•

User task schedulers

0

0

0

•

0

*

0

User resource management

*

0

*

•

*

*

•

0
*
0
•

0
•
0
*

• Present
0 Not present
* Can be implemented

independent, communicating tasks. The
top layer, MPRES, implements basic
resource management for all standard
resources and those you may add, and
preemptive multitasking based on
MPTSK's. Since each layer depends only
on the layer below it, you can incorporate
only those layers you need.
MPTHD: Context Switching
Essential to any multitasker is the ability
to switch the processor's context from
one process to another. Traditional multitaskers do this by having interrupt handlers save the state of the processor; they
push the state on the stack when they are
invoked. This is an efficient but complex
and machine-dependent approach. The
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MPTHD layer achieves the same effect
in an easy-to-understand portable way.
The MPTHD layer introduces the notion of an independent thread of execution. Like anormal process, athread has
its own stack on which it executes. With
this stack, you can save the state of the
thread so you can resume it later.
To perform this context switch, the
thread must call the mpthd_switch()
function (see listing 1), which is not an
ordinary function. Like an ordinary
function, mpthd_switch( ) can return to
you, but it can also return to anyone else
you specify. Indeed, it can return to any
active mpthd_Switch( ) call. You specify as an argument the thread you want
the switch to go to, and it returns from

that thread's call of mpthd_switch( ) . In
fact, it tells that thread (via the switch's
returned argument) the thread it switched
from (see figure 1).
The mpthd_switch( ) function also
works in amultiprocessor environment.
If another processor is executing athread
when you switch to it, it will wait until the
other processor switches out of the thread
before you switch in. If you switch to an
invalid thread or one with a corrupted
stack, mpthd_switch( ) returns nil, indicating the error.
The mpthd_switch( ) interface is also
portable. In many cases, you can directly
implement it with C's standard setj mp ( )
and longjmp( ) functions. In other lancontinued
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SCSystems

1-800-669-9933
Para Asistirle En Espanol
Llame Al Tel 1-800-842-1777

Serving Computer Buyers For
Eight Years

InComm

Samsung

Color

1200B Int Modem

14" RGB Monitor

Graphics Card

$62

$215

$44

w/Software

640 x 230
.51 Dot Pitch

Parallel Printer Port

SOFTWARE

HARDWARE
$Call
95

CopylIPC Brd
Masterpiece +
COMPUTERS
NEC
Multispeed
Multispeed EL
Toshiba
T-1100 S/Twist
T-3100/20

$ 1429
1635
1659
Call

BOARDS
AST Adv Pi-em lmb
AST 6Pac Prem lmb
AST Sixpac
Hercules Grph +
Intel Above 286
Intel Inboard 386

$ 419
525
115
182
Call
960

EGA BOARDS
ATI EGAWonder
Genoa SuperHiRes+
Orchid Designer
Paradise 480
Paradise VGA +XT
Paradise VGA Prof
Vega VGA

$ 175
175
249
155
259
385
259

EGA MONITORS
Magnavox
Princeton U/Sync
NEC Multisync 2
Samsung

$ Call
509
619
359

HARD DRIVES
Plus Hardcard 20
Seagate 125 w/cont
Seagate 138 w/cont

$ 539
321
411

KEYBOARDS
Keytronics 5151
Keytronics 5153

$ 162
269

MICE
Logitech
MS Bus Mouse
Optimouse w/DrHalo

$

68
Call
92

Hayes 1200
Hayes 1200B
Incomm RPC1200
Incomm RPC2400
Incomm T1200
Incomm T2400
Incomm T2400EC
USRobotics S1200PC
USRobotics S2400PC
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114
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Amdek 410
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Samsung RGB
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82
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3C501 ELink
3C503 ELink II
3C505B ELink Plus
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PRINTERS
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MSP-15E
MSP-40
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ProWriter 310
ProWriter 315
ProWriter C715
ProWriter Jr.+
StarWriter D10
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NEC P2200
Panasonic
1080I/M2
1091I/M2
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Star
NX-1000
NX-1000 Color
NX-15
Toshiba
321SL
341SL
351SX

LANGUAGE_

ACCOUNTING

MODEMS

ACCESSORIES
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199
319
285
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401
479
586
925
255
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1265
819
335
179
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179
Call
Call
500
Call
1005

DacEasy
Dollars St Sense
Managing Your $

$ 54
95
119

COMMUNICATION
Carbon Copy
CrossTalk XVI
CrossTalk 4
SmartCom II

$ 108
89
115
82

DATABASE
Clipper
Data Perfect
DBase III
DBXL Diamond
Fox Base +
Paradox 2.0
Q and A
Relate & Report

$ 370
255
Call
109
190
Call
188
100

DESKTOP PUBLISHERS
Pagemaker
PFS First Pub
Ventura

$ Call
55
495

GRAPHICS
Chartmaster
Printshop
Signmaster

$ 199
35
Call

MS C Compiler
MS QuickBasic
MS Quick C
Turbo Basic
Turbo C
Turbo Prolog

$ Call
Call
Call
59
59
59

SPREADSHEETS
Lotus 123
Plan Perfect
Quattro
Surpass

$ Call
165
119
329

UTILITIES
CopylIPC
Desqview
Duet
Fastback Plus
Formtool
Mace
Norton Advanced
PC Tools Deluxe
Sideways Print

$ 19
72
48
87
55
52
74
39
39

WORD PROCESSING
MS Word v4.0
Word Perfect 5.0
Wordstar ProPack
Wordstar 2000

Call
192
Call
Call

No Charge for Mastercard or Visa

INTEGRATED
Ability Plus
First Choice

$ 139
79

MasterCard
V

Call For Items Not Listed
SC Systems
3000 Mariposa Hwy. Ste. H. Nogales, AZ 85621
Order Line 800-669-9933

Espanol 800-842-1777

Status Line 602-275-1395

FAX No. 602-273-0043

Order Line for Europe & Mexico 602-287-5347

TERMS: No charge for Visa or Mastercard. We do not charge your card UNTIL WE SHIP your order. Manufacturers warranty applies in all cases, all warranties are handled by the
manufacturers. We accept Purchase Orders from authorized companies only. for 3.5% above cash price. No COD orders No refund on opened software. All prices are subject to change.
Allow 14 days for personal/company checks. Arizona orders add 6.7% tax.
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Listing 1: The mpthd_switch( ) function suspends the current thread
of execution and switches into the new thread.
MPTHDID mpthd switch ( newmpthd)
MPTHDID newmpthd;

if ( newmpthd->stackoverflow)

return((MPTHDID)0);

if ( newmpthd!=mpthd_me()) (
mpsem_critsect(&(newmpthd->mpsem),{
if (! setjmp(mpthd_me()->state)) (
newmpthd->oldmpthd= mpthd_me();
mpthd_me()= newmpthd;
longjmp(mpthd_me()->state,1);

newmpthd= mpthd_me()->oldmpthd;
});

/* return old thread switched from */
return ( newmpthd);

Thread A

Control flow

print f("Hello, ");
mpthd_switch(B);
printf("Goodbye!");

Thread B

1

printf("Welcome!");
mptd_switch(x);
printf("there!");

Figure 1: Context switching as performed by mpthd_switch(). The output from
this context switch would be "Hello, there! "; "Hello," comes from thread A, which
switches to thread Bfor "there! ".

guages, you can quickly code the function in assembly language and " link it
in." And even if you're not programming
in C, most stack-based languages and
machines can support an implementation
of mpthd_switch( ) (
see figure 2for internal data-type representation). With a
few additional support functions, you can
easily create and destroy threads.
The initialization function, mpthd_
init ( ), requires three arguments: buff,
the memory buffer used to store the
thread; size, the size of the buffer; and
mpthdfn, the function to execute. Since
all this is awkward to specify, adefault
size stored in aglobal variable would be
convenient. However, you're in aconcurrent environment: Different tasks may
change the default value, and different
tasks may want different defaults.
Therefore, athread maintains its own
heap, private to its current task. Instead
of adefault size, you can set up aglobal
constant containing an offset into the current thread's heap; the default buffer size
resides here. This way, each task has its
own defaults but refers to them with the
same variable name.
MPTHD automatically copies the parent's heap when initializing a new
thread, so defaults are inherited. This
simple feature can also be used for passing arguments from the parent to the
child thread.
If you also don't want to specify buff,
the buffer storing a thread, you could
have MPTHD call malloc to dynamically allocate storage for you. But storage
is aresource. Not all languages have this
resource, so using it would limit portability. More important, dynamic memory allocation sometimes takes time; it
continued

—

Semaphore (to control multiprocessor access to the thread)

— Byte flag (for detecting stack overflow and thread corruption)

Stack (for local variables and function calls)

MPTHDID
Thread

mpsem

C jmp_buf

Heap size

Heap

Stack

pointer

Heap (for storing inherited defaults and passing arguments)
—

jmp_buf (
for saving the thread's execution state)

Figure 2: Internal representation of the thread data type.
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The Graphics Toolkit for
Contemporary Software Developers
Already the faste e anc mast
powerful graphics too:kit i)n the
market, the new [SALO* delivers
subroutines and device support for
exciting„ conternp:rar, applications
in publislh.ng, office automation,
vision, and image processing.
HALO '
be is ademce independent
library oè . 90 graphics subroutines.
It is compatible with IS
prograrur ing la images, and over
140 hardware devces ,uch as image
scanners,: graphics. vision, and
imaging boards; printcys and
plotters; aid mice_ [ HALO ' 88 is
designed for the compete IBM
compat tile microcomputer line
including the PS/2 and. VGA.

Today's Tools for
Tornorrow's
Applications
IIA LO ' 88 has neve subroutines
which control sca.rners ard scanned
images — even image- which are
larger than screen resolution and
available memory. Extended
character set support enables
software cevelo ers to address IbM's

full 255 characters in graphics and to
design foreign language fonts.
Among cantemporary HALO '83
applicatic ns are CAD, ComputerBased Training, Presentation
Graphics, Graphic Arts, Mapping,
Machine Vision, Silicon Wafer
Manufacturing, Sound System
Design, Vehicle Scheduing and
Routing, and Real Estate.
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and natitmal laboratories and most
importantly, over 220 Independent
Software Developers (IISVs) who
market applications written with
HALO.
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designiir with the richest
environment of graphics function
the programmer with reliable and

.7e)
HALO.
Inflate posubilates n
graphics and imaging

vvell-documenited tools,. and DP
manag2rs with continuity of user
interface and database &)rnhat

Reach Far the Future
If you neec high performance
graphics development software that
provid2s amigration path to OS/2
and other future technology, follow
the incustry .eaders— call (800) 992HALO (4250.
HAL0'88 • ust $325 and includes
al device dri./ers. 23 fonts, your
choice ol one ccmpler 5inclEng,
ccmpletely new cocumentation, an
interactive tutorial and free 3110#
:ecranicd support Update from
:-IALO for $ 150.
Ask about the new HALO
?rograrnmen' Workbook wn.ch
Drovides C program examples for
HALO ' 88 applications develapers

media cybernetics
34:84 Ceorgia. Ave.
Saver Spring, MD 209110
(3(11) 495-3305, ',8J01) 992-HK-0

ballJ is aregistured trademark id Mudia Cremetics, Inc.
IBM PS/2, VC,A andeS/Zare registered trademarks of
Inbeanalimial Busine,s MaI ne,
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Message header

(a)

Schedule mailbox (on which to wait for aprocessor)

Mailbox on which the task waits (or nil if running)
MPTSKID

Task
pointer

y

1
mpmsg

mpthd

y

sched

mpbox

1

waitingfor

owns
A

A

Resource sources that
the task owns
Private mailbox (for " personal" messages)
Thread (for storing the task's state and heap)
The last three fields are maintained but not used by Mailbox Rather, they are there to suggest possible uses for the system

i

(b)

— Message header

MPMSGID

Message
pointer

Your record structure here

mpmsg

Any record structure of any size
(the message)

(c)
Message header
Waiting message count
Of negative waiting task count)
MPBOXID

Mailbox
pointer

V
mpmsg

y
mpsem

msgcnt

msgs
i

Acircular queue of messages
Semaphore (to control multiprocessor
access to the mailbox)

Figure 3: Internal representations of the (
a) tasks, (
b) messages, and (c) mailboxes
data types.

Figure 4: Mailbox "message bank. " The upper diagram is of amailbox with
messages waiting for tasks (positive count); the lower diagram is of amailbox with
tasks waiting for messages (negative count).
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must be interruptible, so the computer
can perform other possible time-critical
tasks. But a high-level scheduler may
switch into another thread that allocates
memory while your thread is doing the
same. Since memory allocation is a resource, this feature will have to wait for
MPRES. MPTHD is asimple and portable way to do context switching.
MPTSK: Task Organization
It's nice to be able to switch contexts
whenever you choose, but you may want
more. If, for instance, you reach apoint
where you have to wait for keyboard
input, which thread do you switch to? Or
if you want to send amessage to another
thread to tell it that its printout has finished, how do you pass it the message?
What if the other thread is busy?
The MPTSK cluster answers these
questions by providing ageneral-purpose
integrated scheduler and message-passing system based on mailboxes (from
which the package gets its name). Essentially, MPTSK organizes threads into a
powerful (multi)task force.
MPTSK introduces three new data
types: tasks (
mptsk), messages (mpmsg),
and mailboxes (
mpbox) (
see figure 3).
Tasks are essentially enhanced threads.
They are automatically scheduled, and
you don't need to explicitly switch between them. They can also send and receive messages.
Messages can be of any record type for
maximum flexibility. Its structure needs
only to begin with an mpmsg field (for internal message-management purposes).
Indeed, even tasks and mailboxes are
treated as messages.
Mailboxes tie tasks and messages together and make the package work. A hybrid of the queue data structure, amailbox contains either alist of messages or a
list of tasks (waiting for messages). If the
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count of items in the mailbox is positive,
it contains alist of messages; if the count
is negative, the mailbox contains alist of
tasks (see figure 4).
Tasks can either send or receive messages in amailbox. If atask sends amessage and there are no tasks waiting for it,
then the sending task adds it to the end of
the list of waiting messages; if there are
tasks waiting for it, then the sending task
gives it to the first task waiting in line.
On the other hand, if atask attempts to
receive a message from a mailbox, and
there are no messages waiting, then it
adds itself to the end of the list of waiting
tasks; if there are messages waiting, then
it takes the first message and proceeds.
As an analogy, think of amailbox as a
bank account and messages as money.
Figure 5: A mailbox scheduler example. To find anew task to run, aprocessor
Like abank account, amailbox has either
simply searches down the schedule list until it finds atask.
acredit or deficit of messages. And messages, like money, can be deposited or
withdrawn. Of course, when people
Listing 2: The mptslc_xfer( ) function contains the routines to send,
come to the bank, they must usually wait
receive, and schedule messages.
in line. Likewise, amailbox services its
tasks and messages on afirst-come, firstMPMSGID mptsk xfer(MPBOXID mpbox, MPMSGID mpmsg, BOOL block,
served basis.
MPBOXID sched) (
Although it's a simple concept, the
mpsig critsect(do ( /* disable interrupts */
mailbox, mpbox, is aremarkably versa/*SENU*/
if ( mpmsg) ( /* if sending a message */
tile structure. It's used not only for interMPTSKID mptsk;
task communication, but also for schedmptsk= mpbox_xfer(mpbox, /* queue msg XOR get task */
uling, resource management, and even
mptsk_sendside, block?mpmsg:(MPMSGID)0);
message-passing semaphores. For inif ( mptsk) ( /* a task was waiting */
stance, if you view the three messages
/* transfer message */
waiting in the printers mailbox as repmptsk mpmsg(mptsk)= mpmsg; mpmsg= 0;
resenting the computer's three printers,
/* schedule both tasks */
when atask wants aprinter, it simply rempbox_xfer(mptsk sched(mptsk),mptsk recvside,mptsk);
mpbox_xfer(mptsklmysched(),mptsk_revside,mptsk_me());
ceives a printer message from the
printer's mailbox. The message tells it
) else {
if ( block) mpmsg=0; /* message sent */
which printer to use. If no printers are
break; /* return immediately */
available, the task is queued; when a
printer becomes available, it will go to
/*RECEIVE*/
the next task in line, which will automati) else { /* if receiving a message */
cally be restarted. Since this first-in/
mpmsg= mpbox xfer(mpbox, /* get msg XOR queue task */
first-out (FIFO) ordering holds for mesmptsk_recviide, block?mptsk_me():(MPMSGID)0);
sages as well, the least recently used
if ( mpmsg) break; /* message recvd: return immediately */
if (! block) break; /* don't wait for msg: rtn at once */
printer is always chosen, ensuring that
1
the three printers are evenly used.
/*SCHEDULE*/
If you think of a processor as a re( /* schedule a new task to run */
source as well, the mailbox abstraction
MPTSKID mptsk;
makes agood scheduler. You can imagMPBOXID cursched= sched; /* use user sched list */
ine aschedule mailbox with tasks wait/* search from high to low priority until task found */
ing to " receive" aprocessor to run them.
while (!( mptsk = mpbox_xfer(cursched,mptsk_recvside,
Due to the FIFO ordering, tasks are auto(MPMSGID) O)))
cursched= mprng next(cursched);
matically processed in round-robin fash*
if ( cursched==shed) /* if end of user sched list
ion. For prioritized scheduling, atask recursched=
mptsk_topsched();
/*
use
system
list
*/
ceives apriority by assigning amailbox
in which to schedule it whenever it can be
*
mptsk mympmsg()=mpmsg; /* save msg between switches
run. You list these schedule mailboxes in
mpthd=switch(str2f1d(mptsk,mpthd));
order of priority. When aprocessor needs
mpmsg= mptsk_mympmsg(); /* return result message */
to run atask, it searches this list sequentially—it's ashort list—until it finds the
) while ( 0););
highest-priority task ( see figure 5).
return ( mpmsg):
A key advantage to mailbox multitaskcontinued
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When you want to talk computers..
ATARI COMPUTERS
65XE 64K Computer
130XE 132K Computer
520ST-FM Monochrome Syst.
1040ST Color System
SF124 Monochrome Monitor
SF1224 Color Monitor

99.99
139.00
649.00
969.00
159.00
329.00

AMIGA SOFTWARE
Mimetics
Amigen Gen Lock
New Tek Inc.
Digi-View 2.0
Digi-Paint
Sub-Logic Corp.
Flight Simulator ll
Word Perfect Corp.
Word Perfect

MS/DOS SYSTEMS

159.00
149.00
44.99

NEC APC-IV Powermate .... 2,399.00
NEC Multispeed Laptop .... 1,229.00
PC-TOO 80286 1.2MB, 512K .. 899.00
Toshiba T-1000 Laptop
799.00

39.99
199.00

MACINTOSH PRODUCTS

Atari 520
Color System

$779

Includes: 520S1- FM, 512K RAM with 31/
2" Drive
Builtln, Basic, RFMOD, Atari Mouse, and
SF- 1224 Color Monitor.

ATARI ST SOFTWARE
Access
Leaderboard Golf
Antic
CAD 30
Avant Garde
PC Ditto ( IBM Emulation)
Batteries Included
Degas Elite
DAC
Easy Accounting
Soft Logik Corp.
Publishing Partner
Timeworks
Swiftcalc/Wordwriter
VIP
Professional Gem

24.99
29.99
64.99
39.99
61.99
64.99
47.99
139.00

AMIGA SOFTWARE
Absoft
AC Basic
Aegis Development
Animator/Images
Draw Plus
Sonix
Discovery Software
Marander II
Electronic Arts
Deluxe Video 1.2
Gold Disk Software
Pagesetter wfText ed.
Micro Illusions
Dynamic Cad

139.00
89.99
149.00
49.99
31.99

$749

MULTIFUNCTION CARDS
CMS
60MB Tape Backup
Hard Drives
CMS
MacStack 43
Everex
91MB SCSI
PCPC
MacBottom HD45
Floppy Drives
Cutting Edge
800K External
Central Point
800K Floppy External
Monitors
Network Specialties
Big Top 20"
Radius
Full Page Display Plus
Two Page Display SE
Sigma Designs
Laser View Display for SE
Memory Upgrades
Dove Computer
Mac Snap 548S
Scanners
AST
Turboscan
Datacopy
730 Flatbed Scanner

$799
839.00
1499.00
1149.00
189.00
199.00
1,549.00
1,499.00
2,199.00
1,749.00
429.00
1,349.00
1,199.00

89.99

MS/DOS SYSTEMS

89.99

Ast Premium 286 & 386
Call
Compaq Deskpro and Portbls.
Call
IBM PS/2 25, 30, 50, 60, 80
Call
Leading Edge
899.00

349.00

WE SHIP 90%
OF ALL ORDERS
WITHIN 24 HOURS
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TOSHIBA
T-1000
LapTop

AST
6- Pak Plus 576 Board
Hot Shot 286 Accelerator
Hercules
Color Card
Graphics Card Plus
Intel
Inboard 386 Board
5th Generation
Logical Connection 256K
Quadram
Quad386XT 80386 PC-Upgr.
Video 7
Vega V.G.A. Adapter
Zuckerboard
Color Card w/Parallel Port

129.00
159.00
799.00
339.00
799.00
299.00
89.99

MS/DOS SOFTWARE
Ashton-Tate
d-Base Ill +
389.00
Borland
Quattro
129.00
5th Generation
Fastback Plus
84.99
Fox Software
Fox Base & Development
.219.00
IMSI
Optimouse w/dr. Halo
89.99
Logitec
Hi-Res Buss Mouse
99.00
Lotus
Lotus 1.2.3
299.00
Software Publishing
First Choice
99.99
Word Perfect Corp
Word Perfect 5.0
NEW

r.

SELECT FROM
OVER 3000
PRODUCTS

COMPUTER MAIL ORDER
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149.00
349.00

.........When you want to talk price.
PRINTERS

MONITORS

MODEMS

Amdek
Video 210A 12" Amber
89.00
Video 410 12"A/G/VV .. ( ea.) 139.00
Magnavox
7BM623 12" TTL Amber
99.00
CM8505 14" RGB/Composite 189.00
CM8515 14" RGB/Composite . 269.00
9CM053 14" EGA
379.00
NEC
GS- 1400 14" Monochr. TTL . . 21900
JC-1402 Multisync-II
599.00
Packard Bell
PB-1418F 14" Flat TTL A/G/W
(ea.) 119.00
PB-1420CG 14" Mid- Res CGA 269.00
PB-1422EG 14" Hi- Res EGA . . 369.00
PB-8426-MJ Uniscan Monitor . 399.00
Princeton Graphics
Max- 12 12" TTL Amber
149.00
Thomson
450 15" 132 col. TTL Amber . 119.00
4120 14" RGB/Composite
239.00

Anchor
6480 C64/128 1200 Baud
99.99
520 ST520/1040 1200 Baud
129.00
1200E 1200 Baud External . 129.00
Atari
44.99
XMM301 XL/XE 300 Baud
89.99
SX-212 St Modem
Avatex
1200 Hc External
94.99
189 CO
2400 External
Best Products
2400 Baud 1/2 Card w/software 149.00
Everex
Evercom 2400 Baud External . 199.00

Anchor
1200 Baud External $ 1 19

Magnavox CM 8762 ,.„,„
14" RGB/Composite eL11
DRIVES
Atari
AA314 DS/DD ST Disk
209.00
SHD204 20MB ST Hard Drive 569.00
C.LTD ( For Amiga)
C.LTD 20MB ( A2000)
769.00
C.LTD 33MB ( A2000)
879.00
C.LTD 44MB ( A2000)
1099.00
C.LTD 50MB ( A2000)
1139.00
C.LTD A500 SCSI Controller . 179.00
Indus
GT Disk Drive Atari XL/XE. . 189.00
GTS-100 ST Drive
189.00
Racore
Jr. Expansion Chassis
299.00
Seagate Technologies
ST- 225 20MB Drive
249.00
Supra
Atari ST 20MB Hard Drive
559.00
Amiga 2000 20MB Hard/Drive . 629.00

Hayes
Smartmodem 300
149.00
Smartmodem 1200
279.00
Packard Bell
1200 External
89.99
2400 External
169.00
Practical Peripherals
Complete Telecom Package . . 79.99
2400 Baud Stand- Alone
189.30
Supra
2400AT 2400 Baud Atari
169.00
U.S. Robotics
Direct 1200 Baud Internal
99.00
Direct 2400 Baud External. . 199.00

Maxwell
MD1-M SS/DD 51
4 "
/
MD2-DM DS/DD 51/
4"
MF1-DDM SS/DD 31/
2"
MF2-DDM DS/DD 31/
2"
MC- 6000 DC-600 Tape
Sony
MD1D SS/DD 51/
2"
MD2D DS/DD 51/
2"
MFD-1DD SS/DD 31/
2"
MFD-2DD DS/DD 31/
2"

Atari
1020 XL/XE Plotter
XDM-121 Letter Quality XL-XE
XM-M801 XL-XE Dot Matrix ..
XM-M804 ST Dot Matrix
Brother
M-1409 180cps Dot Matrix ..
M-1509 180cps, 132 col.
Citizen
HR-20 22cps Daisywheel
120D 120cps Dot Matrix
Premier-35 35cps Daisywheel
C.Itoh
315- XP Epson/IBM 132 col
Epson
LX-800 150 cps, 80 col
FX-286E 240 cps, 132 col
LO- 500 180 cps, 24-wire
LQ-850 330 cps, 80 col
LQ-1050 330 cps, 24-wire
Hi-80 4 Pen Plotter
Hewlett-Packard
2225A Thinkjet
NEC
P2200 Pinwriter 24-wire
P660 Pinwriter 24-wire
P760 Pinwriter 132 col
Okidata
Okimate 20 color printer
ML- 182 120 cps 80 col
ML-320 300 cps, 80 col
ML-390 24 wire, 270 cps

Epson FX-86e
240 cps, 80 col.
8 49
9 49
12.49
18 49
23 99
699
7 99
11 99
16.99

Panasonic
KX-P1080i 144 cps, 80 col
KX-P1091i 194 cps, 80 col..
KX-P1092i 240 cps, 80 col..
Star Micronics
NX-1000 140 cps, 80 col
NX-1000C C64/128 Interface
NX-15 120 cps, 132 col
Toshiba
P321- SL 216 cps, 24-wire
P351-SX 300 cps, 24-wire

35.99
209.00
199.00
189.00
309.00
389.00
369.00
149.00
479.00
549.00
179.00
Call
Call
Call
Call
279.00
369.00
379.00
459.00
679.00
129.00
229.00
379.00
519.00

$31 9
189.00
209.00
339.00
179.00
179.00
319.00
499.00
999.00

In the U.S.A. and in Canada

Call toll-free: 1-800-233-8950
Outside the U.S.A. call 717-327-9575, Fax 717-327-1217
Educational, Governmental and Corporate Organizations call toll-free 1-800-221-4283
CMO, 101 Reighard Ave., Dept. Al, Williamsport, PA 17701
POLICY: Add 3% ( minimum $ 7.00) shipping and handling. Larger shipments may require additional charges. Personal and company checks require 3weeks
to clear. For faster delivery, use your credit card or send cashier's check or bank money order, credit ..«: ards are not charged until we ship. Pennsylvania residents
add 6% sales tax. All prices are U.S.A. prices and are subject to change, and all items are subject to availability. Defective software will be replaced with the
same item only. Hardware will be replaced or repaired at our discretion within the terms and limits of the manufacturer's warranty. We cannot guarantee compatibility. All sales are final and returned shipments are subject to a restocking fee. We are not responsible for typographic or photographic errors.
A107

Circle 63 on Reader Service Card
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Message header
Ring of all the sources of the resource (optional; for locating resources)
MPSORID

Source
(of aresource)
pointer

?
mpmsg

mptsk

mpres

fioi— Resource ID and characteristics

t

1 è

Details particular to this source of the resource

Task (if any) that owns this source of the resource
Figure 6: Internal representation of asource (of aresource) data type.

Listing 3: The one-argument thread-initialization routine. Notice how the
resource is claimed before allocating memory and released afterward.
MPTHDID mpthd_create(MPTHDFN mpthdfn)
int mydeftasksize= mpthd_mydef(mpdef_tasksize,int);
MPTHDID mpthd;
/*

claim memory resource */

mpres take(mpres_memory);
mpthdl ( MPTHDID)malloc(mydeftasksize);
/* release memory resource */
mpres_give(mpres_memory);
if ( mpthd) mpthd_init(mpthd,mydeftasksize,mpthdfn);
return ( mpthd)

Listing 4: This Turbo C code will enable preemptive multitasking in
Mailbox.
void
void

interrupt (* mpsig oldclocktick) ();
interrupt
mpsigIclocktick()
mpsig_oldclocktick();
mptsk_yield();

/*

interrupt

Ox08

on

IBM PC */

#define MPSIG CLOCKTICK ( 0x08)
void mpres_seup()

mpsig_oldclocktick= getvect(MPSIG CLOCKTICK);
setvect(MPSIG_CLOCKTICK,mpsig_ciocktick);

ing is speed. Many multitasking systems
have a single kernel task that schedules
all processes and manages all resources.
To switch between tasks, or even to send
amessage, requires at least two context
switches (into and out of the kernel).
Mailbox requires, at most, one context
switch— sometimes none—to send amessage, and only one to switch between
tasks. This is because it does these kernel
268
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functions simply and within the current
task. Mailbox achieves this efficiency at
the cost of some intertask protection, an
acceptable price since all the memory is
shared anyway.
Also, multitasking systems usually let
only one processor execute inside the
kernel at once. Thus, the kernel scheduler itself becomes the bottleneck as you
add more processors. For this reason, it

is unusual to find a shared- memory
machine with more than half a dozen
processors.
A mailbox can likewise be opened by
only one processor. However, aprocessor can open only one mailbox at a
time—and then only momentarily. More
important, mailbox multitasking distributes message passing and scheduling between multiple mailboxes. Although its
scheduling algorithm is simple, Mailbox
is fast and potentially independent of the
number of processors. For this reason,
Mailbox should be able to make good use
of multiprocessing machines.
An apparent disadvantage of mailbox
multitasking is that it doesn't come with
functions that allow one task to force another to stop or suspend, afeature common in other multitaskers. But this is because Mailbox has been designed to also
work in multiprocessor environments,
where the scheduler can't automatically
assume that other tasks are suspended
while it executes atask. Although Idon't
have amultiprocessor machine at my disposal, Idesigned Mailbox to take advantage of multiprocessing environments
when they become available, and to better understand the issues involved in real
concurrent environments.
Actually, Mailbox is easily extended
to support sophisticated task-control operations due to its uniformity. Everything, even scheduling, works by sending and receiving messages. More
sophisticated operations follow logically and don't need to be tailored. For example, to yield the current task so other
tasks can run ( useful when polling
some condition), the task merely attempts to " receive" a processor " resource" from its schedule mailbox. It's
also possible for atask to specify which
tasks (which schedule list) it wants to
yield to. Thus, when optimizing performance, a task can implement its own
scheduler and " break" the strict priority
scheduling. Or, for modular program-

IN DEPTH
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ming, it can duplicate (i.e., a task can
multitask itself).
Even the send and receive " primitives" are special instances of ageneral
mptsic_xfer( ) function (see listing 2),
with flexibility similar to that of
mpthd_sw itch( ). Since all task switching and message passing go through this
single function interface, any sort of performance monitoring, message monitoring, or task control is possible simply by
patching the desired instructions into the
mptsk_xfer( ) function. Instead of being big and complicated with every possible feature included, Mailbox has been
kept simple so you can tailor it to your
own needs.
MPTSK implements prioritized multiprocessor scheduling and simple " mailbox" message passing based on threads.
It introduces the message, task, and mailbox data types, and asimple set of operations with which you can build many sophisticated scheduling, communication,
and monitoring environments. Still, the
MPTSK layer only takes into account the
tasks' interaction among themselves, not
with the outside world. If two or more
tasks want to use the same resource at the
same time, you will need the final layer,
MPRES, to share resources.

MPRES: Resource Management
The MPRES layer is best viewed as an
open-ended extension of the MPTSK environment. Unfortunately, only basic resource management (regulated access)
can be defined in a portable fashion

ailbox
has been kept simple
so you can tailor it
to your own needs.

(short of writing an entire operating system). Although all machines have processors and memory, they vary widely in
what devices they have. MPRES contains support for adefault set of resource
types. For other devices, it shows how
you can build resource managers tailored
to your environment.
MPRES introduces the resource and
source data types. The resource is merely

IBM PC Interrupt-vector table
Interrupt

number

Hardware

0x08:
Ox09:

Software

Handler address

IBM PC ROM BIOS
BIOS routines
Clock tick
Keystroke

•
0x14:
0x15:
0x16:
0x17:

Patch routines

amailbox data type, used for storing the
available sources of the resource as messages. The source data type is amessage
with two extra fields. The first specifies
the task that owns the source (
NIL if
none), and the second is adouble-pointer
structure (the same as the mpmsg header)
that keeps all the sources of aresource in
a ring ( see figure 6). You can take
(mpres_take ( )) and give or release
(mpres_recv()) a source of a resource
(these routines are implemented with
mptsk_send() and mptsk_reev()).
MPRES also provides operations to initialize—and to deinitialize—a resource of
aparticular type.
These two fields in the source data
type allow you to locate all sources—and
users—of aresource. This feature could
be useful for reclaiming resources from
crashed or discourteous tasks, although
it's not currently taken advantage of.
By incorporating the knowledge
gained from the wait ingfor and owns
fields of tasks (see figure 3a), it's also
possible to detect deadlock (a cycle of
tasks waiting endlessly for each other)
before it occurs. When atask is about to
be suspended to wait for a resource, it
first checks if any other tasks that have
continued

Read/write serial ports
Read/write cassette
Read keyboard
Write printer

Call BIOS routine
Send message to
key_ready mailbox

Receive key ready
message (if any)
Call BIOS routine

key_ready mailbox:

Figure 7: Intercepting interrupts (advanced optimizations). To prevent tasks from wasting processor time waiting for
keystrokes, you can intercept the IBM PC's BIOS interrupt routines to check and signal when akeystroke has occurred. Since you
can call Mailbox's send and receive primitives within interrupts, many such schedule optimizations are possible without
rewriting the scheduler.
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AFew Rules of Thumb for Concurrent Processing
1. Divide problems into modular tasks, units of highly coupled data
and control.
2. Know the order in which things must happen, and the order in which they could be
allowed to happen.
3. Know which objects are shared, and which objects are local.
4. Synchronize access to all shared objects.
5. Know the unit of transaction, what operations should be atomic, and when they should
commit.
Note: Modular and object-oriented programming styles are also helpful for reasoning about concurrent systems.

the resource are already waiting for it.
(Since this check potentially involves a
great deal of searching for every access to
a resource, it's not implemented, but it
could be if deadlock is a serious problem.) You should be wary, however, of
the base case of deadlock, where atask
requests aresource that it already has.
The MPRES layer also defines afew
general resources, the most universal of
which is mpres_memory. With memorycontention management, you can finally
write a one-argument thread-initialization routine ( see mpthd_create ( ) in listing 3). Notice how the memory resource
must be claimed and released around the
standard malloc memory- allocation
call. This ensures that no other task can
allocate memory at the same time. Likewise, protection must be provided around
free, the memory-deallocation call, and
other memory management calls.
In general, every C function that accesses resources must be executed within
an appropriate resource lock. This is true
for any concurrent system. To make the
job easier, the MPRES package defines a
macro, mpres_critsect, which takes as
arguments a resource and a block of
code. The macro claims the resource, executes the code, and then frees the resource before exiting.
MPRES also duplicates many of the
common C function calls with this extra
locking added (e.g., mpres_rnalloc ( )).
Operations such as malloc ( ) , which are
completed in a single transaction, are
well suited for this. In contrast, operations such as pr int f,which usually require several calls (" or the," " Hello,"
"output may not stick," " Goodbye,"
"together") are best locked explicitly by
the caller. Explicit locking is also necessary when calling library functions that
use resources and are unaware they are
executing in aconcurrent environment.
One way to simplify the complexities
of having to lock and unlock resources is
to assume a single-processor environment, which is often the case, and to have
tasks yield control explicitly only when
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they're not holding any resources. This
may be an acceptable compromise in many
circumstances, and Mailbox allows for
this style of programming.
MPRES also provides three levels of
I/O locking granularity. On the highstream level are the standard streams:
mpres_stdin, mpres_stdout, and
mpres_stderr. On the middle-component level are standard operating-system
components: mpres_filesystem,
mpres_network, mpres_terminalin,
and mpres_terminalout. And on the
low-device level are the standard devices:
mpres_harddisk, mpres_floppydisk,
mpres_modem, mpres_printer, mpres_
parallel, and mpres_ser Jai. Locking
at alower granularity level allows for a
higher degree of concurrency at acost of
complexity and portability. These locking levels are likely to be incomplete and
to overlap; they are merely suggested
names for resources and their locks. It is
up to you to tailor the locking appropriate
to your environment and task.
One optimization you may want is to
tap into the power of the hardware and
operating-system interrupts. Both the
MPTHD and MPTSK layers have been
carefully designed so you can also call
their functions from interrupt handlers
with no modifications. For example, if
you add the Turbo C code in listing 4, the
package becomes a preemptive multitasker. Now, 18.2 times a second (the
frequency of the IBM PC clock), the current task will yield if another task is waiting to run. You can achieve asimilar effect in Unix by using the alarm signal.
Putting Idle Time to Work
In general, you can tailor Mailbox to take
advantage of almost any interrupt-driven
resource. For example, personal computers waste most of their processing
power waiting for keystrokes.
Suppose you wanted to suspend tasks
waiting for keyboard I/O, without modifying the standard functions, like
scare ), which might access the keyboard. On the IBM PC, the keyboard is

typically read through aROM BIOS software interrupt. The keyboard also generates ahardware interrupt each time akey
is pressed. By intercepting requests to read
the keyboard and signaling when akey is
available (see figure 7), you can put this
idle time to more productive uses—like
saving the data you're working on.
You can use a similar trick in Unix
with signal ( 3C) and fcnt1(2). The
calling task must explicitly wait for a
mailbox, associated with a particular
stream, if an I/O operation exists on the
stream EWOULDBLOCK; in turn, a signal
handler for SIGIO would restart the task
by sending it amessage that the stream
was ready. Likewise, you could make optimizations for the other computer
resources.
Resource management is a difficult
issue. Since computer devices differ and
most languages have several wired-in I/O
calls, portable resource management is
nearly impossible, short of writing another operating system. Mailbox provides portable processor (preemptive
multitasking) and memory (dynamic allocation) resource management, and contention management for many standard
resources. Beyond this, Iencourage you
to tailor Mailbox to your own particular
resource needs.
Thinking Concurrently
Concurrency buys you modularization,
the ability to divide your programs into
their logical " tasks"—in the full sense of
the word. It also buys performance. But
the price is high. You must face complex
issues of managing resources and ensuring data integrity. You must learn to
think concurrently. A few rules of thumb
are given in the textbox above.
A major problem with concurrent systems, especially distributed systems, is
"getting them right." The concurrency
issues introduced here are just the tip of
the iceberg. No language extension can
provide acomplete solution. We need to
write new operating systems to take real
advantage of concurrency; Microsoft's
OS/2 is just the beginning. Nevertheless,
Mailbox allows you to explore multitasking and learn to appreciate the pros and
cons of concurrent processing. •
Editor's note: The source code listing for
the Mailbox package is available in avariety off ormats. See page 3for details.
Michael Benjamin Parker is a computer
science major at MIT. Mailbox is part of
his larger research project, SHARE, a
distributed shared-information operating
system for personal computers.

HypertExpert Systems

...something totally new from Knowledge Garden
HYPERTEXT
Hypertext lets you link related concepts, logic
or procedures. It adds awhole new dimension to
written material like training manuals, help systems
and reference works. Hypertext allows users to
access information in anon-linear fashion by following atrain of thought. Hypertext lets the reader
control the level of detail and the type of information
displayed. But that's just one side of the coin.

EXPERT SYSTEMS
The other key ingredient to real exchange of knowledge via the computer is control by the author.
That's why integration of hypertext and expert
systems is such abreakthrough — it lets communication take place between teacher and pupil, author
and reader, expert and novice. It lets each side
REACT to what the other says.

eloent environment, fro
Announcing KnowledgePro,' a new
Knowledge Garden. It inte
to create the world's
ou have seen before.
unlike anyth .

KNOWLEDGE PROCESSOR
The age of packaged knowledge is upon us.
PC's now have the power to manipulate, store
and retrieve knowledge using KnowledgePro,
and
KnowledgePro is the fst s em to provide an
edium for the corneffective, simple and aes eti
munication of knowledge in d
Big corporations can o onstruct expert
y and without
systems for internal use
Is can author
expensive Al training. Ind
• ucational use.
knowledge bases for commerci

KNOWLEDGEPRO
KnowledgePro is atotally new development environment created by Bev and Bill Thompson. It costs
$495 plus $5 shipping and handling and runs
on IBM PC, XT, AT or PS/2 with 512k memory.
KnowledgePro is not copy-protected and there are
no run-time fees. Aworking demonstration disk is
available for $30 with full credit towards purchase
of KnowledgePro. Call tod
copy.
\

TO ORDER
A LANGUAGE FOR
EXPERTS
KnowledgePro is for experts because it
provides awide variety of structures to
work with. It has many advanced features,
like inference, list processing, topics,
procedural control and inheritance. You
can write new procedures in other languages and interface to other programs.
You can read DBASE Ill and LOTUS 123
data directly into the knowledge base.

A TOOL FOR
BEGINNERS
KnowledgePro let's you communicate
knowledge, easily and without spending
weeks on the details. KnowledgePro
handles the details for you. It provides
easy access to colors, windows and
mouse control. It's been called the BASIC
of the 80's because anyone can get
results quickly — and then grow into more
sophisticated features at their own pace.

Call 518-766-3000 (American Express,
Visa, M/C accepted) or mail yo
a
today.
ChecK
Knowledge Garden Mc.
473A Malden Bridge Rd.
Nassau, NY 12123
The run-time y ion of KnowledgePro
is free on th electronic networks or
$15 from nowledge Garden complete
with u ul example applications.

Published by

Mai I
MM
Know edge
GARDENInc.

Another intelligent
tool in the
Knowledge Garden
family of products.

IBM is aregistered trademark of International Business Machines Inc. KnowledgePro is atrademark of Knowledge Garden Inc
DBASE Ill is atrademark of Ashton Tate. LOTUS 123 is aregistered trademark of Lotus Development Corp.
Photo: Tcherevkoff
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Take any 3books for
only Wm each

UNDERSTANDING & USING
dBASE Ill® PLUS. By R. Krumm. 674
pp., illus.. softbound. Widely regarded as the most comprehensive
one-volume reference on the subject,
it covers everything from basic concepts to advanced programming
techniques.
583940-7
Pub. Pr., $22.95
UNIX UTILITIES. By R.S. Tare. 352
pp., illus., softbound. This practical
manual shows how to make the best
use of UNIX utilities. It covers more
utilities than any other book of its kind
and provides numerous examples of
real applications.
628/84X
Pub. Pr., $24.95

VSAM: Performance, Design,
and Pine Tuning. By J. Ranade.
280 pp., illus. Find out how to adapt
VSAM to your particular needs and
cut processing time in half! This new
work by an authority on VSAM provides the detailed, hands-on assistance you need to design and
implement efficient systems.
583963-6
Pub. Pt, $34.95
TURBO PASCAL PROGRAMMER'S
LIBRARY. By K. Jamsa and S. Nameroff. 495 pp., illus., softbound. An
outstanding and varied collection of
more than 200 routines that you can
quickly key into any computer that
runs under PC- DOS. Includes some
vital math functions not provided in
Turbo Pascal's standard package.
583762-5
Pub. Pr., $ 18.95

ANALYSIS, DESIGN, & IMPLEMENTATION OF DATA DICTIONARIES. By K.S. Braithwaite. 256 pp.,
40 illus. Data dictionaries are becoming increasingly important tools for
managing and tracking data within an
organization. This practical volume
will help you integrate data dictionaries into any information processing
environment.
072/485
Pub. Pr., $39.95
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when you join
BYTE Book Club
Values up to $59.95
•Your one source for computer books from over
100 different publishers
•the latest and best information in your field
•discounts of up to 40% off publishers' list prices
A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO AI
AND EXPERT SYSTEMS: Turbo
Pascal Edition. By R.I. Levine, D.E.
Drang, and B. Edelson. 256 pp., 99
illus. A must for everyone who wants
to understand and utilize artificial intelligence for commercial, military,
scientific, or educational applications.
Itb all in clear, simple language with
many illustrations and sample
programs.
374/708
Pub. Pr., $22.95
32-BIT MICROPROCESSORS. Edited
by H. J. Mitchell. 248 pp., 104 illus, and
tables. A comprehensive survey of the
powerful new microprocessors for large,
technically complex projects. Coverage includes: AT&T's WE32100, Inmos'
1414 and 1424, Intel's 80386, Motorola's 68020, and Zilog's Z80000.
425/85X
Pub. Pr., $45.00
CIARCIA'S CIRCUIT CELLAR, Volume VI. By S. Ciarcia. 224 pp., 75
illus., softbound. More marvelous
projects from the incomparable Ciarcia! This new volume contains easyto-follow plans for a home security
system, a serial Eprom programmer,
a turnkey bulletin board, an audioand-video multiplexer, plus 10 more
projects.
109/680
Pub. Pr., $19.95

PROGRAMMER'S CHALLENGE: 50
Challenging Problems to Test
Your Programming Skills. By S.
Chen. 464 pp. If you enjoy testing your
programming skills, then you'll enjoy
solving these 50 challenging problems. Solutions are provided in
BASIC, Pascal, and C with full explanations and test data.
583883-4
Pub. Pr., $29.95

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
USING C: The C Programmer's
Guide to AI Techniques. By H.
Schildt. 412 pp., 37 illus., softbound.
This hands-on guide shows you how
to create your own Al applications and
systems using C. After an introductory overview it provides coverage of
expert systems, logic, natural language processing, machine learning,
pattern recognition, and more, with
ready- to- run programs illustrating
each topic.
881255-0
Pub. Pr, $21.95

PROGRAMMING USING THE C
LANGUAGE. By R.C. Hutchison and
S.B. Just. 5/9 pp., illus. Whether you
want to understand programs in C
written by others, or write better C
programs of your own, this practical,
authoritative book gives you the tools
and guidance you need. Coverage
includes program organization, sorting algorithms, recursion, linked lists,
and more — with many sample
programs.
315/418
Pub. Pr., $28.95

RUNNING US-DOWD. By V. Wolverton 2nd Ed., 423 pp., 40 illus. Now
updated to cover all versions of MSDOS through 3.1. You'll see exactly how
to manage files and diskettes, manipulate display, printer, and telecommunications devices, create your own
commands and menus, set up a network to connect several PCs, and much
more.
583694-7
Pub. Pr., $34.95

HARD DISK MANAGEMENT with
MS-DOS and PC- DOS. By D.
Gookin and A. Townsend. 307 pp.,
illus. Shows you how to make the best
use of your hard disk for all types of
programs, with an emphasis on organization, data security, and enhancing
performance. Easy enough for
novices, yet sophisticated enough for
power users, it's packed with helpful
hints, proven shortcuts, and clear
explanations.
583954-7
Pub. Pr., $26.95

dBASE COMPILERS. By K. Knecht.
276 pp. Gives you athorough understanding and comparison of the four
major dBase Ill Plus compilers: ClipPer, Quicksilver, OB Ill Compiler, and
Foxbase +. A sample application is
used to describe the compilation and
linking process for each compiler.
584576-8
Pub. Pr., $18.95

TRICKS OF THE UNIX MASTERS.
By R.G. Sage. pp. illus. Many of
UNIX's most interesting features have
virtually been kept secret from users
— until now! This master guide goes
beyond the basics to show you the
shortcuts, tools, tips, and tricks it
could take years to discover on your
own.
584637-3
Pub. Pt, $22.95

ADVANCED UNIX: A PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE. By S. Prata
583829-X
Pub. Pr., $ 17.95
PROGRAMMING WITH TURBO
PASCAL. By D. Carroll
852908-5
Pub. Pr., $39.95

COMPILERS
A Programmer's Resource Book

THE HANDBOOK OF DATA COMMUNICATION AND COMPUTER
NETWORKS. By D. N. Chorafas
583713-7B
Pub. Pr., $59.95
(Counts as 2of your 3books)

HIGH-SPEED ANIMATION & SIMULATION FOR MICROCOMPUTERS. By L. Adams
583855-9
Pub Pr S19 95
DATABASE MACHINES & DATABASE MANAGEMENT. By E
Ozkarahan
583770-6B
Pub. Pr., $52.33
(Counts as 2of your 3books)

DEBUGGING TECHNIQUES FOR
IBM PC BASIC. By J R Corsi & W F
Hills
583693-9
Pub Pr , $ 17 95

PRINCIPLES OF PARALLEL AND
MULTI- PROCESSING. By G R
Desrochers
165,793
Pub. Pr.. $49.50
(Counts as 2of your 3books)

CIARCIA'S CIRCUIT CELLAR, Volume V. By S. Ciarcia
109 672
Pub Pr • 521 95
HANDBOOK OF SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE. By G. Pankh
583639-4
Pub. Pr., $35.95

GETTING THE MOST FROM UTILITIES ON THE IBM PC. By R Krumm
583790-0
Pub. Pr., $ 19.95

THE C PRIMER, 2nd Ed. By L. Hancock & M. Krieger
259 95X
Pub. Pr., $22.95

THE ADA PRIMER. By P. I. Johnson
326 266
Pub. Pr., $17.95
DATA PROCESSING PROJECT
MANAGEMENT. By A. O. Awani
583721-8
Pub. Pr., $29.95
68000, 68010, 68020 PRIMER. By
S. Kelly- Bootle & B. Fowler
583802-8
Pub. Pr., $21.95
THE DATABASE EXPERT'S GUIDE
TO SQL. By FLusardi
390 061
Pub. Pr., $39.95
PRINCIPLES OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND EXPERT SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT. By D.W.
Rolston
536 147
Pub. Pr., $39.95
HOW TO WRITE COMPUTER DOCUMENTATION FOR USERS, 2nd
Ed. By S.J. Grimm
583783-8
Pub. Pr.. $29.95
DATA STRUCTURES USING PASCAL, 2nd Ed. By A. M. Tenenbaum &
M. J. Augenstein
583738-2
Pub. Pr., $42.67

DATA TYPES AND DATA STRUCTURES. By J. J Marlin
583689-0
Pub Pr ,$44.67

Any 3books for $ 1.00 each ... if you join now
and agree to purchase three more books - at
handsome discounts - during your first
year of membership.
ADVANCED TURBO PASCAL: PROGRAMMING AND TECHNIQUES.
By H. Schildt.
583761-7
Pub. Pr., $ 18.95
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING: A
PRACTITIONER'S APPROACH. By
R S Pressman
507 83XB
Pub. Pr., $47 95
(Counts as 2 of your 4books)
68000 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
PROGRAMMING, 2nd Ed. By L.
Leventhal; D. Hawkins; G. Kane & W.
Cramer
583817-6
Pub. Pr., $28.95
MICROPROCESSOR
SYSTEM
DESIGN CONCEPTS. By N. A. Alexandrichs
583313-1
Pub. Pr., $37.95

MICROCOMPUTER LANS: Network Design and Implementation. By M.F Hordeski
584580-6
Pub. Pr., $26.95

RECOMMENDED
DIAGRAMMING STANDARDS. By J. Martin
583597-5
Pub. Pr., $45.00
(Counts as 2of your 3 books)

OPERATING SYSTEMS. By M.
Milenkovic
419 205
Pub. Pr., $40.95

FILE ORGANIZATION FOR
DATABASE DESIGN. By G
Wiederhold.
701 334
Pub. Pr., $40.95

USER GUIDE TO FOCUS. By R. P.
Lipton
380 066
Pub. Pr., $22.95

USING TURBO C. By H Schildt
881279-8
Pub. Pr., $19.95

TROUBLESHOOTING AND REPAIRING THE NEW PERSONAL
COMPUTERS. By A. Margolis.
583871-0
Pub. Pr., $17.95

More Books to Choose from
FOILING THE SYSTEM BREAKERS:
COMPUTER
SECURITY
AND
ACCESS CONTROL. By J. Lobel
383 57X
Pub. Pr., $37.50
IMS ( DLit) DATABASE ORGANIZATION AND PERFORMANCE. By
G. Hubbard
583840-0
Pub Pr. $32.95
HOW TO BE A SUCCESSFUL COMPUTER CONSULTANT. By A. R.
Simon
572 968
Pub. Pr., $19.95

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF
COMPILER WRITING. By J. P.
Tremblay & P. G. Sorenson
651,612B
Pub. Pr., $46.95
(Counts as 2of your 3books)

INTRODUCING PC- DOS AND MSDOS: A GUIDE FOR BEGINNING &
ADVANCED USERS. By T. Sheldon
565 597

Pub. Pr., $ 24.95

APPLYING EXPERT SYSTEMS IN
BUSINESS. By D. N. Chorafas
108 803
Pub. Pr., $31.95
STRUCTURED COBOL: A STEP BY
STEP APPROACH. By C R Litecky
and G.B. Davis.
157/88X
Pub Pr S30 95
TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND
DATA COMMUNICATIONS FACTBOOK. By J. Abbatiello and R.Sarch
606965-6
Pub. Pr.. $39.95
DESIGN OF DISTRIBUTED OPERATING SYSTEMS. By P. J. Fortier
216:215
Pub. Pr., $42.95
dBASE Ill PLUS' AND LOCAL
AREA NETWORKS. By W. Bates and
A. G. Fortino
583751-X
Pub. Pr., $24.95
HANDS- ON- BASIC: FOR THE IBM
PERSONAL COMPUTER. By H
Peckham
491'78X
Pub Pr S26 95

Here's how Byte Book Club works to serve you:
• Important information... we make it easy to get! Today, professionals
who perform best are those who are best informed. For reliable, hands-on
information, turn to the Byte Book Club. Every 3 or 4 weeks ( 12-15 times a
year), members receive the Club Bulletin offering more than 30 books - the
best, newest, most important books from all publishers.
• Dependable service.. we're hereto help! Whether you want information
about abook or have aquestion about your membership, just call us toll-free or
drop us aline. To get only the books you want, make your choice on the Reply
Card and return it by the date specified. If you want the Main Selection, do
nothing - it will be sent to you automatically. ( A small shipping and handling
charge is added to each shipment.)
• Club convenience...we do the work! You get awide choice of books that

simply cannot be matched by any bookstore. And all your books are
conveniently delivered right to your door. You also et 10 full days to decide
whether you want the Main Selection. ( If the Club Bulletin ever comes late and
you receive aMain Selection you don't want, return it for credit at our expense.)
• Substantial savings.., and a bonus program too! You enjoy substantial
discounts - up to 40%! - on every book you buy. Plus, you're automatically
eligible for our Bonus Book Plan which allows you savings up to 70% on awide
selection of books.
• Easy membership terms ... it's worthwhUe to belong! Your only
obligation is to purchase 3more books - at handsome discounts - during the
next 12 months, after which you enjoy the benefits of membership with no
further obligation. You or the Club may cancel membership anytime thereafter.

Fill out the card and mail today! If the card is missing, write to:

BYTE BOOK CLUB;

P.O. Box 582, Hightstown, New Jersey 08520-9959

For faster service in enrolling, call l-800-2-MCGRAW
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IN

DEPTH

MULTITASKING

Resource Guide
Amiga Exec 2000 $ 1995
Multitasking operating system;
runs on the Amiga.
Commodore
Business Machines, Inc.
1200 Wilson Dr.
West Chester, PA 19380
(215) 436-4200
Inquiry 955.

DESQview 2.0 $ 129.95
Concurrent environment; runs on
80386-based machines, IBM PC,
XT, AT, PS/2, and compatibles.
Quarterdeck Office Systems
150 Pico Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90405
(213) 392-9701
Inquiry 959.

A/UX
Multitasking Unix operating
system; runs on the Mac.

MacScheme + Toolsmith $395
Concurrent programming
environment; runs on the Mac.

Macintosh Toolbox
Windowing system; runs on the
Mac.

Semantic Microsystems
4470 Southwest Hall, Suite 340
Beaverton, OR 97005
(503) 643-4539
Inquiry 960.

MultiFinder $49
Multitasking operating system;
runs on the Mac.
Apple Programmers and
Developers Association
290 Southwest 43rd St.
Renton, WA 98055
(206) 251-6548
Inquiry 956.
Concurrent DOS 386
Three-user
$395
Ten-user
$495
Multitasking operating system;
runs on 80386-based machines.
Concurrent DOS XM 6.0
Three-user
$295
Six-user
$395
Multitasking operating system;
runs on IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2,
and compatibles.
FlexOS 286
$ 1995
Multitasking operating system;
runs on 80286-based machines.
FlexOS 386
$2995
Multitasking operating system;
runs on 80386-based machines.
Digital Research, Inc.
70 Garden Court
P.O. Box DR!
Monterey, CA 93942
(800) 443-4200
Inquiry 957.
Ctask
Public domain
Multitasking operating system;
runs on IBM PC, X7', AT, and
compatibles.

Mailbox 1.0... $35 (shareware)
Multitasking programming
environment; user-portable to
IBM, DEC, Apple; user-portable
to MS-DOS or Unix.
Michael B. Parker
BIX
Inquiry 961.
Merge 386
Two-user with Unix
$795
Unlimited with Unix
$1595
Multitasking operating system;
runs on IBM PC, XT, AT, and
compatibles.
Locus Computing Corp.
3330 Ocean Park Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90405
(213) 452-2435
Inquiry 962.
NeWS
Windowing system; runs on the
IBM PC.
Sun Microsystems, Inc.
2550 Garcia Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 960-1300
Inquiry 963.
OS/2
Multitasking operating system;
runs on the IBM PS/2s.
Windows 2.03
$99
Windowing system; runs on IBM PC,
XT, AT, PS/2, and compatibles.

Tom Wagner
BIX (" twagner")
Inquiry 958.

Windows/386 $ 195
Multitasking environment; runs
on 80386-based machines under
MS-DOS.

DESQview 1.3 $99.95
Windowing system; runs on IBM
PC, XT, AT, and compatibles.

Microsoft Corp.
16011 Northeast 36th Way
P.O. Box 97017
Redmond, WA 98073
(206) 882-8080
Inquiry 964.
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PC-MOS/386 $ 195
Multitasking operating system;
runs on 80386-based machines.
The Software Link
3577 Parkway Lane
Atlanta, GA 30092
(404) 448-5465
Inquiry 965.
QNX
$450
Multitasking operating system;
runs on IBM PC, AT, PS/2, and
compatibles.
Quantum Software Systems, Ltd.
Kanata South Business Park
175 Terrence Matthews Crescent
Kanata, Ontario, Canada
IC2M 1W8
(613) 591-0931
Inquiry 966.
RM/FORTRAN with
RM/Forte
$595
Multiwindow programming
environment; runs on IBM PC, XT,
AT, and compatibles.
Austec, Inc.
609 Deep Valley Dr.
Rolling Hills Estates, CA 90274
(213) 541-4828
Inquiry 967.
SCO Xenix 386 2.2 $695
Multitasking operating system;
runs on 80386-based machines.
VP/ix
Two-user
$495
Three-user
$995
Multitasking operating system;
runs on IBM PC, KT, AT, and
compatibles.
The Santa Cruz Operation, Inc.
P.O. Box 1900
Santa Cruz, CA 95061
(800) 626-8649
Inquiry 968.
SideKick Plus
$ 199
Desktop manager; runs on IBM PC,
PC, XT, AT, PS/2, and compatibles.
Borland International, Inc.
4585 Scotts Valley Dr.
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-84.00
Inquiry 969.

TimeSlicer 5.0
$295
Multitasking environment; runs
on IBM PC, AT, and compatibles
with MS-DOS.
Lifeboat Associates
55 South Broadway
Tarrytown, NY 10591
(800) 847-7078
Inquiry 971.
TopView
$ 175
Windowing system; runs on IBM
PC, XT, Portable, AT, and
compatibles.
IBM Corp.
113 Westchester Ave.
White Plains, NY 10604
(800) 447-4700
Inquiry 972.
Unix
Multitasking operating system;
runs on 80386-based machines.
AT&T Information Systems
100 Southgate Pkwy.
Morristown, NJ 07960
(800) 247-1212
Inquiry 973.
VM/386
$245
Multitasking operating system;
runs on 80386-based machines.
Intelligent Graphics Corp.
4800 Great America Pkwy.
Suite 200
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408) 986-8373
Inquiry 974.
Wendin-DOS 2.14 $99
Multitasking operating system;
runs on IBM PC, X7', AT, and
compatibles.
Wendin's Operating
System Toolbox $99
Multitasking environment; runs
on IBM PC, X7', AT, and
compatibles.
Wendin, Inc.
P.O. Box 3888
Spokane, WA 99220
(509) 624-8088
Inquiry 975.

Tele (Kernel) $50
Multitasking programming
environment and operating system;
runs on IBM PC and compatibles.
M8t T Books
501 Galveston Dr.
Redwood City, CA 94063
(800) 533-4372; in California,
(415) 366-3600
Inquiry 970.
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BREAKTHROUGH
D'ISPLAY

LIGHT
WEIGHT

40 NIB
HARD DRIVE

ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN—with as'ote of the art family of
battery-powered portables led by the single most revoiLtionory portco-e ever created. -urbosPort 386:'
Turbos:or 386 sbreaktbroJgh inside and out. Outsiie,
Zenitn's exclusive Pace Wh.te" cisplay vinually duplicates
printed page clarity. Its sharp block mages are refreshed
quickly on a ;fluorescent backlit screen. Plus afully detochcble
keyboard (urrreard of on ary other battery-powered porabie).
Inside -he compact TurbcsPorf 386, the breakthroughs
continue witi apowerful 80386 maic-oprocessor harnessed -o
afast access 40MB hard disk. And zero wait state tennology for up to 50% greater speA -han other 12MHz systems.
Next comes the lightweight SupersPott 286; the highest
performance 286 class machine onnong cil laptops. ..or

desktops. With a roice of fast access; 20 or 40MB bard disk.
The thi ,dimemlbe -of the pack is the SupersPory with
20MB hard (disk or dural flc,ppysystems;and de -achable battery
packs for oplinunn dlexibifty.
All three trio:chines ride cn Zenith's Intelligent Power
Management Syslere for mcximunn battery lile.
Three new portot les--th'ee more reasons why Zenith
is the battery-povre -ed leader. For the rame of your nearest
Zenith Data S‘,terns D.eater, call: 1-800-842-9000, ext. 1.

data
systems
THE 011AL I
l`b GOES IN BEFDRE THE NAME GOES ON'

,t88, Zroitri Cmia 3ystetns

INTRODUCING ZENITH'S NEW
BATTERY-POWERED PORTABLES.

ALP
DESIGN OUR
AND WE'LL N
The engineers at ALPS aren't the only
ones who come up with great printer ideas.
Our customers do, too.
And now we've found away to reward
your efforts.The "ALPS Design Our Next
Printer Contest:'
Just tell us what you'd like to see in anew
PC printer. If yours is the best idea selected,

ALPS

'111010,
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we'll actually use it in our next printer, name
the printer after YO-U, and give you afree
ALPS LPX600 laser printer. Five runners-up
will receive free ALPS dot matrix printers.
Now if you're wondering what sort of
ideas we're looking for, here are afew we've
recently put to good use:
"Why not make ajam-proof 24-pin printer

Harold
EXT PRINTER
ITAFTERYOU.
for under $500?" led to our new Allegro 24
and its unique flatbed design."How about
a24-pin printer with 9- and 18-pin emulation,
paper parking and two built-in type fonts?"
resulted in our new enhanced ALQe series.
And "Laser printers should have larger
memories and greater versatility" inspired
our rugged new LPX600, with 2MB of

.11•••116.

,IMM•••••

built-in RAM and over 40 downloadable fonts.
If you've got an idea this good, tell us
about it. For your free contest entry package, call 800-828-ALPS. In California,
800-257-7872. Or write to ALPS America,
3553 North First Street, San Jose, CA 95134.
And watch your name go down in printer
history.

ALPS

AMERICA
Built by popular demand.
Allegro 24. AI» ,and LI'X600 are trademarks of Alps Electric Co Ltd.
1988. ALPS America.
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FEATURE

THE ULTIMATE
LINK?
ISDN—a new communications technology
that could change the way we use our computers and telephones
Jay Duncanson and Joe Chew
ou are sitting at your desk, first thing in the
morning. Your computer downloads several
large files from ashared hard disk over the telephone system. Sipping your coffee, you start
another download from an information service,
then check your electronic mail (E-mail) while the error-free
transfers continue.
The telephone rings. A window pops up on your computer,
telling you it's your mother calling. In the midst of the conversation with your mother, the window reappears: Your division
manager is calling :rom headquarters. Putting the personal call
on hold, you and your manager discuss anew assignment, augmenting the discussion with interactive graphics.
As you return to Mom's call, the pop-up window informs you
that acall from apesky salesman has just been automatically
rejected. At the same time as all this, your laser printer has
made ahard copy of afacsimile that has come in from one of
your remote divisions.
Sound futuristic? It is, but not by much. Even as you read
this, functions like these are being demonstrated in field trials
and actual commercial implementations of ISDN, the Integrated Services Digital Network. (The grammatically proper
usage is " an ISDN" or " the ISDN," as if the acronym were
spelled out, but most use it without remorse as anoun in its own
right.)

Y

ISDN is a technology that integrates digitized voice and
data—not only computer data, but other digital information,
such as fax and video. It works over simple twisted-pair wiring
such as that currently in use for telephones (see figure 1). At
monthly rates from 20 percent to 60 percent higher (depending
on the services chosen) than we are now paying for basic telephone services, ISDN will offer high-speed digital transmission and many enhanced communications services.
More Than Just aService
The keys to understanding the concept of ISDN are in its name.
First and foremost, its services are integrated. Voice and data,
278
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circuit switching, and packet switching all come to you on one
line from one source. Standards for interoperability are being
developed and approved by the CCITT, or International Consultative Committee for Telephone and Telegraph, under the
aegis of the United Nations.
Whereas today's conventional networks have islands of modern digital apparatus in a sea of analog technology, ISDN is
completely digital (except, of course, for certain parts of the
telephone, such as the microphone, speaker, and tone pad).
This approach allows performance unheard of in analog days.
With afew local exceptions, these integrated digital services
will eventually be provided over existing telephone wiring to all
subscribers who want them. The first tentative commercial offerings are already in place, and ISDN lines should be available
in most places by the mid- 1990s. However, technical and financial problems may slow its progress.
Batteries Not Included
The telephone system uses the complex embedded technology
you'd expect from an international network that serves hundreds of millions of people. Fortunately, to understand how
ISDN affects end users, we need to deal with only two key elements: the central offices (electronic switchboards that route
calls and provide services) and the local loop from the central
offices to the customers' premises.
In most of the Western industrial countries, the central offices and the networks connecting them are well on the road to
complete digitization, aprocess that began in the early 1960s.
Most circuits from the central office to the customer, though,
still use the analog technology that Alexander Graham Bell
would have recognized: talking by modulating acontinuous DC
signal across aloop. A present-day telephone's interaction with
the central-office switch is both limited and simple-minded, especially during acall. The burdens of knowing the state of a
connection and of providing extra services, such as call waiting,
rest entirely upon the switch.
continued
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Figure 1: ISDN is an evolving international standard for voice and data communications. Its major features include integrated
access of multiple services over asingle access line, network transparency via standard customer-to-network and network-tonetwork intetfaces, and end-to-end digital connectivity.
Some interaction can be done with brute force, such as applying voltage to atelephone to make it ring, or interrupting the
current loop to send dialing numbers. Modern extensions to this
approach, like dialing tones, are more sophisticated and capable, but they still tread upon the bandwidth used for the
connection.
ISDN represents a fundamental severing of the ties with
Bell's technology. Whereas today's conventional telephone and
network services are cost-inefficient and awkwardly configured mixtures of digital and analog technology, ISDN is acompletely digital approach. Under ISDN, the telephone is acomputer. It sends digital rather than analog information, and it
talks interactively with central-office switches that are themselves large. specialized mainframe computers. The difference
opens many doors—and creates afew problems as well.
Since ISDN customer equipment can communicate intelligently with the switch, even during acall, it is easier to implement advanced features. Furthermore, features that are cur280
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rently implemented only in proprietary ways on private branch
exchanges can be provided in standard ways through the telephone companies.
This change in signaling methods has some drawbacks.
which will probably be temporary. One is that different manufacturers' ISDN switches now use subtly different signaling
methods. As an early ISDN customer, you would have to be
aware of what is in the central office and set up your equipment
accordingly. This situation will change, but achieving compatibility among products from different manufacturers is always
slow and difficult.
Another problem is the huge installed base of " dumb" analog equipment that must be accommodated during the changeover period. Analog telephone sets, for instance, will have to be
adapted to ISDN or replaced with ISDN units. Interoperability
between ISDN and analog subscribers will also have to be accommodated.
In the new ISDN environment, you will be able to pick and
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ISDN to Date
Tmplementation of ISDN

is well under
I way. Hundreds of millions of dollars
have been invested in equipment purchases, research and development, and
marketing efforts. The government has
given it avote of confidence by making
asmooth migration path to ISDN arequirement for FTS-2000, the new federal telephone system now in the bidding stage. But the odds are slim right
now that you'll see workers around your
home climbing poles and digging up the
street to install ISDN.
For over ayear now, all seven regional Bell holding companies ( RBHCs)
have been conducting ISDN trials
through their subsidiaries, the local
telephone companies. Only one or two
local carriers per RBHC, however, have
really gotten involved to this date.
The trials and first implementations
so far have generally involved only large
companies with considerable telecommunications experience. Southwestern

Bell, for instance, has signed contracts
to provide ISDN services to Shell and
Tenneco. Illinois Bell is developing a
commercial relationship from its ongoing field trial with McDonald's. Lockheed, 3M, and the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory are among the
other companies that have done considerable work with ISDN.
In Atlanta, Georgia, Southern Bell
Telephone is offering ISDN as a new
class of commercial business service.
AT&T, Hayes Microcomputer Products,
Contel Corp., Prime Computer, Suntrust Banks, and Digital Equipment
Corp. have already begun using the network's services.
Perhaps the most audacious of all
early adopters is Boeing. It has just installed the last of five central-office
switches of its own as part of amultiyear, $ 100 million effort to build aprivate ISDN system. Boeing's telecommunications needs are so huge and

choose the services you want. If, for instance, you are satisfied
with your present telephone services, you will be able to use
your telephone in exactly the same way after ISDN is installed.
In order to take full advantage of ISDN' sbenefits, though, you
will have to learn to live with the new complexity, just as you
learned to cope with the esoteric features and moon-mission
control panels of today's audio and video equipment.
Two Types of Services
ISDN services will be provided to customers in two classes: the
basic rate interface and the primary rate interface. The basic
rate is referred to as 2B + D and consists of two 64K-bits-persecond (Kbps) B channels that can carry either voice or data,
and one 16-Kbps D channel used for network signaling and
control, and user packet data. An additional 48Kbps is also
used for other purposes, such as echoing the D channel, synchronizing the terminal units, and conveying other internal network information.
In North America, the primary rate is referred to as 23B + D.
It consists of 23 64-Kbps B channels and one 64-Kbps D channel. Primary rate will support 1.544-megabyte-per-second
(Mbps) bidirectional transmission rates. It could be used, for
example, to interconnect computing facilities and to connect
private branch exchanges (PBXes) to the network rather than to
directly serve residential end users.
Basic rate access can include various combinations of circuitswitched voice, packet- switched data, and circuit- switched
data. The difference between circuit switching and packet
switching lies in the way the data is routed through the network.
Circuit-switching technology is the closest thing to atraditional
telephone connection; it can be compared to apair of wires dedicated to aparticular connection for the duration of the call. In
packet switching, data bits are grouped into packets with origin

sophisticated that, in the long run, the
company expects to save money with
ISDN by building its own ISDN system
rather than using the public network.
However, most businesses, followed
by residential customers, can expect to
wait awhile for ISDN, depending on
their proximity to central offices where
ISDN-capable equipment is being
installed.
As this was being written, AT&T became the first domestic carrier to announce ISDN service supporting the
primary rate interface. And Illinois Bell
Telephone Company filed atariff proposing two types of basic rate service. A
single circuit-switched voice channel
with a signaling-only D channel will
carry a one-time installation fee of
$146.50 and amonthly charge of $ 16.58
per line. 2B + D service, with circuitswitched data on the other B channel
and packet-switched data on the D channel, costs $246.50 plus $29.68 amonth.

address, destination address, and error-control information.
The packets are routed to their destinations through networks of
packet switches at the central offices and elsewhere, taking
whatever paths the intelligent network considers best at the
time.
Packet switching has several advantages for data transmission. The individually addressed packets can be intermingled;
packet switching is more akin to aconveyer belt in the post office than to a conventional telephone connection. Like timesharing on alarge computer or the multiplexing of several terminals onto one communication line, it keeps high-capacity
facilities from sitting idle between sporadic bursts of usage.
Packet switching has other advantages as well. With appropriate equipment, the user can maintain multiple simultaneous
connections over asingle channel. Packet switching also opens
the door for services such as remote meter reading, polled security monitoring, and wide-area versions of local area networks
(LANs).
Traditionally, circuit switching and packet switching have
used different equipment, and in fact have reflected opposing
philosophies. ISDN will be the first widely available network to
integrate them.
An ISDN switch can also provide supplementary voice services such as call forwarding, conference calling, and hold—all
the services now available on office telephones—plus a few
more that are not currently feasible, such as prescreening and
selective answering. It can provide these services without modification of the twisted-pair wiring scheme used in today's
phone service.
This seems like atrivial issue, but it is tremendously important. A substantial fraction of the world's copper production has
gone into " last mile" telephone circuits, and the labor costs of
continued
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What aTangled Web We've Woven...
W

hile drafting the ISDN specifications, the CCITT defined five interfaces— R, S, T, U, and V—that are
access points into the network (see figure A).
The R interface is an access point for
existing, non-ISDN equipment (a TE2
in the CCITT specification), such as an
analog telephone or an RS-232C port,
which requires terminal adapters to tie
into the network. While the other interfaces are associated with ISDN standards and are ISDN-specific, the R interface implements whatever standards
are required for a particular piece of
customer equipment. For example, the

analog telephone and RS-232C port,
which differ greatly in physical, electrical, and logical needs, both meet the
network at the R interface.
The S interface connects the ISDNcompatible equipment and the computer
side of the network termination ( an
NT2, such as aPBX or aLAN). The T
interface is where the premise-based
ISDN switching equipment connects to
the carrier's side of the network termination ( NT1). The U interface is the
connection between the customer premises and the central office equipment,
while the V interface connects the central office to the rest of the network.

Customer premises

Central office

S
TEl

TE2

U
NT2

NT1

ISDN

V
LT

ET

TA

TEl
Passive bus

TEl

Both the S and T interfaces use two
twisted pairs of wire, for atotal of four
wires. The T interface uses one pair for
transmit and one for receive, to provide
full-duplex operation, and it has the capacity to operate at the primary rate.
At the U interface, the use of echocancellation techniques permits full-duplex operation over asingle twisted pair.
It operates at the basic rate. This interface has agreater range (2500 to 6500
meters versus 1000 meters for the Sand
T interfaces) and doesn't need that extra
pair of wires. It allows the existing local
loop— asingle pair—to be used all the
way from the central office to the user.

TEl

TA = Terminal adapter
TEl = Terminal equipment type 1
(ISDN-compatible)
TE2 = Terminal equipment type 2
(non-ISDN compatible)
NT1 = Network termination 1
NT2 = Network termination 2
LT
Line termination
ET = Exchange termination

Figure A: The CCITT, acommunications governing body of the United Nations, has designated five ISDN reference
points: R, S, T, U, and V. These are places in the network where one or more interfaces for specific functions will occur.

replacing it would dwarf the material costs. Despite the bestlaid plans of supporters of fiber optics, it is axiomatic that the
next generation of the telephone system, whatever its other
characteristics, has to work over twisted-pair wiring already in
place.
ISDN and Computing
Most of ISDN's impact on the public will come from voice service, which, after all, is the main business of the telephone
companies. But ISDN integrates voice and high-speed data. For
the first time, data will stand beside voice as an equal partner in
the public telephone network.
Establishing data connections over ISDN from a personal
282
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computer can be accomplished with the addition of aterminal
adapter (TA). A TA is like amodem in one way: It allows the
computer to talk over the telephone network. But the similarity
ends there.
TAs are being designed so that existing terminal-emulation
programs can work with them after little or no modification.
(Generally speaking, TAs and other ISDN equipment will isolate the user from the complexities of dealing directly with
ISDN.) But taking full advantage of ISDN's capabilities will
call for special software that is just beginning to appear.
Take the wide-area network, or " metroLAN," for instance.
When you think of aLAN, you probably think of high performance, great complexity, and someone standing on aladder in
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PROGRAMMERS
FOR IBM PC/XT/AT

your office to run coaxial cable through the ceiling. The highspeed packet-switching capability of ISDN makes it feasible to
build aLAN that runs over switched connections through the
public telephone system.
Such aLAN can interconnect users across the street or across
the continent. It doesn't need dedicated cables and adapter
cards—just the existing telephone wiring, plus ISDN terminal
adapters and software. And you can reconfigure the network
without having to call in someone with aladder.
Multiple simultaneous connections, each fast enough to accomplish something useful, will also become feasible under
ISDN. With apersonal computer running amultitasking (or at
least multiwindowed) operating system, you will be able to exchange information with different parties simultaneously.
What's more, you will be able to do so without sacrificing voice
quality or capabilities.
Some computers that include ISDN interfaces and features
are already on the market; they are often called " integrated
voice/data terminals." That term, though, is also used for telephones with small displays, such as areceptionist might use.
One of the major issues of the transition years, aspecial case
of the analog-interoperability problem, will be connecting
ISDN-equipped computers to other computers that have
modems. This could be done either through centralized modem
pools or by digitizing the modem signal at the modem and sending it over aB channel as circuit-switched data.
The Holdup
One obstacle in the adoption of ISDN comes from the financial
rather than the technical side. Converting to digital technology
is expensive, and the telephone companies, operating under
heavy regulation, will have to get their money back somehow.
For the first several years, they will probably get it from
business users. Residential users could provide agreat deal of
revenue, but at present, they don't have much use for ISDN. It
has been proven time and again that the celebrated Man in the
Street wants nothing more than analog voice (known to the trade
as Plain Old Telephone Service, or POTS), and at the lowest
possible tariffs.
Should the phone companies force this new, expensive, and
perhaps intimidating technology upon residential customers
who already have adequate phone service? Or should they resign themselves to along, long transition period of providing
both analog POTS and ISDN while private individuals figure
out what to do with their connectivity?
Thus far, ISDN has been used in familiar ways: as amore
capable phone and as afaster modem. Only time will reveal the
effects of having 144 Kbps of communications power in every
home and office. ISDN could be revolutionary, changing the
way we live and work. Then again, it could be evolutionary,
merely updating the telephone without changing the familiar
uses and social rituals surrounding it.
In either case, ISDN will be the hidden engine behind the
changes. The changes themselves will come through applications. And therein lies the quandary and the opportunity.
The Pull Forward
In marketing parlance, the telephone companies and equipment
manufacturers are pushing ISDN, but, so far, only afew venturesome companies are pulling it with demand. In aclassic
chicken-or-egg problem, the demand will presumably be increased by applications, but the applications won't arrive until
there is amarket.
Here's alook at afew of the possible applications that could
continued
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pull ISDN and some of the obstacles that it would face (see
figure 2).
•Telemetry. If ISDN were ubiquitous, utility companies could
install smart meters and read them remotely. But this would not
happen overnight. The hundreds of millions of existing meters
have no intelligence or communications capabilities.
•Networking. We've already mentioned wide-area networks—
LANs that use the phone lines to connect to other, more distant
environments. They are much less trouble than traditional hardwired LANs, but there are disadvantages. For one thing, your
connectivity habit shows up on the phone bill each month. Furthermore, they have comparatively low performance. The
slowest traditional LANs run at about 4times the speed of aB
channel, and many users have become spoiled by the now-commonplace 10-Mbps LANs, such as Ethernet.
Although its performance may not be adequate for every

need, an ISDN LAN would probably serve most users quite
well. However, the argument is not entirely technical. Analyzing throughput needs and spotting performance bottlenecks is
not nearly as difficult as changing customers' perceptions.
Only time will tell if the real price/performance characteristics
of these networks can overcome their pokey image.
The ISDN wide-area network might also catch on as apersonal convenience. Nearly everybody who uses E-mail at work
comes to love it, so how about astandard, public, nationwide Email system? The catch here is obvious: Although embedded
processors are in everything from TVs to thermostats, the computer, per se, has not entered the personal lives of many people.
Since home computing has not emerged as aforce strong enough
to push ISDN, perhaps ISDN will pull home computing.
•Video. Even that old science-fiction standby, the videophone,
could be born anew. AT&T showed avideophone at the 1964
continued
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Figure 2: Many services will be available over ISDN's basic and primary rate interfaces when the technology is fully employed.
Some of the potential applications are shown here.
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Wonders have been created in the field of magnetic recording
A newly developed 3.5-inch high-density micro floppy disks to satisfy
every business' most demanding needs. The MF.2HD by Mitsubishi is
highly durable and equipped with athree-dimensional binder system.
Furthermore, the new disk supporting structure enhances headto-disk contact no end. It is compact but possesses outstanding
features. The double sided disk allow amazing memory capacity of 2
mega-bytes and has an automatic shutter, ahard shell, athin coating,
aslide-on write protect tab and top-level reliability guaranteed to be
100 percent error- free. This is yet another breakthrough in the already
advanced field of diskette technology.
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Figure 3: When ISDN is fully implemented, its largest usage will be for voice, interactive data, and low-speed data. As an
emerging technology, however, ISDN may take off in directions unpredicted at this stage of the game.
World's Fair, but the technology and economics of the day
would not support its commercial adoption. Granted, a 64Kbps channel will not provide broadcast-quality television
images, but it can transmit real-time video with acceptable resolution. Imagine working at home and " sitting in" on ameeting
at the office, or showing adocument and your honest, trustworthy face to abank's customer-service representative. Or even
sending live images of aheart attack victim to paramedics while
they simultaneously transmit avideodisk refresher course on
cardiopulmonary resuscitation to you.
But will videophones or nationwide E-mail networks ever
really catch on? It depends on ISDN, but ISDN depends to some
extent on whether applications become popular.
ISDN is an " enabling technology." Think of it as ahighway
that enables new cities to spring up. It is more than just anew
switch or even anew network; it is apotential revolutionary
force for the role of technology in society.
But the revolution requires demand as well as capacity. Fast
new chips don't sell personal computers. The ability to process
words, calculate finances, keep databases, and so forth sells
personal computers. And as others have pointed out, no one
foresaw word processing when computers were invented.
Technology for technology's sake is almost never asuccess.
The right applications may not be invented until after ISDN has
been around awhile, but the conversion to ISDN will be slow
and piecemeal until the applications come about.
This situation leads to much ulceration in the telephone
service and equipment businesses. The developing ISDN technology is well on the way to being implemented. Strategic commitments, the momentum of vast equipment purchases, and
ever-increasing demands on the network will see that it continues. But fortunes will be made and lost over the details.
ISDN equipment and services will reach businesses first,
and then probably residential users in islands of high-tech connectivity, such as new construction, and neighborhoods that are
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near facilities being upgraded to serve businesses. While not
exactly egalitarian, this approach makes economic sense.
A Taste of the Future?
Though the implementation of ISDN has just begun in earnest,
standards committees have begun talking about its successor. A
technology known as broadband ISDN will eventually provide
individual subscribers with performance in the megabit range—
enough for television-grade video and high-performance
LANs. Adoption of abroadband ISDN could take place at the
beginning of the next century. ISDN might suffice for many
years; then again, it might merely whet customers' appetites.
Ben Bova once wrote an essay comparing the Douglas DC-2
with its successor, the DC-3. The DC-3made air travel safe,
reliable, and, above all, profitable. The DC-2did not have the
necessary capabilities, but it gave Douglas Aircraft the technical expertise needed to develop the DC-3. It also gave the
fledgling airlines an idea of what the next generation of equipment could do. The DC-2was an enabling technology.
In all likelihood, the capabilities of the ISDN basic-rate interface will be an embarrassment of riches to residential users.
But not long ago, you could have said that about amicrocomputer with 64K bytes of memory. If it turns out that what the
world wants is packet-switched voice or high-resolution video,
ISDN will be aDC-2: merely atantalizing taste of the future.
Neither regular nor broadband ISDN will take off just because the technology is there. Technology vendors have seen
the future, and, much to the chagrin of their planning departments, it consists of yet-unforeseen applications. ISDN is coming, but what shape it arrives in remains to be seen. •
Jay Duncanson is the ISDN department manager, and Joe Chew
a staff information developer, at the San Francisco office of
Hayes Microcomputer Products Inc. They can be reached on
BIX as "editors. " The views expressed in this article are their
own and not necessarily those of HMP.
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CIARCIA'S CIRCUIT CELLAR

Part 2

COMPUTERS
ON THE BRAIN
Making sense out of the data
by Steve Ciarcia
ast month, Iintroduced you to the Circuit Cellar
electroencephalogram (EEG) monitor called
HAL (Hemispheric Activation Level Detector)
and discussed its hardware design. This month,
I'll look at the system software and provide
some directions for HAL's use.

sis-and-display routine (and any other tasks that happen to be

running on the IBM PC).
As the data comes in, the host loads it into 1024-byte sample
queues for left brain and right brain data. The FFT algorithm
reads this incoming data, calculates amplitude and phase values
per frequency, and updates integer arrays. Finally, the BIG
program reads these arrays to continually update the bar graphs
on the video display.
Software Overview
Simple—right? Just like using ahammer to make gravel out
The overall operation of HAL is relatively straightforward. It
of aboulder. Simple in theory, at least.
samples four channels of analog brain-wave data 64 times per
While HAL is technically independent of the host computer
second and transmits this data serially to ahost computer. The
(by
virtue of its serial interface), Ichose to present the demonhost analyzes two channels of the data to determine frequency
components, and it then displays the results on amonitor as a stration display on an IBM PC for the sake of convenience. ( 1
invite conversion to other computers and will make such conseries of continuously changing bar charts.
versions available through the Circuit Cellar bulletin board
As Imentioned last month, the frequency range of interest in
system.)
brain-wave detection is 4 Hz to 20 Hz, which includes alpha,
Because HAL is supposed to be both an educational and a
beta, and theta waves. Icould have designed HAL with many
functional
presentation, my fundamental goal for the software
independent band-pass filters to separate each channel's comwas to keep it simple and fast. To that end, Iused BASIC wherplex waveform into discrete sinusoidal components, but that
ever possible. However, to maintain processing speed, Iincorwould have involved much more hardware. Instead, HAL's raw
digitized analog data is analyzed on the host computer using a porated certain assembly language routines that are called from
BASIC (i.e., the QuickBASIC compiler).
fast Fourier transform (FFT).
Refer again to figure 1, the overview block diagram of the
An FFT is like amathematical prism. Just as aprism breaks
down light into its component colors, the FFT breaks down a system. The COMM and FFT routines are written in assembly
language. COMMO is really agroup of subroutines; BASIC merewaveform into the sinusoidal components that make up the sigly calls the initialization code.
nal. In this way, Ican extract amplitude and phase values for
Iwrote the FFT block in assembly language for maximum
any given frequency in the target spectrum of 4Hz to 16 Hz (I
speed in the FFT calculations. Using aBASIC program, a64didn't display frequencies from 16 Hz to 20 Hz because of
point FFT took about 20 seconds to do. The existing FFT algospeed constraints on the IBM PC).
rithm in assembly language will calculate 64-point transforms
The system software coordinates four major tasks, which are
for both channels in about 240 milliseconds (ms). More about
graphically outlined in figure 1. The Intel 8031 microconthis later.
troller's task is precise sampling of hemispherical data and
transmission via an optocoupled RS-232C link to the host IBM
HAL's Brain
PC (the 8031 firmware is called BI031). An IBM PC task
The 8031 is aremarkably capable processor that Ihave been
called COMMO is an interrupt-driven communications routine
using for many stand-alone projects lately. Idescribed the inner
that receives HAL's incoming data. Being interrupt-driven,
COMMO operates independently of the activities of the FFT analyCOPYRIGHT © 1988 STEVEN A. CARCA.
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

continued
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workings of BI031 last month with the hardware description,
since BI031 works so closely with the hardware. Basically,
BI031 is asimple read-transmit-wait loop ( see figure 2). The
read portion of the loop samples the switches and the AID converter. It then places this information in the output buffer and
transmits it out the serial port at 4800 bits per second ( bps) to
the host computer. The transmission is a 5-byte sequential
string: switch position/sync, channel 1, channel 2, channel 3,
and channel 4.
Once transmission is completed, the program waits for the
8031's internal timer to time out. Since proper sampling of a

Figure 1: A block diagram of the complete HAL system,
showing major components of the brain-wave monitor and
the host machine.
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continuous waveform requires sampling at afixed rate, this precise time delay is what provides the host program with data
samples that the FFT can successfully analyze.
The IBM PC Communications Interface
The IBM PC's COM1 port is configured as the headset interface port. Recall that the data coming from HAL arrives at
4800 bps in packets of 5bytes, transmitted 64 times asecond.
The first byte indicates HAL's switch configuration, and the
host computer uses this byte for synchronization purposes.
A switch position/sync byte value of 00000011 binary indicates that both the left and right switches are closed; avalue of
00000000 indicates they are both open. The maximum value
the switch position/sync byte can have is 3. BI031, as one of its
functions, tests all outgoing data and limits the lowest AID
channel data to avalue of 4. Since any incoming data with a
value of 3 or less must therefore be the switch position/sync
byte, it is possible for COMMO to synchronize easily with the incoming data stream.
COMMO's service routine uses astate machine to synchronize
itself with the incoming data (see figure 3). It reads the data
byte from the Data Receive register and stores it according to
which state the routine is in. If state equals 0, it saves the switch
bits and advances to the next state. If state equals 1, it loads the
sample data into the left brain sample queue. If state equals 2, it
loads the sample data into the right brain sample queue. If a
value of 3or less is encountered, the state will automatically
change to 0, and it will save the data as switch parameters.
The Software Prism
After the computer receives HAL's data, the FFT takes over,
transforming the collected information into something useful.
In this application, Iwanted to see what frequencies are active
in whatever brain is connected to the EEG and how powerful
those frequencies are.
My first impression of the FFT was stated earlier: amathematical prism. I've read articles that have used the FFT on
everything from spectral analysis and digital filtering to biorhythms and random numbers. But what does the FFT do here?
Consider figure 4. The four sine waves on the bottom represent energy levels at four different frequencies plotted with respect to time. The vertical bars represent a 1-second sample
window. (The 64 dots on each graph between the two vertical
lines represent '44second intervals.) The top squiggle is an integrated waveform, the sum of the four waveforms below it at
any given point in time.
This integrated waveform is similar to what we find in the
real world. Iused values generated from this integrated waveform to test HAL's software. The results of the FFT on this
waveform appear on the screen shown in photo 1. The bars are
read side to side, with their respective frequencies labeled in the
middle. Energy levels are defined both above and below the bar
charts. Notice that Iapplied the same test data to both the left
brain and right brain sample queues. Iwill discuss the display
in greater detail later.
There is alittle more to structuring an FFT than just using an
algorithm out of abook. Without getting into any mathematical
formulas, Iwill explain the impact of modifying FFT parameters. The text box " Understanding the Fast Fourier Transform" on page 292 explains the FFT, using aversion written in
BASIC. The initial lines of code are configuration data, and
only the last 11 lines perform the actual transform on the data in
the array RAWDATA.
You must address three major factors when building asimple
FFT algorithm: the duration of the sample window, the sample
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SYSINIT

NEWTIME

Initialize microcontroller features.

Set timer for next 1/
64 second interval.
•••

••

••

•

READ_AD

Get brain waveform samples.

TRANSMIT

Output samples as binary data to host.
•

•

TIMING

•••

0,

•

•

Wait for end of 1/
64 second interval.

.••

Figure 2: Aflowchart for HAL's firmware program, BI031.

•••

•••

Figure 3: The host computer's receiver routine executes a
finite-state machine, shown here graphically. Each circular
node of the graph represents astate, and transitions from
state to state occur when the system receives abyte.

Figure 4: If you add together the lower four sine waves, you
get the topmost, random-looking waveform. The FFT does just
the reverse: It takes the composite waveform and extracts its
components.

rate, and the actual frequencies desired for output. These factors are identified as:

Channel 1
Left
brain
sample
queue

•WDW: The sample window in seconds.
•PT: The number of samples to be taken in the sample window.
• MIN and MAX: Lowest and highest frequencies to be evaluated.
The FREQ array represents the sinusoidal frequencies to be
integrated into the waveform Italked about earlier, Arepresents
the peak amplitude of these sine waves, and Pserves to introduce aphase offset in agiven channel. The variable SM specifies
the starting offset of the points of data to be analyzed by the
FFT. Graphically, SM locates the vertical bars on the display
seen in figure 5.
Faster FFT
Speed was akey issue in this project. For avisual display to be
of any value to auser, the software has to analyze and display
the brain-wave data as quickly as possible. Ideally, you should
continued
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Channel 2
Right
brain
sample
queue

1
ROOTS
Square
root
table

FFT

HI

_t_
Left
brain
power
array

Left
brain
phase
array

Right
brain
power
array

Sine/cosine
SINCOS
tables

Right
brain
phase
array

Figure 5: Main components of the FFT.
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Understanding the Fast Fourier Transform
L

isting A is a heavily commented code fragment i
n
BASIC that performs the FFT on an array of data points
(RAWDATA). The following are important program variables
and their usage in the program.
WDw, the sample window: The time period over which the
sample is taken will affect the resolution you can expect in
your output. A period of 1second will yield 1-Hz intervals of
frequency. This is the way the program is set up now. If you
reduce the sample window to half asecond, the resolution is
halved and the frequency output will be in 2-Hz increments.
By increasing the sample window to 2seconds, you get 0.5Hz intervals.
PT, the sample rate: The number of points taken during
the sampling period determines the range of frequency increments (dependent on window period) you can calculate.

According to the Nyquist sampling theorem, you must sample at afrequency of at least twice as fast as the greatest frequency you expect to encounter. If your high end is 40 Hz,
you must take at least 81 samples during that sample window. HAL takes 64 samples during a1-second window, so it
should be able to evaluate frequency output up to 30 Hz.
MIN and MAX, the output frequencies: The countervariable
HZ need only be the frequencies desired. The FFT algorithm
is really an accelerated version of what is called adiscrete
Fourier transform (DFT). The DFT calculates frequency
output from 0to the number of points taken. But this output
includes something called negative frequencies. These
mathematical monkeyshines can be ignored for the purpose
of understanding this project. However, FFT.BAS can easily
be tweaked to display this graphically, also.

Listing A: This BASIC program performs the FF7'
on an array of data points.
REM FREQUENCY(Hz)
FREQ(0)-16:
FREQ(1)-9:

REM
REM

Channel 1
Channel 2

FREQ(2)=8:
FREQ(3)-2:

REM
REM

Channel 3
Channel 4

REM AMPLITUDE
A(0)-10:
A(1)=20:

REM Channel 1
REM Channel 2

A(2)-30:
A(3)=40

REM Channel 3
REM Channel 4

REM PHASE

(Radians)

P(0)=0:
P(1)-0:

REM Channel 1

P(2)=0:

REM Channel 3

P(3)=0:

REM Channel 4

REM Channel 2

SM=040:

REM Offset to start of cAmple perioa

FOR HZ = MIN TO MAX
REM ** Clear the real and imaginary
REM ** components.
REAL IMAG =
REM ** Begin the frequency analysis
REM ** loop.
FOR X=0 TO PT- 1
REM ,** Calculate reference angle
G - 2*PI*HZ*X/PT
REM ** Calculate real components
REAL = REAL + RAWDATA(X)*COS(G)/PT
REM ** Calculate imaginary component

IMAG -

IMAG - RAWDATA(X)*SIN(G)/PT

NEXT X
REM ** Power calculation

WDW=1.0: REM Sample period in seconds
PT=64:
MIN=2:
MAX=16:

REM Number of sample points
REM Min freq to evaluate ( 1 - 25)
REM Max freq to evaluate ( MIN - 25)

be able to see changes in hemispherical activity every half second or sooner.
Clearly, ahigh-level language was not going to do the trick.
(Running the FFT algorithm above in compiled BASIC takes
about 5 minutes.) Ultimately, Icreated a machine language
version of the FFT algorithm described in FFT.BAS. Figure 5
shows the flow of sample data from the left and right brain sample queues through the algorithm and into the power and phase
arrays defined in the BASIC program. On an IBM PC XT, it
takes about 2seconds to complete the entire feedback cycle; an
IBM PC AT processes acycle in about half asecond.
To get the necessary speed, Iused avariety of techniques to
optimize the FFT:
•Number of data points: Ichose 64 data points as the sample
size for afew reasons. First, you can perform integer division
by 64 using shift operations instead of a divide instruction.
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FFT(HZ,O)

2*SQR(IMAG*IMAG + REAL*REAL)

REM ** Phase calculation
FFT(HZ,1) = ATN(IMAG/REAL)
NEXT HZ

When Iused the 8088's integer-division instruction, it took
about 340 ms to calculate asingle 64-point FFT. In contrast,
division using shift operations takes about 120 ms to accomplish the same thing.
Second, taking the division by shifting into account, 64
points per second will give the resolution and the range needed
to evaluate frequencies from 4Hz to 20 Hz. The Nyquist sampling theorem dictates that you must sample awaveform at a
frequency of at least twice its highest frequency component.
Consequently, 32 points would not be enough samples to analyze anything above 15 Hz. On the other end, 128 points would
give you agreater frequency range for analysis, but it would
take considerably longer to calculate.
• Table lookup: The FFT algorithm requires only afixed number of sine and cosine values. By building these 64 values into a
table rather than calculating them on the fly, you can save alot
continued
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Y

ou can display

HAL 'soutput in either CGA or
monochrome.

Finally, the FFT is amuch deeper subject than Ican possibly
cover in this article. Irecommend abook entitled The FFT:
Fundamentals and Concepts by Robert W. Ramirez (Prentice
Hall, 1985). It provides an excellent look at the FFT and the
theory behind it.

of time. Using atable of square roots is similarly much faster
than calculating them.
•Scaling: When Ibuilt the tables, Itook care to scale the integer values so power calculations can divide by 256. This magic
number lets the software shift bytes instead of bits, giving considerable savings in time.
•Phase octants: Because the accuracy of this device is limited
to integer calculations—and again because of speed—the pro-

1111211 BRAIN

18.1.111
NINA
One

41h to "Mtt
Oh to IIN2
121h. on up

gram reports phase results in 45-degree increments. Instead of
using the arctangent to calculate phase results, it is quicker in
machine language to determine them using the sign and absolute amplitude of both real and imaginary components. The result is in phase octants.
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Photo 1: HAL properly unravels the complex waveform
shown in figure 4. Note the four long horizontal bars; each
corresponds to one of the four component sinusoidal waves.

Driving the IBM Video Display
The last major block in the system diagram is called BIO. This
module takes calculated output from the power and phase arrays
just loaded by the FFT, converts this output into character
strings, and writes them to the display. This part of the software
displays the window opened by HAL into your brain.
Photo 2 shows a typical HAL display. You can display
HAL's output in either CGA or monochrome. The horizontal
bars represent the relative energy levels found in the frequencies evaluated. The bars that lead to the left represent the energy
in the left hemisphere (channel 1); the bars to the right of center
are the right hemisphere (channel 2).
Respective frequencies are labeled down the middle of the
display under the " Hz" heading. The numbers 0to 60 located
in the rows above and below the energy bars represent relative
energy levels only ( pressing F3 changes the scale). They do not
necessarily indicate absolute voltage levels that amuch more
expensive EEG machine might provide.
The phase angle of any given frequency is shown under the
"OCTANT" heading for its respective hemisphere. An octant
is nothing more than an eighth of acycle. Octant 0means the
waveform is within the first 45 degrees of its cycle. A value of 1
puts it between 45 and 90 degrees, and so on.
Relative phase is indicated in abox at the bottom center of the
screen under the " PHASE DIFFERENCE" heading. This feature selects the frequency from the left hemisphere with the
greatest energy level and compares its phase angle with the
phase angle of the corresponding frequency in the right hemisphere. The two rows of asterisks represent the position of the
right hemisphere relative to the left hemisphere. If the right
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Photo 2: HAL 'soutput can be displayed on an IBM PC using
the CGA.
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Photo 3: While testing HAL, Iinjected a10-Hz sine wave
through the headset electronics. The resulting output, shown
here, indicates that the system works properly.
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hemisphere is one octant ahead of the left hemisphere, the right
hemisphere indicator will be advanced one column in front of
the left hemisphere indicator.
Yes, But Does It Work?
How do we know that what we see on the display is really what
is going on in our head? What makes data from the headset electronics different from a string of random data? Testing, of
course.
I've already discussed the first test: Taking awaveform built
of known sinusoidal components, passing it through the FFT
algorithm, and verifying that the frequency and energy levels
coming out are what Iput in. The next level of confidence
comes from using asine-wave generator to force-feed the hardware with real data. Photo 3is asample of a 10-Hz sine wave
being introduced into the headset electronics channel 1input.
Note that all other frequency bands are null.
Once we know how the FFT algorithm works—and we have
the confidence that the hardware will deliver the data correctly—the rest is up to interpretation by the users. A sample
session using the complete system seems to indicate that many
frequencies are active. There also appears to be adifference between the right and left hemispheres in both amplitude and
phase. But just what that means will have to be left to aperson
more involved with biofeedback.
Using HAL
HAL is one of the few Circuit Cellar projects in which the circuitry and software are relatively simple in comparison to the
application. While the basic EEG apparatus has been in use for
60 years, we are just beginning to understand the " circuitry"
and " software" operating within our own heads. Hundreds of
volumes are devoted to clinical and research electroencephalography. Ihave included some possibilities for further reading at
the end of the article; you may find them interesting as you explore this complex and fascinating field.
HAL provides an effective demonstration of how our gross
behavior is in some way mirrored in the electrical activity of the
brain. To view this behavior, however, you must learn how to
connect HAL to your head.
You can purchase disposable EEG electrodes with adhesive
pads and conductive gel from medical supply houses. Reusable
silver/silver-chloride electrodes are also available. The reusable electrodes are more expensive initially, but you can use
them almost indefinitely if you care for them properly.
Five wires are involved in atwo-channel HAL connection:
common reference, left-channel differential input pair (J1A and
J2A), and right-channel differential input pair (J1B and J2B).
You should construct the differential pair wires with shielded
cable. Ifound that standard shielded microphone cable—with a
male RCA connector at one end and a snap to mate with the
electrode at the other end—is quite sufficient. The shield is, of
course, grounded only at the RCA jack on HAL. Be careful not
to accidentally short the shield to the differential input electrodes or HAL will produce erroneous results.
You can place the common reference electrode on the mastoid, the bony projection just behind the ear. You should first
clean the area with soap and water to remove oils from the hair
and scalp. Next, rub the area lightly with apiece of alcoholdampened gauze. Finally, peel the adhesive from adisposable
electrode, fill the well with conductive gel ( but do not overfill),
and place the electrode on the selected spot.
Follow asimilar procedure to place the differential-pair electrodes on each hemisphere. One wire (J2A or J2B) goes over the
frontal lobe—directly above the eye and just below where your

Warning
H

AL is presented as an engineering example of the design techniques used in acquiring brain-wave signals.
It is not amedically approved device, no medical claims are
made for it, and it should not be used for any medical diagnostic purposes. Furthermore, the safe use of HAL requires
that the electrical power and communications isolation described in its design not be circumvented. HAL is designed
to be battery-operated only. Do not substitute plug-in power
supplies.

hairline was before it started receding! The second electrode
(J1A or JIB) is more difficult to place (unless you happen to be
completely bald). You should put it over the occipital lobe,
which in most people is covered with hair.
On the back of your head is aridge, where your skull begins
to bend inward toward your neck. Find aspot about athird of the
way from the midline of your head to the common electrode
placed on the mastoid and just on or below the ridge. Prepare
the scalp as before, taking care to hold the hair carefully away
from the site. You might try using asweatband to hold the electrode in better contact with the scalp, making several small
holes in the sweatband to allow easier access to the electrode
connector.
Figure 6 shows the general location and nomenclature for
commonly used electrode placements. If you build amultichannel model of HAL, you should refer to more detailed literature
about electrode placement, monopolar and bipolar placement,
and other esoteric subjects.
Assuming that you have successfully placed both channels of
electrodes appropriately, it is time to fire up the software supplied with HAL. Remember, to retain its electrical isolation,
continued

Figure 6: Commonly used locations and nomenclature for
electrode placement.
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you should operate HAL only on batteries, exactly as presented.
Special thanks for help provided on this article to Dr. Robert
Attach the electrode wires to the electrode connectors, conStek, David Schulze, Rob Schenck, Jeff Bachiochi, and Ed
nect HAL to the computer's COM1 port, turn on HAL, load
BIO. EXE into the computer, and watch your monitor. The sample display illustrated previously will let you see your own brain
activity as you produce it. Actually, due to sampling and proEditor's Note: Steve often refers to previous Circuit Cellar articles.
cessing time, you will see it delayed by about half asecond.
Most of these past articles are available in book form from BYTE
You may see little high-amplitude activity, and the dominant
Books, McGraw-Hill Book Co., P.O. Box 400, Hightstown, NJ 08250.
Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume Icovers articles in BYTE from Sepfrequency may drift quite abit ( pressing F3 will change the
tember 1977 through November 1978. Volume II covers December
amplitude range). But if you close your eyes and make your
mind less blank than usual, your " lab partner" should see a 1978 through June 1980. Volume III covers July 1980 through December 1981. Volume IV covers January 1982 through June 1983. Volume V
dominant frequency appear somewhere in the alpha-wave
covers July 1983 through December 1984. Volume VI covers January
range. Of course, if you open your eyes to see it, it will immedi1985 through June 1986.
ately disappear. Somehow this is reminiscent of the old question about atree falling in aforest making asound or not. Since
HAL's data is serial, you could store asession to disk and view
Circuit Cellar Ink
it " off-line" later.
It's virtually impossible to provide all the pertinent details of aproject
or cover all the designs I'd like to in the pages of BYTE. For that reaThe display also shows the condition of the two optional
son, Ihave started abimonthly supplemental publication called Circuit
switches that can be attached to HAL. The intent here was to
Cellar Ink, which presents additional information on projects pubprovide away for you to monitor either some external condition
lished in BYTE, new projects, and supplemental applications-oriented
or internal state, so you can correlate it with your brain-wave
materials. For aone-year subscription (6 issues), send $ 14.95 to Ciractivity. You could use two momentary contact switches, one
cuit Cellar Ink, P.O. Box 3378, Wallingford, CT 06494. Credit card
for each hand perhaps, to see if you can correctly identify from
orders can call (203) 875-2199.
internal cues some aspect of brain functioning (e.g., what band
you are producing adominant frequency in, whether the left or
The following item is available from
right hemisphere is showing greater power output for different
CCI
mental tasks, and so forth).
P.O. Box 428
Alternatively, some external source—the presence or abTolland, CT 06084
sence of music, astrobe light, or other stimulus—could trigger
(203) 875-2751
the switches. Since you have two switches, you could test for
Inquiry 934.
four different conditions.
Circuit Cellar Hemispheric Activation Level Detector ( HAL) complete
You can also modify the BIO code to turn HAL into astanprinted circuit board kit. Comes with printed circuit board and all
dard biofeedback device. In this case, you would want to add
chips and board-mounted components, including 80C31, IC sockets,
threshold controls. That is, the program could provide audio
27C64 EPROM, user's manual, and IBM PC demonstration display on
feedback only when you had achieved certain minimum values
PC format disk. Does not include battery holders, batteries, scalp elecof relative amplitude within a certain frequency band. You
trodes, or connecting cables. HAL-4-KIT
$ 179;
could provide different feedback for each channel, or feedback
add $ 19 if you want an IBM PC cable.
could be tied into both channels meeting the same (or different)
criteria.
The Circuit Cellar HAL design is available for licensing to qualified
A multichannel HAL would need a completely different
manufacturers. Call for information.
display to provide meaningful feedback about the brain's activity. An EGA display could be mighty useful here, in some way
All payments should be made in U.S. dollars by check, money order,
showing activity in terms of color on amap of the brain.
MasterCard, or Visa. Surface delivery ( U.S. and Canada only): add $5
A Final Thought
As Isaid earlier, we are only starting to understand the relationship between our brain-wave activity and our mental states.
HAL is not intended to take the place of a $ 100,000 EEG analyzer in amodern neurologist's lab, but it certainly can provide
the serious experimenter avalid vehicle for entry into the fascinating world of neuroscience.
Next Month
I'll present a development system for Intel's 8051 family of
microcontrollers using the IBM PC as abase. •
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A TURBO TSR
Turbo Pascal 4.0 has everything you need
to craft your own TSRs
Scott Robert Ladd
erminate-and-stay-resident (TSR) utilities are
popular among users of the IBM PC family of
computers, and it's easy to see why. A TSR can
fill just about any utilitarian need you have:
spelling checker, keyboard macro generator,
pop-up calendar and notepad, special device driver, LAN manager, and the list goes on. What's the secret behind the TSR's
flexibility?
A TSR performs some sort of task, either automatically (in
response to some interrupt) or when you request it. After it has
executed, it returns control of the system to MS-DOS but remains resident in the computer's memory. Since MS-DOS is a
single-tasking operating system, aTSR can provide alimited
level of multiprocessing. Borland's SideKick and Living VideoText's Ready are two currently successful commercial TSRs.
By their nature, TSRs violate many rules of " proper" programming. They often commandeer system resources that
documentation clearly states should not be commandeered, and
they can interrupt an unsuspecting program. However, with
careful planning and design, you can create aTSR that minimizes its impact on the other programs that are running on your
computer.
Nearly every programmer I've talked with has had the desire
to write aTSR program. Until recently, most TSRs were written in assembly language, which requires some fairly advanced
technical skills. With the advent of Turbo Pascal 4.0, you can
now write awell-behaved TSR entirely in ahigh-level language.
The advantage of this is the ease of code creation and maintenance. Turbo Pascal 4.0 (for the remainder of this article, any
references to Turbo Pascal will mean version 4.0) provides
many facilities applicable to creating TSRs; facilities the programmer would otherwise have to spend hours creating (see the
textbox " Turbo Pascal 4.0" on page 303). Ibelieve these conveniences far outweigh the only disadvantage of using Turbo Pascal to create aTSR: larger program size. It adds about 8K to the
resident size of aTSR, although this becomes less important as
the size of the TSR increases.

Case Study: The Quick Time TSR
The TSR that Idesigned displays aclock on aPC's CRT when
you press aspecial key sequence known as ahot key. Once the
clock appears, you can press any key to make the clock vanish
and return control to the interrupted application. Icall this TSR
Quick Time (QT for short), and, although it is not terribly complex, it has all the elements found in more complicated TSR
utilities:
•A hot key activates the program.
•Since QT will make changes in the video display, the program saves the current display and cursor of the underlying application, then restores them upon exit.
•QT can determine if it has already been installed and will not
allow multiple copies of itself in memory.
•MS-DOS is not reentrant—meaning it must not be interrupted by aTSR when it is in the middle of doing something. QT
will not activate during critical MS-DOS activities.
•If QT is already activated, it will not allow itself to be activated " on top of itself."
•You can deinstall QT (remove it from memory) when you no
longer need it.
[Editor's note: Pseudocode for Quick Time is in listing 1. The
complete source for QT is available on disk, on BIX, on BYTEnet , and in the Quarterly Listings Supplement. See page 3for
further details.]
Getting Your Toe in the Door
From the user's standpoint, installing aTSR program proceeds
in the same way as executing anormal program: You simply
enter the name of the program at the MS-DOS prompt. A normal program goes about its business and, when finished, frees
the memory it was using. A TSR program, however, does several things before returning control to the system. For instance,
QT does the following:
continued
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T

urbo Pascal 4.0 provides
many facilities applicable to creating TSRs;
facilities you would otherwise have to spend hours creating.
1. It checks to see if acopy of itself has already been installed.
If so, it aborts the installation.
2. It determines the type of video adapter installed.
3. It intercepts required interrupt vectors and reroutes them to
its own interrupt handlers. For example, QT captures the keyboard interrupt to watch for the hot key.
4. It locates the INDOS flag. This is an undocumented feature
that QT uses to determine if it can interrupt MS-DOS.
5. It terminates using the Turbo Pascal procedure Keep, returning control to MS-DOS and remaining resident in memory.
It is essential that aTSR determine whether or not acopy of
itself has already been installed. Unfortunately, MS-DOS has
no built-in functions for identifying which programs are in
memory. Some TSRs search through the memory allocated for
an identifying sequence. This is aslow method that may not

Listing 1: Pseudocode for Quick Time.
START:
Display heading;
Call INITIALIZATION;

work with all flavors of MS-DOS. Other TSRs check for special
codes in and around the entry points to specific interrupts. That
method is simple to implement in assembly language, but very
difficult to use from ahigh-level language such as Turbo Pascal.
QT uses an entirely different method. BIOS interrupt 11
hexadecimal returns the equipment status word from afixed location in low memory. When first installed, QT intercepts interrupt 1lh and watches the CX register for a special 2-byte
code. If QT receives this code, it places asecond (answering)
code in CX. In any case, QT will load the AX register with the
equipment status word, so that any program calling this interrupt will still get the proper information. The first thing QT
does when executed is load CX with the first code, execute an
interrupt Ilh, and then look for the response code. If CX does
not contain the response code, QT knows that it has not been
installed, and so it proceeds normally. Otherwise, the installa-

Set BUSY = FALSE;
End.
Restore interrupts;
Exit.

If INITIALIZATION = TRUE then
Tell user of successful install;
Terminate and stay resident ( Use
Turbo Pascal's KEEP procedure).
else
Tell user of failure;
Exit.
INITIALIZATION:
If QT already installed then
return FALSE.

INT11: ( INT 11H handler)
Call original DOS ENT 11H handler;
If CX register has call code then
Load CX register with response code.
Load AX register with equipment list word;
Exit.
INT09: ( INT 09H handler)
Disable interrupts;
Call original BIOS INT 09H handler;

Set display buffer based on video mode;
Reroute INT 28H vector;
Reroute INT 11H vector;

(Remainder of code identical to ( A)
INT 28H HANDLER routine.)

Reroute INT 09H vector;
Locate the INDOS flag;
Store location of QT's stack;
Set BUSY to FALSE;
Return TRUE.

PROCESS:
Turn the cursor off;
Repeat
Get current time;
Position output

INT28: ( INT 28H handler)
Clear interrupts;
Call original DOS INT 28H handler;
(A):
If BUSY = TRUE and HOTKEY pressed then
call DEINSTALL.
If BUSY = FALSE and HOTKEY pressed and
current video mode is text mode then
Begin
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location;

Display time;
Until key is pressed.
Restore the cursor;
Exit.
DEINSTALL:
Save caller's stack;
Set stack to QT's stack;
Turn cursor on;

Set BUSY to TRUE;

Restore screen;

Save caller's stack;

Restore original INT 28H,

Set stack to QT's stack;

09H vectors;

Save current display ( SaveScrn);
call PROCESS;

Restore caller's stack;

Restore display ( RestScrn);

Exit to DOS ( Use Turbo Pascal's

BYTE • JULY 1988
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Deallocate QT's memory;

and

in
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tion terminates with an appropriate message. You can use this
method for multiple TSRs by just changing the request and response codes ( InstCodel and InstCode2 in QT's source code).
QT displays information on the screen, and so must save
the display of the current application when activated. QT gets
the current video mode using function OFh of BIOS interrupt
10h. If the mode is 7, QT knows it is dealing with amonochrome adapter with video memory beginning at segment
B000h. Otherwise, QT knows it is dealing with acolor adapter (CGA or EGA) whose video memory begins at segment
B800h.
Next, the program must intercept several interrupts. You can
declare aTurbo Pascal procedure to be an interrupt handler by
using the interrupt statement in the procedure definition. An
interrupt handler must save all registers when called, and return
using a special IRET (interrupt return) function. The interrupt statement tells Turbo Pascal to handle all this
automatically.
QT uses the Turbo Pascal function GetIntVec to obtain a
current interrupt vector address. QT saves the vector (apointer
to the interrupt handler code in the BIOS) and " wires" anew
interrupt handler into the interrupt. Iused the Turbo Pascal
SetIntVec procedure, which assigns a Turbo Pascal procedure's address to an interrupt. In this way, any program that
calls the old interrupt will pass through QT's new handler code,
which transfers control to the saved vector. This keeps other
programs that use the same interrupt from being " cut off."
When you deinstall QT, it restores the old interrupt vector.
QT intercepts three interrupts: Ilh, used for determining the
TSR's installation status (see above); and interrupts 09h and
28h, so that Q-1' can watch for its hot key. ( Pressing akey invokes interrupt 09h. Interrupt 28h is the MS-DOS " idle" interrupt; the operating system calls this interrupt when the system
is at the DOS prompt, waiting for akey.)
An undocumented MS-DOS function, 34h, retrieves the address of what is known as the INDOS flag. This counter represents the number of currently active MS-DOS functions. MSDOS is non-reentrant. Simply put, this means a program
cannot interrupt an MS-DOS procedure in progress to call another MS-DOS procedure. QT's Int09 interrupt handler uses
the INDOS flag to avoid interrupting MS-DOS when it is busy
(e.g., when INDOS is greater than 0). The TSR has to be clever,
however, because INDOS is set to 1whenever MS-DOS is awaiting input at the DOS prompt. However, since MS-DOS periodically executes an interrupt 28h while waiting, and since QT intercepts this interrupt, the TSR can deduce when it's safe to
activate.
Finally, QT sets aBusy flag to FALSE, indicating that the
TSR is inactive. (The Int09 and Int28 interrupt handlers
check the Busy flag to ensure that QT is not activated while it is
already active.) It then calls Turbo Pascal's Keep procedure,
which calculates the program's size and uses MS-DOS interrupt 21h, function 31h to terminate the application and keep it
resident. You can use Turbo Pascal's $Mdirective to set the size
of a program's stack and heap (where the program keeps
dynamically allocated variables); Ihave set each to 1K bytes. If
you're writing amore complex TSR, you'll probably need to set
your stack and heap size to some larger value.
Pop It Up
The interrupt-handling procedures Int09 and Int28 watch for
QT's hot key. When either interrupt is invoked, the handler executes the CallInt function (which Iwrote in in-line code) to
execute the original interrupt handler. Upon return from the
original handler, QT compares the hot key code in constant Ac-

Turbo Pascal 4.0
Here's aquick list of the Turbo Pascal 4.0 features that relieve some of the burdensome work of writing aTSR:
GetIntVec—This procedure accepts an interrupt vector
number (must be in the range 0-255) and returns the address
stored at that vector's location.
Interrupt —Not aprocedure itself, the interrupt directive defines auser-written procedure as being an interrupt
handler. Such aprocedure automatically saves all registers
upon entry and initializes the DS register.
PrefixSeg—A predefined word variable that contains the
segment address of the Program Segment Prefix.
SetIntVec—Inverse of GetIntVec. You pass an interrupt
vector number and the address of an interrupt service routine (ISR) to SetIntVec. The ISR becomes the new interrupt
handler for the vector.
Keep—This procedure calls the DOS terminate-and-stayresident function (interrupt 21h, function 31h). The program's code, data, and stack segments remain in memory,
and control returns to DOS.
Halt —Stops the program and returns control to the operating system.

tivate against the keyboard status byte. Each bit in the keyboard status byte represents the current state of the shift and
toggle keys. The 8bits are mapped as shown in table 1.
QT looks for the value 0Ah in the status byte, which indicates
that the user is pressing the Left Shift and Alt keys simultaneously. (If you're going to write your own TSR, you should
make sure that different TSRs use different key combinations
for activation.) QT then checks the Busy flag to verify that it is
FALSE, proceeds if so, and exits if not. As afinal check, the
TSR confirms that the video display is in one of the text modes.
If not, QT will not activate. (Graphics modes use large amounts
of memory— from 4K bytes to 256K bytes on standard PC video
adapters—and QT would have to reserve enough memory within itself to preserve the graphics screen, making QT's memory
requirements prohibitive.)
Once (71' has determined that it can activate, it saves the current value of the stack segment and pointer (the SS and SP registers). QT then sets the stack to the TSR's own local stack. This
is apreventative measure that guarantees there will be enough
stack space for QT to execute. Of course, QT will restore the
interrupted programs stack at exit time.
QT also saves the current video mode, display buffer, and
cursor position using Turbo Pascal's SaveScrn procedure. Because some programs (e.g., SideKick) don't use the BIOS to
manipulate the cursor (they talk directly to the 6845 video controller chip), SaveScrn must save the position in two ways:
through the BIOS, and by accessing cursor information internal
to the 6845. SaveScrn's counterpart is RestScrn, which restores the original mode, display, and cursor.
QT's Process procedure handles the actual visuals. The program simply runs in aloop, retrieving, formatting, and displaycontinued
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DIGITAL VOICE CARD (DVC)
for IBM PC, XT, AT and compatibles

PC SPEAKOUT
The DIGITAL VOICE CARD
from Computer Age Ltd.
provides a complete solution for your voice message
management.
DIGITAL VOICE CARD 101/CI
S95 00
MICROPHONE (MC)
$ 12 00
3" SPEAKER ISPK)
$900
Standalone
Digital
Voice
Recorder ( DVR) $8900 We accept Visa. MasterCard, COD
cash To Order Call Toll-free US.

1-800-263-7487
Computer Age pd
P0 Eicm 730
Noblelon. Ontario. LOG 100
4161859-0370

•Store me° data on PC
memory al 2K or ait bytes
per second
•Store trout 170 mmules on hard
del, 300 seconds on floppy
•Dogitire toes al 32K DIM per
second. 10 MP AD/DA
• IMerrupt and DMA support
allows concurrent operahOn
with your normal programs
•Include software & Nam for

IIKSIC. C. PASCAL. and DBASE
•Include Record and Play
Demo Message Reminder
programs Ready to use
APPLICATIONS YOU CAN USE:
•Volce alarm and reminder for
busy execulnes
•Telephone message store and
forward
Send ymo noca marls on a
!loopy or through a modem
•Speech analysis and tome
synthesis
•Vogoce message managernem
on store, factory. once and
hospital
•Computerized security and
monitoring system
•Sales, exhibit presentation
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A TURBO TSR

Table 1: Format of the keyboard status word. If abit is
set to I, the associated key is activated; if 0, it is not.
Bit

o
2
3
4
5
6
7

Meaning
Right shift
Left shift
Control
Alt
Scroll lock
Num lock
Caps lock
Insert state

ing the time. The loop exits when you press any key. I've defined procedures CursorOn and CursorOff (
using BIOS
interrupt 10h, functions 1and 3) to turn on and off the display of
the cursor, avoiding aflashing cursor on the screen.
Out! Out! Damned TSR!
Often, you will want to remove (or " deinstall") aTSR once it
has become resident. This is usually done to make the memory
taken up by the TSR available to other programs.
The Int09 and Int28 procedures watch all keystrokes, and if
they see that you've pressed the hot key while the Busy flag is
TRUE (i.e., while the TSR is activated) they call procedure
DeInstall.
DeInstall first restores the original screen and cursor.
Then it reinstalls the previous interrupt handlers for interrupts
28h, 11h, and 09h (saved during the initialization of the TSR).
Finally, the TSR must free the memory blocks it has taken
control of. There are two such blocks: one for the program
itself and one for its environment. When you execute aprogram under MS-DOS, the operating system places aprogram
segment prefix ( PSP) in the first 256 bytes before the program. The PSP includes several items of information, but
there's only one that we're really interested in: the segment
program's environment block, located at an offset of 44 bytes
within the PSP.
Fortunately, Turbo Pascal provides a predefined variable,
PrefixSeg, which contains the segment of the PSP. Using PrefixSeg, QT creates apointer to both the environment block and
the program block. The TSR then uses MS-DOS function 49h
to free agiven block of memory beginning at a specific segment. Once QT has released its memory, it exits using Turbo
Pascal's HALT procedure. QT is no longer resident.
There is one significant problem you can encounter when you
deinstall QT (or any TSR, for that matter). QT does not know if
any other programs, TSR or otherwise, are loaded into memory
after it. If QT is not the last program in memory when you deinstall it, ahole will be created in memory, causing the operating
system to fail with the message " Memory Allocation Error." Your
only recourse in this situation is to reboot your PC.
Termination
Using QT, it should be easier for you to develop advanced TSRs
like pop-up calculators and notepads. Ihope I've helped bring
the writing of TSRs down from the rarefied altitude of assembly
language to environs frequented by programmers who might
feel more comfortable using ahigh-level language. •
Scott Robert Ladd owns Elegant Technologies, aconsulting firm
in Denver, Colorado that specializes in IBM PC compatibles.
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FAST TRACK VS.
FAILSAFE
It may not be as fast as other RISC chips, but VIPER 's
error-free design could be alife-and-death matter at Mach 3
Dick Pountain
ost microprocessor manufacturers are quite
shameless in their pursuit of execution speed.
The latest architectures use massive register
files, pipelined instruction fetches, on-chip
caches, internal concurrency, and many other
tricks to get data through the chip as fast as possible. Unfortunately, this pursuit of speed often comes at the expense of
accuracy.
By contrast, in the design of VIPER (Verifiable Integrated
Processor for Enhanced Reliability), anew 32-bit RISC design
microprocessor, speed was of
only secondary importance.
England's Ministry of Defense plans to use VIPER in
control systems for the Royal
Air Force's next generation of
"fly-by-wire" military aircraft. Such aircraft have no
mechanical link to the pilot's
control stick, but depend on a
microprocessor to move the
airplane's control surfaces.
These chips must be absolutely correct—any bug could be
fatal. In the U.S., NASA is
also evaluating possible applications for VIPER.
Designed by the Royal Signals and Radar Establishment
(RSRE) in Malvern, England,
VIPER is the first microprocessor designed using mathematical correctness proof
techniques. These prove that
the chip meets its specifications and that it will always
function as intended.
ILLUSTRATION: BART GOLDMAN
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Bugs vs. Bucks
In applications where human lives are directly at risk, microprocessor system integrity takes on aspecial importance. But
ever since the first IC microprocessors were invented, chips
have had bugs in them that programmers have had to work
around. The recent spate of bug reports for the Intel 80386 is
typical of the early days of any major new CPU chip.
The reason chip makers don't immediately fix microprocessors with known bugs is simple: The masking process for making VLSI (very large scale integration) chips is so expensive that
it's not commercially feasible
to make anew mask and anew
chip revision for every minor
bug that emerges. However,
"minor" bugs are only as
minor as their consequences;
if they could crash the control
program that is the only thing
connecting your joystick to
your elevator at Mach 3, you
have a right to regard them
as major.
There's no need to fear
bugs that everyone knows
about. However, there may be
adeep-rooted fault in the logic
that becomes apparent only in
arare combination of circumstances. Such bugs can slip
through the best-constructed
test regimens and remain undetected until Murphy's Law
dictates that they surface.
System integrity and safety
problems aren't new. For centuries, engineers have had to
continued
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create systems where human life is at stake, and they have established many strategies for coping with risk. One of the most
effective is to create redundancy by duplicating critical components to reduce the probability of system failure. For example, a
truck might have two braking systems, or an aircraft two or
more hydraulic systems.
Unfortunately, the introduction of digital computers has
created almost intractable problems with this strategy. Computers, especially those using VLSI technology, are so complex
that no one can comprehend the entirety of their possible states,
interactions, and failure modes. Even designers are wholly dependent on automated aids to create these chips. This complexity can undermine asafety strategy based on redundancy.
Crisis of Confidence
Imagine acontrol system that uses three identical, independent
microprocessors that make all decisions by majority vote. This
provides an effective solution in cases where one of the processors fails due to physical damage. But adeep-seated bug is likely to appear in all three processors simultaneously. For genuine
redundancy it's better to use processors from three different
manufacturers, all running different programs. However, this
makes the task of writing the control systems more complex and
introduces more opportunities for error.
And that's only the hardware side of the problem. A similar
crisis of confidence exists in the software world and has
spawned the discipline of software engineering. A few years
ago, Iattended aseminar where atransport safety engineer described aredundant system he'd designed using Forth on twin
Intel 8008 microprocessors. He felt personally responsible for
the safety of railway passengers but couldn't guarantee the integrity of an 80286 or a 68000 chip. Instead, he stockpiled
8008s (which have been out of production for 10 years) because
he was sure he understood all its bugs. He chose Forth because
it was asimple language in which to write his own compiler, and
he felt that he could trust no one else's. Even after going to such
lengths, however, the engineer will never know for sure whether he provided 100 percent reliability—unless the system fails.
VLSI computers and related software are so complex that de-

signers can't progress without depending upon the work of previous generations of designers and programmers. Unfortunately, this means that, as far as reliability is concerned,
designers can have little confidence in the correctness of their
work. For the defense industry, it was this potentially deadly
paradox that prompted the design of VIPER.
VIPER's Architecture
VIPER's design was completed in 1987, and the RSRE staff
first implemented it using astandard gate array. Marconi Electronic Devices has now licensed VIPER and implemented it as
the MAS1908 VIPER- 1. The company fabricates VIPER- 1
chips using both bulk CMOS technology and Silicon on Sapphire for radiation hardness, and packages them as a 120-pin
grid array. In redundant systems, designers may use versions of
the same architecture implemented using different fabrication
technologies. This reduces the chance of bugs appearing as a
result of the manufacturing process (i.e., the 80386's temperature-sensitive math bug).
VIPER is a32-bit processor with a20-bit address bus and a
20-bit I/O space that can address up to 1megaword of memory
(1 megaword equals 4megabytes) and 1megaword of I/O space.
It uses avery small instruction set and aminimum of functional
units to make the correctness proof feasible. Unlike typical
RISC designs, which execute 1 instruction per clock cycle,
VIPER's instructions take between 6and 26 clock cycles to execute, and the number of registers provided is very small. Its performance is rated at 1million instructions per second (MIPS),
which, while far from breaking records, is not to be sniffed at.
A VIPER programmer sees only three 32-bit registers—the
accumulator A and the two index registers X and Y—plus aprogram counter, P. The programmer can use the A, X, and Y
registers interchangeably as general-purpose registers, but
VIPER uses the Y register to hold the return address during
subroutine calls. Only one flag is used, a 1-bit B register that
holds the result of comparison operations (see figure 1).
In addition to the B flag, the VIPER's ALU has a " stop"
output, which goes out to an external pin. Whenever VIPER
computes an illegal operation, arithmetic overflow, or an illeRegister set
X
Y

Buffer
External data

ALU

External address

Address
latch

Stop:

Instruction I
—
latch

Instruction
decoder

Figure 1: Proving the mathematical correctness of the VIPER- 1microprocessor required asimple architecture, as shown here.
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gal address (i.e., more than 20 bits), it stops and raises an exception signal on this pin. The system in which it is embedded
then knows that an error has occurred. The only way to continue
after astop is to reset the processor, which clears all registers.
The stop condition also occurs when aread from memory or a
peripheral device exceeds 63 clock cycles. This stop feature reflects the strict view that when an error occurs, it's dangerous
to continue processing. The external system must heed the stop
signal and perform some predefined corrective action, like
switching to another processor or loading anew program.
Unsafe at Any Speed
VIPER's designers deemed certain hardware features to be so
intrinsically unsafe that they excluded them. There's no hardware stack, because overflow and underflow pose insurmountable problems for validation. For similar reasons, there's no
interrupt system. Hardware validation is currently possible only
for fully synchronous systems, so VIPER avoids the internal
concurrency that provides the high performance of the 68030
and most new RISC processors. No refresh circuitry is provided
for dynamic RAMs, so VIPER must be used with static RAMs.
All instructions have the same 32-bit-word format, of which
20 bits can hold an immediate constant, an address, or an offset. The remaining 12 bits select source and destination, registers or memory, and the function to perform. VIPER has 32
function codes, 16 of which are comparison operations. The
rest are arithmetic, logical, shift, and memory-read operations.
Every ALU operation has astop condition that can stop the
processor and raise an exception. For example, most operations
cannot use the P program counter as adestination. For those
operations, destination P is astop condition. Only Read from
Memory, Call, Increment, and Decrement can be performed on
P, and the latter two cause astop if an overflow occurs.
Proving Correctness
VIPER's designers chose an extremely Spartan architecture so
that asmall number of state machines could describe the processor (afinite-state machine is amathematical device that has
afinite number of mutually exclusive states).
When in aparticular state, the state machine can perform
actions that determine which state it will move to next. A simple
analogy is atypewriter, which has uppercase and lowercase
states controlled by the Shift and Shift Lock keys. When in the
Shift Lock state, pressing any alphabetic key causes an uppercase letter to print, but pressing the Shift key causes atransition
back to the lowercase state. A state machine is an attractive
model for simple physical systems, because designers can completely define their behavior by describing the states and the
allowed transitions between states.
Eleven simple state machines, or major states, describe VIPER, and these combine to form the major-state machine in
figure 2. The node marked dummy represents the state immediately before an instruction fetch. Any VIPER instruction can be
represented by apath through this diagram, starting and ending
at dummy. For example, the path dummy-> fetch-> dummy represents the skip (i.e., do nothing) instruction, because it simply
fetches the next instruction. Four of VIPER's pins are called
major states 0to 3. They indicate the processor's current major
state to the outside world, for use in debugging and testing.
VIPER' stop-down design has four description and documentation levels. The top level is an abstract specification of what
the machine is to do. It's written in LCF-LSM (logic of computable functions/logic of sequential machines), a functional
logic language based on first-order predicate calculus developed by Dr. Michael Gordon at the Computer Laboratory

Figure 2: Eleven major states represent the mathematical
model of the VIPER microprocessor.
of Cambridge University.
A state vector that holds the contents of the memory, registers, flag, and stop status describes the state of VIPER when
resting between instructions:
state: ( RAM, A, X, Y, B, stop)
Writing the top-level specification consists of defining afunction called next: ( state -> state) that describes all possible
transitions of this vector when the machine executes asingle
instruction. Next is itself defined in terms of auxiliary functions, including afunction called ALU, which completely specifies the machine's arithmetic. The full specification for VIPER
comprises some 240 lines of LCF-LSM and can be printed on a
single sheet of paper. By contrast, if the Motorola 68000 had a
formal specification, it would probably fill atelephone book. A
sample of the specification for ALU is shown in listing 1.
The second description level is the major-state machine itself, which is also written in LCF-LSM. It describes the inner
workings of the component state machines. To describe the
major states, VIPER's designers concatenated asecond vector
that contains the values of the control fields in the first 12 bits of
aVIPER instruction with the following state vector:
major: ( RAM, A, X, Y, B, stop) ( T, regselect, memselect,
destination, compare, function)
Tis an internal register not available to the programmer. This
combined vector represents the transient state as an instruction
executes. The description of each node in figure 2 now comprises two functions, one defining the exit conditions from this
node and another defining the corresponding transformation of
its major-state vector.
The third level is the electronic block model, consisting of an
ALU, an instruction decoder, and the rest of the units shown in
figure 1. This is written in both LCF-LSM and ELLA. A
lower-level language, ELLA's advantage is that tools already
exist to convert it into input for aVLSI CAD/CAM system. No
such tools exist for LCF-LSM. A library of LCF-LSM functions in ELLA provides the bridge between the two languages.
continued
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The final description level, agate-level circuit description,
was written entirely in ELLA and converts directly into CAD/
CAM input for Ferranti or Marconi's fabrication processes.
Proofs Performed
The task of verifying that VIPER was acorrect implementation
of the top-level specification in figure 3involved proving that
each level of the hierarchy was afaithful translation of the one
above it in every respect. Between the first three levels, from
top level to major state, and from major state to electronic block
diagram, VIPER's designers performed the proofs algebraically using first-order logic within the LCF-LSM language.
While the details of the proofs used are beyond the scope of

Listing 1: Afragment of the top-level specification of
VIPER in the LCF-LSM language, which defines 32-bit
addition. This language can represent values either as
positive integers, as machine words of various lengths,
or as lists of Boolean values (bits). It provides built-in
functions like V, TL, EL, WORDn and BITSn to convert
between these representations and to manipulate bit
lists.
TRIM34T032 : word34 -> word32
TRIM34T032 ( w) == WORD32 ( V ( TL ( TL ( BITS34 w) ) ) )
ADD32 : ( word32 # word32) ->
(word32 # boo 1 # boo1)
ADD32 ( r, m) ==
LET sum = WORD34 ( ( V)tL33 ( SIGNEXT r) )
+ ( VAL33 ( SIGNEXT m) ) )
LET opposite = (EL31(BITS32 r))

IN

XOR ( EL31 (BITS32 m) )

IN

(TRIM34T032 sum, (EL32 ( BITS34 sum) ) XOR opposite,
( ( EL32 ( BITS34 sum) ) XOR (EL31 ( BITS34 sum) ) ) )

Language

LCF-LSM

Description level
i Top level
specification!,
I

LCF-LSM

LCF-LSM
ELLA

ELLA

Verification

Algebraic
proof

Major state
model

Electronic
block
dia! ram

Circuit
layout

Silicon

Algebraic
proof

Intelligent
exhaustive
simulation

CAD
system
checks

Figure 3: VIPER's hardware validation process uses a
hierarchy of description levels.
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this article, an overview is in order. The first-level proof involves generating aspanning tree, which contains all the paths
through figure 2 to establish the completeness of the proof.
Completeness is extremely important, as unforeseen processor
states are more likely to cause hidden bugs than are the wellstudied main states.
This use of aspanning tree is valid only for synchronous systems in which transitions occur in a regular time sequence.
(This accounts for the design restrictions mentioned earlier.)
Chief VIPER designer, Dr. John Cullyer, performed afirst informal proof by hand, and the proofs have subsequently been
repeated by researchers at Cambridge University using a
powerful automatic theorem prover. The automated prover,
which had to perform over 1million primitive inferences, detected three errors in the manual proof.
To prove the correctness of the translation from electronic
block diagram to circuit layout, the design team devised the Intelligent Exhaustive Simulation technique. In principle, to verify the circuit for afunction block, you would have to prove for
every combination of inputs that the block specification and the
circuit produce the same results. However, this is often impractical, since for ninputs, 2^ tests are needed.
Intelligent Exhaustive Simulation relies on ELLA' sability to
handle multivalued logic where, in addition to true and false,
the values don' tcare and don' t know are possible. The programmer can set inputs that, according to the specification,
should be irrelevant to don ' tcare. If they're truly irrelevant,
the output is unaffected. But if, due to an implementation error,
they do have some effect, the output will expose this by delivering adon't know value. With this technique, far fewer than 2"
tests can yield an equivalent level of proof, given that the multivalue logic is first verified as correct. For example, the VIPER
instruction decoder has 18 inputs. This theoretically required
262,144 (218 )tests, but 995 tests were sufficient.
VIPER'S designers assumed that the semicustom CAD/
CAM system would deliver correct masks from acorrect circuit
network, and they deemed the final level of proof, from circuit
layout to silicon, unnecessary. The grounds for this belief are
that the VLSI companies have invested tremendous sums to ensure that this is the case, and the CAD/CAM system itself performs numerous checks on which it's hard to improve. The design team backed up the formal mathematical proofs by
conducting extensive simulations of each level. To do so, they
wrote acompiler from LCF-LSM into Algo168 and then compiled and executed the actual specifications.
As well as establishing that VIPER contains no fundamental
logic errors, the proof process provides complete, unambiguous
documentation of the processor's operation at each description
level with the LCF-LSM descriptions. This is of great importance, as incorrect or ambiguous documentation of acorrect
hardware feature can produce bugs in aprogram just as easily as
can afault in the hardware. Similarly incomplete documentation has plagued microprocessors since their earliest days.
VIPER Software
Although VIPER's designers have established the correctness
of the chip's design, the problem of writing correct software for
it remains. There has been much research into mathematical
software verification techniques, such as Oxford University
professor C.A.R. Hoare's work on the laws of programming
(see " Mathematics of Programming," August 1986 BYTE),
but few such techniques are practical for commercial use. Even
so, programmers can apply several methods to improve the
prospects of writing correct VIPER programs.
Most programmers will write VIPER programs either in
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VISTA (VIPER Structured Assembler), ablock-structured
high-level assembly language with aPascal-like syntax, or in
SPADE-Pascal. Two sophisticated program-analysis tools are
available to handle programs written in these languages. The
RSRE staff developed MALPAS (Malvern Program-Analysis
Suite) to analyze VISTA programs, while researchers at Southampton University developed SPADE (Southampton Programs
Analysis and Development Environment).
Both programs perform static analysis; that is, they investigate the structure of aprogram from its source text without running it. Both also require translation of the source program into
an intermediate language in which the programmer can write
the high-level specifications of the program's behavior. Finally, both provide the automated tools to do the translation.
MALPAS performs six different analyses on translated
VISTA programs. Control Flow Analysis finds all routes
through the program and isolates dead code; Data Use Analysis
identifies program inputs and outputs; and Information Flow
Analysis checks the dependencies between inputs and outputs.
Partial Program Analysis decomposes the program into modules for checking by the Semantic Analyzer, which determines
the relationship between inputs and outputs for all paths
through the program. Compliance Analysis compares the results of the Semantic Analyzer with the program's intermediate
language specification and reports noncompliances. Static
analysis can find many deep bugs in aprogram structure, and
programmers can use the results of the analysis further to help
design test suites for dynamic analysis of the running program.
SPADE-Pascal is asubset of ISO-Pascal, minus some potentially unsafe constructs, such as variant records and procedural
parameters. Soon, SPADE will include translators for Ada and
Modula2 in addition to Pascal. SPADE-Pascal uses formal
comments, or "annotations," that SPADE can use to verify programs. SPADE includes averification condition generator that
works on programmer assertions expressed in these annotations,
and aproof checker (written in Prolog) that can prove that the conditions are satisfied. Both of these tools, and the language systems
they support, run under the VIPSE (Viper Integrated Programming Support Environment) operating environment.
A Failsafe Future?
It will be some time before hardware and software verification
impinges significantly on the mainstream of personal computing. One reason is that the technique used to verify VIPER can
cope only with chips with acomplexity of up to 10,000 gates
(VIPER has 5,000, while processors like the 68020 have closer
to 100,000). In the interim, while researchers develop more
powerful proof methods, it may be possible to use averified
chip like VIPER as awatchdog that checks the inputs and outputs of riskier chips. Marconi intends to use this approach to
interface VIPER- 1 to an off-the-shelf floating-point coprocessor, since the verification of floating-point arithmetic is currently controversial.
The prospect of abug-free microprocessor may seem unexciting to those who love to argue over who has the fastest 80386
system and swap stories of bugs in their C compilers. But, sooner or later, hardware and software verification will affect everyone directly. Beyond its application in military aircraft control
and weapons arming systems, VIPER may appear in control
systems for nuclear power plants and even commercial passenger jets, which are moving toward fly-by-wire technology. •
Dick Pountain is a BYTE contributing editor, a technical author, and asoftware consultant living in London, England. You
can contact him on BIX as "dickp."
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(800) 222-4229 Ext. 39, ( 408) 238-1784

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

FAX MACHINES $ 395

CROSS ASSEMBLERS
8 BIT DEBUG/SIMULATORS
DISASSEMBLERS

MURATA FAX 1200/1600
$795/925
SHARP FAX F0300/F0500
$ 1195/1495
TOSHIBA FAX 30100/3300/3700
$1088/1240/CALL
RICOH 10/20
$ 1295/1595
$1279
CANON FAX 20
PC/XT SYS.Receweffransmit FAX+Scanner $ 1595
PC/XT Telephone Answer & Voicemail $ 1195
Prepay prices Visa/MC 2% cod 2% restock 20%
TELEPHONE PRODUCTS CENTER
23591 0213 El Toro Rd El Tom, CA 92630 714/739-9555

MICROCOMPUTER TOOLS
Phone ( 800) 443-0779
In CA (
415) 825-4200
912 Hastings Dr Concord, CA 94518

COMPUTER BOOKS

CAD/CAM
CADKEY3

EPROM, 8748, PLD Programmers
All run in PC/XT/AT
Full featured

inquiry 599.

Inquiry 593.

nquiry 587.

New!

COMMUNICATIONS

(
Ver. 3.02)

$2,695

CADKEY CADExped
$325
New! CADKEY 1
$425
New! CADKEY Solid Synthesis . .
$425
We also carry CADJET Input Tablets and Templates
and other fine support products for CADKEY. Call
or write.

680X0 Cross Assemblers

about applications, programming, operating
systems, utilities, hardware and much more.
Call today for a free catalogue.

Book Express

HLB Technology
PO Box 527, Blue Ridge, VA 24064

703-977-6520

Books! Books! Books!
If it's published and about IBM or compatible computers, we probably have it. Books

MC/VISA

Dept 100, 851 Weidner CI South. Burial° Grove IL 60089
1.800-234-2620

acuno

RAVEN Computer

Systems

Box 12116, St. Paul. MN 55112

( 612) 636-036$

Inquiry 600.

Inquiry 594.

Inquiry 588.

Nos nebenswe quality (X.e33 Orbs
4.4.4 evii use sour lam PC or
competes M versens include mewse lasting boltesaas lo 32 dei
sartial erba tables, INCWDE Nes. PATH names, ORS, DC. DS Dell none
oeer traces, (swop MACRC5(. annast manual. Bass wersons DIEUIB Snoods Unions easom create ether S-ncords or nameable ...Ms ant
include a we encl.
,creaws 5-records or beery au4u flas Mee way professed Minimum requerernare are 320K, 000233, & .51 - 09311
Bass 59X069010-649.95
Linking 6800066010-493.95
Base 6902068e81-614995
Chore. visa MC accepted MN armlets ..,6% sales IrNo POY or CODY

COMPUTER INSURANCE

CASE
Affordable CASE
A new concept in Computer Aided Engineering for developing PC/DOS applications! C
Dispatcher generates fast, efficient C code for
command and menu driven applications.
Develop, document, and change easily. Many
features. For many compilers. $ 295.00 MC/Visa

Amaryllis Inc.

563 Wattaquadoc Rd Bolton. MA 01740
(617) 365-5456

INSURES YOUR

COMPUTER

SAFEWARE provides full replacement of hardware,
media and purchased software. As little as $39 a
year provides comprehensive coverage. Blanket
coverage; no list of equipment needed. One call
does it all. Call 8 am- 10 pm ET ( Sat. 9 to 5)

TOLL FREE 1-800-848-3469
(Local 614-262-0559)
SAFEVVARE, The Insurance Agency Inc.

CROSS ASSEMBLERS
FINITE STATE PROGRAM COMPILERS

FASTER TMS32020IC25

A Case program that develops complex software pro-

Macro Assembler
only $ 49.95

grams in minutes instead of hours! The COMPEDITOR forms source Finite Slate programs in.
ADA, BASIC, C, FORTRAN and PASCAL.
IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2
175K RAM Dos 2.0+
Price: $175.00 per compiler (With Primer) Sampler $30

AYECO

5025 Nassau Circle. Orlando

INCORPORATED

FL 32808

1-800-537-4753

Ariel Corporation
212-925-4155
110 Greene Street. Suite 404, New York, New York 10012
DSP BBS: 212-925-4131
300, 1200/2400 MNP-5, 9600 UST 8bits, no parity, 1stop bit

CROSS ASSEMBLERS

The Bread Board System (TBBS) Secure, reliable, fullfeatured commercial information system for IBM
XT/AT/386/PS2 or compatible Menu editor allows
customization by nonprogrammers Kermit. X 8. Y.
Modem. High performance allows up to 32
simultaneous callers User audit trail
300/1200/2400/9600 bps

Hosts: PC/MS DOS, micro VAX, VAX 8000

eSoft, Inc.

BOX 1312, Lansdale, PA 19446

15200 E Guard Ave * 2550, Aurora. CO 80014
(3031 699-6565

inquiry 591

DATA CONVERSION
MEDIA CONVERSION/DATA TRANSLATION

More Man just astraed dump of ASCII tranuled
Word Processing, DBMS, and Spreadsheet data on Disk.
or Tapes transferred directly into applications running on
Mainframes, Minis, Micros, Dedicated Word Processors
Typesetters, and Electronic Publishing systems
IBM PS/2 & Macintosh supported
el in the translation industry!

CompuData Translators, Inc.
3325 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1202, Los Angeles, Co 90016

(213) 387-4477

1-800-825-8251

DATABASE MGMT. SYSTEMS

COMMUNICATIONS
MULTI- LINE PC- DOS BBS

Z-World

1772 Picasso Ave, Davis, CA 95616 (
916) 753-3722
Please see our ad on page 325

Inquiry 602.

nquiry 596.

nquiry 590.

assembler and linker. We have CP/M emulator
cards for PC. Up to 12.5 mhz 280 clock speed, start
ing at $ 249.95! Also Z80/HD64180 C compilers.

nquiry 601.

nquiry 595.

nquiry 589.

280/HD64180
SLR Systems cross assemblers run on PC and are
compatible with Microsoft M80/1.110. $ 195D0 for

Universal Linker, Librarian

Targets for 36 Microprocessors
Developed and supported at:

ENERTEC, INC.
215-362-0966

dBASE III WORKALIKE $39
1on 1 = 38 "aprogrammable relational DBMS
the
menu mode is afancier and more complete version of
dBASE's...faster operation in the interactive
mode
runs command files slower . at $39.. 1on 1
= 3!! is a great deal for those who would be glad ro
have adBASE Ill Plus clone" PC MAGAZINE 5:17/811.
SEND CHECK $39 • $4 Ma or INOUIPE!

1on 1Computer Solutions
26 Finchwood Dr Trumbull. CT 06611

MC/VISA

nquiry 597.

203-375-0914

nquiry 603.

DATA/DISK CONVERSION
MULTI-USER BBS (FOR IBM PC AT)

Professional Series

TEAMate — amainframe quality BBS. A mini CompuServe Full screen cursor-controlled interface, topic
outline structure, public and private topics, audit trails,
xmodem, integrated mail, content retrieval and more.
MS-DOS, XENIX and UNIX versions.

PseudoCode releases its PseudoSam Professional
Series of cross assemblers All popular processors.
Macros, Conditional Assembly. and Include Files. Virtually unlimited size For IBM PC's, MS-DOS 20 or
greater With manual for $35.00. Each additional $20.00.
(MI res 4% tax) Visa/MC. (
Dealer Inquiries Welcoi.b).)
Order from distributor:

MMB Development Corporation
1021 No Sepulveda Bud Sute K Manhattan Beach CA 90266
1-800-832-6022, In CA ( 213) 545-1455

nquiry 592.

Micro Kit
6910 Patterson, Caledonia, MI 49316, 616-791-9333.

nquiry 598.

Get the Expertise You Need!
Disk/Disk • Tape/Disk • OCR
Over 1,000 formats! 31
2 ,
/
51
4 ,
/
or 8inch disks. 9track
mag tape, 10 MB Bernoulli cartridge. Data base ard
word processor translation Specialists in Goveriment Security Data Call for free consultat on

Computer Conversions, Inc.
9580 Black Mtn Rd , Ste J. San Diego, CA 92126

(619) 693-1697
nquiry 604.
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DATA/DISK CONVERSION

dBASE III COMPILERS

DISK CONVERSIONS

FREE dBASE III +

Media transfer to or from IBM Xerox. DEC, Wang,
Lamer, CPT, Micom, NBI, CT. also WP WS.
MS/WAD, DW3, MM, Samna, DEC DX, MAS 11
Xerox-Writer. ASCII

FREE TEST CONVERSION
CONVERSION SPECIALISTS
531 Main St , Ste 835, El Segundo, CA 90245

(213) 545-6551

COMPILER DEMO DISK

Dent buy Clipper' until you see our FREE dBASE Corn
piler Evaluation Kit Includes DEMO DISK with 8 PRGS
and results of compiling with Clipper, Quicksilver A. Fox
BASE + Also 15 benchmark tests, complete magazine
reviews, and detailed brochures about all 3 compilers
FREE

No obligation

Call 74 hours

NEMESIS

Toyogo, Inc.

100 Fifth Me.. Dept Y. Waltham, MA 02154

PO Boo 2975. Oakland, CA 94610

nquiry 605.

Go Master'

Go is a popular Oriental game of intellectual complexity and elegance. NEMESIS, recognized
worldwide as the best Go program, is an ideal
playmate and tutor. Pournelle's game of the month
twice: "If you are Interested in Go, buy this program." BYTE 7/87

7 days

dataBASE Specialties (
415) 652-2790

(213) 322-6319

ENTERTAINMENT

(617) 890-4184

nquiry 616

DEMOS/TUTORIALS
DISK & TAPE CONVERSIONS
AUTOMATICALLY
SAVE TIME AND MONEY

INSTANT REPLAY III

TAPE Conversions as lo.v as $2300 MB
DISK Conversions as low as $ 1500 per Disk
Call or write TODAY for a cost saving quotation

Build Demos. Tutorials, Prototypes, Presentations. Mus(c,
Timed Keyboard Macros. and Menu Systems Includes
Screen Maker, Keystroke/Time Editor, Program Memorizer,
and Animator Rec'd Great Reviews' Smply the BEST Not
copy protected No royalties 60 day satisfaction money
back guar IBM and Compatb S149 95 US Chk/Cr Crd
Dorso Diskette $ 500

CREATIVE DATA SERVICES

NOSTRADAMUS, INC.

Over 1000 formats from Mini, Micro Mainframe, Word Pro.
cessons, 6 Typesetters

1210 W Latimer Ave., Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 866-6080

Inquiry 606.

FLOW CHARTING II+ HELPS YOU!
Precise flowchamng is fast and simple with Flow Charting
D.. Draw, edit and print perfect charts bold and normal fonts.
26 shapes - 95 sizes, fast entry of arrows, bypasses 8 connectors; Fast Insert Line. shrink screen displays 200-column
chart; 40 column edit screen for detail work, much more.

PATTON & PATTON
81 Great Oaks Blvd. San Jose CA 95119

3191 South Valley Street ( ste 252)

(
801) 487-9662

Salt Lake City, Utah 84109

FLOW CHARTS

nquiry 611

1-800-525-0082 (
Outside CA)
408-629-5376 (
CA/Int'D
nquiry 617.

DISK DRIVES
DISK INTERCHANGE
SERVICE COMPANY
DISC specializes in transferring files between incompatible disk formats, and between disk and 9-track tape
•Dedicated Word Processors
•Mini, Micro & Mainframe Computers
•9-Track Tape (800, 1600 and 6250 BPI)
•neaps. CHM, UNIX, DOS, PRODOS, TSX+, RT-11
2 Park Drive • Westford, MA 01886

(617) 692-0050
Inquiry 607.

PS/2 DRIVES FOR PC's AT's
CompatiKit/PC

$329

CompatiKit/AT

$ 309

Built-in floppy controllers— no problem.
Supports multiple drives and formats. Lets your
computer use IBM PS/2 1AM diskettes plus more!
Call for further information or to place an order.
VISMAC/COD/CHECK

Micro Solutions Computer Products
132 W Lincoln Hwy. DeKalb, IL 60115

STRUCTURED FLOW CHART

NSChart creates Nassi-Shneiderman ( structured)
flowcharts from a simple PDL. Keywords define
structures & text strings appear in the chart. Easy
to create, even easier to revise! Automatic chart sizing, text centering. Translators from many
languages available, For Mac and IBM PC.

SILTRONIX, INC.

PO. Box 82544, San Diego, CA 92138

1-800-637-4888

1315/756-3411

nquiry 612.

nquiry 618.

DUPLICATION SERVICES
QUALITY CONVERSIONS
•Disk
• Tape
•Scanning
*TYPEWRITTEN 6.33 per page to ASCII
'TYPESET 6-24 point Low Rates
(*WP Formats available)
IMAGES
Logos/Line Art/Glossies

let Run Computer Services Inc.

SOFTWARE DUPLICATION
•One Stop Shopping •
• Custom Packaging •
•Copy Protection •
• Competitive

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
800-222-0490 NJ 201-462-7628

MEGASoft

1261 Broadway, Suite 508 New York, NY 10001

PO een 710, Freehold NJ 07728

(212) 779-0800

nquiry 608.

IBM PC

Technical Support
Drop Shipping
Fast Turnaround
Pricing

See 0, 40 On page 334

Inquiry 613.

* to.

HP

FILE COPY

IBM PC to HP File Copy allows IBM PCs, PS/2, compatibles to read, write files written by Hewlett Packard
Series 70, 80, 200, 300. 1000, 9000s. We offer custom
work using our file copy utilities and program translators.
Call for estimate, catalog, data sheet

Oswego Software
507 North Adams St
Oswego, Illinois 60543

• Disk duplication •
• All formats •
• EVERLOCK copy •
protection •
• Label/sleeve printing •
• Full packaging
services

Telex 858-757

215-3684200

Inquiry 609.

IBM PS/2's
MODEL
MODEL
MODEL
MODEL
MODEL
MODEL
MODEL

Up to 41% offl

50-386
60-041
eo-crri
80-041
60-071
80-111
80311

Rood }bur CM

(
New)
5,295
6,295
6,995
8,495
10,995
13,995

SCall
3,395

3850

4,395
4,995
7,895
9,995

American Micro Computer Center (305) 985-9406
2890 Griffin Rd, Suite #4, Ft Lauderdale, FL 33312

Inquiry 619.

SOFTWARE PRODUCTION

312/554-3567
Fax 312/554-3573

HARDWARE

Warehousing
Drop shipping
Fulfillment
48- hour delivery
Consultation &
guidance

DISCOUNT CLONES
•XT Turbo $ 435.
•AT 8/10 Mon - $895.
•Seagate ST225 20MB hard drive with controller
•386 25MHz - $LIM.
•Haws compatible 1200 baud modem - $99.
•Berra. EGA - S150.
•Seagate 40MB hard eve - $375.

$ 300.

Automated Business Solutions

Star- Byte, Inc.

713 W Main Si . Lansdale. PA 19446
800-243-1515

nquiry 614.

516-379-3995

30 day mere),back guarantee • ' • •
Dealer Inquenes Invited Pleas,

d 01b0I Walla IV.'
onn,lete Pr ,-

nquiry 620.

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS
CONVERSION SERVICES
Convert any 9track magnetic tape to or from over
1000 formats including 31
2 ". 5I/4", 8" disk formats &
/
word processors. Disk to disk conversions also
available. Call for more info. Introducing OCR Scanning Services.
Pivar Computing Services, Inc.
165 Arlington Hgts. Rd., Dept. # B
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 (
312) 459-6010
nquiry 610.
312
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BUILD TALKING ROBOT!

CHIP CHECKER

- Build B.E RT
the Basic Educational Robot Trainor
- Featured in BYTE April 8 May /87
- Even a child can program this talking Robot. built
from off-the- shell components

•14/4000 CMOS

- Minimum Kit $43 00 US
•
- Complete Kit $ 165 00 US
- For further information write to

of output in seconds. Also tests popular RAM chips. IBM

GoCo Dist.

Suite 80« 1146 Harwood St,
Vancouver, B.C. Canada WE 3V1

rquiry 615.

• 74/54 TTL o CMOS
• 14-24 Pin Chips

• 8000 Nat + Signeties
• 9000 UL
• 3" .6" IC widths

Tests/Identities over 650 digital chips with ANY type
compatible version $259 C128 * C64 version $ 159

DUNE SYSTEMS
2603 Willa Dr., St. Joseph, MI 49085

(616) 983-2352
Inquiry 621.

THE BUYER'S MART
HARDWARE/ADD-ONS

HARDWARE
INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER

Has optimum features for monitor + control applications: 16 Chan A/D • 4 RS232J422 Ports • 48 Frog I/D
Lines • 8 Opto INs • 8 HiDrive OUTS • 4 Timers •
Watchdog • 104K Memory • 5.25 x8.0 Options: Resident FORTH OS with Target Compiler, Editor. Assembler, + Auto Load/Start; 5 MHz 8085 • 4 Chan DIA.
Battery Backed Clock/RAM • Networking • PC Support.
E46•C 1000+ $24900

E- PAC 2000 + 8449.00

EMAC INC.

PO Box 2042, Carbondale IL 62902

(
61a) 529-4525

nquiry 622.

MYRIAD MODEM
2400BPS ONLY $ 135
• Hayes compatible • Free Bitcom software
• For IBM PC/XT/AT • 4 Cow ports selectable
8 compatibles

• 2 years warranty

• Made in USA

DATA ERA

STORE

1556 Halford Ave , No
Inquiry

( 408) 729-4589

166 Santa Clara. CA 95051

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
STOCK- MASTER 4.0
Commercial grade inventory management
software at micro prices.
• Supports all 12
• Stock Status Reporting
transaction types • Activity History Analysis
• Pend Analysis • Bill of Materials
• Quality Control • Purchase Order Writing
• Multiple Locations • Order Entry
• Purchase Order Tracking • Material Requirements
•Open Order Reporting • On Line Inquiry
• Serial/Lot IS Tracking

Applied Micro Business Systems, Inc.
177-F Riverside Ave

Newport Beach. CA 92663 714-759-0552

nquiry 634.

628.

LAPTOP COMPUTERS
IBM PC's USE Mac DISKS

FREE CATALOG
Protect your computer power from black-outs, brownouts, audio/video hash and surges' Complete line of low
cost Emergency Power Supply units, Line Conditioners
and Surge Suppressors prevent damage and loss of
valuable data Prevent errors, malfunctions and false
printout& Send for money saving catalog today

IN
730 W Lake St

MatchMaker lets you plug any Macintosh external floppy drive into an IBM PC. Half size card and
software lets you copy to/from, view directory, initialize, or delete files on the Mac diskette. Works
with PCs, XTs. ATs, and compatibles The easy way
to move information!
$149.00 Visa/MC/COD/Chk.

Micro Solutions Computer Products

Chicago. IL 6060E3

Phone 312-648-2191

132 W Lincoln Hwy. DeKaltx IL 60115
nquiry

nquiry 623.

815/758-3411

LAPTOP SPECIALS
Toshiba • Zenith • NEC • DATAVUE • SHARP •
LAFPDPS • AFFORDABLE " or 31
2 " DRIVE
/
UNITS for LAPTOPS & DESKTOPS Including
Tandy 1400 LT. • DICONIX PRINTERS • 768 card
for T1000 • 2400 BAUD MODEMS for Laptops •
Laptop software • Hard drives • Fast reliable and
friendly service. For Low Pricing call

COMPUTER OPTIONS UNLIMITED
201-469-7678 ( 7 Days. 9 am -10 pm Eastern time)
nquiry 635.

629.

HARDWARE CO-PROCESSO
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSOR

87C51 PROG. $ 125.00
The UPA 87C51 Programming Adapter lets you use
your general purpose programmer to program the
87C51, 8751H. AMD8753H, 87C252, and 8752BH.
Also lets you program the 87C51/8751H security bits
and the 87C51 encryption array. It's very simple and

TMS32010 and TMS320C25. Designed for applications
in communications, instrumentation, speech, and
numeric processing Offered with 12 bn 80 KHz reD and
D/A and continuous data acquisition 8 playback option
MO and up.

DALANCO SPRY

VERY cost effective

LOGICAL SYSTEMS CORPORATION

Suite 241. 2900 Connecticut Ave. NW,
Washington DC 20008

6184 Teall Station, Syracuse NY 13217
(315) 478-0722

DSP products for the IBM PC/XT/AT based on the TI

(202) 232-7999

Telex 8715617 LOGS

than any other product available No installation necessary.
easy to use split screen design Includes incredible " universal cable' that connects any b. computers Transfer entire
disks faster than a DOS copy command! Only $129.95 including universal cable and both 31
/ " and 51
2
4 " disKs.
/
"Bridge" owners can trade in for only $89.95 wto cable

llravellng Software, Inc.

19310 North Creek Parkway, Bothell WA 980'1
1-800-343-8080 ( 206) 483-8088
nquiry 636.

Inquiry 630.

nquiry 624.

LAP- LINK
The ultimate bouton for linking laptop computer with ary IBM
compatible desktop PC 115, 200 baud transfer rate- faster

LEGAL
PC MINI- SUPERCOMPUTER

NorthStar

Sales and service NorthTech Specializes in Horizon and Advantage hardware/software/support largest full service
distributor of NorthStar products in United States We buysell-trade NorthStar products and peripherals • complete
repair facilities • tech support and training • all hardware
and software in stock • same day service available • ten years
of customer satisfaction

NorthTech Support Services, Inc.
Oberlin

Ohio / Arlington

1-800-426-7898

nquiry

Virgins

216-775-0525

All pleadings and documents.

Fill your PC/XT//0" with Ito 6PC4000 boards for ahigh speed
PC-RISC system The PC4000 uses the NC4016 RISC Engine

Any word processor software.

which executes high level Forth in silicon

Free Brochure.

Each PC4000 is

in the 5to 7MIPS range
over a 100 times faster than a
PC, uses Forth. C or Assembler From $ 1295

SILICON COMPOSERS (415)

-1
-SC

The Software Company
PO. Box 872687. Wasilla, AK 99687

322-8763

210 California Ave., Suite K, Palo Alto, CA 94306

(907) 745-6267
nquiry 637.

-MEMORY CHIPS

HARDWARE/PERIPHERALS
BUY *
Apple •

IBM

SELL *
• Compaq

• Accessories •

PRE -OWNED

TRADE

• Service Parts

Systems •
Electronics, Inc.

30 Clematis Avenue, Waltham, MA 02154
800-274-5343

FAX 617-891-6851

For afraction of your present cost, you can produce professional computerized weighing systems
using building-block interface modules and software. They're versatile, easy to use and
unbeatable value.
Call or write for brochures, prices and examples
taken from our wide industrial experience.

SCALE-TRON INC.
PO Box 424. Lachine, Quebec. H8S 4C2 CANADA

(514) 634-7083

nquiry 632.

nquiry 626.

MEMORY CHIPS

BUILD SCALE SYSTEMS FOR LESS

Service Centers and Dealers welcome

41256-15-1210

Call

51000 ( 1 Meg)

4164-15

Call

51258 for Compaq 386 6.42

4164-12

Call

8087-3-2

41128 Piggy Back lot g 2.63

SANYO

550/555

$79.95
9159.95

$79.95
$49.95
$ 169.95

$599.95

COMPOSITE MONO MONITOR

$ 109.95

550 COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE

TAMPA BAY DIGITAL

1750 Drew St

••• FREE CATALOG •••

nquiry

627.

$49.95

Clearwater, FL 34615

From the U.S. Statistical Abstract
"The U.S. Statistical Abstract" has a wide variety
of public information on ( economics, health,
education, crime, the world and more.) 100
selected tables of the 1988 Abstract are now
available on disk in (
CAL, WKS, CSV, or TXT) formats for ( PC or MAC or most CP/M)-549.95

FAI RFACTS

NEC-V-20-8

Call

Mouse

2764,27128,27256.27512

Cat.

Prim »Object to change

ESSKAY

Cal
$ 41

718-353-3353

MUSIC
MIDI - PC/XT

884.95

Your MIDI instruments can talk with your PC/XT via .
MIDIATORel. Software INCLUDED! MT-8Sequencer, Perler
mance Splitter/Auto-Chordef, 8 MIDI Monitor Requires 256K,
DOS 20*, Std. Serial Port ( COM1 or COM2)& std. cables
Needs no modifications, exp slot, or power sup intro/ac
tory Price S84.95+5,00 sm, TX res add 725% tam MC, VISA
Check ( allow 10 days)

Key Electronic Enterprises
9112 Hwy 80 W , Suite 221 Ei Fort Worth, TX 7611e.
(817) 560-1912

Tel. 415-485-1781
Inquiry 633.

155/233/292

80387

Call

Boo 536 San Rafael CA 94915

813-443-7049

80287-6-8.10

3.27

414256 ( 256Kx4)

Inquiry 638.

100 TABLES

USERS

IBM STYLE GOA VIDEO BD.
IBM STYLE RS-232
SANYO-RS-232
768K MEM/CLK/EXPANSION BD
20 MEG HARD DISK SYSTEM

Cali
96/14.1

41464-12 ( 641(14)

INFORMATION
3.6/7.2MHZ TURBO BD. W/8088.2

Ir.

New! Supra

a general purpose parallel coprocessor that delivers speeds

nquiry 631.

625.

LEGAL DOCUMENT MAKER

Up to 40 MIPS In Your PC!

nquiry 639.
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MUSIC

PROGRAMMER'S

PC/MIDI Hardware & Software-$ 149.95
The new standard in the PC/MIDI world!
• MIDI Interlace Card •
• Sequencer Software
•
• MIDI Cables
(1 u1/3 Out)
•

64-track digital recording
600 ticks per quarter
note resolution
60,000 events

Developer's source code $19.95. Best MIDI offer ever made!
Make check payable to:
MÉCÉIARYSIC
5X E Arapaho, Sue 609. .qcnardson, TX 75081
18P0-456-61101

214/238-5269

nquiry 640.

TOOLS

FREE BUYER'S GUIDE
See Page 39
Programmer's Connection is an independent dealer
representing more than 250 manufacturers with over 703 software products for IBM personal computers. Call to receive
Our FREE comprehensive Buyer's Guide or refer to page 39
of this issue to see a partial list of our software products.

Programmer's Connection
800-336-1166
216-494-3781
nquiry 646.

PUBLIC DOMAIN
FREE SOFTWARE
The PUBLIC DOMAIN USERS GROUP provides public domain software for IBM, CP/M, C64 8 C-128 computers PDUG
is one of the oldest (est. 1982)8 largest (oser 10000 members
worldwide) users groups.
SPECIAL OFFER-Send $10 and receive not only our 1year
membership but also our new member disk free ( contains
21 great programs). Or for more info, send a SASE ( specify
computer) to,

PUBLIC DOMAIN USERS GROUP
PO. Box 1442- BM. Orangepark, FL 32067
904-264-3512 (
ORDER LINE)

Inquiry 652.

PROGRAMMER'S TOOLS
CLIPPER' DEVELOPMENT TOOLBOX
Alternative Business Training, Inc introduces BOATSMIUN'S
MATE
a sal of over 150 functions, procedures, and DOS
Utilities for dBase• programmers who use clipper as acompiler Thousands of development hours haw gone into this
software in order to save you hews of programming time.
Whether you are a novice or e serious clipper developer, the
BOATSMMIN'S MATE
is for yvu. Free list of library functions available
Call 1-800-328-7677

In N.H

1-357-8665

ALTERNATIVE BUSINESS TRAINING, INC.
206 Washington St.. heene. NH 03431

nquiry 641.

DISASSEMBLERS
MPU OBJECT CODE on your PC
Relocatable, symbolic disassemNers are now available
for the Motorola, Intel, RCA. TI, Rockwell. & Zilog rricrosi
Automatic label generation, assembly capability and
much more Call and ask for what you need

RELMS'
PO. Box 6719, San Jose, CA 95150

FREE SOFTWARE

Buy or Rent $ 1/disk
World's largest Free Software Library of IBM PC & Compatibles and Macintosh. Over 3000 programs for
Religion, Utilities, Business, Corn., Word Processor,
Education, and Games on 5.4" and 3.5" format. Best
quality, Lowest rate, and Fastest service. For fast free
catalogue write to:
SOFTSHOPPE

(408) 356-1210
TWX 910-379-0014 ( 800) 448 -4880

nquiry 647.

PO Box 15022. Ann Arbor, MI 48105
(313) 763-8721

Inquiry 653.

PUBLIC DOMAIN
ASCII WILL PAY YOU $40

$3.00 SOFTWARE FOR IBM PC

for your old screen or application generator when
you buy Turbo Programmer (formerly TGhostWriter) for Turbo Pascal 4.0 or Turbo C. Complete data base TPascal or C source code in under
5 minutes from screens you draw B-Tree indexes
& file manager included. Unlimited technical support that our customers brag on.
$289 ($249 after rebate).

Hundreds to choose from, wordprocessors,
databases, spreadsheets, games, lotto, communications, business, music, bible, art, education,
language and useful utilities for making your computer easier to learn. Most programs have
documentation on the disk.
WRITE FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG TODAY!

BEST BITS & BYTES

The Software Kingdom

ASCII 800 227-7681

PO. Box 8245, Depte Van Nuys, CA 91409

PO Box 358, Manchester NH 03105-0358

(818) 781-9975

1-800-552-0ISK an N.H.) (603) 627-0444

nquiry 642

nquiry 648.

$4.00 SHAREWARE $ 4.00
IBM-PC Compatible Software
•Over 700 Disks to Choose From
•Not Half Full Like Some Distributors
•Dozens of Programs in All Categories
Call or Write for FREE Catalog on Disk
- Please specify 51
4 " or 3VZ" Disk /

nquiry 654.

SECURITY
TLIB' 4.0 Version Control
The best gets better! They loved TLIB 3.0: ' packed with

features . (does deltas) amazingly fast.
excellent"-PC Tech Journal Sept 87. "
has my highest
recommendation"- R. Richardson, Computer Shopper Aug 87, Now TLIB 4.0 has: branching, more
keywords, wildcards & file lists, revision merge, (AN and
WORM drive support, more MS/PC-DOS 2.x & 3,0
$99.95 +
s&h. Visa/MC.

PO

BURTON SYSTEMS SOFTWARE

Box 4156, Cary, NC 2751ç.

( 919) 469-3068

nquiry 643.

FREE CATALOGUE
PUBLIC DOMAIN/SHAREWARE
• 400 IBM PC 8 compatibles disks •
200 Amiga disks • 125 Atan ST disks
PC disks as low as $ 1.25 each, Amiga & ST as low as $ 1.60
each! Rent or buy. Free shipping! Call toll free, write or cir-

and timeout options also available. KEY-LOK'
security at about 1/2 BIT-LOCK cost.

Computer Solutions

MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS

PO Box 354- Dept. 8, Mason, Michigan 48854
1-800-8749375 (M- F 10-8 EST) 1417428-2943

TURBO PLUS $ 99.95

RENT SOFTWARE $ 1/DISK

Programming tools for Turbo Pascal 4.0 Screen Painter,

Rent Public Domain and User Supported Software
for $1 per diskfull or we'll copy. IBM (31
2 " also),
/
Apple, C-64, Sanyo 550 and Mac. Sampler $3.
VISA/MC. 24 hr. info/order line. (619) 941-3244 or
send # 10 SASE ( specify computer) Money Back
Guarantee!

Programming Unit Libraries, Sample Programs,
280 Page Illustrated Manual 60 Day Satisfaction
Guarantee! Brochures 8 Demo Diskettes avail.
Highly Favorable Reviews! IBM 8 Compatibles.

Nostradamus Inc.
3191 South %/dike SI (
Suite 252) Sal, Lake City UT 84109

(801) 487-9662

nquiry 644.

SECURITY

cle reader service for FREE BIG CATALOGUE with full
descriptions Please specify computer-48 hr. turnaround!

Inquiry 649.

Code Generator, I/0 Fields, Dynamic Menus,

BIT-LOCKe

Piracy SURVIVAL 5 YEARS proves effectiveness
of powerful multilayered security. Rapid decryption
algorithms. Reliable/small port transparent security
device. PARALLEL or SERIAL port. Countdown

7805 S Windemere Circle, Littleton, CO 80120
(303) 922-8410 or 798-7883

nquiry 655.

COPY PROTECTION

Ton

h., world's leading software manufacturers depend
Softguard copy protection systems Your FREE

DISKETTE introduces you to SuperLock•-invisible copy protection for IBM-PC (and compatibles) and Macintosh.
•Hard disk support • No source code changes
•Customized torsions

nquiry 650.

• LAN support

•New upgrades available

FutureSystems
Box 3040 (T), Vista, CA 92083
office: 10-6 PST Mon,Sat. (619) 941-9761

(408) 773-9680
SOFTGUARD SYSTEMS, INC.
770 Lakexey Stew 200 Sum,. 54 94086
MX 14081 773-1405

nquiry 656.

SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING
Modula- 2
Graphix is the Modula.2 interface te the widely used MelaWindow professional graphics iibrary Supports multiple fonts,
mouse tracking, many printers ( incl. PostScript 8 LaserJet),
over 30 display adapters, and hundreds of modes. $ 149 ($189
with source). Includes Met/eViedow Package For JPI,
Logitech, StonyBrook, ITC, and other compilers. From the
creators of Repertoire, ModBase, Macro2, EmsStorage,
DynaMatrix. and the Repertoire/Feneve Toolkit. Foreign currencies welcome. MCNISAJAME:I/COD.

PMI

4536 SE 50th, Portland, OR 97206
(503) 777-8844; TLX: 6502691013

Inquiry 645.
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QUALITY SOFTWARE IBM/COMPATIBLES
Get a Word Processor, Spreadsheet, Database,
Money Manager and 5 arcade games plus our
10,000 program catalog for ONLY $ 10.00 (+ s/h)
800-992-1992 ( National)
800-992-1993 (Ca only)
619-942-9998 ( Foreign)
VISA, MC, AMEX Accepted. ( COD + 1.90)

The International Software Library
511-104 Encinitas Blvd., Encinitas, CA 92024

Inquiry 651.

dBASE BUSINESS TOOLS
•General Ledger ' Purch Ord/lnvntory
•Accounts Recvbl. • Accounts Payable
•Order Entry
•Sales Analysis
$99

• Job Costing
' Job Estimating

EA. + s&h w/dBASE 2, 3or 3+ SOURCE CODE

dATAMAR SYSTEMS -

Cr Crd/Chk/COD

4876-8 Santa Monica Ave
San Diego, CA 92107

nquiry 657.

(
619) 223-3344

THE BUYER'S MART
SOFTWARE/ACCOUNTING
FINANCE MANAGER II
Easy to learn, fully integrated, menu-driven bookkeeping system for small business and personal
use. General Ledger, IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2 or cornpat. Try before you buy! Fully functional 11 month
General Ledger evaluation copy for only $10!

CALL TODAY!

(
719) 528-8989

HOOPER INTERNATIONAL: PO Box 62219,
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80962

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS
dFELLER Inventory
Business inventory programs written in modifiable dBASE

source code.
dFELLER Inventory 8150.00
Requires dBASE II or III, PC-DOS/CPM
dFELLER Plus $200.00
with History and Purchase Orders
Requires dBASE Ill or dBASE Ill Plus (For Stockrooms)

Feller Associates

550 CR PPA, Route 3, Ishpeming, MI 49849
(906) 486-6024

Affordable Engineering Software
FREE APPLICATION GUIDE & CATALOG
Circuit Analysis • Root Locus • Thermal Analysis • Plotter Drivers • Engineering Graphics • Signal Processing
•Active/Passive Filter Design • Transfer Function/FR
Analysis • Logic Simulation • Microstrip Design •
PC/MSDOS • Macintosh • VISA/MC

BV Engineering *Professional Software
2023 Chicago Ave., Suite B13. Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 781-0252
nquiry 669.

nquiry 663.

Inquiry 658.

SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

SOFTWARE/A.I.
Learn Al Fast

1-2-3® +

@RISK = Risk Analysis

It/then le only $69.95

Manage risk with @ RISK 1-2-3 Add- In! An @ RISK
simulation automatically reflects thousands of
"what-if" scenarios. II View full range of possible
outcomes U Monte Carlo simulation U Graphs in
.PIC format U 30 new probability distribution
@functions Now required for all Harvard MBAs
FREE DEMO

If/then Solutions

Palisade Corporation

Ifttheri• is abook and adisk of Lotus spreadsheets.
'A marvelous little Al training package
you'll find it an excellent tutorial
this product is a must"
Ezra Shapiro.
BYTE. Aug 87, p 263

PO Box 52097 PNo Ato, CA 94303
415-322-3430
Lcdus 1-2•3 rel 2 required. 53 or shippng N A. 58 elsewhere

Newfield,
(607) 564-9993

2189 Elmira Road,

NV 14867

SOFTWARE/BASIC
XGRAF DRAWS IN BASIC!
FINALLY! XGRAF replaces CtuickBASIC's poor
drawing commands with assembly language calls
that work on Hercules, EGA, VGA, CGA and EEGA
screens. Only $99.00 + $4.00 UN. Call us at
1-800-423-3400 (
900 AM to 800 PM EST)

KOMPUTERWERK, INC.
851 Parkview Blvd., Pittsburgh, PA 15215
For info., call (412) 782-0384

(603) 868-7203

SOFTWARE/CHURCH
PowerChurch Plus®
Fast, friendly, reliable church administration

PROFESSIONAL SOLUTIONS
FOR PCs and MS-DOS

system. Full fund accounting, mailing lists,
membership, contributions, attendance, word
processing, accts. payable payroll, multi-user
support, and much more - all for $695 complete. FREE demo version.

DEFLECTION OF BEAMS OF UNIFORM OR VARIABLE'

PO, Box 3096, Beverly Hills, CA 90212

Dan Sleurer, P 0 Box 344, Mannford OK 74044

F1 SOFTWARE
(213)

854-0865

CROSS SECTION (not an FE-program): Statically determinate problems 8 continuous beams
SIMPLE OR MULTIPLE SHRINK-FITS: Shrinkage pressures.
stresses, torsional holding ability etc.
HERTZ: Pressure between bodies

MICROMIN 0

- Software

Recorded Message (800) a36- 207Z ext 540

nquiry 671.

nquiry 665.

nquiry 660.

Durham Technical Images
P.0 Boo 72. Durham, New Hampshire 03824-0072

nquiry 670.

nquiry 664.

nquiry 659.

VERSATILE DSP & DISPLAY
PC DATA MASTER is aDOS shell which integrates a
full set of signal processing functions: flexible graphics.
data file math. DSP utilities, data sampli-negeneration.
and interactive help Support for CGA, EtiA, VGA, Hero
& AT&T. Add custom analysis or grapnics functions
easily using your favorite compiler. $115. Toolkit$45.
Demo $ 10.

SOFTWARE/BASIC TOOLS
LP88-SPREADSHEET LP

ROMAR CHURCH SYSTEMS'

Our best selling menu- driven linear programming system now
solves problems wIth 1000 constraints and 5000 variables up
lo 30 times faster New version reads/writes Lotus worksheets
Use 1-2-3/Symphony as a matrix generator or post processor
Marty other features including interactive and batch operation.
spreadsheet- style display, equation processor problem/basis
storage file I/O, Simples restart, report generator sensitivity
analysis IENews says " The flextbdity and teatures of this program are a bargain at its low price" $149 with BOB? SodPort
and 100 page manual $29 for working demo and manual

Membership- 61 fields plus alternate addresses. labels. lenero.
reports any field(s) Offering256 funds, optional pledge,
statements, post to 255Wyr Financegen ledger w/budget, up
to 500 subtotals & 99 depts month & YTD reports anytime for
any month Attendance- 8 service times, 250 events perser.
vice. 60 consecutive weeks Available tor floppy, 31
/ & hard
2
disk Ad too short! Write for free 48 page guide

PO

EASTERN SOFTWARE PRODUCTS INC.
Box 15328. Alexandna, %A 22309
pest 360-7600

Romar Church Systems, Attn: BJB

MICROSTRESS Corp. Dep. BM1)

(219) 262-2188

10950 Forest Ave S. Seattle. WA 98178-3205
(206) 772-0508

PO, Box 4211, Elkhart, IN 48514

nquiry 672

nquiry 666.

nquiry 661.

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
MICROSAFE: Inexpensive, easy to learn and use
Finite Element Analysis for IBM PCs and compatibles. Up to 400 nodes, 600 bearns, 500 plates.
Graphics. 2-D: $ 75. 3-D: $ 120, Both: $ 160.
Overseas add $20. Evaluation copies. NOT COPYPROTECTED. Ask for brochure.

SOFTWARE/CULINARY
As seen in the Microsoft Value- Pack Catalog!

Ethnic Recipes

Create windows, pop-up and pull-down menus, data-entry
screens, and multiple- input dialog boxes quickly and easily

IBM Compatible Floppy

Full support of Microsoft mouse. Join the many Fortune 500

Greek, Arab, Slav, Ethiopian

QuickWindows

companies using OuickWIndows and order your copy today.
QuickWindows $79
Advanced $ 139
For Microsoft
OuickBASIC or BASCOM.

Send $ 9.11 inc

5 Bradley St, Surte 106 • Providence. RI 02908
(401) 274-5465

PO

Box 25

Palmer, TX 75152

SOFTWARE/BUSINESS
DATA ENTRY SYSTEM
Heads -down data entry with twopass verification for
the PC/KT/AT 8 compatibles. Loaded with features
like: Auto dup & skip, verify bypass. range checks.
8 table lookups Fully menu driven only $395
Call for free 30 day trial period

COMPUTER KEYES
21929 Make Rd., Woodway, WA 98020

GPSS. Graphics, animation and an extremely interac
tive environment allow atotally new view of your simula
Irons. Simulate complex real-world systems with the
most interactive and visual yet economical simulation
software.

MINUTEMAN Software
P 0 Bou 171/Y. Slow. Massachusetts USA

(617)897-5662 ext. 540 (800)223-1430 ext. 540
nquiry 673.

nquiry 667.

nquiry 662.

(206) 776-6443

tax & shipping

Golden Cobra

Software Interphase, Inc.

SIMULATION WITH GPSS/PC'
GPSS/PC'• is an IBM personal computer implementa
bon of the popular mainframe simulation language

SOFTWARE/EDUCATION
WE CAN MAKE IT TALK!
Talking educational programs from Datatlo Computer Service. for IBM , /compel. & Apple' II's support most speech
cards or run wlo speech 3 SPELLING programs share
2000word files! Create words/files, adjust pronunciation!
Spanish versions, too! 2 early MATH programs: MEMORY
program: Access speech from compiled BASIC with
SONCOM'All Unprotected! Contact

U.S.A. DIRECT
Dept B. HC 32 - Boo I. Enfield, NH 03748

1-800-356-0203

Circuit Analysis - SPICE
Non-linear DC 8 Transient; Linear AC.
*Version 3B1 with BSIM, GaAs, JFET,
MOSFET, BOIT, diode, etc. models, screen
graphics, improved speed and convergence.
•PC Version 2G6 available at $95_
Call, write, or check inquiry • for more info

Northern Valley Software
28327 Rothrock Or

nquiry 668.

Rancho Palos Verres, CA 90274

(213) 541-3677

(603) 448-2693

nquiry 674.
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SOFTWARE/ENGINEERING

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

FREE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE

FPLOT PEN PLOTTER EMULATOR

Personal Engineering is a monthly magazine sent

Use your dot matrix or laser printer as an HP pen
plotter. Fast hires output. Vary line width. Includes

free of charge ( USA only) to scientists/engineers
who use PCs for technical applications. Topics
each

month

include

Instrumentation •

Data

Acq/Control • Design Automation. To receive a
free sample issue and qualification form either circle below or send request on letterhead to:

Personal Engineering Communications
Box 1821

VPLOT virtual plotter utility to capture plotting commands. Supports NEC P5/P6, IBM Proprinter, Epson LO/MX/FX, HP Laserjet. Uses Hercules, CGA,
EGA or VGA for screen preview. $64 check or m.o.

HORIZON SOFTWARE

INCREASED EFFICIENCY WITH
DRUMA FORTH-83? YES!
Strict '
83 STANDARD Ideal for teachers/learners 1MB-i.
memory. 64K speed 8 compactness to 320K Instant on-line
doc/glossary ASCII 8 SCR files. Editor. Assembler. FULL
file/DOS interfaces Developers' ideal
• IBM PC/XT/AT 8. ALL COMPATIBLES
• BEST VALUE: $79, S&H $2. VISA/MC
• 15 day money beck. CALL OR WRITE today

DRUMA INC.
E
toa Austin,

Surte 605, 24-16 Steinway St., Astoria, NY 11103

6448 Hwy 290E. Suite

212-418-8469

Brookline, MA 02146

Inquiry 675.

SOFTW./LANGUAGES

Orders: 512-323-0403

nquiry 680.

TX 78723

BBoard: 512-323-2402

nquiry 686.

EC-Ace ANALOG CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

GRAPHICS PRINTER SUPPORT

FORTRAN for Macintosh

You can afford to get started with EC-Ace, a subset of
the powerful ECA-2 circuit simulator. Includes all the
basics and built-in graphics.
• AC, DC, Temperature, Transient
• A full 525 pg. EGA-2 manual.
• Interactive, twice as fast as SPICE

AT LAST! Use the PrtSc key to make quality scaled

Language Systems FORTRAN is a full-featured FORTRAN 77 compiler integrated w/MPW. Full ANSI FOR-

EC-Ace 2.31 IBM PC or Mac $ 145.
Call 313-883-8810 for FREE DEMO

Tatum Labs, Inc.
1478 Mark Twain Ct, Ann Arbor, Ml 48103

Inquiry 676.

B&W or color reproductions of your display on any
Oct matrix, ink, or laser pater GRAFPLUS supports
all versions of Fr or MS-DOS with IBM find EGA,
liGAL Teanar, and Hercules graphics boards $4995

Jewell Technologies, Inc.

4740 44th Ave, SW, Seattle, WA 98116
800-628-2828 x 527 (206) 937-1081
nquiry 681

TRAN 77 plus VAX-type extensions. SANE numerical
calculations & data types incl. COMPLEX -16. 68000,
68020 and 68881 object code Arrays greater than 32K.
Link with Pascal, C, Mac/pp. $304 w/MPW via air
MCNISA/Check. MAC+, SE, Mac II. HD req.

Language Systems Corp.
441 Carlisle Drive, Herndon, VA 2tutO
(703) 478-0181

Inquiry 687.

SOFTWARE/FORECAST
FORECAST PRO

FORTRAN PROGRAMMER?

MULTI-USER DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM

An excellent forecasting package that uses artificial intelhgence to help both the beginner and the experienced
forecaster achieve top-notch results. Time series analysis

Now you can call 2-D and 3-D graphics routines within your
FORTRAN program.
GRAFM/CrIC, screen routines $ 135.
PLOTM/Z1C, plotter driver
PRINTMAr IC: ponter dries
For the IBM PC, XT, AT 8. compatibles. We support a vanety cd compilers, graphics buis., plotters and pnnters.

Gain the 80386 edge for your applications with THEOS C. an
advanced compiler for the new THEOS 386 multi-user,
multitasking operating system Meets ANSI C standard, plus
offers the power of 250 additional functions for VDI graphics,
real-time processing and file access. Provides UNIX and DOS
source code compatibility. Breaks 64K limitatron. Too-volume
manual set. BASIC Language package also available.
For complete multi-user solutions, call us today

techniques include exponential smoothing, Box-Jenkins,
& dynamic regression

CALL NOW FOR A FREE DEMO DISK!
Business Forecast Systems, Inc.
68 Leonard Street, Belmont, MA 02178

135
135

MICROCOMPATIBLES
to Silver Spring, MD 20901

301 Prelude De, Dept

(617) 484-5050 TELEX #710-3201382

nquiry 677.

USA

(301) 593-0683

nquiry 682.

US$5. .. INCLUDING DISK

1200 bps Pocket-size Modern
2561< auti) Hi-Res EGA card
16 MHz Ar/286 Motherboard/4 Mb

$ 159
$ 179
$649

Lots of bargains, rain chips, etc
Specify your computer
type FREE catalog sent to you by airmail Write .
IBRAHIM BIN ABU BAKAR, Dept. BYTE
Raffles City PO Box 1029, Singapore 9117
REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE

Enquiry 678.

GEOLOGICAL CATALOG
Geological software for log plotting, gridding/contouring, hydrology, digitizing, 3-0 solid modelling, synthetic seismogram, fracture analysis, image processing, scout ticket manager,

over 50 programs in

catalog. Macintosh too! Please call, or write, for Free
Catalog!

RockWare, Inc.

4251 Kipling St., Suite 596 Wheat Ridge. CO 80033 USA

(303) 423-5645

CGA-,Hercules' Graphics
Mode-LIGA

allows you to use business graphics, games,

BASICA graphics and other CGA specific software with
your Hercules' Monochrome Graphics adaptor and
monochrome monitor. Works with all CGA programs.
$79.95 1+ $5 &Sill for the 3k-TSR etmsion. 33-day money
back guarantee Call or write:

T.B.S.P. Inc.

316
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Leto game). VISA/MC welcome.

Smart Luck Computer Systems, Dept. B-1

nquiry 689.

SOFTWARE/HEALTH
FamilyCare Software

THE ULTIMATE LOTTERY PROGRAM

This comprehensive medical diagnostic program gives
parents peace of mind when dealing vdth health problems
of newborns through teenagers. It analyses hundreds of
possible symptoms, injuries, and diseases, offering
specific instruction for medical cara home treatment, and
medications, 11 provides answers quickly in life-threatening
situations.

"LOTOSYSTEMS" BY USALOTO Ftel 31 Easy to use, menu
odien complete statestical analysis program la any Lotto or Keno
Game Over 100 frequency and selection reports displayed or
printed by ball a, pars, triplets families, mates most frequent.
and past due in sorted or numeric order. Includes Proven
Wheeling Systems Data for any game also available IBM
PC/X17/07LAPTOPS. 256K RAM, DOS 2.0,
3.5" disks
$4995 $403 Shipping VISA/MC

FamllyCare - Software
Lundin Laboratories, Inc.
29451 Greenfield Rd, Suite 1216, Southfield, MI 48076
BOO/426-8426
or
313/559-4561

525 &

WESTERN EN-COMM, INC.
4909 qtnrkriaie Hwy, 4649

Bakereeld. CA 9330li

(800) 872-5686 or (805) 831-1633

FAX

TOP IMO
TOP 1000 ELITE 0110attee,
$199 lor the LOP toma
lor the ELITE version
Wed, offers names it addresses or tne lop draws on'
Order roe or racerse more information by casing I-806563-3575
(In Minos, call 1.312.25092921
Or ante

as.,

Business Week Diskettes

SOFTWARE/MATHEMATICS
What? You've never seen
a complex function?
Try f(z) - The Complex Variables Graphing Package
for PC's with CGA/EGA
"Let our animated screens show you what
the printed

page cannot."

Lascaux Graphics
(212) 654-7429

PO Box 621, Elk Grove. IL 60009

Inquiry 685.

1-805-831-5622

nquiry 690.

TUrboGeometry Library
(Source & Manual)

nquiry 679.

Wheer $29.95 + $2 s/h); also Gail Howard's Smart
Luck Computer Advantage" $39.95 + $2 sib (specify

1271 West Dundee Rd., Suite 16.A, Buffalo Grove, IL 60069

SOFTWJINVESTMENT

(214) 423-7288

PC 51/
4 " diskettes the complete authentic Gail
Howard Wheeling Systems (
Smart Luck Computer

312-934-3300 AI& al Gail HCreerrES Latto books t
salso amiable

The new Swine« %Wok TOP moo and Mutual Fund Scoreboard
DIskette• use the enormous porter of your IBM or compatible PC
to select, nee, and compare every equity and fixed income mutual
fund on the market (Mutual Fund Scoreboeid), and virtually every
Ektxtne. wee 1000 comParry (TOP 1000)-N the touch ci a key
lAutua1 Fund Soorebord Dlekettes:
$4995 each or $239_90 lor subearbons to born

Disk Software, Inc.

for 9 Lotto jackpot winners! Now available on IBM

1213) 312-0154

SOFTWARE/GRAPHICS

2116 E. Arapaho 0480 Richardson, TX 75081

WIN LOTTO
GAIL HOMMRD'S systems have won $27 million

2265 Westwood Blvd, Suite 793. Los Angeles, CA 90064

nquiry 684.

Turbo Pascal, C, Mac, 8 Microsoft C Over 150 2 8 3 dimenserial routines including Intersections Transformations Equations, Hidden Lines, Perspective, Curses, Areas, Volumes, Clip
png, Planes, Malnces, \Motors, Distance, Pc4yDecomp. IBM
PC (Comp), MAC
VISA/MC $99.95

FAX (415) 935-1177

SOFTWARE/LOTTERY

Inquiry 683.

SOFTWJGEOLOGICAL

14151 935-1118

nquiry 688.

SOFTWARE/GENERAL

Oser 2,000+ software titles for IBM-PC Apple I(,+,e,c,GS,
Macintosh, C64/128, Amiga Latest titles and versions Lots of
hi-quality manuals. Best services.

THEOS Software Corp.
1777 Bothelho Dr. Suite 360. Walnut Creek. CA 94596

Inquiry 691.

THE BUYER'S MART
SOFTWARE/MODELING

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC

MOVING 3-D NAVIGATOR

FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMS

• Rapid moving natural views of wire-frame objects you
create' fly about or through the models in any arbitrary path by easy fingertip control $449 + $4 00
S&H. ( Foreign rate 549 00 + $ 11 00 S&H.)
• Require IBM PC or compatible ( 256K up, 32 bit
recommended.) 51
/ "demo-disk $700 + $ 100 S&H
4

bp-Coding Systems
(YOSHINO ENTERPRISES USA , INC )
2445 University Heights Ave . Boulder, CO 80302
telephone ( 303) 449-3640 • facsimile ( 303) 442-1967

•Subroutine for integer data: 1024 points in
44mSec on PS-2/Mod 80.
• Subroutine for floating-point data: ( with 80387)
1024 points in 220 mS
• NEW subroutine for double- precision data: 1024
points in 157 mSeci
•Call from FORTRAN, C. BASIC, Pascal.
Check or PO: $ 175 ea/$350 all three.

J.W. Hartwell fla Associates
Reate 4 Box 1540. Hillsborough, NC 27278(919) 732-7951

SCREEN MANAGER
MENU, WINDOW, and DATA ENTRY Support for
the Professional Programmer! Interfaces to most
languages. BASIC. C, FORTRAN, COBOL,
PASCAL, ASSEMBLER. 100 Page Manual. Thirty
day money back guarantee No Royalties.
from $79.
Visa/MC

The West Chester Group
P.O Box 1304, West Chester, PA 19380
(215) 644-4206
CALL FOR FREE DEMO

Inquiry 704

nquiry 698

nquiry 692.

SOFTWARE/TOOLS

STATISTICS

SOFTWARE/
PACKAGING
SAVE

SAVE

SAVE

SAVE

LET'S TALK LABELS
We do disk labels ( 51
2 "& 31
/
2 )
/
• Better • Faster • Cheaper •
Because we specialize in disk labels
Let's Talk
We also have ltweti Sleeves
Mailers • Binders • Vinyl Pages

ORDINARY/PARTIAL
DIFFERENTIAL EON
SOLVER
FOR THE IBM PC & COMPATIBLES

We are acomplete software packaging service.

MICROCOMPATIBLES INC.

Mice & Associates

301 Prelude Dr, Silver Spring, MD 20901

0303 Cincinnati- Columbus Fla West Chester, OH 45069
513-777-0133

(301) 593-0683

1-800- STATAPC
Computing Resource Center
10801 National Boulevard. Los Angeles, CA 90064
(213) 470-4341

Inquiry 705.

nquiry 699.

nquiry 693.

STATA

Statistics and graphics join to make STATA the
most powerful package for the PC. No comparable
program is as fast, friendly, and accurate. $ 20
Demo Quantity discount available. Call toll- free for
more information. AX/VISA/MC.

SOFTWARE/
PRODUCTION
ECONOMICAL DISK DUPLICATOR
Automatically formats, verifies, and copies 4 disks,
signals for reload. Doubles as a label maker, and
disk eraser ( software included). Production up to
3.000 disks/week. Only $ 1950. Money back
guarantee VISA/MC

Corbin Software
600 Industrial Circle, White City, OR 97503

SCI-GRAF and SCI-DATA

SCUGRAF produces huge hi res graphs thru easy menus
or linkable C libraries Supports log scales, error bars.
screen and printer output

5C1- DATA performs least squares and normal curve fits.
scaling and polar coordinate transformations

Prices start at $59.95.
Microcomputer Systems Consultants
Box 747, Santa Barbara, CA 93102

(805) 963-3412

503-826-6737

questionnaire data. Produces banner format, cross
tabs & related tables. statistics ( incl regression) & bar
charts. Codes and reports answers to open-end
questions All reports are camera-ready for protes- ;
sional presentations CRT interviewing option

I

CREATIVE RESEARCH SYSTEMS
15 Lone Oak Ctr, Dept

B. Petaluma, CA 94952

707-765-1001
nquiry 706.

nquiry 700.

nquiry 694.

THE SURVEY SYSTEM
An easy- to- use package designed specifically for

SOFTW./SALES & MKTG.
Lead Management System
The next generation in sales management Follow up,
to-do lists, telemarketing, product lists, appointments,
mail- merge, word processor, and spreadsheet Tracks
expenses to show cost of sales Uses your sales cycle
and generates top ten lists Industry specific versions
available IBM PC/XT/AT, compatibles, and laptops
$99 95 VISA/MC/COD Demo Disk $ 500

Powerhouse Systems Inc.
1022 West First Si Suite 104 Winston-Salern, NC 27101

(800) 525-5774 or ( 919) 721-0241

Scientific/Engineering/Graphics Libraries
Turbo & Lightspeed Pascal, Modula2, C
Send for FREE catalogue of software tools for Scientists and Engineers Includes Scientific subroutine
libraries, device independent graphics libraries ( including EGA, HP plotter and Lasenet support). scientific charting libraries, 3-D plotting library, data acquisition libraries, menu-driven process control software. Versions available for a variety of popular languages

Quinn- Curtis
1191 Chestnut St, Unit 2-5, Newton, MA 02164

100

The Idea Works, Inc.
West Boarwood, Columbia, MO 65203

Order toll free 1-800-537-4866

nquiry 707.

nquiry 701.

Inquiry 695.

RESULTS NOT SIGNIFICANT?
Next time use EX- SAMPLE. Expert program estimates
sample size using power analysis for comparisons of
means, props, regression, ANOVA, chi-square, log linear, LISREL, surveys, experiments, many more.
Justify sample size to funding agencies, plan sampling
budget. Can pay for itself in a single study. IBM/MSDOS, $ 195+s/h (
50% educ. disc.). VISA/MC/PO, 30-day
guarantee. Call now for FREE brochure.

SOFTWARE/
SORT
FOLLOW-UP
SOFTWARE FOR SALESPEOPLE
Manage & control all of your sales activities
on your desktop or laptop.

$179.95
XYCAD GROUP
1577 St Clair Ave, Cleveland, OH 44114
(800) 428-8457

( 216) 589-5788 in Ohio

Inquiry 696.

SOFTWARE/SCIENTIFIC
Data Acquisition & Analysis on PC's
•FOURIER PERSF£CT1VE HacMtricel Natal Sepal Analyas
•PRIME MCTOR FFT sae:mans Weary Cal horn Tubs %acad. G For.
Imo Basic Up to 66520 data pants 20 intertace a/eitalite neetançuler FFTs nar possible on amtletude al dIlleM190115
•2 30 Scene's Grapre peerages vie Moller support Irmo Golden
Roaster°
•Data Amman it Control Boards form MetraByla Axes! Dances.
Burramen. Seaeterni Tree, Ramat Instruments, Con. & Tamter
•Data AD:mason 8MNYSIS Salivate— tabled, Notebook, Awa.
UnlialScope Lo. Weevil earl I23/Symphcary. aOunniG.ins.
Call for FREE Amhara. Aulstance Tachnlul Literature
LOW PRIGES—Seelarnon GUARANTEED

Alligator Technologies — (714) 850-9984

OPT-TECH SORT/MERGE
Extremely fast Sort/Merge/Select utility Run as an
MS-DOS command or CALL as asubroutine Supports most languages and tiletypes including Btneve
and dBASE Unlimited filesizes, multiple keys and
much morel MS-DOS $149. XENIX $249.

(702) 588-3737

NCSS-B

Opt-Tech Data Processing

865 East 400 North. Kaysville, UT 84037

PO Box 678 - Zephyr Cove, NV 89448

801-546-0445
nquiry 708.

Inquiry 702.

SOFTWARE/TAX PREP.
STATISTIX' II

W-2 ( COPY A) ON FLOPPY
The W-2 MAO program makes an IRS/SSA FORMAT floppy
frorn a data entry screen or imponed ASCII file Includes
manual and application forms
• Used nation wide • Menus, user triendly
• Step-by-step data entry • Prints W-2 forms
• Free phone support • PC compattble

Illinois Business Machines Inc.
Department PC
1403 Box 310 Troy Rd . Edwardsville, IL 62025

Comprehensive, powerful and incredibly easy-louse. Full screen editor, transformations, linear
models ( ANOVA, regression, logit, PCA, etc),
ARIMA, most standard stet procedures Clear, well
organized documentation. Satisfaction guaranteed.
$169 PC DOS, $ 99 Apple Il

NH ANALYTICAL SOFTWARE
PO Box 13204, Roseville, MN 55113

PH. N (618) 692-6060

PO Box 9706, Fountain Valley, CA 92708

nquiry 697.

NUMBER CRUNCHER STAT SYS

Menu- driven
Multiple & stepwise regression.
ANOVA, time series, discriminant cluster and factor
analysis, principal components. scatter plots,
histograms, t
tests, contingency tables, nonparametncs Import export data Spreadsheet, sort,
loin, merge $99. MS-DOS Graphics program. $59.

nquiry 703.

(612) 631-2852

nquiry 709.
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STATISTICS

UTILITIES

WORD PROCESSING

Spreadsheet Statistics

Recover deleted files fast!

NEW! 23 comprehensive statistics and forecasting
modules for analyzing LOTUS worksheets. Low
cost $24.95 each. Easy to use. Includes tutorial.
Basic and advanced statistics with graphics and
many user-definable options. Compare. Free
brochure.

Disk Explorer now includes autcmatic Be reopery lbu type
in the deleted file's name, Disk Explorer finds and restores
.t Disk Explorer also shove what's really on disk; view.
change or create formats, change a file's status, change
data in any sector MS-DOS $75 U.S. Check/Credit card
neelcome

Walonick Associates, Inc.

QUAID SOFTWARE LIMITED

6500 Nicollet Ave S., Minneapolis., MN 55423
(612) 866-9022

46 Charles St. E. 3rd Fl.
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 1S2
(416) 961-8243

nquiry 710.

FARSI / GREEK / ARABIC / RUSSIAN
Hebrew, all European, Scandinavian. plus either Hindi, Punjabi, Bengali, Gujarat. Tamil, Thai, Korean. Viet, Of IPA. Fail.
featured multi-language word processor supports on- screen
foreign characters and NLO printing with no hardware
modifications. Includes Font Editor. $355 dot matrix; $ 150
add'I for laser; $ 19 demo. S/H in U.S. incftd. Reg. PC. 640K.
graphics. 30 day Guarantee MCNISA/AMEX

GAMMA PRODUCTIONS, INC.
710 Wilshire Blvd , Suite 609, Santa Monica, CA 90401
213/394-8622 Tlx 5106008273 Gamma Pro SNM

nquiry 717.

UTILITIES
CleanUp

The SPINDRIFT Library

the File Management System

Al last! Now there's a way for FORTRAN programmers
to do the things they always wanted to do, Execute other
programs via CALL EXEC; edit key control of CURSOR;
WINDOWS; POP UP HELP; Wildcard file search; Save/
restore screen images; COLOR. 150 subroutines and
functions in all. Price: $ 149. e S&H Write for DEMO
DISK: $5 credited to purchase. Specify your Compiler.

FEATURES: global file search, wild card 8 Attribute
file marking, source & target space into, file copy
to multiple disks when full, pop up windows,
prompted file deleting and many more.
Price: $49.95

1-800-553-0846
Acme Software Works

1380 156th Ave N E Suite 147, Bellevue, WA 9800/

nquiry 711

Spindrift Laboratories, Ltd.
116 S. Harvard live, Arlington Hts
(312) 255-6909

IL 60005

nquiry 714.

Enhanced DOS Commands

HANDS OFF THE PROGRAM'
Locks Hard Disk. - Restricts Floppy Use
-Protects Subdirectories.
-Normal Use of DOS Commands and Application Software.
-IBM PC, XT AT and True Compatibles.
-DOS 520 and Higher. Hard Disk System.
Keep Other People's HANDS OFF Your System
-$89.95
VISA/MC

135 E Cnurch, PO Box 625
Clinton. MI 49236

nquiry 712.

SYSTEM CONSULTING, INC.
314 Canterbury Dr, Pittsburgh, PA 15238
(412) 963-1624

nquiry 715.

COPY AT TO PC

The 1.2mB drive has long been known to READ but NOT
reliably WRITE on 360kB floppies. With " CPYAT2PC"
1.2mB drives CAN reliably WRITE 360kB floppies saving a
slot for asecond hard disk or backup tape. "CPYKI2PC" (Not
Copy Protected) offers ' the preferable SOFTWARE SOLUTION.' ONLY $79•40 S/H VISA/MC/COD UPS B/R

MICROBRIDGE COMPUTERS
655 Skyway, San Carlos, CA 94070
Order toll free 1-800-523-8777
415-593-8777 (CA)
212-334-1858 ( NY)
TELEX EZLNK 62873089
FAX 415-593-7675

nquiry 713

JURISoft, Inc.

763 Massachusetts Ave, Dept 11, Cambridge, MA 02139
1-800-262-5656 ext. 11
In MA — 617-864-6151 ext. 11

nquiry 718.

Get directory listings of all files that don't match a
template Search all directories for files matching a
template. New commands and new versions of existing
commands, all with lots of variable options. Plus all commands accept special codes to reduce repetitive entries. Get the most from DOS with these time-saving
routines. For MS-DOS/PCDOS 2.0 and higher $29.95

Driscoll Graphics

CompareRite CompareRite saves editing time by comparing two
documents and generating athird that shows the differences in an average of two seconds per page. CornpareRite highlights changes the way you want to see
them. Works with all major word processing programs.
Price — $ 129.95 + shipping/handling

DuangJan
Bilingual word processor for English and: Armenian, Bengali Euro/Latin, Greek, Hindi, Khmer, Lao,
Punjabi, Russian, Sinhalese, Tamil, Thai, Viet..
$109+$5 s/h (foreign + $12 s/h). Font editor included. For IBM with dot-matrix & LaserJet printer.
Demo $6 + $1 s/h.

MegaChomp Company
3524 Corlan Ave Philadelphia, PA 19149-1606
(2151 331-2748

nquiry 719.

$59.95!!

Buy the RED Utilities now! Programs include:
Disk cache to speed hard disk. Printer spooler.
Batch file compiler. Path command for data files.
Wild card exceptions. Protect hard disk from accidental formatting. Sort directories. Over 10
more programs. IBM PC. Visa/MC.
The Wenham Software Company
5 Burley St, Wenham MA 01984 (617) 774-7036

nquiry 716.

PC-Write" Shareware Ver. 2.71
Fast, full featured word processor/text editor for IBM
PC. With spell check, screen clip, mailmerge, split
screen. ASCII files, macros. Easy to use. Supports
400 printers - LaserJet+ and PostScript. Software,
User Guide, and Tutorial on 2 disks for $ 16 Try it,
then register with us for only $89 and get User
Manual, 1 year telesupport, newsletter and 2
upgrades. 90-day guarantee. VISA/MC.

Qulcksoft

1-800-888-8088 CALL TODAY!

219 First N., 4224-BYTC, Seattle, WA 98109

nquiry 720.

Advertise your computer products in THE BUYER'S MART.
It's easy to get your sales message into print. Just send us
typewritten copy or phone in your ad.
And as a unique feature, every BUYER'S MART ad
is assigned a reader service number which will
provide your company with valuable inquiries.
Call Mark Stone for more information at 603-924-3754
BYTE/McGraw-Hill
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458
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Mail-Order Electronics

Mail Order Electronics. Worldwide

j

ameco
ELECTRONICS

24 HOUR ORDER HOTLINE

ALL OTHER INQUIRIES ( 7AM-5PM PST)

415-592-8097

415-592-8121

NEC wa0.54
Mtet gam
JE 04
41.
A.% Ihrionmireme
11.01.44Malk
•Irwarr
wearo•P

IRMA!!AVM)

Replace the 8086 or 8088 in Your 6114- PC and
Pent No
Increase its Speed by up to 40%!
Price

MISCELLANEOUS CHIPS
Pert No.
Price

6500 6800 68000 Coot
Part No
Price

8000 SERIES Corn
Part No
Price

UP070108-5

0765AC
WD9216
95930

6845
895 295
6E150
195
6852
449 . 75
6654
1.19
A4C6800048 . 4+96 9.95
MC68000410 4096 11.95
MC68010410 4995 29.95
MC6802086121346893 99.95

8228.
295
8237-5
495 4.49
8243
ees 1.75
8250A
6.49
825013 (For IBM)
6.95
8251A.
1.89
8253-5
1.95
8254
495
8255A-5
295
8259-5
225
8272
495 3.95
8279-5
2.95
8741
995
8742
sass 19.95
795

194116 V20 Chip

$

7.49

UPD70108-8 (
EMI.) V20 Chip
$ 8.95
UPD70108-10 (
10141.1z) v2o Chip $24,95 $ 14.95
UPD70116-8

(
8M1.16 V30 Chip

$ 11.95

UPD70116-10 (
10Nitr) V30 Chip $24,95 $ 19.95

7400
Part No.
7400
7402
7404
7405,
740E,
7407
7408.
7410
7414
7416
7417
7420
7430
7432
7438.
7442
7445
7446.
7447
7448.
7472
7473
7474
7475
7476

1-9

10+

29
29
29
35
39
.39
35
29
49
.39
39
35
35
39
39
55
79
.89
.89
205
89
39
39
49
45

. 19
. 19
. 19
25
29
29
25
. 19
39
29
29
25
25
29
29
.45
.69
. 79
. 79
1.95
. 79
29
.29
39
35

74LSOO
29
74LSO2
29
741504
.35
741505
35
741506.
109
741507
109
741506.
.29
741510
29
741514
49
741.627
35
741530
29
741 A-to
35
74LS42
49
741847
99
741573
39
741874
35
741575
39
741576
55
741885
59
741586,
35
741590
49
741.593
49
7415123.... 59
741_8125 .... 49
7415138 .... 49
7415139
49
741.5154
109
7412157
45
74L615EL 45
741.5163
59
74LS164
59

. 19
. 19
25
25
.99
.99
. 19
. 19
.39
25
. 19
25
39
.89
.29
25
.29
.45
.49
25
29
29
.49
.39
.39
.39
.99
35
.35
49
49

Part No.
7485
7486
7489
7490
7493
74121
74123
74125.
74126.
74143
74150
74154
74158.
74173.
74174
74175.
74176.
74181
74189
74193.
74198.
74221
74273
74365
74367

1-9

10+

65
45
205
49
45
45
55
55
69
395
1.35
1.35
+99
.85
.59
59
«99
195
195
79
1.85
99
195
65
65

. 55
.35
1.95
.39
.35
.35
.45
.45
.59
3.85
125
125
.99
.75
.49
.49
.69
1.85
1.85
.69
1.75
.89
1.85
.55
55

74LS165
75
74LS166... .99
7415173
.59
7415174
49
7413175..
49
7415189
4.59
7415191
59
74/5193
79
7415221
69
7415240
69
7415243
69
7415244
69
7415245... .89
7415259
99
74LS273
.89
74LS279
.49
7415322
405
741 S1165..
.49
741-5366...
49
7415367
49
zaLssas... .49
7415373
79
74LS374
79
7415393
.89
741_5590
ass
7415624
ees
741.6629
295
741.8640
109
741_6645..
1.09
74LS670
109
74LS6138
239

.65
.89
.49
.39
.39
4.49
.49
.69
.59
.59
.59
.59
.79
.89
. 79
39
3.95
.39
39
.39
.39
.69
.69
. 79
5.95
1.49
2.85
.99
.99
.99
229

7
74500
74804
74508
74610
74632
74874
74685.
74686.
746124
745174
746175.

29
29
35
29
35
-45 25
4-f9 1.19
49
2961 .95
79
79

74F00
74E04
741008.
741015
741032
741074
74F86.
74F138

29
29
.29
29 25
29
29
99 29
69

C04001
19
034008 -89 .49
C04011
. 19
C04013
.29
CD4016.
29
CD4017
.49
comma
.59
CD4020
.59
CD4024
49
C04027
.35
CD4030
.29
CD4040
65
CD4049
29
C04050
29
C04051
.59
CD4052
.59
004053
.59
CD4063
1.49
CD4066
29
034067
4es 1.49
CD4069
25
C04070.
25
CD4071
25
C04072
25

74S188 .
74S189
748196
745240
746244
746253
746287 .
746288'
746373.
746374.
746472.

74F139
74E157
74E190.
74E240.
7410244.
74E253.
7410373.
7410374

149
169
949 149
149
149
05 49
149
149
149
149
295

99 . 59
es .49
295
99 .69
99
69 49
99
99

CD407659
C04081
25
004082
25
C04093.
.35
CD4094.
.89
comma
2.49
CD40107
49 29
0340109
79
C134510.
.69
CD4511
.69
004520.
.75
C04522
.79
C04538.
.79
004541
.89
CD4543.
.79
CD4553.
4.95
004558.
. 79
CD4559
ses 4.95
004566
ees 1.75
CD4583.
es .59
CD4584
.39
CD4585
89
MC14411P
8.95
MC14490P
449

495 3.95
695 4.95
995 495

738 in& 03115 SERIES
Z80
199 39
1-49 .99
280-CTC
Z80-DART
495
280-P10
199 .99
280A.
169
280A-CTC
179
280A-DART
495
280A-P10
169
280A-510/0
575
MEL
349
28013-CTC
395
280B- P10
499 395

6500/88011/8800111 SOL
6502
2.65
65CO2(CMOS) 2957.75
6520
195
6522
395
6532
649 549
6551
440 2.95
65C802 (CMS) 4995 15.95
6800
195
6802
395
6810
125
6821
175
6840
995 3.49

driCI ir.r111111MGIMMILMIC 11U -INC

8031 8000 SERIES 3 95
80C31
995
8035
195
8073
995
8083A.
ess 2.49
8085A.
249
8086
595 4.95
8086-2
6.95
8087(5MHz) .. 99.95
8087-1 ( 10MHz) . 229.95
8087-2(8MHz). 159.95
8088
ewe szs
8088-2
ass 7.75
8116.
495
8155,
249
8155-2
3.49
8156
395
8202.
5,95 4.95
8203
9.956.95
8212
2.29
2224
225

Ereee's)(204

8749
995
8751
13.5-ENEW
8751H (35-12114) 44.95
8755
14.95
DATA ACQUISMON
ADC0804LCN
9+9 2.79
ADC0808CCN
595
ADC0809CCN . 996 3.69
ADC0816CCN . 4+96 8.95
ADC1205CCJ-1
19.95
DAC0808LCN
195
DAC1008LCN
495
AY-3-10150
495
AY-5-1013A
295

MICROPROCESSOR SALE!

Rift NO

Pr IL 1.

8052AHBASIC CPU w/BASIC Interpreter

32- Bit MPU ( 8- Bit Data Bus) .. $ 16.95 $ 9.95

MC68701

8- Bit EPROM Microcomputer

MC68705P3S

8- Bit EPROM Microcomputer ... S-1-47S5 $ 9.95

MC68705U3S

8- Bit EPROM Microcomputer

S10.95

80286-10

16- Bit Hi Performance MPU

S99.95

S14.95

80287-8

Math Co- processor ( 8MHz)

80287-10

Math Co- processor ( 10MHz)

80387-16

Math Co-proc. ( 16MHz) GRID ARRAY .

80387-20

Math Co-proc. ( 20MHz)
DYNAMIC DAMS

'4116-15
4128-20
4164-100
4164-120
'4164-150
'4164-200
▪
TMS4416-12
41256-80
'
41256-100
41256-120
'41256-150
'50464-15
511000P-10
514256P-10

16,384 x 1 ( 1500s)
1.09
131,072 x 1 (200n0)194114.101)) 925 2.75
66536 x 1
10Ons)
425
65,536 x 1 ( 120ris)
375
65,53601 ( 150ris)
325
65,536 x 1 (200ns)
275
16.384 x4 ( 12040)
749
262.144 x 1 (80ns)
14.95
262,144 x 1 ( 10Ons)
14.49
262.144 x 1 ( 120ns)
1395
262,144 x 1 ( 150re)
12.95
65,536 x4 ( 150ris) (4464)
995
1,048,576 x1 ( 10Ons) 1Meg . 499539.
95
262.144 x4 ( 100ns) 1Meg.
89.95

STATIC RAMS
'2016-12
2048 x8 ( 12045)
395
2018-45
2048 x8 (45ns)
EL-95 5.49
2102
1024 x 1 (35Ons)
89
2114N
1024 x4 (450ns)
99
2114N-21
1024 x4 (200ns) Low Power
1.49
21014
1024 x4 (200ns) (CMOS)
49
5101
256 x4 (450ns) CMOS
195
'
6116P-3
2048 x8 ( 15Ons) CMOS
6.49
'6116LP-3
2048 x8 ( 15Ons) LP CMOS
635
62641P-12
8192 x8 ( 12Ons) LP CMOS
835
'6264P-15
8192 x8 ( 15Ons) CMOS
7.75
'
62641P-15
8192 x8 ( 15Ons) LP CMOS..
8.75
6514
1024 x4 (350ns) CMOS
349
'43256-151
32,768 x8 ( 15Ons) Low Power.... 12.95
0452516
T1,462532
TMS2532A
TMS2564
TMS2716
1702A
2708
2716
2716-1
27C16
2732
2732A-20
2732A-25
27032
2764-20
2764-25
2764A-25
2764-45
27C64-15
27128-20
27128-25
27128A-25
27C128-25
27256-20
27256-25
27C256-25
27512-20
27512-25
68764

PROMS
2048 x8 (45Ons) 25V
6.95
4096 08 (45Ons) 25V
895 6.49
4096 x8 (450ns) 21V
595 4.49
8192 x8 (4505e) 25V
995 7.95
2048x 8 (45Ons) 3Voltage
1
81
95 ass
256 x8 ( 149)
495 4.95
1024 x8 (450ns)
495
2048 x8 (45Ons) 25V
3.75
2048 x8 (350ns) 25V
425
2048 x 8 (45Ons) 25V (CMOS)
5.49
4096 x8 (450re) 25V
395
4096 x8 (20Ons) 21V
425
4096 x8 (250ns) 21V
395
4096 0 8 (45040) 25V (CMOS)
5.95
8192 x8 (200ns) 21V
425
8192 x8 (25Ons) 21V
3.75
8192 x8 (250ris) 12.5V
ass
8192 x8 (450ns) 21V
295
8192 x 8 ( 15Ons) 21V (CMOS) . 6.49
16,384 x8 (20Ons) 21V
6.95
16,384 x8 (25Ons) 21V
5.95
16,384 x8 (25Ons) 12.5V
5.25
16,384 x 8 (250ns) 21V (CMOS)
6.95
32,768 08 (20Ons) 125V
6.95
32,768 x8 (25Ons) 12.5V
5.95
32,768 x 8 (25Ons) 125V (CMOS) 7.95
65,536 x8 (20Ons) 125V
13.49
65.536 x8 (25Ons) 125V
11.95
8192 x8 (45Ons) 25V
13.95

2816A-25
2817A
2865A
52E113 (21V)

2048
2048
8192
2048

x8
x8
x8
08

EPROM
(25Ons) 5V
(35Ons) 5V
(25Ons) 5V
(3505e) 5V

Read/Write....
Read/Write....
Read/Write....
Read Only ...

$ 245.95
S309.95

GRIDARRAY

$494.95
8795.95

COMMODORE CHIPS
Price

5.95
7.95
a95
1.49

Prec. Sample 8 Hold Amp.... 7.95

MAX232CPE

Dual RS232 Rec./Trans.. . . .

5.19

LM306P

Dual Comparator

.79

16K CMOS SRAM ( 10Ons)

7.49

6116P-1
27128-45

128K EPROM (450ns) 21V

4.95

74LS61 2

Memory Mapper, Tri-State

7.95

74HC HI-SPEED CMOS
Part No.

Price

Part No.

Pert No.

Pr»

LAG570 . tees 9.95
WD1770 ... 44,96 9.95
S13052P .... 2,40 1.25
6502

2.65

6504A..... 4416 1.19
6507

4-39 2.95

6510

9.95

6520

1.95

6522
6525....

3.95

-446

2.49

6526. . . 44,96 12.95
6529

2.95

6532

6,40 5.49

6545-1 .

4,96 3.25

6551

4-40 2.95

6560
6567

10.95

6569....

24,96

6572....

8,96

6581 ( 12V)

19.95
15.95
6.95
14.95

6582 (9V) . 44,96 6.95
8360

14.95

8501....

4406

8502....

7,96

8563
8564.. .

8.95
4.95
15.95

9,96

4.95

8566... . 24,96 15.95
8701

9.95

8721
8722

4.49611.95
gas 6.95

*251104-04 40,96 8.95
310654-05

9.95

318018-03 4.9,96 8.95
318019-03
318020-04

lees
4046

325302-01
325572-01
'325100PLA**

8.95
8.95

10.95
14.95
15.95

901225-01 44,96 9.95
901226-01

11.95

901227-03

11.95

901229-05

11.95

'No specs available
'Note 825100P'.9
U17 (C-64)

Price

74HCOO.
25 . 19
74HCO2.
25 . 19
74HCO4
29 . 19
741-1002
29 . 19
74HCIO
29 . 19
741-1014
49 29
7414030
29 . 19
741-1032
29 25
74HC74.
es 29
7411075.
99 35
74H076.
45 35
74HC85. -79 .55
74H086.
99 35
74HC123.
es .69
7401C125 -49 .39
74440132 -139 39
74HC138. -49 39
74140139
49 .39
74110154
4-.491.19
74HC163
135 .39
74010174
es .49

74410175,
74110221
74HC240
74440244
74H0245
74110253
74H0259
74HC273
74110373
74110374
74H0595
74110688
74HC943
74HC4040.
741104049
741-104050
741104060.
74HC4511
741104514
74HC4538
74HC4543

74HCTOO
74HCTO2
74HC704
74HCTO8
74HCTIO
74HCT32
74HCT74
741-1C186
74HCT138

74HCT139
74HCT157
741107174
74H01175
7414CT240
741401244
74HCT245
74HC4373
74HCT374

99 .49
++9 .89
-99 .69
99 .69
99 .79
-59 39
es 29
99 .69
-99 .65
•99 .65
1291.09
-99 .79
8.95
-99 .79
-59 .39
99 39
99 .89
+29 .99
1-79 .99
89
1-19 89

TTL

S29.95

MC68008L8

Put Na

SPECIALS!
SMP81FY

-49 . 17
29 . 17
-89 . 17
29 . 17
-29 . 17
29 . 21
-49 . 25
-49 19
-69 35

-69 25
-69 . 19
-69 .35
-69 .39
-99 .89
-99 39
1-49 . 79
4-49 . 55
49

74C
14000
29
741)02.
29
74004
.29
74C013.35
74010
95 . 19
74014
59
74032
.35
74074
59
74085
149
74C8a
.35
74089
549 3.95
74C90
99
740154
295
74C173
59

74C174
79
740175
79
740221
179
740240
1-P9 69
740244
179
740373
195
740374
195
740912
8.95
740915. +99 .99
740920
995 4.95
740921
»5 4.95
7412422
3.95
740923
395
740925
595

LINEAR
DS0026CN
195
TL074CN
119
11.08404
99
AF100-101.L
8.95
LM307N.
45
LM309K
125
LM311N.
45
1..14431Tr
.79
LM318N.
99
1.54.319N
129
LM323K
395
LM324N.
.39
LM338K
495
LM339N.
39
LF347N.
1.79
L.M348N.
69
LA,4350T
295
L.F351N.
39
LF353N.
49
LF355N.
79
LF356N.
89
LF357N
109
1_54358N
49
LM360N.
219
LM361N.
179
LM380N-8.
99 B5
LM386N-a
.89
LM387N.
99
LA.1393N.
.39
LA43991-4
295
LF411CN.
79
TL497ACh/ . .. +99 .99
NE540H (C54611) . 9951.49
5,95559
29
XRL555
59
LM556N
49
NE558N
.89
LM565N.
99
15.4567V
79
NE592N.
es
69
L.54741CN.
29
191747CN.
59
MC1350P
+99 89
MC1372P
1-95 .99
MC1377P
2.29
MC1398P
8)95 4.95
LM1414N
499
49

LM1458N
29
LM1488N
49
0514088N (CMOS) 1 19
LM1489N
49
DS14089N (CMOS) 1 19
LM149614
99 .69
MC1648P
949 1.95
LM1871N
195
LMI872N.
195
1/41896N-1. _ 1,49 .79
1/L412003A.
79
XR2206,
335
295
XR2243,
1.95
261529 »5 295
261531
119
261532
119
261_533.
149
LM2901N.
es . 15
L54290714
1.29
1542917N (8 rani 1.95
MC3419CL .... Er% 3.95
144C3450P
1-95 .49
MC3470P
195
MC3471P
+es .75
MC3479P
479
MC3486P
169
MC3487P
4439 .99
4.5439005/
49
1_543905N.
119
LM3909N.
99
L54391414
195
1.543916N
195
NE5532
69
NE5534
69
7805K65134011-51
1.29
78121( 04340K-121_129
78154( ( L034014-151_ 129
7805T (151340T-51
49
7812T (151340T-121 ... 49
7815T (154340T-15)... 49
7905K (04320K-511-96 .99
7905T 6.14320T-51
59
75472
59 . 39
75477
-89
49
MC145106P
e4s 1.95
MC145406P
295

IC SOCKETS
Low Profile
Woe rap (Gold) Level 43
8LP
11
8VVVV
59
141P
12
14VVVY
65
16LP
13
Ism/
.69
24LP
25 24VVVV
119
28LP
27 28VVVV
1.39
40LP
.29 40WW
1.039
Selintil Mar» Mild Tr INader Plea Saelets Ire »Mr

PARTIAL LISTING • OVER 4000 COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES IN STOCK! • CALL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
*RAM'S SUBJECT TO FREQUENT PRICE CHANGES
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Circle 129 on Reader Service Card

Mmc

Now Available...Jameco's NEW
Summer Flyer # 137 with 48 pages of
Computer Peripherals, Components & More!
PROTOTYPING PRODUCTS

IBM AT COMPAI7BLE KIT

Jameco Solderless
Breadboard Sockets

Mini-286 6/8/10/12MHz Kit
JE1007

Baby AT Motherboard
(Zero-JO RAM - includes
Award BIOS ROMs)

JE1015

XT/AT Style Keyboard

JE1017

Baby AT Rip-Top Case. . $ 69.95

JE1022

sw Hi-Density Disk Drive $109.95

JE1032

200 watt Power sappy

JE1043
JE1065

$349.95

afrargrilr'11,101
Now With

$ 59.95

FREE OAPLUS

JE23

JE24
Dim.
1..
W"

JE20
JE21
JE22
JE23
JE24
JE25
JE26
JE27

JE27
Contact
Points

ST225XT (Pk-tured)

Diagnostic
Software!

ST225
ST225XT

20MB Drew only (PC/XT/A1)
20MB er/Controtler (
mar)

89.95

360K/7201(/12M Floppy
controller cam

ST238
ST238XT

30MB Driye only (PC/XT/A7) $249.95
30MB yr/C.onbollar (
pcnrn
$299.95

49.95

ST238AT

soma is/Controller (AT)

ineavoutput Card

$59.95

ST251

40MB Drrre only (PC/XT/AT)

$429.95

ST251 XT
ST251AT

40MB w/Cont Card (M/XT)
some w/Controlier Card ( AT).

$469.95
$539.95

ST277
ST277AT

8014B Drive Only ( PC/XT/AT)
60MB v./Controls, Card ( AT). .

61
2 x
/

200

0

31. x 21
2
/

400

0

61
2 x 21
/
2
/

830

0

61
2 x 31
/
4
/

1,360

2

1,66(I

3

2,390

4

6‘,2 . 13.
61
2
/
o 41
4
/

69,

x 51.

71
4
/
x 71
2
/

630

2.29
$ 4.49
$ 5.95
$ 7.49
$14.95
$22.95
$27.95
$37.95

4

3.220

Price
$

o

JE2009*
JE286M

'RAM not included - Minimum RAM configuration 512K ( 18 Chips 41256-120, see left)

IBM COMPATIBLE DISPLAY MONITORS
12" Amber Monochrome

-

TTL Input, High Resolution ( PC/XT/AT)

AMBER

14" EGA Color TE5154

•Award
BIOS ROMs
included

CGA Compatible

$ 99.95
(
Pcnm ... $ 119.95
6/8/10/12A1Hz
.... $349.95

4.77/8MHz ( PC/XT)
4.77/10MHz

$399.95

CTX1435

EGA compatible, 720 x 350 Max.

$519.95

JE1082

$119.95

$649.95

IBM PC/XT/AT COMPATIBLE CARDS

Graphic
Display
Cards

Jameco
Computer
Power
Protection JE1r0
JE1190 Power Base
JE1191
6- Outlet Power Strip
"1"......

$29.95
$11.95

IBM PC/XT/ATCompatibleKeyboards

compatible, 800 x 560 Max.

Resolution - displays up to 256 colors ( PC/XT/AT)

JEVGA

3MB of expanded cr extended memory.
parallel printer port. serial port and
game port ( zero- K on board) (AT) .. $169.95

JE1050
JE1052

Color Graphics Card w/Printer Port ( PC/XT/AT)

$59.95
$49.95

JE1055

EGA Card with 256K Video RAM ( PC/XT/AT)

$169.95

JE1071

Multi I/O with Drive Controller
and Mono Graphics ( PC/XT)

$119.95

Mono Graphics Card w/Printer Port ( PC/)ÇT/AT)

•••••••-*••

Pictured

JE1015

$59.95

•Enhanced keyboard layout • Illuminated Nero Lock, Caps
Lock and Scroll Lock • Autorretically switches between
PC/)(T or AT

JE1016

JE1065
JE1078

NSC Linear Data Boos.Vol.1 ( 87)

JE1040
$14.95

400042 NSC Linear Data Bock- Vail ( 87). . .
400043 NSC Linear Date Book•Volill ( 87).

$ 9.95
$ 9.95

210830 Intel Memory Handbook ( 87)

$17.95

230843

$24.95

Intel Microsystem lindbk. Set (87)

JE1041
JE1043
JE1045

U.S. Funds Only
Shipping: Add 5% plus $ 1.50 Insurance
(May vary according to weight)

California Residents:
Add 6%,
or 7%
Sales Tax
61/2%

F4X: 415-592-2503

I/O Card with Serial, Game, Parallel Printer
Port and Real Time Clock (
PC/XT)
RS232 Serial Half Card ( PC/XT/AT)

$59.95
$29.95

I/O Card with Serial, Game and
Parallel Printer Port (AT)

$59.95

Expand to 384K ( zero- K on- board) Multifunc. w/Serial,
Game, Parallel Printer Port 8 Real Time Clock (PC/XT)

Floppy and Hard Disk Controller Cards

$ 79.95

DATA BOOKS
400041

JE1060
JE1061

360KB Floppy Disk Drive Controller Card ( PC/XT). . . .
20/40MB Hard Disk Controller Card ( PC/XT)
360K/720K/1.2MB Floppy Disk Cont. Card ( PC/XT/AT)
360K/720K/1.2MB Floppy/Hard Disk

•Hayes command corneal
(tile • Bell 103/212A corn
pebble • Auto-dial/auto
answer • FCC aPPrOveil
1-year warranty • Includes
MaxiMite Communication
Software
1200(1
24005

1200/300 Baud Internal mode..
69.95
2400/1200/300 Internet Modern.... $ 139.95

1200C

1200/300 'Mud External Modern.... $ 119.95

2400E

2400/1200/300 Edema' Modem .... $ 179.95

Jameco Extended 80-Column
Card for Apple Ile

III.

$29.95
$79.95
$49.95

$20 Minimum Order
IBM s • streamed »dense* of International Business Machines

J

Mail Order Electronics ' Worldwide

ameco
ELECTRONICS

IS

amount
dataRAM
your• Apple
Mx
•80 Col of
/ 641<
Doubles
can display as well as its men,
ory capacity • Ideal for word
processing • Complete with
instructions

JE864 $39.95

(
Drsk Drive II iii, he)

$99.95

TEST EQUIPMENT

Digital Multimeters
Kingdom K.17302:
•Pocket Size in handy
carry case
'3¼ Digit LCD
•Auto or manual ranging
•Audible continuity tester
•Tests AC/DC Voltage,
Resistance and
Continuity
•One War Warranty
•Size 44 .L x2'W x ‘.x1-1

KD302 ..$27.95
Mete. 114650:

$69.95

$149.95

Controller Card ( AT)

$129.95

2400/1200/300 Modems
Datatronics

ADD12

JE1050

Multifunction, I/O and Expansion Cards
•Tactile touch keysvotches • Scotch selectable between
PC/XT or AT • Illuminated Caps Lock. Nom Lock and Scroll
lock

35" 7201(6 (Bezels and Installotion Kama) (
pcncrixr).

EGA/VGA MONITOR AND CARD SPECIALS

13" VGA Monitor and VGA Card - vnA
JE1082

12MB Beige & I. ( PC/X1VAT) .

$549.95

Resolution - displays up to 16 colors ( PC/XT/AT)

2MB of expanded or extended
memory )zero- K on board) (AT)

89.95
89.95
$109.95
$

seoK Berge Re (
pc/Sr/AT)... $

lution ( PC/XT/AT)

JE1059

JE1081

360K Black Be. (
pcnrraa)

VGA/PGC/EGA compatible, 800 x 600 Max. Reso-

14" EGA Monitor and EGA Card -

2 & 3MB
Memory
Expansion
Cards for
IBM AT and Compatibles

352KU
TT)(1410

EGA/CGA Compat., 720 x 350 Max. Resolution ( PC/XT/AT)

14" Muttiscan Color -

£ 1001

$499.95
. $639.95

Toshiba 3.5" PC/XT/AT
Compatible Disk Drive

Amber/Green/Color Switchable, 640 x
200 Resolution ( PC/XT/AT)

$279.95

$389.95

JE1022 (Pictured)

JE1020
JE1021
JE1022

$99.95

TTX1410

$224.95
$269.95

Jameco 5.25" PC/XT
& AT Compatible
Disk Drives

IBM AT Compatible Kit
$689.95
JE2009 Technical Manual $29.95

14" RGB Color -

JameGo's
IBM PC/XT/AT
Compatible
Motherboards

JE1001
JE1002
JE1007

JE1059 S519.95 .
(EGA Mondor and
Card not included)

SAVE $99.70!

Binding
Poets

MARKETING COUNCIL

COMPUTER PERIPHERALS
Seagate 20,30
40 and 60MB
Half Height
Hard Disk
Drives

Regular List $789.65
Part
No.

MICROCOMPUTER

•Handheld.hogh accuracy
•4,o Digit LCD
•Manual ranging with
Overload Protection
•Audible continuity tester
•Tests AC/DC Voltage.
Resistance, Continuity
Capacitance. Frequency
•One Year Warranty
•Size 7"L 392'W s 1•*"14

M4650.. $69.95

Data Sheets - 504 each
Prices Subject to Change
Send $1.00 Postage for a
FREE 1988 CATALOG
Telex: 176043
01988 Jameco

Electronics

7/88
1355 Shoreway Rd., Belmont, CA 94002 • 24 HR. ORDER HOTLINE 415-592-8097 • All Other Inquiries ( 7am-5pm PST) 415-592-8121
Circle 129 on Reader Service Card
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What's New at

"The Source" of the
electro mechanical components
for the hobbyist.

AMERICAN DESIGN COMPONENTS?
IA/ e warehouse 60,000 items at
V V American Design Components expensive, often hard- to- find components for sale at a fraction of their

31
2 " MICROFLOPPY
/
DISK
DRIVE

original cost!
You'll find every part you need -

But quantities are limited. Order from
this ad, or visit our retail showroom
and find exactly what you need from
the thousands of items on display.
OPEN MON. - SAT., 9-5

1Mb
(unformatted),
135 TPI,
3ms. access time. Power requirements: + 12V, + 5V.
Removed from oper. computers Tested - Like New!
Mfr - NEC, model F01035

EXTERNAL
DISK DRIVE CHASSIS

2for

$79.00
$150.00

New

With
I
60W
power
supply
(fan cooled).
Can accommodate:
2 full ht. drives
our item #7928
2floppy drives # 1904
1hard drive & 1floppy # 13250
Input: 115/230V, 50/60 Hz.
Originally for Burroughs computer.
Dim.: 11"W x 8"H x 12" deep

New

48 TPI (TRS80/Zenith/Xerox
800 Campos.) DS/DD, 40 Track
Shugart #450. Item # 1892

$79.00;

2 for

$150.00

48 TPI, SS/SD, 40 Track
Shugart # SA400. Item # 1895.

51
/
4",
FULL- HT.
HARD
DISK
DRIVES...
40Mb
(AT/XT
Compatible)

Ii

High speed, 40 ms. access time. Quantum
#0540. Item # 17765.
New - $379.00

10Mb (
ST412 Compatible)

Major manufacturers Get them while they lest!

Item # 17199
$99.00
12" HIGH- RESOLUTION
25KHz, COLOR
MONITOR

ea

Operates ideally
w/the ATI
Wonder Card
(avail. from
American
Design for
$199.001. Perfect for text, CAD & other
graphics applications. Scanning freq. to 25
KHz. Std Hi- Res.: 800 x 560, 752 x410.
Input: 110/220V, 50/60Hz., 75W. Mtd. in
metal chassis. ( Hook-up diagram included.)
Mfr -- Hitachi # CD1215DTL. Item # 18059
(Tested - Like New/)

Please Call or Write
with Your Requirements!
HIGH RESOLUTION TTL
MONITORS. . .
(Open
Frame)

32 column -- compatible w/any
of the Timex- Sinclair computers,
as well as our PC 8300 Computer.
Uses standard 41
/"thermal paper.
2

$39.95

Item # 15851

New

ADAM COMPUTER

(Less
printer)
No wiring
necessary
(just plugs together). Incl.: hook-up
diagram, keyboard, 1cassette digital
data drive, 2 game controllers,
power supply 8, one cassette. Cap.
of running CP/M, w/built-in word
processor. Item #7410
Complete - › UU.00

DC Output: + 5V @ 8 amps.
+12V @ 1amp.
- 5V @ 250 IT18.
Input: 110VAC/60 Hz., ± 20%
Dim.: 12"L x 3%"H x 5%"D
Encl, in alum. housing. Fan cooled.
Shindenger Elect. # 130569SXD

DATA DRIVE Item # 6641

Item # 14047 New - $ 24.95

Precision steppers
with increments
from 1to 7.5°.
Speeds up to
5,000 steps.
Shaft /
2 "L x
1
dia.
Stall
Item
Step Volta Torque
No.
Angie 0C Wen) Type
5275
7630
16410

1.8
1.8
1.8

1.8
3.0

72
200

$14.95

(Advanced version of the Timex 1000)

42- key
mechan.
keyboard
2K RAM.
Reverse
video,
/
280A.
6.5MHz
processor, ROM
8K BASIC. Graphics caplsound music, TV or monitor. Joystick input. 115VAC.
AC adapt, TV cable & cass. cables. Runs tapes
for Sinclair/Timex 1000-ZX85. Mfr- Power
3000. In original boxes
Item # 10338 New
$29.95
*16K RAMPACK upgrade
Item # 10337 New

$9.95

BYTE • JULY 1988

$5.95 ea.;
115 CFM
MUFFIN®
FANS

2 for

$10.00

Oa
'
Fig. 1
Mfr. II Part No.

Fig

Pace

2 $19.95 ea

2 834.50 ea

M092- FT- 402
Applied Motion

12.0

Freq. response:
40 to 10 Khz., . 3% distortion. In
put sensitivity: 50mv. Power req.
4-20 VDC. Ideal for building
custom amplifiers, etc.
Item # 15390.

"

20
M061 FF620113
PM Superior Electric

2/$37.50

2/959.50
1 $12.95 ea
2/

$19.95

115VAC
60Hz., 21W., 28A., 3100 RPM, 5blade model, alum. housing. Can be
mounted for blowing or exhaust.
Dimensions: 4",. sq. x 1'4" deep
NEW - Mfr: IMC
Item # 1864 $9.95
USED - Mfr: Centaur/Howard
Item # 5345 $ 5.95

WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF COMPUTER & GAME EQUIPMENT
and ACCESSORIES; ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS; MODULES!

MAGNIFYING
$19.95 LAMP

GELL CELL/LEAD ACID MINI MICRO- COMPUTER
BATTERIES. . .
REGULATOR

CONTROLLERS ( Set of 41 -

Item # 16171
New - $24.95
PC 8300 HOME COMPUTER

$19.95

Fig. 2
Shalt l'„"
dia

PM Superior Electric

ASCII KEYBOARD Item # 6643

Item # 16585

Prod. 4017-839
819.95

PRINTER POWER SUPPLY Item # 6642

DC Output: + 5V @ 8A
+ 12V @ 500ma
-12V @ 200ma
+24V @ 2.0A
Input: 115/230VAC, 50/60Hz.
Dimensions: 8%" x 4%" x 2"H
Mfr - Power Systems # PS1547

STEPPING MOTORS
for ROBOTICS. . .

Accessories. . .

Item # 7013 $ 9.95 RFE
9" - 12VDC.
ADAM CASSETTES Green phosphor.
(Incl.: Smart Basic, Buck Rogers
Schematic incl.
Motorola #
& blank cassette.) Item # 7786
MD2003- 190.
BAKER'S DOZEN - $19.95
Item # 17198 New - $14.95
ADAM LINK MODEM 12" - 12VDC, green phosphor. Sub(Software incl.)
assemblies, CRT, board & transformer incl
Item # 12358
$29.95
Comes w/hook-up diagram.
DISK DRIVE
Item # 6811
New - $19.95
POWER
SUPPLY
15" Data Display/Monitor Kit
Item - 14603 04.95
Alphanumeric & graphics display. Green
ADAM DAISY
phosphor. Input power reg. 24 VDC. Band
width: 22-72Khz. Consists of 2 subassem
PRINT WHEEL blies ( monitor & board). Hook-up diagram
Item # 13305
$3.95
incl. Mfr - Wells Gardner # 15V7025.
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DS1216 is a 28- pin, 6" - wide dip
socket w/built-in CMOS watch func
tion. Non-volatile RAM controller
and lithium energy source. Accepts
either 24- pin 2K x8 or 28- pin 8K
8 CMOS static RAM. Communication w/Smart Watch function is es
tablished by pattern recognition on a
serial bit stream of 64 bits on D.O.
Dallas Semiconductor
Item # 15939 New - $ 29.95

$39.50; 2 for $75.00
$79.00 ea. 96 TPI, DS/Quad Density
CDC # 9409T
2 for $150.00
Item # 1893
$89.00
Item # 14541 $ 59.50
TIMEX-SINCLAIR. . .
COMMODORE/AMIGA SWITCHING
5-WATT AUDIO
POWER AMPLIFIER
POWER SUPPLY
2040 POWER SUPPLY
na CHIP - SGS 830S
¡
PRINTER
Item # 17171

$179.00 used

SMART WATCH
DS1216

48 TPI (
IBM' Compatible)
DS/DD, 40 Track
Tendon # TM100-2 or equiv
Item # 7928

either brand new or removed from
equipment IRFEI in excellent condition.

51
4" FULL HEIGHT
DISK DRIVES -

Multi- position,
30", completely
adjust. swing arm w/3- way
metal C- clamp. Has e diopter
magnifying lens, w/ruler. Porcelain lamp socket, & on/off switch;
uses up to a 60W bulb. Color:
Beige. UL listed.
Item # 13138 New - $ 24.95

Rechargeable: Used for solar energy
storage, alarm
systems, model
boats, planes,
cars, trains. . .
6V
2.5AH
Contains 3 D cells. Plastic -Casing.
Dim.: 4"W x 2%"H x 11
2 "deep
/
Mfr • Gates
Item # 93013 $ 3.95
6V @i4.0AH
Dim . 4"H z 2',"W x
Major Manufacturers „„
Item # 15757
Vi t.e5
6V @ 9.5AH
Dim.: 5'h"Flx 4%"W x 2%"D
Mfr
Elpower
Item # 7039 $ 14.95

140 VA
Provides voltage
regulation & ultra
isolation for microprocessor- based
equipment. Contains less than 3%
harmonic distortion, better than
60 dB traverse noise rejection.
Contains dual outlet for CPU &
monitor, & 6 ft. line cord.
Input:
95 - 130V, 60Hz.
Output: 120V @ 1.17A
Dim.: 11WL x4%"H s 5%"W
Mtd on metal base w/rubber ft.
Sola # 63-13-114
Item # 9999 New - $89.00

AMERICAN DESIGN COMPONENTS, 62 JOSEPH STREET, MOONACHIE, N.J. 07074
YES! Please send me the following items:
Li My check or money order is enclosed.
Item
How
D Charge my credit card.
No.
Many?
Description
Price
Total
D Visa U Master Card [ 1 Amex

MINIMUM
ORDER
$15.
Byte- 788

Card No.
Exp. Date
Signature
Telephone: Area Code
Tote,
& handling, we ship UPS unless
therwise
Shippi ngtotal.
specified. Add $ 3 plus 10%
Canadian: $ 3 plus P.O. cost. Charge only.
I
Sales Tax ( N.J. residents only,
twth ett/reitone
please add 6% of total)
et),or nt

7;

e# s edPee

«et,

ORDER TOTAL

For all phone orders, call TOLL- FREE

--

Number

Name
Address

-

City
State

Zip

All inrpanes and free catalog requests call 201-939-2710.

800-524-0809. In New Jersey, 201-939-2710.

Circle 91 on Reader Service God

DATA FLEX-

CONVERT YOUR PC
PARALLEL PORT TO SERIAL

•Multi-user Database!
•Powerful!
•Multiple Operating
System Compatibility!
•Attractive Dealer
Pricing!
•Full Dealer Support!

FMB -Parallel to RS232
Sedal CONVERTER"
Yodel 232PSC
Add another serial port
on your PC, easily and
economically B&Bs
Model 232PSC connects
directly to most PC
compatible parallel
ports, gives you aserial
output, works with practically any serial printer.
Parallel to serial CONVERTER comes complete with AC power

',fitc,a57,e6,egre.
UrriesUreiini.d
N
es
input ( pin 4or pin 20).
Busy

Ws

Crataflex is a trademark of Data Access

SAME DAY SHIPMENT!
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

Dealer Inquiries Invited

FROM MANUFACTURER?
RV DIRECT AND SAVE?

Write or call tor FREE 888 ELECTRONICS
MEG. CO. CATALOG TODAY! Terms, Visa.
MC, cash orders postpaid, Rae trom rated
firms accepted Illinois residents add 61.5
state sales tau

UUPÓTE

B&B electronics
MAN, AC

unIrec comeamv

24000 releg apil Road
Southfield. Michigan 48034 USA

15Cr2G Pege Mental Dem! • PO Bee 1040 • Ottam IL 01350

13131 352-2345

815-434-0846
Circle 24 on Reader Service Card

Circle

on Reader Service Card

56

-11=31.1=LA

100% certified and tested. Error free
life time warranty. All disks Include
generic white box, Tyvek sleeves,
labels, write protect tabs, shrink
wrapped.
5.25 Black Disks, DS/DD
. 36 ea.
5.25 Color Disks, 8Colors
.46 ea.
Available, DS/DD
5.25 Black Disks, DS/HD
. 86 ea.
5.25 Color Disks, 8Colors
Available, DS/HD
. 94 ea.
3.5 Blue or Gray Disks,
DS/DD
1.12 ea.
3.5 Color Disks, 7Colors
Available, DS/DD
1.28 ea.
3.5 High Density, Black only
3.80 ea.

BULK MEDIA AVAILABLE

. 32 ea.

5.25 DS/DD

5.25 DS/DD Colors
5.25 DS/HD
5.25 DS/HD Colors

. 42 ea.
. 82 ea.
. 90 ea.

1.07 ea.
1.23 ea.

3.5 DS/DD Blue or Gray
3.5 DS/DD Colors

PC488A

$ 145/195

LOW COST PC/XT/AT INTERFACE
FOR IEEE-488 ( GPIB/HPIB)
• Includes INSTALLABLE ceks DEVICE DRIVERS
and software support for BASIC
• Optional language support for C, PASCAL, FORTRAN
and ASSEMBLY - $50
• Selectable bass I/0 address, IRO and DMA
• CONTROLLER / TALKER / LISTENER capability
• Customer support via dedicated 24 hours MC Microsystems BULLETIN BOARD
• Ouantity discounts available
VISA

MC

AMEX

B&C

Call roday for &where!

PC488B

IEEE-488 INTERFACE CARD WITH
BUILT-IN BUS ANALYZER
IBM/Microsoft BASIC
interpreter and compiler to create a programming

•(
UPBASIC package complements

environment similar to HP desktop computers.
• Additional libraries of over 20 high level 488 dedicated
functions for C, Pascal or Fortran available ( 550).
• Powerful menu-driven bus analyzer, which can run in
the foreground or in the background while 488 programs or
commands arc executed, features program stepping, break
points and real time bus data capture ( 4k circular buffer).
• Instant toggling between foreground and Analyzer screen.
• Complete Talker/Listener/Controller capability.
• Dirsswitch selectable Base Address, IRO, DMA
VISA

MICROSYSTEMS

355 West Olive Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 9411111,
PLI, (
408)730-5511 FAX, ( 408)7341-5521 TELEX: 984185

Circle 26 on Reader Service Card

$445

MC AMEX
B&C

NO EXTERNAL DECODER
needed any more... because
RAPICAD is fully pcad box compatible and software transparent, allowing the use of p•cad and any other
software with any printer, plotter,
laser, etc.
Prices as low as

$995.00

=

I
NTECTRA I
nc.
2629 Terminal Blvd.
Mtn. View, CA 94043
(415) 964-5018

5.25 Paper Sleeves
5.25 Label Sheet
3.5 Label Sheet
5.25 White Box

. 02 ea.
. 08 ea.

. 20 ea.
. 15 ea.

. 14 ea.

mal

3.5 White Box

Coll today for datashenn

MICROSYSTEMS

West Olive Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
P11: (408)730-5511 FAX: (408)73Q5521 TELEX, 984185

355

Circle 27 on Reader Service Card

ATTENTION pecad USERS
Now you can increase the productivity of your software by using the
new...
RAPICAD buffer/decoder.
Two buffers in one unit with parallel
and serial in/out. Up to 1 Meg total
memory.

. 03 ea.

5.25 Tyvek Sleeves

Presto!
A Link to
Mainframe
Graphics

-

1111111111111111111
_
Fund out how our

EMUTEK graphics

CONTINUOUS FORM LABELS
Size

Across

Box
Qty.

Price
Per/10C o

23/11 x7/16
234 x7/16
21
/ x15/16
2
21
/ x15/16
2
234i x
23
/ x1- 7/16
4
3x15/16
3.3 x15/16
31
/ x15/16
2
31
/ x15/16
2
31/
2 x15/16
31/
2 x15/16
4x15/16
4x15/16
4x1-7/16
4x1-7/16

across
4across
across
3across
1across
1across
4across
4across
1across
2across
3across
4across
1across
3across
1across
3across

10,000
20,000
5,000
15,000
2,500
5,000
20,000
20,000
5,000
10,000
15,000
20,000
5,000
15,000
5,000
15,000

$1.95
$1.95
$2.18
$1.98
$12.00
$3.00
$2.00
$2.05
$1.90
$1.90
$1.90
$1.90
$3.21
$3.21
$3.25
$3.25

Prices quoted for full boxes only.
1040 Broadway
WestvIlle, NJ 08093
whole Lundy ot

terrninal emulation

software makes good sense for the work you do.
Call today tor more information.

FTC SYSTEMS
DATA

(714) 995 ,3900
(800) 962-3900 (800) 972-3900 (Calif.)
10801 Dale Sr., Suite M-2
Stanton, CA 90680

Circle 104 on Reader Service Card

609-456-6996
FAX# 609-456-7172
All orders F.0.9. Westville, NJ.
COD orders add $ 2.20. visa & MC accepted.
All orders shipped same day.
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MICROMINT'
SGold Standard in Single Board

Computers and Industrial Controllers
tire
BCC180- $395.00
BCC4OD -S139.00

Multitasking Controller

The BCCI80. only 4.5 - x 8.5" uses the same 64180 CMOS Z80
instruction compatible processor as Micromint's S8180 and SB180FX
single board computers. Configured primarily for process control w/
.3114K of memory,6 parallel I/O ports, console serial port, RS- 232/422/
485 selectable auxiliary serial port, and an interrupt driven ROM resident multitasking BASIC- I80 compiler, the BCCI80 uses the same
44- pin I/O expansion bus as Micromint's BCC52 controller board.
PROTESTOR
•CMOS 1113.1.0. 9210.1.12 ... ICPU.

sa -rir rtrr

Pee..

MEMORY
• Up to ME byres roral memory on.board
• 1.2alt of ertber tratic R.411622161 or FPROM 121.2.)
• 236
dynama RAM SIMM
• gull., unclean alt ROM memoir Included
INPUT/OUTPUT
•roam,. RS 212 brim, 1,011 oath miro baud rate lake to 19.200 .ard
• Peripheral terse port. 150 19.200 beed. wlectable RS- 2I2.. RS-422. or RS.41,
• el ban todareerroml parallel I/0
•ME I/0 evadable abroneb the aCC bot edge connector
DIMEIROONS
TONNECTIOld
• Dual 12 pin 10
edge ...elm
•Compliable oath .11 Macromant arl• ulna I/0 opeamee boar.
• Two 26 pan Nader% for SIR berectrond porellel per.
• .21 pan DR 23 for RS 212 emote 1/0
• 20.pan herder for RS.21.2 aoadrory serail parr
• 4 erne wresreala for RS- 422/41.5 contactual

BCC180-1-20

BCC180-1

9Milz assembled and fully socketed $39500
BCC1110 Computer/Controller with 32K
bytes of static RAM, ROM Monitor,
BASIC- 180 development software and
user's manual
For Additional 256K DRAM add $ 100.00

100 Qsmetity iv/32K RAM w/o ROM Moeller $209.00

BCC52 $189.00

The Micromint BC(:40D k an 8Channel optoisolated input/output
expansion board designed for use
with Micromint's family of BCCbus Computer/Controllers. Using
industry- standard optoisolated I/O
modules, the BCCIOD provides on/
off control and input monitoring of
eight 115-230VAC or 5-48VDC
devices used in data acquisition and
control applications.
Up to 16 BCC4OD boards can be
used together in a single system to
provide a total of 128 input and
output channels. Individual channels can be read or updated by
reading from or writing to a single
I/O address The BCCIOD can be
directly controlled from BASIC or
it can function completely in the
background under an application program using high-speed interrupt driven ROM C firmware. This firmware sets aside a table in memory
which reflects the status, setpoints, and change- of- state flags of the
I/O modules. Interaction among programs within amultiboard BCC40x
system merely consistsof reading or setting these memory table values.
Each optoisolated channel is fused and has screw contacts for direct
connection to the controlling device and/or the power source. Both
input or output modules, and AC or DC functions can be intermixed
on the same BCCIOD board.
SPECIFICATIONS
•Latched outputs
•Uses industry- standard OACS.
outs, tots, IDC5 tyre module)
•Duet- pound module addressing
•LED on/off indicator on each
channel
•Can be used concurrently with
BCC.« and other BCC- bus peripherals
•Operates on • 59
•Operating conditiont
iraiwrarurr 0-50•C ( 32-122•Fl
relative humidity 10-90% noncondensing
•4.5' a6' board
•dual 22- pin ( 0.1561 edge connec•

*Nevi

Coolant threctly re any plmoe line
Sync byte detecamniirtacrimn
COME or mi. dalang
- later..< brialt-in dogmata.
lelepbone• lone dagnuar.cs
Synchromma aod tly 0C.0.1..
PW.Yemeratom,checlung - Voice mot.. cepebibly 1SF 120 only,
”SI.4
rut Agee, doable- buffered orarammer, awl race,,,
fatly ongrammalae wah ...ern Weed 5.4 (home?. eat
Error...arrow ror oars,. own... eed
Fabe War,
derection. automata breM alect and balm.
0154F nwernme mac alecettrna
Call mamas anmaxtria

Permare Warm
•,s
o

BCCOOR 8- Channel relay output
board
BCC53 Memory and 6 port I/O
expansion board
OCCIS 8- bit and BCC30 I2- bit
A/D converter boards
BCCIII Dual channel serial I/O
board

21CC52
BASIC 52 Controller Board
$1119.00
BCC-SYST.S " 52 PAR" Starter System includes: $449.00
BCC52,ROM A&B UTIL..CCOI,MBOILUPSIO
BCC52 OEM 100 Quatatity Price -- $ 149.00
BCC52C Lower power all CMOS version of the BCC52 $ 199.00
NOTE, The BCC52 series is available in Industrial Temperature Range,
fully tested at temperature. Prices start as low as 5294.00 in single
quantities. Be sure to call for aquote on your specific Industrial OEM
requirements.

BCC11 $ 139.00
Z8 BASIC Computer

Features,
Uses 28 single chip microcomputer
On- board tiny BASIC interpreter
2 on -board parallel ports & serial port
6 interrupts ( 4 external)
lust connect a terminal and write control
programs in BASIC
6K bytes of RAM or EPROM memory
on- board
Baud rates 110-9600 bps
Data and address bus available for 56K
memory and I/O expanaion
Consumes only U.S watts at .5, . 12,
and - I2V
BCCII.
BASIC System Controller
S139.00
OEM

100 Quantity Price $89.00

• Now Aiallable in Industrial Temperature Range
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OEM 100 Qu•nlily
pr i
ci
ng „ nrir ni gp s. „

pro.ramauble »mg

RS-232C RS-422..ad RS- 4115 tumor.
Software
MOSAR 5a aislo ore ne ewe program

Optima, emmon adman for the SCCS2

gad or ea. of' de femme of

BCCIIIS

o.- board 42" coveter/lamer

modem, m man rorterve mIt

8251/8251 Dual RS- 232/485 serial $209.00
8251/1201 Modem and serial port $359.00
1201/1201 Modem / Modem board $499.00
BCC52 serial port utilities software
$75.00

BCC-BUS
Exparsion Products

2D11

Slagle Qty. Price
BCC011
OCCIS
BCC30
BCC22
BCC2.5
BCC55

''Man

4

BCC40R-s169.00
8-Channel Relay Output Board

1he Micrornint BCC4013 is an 8channel relay output expansion board
designed for use with Micromint's
family of BCC- bus Computer /Controllers. Using efficient mechanical
relays, the BCCIOR provides contact- closure on/off control of eight
AC- or DC- powered devices for data
acquisition and conned applications.
Up to 16 BCCIOR boards can be
used together in a single system to
provide a total of 128 relay output
Channels. The relays are controlled by
writing to a board- specific I/O address. The relays on a BCCIOR board
can be controlled either as a set of
eight relays at asingle I/0 address or
individual relays at right separate
I/O addresses.
The BCCIOR can be directly controlled from BASIC or it can function completely in the background
under an application program using high speed interrupt- driven ROM
C firmware. This firmware sets aside atable in memory which reflects
the status and setpoints of the relays. Interaction among programs
within a multiboard BCC40x system merely consists of reading or
setting these memory table values.
The eight relay outputs have screw contacts for direct connection to
he controlling device and/or the power source. Four of the relays have
ingle -pole- double- throw (SPOT) output connections and four relays
have single- pole- single- throw (SPST) output connections.
SPECIFICATIONS
•Conmets rated for. 1/10 MP, SA 1205
res ,or SA )000C
•Latched relay outputs
•LED on/off indicator on each channel
•Power on/cff failsafe: No arbitrary
closures o• power up/clawn
•Can be used concurrently with
BCC4OD and other BCC but
peripherab
• °aerates on • 129
•Operating conditions: o-xrc
(32-I22•F) relative humidity. 10-90%
noncondensing
•4.5' a6' board
•dual 22 pin ( 0.156) edge connector
•20- terminal screw connector (* la
wire)

8- Channel rel y output board
OEM 100 Quantity price $ 124.00

ham

BCCISS OEM 100 Quitadty Price $ 134.00
BCCI8L1- I
BCCI8L 1-2
BCCI8U-3
BCC52/18

141 1-61 1 D

BCC4014

work wstà

and KCII0
1.1 mean or ear to room
...ART aad US. from m.o. mer -wrsosa promuma

OEM configuration fixed dual 8251 RS- 232 only $ 175.00
serial port board

•'1
'
Zterminal screw connector (• I4
BCCIOD/0 without modales
$139.00
BCCIOD/4 with 4 modules $ 189.00
BCCIOD/8 with 8 modules $ 229.00

S175.00

Dual- Serial Board

The BCCI8 O a general-purpose
dual- serial- port interface board for
use with the Micromint BCC- bus.
Optional support software is available
for the BCC52 and BCC I80 computer/
controllers.
The OCCIS Serial Board contains
two serial interfaces. Each interface
can be either • 110/300/1200-bPs
modem, or a hard- wired RS- 232C/
RS- 422/05-485
interface.
The
modem interface uses • Xecom
XEI201/XE1203 MOSART ( MOdem
Synchronous/Asynchronous
Receiver/Transmitter), capable of 110,
300, or 1200 bps communication and compatible with Bell 103 and Bell
2I2A standards. The hard- wired serial interface uses an industry standard 8251A USART ( Universal Synchronous/Asynchronous Receiver/l ransmitter), capable of supporting asynchronous serial communications at speeds up to 19.2 kbps and synchronous serial communications at speeds up to 64k bps.
The BCCIII can be configured with two MOSARTs, two 825IAs,
or one cd each. Up to 16 Wells can be used in a single system ( for
a total of 32 serial ports).

BASIC- 52 Computer/Controller

The BCCS2 Computer/Controller is
Micromint's hottest selling standalone
single board microcomputer. Its costeffective architecture needs only a
power supply and terminal to become
a complete development or end- use
system, programmable in BASIC or
machine language. The BCC52 uses
Micromint's new 80052- BASIC CMOS
microprocessor which
contains
a
ROM resident 8K byte floating point
BASIC- 52 interpreter.
The BCC52 contains sockets for up
to 48K bytes of RAM/EPROM. an
"intelligent" 2764/128 EPROM programmer, 3 parallel ports, a serial
terminal port with auto baud rate selection, a serial printer port, and it is
bus compatible with the full line of
BCC- bus expansion boards.
The
BCC52 bridges the gap between expensive programmable controllers and hard- to- justify price sensitive
control applications. BASIC- 52% full floating point BASIC is fast and
efficient
enough
for the most complicated tasks, while its cost
effective design allows it to be considered for many new areas of implementation. It can be used both for development and end- use applications.
Since the BASIC- 52 is bus oriented, it supports the following
Micromint expansion boards in any of Micromint's card cages with
optional power supplies
BCC22 Smart terminal board
ADP500 User vocabulary, digitized
Speech board
BCC25 LCD display board
BCC33 3 port I/O expansion board
BCCIOD 8-Channel oploisolated
I/O expansion board

IBCC18-

8-Channel Optoisolated I/O Expansion Board

BCC.
BCC53
N1B04
MOOR

Single Channel UART Serial Board $ 149.00
8-bit, 8 Channel A/D Board
$ 129.00
12- bit, 16 Channel A/D Board $ 197.00
25- line, 80 Character Terminal Board $249.00
LCD Board (4020) or ( Sae')
$ 159.00
Folly Decoded & Buffered Prototyping $ 79.00
Board
X- I0 Power Line Controller $ 59.00
Multifunction Expansion Board
4 Slot Mini- Motherboard
8 Slot Full Motherboard
'Call for curreat pricing

$ 160.00
$ 69.00
S 85.00

REPRESENTATIVES
ACCESS TECHNOLOGIES
1408 Richmond Dr
Placentia, Ca. 92670 Tel:(714) 996-3917
MICROFUTURE
41040 Cornac Terrace
Fremont, Ca. 94538 Tel:(415) 657-0264
DISTRIBUTOR
J.B. DESIGNS 81 TECHNOLOGIES LTD.
15 Market Place
Cirencester, Glos. GL7 2PB
England
Tel: 0285-68122 Fax: 0285-68859

To order call

1-800-635-3355
TEL: (203) 871-6170
TELEX: 643331
FAX : (203) 872-2204

MICROMINT INC.
$169.00

4 PARK STREET
VERNON, CT. 06066

BYTE
LISTINGS
YOUR WAY!
It's easy. Now there are
three ways to get sourcecode listings that go with
BYTE articles— on disk,
in print or on line.

LISTINGS ON
DISK BYTE listings on

disk are right for you if
you want to compile or
run programs quickly.
Also included on disk are
the month's BIX highlights specific to your
machine format.

LISTINGS IN
PRINT This print sup-

plement contains sourcecode listings described in
the issues of BYTE.

ON DISK-

onth's BIX
Highlights Spec ific To your
Machine Forma t.

•Including the

Disks of listings from December
1985 to present are available at the
prices stated at right. Please mark
the appropriate format and note

Month
Year

3% kick

Exchange) By joining
BIX, you can download
BYTE source-code
listings at standard BIX
rates. See BIX informational ad listed in Reader
Service index in this
issue.

°Zed

FOR DIRECT
ORDERING CALL
TOLL FREE:
800-258 -5485
Call: M- F, 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Eastern Time
(603-924-9281 for New
Hampshire residents)
For credit card
orders only.

Single
Annual
Month
Subscription
lone disk) (13 disks)

D $69.95

E $10.95

E $79.95

E $9.95

E$89.95
(Save $52.401

(Save $46.401

ID

$11.95

El

$99.95

(Save $55.401

(Save $49.40)

C Apple Macintosh'

E Atari ST'
E Amiga'
E IBM PS/2"

IN PRINT

1987 Supplement Issues

1986 Supplement Issues

IN USA:

IN USA:

1988 Supplement Issues
E January through March
$6.95 in USA $7.95 outside USA
Monthly supplements replace
quarterly supplements starting in
April. Indicate the month you're
ordering in the space below.

E July through September 1986 for
only $6.95.

E July through September 1987 for
only $6.95.

October through December 1986
for only $6.95.

E 1987

subscription only $ 18.00.

OUTSIDE USA:
E January through June for only
$9.95.

through March 1997 for
only $7.95.

D June

through September for
only $7.95.

E April through June 1987 for only
$7.95.

E October

through December for
only $7.95.

through September 1987 for

E 1986

Annual Subscription for
only $21.00.

only $7.95.

Month

D October

through December 1987
for only $7.95.

E 1987

HERE

Annual Subscription for
only $18.00.

E January

D July

FOLD

E 1986

E October through December 1987
for only $6.95.

OUTSIDE USA:

Annual Subscriptions:
$19.00 in USA
$22.00 outside USA

through June 1986 for
only $8.95.

E April through June 1997 for only
$6.95. ( Includes 1986 Index).

Year
$2.50 per issue in USA
$3.50 per issue outside USA

E January

January through March 1987 for
only $6.95.

Month

Please note month and year you
would like the subscription to begin.

LISTINGS FROM
BIX (BYTE Information

Annual
Subscription
(13 disks)

E $8.95

5% inch:

D IBM PC •
D Apple Il
E Kaypro 2 CP/M
E MS-DOS 8Sector'
E TI Professional

the issue date below. If you are
ordering a subscription, please
note the issue date on which you
would like it to begin.

OUTSIDE USA:

IN USA:
Single
Month
lone disk)

subscription only $21.00.

Year _

COMBINED DISK
AND PRINT
SUBSCRIPTION

IN USA:
Annual Subecripdon
5Y. insh:

E IBM

PC

E $89.95

Li $ 109.%

(Save $58.351

(Save $75.351

C Apple II

D Kaypro

Bundled together,
giving you the
convenience of diskbased source-code plus
the ease of reference of
print.

FOLD

2 CP/M

HERE

0 MS-DOS 8 Sector
C TI Professional
3% inch:
C Apple Macintosh

E $99.95

C $ 119.95

(Save $61.351

(Save $ 78.351

C Atari ST

D Amiga
0 IBM PS/2

If you are ordering a subscription,
please note the issue date on
which you would like it to begin.

Please complete in full.

JULY

E Check enclosed
D MasterCard
E VISA

Name
Address
State

City

U.S. Funds enclosed ( If ordering
from outside the U.S. please remit in
U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank.
Thank you.)

Zip
Country

County or Parish

Credit Card #
Exp. Date

OUTSIDE USA:
Annual Subscrip6on

Signature
Please allow 4-8 weeks for delivery.

Date_

r()[[)

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED STATES

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL

FIRST CLASS MAIL PERMIT NO 10 PETERBOROUGH, NH
POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

El VIE Listings
One Phoenix Mill Lane
Peterborough, NH 03458-9990
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Circle 89 on Reader Service Card

PC-LabCard

*it

PCL-714 ( 14 bits) AID + D/A + Dit + D/O +
$495

Timer/Counter Card
PCL-712 ( 12 bits) A/O + D/A + D/I + D/O +

intormatton Interchange. backup and arch
slorage
As Syslems oilers a9 hack. IBM tormat•compahble
tnagnebc tape subsystem for Um IBM PC. featuring

BULK 5ki' DISKS

$295

Digital I/O & Counter Card

$160

Double Side- Double Den.

PCL-725

Relay & Optoisolated Dit Card

$240

PCL-738

Stepping Motor Control Card

$395

PCL-742

RS-422 Interface Card

$130

PCL-748

IEEE-488 Interface Card

$395

100% Tested & Certified Error Free,
at " Minimum 55% Clipping Level or
Higher:' "Lifetime Warranty': With
Tyvek Sleeves & Write on Labels

PCL-750

Prototype Development Card

70

PCL-754

PC Slot Extension Kit

50

Dealer and OEM inquiries welcome.
Call for free catalog!

A,

AKSyter -ns
709 81011
Tee 910 493 30 71

1000.

Timer/Counter Card

PCLS-705 Waveform/Oscilloscope Software $ 125

rcop,

WITH
TYVEK

SLEEVES

PCL-720

PCLS-700 Data Acquisition & Control Software $ 195

Pm cpi.
•!Software for PC DOS, MS-DOS. XENIX.

• IBM format 1600 3200 and

• Also for AT&T DEC. VAX.
VIAE. S-100. 1332.
IEEE 488

SERIES

Lab, Industrial and Engineering I/O Cards
for IBM PC/XT/AT

9-TRACK MAG. TAPE SUBSYSTEM'
FOR THE IBM PC/XT/AT AND...

Aduantech

1460 Tully Rd. #602
San Jose, CA 95122
TEL: (
408) 293-6786
FAX' ( 408) 293-4697

loo

200

600

each

each

each

.38. .35. .32.
DEALERS WELCOME

Telex 04933362 Fax 0405.495.4598
Shipping Charges Vary With Quantity Call
,...., .
Delaware 1-800-4511849
.
PO DOE 1024E WA141.1014 DE 190,0
•
Oklahoma
1.800-6544058
tilitt
90 •Ca 16/4 DE tome 09 no.,

triie
e

.0i1ACC iOli Need'„1
:9•89Mi .
r.M1
Minimum Ogcler ,•, ,,L0 - v,,a.Mast6t Cde <Ia A,- pled,
COD add 3.10. UPS dellver y. uS Mail tor APO.F PO
AK,HI.or PR add ',% adchhonal Or PAL
,

Circle 15 on Reader Service Card

Circle 9on Reader Service Crud

Intel

III)6-1180 Single Board

ISIS

Protyping / (' ontrol ('‘ onputer
;et your 6-1180 project going quickly

Very Fast

3M le'
1
4

5Otto

D- Den.

-

HIGH
. 17 5°
Den
—

_17lull. Rine00000
olj

Worldwide"
Orders Accepted

Co- Processor

Our co- processor card plugs into your PC or PC/AT
With the included software you can run your ISIS- II de

S13C100 is acomplete computer powered by awill
',former.

Available C compiler, assembler, linker

velopment tools, such as ASM80, PLM51, etc. Seria'

debugger run on aPC.

communications program for PC- Intel file transfer in-

ery-backed clock, power fail interrupt, SOX bus

cluded. $495 gets you acomplete 6mhz system. Clock

•
alectors, serial and parallel I/O. prototype area for up

speeds of 10 and 12.5 mhz also available. We have the

4

101.A10111.

80-1F 78

Gerr,,,rly

.>,.:AA - 1 Io.

Only $ 295 including serial cable, power

32k of battery backed RAM and schematics.

31/1687

ynami .
lectronies

Davis, CA 95616
780 Family Specialists"

In Germany: iSystem 08131/1687

Circle 287 on Reader Service Card

-

LAB is acomplete logic development system
•
Complete System Including Programmer, Sample

16 • 20 MEG

GAL Devices, Software ond all Cabling.
•Programs GAL Devices Including 16V8, 16Z8,
20V8, & 39V18.
•Allows Prototyping of 42 different standard PLO's
•Includes Updated Equation Assembler Software.
•Accepts All Standard JEDEC Download Files.
•Software Updatoble.
•30 Day Money Back Guarantee.

256K • 64K • 12SK • ‘ 20 • N 30

Fast• Reliable • Everytime

Fax:

71-1-855-04 lI

•Visa and Master Cord

714-855-8504

Accepted •

CALL FOR FREE DEMO DISK
Programmable Logic Technologies, Inc.

'Jo relund - exchange only - Excnange gooc lor 30 days
:rrry- - ra6:lrr !. I, .war ,elieS fnerrh.t ,, a ,,,, I,Irbdior

PO, Box $ 67
—

Longmont, CO 80501
re. 1303/M.9059

Circle 93 on Reader Service Card

01410/h0,1011.800•6544058
90 9
09
IEEE Ela TED.ED OA MEMO
Nevada 1.800.621-6221
FO 901 12E« EAS VEGAS NV 91111/

niihtnt,nx3313 3, • 1E DID
Ihimmirlle• MN Ma Keen.

mnite1 CISwi.naslN Lem SIdnn

0.898 PI "
e:rklIrdemtlete

gi"gw«te.f.:=Ut

Telex'4933362 • Fax#405-495.459t

BASF

.5 Box

80287 • 6 • 8 • 10 N1EG

Phone:

Delaware 1• 800•4_row
51-1849
9090E 10247 11/1.91.1G OE roam

50
7

8087 • 5 • 8 • 10

r

12 95

5
v4'
5 /4"
Hide lligh Den.

Suite I.

Laguna Hill,
CA 92653

Stocking Distributor
of Semiconductors

80387 •

DC 1000

35
zn DC 2000 1750 8" s
isciDe
idne
•
.
15
8:
D-Side 16-2
DC
300XLP
19.75
3.5
H•Den. — DC 600A _ 21.95 8- DSide 9J
D•Den.20
111111 Autho 14ed Drstrsbutor
Alagnettc Medta On/talon
3RJ MI

DUALIMETRIC

23552
COMM., ,
Center Dr.

:7
1:MM:e

3.5
DATA CARTRIDGES - S-Side
S.Side 11 95
8
—

DiFkett

I772A Picasso Avenue

(916) 753-3722
f.,3

Circle 286 on Reader Service Card

—

Has battery- backed RAM.

Z- World

Z- World

(4 08)

Ill IC's.
!rpiy.

best and fastest products in this a•ea.

2065 Martin Ave # 110
Santa Clara CA 95050

16—5°16 0
0

SE

MS'
mambo

PC

10 Box

Dside ri 50 850 795

Circle 210 on

GAL areq.., emnman of
14.4. S4erumhd.490. Comohmeh

Reader Service Card
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"INTERNATIONAL ORDERS ACCEPTED"
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RS- 422
FOR PS/2

MODULAR
DATA MCOUISITION

Communications Board

MODELS 50, 60, 80
• Two Channel
• Transfers to 256 K baud
• Address Selectable
• Interrupt Selectable

1-800-553-1170
QUA TECH

INCORPORATED

CURRENT LOOP

• Dual Channel
• Address Selectable
• FOR IBM & Compatibles
• Flexible and Inexpensive
• Money Back Guarantee
• Free Technical Support
Fast Delivery
1-800-553-1170
QUA TECH

• Supports 20, 30, 60mA
• Configureable as Active & Passive
• Selectable & Shareable Interrupts

1-800-553-1170
QUA TECH
INCORPORATED

INCORPORATED

478 E. Exchange St., Akron, OH 44304
TEL: (216) 434-3154

FAX: (216) 434-1409

TLX 5101012726

Circle 215 on Reader Service Card

RS-422/232
CURRENT LOOP

DS- 225
• Single channel async communication board for IBM PC/XT/AT
• Software selectable to be RS/
422/485, 232 or Current Loop
• Selectable Address & Interrupt

1-800-553-1170

Leaders In communication Technology
478 E. Exchange St., Akron, OH 44304
(216) 434-3154
TLX' 5101012726

Circle 216 on Reader Service Card

INCORPORATED
Akron, OH 44304
TLX 5101012726

Circle 218 on Reader Service Card

SERIAL/PARALLEL
Communications Board

FAX: (216) 434-1409

TLX 5101012726

Circle 217 on Reader Service Card

72 DIGITAL I/O

WAVEFORM

FOR PS/2

SYNTHESIZER

MODELS 50, 60, 80
• Parallel Expansion
• 72 I/O Lines
• Address Selectable

1-800-553-1170
QUA TECH

INCORPORATED

QUA TECH
478 E Exchange St
(216) 434-3154

478 E Exchange St.. Akron, OH 44304
TEL: (216) 434-3154

478 E. Exchange St., Akron, OH 44304
TEL: (216) 434-3154 FAX (216) 434-1409
TLX: 5101012726

Circle 219 on Reader Service Card

IEEE- 488
CONTROLLER

«et\

• For IBM PC/XT/AT and compatibles
•Generates user-definable signal
• Up to 2000 points per envelope

$795.00
1-800-553-1170

111 QUA TECH
INCORPORATED

478 E Exchange St . Akron, OH 44304
(216) 434-3154
TLX 5101012726

Circle 220 on Reader Service Card

24 DIGITAL I/O

11

FOR

PS/2
• Two Parallel Printer Ports
• Two 8- Bit Digital I/O Ports
• Two Serial Ports, RS-232, RS-422
or RS-485
• Address Selectable
• Selectable & Shareable Interrupts

1-800-553-1170

g

QUA
TECH
INCORPORATED

478 E. Exchange St.. Akron, OH 44304
TEL (216) 434-3154

FAX: (216) 434-1409

TLX 5101012726

Circle 221 on Reader Service Card

MODELS 50, 60, 80
• GPIB Compatibility
• Control Up to 14 Devices
• Selectable Addressing
• Software Included

1-800-553-1170
QUA TECH

INCORPORATED

478 E. Exchange St, Akron, OH 44304
TEL (216) 434-3154

FAX: (216) 434-1409

TLX: 5101012726

Circle 222 on Reader Service Card

• 24 Bit Digital I/O
• Buffered Output
• Selectable Address

1-800-553-1170
awe TECH

INCORPORATED

478 E Exchange St., Akron, OH 44304
TEL: (216) 434-3154

FAX: ( 216) 434-1409

TLX. 5101012726

Circle 223 on Reader Service Card

Circle 59 on Reader Service Card

eompu$ave
Call Toll Free: 1-800-624-8949
COMPUTERS

BOARDS
Above Board 286 ....... 319 Artist 1

795

ATI VGA Wonder . SAVE AST 4Port
ATI EGA Wonder ..... 172 All V.I.P
AST 5251-11E .
595 BOCA RAM AT

309
258
142

Genoa VGA ..... SAVE
Orchid Tiny Turbo ....... 259
NEC UVA 1024 _ 789
Paradise 480 Auto ... 148

242
299
965
238

Hercules VGA
Orchid Designer
Metheus 1104
Paradise VGA+

Paradise VGA Pro _ 352 SIB VGA EM

299

Tecmar EGA Master .... 95 VMI IM 1024
2345
Video 7Vega VGA . 252 Vega Deluxe
182
ADC BNW EverexJNumber 9/Computone __ CALL
Tal/tree CluadramNerticomilnteliSigma

CALL

MONITORS
A-::dek 410A .. 139
Goldstar TTL
69
Intercolor 19" VGA . 1595
Mitsubishi 1371A __ 485

Amdek 1280
658
Hitachi_
CALL
Mitsubishi VGA ._ 462
POS Ultra Synch . 499

NEC Multisync II
569
NEC Multisync .
915
NEC Multisync XL . 2025
NEC Monograph _ 1295

POS LM 300 .......... 539
Sigma Laser 19" 1765
Samsung EGA _ 349
Tusan 770.............. 515

NEC Multisync GS .
179 Wyse 700

678

Verticom 2Page

598

1795 Zenith 1490

SCANNERS
Panasonic FXRS505 .
Datacopy Model 7301095
PGS LS-300 tw PC Paintbrush & OCR
AST/Hewlett Packard/TaxarvOthers

965
965
CAL L

AST Model 286
CALL
NEC Multtispeed EL CALL
NEC Multispeed HD 2199
Sharp PC 7221
2645
Sharp PC- 7100 1745

AST Model 386 _ CALL
NEC Multispeed .... 1299
Sharp 4521 . 1975
Sharp PC-7000A ... 1165
Sharp PC-4502 ...... 1165

Samsung Laptop ._ 2149 Toshiba 1000.......729
Toshiba 1100+
1339 Toshiba 1200 ....... 2285
Toshiba 3100/20
3145 Toshiba 3200 ....... 3745
Toshiba 5100
4845 Zenith Laptops ...... SAVE
Acer 80386:16 MHz:0 Wait/40M Drive . . CALL
Acer 80386:20 MHz() Wait ......................................... CALL
NEC Powermate Portable 286 640k 20M
2645
NEC Powermate Portable 286 640k 40M
3095

Houston DMP 52 ....... 2795 Houston 41/42
Houston 56A --------------- 3795 Houston 61
Houston 621395
4495 HP 7475

Wyse 2214: 12.5 MHvO Wait 1.2 Drive
Wyse 386: 16 MHz 1M 1.2M Drive
ITT Altos Mitsubishi TandorvAT&TiApple

DIGITIZERS
Calcomp 44 x60 ........ 3745 Calcomp12 012 ........ 375
Calcomp36 x48 ........ 3195 GTCO 24 x36 .... 1945
GTCO 36 x48 ..... ... 2395 Hitachi 11 x11
439
Kuria IS 3
CALL Kurta IS 8.5 x11 —. 249

Televideo 955
Wyse 50
Wyse 85G

375 Wyse 30
359 Wyse 60
429 Wyse 99GT

289
395
469
CALL

815 NEC P9XL
1018
325 Panasonic 1080 M2_175

Star NX1000 169 Panasonic 10911M2 . 198
Toshiba 321SL 489 Panasonic 1524
549
Toshiba 341SL _ 645 Panasonic 1595
469
HP Laver Jet II _ 1689 Cannon 8-11
1545
NEC LC 890 ...... 3145 Panasonic 4450
1665
CEI/Data South'iOTC/BrotherEpsoral.........CALL
C.Itoh Diablo Data Products/GenicomiONS CALL

SOFTWARE
CCompiler 5.1 . 279 Carbon Copy+ 5.0 108
DBase III Plus __ 369 Harvard Graph 2.1 _ 275

MODEMS

Fastback Plus ..._. 95 MS Word 4.0
212
Cluattro
142 PC EXCEL 2.01
299
WordPerfect 5.0 199 Ventura Publisher _ 499

AST 9600 ....................... 789 Anchor 2400E .... 145
Avatex 1200 Ext...
95 Hayes 1200
279
Incomm 12400 MNP ._ 245 Hayes 2400
412
Incomm 14800
9 Multitech 224 EH 388
Migent Pocket ................ 109
Prometheus 2400112 . 119
Prometheus 2400G _ 149
Racal-Vadic 2400 VP 399
USR HST 9600
649

Multitech 224 EC — 329
Practical 12001.............. 65
Novation Parrot ........... 85
USA 2400E
345
USA Courier 2400 _ 299

VenTel 18000--------------939 Zoom 2400 HC — 139
Avatextase'Everex:UDSOther Models . CALL

Akos V
.. 489 IBM 3151
395
Kimtron KT-70 PC ....... 359 Link ............................ CALL
315

NEC P5XL
NEC P2200

Summa 24 x36
3095 Summa 12 x12 +. 358
Summa 12 x18 ....... 598 Summa 42 x60 ..... 4195

TERMINALS
CALL Televideo 905

Alps 224 .
465 Citizen120D ... 142
Citizen 1800 158 Citizen MSP40 . . 282
Citizen MSP50 379 Diconix 0150
299
Okidata 390
475 Okidata 320/321 CALL
Okidata 391.. 649 NEC P6/P7
CALL

Kurta IS 12 x12 —.. 315 Kurta IS 12 x17 ._. 535

1895
2725
CALL

Televideo 965

2095
3295

HP 7550 A
2895 HP 75957595
loline 3700...3045 loline 4000 --------------- 3995
Roland 980.1195 Roland 880 ................ 929
Numonics/TaxanNersatec/JDUOther Models .... CALL

Sperry PC IT 512k 44M HD Keyboard _ 2795
Samsung S500 AT: 10MHz,40M Drive ..
1565
Teievideo 386: 16 MHz2m,1.2M Drive
2495
Wyse 2108: 8MHz/5120.2M Drive
1199
Wyse 2112: 12.5 MHz/1 M1.2M Drive
1699

Visual/Link/CIEJAdds/Oume/Falco

PRINTERS

PLOTTERS
Calcomp 1023GT _ 3785 Calcomp 5902.._3395
Calcomp 1043GT _ 6275 Enter SP 1800
3395

DISK DRIVES
lomega Bernoulli Call Miniscribe 30M card _ 385
Miniscribe 6053 _ 559 Miniscribe 40M
329
Miniscribe 6085 ... 765 PlusCard 20M
525
PlusCard 40M _ 655 Seagate 20M Kit
265
Seagate 40M ..... 385 Seagate 30M Kit..—. 285
Seagate 4096 ... 765 Toshiba 3.5" .. 94
ASPAlloy/Everex Genoa Maynard/Maxtor _ CALL
Archive/Priam Tallgrass CDC Tecmar
CALL

HOURS: MON-FRI 7AM-6PM/SAT 9AM-2PM
IN ARIZONA CALL: (602)437-4855
CompuSave: 4207 S. 37th St. Phoenix AZ 85040. Prices reflect cash discounts and
are subject to change without notice. We do not guarantee compatibility. Major
credit cards and selected PO's are accepted.

International orders are welcome.

CRT- PORTABLE 8088

PACIFIC- 286-12

MONO SYSTEM
• W Mono MHnc
• 20 MB Hard 0151,

•80286-12
• 12MB Floppy Drove gOphon $ 120 3'
Drove)
•640K Ran/ ( Option $95 for 360K Drivel

$1195

CGA COLOR SYSTEM
W CGA Mon lo,

• Serial. Parallel
• 101- Key Enhenced Key Board

20 MB Hard DISk

• 51
13 3 11 Wail/
Si t 15 2 10 Wad $ 150 Option)

$1395

•Compaq tr;
•8088.1 10 MH,

$770

•2FloPPY Orly.
• 150W Power SUM',
• TTL Disply 9" Amber
•Key Board

EGA COLOR SYSTEM
• ‘N EGA Card

•6,12 MHz Key Board Swilchable
•WA2 HD & FD Controller

W EGA Monitor
W 20 MB Haii1

s

$1580

LCD- 286 PORTABLE
• 10 MHz 80251,

• Se , a, Rat
• 12 MB Floppy Drove

•640K Ram
•SI . 103
•Key Board

CRT- PORTABLE- 286

•80287 Socket
• 200 W Power Su'',
•20 MB Hard Dwk

• LCD Screen
•Super Twist
Back Lighting

•2315s
• Soye

9.

$1595

-

8036,1t,
MHz
Si
23
1M8 Memory

• h hi, Board

One 12 MB FloPPY Orlon

•80286 o10 MHz or 12 MHO • 60 Card Serial'Parallel
• One
2 MB Floppy Drive • WA2 HD & FD Controller

40 MB ( Seagate ST- 251I
101 Enhanced Key Board
see811.« ""« '"IINeinee

• ' / 0 W Power SuPP.
•
Disply 9 Amber

200 W Power Supply
1•0 Card Serial/Parallel
80387 Socket

.11111
_ilumagyar
e

$1389

• 20 MB Hard D.••

PRICE SUBJECT TO
CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

e ,_
Dealers are welcome
Call For Quantity Price

LCD- 386

PACIFIC COMPUTER (818) 571-5548 (0

• 20 MHz SIs23
•80388-18
• One l2 MB Fi000yOnre
• 40 MB Hard Disk 1ST- 2511
• LCD Screen 164042001
• Key Board

S2795

120 E Valley Blyd . PH. San Gabriel. CA 91776

(800) 346-7207 ( Dellfeinle)
ORDER ONLY

FAX

818-571-0905

(800 )421-1102 ( Outside Calitornie)

• ,,C) Serial Parallel

Circle 196 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 197)

JULY 1988 • BYTE

327

Circle 192 on Reader Service Card

Plobotics

FAMOUS
BRAND

9600 HST

2400 BAUD
MODEMS

WITH 17,200 BPS
THRUPUT AND ERROR
CORRECTION.
NOW $ C99
ONLY
WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

•Hayes compatible
•300, 1200, 2400 Baud
•2 year warranty

NOW

BEST PRICES ANYWHERE!

¡au

nt}

MerWre
NOW
ONLY

IDEALLY SUITED FOR:
• Information & Order Taking
•Voice Mail Answering System
• Mail Forwarding & Pager Alert
• In & Outbound Telemarketing
•Fully Menu Driven by Calling
Party. Fits in PC card slot.

100s
OF
USES

$289

THE PROFESSIONAL

Hand Scanners Available

g
995

TOSHIBA 130 MB HD
TOSHIBA 2MB 3
1
/
2 IN. FD
TOSHIBA 1.2 MB 51
4 FD
/
MINISCRIBE 43 MB HD
SEAGATE 30 MB HD

$999.
129.
99.
369.
299.

VIDEO-7VGA CARD
ORCHID (1024x768)
ORCHID 286 CARD
QUADRAM 386/XT
GENOA EGA & GEM

(805) 650-0188
THIS SUPERCEDES PRIOR ADS

your IBM PC and any mainframe or minicomputer using IBM compatible 1600 BPI
9-Track tape. Unit can also be used for disk
backup. Transfer rate is up to 4megabytes per
minute on PCs and compatibles. Subsystems
include T or 10 i/z -streaming tape drive,
tape coupler card and DOS or XENIX
compatible software.
Prices start at $2,995.

puRLsTRR-

9621 Irondale Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311
Telephone: 1818/ 882-5822

Circle 225 on Reader Service Card

328

BYTE • JULY 1988

$289.
319.
389.
699.
199.

FOR COMPLETE CATALOG & PRODUCT LISTINGS

BRAND NAMES FOR MUCH LESS!

Now you can exchange data files between

239

VISIT OUR 24 HR BBS (805) 650-0193 (8/1/N)

Your Choice of
Optional Monitors

9-Track Tape Subsystem
for the IBM PC/XT/AT

O
FRN
O
LYM $

HUNDREDS OF SALE ITEMS EVERY DAY!

VGA

286 AT

•Intel 80286 Processor
•80287 Co Processor Slot
•30 MB Seagate H/D
•VGA/EGA Graphics Card
•Novell, IBM, & OS/2
Compatible System

Fully automated FAX now to
any Group Ill FAX machine.
Unattended background
operation. Send scanned,
ASCII, or word processed
files. Use any laser or dot
matrix printer for output.
PC EDITOR'S CHOICE

$ 99

IN PAIRS- SINGLES ADD $9

INTEGRATED VOICE MAIL
TELEPHONE RESPONSE CARD

ON-A-CARD

ONLY

30 MB
HARD DISK
SYSTEM

MULTI-LINE

FAX

SUBJECT TO SUPPLY ON HAND

CIO

VISA

:I

Ask About
BBS Software

DYNAMIC RAMS
1MBIT 100ns
$39.00
51258 100es13.50
$
41464 150es $ 9.50
41256 100ns
$14.50
41256 1mi-is $ 12.50
j/ 41256 1
sons 11311ET
41264 150ns
$16.00
if 4164
150ns 41203
• PROCESSORS
80387.16 •
5,71IL
80287.10 • OnLRE
80287.8
80287.6
8087.1

8.418
DenH.7
•Orneix

8087.2

8411.1z

8087

5,25,

V.30

&Mix

V.20

10448

V.20

emHz

0495.00
0285.00
2235.00
$159.00
$189.00
$145.00
$100.00
S 12.75
17.00
S 850

en
et"
2570,5
205,0
25Ons
2508
25Ons
250e

$
$
$
$

270846

2COns

O

me

▪ 41256
4364

svee
120n s
• 50,-,

2400
CO
1296
550
495
525

$ 15

2718512
27512
261258
27256
271266

495
• 350
slew,
S. 1215

I.C. EXPRESS
15358 Valley Blvd

of InDu

y,CA
91146,Tel 818 369 2668

(8
•
(801'
00) 892-8881
e
) ,8Ï2-8181
s

CALL TON CUTIFINT PONCES • VOLUME DISCOUNTS
ITTN• =Pi= earCartI/V. «NI
Pre« alseeZifàlerin
tO5e
All liERCH1240158

103% 01=./11811

eePROOOT

Circle 121 on Reader Service Card

DELIVERY

UNIVERSAL
E(E)PROM
PROGRAMMER $495 ( Kits from $165)
• No personality modules; Menu driven device selection.
• Built jo Eraser/Timer option ( S50); Conductive foam pad.
• Direct technical support; Full Iyear warranty.
• Stand alone duplication & verify ( 27XX parts).
• QuIcIt pulse rditorlthas ( 27256 under 60 sec).
• 27mr to IMint; 2500 68.17.; CMOS; EEPROMS.
• 8741,.2,-4,- 8,- 8H,.9,-9H,-51,-051,-52,.55, 9761 & moo
• IBM.PC, Apple, CPM or Unix driver; Autobaud RS232
• ° Rut/split Hex, Binary, Intel & Motorola 8,16,32 bit.
• Hernial wills complete schematics.
VISA MC AMEX

Call today for druasheets

B&C MICROSYSTEMS
355 WEST OUVE AVE. SUNNYVALE, CA 94086
PH, (408) 730-5511 FAX: (408) 731).5521 TELEX: 984185

Circle 25 on Reader Service Card

Ll'VE

Ut

Warehouse address: 33 34th Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11 232

FOR ORDERS 8( INFORMATION
CALL TOLL FREE

OUTSIDE USA---- CALL

(718)692-0071

FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE
Call Mon- Fri: 9:30am-5pm
(718)692-1148

1-800-759-6565

L'Irû

BYTE
7/88

OR WRITE TO:
Montgomery Grant
P.O. Box 58 Brooldyn,M 11230
FAX NO. 2125641497
TELEX NO. 422132HMOLLER

OPEN 7 DAYS AWEEK FOR ORDERS: Monday- Friday 9:00 am-8pm/Saturday & Sunday 9:30am-6pm ( EDT)

EPSON

The LAPTOP BOX
-512K RAM • 720K Foppy Dove
477MHz • S,..oe• Ives! LCD
Suee ,

•640K RAM wC DC, Ca er.ca,
360K Drive- Keyboard- Seral
Parallel Ports - 12' High Resoluhon Monitor•Box olió Diskettes

$749

NEC MUTISPEED
$ 979
NEC MULTISPEED EL 11$1369
NEC MULTISPEED HD $2179
TOSHIBA 1200
TOSHIBA 3100/20
TOSHIBA 3200
TOSHIBA 5100
TOSHIBA 1100+

$2199
$2929
$3695
$4895
$ 1399

ZENITH 181
ZENITH 183

$1399
$1999

SPARK by Datavue
640K w/2 720K Drives $989
SPARK EL
$ 1149

NEC

e

PowerMatè
IBM PCiXT,AT COMPATIBLE

PACKAGE

800286 10 MHz Pmcessor
640K RAM 12MB Foppy Drive
12 -Mortal
$

L_
Sa , e

T•

20 MB mrz ..•

NEC

1299

Powermate II
with Monitor

$1599 $ 1799
C0/17/440

ni

DESKPRO 386 MODEL 40
Hard Drive Package
•Keyboard • 80386 16 MHz
Microproccessor - 1M8 RAM- 40
MB Hard Dove • 1.2 MB Floppy
Drive ImcH.10' 001 cHr

$4495

$

360K

Floppy Drues

EPSON EQUITY 01+
40 MB Hard Drive Package
IBM AT Compatible

$1899

Hard Drive Package

1029

$849

•IBM XT Computer • ism Keyboard 256K
RAM Expandable to 640K • 360K Disk Drive
•20MB Hard Drive • Package of 10Diskettes
(Monitor Optional)

$1299

•
Keyboard - 80286 Proccessor
640K RAM- 6/8/10 MHz . 1.2 MB
Floppy Drive .40 MB Hard Drive
12' Monitor . 8Expansion Slots
Serial and Parallel Ports

PACKARD-BELL 386

40 MB Hard DriveSystem
IBM AT Compatible
•1MB RAM • 80386 16 MHz

Microproccessor • 1.2 MB
Floppy Drive- 40 MB Hard Dove
8 Expansion Slots • Enhanced
Keyboard • Serial 8 Parallel
Ports • 12" Mondo'

$2699

dOPPI42

Same Package wtn
2Floppy Drives

HARD DRIVES
$289
$ 319
$439

MINISCRIBE
40MB 1/2 Ht. w/Controller
CMS 20M8 Card
CMS 30MB Card

$399
$339
8379

commodore
129 PACKAGE
Commodore 128 Computer • Commodore 1571 Disk
Drive- Commodore 1902 Color RGB Monitor
Commodore 1515 Column Printer $ 699
64 cPACKAGE
Commodore 64C Computer • Commodore 1541 Disk
Drive - Computer Printer

$399

DoLliree

PACKAGE

Same
0 MB Pkg.
Hardwith
Drive $
2

512 KRAM- Keyboard • 4.7.7 16 MHz.
360K Floppy Drive •
12 Monitor
8088-2 Processor

$729
e lvleBPled'

$

989

PANASONIC

STAR

OK/DATA

1080141 $ 159.95
10921
5289.95
1091, Il
$189.95
KX-P 1524 5499.95
TOSHIBA

NX 1000
RAINBOW.. $219.95
NX-1000 $ 169.95
NX-15 $289.95
NB- 2410
8409.95
NB-2415 $559.95
IBM Pro Printer 11 $ 369 95

OKI- 120 $ 189.95
OKIMATE20.5139.96
OODATA180. 5219.95
OKIDATA183.$289.95

A MIG
00'
AMIGA 500 Computer $ 779
w/1084 RGB Monitor
AMIGA 500 Computer
w/1084 Monitor & 1010 $ 979
3.5" Floppy Drive

Compatible

•

Mono $0 An color
System 8)0.7 System

$n99
7

THOMSON TTL Amber 2" $ 69
MAGNAVOX 13" RGB C.olor....$199
MAGNAVOX EGA Monitor $339
with EGA Card
$459
NEC Multisync II Monitor $ 559

Laserjet Serles II

-

$1599

NEC
P-2200 $ 339.95
P
$
4419.95

BLUE CHIP
Monitor Package
IBM PC/XT Compatible

commodore

4.78 MHz Dua F0My
,
es -7Eza sion Slots • 512K Expanoable to 768K
Parallel 8Serial Ports - Mouse. Avail
able in Color or Monochrome SystemOver $ 1000 Worth of Software- NO
CHARGE'

M ONI TORS THONSON14"CGA Monitor $ 289

PRINTERS

$479.95
$649.95
$799.95

AMSTRAD

IBM PC/XT Compatible

VENDEX HEADSTART IBAIPC, XT

MAC PLUS Computer Package $ 1399
IMAGEWRITER II Printer
$449
MAC SE Computer w/Dual Drive....$1949
MAC SE Computer w/20MB
APPLE Hard Drive $2599
APPLE MAC 11
CALL

321- SL
341- SL
351-11

IBM Personal System II Monitors
8503 Monochrome Monitor
1/09
8512 Color Monitor $459
8513 Color Monitor $ 519

$569
!
039
vp

APPLE IIE

EPSON

$2599

512K • One 360K Drue Clock Calendar • monographics Card • Senal
Parallel Ports • Mono
Monitor • Mono Monitor
Includes FPÉE Moal
and FREESoftware
Stand

$579 $ 779
1379

$ 299.95
$449.95
$ 349.95
$489.95
$ 315.95
$659.95
4419.95
$
$459.95
$ 199.95

$469

MODEL DPackage
IBM PC/XT Compatible

Apple IIG5 Computer • 35 Disk
Drive • Apple RGB Color Monitor
Package of 10 Diskettes • All $
Cables 8Adaptors • Apple Software

FX-86E
FX-286E
LO- 800
LO-1350
LO- 500
LO- 1050
EX- 800
EX- 1000
LX- 1300

MODEL 50

5.25 External Drive for PS/II ..... $229

LEADING•EDOE"

• Apple IIC or IIE Keyboard 5.25" Disk Drive • 12 Mon.
nor • All Hook-up Cables 8
Adaptors • Pkg of 10 Diskettes

75-99

PS IlModel 25
$ 1049
PS II Model 25 w/Color Monitor
$1299
PS II Model 60 w"44 MB & 720K man
53299
PS II Model 60 w/70 Me 8720K Floppy
$3799
$4295
PS II Model 80 wi44 M8 8720K Floppy
54895
PS II Model 80 w(70 MB 8720K Floppy

•Keyboard- 256K Expandable
to 640K • 360K floppy Dr ve
Mono Mondor Free Software

PACKAGES

APPLE IIC

079

SANYO
SANYO MBC-675 Package
IBM PC/XT Compatible

$399

$1199
PS/2 MODEL 30 with 720K $
Floppy Drive 820MB IBM
Har dDnve

640K RAM 720K Floppy Dove
20 MB Hard Dove

IBM XT Package min $
2360K % PRY

PRINTERS

SEAGATE
20MB 1/2 Ht. w/Controller
30MB 1/2 Ht. w/Controller
40 MB 1/2 Ht. w/Controller

•12" Computer Monitor

• IBM Computer • Two 720K
Drives • 640 K RAM • Built-in
Graphics • Serial a. d Parallel
Ports- Optional 12' M.- m•

$769
1.;°.7311:r't/1°Dreloppy

MODEMS, EXTERNAL
DRIVES and ACCESSORIES
available for all Laptops!

t•-21'

•PERSONAL
SYSTEM 2
MODEL 30 Package

EPSON EQUITY 1+ Package
IBM PC/XT COMPATIBLE

TOSHIBA 1000

MB EHDa"ce - ,349
HP DESKJET PR'NTF Ft-' 719

commodore
PC10-1
IBM PC/XT Compatible

PACKAGE

r
.

4118eeti
- 7le

Aliz=t7

ALL PERIPHERALS IN STOCK
A-501 5I2K 64PANSK2IN • A•1010 33' FLOPPY
DRIVE- A- 1
020T 5.25" DISK DANE WITH TRANSFORMER • A•20880 BRIDGE CARD • A-1084 RGEI.
COLOR 140MTOR • A-1880 MODEM • A•I080
SIDECAR • A-2080 HARD DANE CONTROLLER
FOR A-2003 • A-2010 3.5" INTERNAL DISK DRIVE
FORA•2000•A•20522MBEXPANStONFORA•2000

•512K Expandable to 640K • 360K Floppy
Drive • 12 Monitor • Box of 10 Diskettes •
Game Disk

$449

Same Package Ai
20 MB Hard Drue

AMIGA 2000 IN STOCK

z
CI

,9
y

-PC10.1 Computer • 512K RAM E.,pandable to 640K • 360K Disk Drive
Enhanced Keyboard- Serial 8Parallel
Ports - 12" Monitor AC AdaptorsHook-up Cables Pkg of 1
0Diskettes

$499
neBP.aedan: -$ 749

Bank Ueda, Money Ordure Idlaalerord , Vue, Amex, DONHO Club, Carla Blanche, [Wooer Cad, CO Da and approved P11. ambled. No addl ban wrong? for trade ,
:
a
.
rd Idea
Neu,tarefied check. moat arall4-6 weeks tot deuance. Please add 5% tor *human end hen climb AK/ FPO Mtn...et Add 10% lot :fawn and han
.d
c
bng.
0are • etted
,, n
fireg.,..„,rry
ay NY reedent. add eppficable
throes anbant to chore anthoulfflute Not fooponetde for typoor apace error. Nota rol
Of,"
toifO1
1.1111 have pre.,
r
number or mourn. we not be accepted. IFIllaPC/rTlAT are retuatered trademark. of Internattetal Subtler Menlo« Corp All order. can te Weed Our germ. Can for dewy. For ft.r p
check for credit card bet
COft/fled Ch•oOle,

NO ADDITIONAL SURCHARGE FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS WE WELCOME CORPORATE & EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTS
, ,

//

OPTICAL DISKS

Dealers!

SIBEC II

e 1_.1SRDRIVE

Network- OS LAN Systems - Includes Boards,
Cabling, Terminators and Software. Two- user
hardware and software for under $ 1,000 list!

as featured In PC WEEK 4/26/88
•800mB storage on single disk

Close- Up Remote Communications - Support

• connecting to any host via SCSI
interface
•Plu2'n Play to any operating system
only

54995

your customer without leaving your office.
Authored by Cogitate for Norton- Lambert!
Context Sensitive Help for DateFleii, RM/
COBOL, Clipper and dBase Ill - Puts your

Limited time only

PANASONIC LS5000
$2495 -200 MB

The ideal solution for embedded control
applications and stand alone development.

DataFlex Database Management - True MultiUser database for MS/PC-DOS, Unix and Xenix.

• 8052 Basic CPU
• PROM Programmer
• iSI3X* Expansion Bus
• Highest Quality

OPTICAL MEDIA
For IBM 8", Panasonic Optical
Drives - $52

Site licensing available.
Du m p/Restore-XT - Seven utilities for the MS/

• 1 Year Warranty

PC- DOS user.

$228.00 OTY 1
Call Now! ( 603) 469-3232

We carry a full line of
51/4" & 12" Optical Drives
SKAN TEKNOLOGIES, INC.
optical storage systems
(212) 809-5570 (516)295-2237

application's documentation "on line."

Call or write today for our catalog and pricing!

Inquire about our 9051 product development
kit for the IBM PC/XT AT

0

COGITATE, INCORPORATED
'A Higher Form of Software'
24000 Telegraph Road

Binary Technology, Inc.

Southfield, MI 48034

. Mein Si, P0 Boa 67 Monden. NH 03770

(313) 352-2345/Telex: 386581

•.SEM . sanadernerk ot Intel C.orporabon

Circle 248 on Reader Service Card

VisaMasterCtvd Accepted

Circle 55 on Reader Service Card

IT'S NOT 29' PLUS THIS AND THAT, IT'S

29°

2for 1replacement guarantee on built
if found inrhally defective within six months

/4r="zr, Sure
in insured?

With sleeves, tabs, labels

51
4 "
/
IBM-AT HD ( Mtn 50)
79.
Box of 10 Sw OS/DO gtin. $4.29
160. elOCOlor5V. -OS OS
Free Plastic Case (Min 5)
55.99

31w hum

(Min 251

99.

'ElS00 ( Min 25)

61.09

Data 205' 40 MS Mini Cadre*
3m0EI Compatible ) Min 5i $ 15.90
600' 120 tlf3 Data Cailndge
(Min 5)
619.20

For information or immediate coverage call

In Ohio call 1-614-262-0559

Immediate shipping—Guaranteed sealed«
Cal for greater discounts on larger orders ' Suqect to avaxadley
Shreeng 63 50 per me order SI 50 each aCC

14300.537.1600
Operator No 227

SAFE WARE. The Insurance Agency Inc

Dee' Nc ' 523

Circle 239 on Reader Service Card

for the IBM XT. AT. PS/2 and compatibles
Comprehensive VT240 , 51241
emulation at 2-4 times the speed

'plus your PC
or compatible

•Complete VT240 ANSI emulation
including irue double- high double
aide characters, Inie vnoceh SkY011
mg. national multinational support
and dounloadable fonts.
'"it least 128 columns displayablo
in 132-.olumn mode on the CC;
EGA. VGA. and Hercules adapters
•Fall klarono 4010 4014. shel and
Re()IS graphios support.

•Ungermann Bass Net Ono
%%IS Sena. or SISDOS
4(31.1
style

keyboard.

KEA SYSTEMS LTD.
Sude 412. 2750 West Broadway. Vancouver. BC Canada V6K 4L9
Telephone 166ti 732.7.w rev 0462848
Order Toll Free 600-6634702
30 day money back guarantee

ter

Fax (604)7320715
AleX/MCNISA

Circle 138 on Reader Service Card

SOt 61906 Sa-

51,35c

4340 Stevens Creeks Blvd., surte 280,
San lose. CA 9S129 14061 249-7951

3:50 CA 94161

Circle 109 on Reader Service Card

PAL/EPROM PROGRAMMER CARD

For PC/ST/AT Systems
NEW

0 GRArp o rrr

itee

Schematic to Hardware

VERSION 2 OF SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE
•ao r..

-Programs 20 and 24
Pin MMI, NS, Tl. ASO,
ALTE RA. CYPRESS
RICOH, and PANATEC
PALS Supports EPLD,
polarity, RA, and shared
product term types.
-Functions Include Read
Write, Verify, Protect.
Edit. Print and File load
and save of program
-JEDEC supported
-Software Included

100MHZ LOGIC

$475

r=to ;

$1199

PCB
Assembled
First

Your
,
Schematic!

in as little as 3weeks or as low as
pin + materials

$5 / Component

ANALYZER

We will take your schematic in Schema's'
OrCADT. or Tango ,'format and:

CARD

For PC0CGAT Systems

•IIRS111 and NSIODENI transfers

Also available VT220, VT100, D400,
emulators and the
/T200

P7

of MC VISA accepted

Circle 164 on Reader Service Card

VT240 Smart Terminal Emulator
and Communications Program

VT241
$295*

To find out more about software
that lets your PC emulate
TEKTRONIX" 4105/6/7/9 and
DEC VT100' terminals,
call or write:

100% there Warranty

(wmw)

ZSTEM

EACH
29e
39.
49e

51
4 "DSDD ( Min 103)
/
DSDD ( Min 501
Color 5W 0500 ( Min 50)

SAFEWARE® Insurance provide full
replacement of hardware, media and
purchased software. As little as $39/yr. covers:
•Fire • Theft • Power Surge
•Earthquake • Water Damage • Auto Accident

1-800-848-3469

Get the whole
story on graphics
terminal emulation.

Review for Design Errors • Layout PC Board
24 Channels al 251(hz21t4-.
-6 Channels at 100 Mho
-Internal Clock up to 100 M^:
-External Clock up to 25 Mr
-Threshold Voltage TTL. EC,
or variable from - 10 to • •
-Can Stack Multple Boa•Cs.
-All Software Included

CALL NOW FOR ORDERS AND
TECHNICAL INFO (201)994-6669
Link Computer Graphics, Inc. 4Sparrow Dr.,
'omgston. NJ 07039, TLX: 9102409305 LINK COMPUTER

Circle 145 on Reader Service Card

Fabricate Board • Assemble Prototype • Inspect
Also available'

Schematic Capture • Test Service

Fngineering Design Service • Volume Manufacturing
Diagnostic Test Software • PAL/PLO Designs

1

.11Ha

E HiTech Equipment Corporation
9560 Black Mountain Road
San Diego, CA 92126

(619)

566-1892

Circle 117 on Reader Service Card

Low Prices, Fast Service.
EPSON 24 Pin

1200 Baud
Deluxe Modem

$369

$58
2400 baud 1
2 card internal
/
128
1200 baud external $88
2400 baud external
$ 168

Turbo- XT

$398
• 4.77 & 8 MHz
• 640K Motherboard with 256K
• 8 slots • 8087 socket
• 150W power supply

Turbo- AT
• 1 MB Motherboard
jimmelb
with 640K
• 200 watt power supply
• AT-style keyboard
• One year warranty
• Clock/calendar

$148

Option C
• Hard disk drive
• Dual hard disk controller
add

$298

$ 498

Intel Math Coprocessors
8087 $98
8087-1 4198
80287-8 $ 228
80387-16 $438

8087-2 138
80287-6 $ 178
80287-10 $268
80387-20 728

PC Mouse

LogiTech mouse
Mouse systems mouse
Microsoft mouse
Genius mouse
Fastrap trackball
Deluxe joystick

LX- 800
248
$398
398
498
398

Half height, IBM compatible
Direct Drive

$68
Tandon TM100-2 full height
for IBM PC or XT
118
1.2 MB for AT
' 98
51
/
4"drive for PS/2
268

31/
2"Disk Drive
720K

40 MB For PC/XT/AT
add

0.19) $ 298

add

Option B
• Hi -res RGB color monitor
add
• Hi -res graphics card
$298
• Parallel printer port

30 MB for XT

$198

360K Disk Drive

Option A
• High resolution amber monitor

78
98
$ 118
58
98
24

98

EPSON Letter Quality Printers
LQ-850, LQ-1050, LQ-2500 .. Call

EPSON 9 Pin

Complete kit with
controller

20 MB PC/XT Kit
20 MB Card
40 MB for AT
40 MB PC/XT Kit
Mountain 40 MB Tape

$798

• Hi -res graphics card
• Parallel printer port

30 MB Hard Disk

LQ-500
List Price '529

1.44 MB128

VGA Package
Monitor & Card $ 648
• 800 x 560
• Up to 256K brillant colors
Hi -res EGA card 640x480 128
EGA monitor 640x350
$378
NEC MultiSync II 640x560
RGB color monitor 640x240 .$258

Amdek 310A $ 98
Best selling hi- resolution
non- glare amber monitor

EPSON Near Letter Quality
FX-86e, FX-286e, EX- 800 .... Call

HP LaserJet Il

$1698

HEWLETT

List Price 2595

4F

Extra Toner Cartridge
98
PDP 4 MB RAM card w/OK .. 5198
1 MB
2 MB
$348 $ 648

4 MB
1148

HP DeskJet

$748
List Price $995
300 x300 DPI with full
with full page graphics
PDP 128K RAM
Extra ink cartridge

$98
18

Laser Printer

$1198

Limited
Quantity!

1.5 MB RAM card
Toner cartridge

$ 198
$58

No Slot Clock le$48
MICROSOFT.
MS-DOS 3.21

$98

Place orders toll free!
Continental U.S.A. 1-800-421-5500
Inside California 1-800-262-1710
Fax machine 1-213-675-2522
All others 1-213-973-7707

JADE COMPUTER

Prices at our eight store locations will be

higher on some items.
California
Torrance. Santa Ana, Woodland Hills
Kearny Mesa. Sunnyvale
MEMBER
Texas
Addison. Houston
Georgia
:
MIT« MCVAY«
Smyrna
Circle 128 on Reader Service Card

We accept checks, credit cards or purchase
orders from qualified firms and institutions.
No surcharge on credit card orders. CA.,

TX. & GA. residents add sales tax. Prices &
availability subject to change without
notice. Shipping & handling charges via
UPS ground 50C/lb. UPS air $ 1.00/1b.
Minimum charge $ 3.00.

4901 W. Rosecrans Ave. Box 5046
Hawthorne. California 90251-5046

001
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Circle 87 on Reader Service Card

AVPAL

"N. Disk

$109

$395

Discover the
Difference...
2FOR 1LIFETIME WARRANTY

COLOR

Pkg'd in 6different colors, bulk or boxed
/ 100% tested and certified
/ Made to exceed A.N.S.I. specs by 62.5% with a
guaranteed clipping level of 65% or above

/Includes tyvek envelopes ( not paper), write protect
tabs and user labels
if Brand- name quality at affordable prices
5-1/4" - 48 TPI
DS- DO

2400 Baud

•Quickly and inexpensively create logic

MODEM

devices — simplify your project design
•Program from, copy to standard
JEDEC files.
•Free PAL starter kit included.
•Ask about our Logic
Assembler.

• 2400 + 1200 + 300 BAUD
• IBM INTERNAL
• ATHAYES COMPATIBLE
• ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
• 30 DAYS MONEY BACK

DS-HD 96 TPI
IBM-AT Compatible

.
49
.
59

.
90
.
99

BULK
COLOR
OR GRAY
BOXED
COLOR

• 2YEAR WARRANTY
• MADE IN USA, FCC certified
Dealers Inquire

Compu Corn

America's

Corporation

irCENTECif Premium Quality

(800) 228-6648

Color Diskettes
TIMELESS WARRANTY
▪ 75%+ clipping level guaranteed
/ Performance exceeds A.N.S.I. spec. by 88%
/ Each disk 100% tested and ceffified
/ 16 COLORS for data organization
/ Pkgs. includes tyvek sleeves, w/p tabs, 8 ID labels
5-1/e - 48 TPI
DS-HD 96 TPI
DS- DD
IBM- AT Compatible

.
84
.
63

1.39
1.15

PLASTIC STORAGE BOX
COLOR
BULK
COLOR

3-1/2" - 135 TPI
DS- DD COLOR

3-112" - 135 TPI
BLACK DS-HD

1.75

4.50

PLASTIC
STORAGE BOX

Call for best prices on

3M

diskettes & Pelikan Ribbons
5-1/4"
48 TPI IDS- DO

.75

_

matte \

DS-HO 96 TPI
113M-AT Compatible

Circle 58 on Reader Service Card

HARD DISK CONTROLLERS
ADAPTEC
PC/XT Controller ST506/412
$45
2071 PCMT to ST506 RU. (Idrive)
$79
2072 PC/XT ALL
$98
2370 PC/AT to ST506 ALL
$ $78
3530 SCSI to Tape OIC 36
4000 SCSI to ST506/415
$89
149

FOR IBM PC XT AT

XEBEC
S1410 SASI Controller
$89
S1420 SASI to 51
4 "Floppy d Hard Disk Controller $99
/
Apple II, II+, IIE Host Adapter
$29

4111>IÀ.

OTHERS
OMTI 20C, LSASI Controller
DTC 5108 SASI Controller
Shugart 1610-1,3 or 4SASI/SCSI Controller
WD 1002-SHD Xebec Compatible SASI Controller

Computer Surplus Store
e
Phone 408-434-1060
FAX 408-434-0931
Telex 1561447

3-1/2" DS- 1301.42

.
50

$oo
$99
$79
5109

Circle 70 on Reader Service Card

0
70

*
HI,

.

BULK

320

+ 6C FOR TYVEK

ORDERING INFORMATION
TERMS: P a orders accepted, government and schools on
net 30. SHIPPING: U.S. orders add $3.00 per 100 diskettes
or fraction thereof, add $3.00 for COD orders.
PRICE PROMISE: We will better any lower delivered price
on the same products and quantities advertised nationally

Toll Free Order Line

1-800-233-2477

VISA

PI
'
or rr

1-801-561-0092

,
M ISC INTERNATIONAL

SUPPLY

COMPANY

1376 W. 8040 S. / WEST JORDAN, UT 84088
HRS: 8 AM TO 5 PM (MTN. TIME)
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CROSS- 16 META

ASSEMBLER

• lable based 8/16 bit cm, dsseinhici

5-1/4 - DS/DD 48 TPI
Exceeds ANSI specifications

7.17
Ite1
-

CONTECH

MCNISA/Discove r/C0f)

Circle 67 on Reader Service Card

1. 0

call (
1118) 343-6505 or write to
Contact, Computer Corp.
P0 Box 153 Tarzana. Calif 91356

" WE
BUY
AND
SELL" ,

DS- HD 96 TPI
IBM- AT Compatible
BOXED

•Mainframe to PC Data Transfer
•High Speed Backup
•All Software, Complete System
•Service and Support, easy
Installation

•Call for cable prices
•Controller manuals $8each

(0 ,(

5-1 4" - 48 TPI
DS- DD

9TRACK
TAPE SYSTEM

4070 SCSI to ST5061412 ALL
$98
4520 SCSI to ESDI
$98
5500 SCSI to ST5061412
$125
5580 SCSI to SMD
$175

1.25

Nashua

( 408) 732-4500 ( CA)

• Uses manufacturer's assembly mnemonics
... at your command
Master Switch is sophisticated yet flexible. Several
computers can access one another or share printer,
and modems. Use serial or parallel interfaces, up
to nine ports. The buffer is expandable up to one
megabyte. Access ajob control menu from each
computer to view the queue or cancel, hold, and
release jobs. Many other features.
MasterNet software allows computer networking
and electronic mail capabilities for PCs.
Other solutions from ROSE
•Printer Sharing • Multiplexers
•Protocol Conversion • Modems
•Buffering • Manual Switches
•Micro to mainframe • Cables

d
a
ra,",-*
I
hmler and OF M

teeIROSE

• Tables & Example Source hies are included for AI
of the following processor families
1802
65816
6811
8051
COP800

3870
6801
68000
8085
SUPERO

64180
6805
7000
8086
Z8

6502
6809
8048
8096
280

• Users may modify or create new tables for
additional processors
• Produces listing, symbol table, and 8/16 bit binary.
Intel and Motorola hexcode
••

DSDD for PC/MS DOS 2.0 or greater
.99.95 US

$ 139.95 CON

• Portable C sourcecode rs available
.Vorldwode slerdany IAIRMAILI & handlIng deluded Credd
t.. edorders 1$139 95 CD72/ please sPeedv card number,

are wet, ern,
P.O. SOX 742571 ROYSTON. TX 7727.

ELECTRONICS cut roe CATALOG

Circle 236 on Reader Service Card
(DEALERS: 137)

713 933 7673

Universal Cross-Assemblers
aso

PO Box 384. Bedford N S
Canada 84A 2X3

Circle 270 on Reader Service Card

CAT

8MHZ

2

BASE SYSTEM
•256K (Opt. 640K) • 150 Watt Power
Supply • AT Style Keyboard
•477 or 8MHZ Keyboard Selectable
•FDC
•8087 Socket • 360K Floppy Drive

car 286-10

COMPLETE SYSTEM CALL FOR PRICE
1Ye« Warranty

V

, se" ,..._
IIIMIM

$39900

_.

e , , :.,,,. ,. „..

COMPLETE SYSTEM CALL FOR PRICE
11.3 Modem SI

BASE SYSTEM
Id,•512K Exp. to 1MEG • 200 Watt Power
Supply • AT Style Keyboard .„,• ••-.• aim
•Western Digital Controller • 1.2 Meg
_
Floppy • Legal Bios w/manuals • Systems
IMMINIIIIM
Documentation • 1yr war • Clock/Calc

....., ,

$929 00

.
e„„eke

OPTION A
12" Mono Amber Monttor
Graphrcs Card wiper pod

OPTION B
640 x200 Color Mondor
Graphics Card wiper pod

OPTION C
12" Mono Amber Monitor
Graphics Card wiper pod
20 Meg Hard Dove

OPTION A AT
12" Mono Amber Mondor
Graphics Card wiper port

OPTION B AT
640 x200 Color Monitor
Graphics Card wiper pod

$519• 8

$759•8

'819«

31099«

$1209«

PRINTERS

co
u
w .

6E1 PAWta

PANASONIC
KXP10801 144CPS
199
KXP10911 192CPS .
229
100,10921 240CPS .
379
Tractors — Sheet Feeders —

CITIZEN
180D 180CPS 9Pin 10" 199
MSP15E 160CPS 9Pin 15" 369
MSP40 250CPS 9Pin 10" 369
Cables — Ribbons Available

° OS

In 51
4 Mounting • 720K
/
89900
10 f
or $ 9200

\ 't
te

wa,, 32
—
ii",..84sic

150 WATT POWER SUPPLY
loo stp,ee

„9

• Direct PC Replacement

40MB
40MB
40MB
60MB
60MB
125MB

Mini Cartridge, 1.8MB/min, XT
Mini Cartridge, 3.6MB/min, AT
Streaming Cassette, 5MB/min w/cont
Streaming Cassette, 5MB/min w/cont
Streaming Cartridge, 5MB/min w/Full cont
Streaming Cartridge. 5MB/min w/Full cont

$5900

>00

s

be
EGA 640 x350 .

389 1,
389H
539"
619,,
779,,
989«

4164
4164
4164
41256
41256
41256
4464
1Meg

HARD DRIVES h.,„,
,k
g

eSea ate

279"
299H
399H
489H
279 ,,
749 ,,

369«

SAMSUNG
12" Monochrome Amber
14" AGO Color 640 x200
14" EGA Multisync

79"
249"
449"

150
120
100
150
120
100
150
100

NS,
NS,
NS,
NS,
NS,
NS,
NS,
NS,

64 x1
64 x1
100 NS, 64K x1
256K x1
256K x1
256K x1
64K x 4
1048 x1

3,,
325

4,5
12,,
13 ,,
13 ,,
12H
49«

INTEL COPROCESSORS

MODEMS
—'.

feA wr

,4 4.R£4c,

GOLDSTAR

RAM UPGRADES

External Add 195“

COMPLETE KITS
ST225 20Meg w/cont. 8 Cables
ST238 30Meg w/cont. 8 Cables
ST251 40Meg 1
2 HT 40 Mil w/software
/
ST251-1 40Meg, 2.8 Mil Sec
ST4026 20Meg Full HT 40 Mil .
ST4096 80Meg Full HT w/software

MONITORS

Celee-

89,,
109H
109"
119"
69,,
149"

EVEREX TAPE BACKUPS

EPSON 31
2 DISK DRIVE
/

ee, •

0-576K For XT .
Par/Ser/Clock 13-1 Meg XT
Par/Ser 0-1 Meg AT
RAM 3000 Lotus/Intel 0-3 Meg
1.0. Par/Ser/Clock .
EGA 640 x350 Auto Switching

s13990.

we

EVEREX MEMORY & 10 CARDS
EV138
EV173
EV173A
EV159
EV170
EV659

OPTION C AT
12" Mono Amber Mondor
Graphics Card w/par port
20 Meg Hard Drive

IIEIEVEREX

EV-920 EverCom 12 300/1200 bps
EV-940 Internal 300/1200/2400
EV-945 External 300/1200/2400

79. 8
159,,
239H

Mead IHayes Compatible
1200 Baud w/Bitcom 5yr. Warranty
1200 Baud External, 5yr. Warranty
2400 Baud Internal. 5yr. Warranty .

69H
119 ,,
149,,

nte
nte
nte
nt
nt
nt
ste

8087 5Mhz
8087 8Mhz
80287 6Mhz
80287 8Mhz
80287 10Mhz
80387 16Mhz
80387 20Mhz

,..e\e,
os,c, c
ee-

1020,
149H
179,4
239H
289«
498 ,,
799H

SIMM RAM UPGRADES
256K x9 120 NS

139«

1Meg x9 120 NS

6490,

BELOW EVERYONE'S COST — CLEARANCE SALE

LETTER QUALITY PRINTER
Why pay $1149 for a C.Itoh

DAISYWHEEL PRINTER MANUFACTURED BY C.I1DH

STARWRITERTm F-10
When our 40 cps letter quality daisywheel printer from the same manufacturer is only

$29 900ea.

%., 1,

100 for S249

These printers were originally priced to sell at over $1100. Through aspecial arrangement MEAD
has purchased these units from amajor computer manufacturer and is offering these printers
at afraction of their original cost.

\-----;:--—-."----- -- ----' -..".........3MONTH WARRANTY

OPTIONS

STANDARD FEATURES

• 6 ft. Serial Cable
• AT or XT RS232/Serial Interface
• Bidirectional Tractor .. .
• Cut Sheet Feeder

TANDON

$ 19 00
3900
149 00
19900

249«

Mead

89,,

List

1991,

Mead 3911

Lim 199,,

Mead

PRINTER STANDS

• 1/2 Height
•65 Mil Sec.
List

299 ,,

Mead

129«

Md

700

w/controller

MITSUBISHI FLOPPY DRIVE

NEC MONITOR

COMPOSITE MONITOR
• 12" Green Screen • JO 1201 New 90 Day Warranty
79«

1.2 MEG
•Black Face • 1Year Warranty
List

99 ,1

sreao79,,

,

800-654-7762
-M EA
LI,
SALES' 7a.m. 6per PST

702-294-0204
CUSTOMER SERVICE lORDER STATUS
9a.m.-4 p.m. PST

-

FAX 702-294-1168

Circle 159 on Reader Service Card

EPSON OR IBM

10 MEG HARD DRIVE

IN ORIGINAL
IBM BOXES

360K FLOPPY DRIVE
160K FLOPPY DRIVE
•TM100-2A Full Height • TM 100-1A • 160K
•Ong Drive used by IBM • IBM Pkg 8 Instructions
List

• 40 CPS • Accepts Paper to 15 inches
• Form Length and Pitch Set from Conrol Panel
• Industry compatible ribbon, printwheels and control commands
• RS232 Serial Interface

COMPUTER
CORP.

e
1000 Nevada Hwy. • Unit 101 • Boulde City, NV 89005

List

39,,

Mead

190,

.
340,00
oc,

DATA CARTRIDGE

3M COMPATIBLE
4 ea
•DC 300 XLP • 45 Meg or Less • Indio. Wrapped
List 39,,

Mead

14 8,

NO SURCHARGE FOR MCNISA
TERMS:
MC • VISA • COD • CASH
Putchase Orders from Qualified Firms
Perlonal Checks • AE add 4%
.
{IdlerCagel)

Mr
SNIPPING: ( rn1

1-..

•

67, 1UPS • FM Express
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Circle 130 on Reader Service Card (DEALERS: 131)

FCC APPROVED!

4

II
.... )"

Sub•Mini AT!
The Space Saver
3•DR. Capability
8•Expansion Slots!

Basic System:
•8/10MHz Speed, 0 Wait
•3- LEDs, Reset & Turbo Switch
•0-1MB on Board With OK
•200-Watt Power Supply
•AT Style Keyboard
•lea 1.2M Floppy Disk Drive
• lea Floppy/H.D. Controller
•lea Mono Graphics Card W/Printer
•lea 12" TTL Amber Monitor W/Swivel Base
•Assembled & Tested

Regular Case
,
Digital Case

In NJ 201-462-7628
•

111

• lea 1.2MB Floppy
Disk Drive
• lea Floppy & H D
Controller
• lea Mono Graphcis
Card W/Printer
• lea 12" TTL Amber
Monitor WIStevel Base
•Assembled & Tested
10MHz
12MHz
938.00
1001.00
959.00
1022.004 4

24.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33
34
35.
36.
37

Floppy/H.D Controller W/Cables $ 156.30
128K RAM Card, OK
$ 68.80
2MB EMS RAM Card, OK
$ 123.80
Serial/Parallel Card
$46.30
6/10MHz AT Motherboard, 0 Wait $ 331.30
6/12MHz AT Motherboard, 0 Wait $ 393.80
8/10MHz Mini AT Motherboard, 0Wait $ 362.50
AT Slide Case
$ 64.70
AT SLide Case W/Digital Display
85.90
Mini AT Slide Case
61.20
200-Watt Power Supply
81.30
200-Watt Power Supply ( UL)
95.00
200-Watt Power Supply For Mini AT
78.80

24 Hour Shipment •

ORDER HOT LINE 1-800-543-5107
Technical Information (714) 990-2097
Hours: Mon. - Fri. 9:00 am - 6:00 pm PST
Please write for our complete price list

JAWIN COMPUTER PRODUCTS
ea 565 W. Lambert Rd., NC =
Brea, CA 92621
,
o, each

Please acid 5% (of $2 00. wlecheeer Is feeler) plus 25

$ 10000 CA ,es,clents please acid 6% sales lax We accep,

viSAikAC/Cash

Personal checks please allow 2 weeks to clear rt,

BYTE • JULY 1988

Control Vision

PO Box 710. Freehold, NJ 07728

Circle 162 on Reader Service Card

P.O. Box 596. Pittsburg, KS 66762
(316)231-6647
Circle 71 on Reader Service Card

GANG EPROM
PROGRAMMER

" HUSKY

TM

EPROM
PLO

Stand Alone

RIII

MICRO

$995.00

GANG
SET

QUICK PULSE ALGORITHM
FASTEST EPROM PRODUCTION

PC based PROGRAMMER

TO 5 12K BITS, RS- 232 OPTION.

$599.00'

From A Name You Can Trust
LOGICAL DEVICES INC.
1201 N.W. 65th Place

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309

•rooduley

nor eh Itrdert

From A Name You Can Trust
LOGICAL DEVICES, INC.
i2ili

N.O'. 65,11 Place, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309

1-800-331-7766 ( 305) 974-0967
Telex 383142

1-800-331-7766 ( 305) 974-0967
Telex 383142

Fax ( 305) 974-8531

Fax (305) 974-8531

Circle 146 on Reader Service Card

Circle 148 on Reader Service Card

(DEALERS: 147)

(DEALERS: 149)

2400 Baud Performance
Incredible $ 1.49 Price!!
II I

I
not only a
printer buffer I
DCB

THIS IS THE MOST SOPHISTICATED

PRINTER BUFFER

-

MULTIPLEXOR

-

SWITCH

•2400, 1200, 300 Baud Async Modem

WITH TWO SEPARATE INPUTS (SERIAL AND PARALLEL) ARV
TWO SEPARATE OUTPUTS [SERIAL AND PARALLSLI
CAN BE
USED LIKE STANDARD SUPPER
WITH ANY INPUT TO ANY
OUTPUT
BUT ALSO YOU CAN CONNECT E COMPUTERS TO I
PRINTER, OR I COMPUTER TO E PRINTERS, OR 1 COMPUTERS
AND
PRINTERS
AND MORE • J COMPUTER TO S PRINTERS
OR E COMPUTERS TUI PRINTER
HIGH CAPACITY - 54 KB TO inre KB AND - 2146 KB TO I MR
[MODELS A AND BI
PAUSE
COPY AND RESET mummioes
SERIAL PORTS WITH I OR S BITS WORD LENGTH, I OR E STOP
BIT. PARITY. XON000111 DYE. RT5

•Hayes AT Command Set
*CCITT V.22 bls, V.228 Be11212A/103Compatible

Ill Pones ongnel, end deeellel ebbing ere',winded

$149

•Auto Answer/Auto Dial
•Compact Size
•Programmable non-volitile phone number
memory, user configuration & speaker volume
•One year warranty

CENTRAL
COMOAII ri P4ODUCtS

330 Central Avenue
Fillmore, CA 93015

DUR -A- 00K t

USA:800-533-8049
CA:800-624-5628
MCNISA/AMEX Accepted
1805)524-4189

SeMng Computer Usem Since 1982
Circle 47 on Reader Service Card

195

DCB B-stelt R

255

11

ALSO, WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE DATA CONVERTER
UNIT
CONVERTS R5252 SERIAL TO
CENTRONICS PARALLEL
OR VICE VERSA, JUST BY MOVING JUMPERS BAUD RATE AND
PROTOCOL FULLY PROGRAMABLE
PROM ISO TO moo BAUDS
INCLUDES
DTR, RTS, )( 011(X019 PARITY, etc
DC 0

Order Now
Toll Free

rnercnandlse s warranted rOr 1 year unless otherwlSe staled
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$849.00 Complete with software

MEGASoft

For AT

Terms:

Composite video in/out
256 x240 resolution
Digitize/display at frame speed
256 gray levels in
16 Meg. color palette out
PC/XT/AT compatible

800-222-0490

Floppy Disk Controller With Cable
S22.50
Hard Disk Controller With Cable $72.20
0-384K Multifunction Card, OK
S86.30
Monochrome Graphics Printer Card 543.80
Color Graphics Card
S46.30
Color Graphics Printer Card
$ 50.00
Enhanced Graphics Adaptor ( EGA) $ 131.10
Color/Monochrome Display Card $ 61.30
Parallel Printer Card
$ 18.80
Dual Game I/O Card
$ 18.80
Serial I/O Card
525.00
Dual Serial I/O Card
$43.80
Mouse For AT/XT W/Dnver Software $ 61.30
Multi I/O W/Controller $ 6880
Multi I/O
$ 56.30
No- Slot- Clock
528.80
576K RAM Card, OK
$ 35.00
4.77/8MHz XT Turbo Motherboard $ 93.80
4.77/10MHz XT Turbo Motherboard S100.00
XT Slide Case
$ 35,30
XT Flip Top Case
$ 32.90
Baby AT Case, XT
$ 47.10
150-Watt Power Supply
$ 48.80
150-Watt Power Supply ( UL)
$ 68.80

23

51/
4"DS/HD

DV- 01
GRAY SCALE
FRAME GRABBER

59
1.59
1.09

includes sleeves, labels and tabs

PERIPHERALS AT/XT
For XT
1.
2
3.
4.
5.
6.
7
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

51/
4"DS/DD

Price based on quantity of 300

10MHz XT Turbo Basic System:
•Baby AT Case W/Keylock • lea Floppy Disk
•477/10MHz Hardware
Controller
Selectable • lea Mono Graphics
•8Expansion Slots
Card W/Printer
•0-640K on Board With OK • lea 12" TTL Amber
•150-Watt Power Supply
Monitor W/Swivel
•XT Style Keyboard
Base
•tea 360K Floppy Disk Drive • Assembled & Tested
.00
•6/10 or 6/12 MHz Speed,
0Wait
•8Expansion Slots
•0-1ME3 on Board With OK
•Regular AT Slide Case
or Digital Display Case
•200-Watt Power Supply
•AT Style Keyboard

100% CERTIFIED
51/
4"BULK DISKS

31/
2"DS/DD

9e3.00

10MHz or 12MHz AT79
2
486 Basic

IMAGING CARD

MAXELL

t80

1.1

pi Perm yupply yna cables NOT Included

LJ

E
tj
DCU

H=l'A

setialOpatallel

bi-directional converter
INTECTRA Int-Dept.232

(415)

2629 TERMINAL BLVD
MOUNTAIN VIEW- CA - 94043

967-8818 TX 345545

The Amazing A-BUS
Plug into the future

An A- BUS system with two Motherboards
ABUS adapter ( IBM) In foreground

With the A- BUS you can plug your PC ( IBM, Apple,
TRS-80) into afuture of exciting new applications in the fields
of control, monitoring, automation, sensing, robotics, etc.
Alpha's modular A- BUS offers aproven method to build your
"custom" system today. Tomorrow, when you are ready to take
another step, you will be able to add more functions. This is ideal for
first time experimenting and teaching.
A- BUS control can be entirely done in simple BASIC or Pascal,
and no knowledge of electronics is required!
An A- BUS system consists of the A- BUS adapter plugged into
your computer and acable to connect the Adapter to 1or 2A- BUS
cards. The same cable will also fit an A- BUS Motherboard for
expansion up to 25 cards in any combination.
The A- BUS is backed by Alpha's continuing support (our 11th
year, 50000 customers in over 60 countries).
The complete set of A- BUS User's Manuals is available for $ 10.

About the A- BUS:
• All the A- BUS cards are very easy to use with any language that can
read or write to aPort or Memory. In BASIC. use INP and OUT (or PEEK and
POKE with Apples and Tandy Color Computers)
• They are all compatible with each other. You can mix and makhup to 25
cards to fit your application Card addresses are easily set with ompers.
• A- BUS cards are shipped with power suppàes (except P11-123) and
detailed manuals (including schematics and programming example).

ST- 143

Relay Card
RE- 140: $ 129
Includes eight industrial relays. ( 3 amp contacts. SPST) ndrvicuaily
controlled and latched. 8LED's show status Easy to use (OUTor POKE in
BASIC). Card address is jumper selectable
Reed Relay Card
RE- 156: $99
Same features as above, but uses 8Reed Relays to switch low level signals
(20mA max) Use as achannel selector solid state relay driver etc

Cf - 144

Analog Input Card
AD- 142: $ 129
Eight analog inputs. 0to +5V range can be expanded to 100V by adding a
resistor. 8 bit resolution (20mV). Conversion time 120us. Perfect to
measure voltage, temperature. light levels, pressure, etc. Very easy to use.
RE -140

A- BUS Adapters for:

IN- 141

Clock with Alarm
CL- 144: $ 89
Powerful clock/calendar with battery backup for Time, Date aril Alarm
setting (time and date); built in alarm relay, led and buzzer: timing to 1/100
second. Easy to use decimal format. Uthium battery included.
Touch Tone® Decoder
PH- 145: $ 79
Each tone is converted into anumber which is stored on the board Simply
read the number with IMP or POKE. Use for remote control projects etc
A- BUS Prototyping Card
PR- 152: S15
31/
2 by 4
1
/
2 in with power and ground bus Fits up to 10 I
Cfs
Add $3.00 per order for shipping.
Visa, MC, checks, M.O. welcome.
CT di NY residents add sales tax.
C.O.D. add $3.00 extra.
Canada: shipping is $ 5
Overseas add 10%

Circle 12 on Reader Service Card

Current Developments

Intelligent Voice Synthesizer, 14 Bit Analog to Digital converter.4 Channel
Digital to Analog converter. Counter Timer, Voice Recognition.

Digital Input Card
IN- 141: $ 59
The eight inputs are optically isolated, so it's safe and easy to connect any
"on/off" devices, such as switches, thermostats, alarm loops, etc to your
computer. To read the eight inputs. simply use BASIC IMP (or PEEK).
24 Line TTL I/O
DG- 148: $ 65
Connect 24 input or output signals ( switches or any TTL device) to. your
computer The card can be set for: input, latched output, strohed output.
strobed input, and/or bidirectional strobed I/O. Uses the 8255A chip

Stepper Motor Driver
ST- 143: $ 79
Stepper motors are the ultimate in motion control. The special package
(below) includes everything you need to get familiar with them. Each card
drives two stepper motors ( 12V. bidirectional. 4phase. 350mA per phase).
Special Package: 2motors (
MO- 103) + ST- 143 . PA- 181: $99
Stepper Motors
MO- 103: $ 15 or4for$39
Pancake type. 21
4 "dia. le shaft. 7.5 -/steo. 4 phase bidirectional. 300
/
step/sec. 12V. 36 ohm. bipolar. 5oz- in torque same as Airpax K82701 - P2.

12 Bit AID Converter

AN- 146: $ 139
This analog to digital converter is accurate to . 025%. Input range is —4V to
-14V. Resolution: 1millivolt. The on board amplifier boosts signals up to 50
times to read microvolts. Conversion time is 130ms. Ideal for thermocouple.
strain gauge. etc. 1channel. ( Expand to 8channe susing the RE- 156 card).

Smart Stepper Controller SC- 149: $ 299
World's finest stepper controller. On board microprocessor controls 4
motors simultaneously. Incredibly, it accepts plain English commands like
"Move arm 10.2 inches left". Many complex sequences can be defined as
"macros" and stored in the on board memory. For each axis, you can control:
coordinate (relative or absolute), ramping, speed, step type (half, full, wave).
scale factor, units, holding power, etc Many inputs: 8limit 8. "wait until"
switches, panic button, etc. On the fly reporting of position speed. etc. On
board drivers (350mA) for small steppers (
M0-103). Send for SC- 149 flyer.
Remote Control Keypad Option
RC- 121: $ 49
To control the 4motors directly. and "teach" sequences of motions.
Power Driver Board Option
PD-123: $ 89
Boost controller drive to 5amps per phase. For two motors (eight drivers).
Breakout Board Option
BB -122: $ 19
For easy connection of 2motors 3ft. cable ends with screw terminal board.

ALPHA

IBM PC, XT. AT and compatibles Uses one snort siot
Tandy 1000,1000 EX & SX, 1200, 3000. uses one short slot
Apple II, II+. Ile. uses any slot
TRS-80 Model 102, 200 Plugs into 40 pin -system bus"
Model 100. Uses 40 pin socket (Socket is duplicated on adapter)
TRS -80 Mod 3.4,4 D. Fits 50 pin bus (
With hard disk. use Y-cablel
TRS -80 Model 4P. includes entra cable 150 pin bus is recessedl
TRS -80 Model I. Plugs into 40 pin I/O bus on KB or Ell
Color Computers (Tandy) Fits ROM slot Multipak or Ycable

AR133
AR- 133
AR- 134
AR- 136
AR- 135
AR- 132
AR- 137
AR- 131
AR- 138

$69
$69
$49
$69
$ 69
$49
$ 62
S39
$49

A- BUS Cable (3 ft, 50 cond.) CA- 163: $ 24
Connects the A- BUS adapter to one A- BUS card or to first Motherboard
Special cable for two A- BUS cards:
CA- 162: $ 34
A- BUS Motherboard
MB- 120: S99
Each Motherboard holds five A- BUS cards. A sixth connector allows a
second Motherboard to be added to the first (with connecting cable CA161: $ 12). Up to five Motherboards can be joined this way to asingle ABUS adapter. Sturdy aluminum frame and card guides included.

ocla@ge

242- 8 West Avenue, Darien, CT 06820

Technical info:
Ordersin only
Except
CT

(
203) 656-1806

800 221-0916

Connecticut orders: (
203) 348-9436
All lines open weekdays 9to 5Eastern time
JULY 1988 • BYTE
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DATA ACQUISITION TO GO

Capital
Gain.
T

ime and

again, you've
heard it said, "To
make money, you
have to have money:'
The truth is, you
have to know how to
save money before
you can think about
making more.
That's why more
and more people are
joining the Payroll
Savings Plan to buy
U.S. Savings Bonds.
That way; alittle
is taken out of
each paycheck
automatically;
In no time, you'll
have enough Bonds
for anew car, your
child's education, even
adream vacation.
Whatever you
save for, Bonds are
the safest, surest way
to gain capital.

Take,
.
stocie*Gss
lnAmerica.
When you put part of your silting,
in (( It S. Sauings Bonds you're
helping to build abrighter fitture
for your country ami for yourself

er!

1,

INTERFACE FOR ANY COMPUTER

FREE IBM SOFTWARE

Connects via RS-232. Fully IBM compatible. Built-in BASIC. Stand alone
capability. Expandable. Battery
Option. Basic system: 16 ch. 12 bit
AID, 2 ch. D/A, 32 bit Digital I/O.
Expansion boards available. Direct
Bus units for many computers.
(201) 299-1615
PO. Box 246, Morris Plains, NJ 07950

ELEXOR
Circle 97 on Reader Service Card

EPROM PROGRAMMER
$ 3 4 9

ap^,Qacii

¡I

THE EP- 1'S A GREAT VALUE AND HERE** WHY:
• READS. PROGRAMS COPIES OVER 350 EPROM AND EEPROMS
FROM 30 MFG'S INCLUDING 2716-27513.2E04-28256,27011
• READS/ WRITES INTEL MOTOROLA, STRAIGHT HEX 8 BINARY
•OPTIONAL HEADS PROGRAM INTEL 8745,8751.87C51.8755
• MENU- DRIVEN CHIP SELECTION BY MFG 8 P/N.NO MODULES
• FAST, SLOW. QUICK PULSE PROGRAMMING ALGORITHMS
• SPUTS FILES BY BASE ADDRESS AND ODD/EVEN ( 168 32 BIT)
•Au_ INTELUGENCE IN UNIT, 280 MICROPROCESSOR BASED
• 5 12 5. 2125 V PROGRAMMING FOR CMOS 8 -A SUFFIX PARTS
• FREE PC- DOS SOFTWARE • RS232 TO ANY COMPUTER
• GOLD TEXTOOL MF SOCKET • 8 BAUD RARES TO 38.400
• MONEY BACK GUARANTEE • ONE YEAR WARRANTY
• 2FREE FIRMWARE UPDATES • SAME DAY SHIPMENT
• CHECKSUMS SUPPORTED • UV ERASERS FROM $34 95
CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION

MICROSYSTEMS

10681 HADDINGTON # 190, HOUSTON, TX 77043
713/461-9430 TLX . 1561477 FAX: 713/461-7413

Circle 40 on Reader Service Card

• PRECISE EMULATION OF THE
DEC VT52, VT100, VT102. VT220
• EXPANSION MODULES FOR
OVER 40 EXACT EMULATIONS
•9 FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOLS.
• EASY TO USE, QUICK TO
INSTALL, AND MUCH MORE
• IBM PC, XT, AT, PS/2
FOR INFORMATION
800/548-9777

We manufacture a broad line
of data acquisition and control
hardware and software for Apple
and IBM computers.
Call for quotes on custom
hardware or complete systems.

LAWSON LABS, INC.
5700 FIAIBE ROAD
COLUMBIA FALLS, MT 59912
800-321 5355 or 406.387-5355

Circle 144 on Reader Service Card

UNIVERSAL LOGIC PROGRAMMER
•PROGRAMS,
READS, DUPLICATES. TESTS
AND
SECURES
HUNDREDS
OF 20- AND
24- PIN
DEVICES
•23 UNIVERSAL PIN
DRIVERS
WITH INDEPENDENT
DAC, ADC 8
SLEW FUNCTIONS PROGRAM ALMOST ANY LOGIC DEVICE
• MENU DRIVEN OPERATION IS EASY TO LEARN AND 01110,
TO OPERATE
• CONNECTS TO ANY IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER VIA
PARALLEL PRINTER PORT
•EDITS FUSE DATA & TEST VECTORS WITH FULL
SCREEN EDITOR
•TESTS WITH VECTORS 8 SECURES AFTER PROGRAMMING
• SUPPORTS ALL POPULAR PLO DEVELOPEMENT SOFTWARE
• GOLD TEXTOOL ZIF IC SOCKET • ONLINE HELP FUNCTION
• MONEY BACK GUARANTEE • SELF CALIBRATING
• TOLL- FREE TECH SUPPORT • JEDEC FILE IN/OUTPUT
•UPDATABLE VIA FLOPPY • ONE YEAR WARRANTY
• EPROM PROGRAMMERS ALSO • SAME DAY SHIPMENT
•JUST 8798

CALL FOR FREE DEMO DISK 800/225-2102

800/225-2102

BP

16- BIT RESOLUTION
ANALOG-TO- DIGITAL
CONVERTER
12,000 SAMPLES/SEC
for IBM PC, XT & AT
SINGLE PIECE PRICE
$475

ONLY

BP

ELE-L_ELS-1-1
MICROSYSTEMS

10681 HADDINGTON # 190 HOUSTON, TX 77043
713/461-9430 TLX 1561477 FAX 713/461-7413

Circle 40 on Reader Service Cant

/ /
'686 ¿PÚ,sdriat pbrti, airxiroiuet\pc\ft, ,
RAM, EPROM, real-time clock, watchdog
timer, 44- pin 4.5
6.5 PCB
EXPANSION MODULES: RAM, EPROM, CMOS
RAM/battery, analog I/O, serial I/O,
parallel I/O, counter/timer, IEEE-488,
EPROM programmer, floppy disks,
cassette, breadboard, keyboard/display.

WINTEIC
A public service of this publication
ana The Advertising Council
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Circle 253 on Reader Service Card

*Mel, Corp
1801 Soule, Street
Lafayette, IN 47904
317-742-6428

Circle 279 on Reader Service Card

Ea gforma

gœata

17700 Figueroa Street • Carson, California 90248

$119
2400 lead Moden;

Color Monitor 40 Meg. Tape
Better
Than

em

Back- up

109‘189

Ideal for CAD/CAM and Desk Top publishing applications The Roland
CD/240 color monitor has aresolution of 720 pixels by 400 lines on a 31rnrn
clot pitch 12" non-glare screen. VGA speoftcations in text mode EGA in
graphic mode
Comparaba monitor and card packages retail at over $ 1095. California
Digital has made aspecial purchase and is able to offer the CD/240 and 132
column VGA/EGA graphic card for only $389

Also Avallable:Amdak•Conrac•Mitachi•Magnavox
Mitsubishi•NEC•Psnasonic•Princeton•Samsung• Sanyo
Sony•Tatung•Taxan•Thompson•Zenith

20" Analog Color

'659

$
2495

---- #629

86Character

Daisy Wheel Printer
These Fuirtsu Dsosy Max 830 were manufactured for MotorolaS Computer
Division The purchase order was canceled and Fuotsu was forced to liquidate
these 80 character per second daisy wheel printers at " fire sale" pnces
Features. bullet proof construction, your choice of either Centronics pantile or
RS- 232 senal interf ace, Diablo 630 wheels and commands, programmable line
spacing in increments of 1/96" and column spacing of 1/120" The pnnter is
also capable of underscoring, bold overpnnt, shadow pnnt, centers and justifies
along with vector cilothng
Factory suggested pnce of the Daisy Max 830 was $2495, California Digital is
often ng this liquidated special at onty $629 Tractor and sheet feeders available

0 131.
1
f-1'e--

Head Crash, Power Spikes or lust poor disk maintenance...
Don't loose data because you didn't back up. The A11/40 is an
inexpensive way to save and restore files in the event that your
data has been oistroyed.
This 40 megabyte half height tape back is manufactured by North
Americas largest producer of data retrieval equipment.
No need to purchase aseparate tape controller... the ALL/40
attaches directly to your existing floppy disk controller. Supplied
software allows your computer to back up any time Day or
Night. Come back in the morning and 40 megabytes of irreplacable data has been stored on one Scotch DC/2000 data cassette.
Back up entire hard disk, modified files only, or by file name. Loss
of data is inevitable but when you are backed up on an ALL/40 its
not acatastrophe.

Muhl If by 17

Ever try gathering a classroom of students around a 12 inch monitor? This 20
inch analog RGB monitor a the ideal
solution High screen resolution of 1200
peels by 950 lines allow extra fine detail
without the dots looking like golf balls.
256 colors and VGA compatible.
Super value onginally sold for over
$2000 Only 350 available.

00000050

$2e

%WM»
49
79

39

99

89

79

95
119
149
109
119
149
109
119

89
109
139
99
109
139
99
115

82
105
135
89
105
135
89
109
49

75

31
2 "DISK DRIVES
/
SONY MP- 53W 720K/Byte
SONY MP- 73W, 2 Meg.
TEAC 35FN 720 K/Byte
TEAC 35HN/30, 2 Meg.
51/
4 "form factor kit

129
159

129
159

125 119
149 call
119 115
149 145
20

8" DISK DRIVES

QUME 842 double sided
QUME 841 single sided
SHUGART 851R dbl. sided

REMEX RFD4000 dbl. sided
OLIVETTI 851

189
119
319

179 175
109
99
309 299
189 179 165
189 179 165

'239

The Smarteam 2400 otters all the natures of the Hayes Smart Modern 2400
for a traction of the price Now is your opponunity to purchase a2400 baud
modern tor only $239 Al» sealable The Mini Team 1200 at Only $129

$89
89
529
259
119
119
99
289

U.S. Robotics 9600 bps. Courier HST
Signalman Mark VI, 300 baud mama PC

35

21 Megabyte Cold Cord
The Hitachi 672/X[Tis afour color 11 by 17 (B size)
plotter with superior accuracy and repeatability (.3mm).
The 672 accepts HPGL 7475 commands and is both
Centronics parallel and RS232C compatible.
The 672 plots at afast eight inches per second in axial
direction and eleven inches at an an9le of 45 degrees.
The plotter also features aself contained digitizing function that allows data to be entered into your computer
from printed graphs and blue prints.
Four different color pens are supplied with the plotter but
awide variety of technical pens are available.

NEC/8500

MP

35
72

59

>adorn 2400

•001•11
Avatex 1200E external. Hayes compatible
CTS 1200 baud modem
Hayes Srnartmodem 2400 baud modem
Smartearn 2400 Hayes Compatible
Srnarteam 1200 Hayes Compatible. 300/1200
Smarlearn 12006 IBM 1200 baud card
UltraLink 1200 data and voice, Bell 202
Prometheus 1200 super features

otter

One Two Ten
TEC501 1
2
/
height sgl.side
TANDON 65L/2 360K, V2 ht.
TANDON 101/4 full ht.96 TPI.
FUJITSU 51/
4" half height
MITSUBISHI new 501 half ht.
MITSUBISHI 504A AT comp.
TEAC FD55BV half height
TEAC FD55FV 96 TPI, half ht.
TEAC FD55GF for IBM AT
PANASONIC 455 Half Height
PANASONIC 475 1.2 Meg.196
Switching power supply
Dual enclosure for 51/
4"drives

2400 baud with forward error correcting make the Moxon MAX/2400 an unbelavable value at only $ 119.
Fully compatible with the Hayes command set and CCITT V 22 standards Error
correcting, autobauding and " adaptive equalization" allow the MAX/2400 to
maintain reliable data transmission over marginal phone lines
Manufactured by Maxon Systems. one of the Worlds largest producers of
consumer electronics. Originally priced at $295 While supplies last California
Digital is Ole nno the MAX/2400 at only $ 119

The NEC PC/8500 laptop computer incorporates a25 line liquid
crystal display and modem that plugs directly into any F1.1/11 wall
Jack. An auto log/on feature instructs the 8500 to phone the users
host computer and automatically send password and log/on info.
matron. The computer also includes both senal and Centronics
parallel ports packaged in this six pound laptop
This is the ideal computer for Realtors, insurance people or any
individual that requires immediate access to remote information.
ROM based telecommunication software, spreadsheet and
Wordstar also make the 8500 agreat computer for students
Files can be transferred from this CP/M computer to any otheT
including the IBM/PC

Nee* N/89
Computer

'179 t

Hard to believe but we found astash of brand new Zenith/Heath
Model H/89 computers These computers feature the Dog Z-80
CPU and operare under CP/M. The und incorporates a 12 inch
green screen, three sorrel ports and one 51
4 'disk dove.
/
Zenith's original pece was $ 1895. We have 350 units available for
sale, while supplies last we are daring Me H/89 at only $ 179
Word processing and communication software included

Shipping: First five pounds $ 3.00, each additional pound $. 50
Foreign orders: 10% shipping, excess will be refunded.
California residents add 6' z°. sales tax. • CODS discouraged.
Open accounts extended to state supported educational institutions and companies with astrong " Dun & Bradstreet" rating.
DIRECT MARKETING ASSOCIATION

Telefax • ( 213) 217-1951

'379
The Gold Card from Silicon Valley Computers features shock mounted auto.
mate head unloading. 15 watt dnve coupled with a2K/byte sector buffer and
advanced OMTI controller for maximum reliability 30,000 hour MTBF and full
2year warranty - the best cost per megabyte hardcard available
Also available the 30 Meg Gold Card at only 5419

40 Megabyte Nerd Disk Kit
Forty megabyte internal hard
et
disk drive, controller and cables
all for only $397.
The kit includes the a40 millisecond Miniscribe 3650 drive
and ahalf slot Western Digital
controller.

inchester Controllers for
Five Inch Winchester Disk Drives
Price does not include controller each tes -o

SEAGATE 225 20 Meg. V: Ht. 269
SEAGATE 238 30 Meg. ALL
299
SEAGATE 251 51 M. 40mS.
419
SEAGATE 4051 51 M. 35mS. 695
SEAGATE 4096 96 M. 35mS. 795
MINISCRIBE 3425 25 m 85ms. 279
MINISCRIBE 3650 50m 61 ms. 419
MINISCRIBE som 90 meg.
795
FUJITSU 2242 55 M. 35mS. 1299
FUJITSU 2243 86 M. 35mS. 1695
RODIME RO 204E 53 Meg.
895
MAXTOR XT1140 140 Meg. 2195
TOSHIBA MK5670 M. 30mS. 1789

259
289
399
659
779
247
399
779
1229
1619
859
2129
1729

11114/PC •

XEBEC 1220 with floppy controller
DTC 5150CX
OMTI 5520 half card
OMTI 5527 RLL controller
ADAPTEC 2070 ALL controller
ADAPTEC 2010A
WESTERN DIGITAL WD/1002W52

189
119
99
129
179
159
89

• SCSI/SASI Winchester Controllers •
XEBEC 1410A 51
4 - foot print
/
219
WESTERN DIGITAL 1002-05E 51
4 "
/
289
OMTI 20L
89
• Winchester Accessories •
Installation Kit with manual
Winchester enclosure and supply
Dual 20/34 cable set
Switching power supply

10
139

25
49

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE

(800) 421-5041
TECHNICAL & CALIFORNIA

(213) 217-0500
JULY 1988 • BYTE
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*FREE 3M
Headcleaning Kit
OS 0I:1

ouantity 1iscounts
Available
5.25"

.73*
1.59

OS- HO

1.49
4.75

3.50"

DC -1000
DC -2000

12.80 DC -300XLP .... 19.65
17.40 DC -600A
21 85

WHOLLY

World's Finest
Professional Quality
Color Diskettes

KAO

*eh.. Me SurNee Sombsts
Unlike other "so-called manufacturers" (fabricators, m reality)
these color diskettes are Wholly KAO!
LIFETIME WARRANTY al 75%* CLIPPING LEVEL • 100%

Tested 8 Certified III 110% of Industry Standards U Rainbow Color
Pack or Solid Pack for organizing your data files U Sturdy re- usable
plastic storage box, includes Tyveic sleeves, ID labels & W/P tabs

OS/DD Color

525"

DS/HD Color

.79 .... in Plastic Storage Box .... 1.29

DS/DD Color

350"

DS/DD Softbox

1.69 .... In Plastic Storage Box .... 1.35
3.50" High Density 2MB
3.49

SUMMER SPECIALS
* Box of Ten 5.25" 05/00-48 TPI
Disks ( min 10 boxes)
* Plastic Storage Box of TEN 3.50" DS/DD
Rainbow Color Disks ( min 5boxes)

350

12 90
57"
33"
17 5°

* with
KAO 60
High
KAO
Density
5.25"inDS/HD
Minidex/78
"AT"
* KAO 3.50" DS/DD in Microdex/25
with 25 KAO 3.50" DS/DD
* 3M 3.50" DS/DD in Flip 'nFile
with 10 3M 3.50" DS/DD ( min 5boxes)

* BASF in Minidex/60 with
1 995
30 BASF 5.25" DS/DD ( min 2boxes) . . .

gl Verbatim

5.25" DS/DD

DataLifePlus"

3.50" DS/DD

.
75

5.25" DS/HD

1.59

1.49

(min. 5boxes)

BASF

•star

525" DS/DD

*FREE Plastic
Library Case

350" DS/DD

65*

525" DS/HD

1.35 . 95

•

(min. 10 boxes)

Nashua

525 DS L,

50 DS, DO

.
48

.89

BULK
COLOR DISKS
525" DS/DD 48TPI
525" DS/HD 96TPI
350" DS/DD 135TPI ....

39
82
1 21

%.,./ Put your name on the world's best
diskettes! Choose from 3M, BASF, KAO Color or
Sony Media. Call for Information.
TERMS: VISA Mastercard or AMEX COD only and 53 00 Prepaid orders dede.
2% Cash discount POs aCCePted ken recognized institutions and corporeor
Net 30 Shipping: S4/100 o, tower disks

WE BEAT ANY PRICE!
Toll Free Order Line:
Information Line:

1-801-255-0080
FAX- 801-572-3327

DISKCOTECH
DISKCO TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
213 Cottage Avenue
P.O. Box 1339
Sandy, Utah 84091
338

1000 SX TX

30 Meg Hard Card
TANDY
1000 SX TX

,1114

• Direct technical support; Full 1year warranty.

49 Meg Hard Card

•Quick pulse algorithm (27256 under 60 sec).
• Programs 27xx to 1Mbit; 25m, 68m; CMOS; EEPROMS.
• 'Micros: 8711, - 2, 8, -9

OR

87(C)51, 87(C)52, 8753,9761

32 MS stamd)

$399.95

$599.95

• IBM-PC, Apple, CPM or Unix driver; Autoboud RS232.
•Offutisplit Hex, Binary, Intel & Motorola 8,16,32 bit.
• Manual with complete schematics.
VISA

MC AMEX

Call today for *wheats .'.'

B&C MICROSYSTEMS
355 WEST OLIVE AVE. SUNNYVALE, CA 94086
Pli ( 408) 730-5511

FAX ( 40S) 730-5521

IC s E5,9AMFHLF!RVYAM"'
NO SALES TAX

DYNAMIC RAM
104 8Kx8 100 ns $
450.00
1048Kx1 100 ns
38.50
256Kx 1
60 ns
16.00
2561(61
80 ns
15.50
256Kx1 100 ns
15.50
51258
* 256Kx 1 lOO ns
15.95
41256
13.95
256Kx 1 120 ns
41256
256Kx 1 150 ns
12.50
41264
64Kx4 120 ns
16.95
EPROM
27C 1000 128Kx8 200 ns $37.50
27C512
64Kx8 200 ns
14.95
27256
32Kx8 250 ns
7.50
27128
r
6e(08 250 ns
6.95
STATIC RAM
43256L-12 32Kx8 120 ns $16.50
62645-12
8Kx8 120 ns
10.50
SIMM
1Mbit
41256
41256
41256

OPEN 60/2 DAYS, 730 Ma 10 PS* SHIP VIA FED- EX ON SAT
WE EXPORT ONLY TO CANADA. GUAM, PUERTO INCO & VIRGIN ISLANDS
MaslerCar0 VISA or UPS CASH COD
SAT DEUVERY
INCLUDED ON
Factory New, Prime Parts ..uPoe,
FED.EX ORDERS
MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED. INC
RECEIVED BY
24
W" OK 74421
A"
BEGGS
No minimum mom
•.
,

Hours 9arn.6om

Sat 108m-4pro

Circle 303 on Reader Service

Circle 28 on Reader Service Card

OUTSIDE OKLAHOMA'

TRUE DATA PRODUCTS
115 So Main Street
Uxbridge, MA 01569
Tel. 617-278-6555
1-800-635-0300

TELEX: 984185

MICRO CHANNEL

INTRODUCING: The
For Design and

PS/2

BYTE • JULY 1988

Burn -In Board!

Manufacturing Engineers
I. First P8661, C.
Backplane for PS 2
Miens Channel
2. Test adapters
without power
cycling computers
3. Test adapters
without damaging
Compare,.
4. Optional
module and
softwam provides
single step bus
emulanon

CALL now for your FREE

Catalog.

Quality PS/2 compatible products available.

ON TARGET

TARGET
TARGET

0,
, peen 'scarred./

Circle 169 on Reader Service Card

Card

ENGINEERING DEVELOPMEN't
SUPPLIES

(
918)267-4961

ON TARGET Associates
1034 W. Maude Ave., 8602
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

e
,
ctrademark,

11,•.1

Circle 191 an Reader Service Card

Emma AT 1800
Basle System 8899
(mono IN U.S.A.
nos quel/wi
•1•646 60286 CPU

MICROSAT II
Expansion Board

• FA Abe tenle• •

•61211 en OA

$700

YOUR NAME Disks/
LOGO Envelopes

1-800-523-9681

$349.95

•Built-in Eraser/Timer optimo ($50); Foam pad.
• User friendly software; Complete help menu.

is wIn Tyvek color cooed it labels and nip la-

TLX-91 02404712

20 Meg Hard Card

Satellite Communication

BLACK DISKS

.

E(E)PROM PROGRAMMER $ 395
• No personality modules; Menu- driven device selection.

5.25" DS/HD

1.32

1000. SX. TX

10 Meg Hard Card

$299.95

111, SU No II 31
Fr Pi MILM 1Bi

(min 10 boxes)

.29
75
1.05

TANDY ADD-ONS
For Tandy 1000. SX. TX

C
e
e

on,

C r•
•

1,, • ,CC ciass 8 eponrc
•a. mou• 1adon Ae•
IMM

•

*
1747E <
G '14 .
470 ,

.44r.

rear

•

40414 AA VW

• .0 0.4 ..
AUE

MN, CO.Processor

,e11,11,

.MMEDIATE
DELIVERY

•For IBM PC/XT/AT and compatible.
•Satellite data receiver - 9600 baud.
•Satellite bulletin board.
•Satellite video and
audio option - Add $200

System qlSase Sys • MonostrapPcs care wen pun 0,04s r000ror .siaran
3,
000e 0
010ns 1Ca11 U, «Pons act haled,
••eur• 2041401,2.6 FutaOstt 82.1425/6699 13 6.10,10,
63,
System 800 07
1595
S769
w/2011
•Fully IBM XT compatible
•8088 477/8 MHZ. 380K Or
•256K on Motherboard
•Muu.Svotch K11,011,0000
•Hi.Res Mon w/Stand
•Hait' Compel Greece Card sepp

,

400 21112,0

707 Johnson Road Blaine WA 98230
(6041597-6298
TLX 04-508306
FAX 1604)5976214

Reader Service

Card

Sehweb AT 101A112, . 0' wall
01095 complete *sewn
•80288 10 10/8
•AMI BIOS, 5I2K. 12 meg Teac
•200 ye P/S. Maxi.switch KB
•Hr.Res Moe Graphics care verpo
•8slols, clock. calendar
•Free soup
support I44 meg dr

Schwab Computer Center
T. Ewes. store Pram 03.1at
3262 E Caere new 5,14 C1 4•• CA 450••

PERSONAL SPACE COMMUNICATIONS

Circle 187 on

customer repel on tee
•111aott ot USA ay Even.

Dealte ,Comultant Inpur•nra W•ICOlne

Prices aubiact lo DRAM market

Circle 242

on Reader Service Card

FAMOUS MAKER

COMPUTER SALE

Standard Features

1111"111111111,111

III
III 'I

11111111

/111/

1

1,

111

111111

1111111

t 1

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.77/8MHz Turbo Processor Speed
640 Kbyte of RAM memory standard
Built-in serial communications port
Built-in parallel port
4 slots for system enhancements
Hercules compatible display adaptor
High resolution green UL monitor
Clock calendar with battery back-up
MS-DOS/GW Basic software version 3.2.1
Integrated productivity software
One year warranty

Our new computer deal is so good that we can't tell you
the manufacturers name. This is o quality computer manu-

These PCs come with 640K memory standard. Most compatibles sold today have only 256K Ar today's high RAM

factured by one of the biggest names in the business. A 14
billion dollar giant who builds the computers from the chips

odds another $ 200 onto the other guy's price— don't be

on up! However, because of the low price were selling them
or, the manufacturer won't let us print their name.

Complete System with
1 Floppy, Hi-res Monitor
and Software
Add $200 for RGB Color System

$699

prices, the extra memory you need ro run most programs
fooled by a lower price on o system that needs expensive
upgrades. Our system comes complete.

Complete System with
1 Floppy, 20Mb Hard Disk,
Monitor Ct Software

—NOT AVAILABLE AT Pl ERETAIL STORES—

QUANTUM
Q540
Hard Drive

PRIORITY

21622 Rummer Street
Chatsworth, CA 91311
FAX 818-709-4362

• 45ms avg. access time
• 30 day warranty

$299

2-4 ea.

5+ ea.

ELECTRONICS

800-423-5922

• 42.7 Mbytes capacity

1 each

ONE

$999

VISA

$289 $279
Circle 209 on Reader Service Card

• Some Day Snipping before 2pm PT
• No surcharge on credit cord orders
• Prices ore subject to change without notice
• Shipping charges added to order
• Retail prices may Yon/
• Limited to stock

erican

Semiconductor
Complete units
as low as

EPROM/PAL Programmer

Ait

iemerican
Semiconductor

Zama ,

MATH CO-PROC.:
8087 $ 107.00
80872
151.00
80287
16900
80287-8 239.00
8028710 30500
8038716 460.00

EPROMS:
SIMMS:
27128 $4.25
1MB DIRAMS
27256
390 $29.00
2764
2.90
1MB x 9
27512 CALL
1MB x 8
256 x 9
156 x

MODELS XT, AT, & 386
Not a Lease—You own it
* 5 Year Warranty Available!
* Instant Credit!
* Technical Support!

Call for Details

1- 800- 825- SAVE
Circle 16 on Reader Service Card

"INDISPENSABLE"
Jerry Pournelle, Byte, 8/87

Vopt is the fast, safe disk
organizer. It will quickly
eliminate the file fragmentation that slows your disk
operations.
Vopt includes Vmap for
viewin9 the organization of
your disks plus numerous
other utilities that test and
report on the efficiency of
your system.
Call for afree demo disk!
$59.95

$2As
a
n
d
ipdpersaa
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n
ed
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t
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x
g

GOLDEN BOW SYSTEMS
T 2870 Fifth Ave., Suite 201
San Diego, CA 92103

800/284-3269
Circle 108 on Reader Service Card

...*" SPEECH THING'
For ell PCs, compatibles, laptops

413:1:» CLEAR, CLEAN,
DIGITIZED SPEECH Si
MUSIC, UNLIMITED
TEXT- TO- SPEECH
Attaches outside
the computer.
Now get popular speer.r technologees in ONE product! Speech Thing is a lull- featured 8bit D A sound
converter. Easily attaches outside the computer- no
slots required. Software includes prerecorded
speech vocabularies, synthetic text to speech
(speaks any ASCII text), demo programs, and cornplete editing features Price one/ 559.95. Also
available. Voice Master PC plug in board for digital
recording, editing, and VOICE RECOGNITION ( Requires Speech Thing for sound output.) Only 579 95
Patented price/performance breakthroughs!
10 ORDER BY MAIL include 54 shipping & handling
(56 Canada. $ 12 overseas) per order Visa, MasterCard phone orders accepted. 30 day money bock
guarantee, one year warranty. Other PCPCe I/O systems available tor Apple, Commodore. and Atari
computers.
,
51 1
o ,w,ieroc., ro, fPfE Product Catalog

COVOX INC.
/5 Conger `..it

•
* Programs
PAL
MODULE
20 8 24 pin M
$2
1/19I
5
(AB), NS TI PALS
• Read JEDEC file format
• Security, DIR, LOAD, SOME,
ELXT, READ, WRITE, VERIFY,
• User Hendry menu driven SAN

▪

Specializing in Computer Components,
Hardware, and Software

$35. ase‘i,
imo.

y

(
503) 342-1271

STATIC COL
DRAMS:
4164 150 $2.00
4164 129
2.25
256-100
12.00
256 120
11.10
256-150
1000

RAM $ 12 00

LARGE INVENTORY OF
ALL PRIME PARTS.
FOR MORE DETAILS
CALL 1- 800- 825- SAVE
FAX: 1-813-889-0658

1- 800- 825-SAVE

473 Sapena Ct., # 24
Santa Clara, CA 95054
(408) 727-6995
FAX (
408) 727-6996

XELTEK

CA residents
add 65% tax
Add $ 8 to, S/H

Circle 280 on Reader Service Card
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IBM PC/ VT220

"D" SIZE PLOTTER

• 11220, V1'102 eIIIIIII1h011
• hie Transfer

$2295w

• 132 Column modes

RETAIL

• Color Support
• Hot Key

» MR
« BIN

11695w

INTRODUCIORY
OFFER

TEK 4105

EN14105 • Tatromi 4105 emulmion
• »hermit.4010 emulation
$349
• V7220, VT102 einuliaion
•Picture files
• High resolution hatdropy
• VGA and EGA support

• Model PC 3600
•Repeata'ility . 001"
•Speed at 7" Per Second
•Vacuum Paper Hold Down

Diversified Computer
Systems, Inc.

• High Resolution (' ircles: Suitable for
PCB Artwork

3775 Irià Are.. Suite /8

t415) 490-8380

Boulder. CO 80301
13031447-9251

ZERICC:PAI

STEVENSON BUSINESS PARK
BOX 1669, FREMONT, CA 94538

eoy
xueue

17707 l'7720

Pf Ti

Circle 80 on Reader .Service Card
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REAL WORLD I/O

_r

gaceri

For PC/XT/ATs

\\
*i•

PnOW

wee
DG24 • 24- line digital VO: 10 MHz 8255.

for the
IBM PC/XT/AT
and Compatibles

VOYETRA

TECHNOLOGIES
333 FIFTH AVE, Dept. B,
PELHAM, NY 10803
(914) 738-4500

Eugene Oregon 91402

Circle 74 on Reader Service Card

•EPROM MODULE (1, 4, 8 socket)
•16K to 1024K EPROM, CMOS EEPROM. $ 145
-Read Intel, Motorola. TEK HEX file
-Very fast (Quick pulse), reliable, easy to use
'BIPOLAR ROM MODULE$ 295
-MM1, NS, TI
Signencs parts
$195
•8741/42/48/49/50 Module
-1. 4, 8 socket module available
-8748 Disassemble, included
•8751/52/252/44 Module
$ 245
-Normal. Intelligent programming algorithm
•Tr_ & MEMORY IC TESTER MODULE $ 19,,
Te st almost TTL, CMOS. Dynamic, Static IC's
Auto search for unknown IC part No.
'INTERFACE CARD do CABLE
S0
-This card is common to all above modules
-Fits in any PC/XT/AT or compatibles
'UNIVERSAL PROGRAMMER
-Programming Capability for E(E)PROM, BIPOLAR$515
PAL, 8748, 8751, 1C/RAM TESTER in one box
-Includes interface card, cable and software

—

lignal lines

$ 239

40100 • Single channel version of 40500 with 10 digital
lines
40200 •

channel. 125 uS, 12-bit A/D board. $
$2
13
49
9

104300 • 8channel, 25 uS, 8- bit All single WA. 24 1TL
0 lines ( 10 MHz 8255)

$ 239

pDDA620000 •• Fast
P
settling dual 12- bit D/A.
$
in1
16
e
9
r.
board with address decoder
buffer, 100 + page applicaticeproiect manual

$ 99

58-40 • External connechowprotolype hoard with cable $ 49
Ill boards include Beg:. Pascal C and forth dritnn,
10 day return. Irear samara.! Cal! for '
Real World
/rz (u'r/au'iiig .application mat,

Real Time Devices, Inc.
P.O. Box 906

State College, PA 16804

(814) 234.8087
Circle 272 on Reader Service Card

$ 95

40500 • 8channel 12- bit ( plus sign) nucleating 40.
programmable gains of I. 10, & 100. Ili-Z input and

Circle 233 on Reader Service Card

NATURAL LANGUAGE INTERFACE

THE COMPUTER CHRONICLES
MAKES KEEPING UP WITH THE INFORMATION AGE EASY
Stewart Cheifet and Gary Kilda11 are youreo-hosts for a HyperAge magazine, and George Morrow. founder of
weekly half-hour television program aimed at computer Momow Designs.
users, owners, educators and computer industry proTopics this season include: Cl) ROMS — Shareware
fessionals. If you're looking for help in finding out — Multitasking — Business Graphics — Investment
what's new and what's news, tune in to TI JE COMPUTER Software — PC Imaging — PC Networks — Decision
CI IRONICLES every week on your local public television Support Software — Laser Printers — Hypercard —
station.
Input Devices — and MUCH MORE.
Each week THE COMM 'TER CIIRONICLES looks
Regular commentators are Jan Lewis, President of
Lewis Research Corporation and publisher/editor of at the top stories of the week in Random Access, anews
segment designed to keep you informed about the latest
developments in the computer industry.
THE COMPUTER CHRONICLES, a weekly halfhour of public television that just might be the help you
need.

THE COMPUTER CHRONICLES
IS NOW ON BIX

JAN LEWIS

GEORGE MORROW

The Computer Chronicles is funded in part by McGraw-Hill's Mil
magazine. The Computer Chronicles is aco-production of WITF /
Harrisburg and KCSM/San Mateo.

Bix, the Byte Information Exchange, now has aconference
for the Computer Chronicles.
Now you can communicate directly w:th the staff of thé
Computer Chronicles to suggest topics for futureshows or to
request information or details on past shows.
Once on Bix, 11,;t type "join comp.chron" at the colon (:)
prompt.
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RAM

IC's, Parts, Components...Shipped Fast!
West Coast's Largest Selection...Call for More

18
Upgrades!

...priced in

of 9

sets

•64K/120ns
•64K/150ns
•256K/100ns
•256K/120ns
•256K/15Ons

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

DYNAMIC RAMS
4116/2006
MK4332/20Ons
4164/20Ons
4164/150(6
4164/120ns
4164/PIN ONE
4416/20Ons
4416/15060
4464/12Ons

Ca
Ca
Ca
Ca
Ca
Ca
Ca
Ca
Ca

4464/150ns
41256/100ns
41256/120ns
41256/150ns
41264/150ns
412tVI5Ons
8118/4517
1MEG/10Ons
TMS 4161/15Ons

Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal
Cal

STATIC RAMS
2102LP/ 45Ons
2101/45Ons
2112/450ns
2114/450ns
21142
21141/2
6116/15Ons

199
1.79
2.69
. 89
1.19
199
2.45

6116/120ns
6116LP/150ns
6264LP/120ns
6264LP/150ns
6264/150ns
62256/120ns
62256/100ns

$2.95
2.45
4.95
4.45
4.25
12.85
19.95

74 HCT SERIES
74HCTOO $ 25
74HCTCQ
25
74HCTO4 .25
74HCTC8
25
74HCTIO .25
74HCT27 .30
74HCT74 .49
74FICT138 .50
74HCTI57 65
74HCT 160 65

74HCT161
74HCT163
74HCTI64
74HCT175
74HCT240
74HC1241
74HCT244
74HCT245
74HCT257
74HCT259

6.65

.65
.65
.65
1.29
1.29
1.29
1.29
.65
1.10

74HCT540 $1.99
74HCT541 199
74HCT563 2.99
74HCT564 2.99
74HCT573 1.99
74HCT574 199
74HCT640 1.99
74HCT646 2.99
74HCT563 299
74HCT564 2.99

LINEAR
CA3C66 $119
CA3089
1.19
CA3403
119
LF347N
149
LF348N
149
LF35611
199
LF441
169
LM301
30
LM309K
100
LM3176
295
1143171
175
LM318
1.15
LM319
95
1.113201XX 60
1113201(4X 1.35
11432316
4.25
11.1324
35
LM33502 119
16133602
19
11133711
2.49
LM337K
495
LM338K
695
1113401XX 60
161310K-1« 135
LM358
45
161376
169
1.M380
95
1M386
95
1M393
65
LM497
250
LM565
30
1.111556
45
1M558
85
114564
275
LM565
150

LM566
1M567
LM723
LM733
LM741
LM747
LM748
LM1414
1611886
LM1330
LM1350
i.m1358
1141372
LA114081.8
L111458
LM1488
LM14119
LM1889
LM2003
L612206
1142111
iM2211
1m2240
11420138
LM2901
1M2917
LM3045
LM3054
LM3379
LM3130
1113140
LM3160
LM3161
1143162
1143552

S1 10
75
30
30
30
60
65
149
329
195
125
195
225
250
40
60
60
250
75
175
119
275
175
1.19
1.19
129
119
193
149
95
95
195
195
195
149

LM39:0
LM3939
LM3911
LM3914
LM3915
LM3916
LM4024
LM4044
LM4136

161455s

1117555
LM7556
1147990
11.17663
114781105
LM78H12
1148038
MC3423
MC3459
MC3470
MC3480
MC3486
MC3487
043524
TDA1170
10161195
11074
11061
11992
11694
U192003
6192064
ULN2074
U192061
U192981

45
125
1.95
275
775
275
395
3.95
150
75
2.50
250
295
295
6.95

6.95

175
149
269
299
699
1.69
1.69
199
549
599
165
75
85
125
119
1.79
1.99
149
199

74HC SERIES
74HCOO 8.25
74HCO2 ...25
74HCO4 _ 25
74HCO8 ...25
74HCO9
7411C10 ...25
74HC11 ...25
748C14
25
74HC20
25
74)1C32 . 25
74HC74 . 35
749C85
65
74HC112
65

74HC125 150
74HCI32 .50
74HC133 .50
748C138 .55
74HCI39 .55
7411C148 .75
74HC151 .65
74HC153 .65
7411C154 3.75
7411C157 .65
7411C161 .65
74HCI66 1.15
74HCI73
65

74HC174
74HC175
748C240
74HC244
74HC245
74HC368
74HC373
74HC374
74HC4020
74HC4060
74HC4066
74HC4075
74HC4078

6.65
.65
1.29
1.29
1.29
.65
129
1.29
99
99
99
69
149

CMOS

7400 SERIES
7400 .
518 7474 .... 5.35
7402 .. 18 7475 .....35
7404 .. 18 7476 .....35
7405 ... 18
.35
7406
.
.35
7407 .... .35 7490 .....35
7408 .....25 7493 .....35
7410 .....25 7495 .....35
7414 .....35 74121 ....35
7420 ..25 74123 ... 45
7426 .... .25 74125 ... .45
7427 .... .25 74126 ... 45
7430 .... .25 74148 .65
7432 .....25 74150 ... 1.20
7438.... .25 74151 ... .65
7442 .... .30 74153 ... .65
7446 .... .85 74154 ... 1.20
7447 .....95

74157 ... $.65
74158 ... .65
74173 ... .65
74174 ... .65
74175 ... .65
74176 ... .65
74181 ... 1.75
74189 ... 2.95
74193 ... .65
74195 ... .65
74198 ... 1.65
74221 ... .75
74273 ... 1.75
74365 ... .50
74366 ... .50
74367 ... .50
74368 ... .50

74C CHIPS
74C00 $ .25
74CO2 ..25
74C04 .25
74C08. .35
74C10. .35
74C14. .49
74C32. .35
74C90.
1.19

74C154 $2.85
74C173 .. .99
74C174.. 99
74CI75 .. .99
74C221 .. 1.25
74C240 .. 1.69
74C244 .. 1.69
74C373
1.69

74C374 $1.69
74C903 .. 1.19
74C906.. 1.19
74C9I2 .. 6.95
74C922
395
74C923 .. 395
74C929 .. 469
74C932
14.89

Partial Listing Only!!!
Call us for components...

74LS SERIES
741500. 6.19
741502 .. . 19
741503.. . 19
741504.. . 19
741505.. . 19
741508 .. . 19
741103.. . 19
741510.. . 19
741114.. .35
741127.. .28
741530.. .25
741532.. .28
74LS47 .99
741573.. .35
741574.. .35
741575.. .35
74LS76 .35
741185.. .49
74LS86.. .28
741190.. . 45
74LS93 .45
7411107 .45
7415109 .45
49
7415123

7415125 $.45
7415126 .49
7415138 .45
7415139 .45
7415153
59
7415154 1.29
7415157 .40
7415158 .40
7415161 .49
7415163
49
7415164 .49
7411165 .49
7415166
.
99
7415173 . 49
74161/4 .49
7415175
49
7415189 195
7415190 .49
7415191
49
7415192
49
7415193
49
7415195 .49
7415221 .65
7415240
99

7411241
74LS242
74LS243
7415244
7415245
7415257
7415258
74LS259
74LS273
7415322
7415323
7415365
74L5366
7415367
7415368
74LS373
7415374
74LS393
7415624
7415629
7415640
7415641
7411670
7415688

5.99
.99
.99
.99
.99
.69
69
99
.99
1.79
1.79
.59
.59
.59
99
99
99
,99
1.89
1.89
1.89
1.89
.99
189

74F SERIES
74E00 $ .35
74F02 ... .35
74F04 . 35
74F08 ... .35
74E10 ... .35
74F11 ... .35
74F20 ... .35
74F32 .35
74F64 ... .49
74E74 ....49
74E86 ... . 49
74E109 .. .49
74F139 .. . 49
74F151 .. . 59

74E153 ..
74F157 ..
74E158..
74E160 ..
74E161 ..
74E163 ..
74F174 ..
74F175 ..
74F181 ..
74F189 ..
74F2I9 ..
74F240 ..
74F241 ..

5,59 74E243 $1.29
.59 74F244 .. 1.29
.59 74E245.. 1.29
.59 74E251 .. .79
.59 74E258 .. .79
.59 74F280 .. 289
.69 74F373
149
.69 74F374
149
1.99 74F379 .. 199
2.99 74E399 .. 299
4.99 74E521 .. 2.99
1.29 74E533 .. 2.99
1.29 74F534 .. 299

HR165/T .59
HR185/T ..69
89205/1 ..79
HR225/T ....89
HR24S/T ....99
HRZ1S/T 1.19
HR405/T 149
HR645/T 4.99
WIREWRAP
8PINW/W 6.59
14PINW/W .59
16PINW/W 69
18PINW/W .99
20PINW/W 1.19

22PINW/W 1.29
24PINW/W 1.29
28PINW/W 159
40PINW/W 1.99
HI RES 99/01
HR8W/W 179
HR14W/W 1.19
HR16W/W 1.29
HR18W/W 1.39
HR2OW/W 1.69
HR22W/W 179
HR24W/W 199
HR28W/W 2.29
HR4OW/W 349

SPECIAL FUNCTION
VOICE RECOGNITION
CHIP SET . $4995
YAMAHA DXY
CHIP SET
2995
TAIS 61(3)
SPEECH CHIP .. 995
TMS 5200 SPEECH CHIP

6.18
. 18
.59
.59
.59
.29
.29
.29
.29
.59

C04017 $. 59
CD4018 . 59
CD4020 . 59
CD4024 .49
C04025 .59
CD4027 .35
CD4030 .29
CD4040 .65
C04042 .65
CD4046 .65

C04047 $.65 CD4069 $.29
CD4048
75 CD4070 .29
CD4049 .29 CD4071 .29
CD4050 .39 C04072 .29
CD4051 .39 CD-4073 .79
CD4052 .59 024076 .65
CD4053 .59 CD4081 .29
CD4060
149 CD4082 .29
C04063
149 CD4093 . .35
CD4066 .29 CD40103 1.90

CO- PROCESSORS V20/30
8087 (5MHz)
8067-2 (8MHz).
80287 (5MHz)
80287-8 (8MHz)

1106
160.
185.
265.

8(3287 10 (10MHz) 365.
V20-5 (5MHz)
59 95
V20-8 (8MHz)
12 95
V30-8 (8MHz)
17 95

MOS EPROMS
1702A - lms
$5.95 27128 - 450ns .
2532 - 450ns
4.50 27256 - 200es .
2564 - 450ns
9.95 27C256 - 250ns
2708 - 450ns
4.25 27512 - 250ns.
2716
4.95 8741
2716-1
5.95 8742
27CI6
595 8748
TMS2716-450ns
8749
(3v)
849 8751
2732 - 45Ons
3.95 8755
2732 - 25Ons
4.95 68764
27C32
6.95 68766
2764 - 450ns
3.95 68701
2764 - 250es ,
4.95 68705P
27C64 - 45Ons. . 6.95 2816-EE
27128 - 25Ons
595 2864- EE

Z80 SERIES
Z80CPU
280CTC
280DART
280P10
280ACPU
280ACTC
280APIO

51.49
149
449
149
199
199
199

280A510/0
280AS10/1
280AS10/2
280ADART
280BCPU
280BCFC
280BP10

8031
$ 2.95
8035/39
2.95
8060A
3.95
8085A
2.95
8066
7.50
8088
7.95
8068-2
9.95
80186-6 (5MHz)
14.95
80186-3 (8MHz) 24.95
80286-6 (5MHz)
19.95
80286-8 (8MHz)
34.95
80386 ( 16MHz) . 525.03
6202
11.95
8203
14.95

8212
8216
8224
8237A/S
8250
t251A/S
6253-S
8255-5
8257-5
8259-5
8272/765
8275
8279
8284

16450 - 16 BIT
USART
$ 1655
8250 - 8BIT
USART
695
5832 - CLOCK .
3.95
58167 - CLOCK
895
795

68000/8MHz
68010/8MHz
68010/10MHz
68020/12MHz

$12.95
1595
39.95
149.95

6502
65CO2
650216
65028
6510

$295
1155
4.95
6.95
995

6520
6522
6532
6545
6551

$295
455
495
995
4.95

6800 SERIES
6800
6802
6810

$2.95 6821
495 6845
2.95 6850

CD4510
CD4511
C04512
C04518
CD4519
CD4520
CD4522 ..
C04538

6.69
.69
.69
.79
.79

CD4543
CD4555
CD4556
CD4584
CD14409
CD14410
.79 CD14411
/9 CD14412

8.89
.99
.99
.69
6.95
7.95
8.95
8.95

Call Us For Morel!

SIMM RAM MODULES
64K x9(150ns)
to!
PC S 256K x9(120ns)
1Mb x9(120ns)

foi
256K x8(120ns)
MAC S 1Mb x8(120ns)

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

CRYSTALS
1000MHz S3 25
18432MHz 325
2000MHz
225
2097152MHz 225
24576MHz 225
3000MHz
225
32768MHz 225
3579MHz
225
4000MHz
225
4032MHz
225
5000MHz ... 225

50688MHz S2 25 15 000MHz
6000MHz
225 16 000MHz .
6144MHz
225 18 000MHz
65536MHz 225 18 432MHz
8000MHz
225 20 000MHz
9000MHz
225 22 1184MHz
10 000MHz 225 24 000MHz
11 000MHz 225 36 000MHz
12 000MHz 225 48 (ODMHz
13 000MHz 275 32 7684Hz

52 25
225
225
225
225
225
225
225
225
150

OSCILLATORS
1OCIOMHz $550 6500MHz S5 50 16 000MHz 550
18432MHz . 550 7168MHz
550 10 257MHz 550
2000MHz
550 8000MHz
530 18 000MHz 550
24576MHz 5509 000MHz
550 18 432MHz 550
2500MHz .. 550 10 000MHz 550 19 6608MHz 550
36964MHz 550 11000MHz 550 20 000MHz 550
400014Hz
550 12 00014Hz 550 22003MHz 550
491520MHz 550 12 500MHz 550 24 000MHz 550
5000MHz
550 14 318MHz 550 24 576MHz . 550
50688MHz .. 550 15 000MHz 550 37 250M111 550
6ODOMHz
550 15 360MHz 550 43 200MHz 550
6144MHz
550 15 758MHz 550

CONNECTORS
62PIN ST (PC/XT) $1.95 50PIN W/W ( Apple) 450
5ONN ST (Apple) 2.50 62PIN ST AT(
495

EXTENDER CARDS
APPLE
5103

$14.95 IBM PC
24 95 IBM AT

624 95
34.95

PHOTO CARDS
APPLE
5100

$12.95 IBM PC
19.95 IBM AT

524 95
34 95

DIP SWITCH
1POSITION
2POSTION
3POSTION
4POSTION
5POSTION
6POSTION

549
59
.69
69
79
79

7POSTION
8POSTION
9POSTION
10 POSTION
12 POSTION

89
89
1.29
129
149

ECONO ZIFS

6502 SERIES

$2.95
4.95
455

16 PINZIF
24 PINZIF

$150 40 PINZIF
3.95 64 PINZIF

$695

9.95

TEXTOOL ZIFS
16 PINZIF
24 PINZIF
28 PINZIF

84.50 40 PINZIF
5.95 64 PINZIF
8.95

$995
1795

IC TEST CLIPS
14 PIN
16 PIN
24 PIN

$3.95 40 PIN
3.95 64 PIN
12.95 68 PLCC

$19.95
39.95
69.95

LCC SOCKETS
68 PIN .
84 PIN

$14.95 103 PIN
$22.95
19 95
cat hoe mom-

Since 1976. The Nation's
TOP Computer Supplier

800-366-3227 • 714-558-8813

BYTE • JULY 1988

$1.95
1.95
195
595
6.95
195
1.95
295
2.95
295
4.25
24.95
4.95
4.95

680'20/16MHz $24995
69450
49.95
68881/12MHz
17995
68881/16MHz
219.95

for Fast Service
Order by Phone!

342

8169
199
1.99
4.99
6.99
4.99
9.95

8000 SERIES

NEW PHONE FOR ALL USA

Retail: 1310-8 E. Edinger. Santa Ana, CA 92705

$4.95
4.95
4.95
4.99
2.99
3.99
199

BIPOLAR PROMS/PALS
825123
$ 1.29 745189
825126
1.29 745287
825129
1.99 745288
825137
2.99 745471
825181 ,
7.99 745472
825191
11.99 PAL 1618
745188
1.29 PAL 2018

= * Advanced Computer Products. Inc.
Mail Order: P.O. Boo 17329 Irvine. CA 92713

$4.95
7.95
7.95
13.75
24.95
24.95
16.95
19.95
49.95
19.95
19.95
19.95
24.95
1995
795
19.95

68000 SERIES

IC SOCKETS
SOLDERTAIL
8PINL/ P.. 6.10
14P1NL/P ... 12
16PINL/P ... 12
18PINL/P ... 16
20PINL/P ...20
22PINL/P ...22
24PINL/P ...25
28PINL/P ...27
40PINL/P ...29
48PINL/P ...99
64PINL/P 2.49
HI RES
HR85/T
5.39
HR14S/T....49

CD4001
CD4002
CD4007
C0400(1
CD4009
CD4010
CD4011
CD4012
CD4013
CD4016

800-FONE ACP

•S25 00 Mmimum MAIL ORDER
OUR POLICY
•No Surcharge for VISA or Mastercard
•Volume purchasing agreements avadable • Orders subiecl to avallabdIty
•PricIng tabledtto Crd, ,olout noce • Supply hmlned on cerium tears
•ACP Halal' gore pp, ' vary Not responsrble for lypos
•L,mded warrantles.c..
ondi bons may apply

Call for our NEW 1988 Catalog...
Circle O on Reader .Sereice Card

ACP's Break thru Prices!!
Since 1976... The Nation's TOP Computer Supplier
Purchase

We made atruckload purchase tram the factory
and while the supply lasts we are offering them at

CLOSEOUTS IQui3141

this unbelievable price

sale

MEMORY LOSS?
Don't feel like the Lone Ranger

3tt9

memory, ACP sells more Memory Upgrade
IC's than other other mail order

Quantum

New! RAY-0-VACI3
Introductory
Price

PC COMPATIBLE CARDS
ACP Advanced CardeIBM
Monographics/HGAwprint port
ColoftraPlues wpm« Port
SuperEGA.Genoa compabble
SuperVGA.1024,768
Diamond Motu 1/0.2s.P.O.UKT
XT Six Pak compatible/OK
XT 286 Accelerator card
XT Hub I/O welloppy contr
XT dual FICOPY emlftee'
XT Serial I/O card
XT/AT Parallel I/O Card
AT Serial I/O card
XT/AT Gante adapter Pon
XT/AT EPROM programmer
AT 3.5Mb w/Multi I/O. OK
AT SuperMULTI I/0w TloPPY
PS/2 Mulb I/0 .
POPS Floppy controller 14Mb
HP Laserpet 1Mb Ram Card
MOTHERBOARDS
XT Turbo wtEllOS. 8MHz
XT Turbo w/BIOS. 10MHz
AT 286
w/BIOS 10MHz
AT Baby w/BIOS. 12MHz
AT 386 &BIOS. 16MHz

55.
55.
169.
339139
89.
269.
69.
29.
29
29.
39
29.
149.
199.
119.
99.
89.
349

89
99.
289
299.
1499.

HA RO WARE
AST Research
Xformer286. 512K. tOMHz
Advantage 2/386.rnod 80.1M0
Advantage 2/286,PS/2.0K
Advantage Premium 286.512K
Rampage 2,286.PS/2.512K
Rampage 286. 512K
AST Sixpakplus. OK
API Technologies
EGA Wonder 800
VGA/VIP
2400etc int. Modem wilaNP-5
GENOA
Super EGA
Super VGA

699.
725.
349389.
499.
489.
119.

4949.
39.
89.
119.
33.
89.

LIGHTGATE
Felix for PC0(17AT
LOGITECH
Bus Mouse PC/XT/AT
Serial Mouse PC/XT/AT
Serial Mouse PS2

159.
99.
99.
99.

MICROSOFT
Bus Mouse w/PC Paintbrush
Senal Mouse w/PC Paintbrush
Sena PS2 w/PC Paintbrush
MSC Technologies
PC Mouse serial PC/ST/AT
PS/2 Mouse renal
PC Mouse bus PC/XT/AT
SUMMAGRAPHICS
SummaSketch

105.
105.
118.
98.
98.
98.
44 0.

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
SONY
31f7Miero Floppy 144Mb
TEAC
55BV 360K Flopo) ,PC ,XT/A1
TOSHIBA AMERICA
FD04403 31/2« Micro 760K
31/7 Micro 144Mb WM
90042360K FloPPYPC ,XT
11504E- G360K Floppy AT gray
91)01301.0 12Mb AT gray

149.
89.
129.
139
84.
84.
110.

HARO DISK DRIVES
199.
319.
188.
call.
call.

GULFSTREAM
EZ.FAX Board w/software
1188.
HERCULES
Color Card/ CGA
149.
Graphics Card Plus
174.
INTEL
Inboard 386/PC to 386
888.
Inboard 386/AT to 386
1059.
Above Board 2.PS/2 mod50/60 299.
Above Board 286.AT.512K
329.
Atom Board PS6286,model 30
349.
8087 ( 5MHz)
102.
8087-1 ( 10MHz) PS2
205.
8087.2 (8MHz)
158.
80287-6 (6MHz) .
185.
80287-8 ( 13MHZ)
255.
60287-10 (
10MHz)
309.
80387.16 (
16M10)
549.
80387-20 ( 20MHz)
799.
ORCHID Technology
Tiny Turbo 286 REouCEDt
289.
Designer VGA Board
299.
RAMOUEST 50/PS/2. 2Mb
699.
PARADISE
Autoswftch 480
199.
VGA Plus
299.
OUA DRAM
Ouad386XT
Prosyne(640x480752x4101
MKroteerli puller wharf
Ouadsprint AT accelleralor
Lberty EMS XT card OK
Sher Ouadboard. Supak comp
VIDEO 7
VEGA Deluxe
Vega VGA

Direct replacement for real time clocks. AT/286 386

Mach Ill JoystKk-IBM
Mach Ill Joystx Apple
Garnecard Ill
KETTRONICS
68101 101key/AT
KB.5151 84key deluxe
KRAFT
IBM PC/XT/AT Joystrck
Mouse PC/ST/AT serial

747.
269.
239.
98.
98.
98.
199.
299.

INPUT DEVICES
Advanced PC Keyboards
5160 84key XT/ATswrIchable
5161 101key XT/ATsyntchable

59
79.

CH Product.
Mach II Joystick IBM
Mach II JoystKk.Appie

39
39

MICROPOLIS
1333A 53Mb Full M., 30ms.
1335 85Mb Full M,65ms

649
849

MINISCRIBE
389.
3650 43Mb Half ht,61ms
649
6053 53M0 Full ht ,28ms
849
6085 85Mb Full lit .28ms
299
8438 38Mb Half ht..65rns FIL
PLUS Development
Plus20 Hawn). 20M0.49ms
549.
Plus«) Hardcard 401)4139ms
719.
SEAGATE
ST225 25Mb.65ms w/WD cont 299.
ST138 38Mb NewI 31,2
call.
ST238 38k4b.65ms vr/WE) FILL
398.
ST251 51Mb.40ms
449.
5T251-1 51Mb.28ms.
499.
ST4038 38M0.40ms.neouceo, 469.
514096 96M1).28msurenucerft 799.
WESTERN DIGITAL
FilecardPS30 PS/2m04 25/30
Friecard30
1006RAH Contr 11
iMerleave
10038011 Controller 910./AT
1003WA2 Floppy/Hard/AT
1002.27X Controller RLL/XT
1002 Wei Coriroller

389.
449.
199.
187.
149.
98.
89.

BACKUP DEVICES
ALPHA MICRO
VCR Video tape backup card

349.

!OMEGA
Bernoulli 20Mb 51,4 Internal
945.
Bernoulli dual20M0 5114 en
1699.
Bernoulb due120Mb red
1895
Tri pal 20Mb cartridge 51 4
189.
Tir pal 20Mb cartrIdge. 8'
255.
PC3B Adapter card PC/XT/AT 189.
PS4 AdapterPS/2mod 50.6380 299.
IRWIN
12005
1106 XI/AT
XT 2014b
10Mb
backupOnt)..
backuplint)

369.
199

145C AT 40M0 backuphnt)
245P Pstd 401A0 backup

499.
479.

TALLGRASS Technelogres
102(k AT 20Mb backup( Intl
11121) XT 20Mb backuPlinh
1040 AT 40Mb backuphnt)
1049 X' 40MO backuphnt)
Call /Or Fal.nrai lflch,gt

338.
338.
599.
599.

COMPUTERS
Advanced 306 Clones
Adyanced386 16base system
Advanced386.16 w40Mb
Advanced386'16w50Mb
Advenced 286 Clones
Advaneed286/10base system
Advanced286/10 0/20Mb
Advanced286,10 0/40M0
Advanced XT Clone.
AdvancedXT base system
AdyancedMrX1wmono20Mb
call for opoona & derma_
AST Research
Premum286Model140 41)Mb
Premium Workstation
Premum3136Mode1340 40Mb
call fora', AST modal....
COMPAQ
PortableIll MoON20
Deskpro286 Mode120
Deskpro386 Morte140
Portable3136 ModN40
EPSON
Equity I.
Equity II.
Epudy Ill.

Circle 6on Reader Service Card

849.
1099.
1299.
489.
999.

2995.
2195.
4699.

call.
call.
call.
call.

call.
cell.
call.

NEC
Mulbspeed EL backlit LCD
Multispeed HD 20Mb
SHARP
4501 Laptog single floppy
4502 dual hoppy 640K
4520 Laptop, 20Mb
PC7100 Portable. 20Mb
PC7221 Portable286. 20Mb
TOSHIBA
T1000 LaP101) see 1OPPY
T1100. dual nappy
11200 Laptop, 20Mb
13105 Laplop286 20Mb
T3200 286 full keybc1,40M0
05100 386 EGA, 40M0

call.
call.
699.
1295.
2195.
2195.
2895.
749.

1420.
2395.
2995.
3995.
4995.

NETWORKS
3COM
Ethernet card
Ethernet II card

399.
399.

WESTERN DIGITAL
StarLan/Novell staner kit
1077.
(network for less Inv 5408/node)
Ethernet Plus adapter board
239.
V‘aNet LAN software
120.
Starhub
329.
MODEMS
Advanced MODEMS
1200bate vesoftware(unt)
1200baud External
1200baud Pocket MODEM
2400baud wisoftwareliM)
2400baud External

79.
89.

ea.

149.
159.

HAYES
Smartmodlem 12006 wswOnt)
Smanmodem 1200 External
Smartmodem 24006 wisw(int)
Smanmodem 2400 External
MIGENT
Pocket MODEM 1200
PROMETHEUS
2400G External
24008/2 wisothvare ( let)
2400PS P5/2 w/softwarelint)
12008/2 wisoftware let sale ,

299.
299.
447.
447.
129.
199.
149.
299.
79.

AMDEK
VIDEO 3100 12 amber TTL
410.4 12" amber go or Whrte
1280 13/ grapnics(12804800)
LaserDrive CD ROMwalec soft
IBM MONITORS
8503 12" Mono(640X4801
8512 14' Color analog

for Fast Service
Order by Phone!

9.3.
153,
799.
899.
228.
527.

Ilr '«packPuomr>M1ble
Ouadram Silver Board. OK

• Llberty Card, EMS, os

• 1200 Baud Internal Modem
with software

PLEASE BEAR WITH US...as the market

8513 12' EC/)640.480)
8514 16' Hi-res/1024x7681
MAGNAVOX
Mubsce le mulbrnode
EGA 14' wnarn&amber switch
CGA 12006m
TTL Mono 17 gm or amber
NEC
Moll/sync II le TTUanabg
Mulfisync Plus 15 VG/VEGA
Muthsyne XL 201102447681
Monograph sys ( 102441024)
SAMSUNG/LIT
Rescreen 17 amber TTL
Mono 12 amber TTL
CGA 14 RGB Color
EGA 14' EGA/CGA Color
SONY
CPE11302 13" Weiser coo'
CP01303 13 EGA
WYSE
WY30 14' lemma!
WY50 14 terminal
WY60 14' terminal ASCII

595.
1395.
599.
399.
288.
89.
595.
945.
2275.
1555.
99.
88.
288.
395.
693
569.
349.
419.
519.

OICONICSICODAK
150P Portable pnntenpar)
300P w,ande carnagefear)

339.
539.

EPSON
LX800 80column. 186/pe
199.
E5800 FX286e.FX86e.L0850.
L01050.L01000
call.
ACP , slull line Epson dealer
HEWLETT PACKARD
Laseret Senes II
Desket ease, quality
Scarlet named scanner
IBM PRINTERS
ProPnnter II 2400Es
Propnnter 024 240cps 240,1
Propnnter XL24,240cps 24prri
NEC
P2200. 24pini360060i1P1
P565XL Color.100cpsNLO
P560 Pinwrder 65CesNLO
LC890 Silentverter Laser
OKIDATA
ML393.180cpsNLO
ML182., parallel
ML192., parallel
ML193.. parallel
Lasenme 6tree IBM RI /
PANASONIC
1«.P101311, 160cps draft oar
KX-P10911.192cps draltpar
KX-P1092i. 240cps draft.132
KAP1524. 24pin, 80cpsNLO
SEIKOSHA
SL80A1, 24pin
SLI30A1. 24prn
SBP10A1, 18pin. 80(bps
SK3000A1. 9pin. 300CPS.S'e
SK3005A1. 9pin, 300cps,132
TOSHIBA
P32101_ 24pm, 216/Ps
P341SL, 24p,e,2160p5
P351SX,Icolor add $ 179)
Pageteer 12. High volume

1699.
695.
1549.
435.
635.
835,

1095,
599 ,
3649.
995.
245.
319.
469.
1399.
185.
198.
339.
495.
366.
749.
3299.
399.
499.

• Sharp PC5000 Portable

Sale 24E.
•eelte,::°,;ree.Cuotn, 29E.

System Saver Ile
System Saver 1105
Pnnter Muffler, 80column

69.
119.
39.

MICROCOMP. ACCESSORIES
51,4* %Mop DIskefte Ede
29.
31/2" Rolltop Diskette He
22.
Pc Vacuum Cleaner
39.
CRT Valet ( 12417)
119.
Underdesk Keyboard Drawer
49.
FLIP re' FILE
FNF MinIXT,100 51/4'.smoke . 10.
ENE MicroXT.100 31/7.smoke
11.
FNF Maxi.50 8'. smoke
15.
FNF Mcro.25 31/2'. smoke
a.
Unwersal Printer Stand
9.
DISKETTES-lifetime warranty
51
,
4' D5rDD Darkanes PC ,XT3601(
Maxell M02-0 .
11.
Verbatim Datable DS/DD
12.
Frei MO20
11.
AtNanced Comm w/pLastx box
8.
5r 135 no Apr, Pemba, ATI 2Mb
Make' M02.00
23.
Verbatim DataldeHD
23.
Full MD2HD
22.
3 In . lign Denary Dakar, 44Mtd
Mabel'
49.
Verbatim Datable
49.
49.
Sorry
49.
PRINTER BUFFERS
Advanced 64K parallel buffer
129.
Advanced 645 AB buffer
169.
SWITCH BOXES
Advanced 2- position AB 3636
Advanced 2-positen AB. 2525
Advanced par/ser converter
Advanced Ser'Par converter
BuffaioSX PC share ( up to 7,
LogKal Connection 2566
INTEL LICOM
Longlink.Paree
Longlink-Senal
OuicklInk-Par to Ser 64K
Oucklink.Par to Par-64K
Mesalink-4prt Butl-Par A Ser

29.
29.
69.
69.
499.
499.
199.
199
149.
149.
299

TRIPPLITE
Isobara surge supe 0/4 Outlets
59.
Isobar8 surge SuPd ve8 Wets
69.
Line Condruoner 0,4 outlets
149.
Backup Power Supply. 45Clor .
399.
575.
Backup Power supply. 675«
Backup Power Supply. 1000,0
999.
BekuPPOwer Supply. 2000w
1299.
GOLDSTAR DVIA/SCOPES
DM 6135.3 5DVM
49.95
DM 6235.3.5 DIN
52.95
DM 6335.3 5DOM
59.95
DM 6133.3 5DVM
59.95
OS-7020-20MHz Scope
419.
OS7040-40MHz Scope
699
MEMORY UPGRADES
64K or 256K Upgradestsel of 9)
IMO SIMMS on Rain s

call.
call.

579.
699.
1099.
call.

ncp not copy protected
cp.COpy protected
ALDUS-mop
Pagernaker/IBM
Pagemaker/MAC
Freehand/MAC

499.
379.
call.

HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
DMP41 or 42
2399.
DMP51 or 52
3099.
SCANCAD
2499.
DMP56A
4399.
ROLAND
DXY880, 8pen AB size
1088.
DXY980
1488.

ALPHA SOFTWARencp
Advanced Keyworksl 0
Alpiwthreel 0

175.
232.

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
P15 Power Director
89.
P25 4outlet stand alone
62.
F20 Print Saver
289.
0200 PC Data Display Module
888.
KENSINGTON
Masterpece Power Center
98.
108
Masterpiece Plus

NEW PHONE FOR ALL USA

800-FONE ACP
800-366-3227 • 714-558-8813

sale

• Onualtel 1200 Baud Modem
2 serial parallel gamesoftware
sale 1La.

SOI TWARE

F'1.0 TIERS

Equity I.

98.
98.
sale 98.
sale 699.
sale 79.
sale 149.
sale

• Diablo 620 Printer

SELLING Chips?
Call us, we're buying.

ACCESSORIES

MONITORS

•°
,",°.°J.r.g"Ideri."
• EPSON

price, but we are getting them.

320

5 1/4" Diskettes

us up a wall,. We can't get them at the right

PRINTERS
call.
call.
call.

HYUNDAI
Hyunde286
HYPodeXT
Hyundai PC LAN Terrnme

*Advanced Computer Products. Inc.
Mail Order: P.O. Box 17329 Irvine, CA 92713
Retail: 1310-9 E. Edinger. Santa Ana. CA 92705

1795.
2195.
2495.

0
/
1:1D

supplier...Butt...the present shortage is driving

price comes down our price wilt come down.

AT Replacement
Lithium Battery

Unformatted. ems. peried or 286 rS 386 AT'S

ACP... famous since 1976 for
delivering the Best Deals!!

995

• Eià 1:
bOo

•

we are also suffering from loss of

42.6Mb

A IVIDEiC
EPSON

Special

Quantum Theory!

AMER. SMALL DUSINESS-ncp
Design CAD 3D 30
168.
ANSA
Paradox vl 1
329.
Paradox 020 wrFNISAF EMS
424.

Turbo C15
Reed 114
Ouattro
Eureka
BRODERBUND-op
PM Shoe
Greeters Library 1or 2
Toy Slop
Memory Mate 20-ncp
COMPUSERVE
Subsenernon Ial
Graders Online Encydopedu

69.
99.
149.
99.
40.
23.
37.
45.
29,
34.

COMPUTER ASSOCIATES-ncp
Supereak evil
:
139.
Supenamect Plus Y3 0
,
139.
CROSSTALK COMM-nee
Crosstalk XVI v3 61
Crosstalk MK4 01 01
139.
DAC SOFTWARE-nee
DAC Easy Light Al 0
.
49.
DAC Easy ACCOunfing e2 0
89.
DIGITAL RESEARCH-nee
GEM Draw plus v2 01
' 85.
GEM Desktop Puddler
70.
EXECUTIVE SYSTEMS-mop
)(TREE v20
45.
)(TREE Professional v1.0
69.
FUNK SOFTWARE-mop
Sideways v3 2
InWord vl 0
5th GENERATION-ncp
Fastback Plus
FOX SOFTWARE
Foxbase , vngle user
GENERIC-flop
Generic CADO 30
LIFETREE-ncp
Volkswrner 3Plus
Total Word vl 0
LOTUS
Hal
Lotus 123/Hal Bundle
Manuscret

42.
59.
39.
220.
65.
160.
259.
99.
call.
3.49.

MECA op
Marbe0 your Morley Tobas
MICROL Y ICS
Gofer
wocne
MICROPRO-nee
Wordstar Protessanal Rel 4
WOrdStar 2000 Re 3

269.
15a.

MICRORIM-nce
R BASE 5000
RBase SystemV

369.
4E2

MICROSOFT-nee
Wnclems 386
Windows 203
0ockColO
Quick BASIC
Word v4 0
Excel v2 0/AT

133.
66.
69.
69.
219.
319.

NORTON- flop
Utildres 40
Commander
Gudeslassem.C.bas. Al pascal)
PAPERBACK SOFTWARE
VP Planner sae ,
VP Expert

1:f9.
40.
es.

69.
44.
5...

SURPASS SOFTWARE- nee
SLIM= v10
29,
SYMANTEC-ncp
08)1)/20
0 & AWrde
Grand View
TRAVELING SOFTWARE
...aerial, PIUS

ASHTON TA TE-ncp
dBesel plus 11
Rapdhe 12
Munimate Advant3gell 10
Applause Presentation pkg

422.
219.
275.
call.

TURNER HALL.ncp
SW ,Plus
Nolen Plusnotus123 '
,ores,
Cambridge Spreadsheet Anls1
4word 1123 Wordproossing)
XEROX
Ventura

BORLAND-nce
snobb, eta
Sideek 1 ° sale ,old vers
' rbo BASrC 10
1,ubo PASCAL 40

139.
19.
69.
69.

WORDPERFECT-ncp
WorePerteet . 50
Woteeetert eerao, el 1
WordPertect Execute.e
DeaPertect v2 0

215_
139_
171
8E.
65.
55.
75
65
499.
240
65.
125
299

• $25 00 Mamie) MAIL ORDER
OUR POLICY
• No Surcharge lor VISA or Mastercard
•Volume purchasing agreements available • Orders subject to avadabildy
• Pricin_g subject to change without notice • Supply lenlited on certain dens
•ACP Retell store priang may vary Not responsible for typos
•I
earraoeee eod rtsrer -N-ft6 ors - a, urn,

Call for our NEW 1988 Catalog...
JULY 1988 • BYTE
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JDR Microdevices
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P

Complete customer satisfaction... superior service.. friendly, knowledgeable personnel
quality merchandise...providing the best values in leading edge technology.

HIGH-TECH
SPOTLIGHT

STATIC RAMS
2112
2114
21141.-2
TMM2016-100
HM8116-4
HM6116-3
HM6116LP•4
14M6116LP-3
HM6116LP-2
PIM6284LP-15
HM8264LP-12
HM43256LP-15
HM432561.11-12
HM43256LP-10

2564
102444
102444
20484
204848
20484
204848
20484
2048.8
81924
81924
32768.8
327684
32768.8

( 45Ons)
2.113
( 4 50.4)
. 99
( 200n4)(LOIN POWER)
149
11001131
1.95
1200n.11CM051
329
( 150ns/ICM05(
3.95
( 200n4)(CMOSHLP)
4.29
Il5Ons)(CMOSXIP)
4.95
( 12Ons/ICMOSI(LP)
148
( 150n4)(CMOSHLPI
4.49
112Ons)(CM05)(13))
AIM
( 15011411CMOS(ILPI
1233
( 120n4)(CMOSIILPI
14.93
110Onsl(CMOS)(LP)
11293

1Ma EPROMS

• 128K x8ORGANIZATION • 200 NS
•CMOS DESIGN
rerEurrwimrerwerm

FOR Lvvir rvvymn

MN ARRANGEMENT

DYNAMIC RAMS
4116.250
1638441
4116-200
16384.1
4116-150
16384.1
4116-120
1638441
NIK4332
32768.1
4164.150
65536.1
4164-120
65536.1
MC1186665
65536.1
16854164
65536.1
4184- REFRESH 6553641
188$4416
163844
41128-150
131072.1
T8854464 15
65536.4
41256-150
262144.1
41256.120
262144.1
41256.100
262144.1
HM51258.100 262144.1
1 M6.120
1048576.1
1 81113. 100
1048576.1

(
250nt
48
( 200nt
.83
(
15Ons
.99
1.43
( 12Ons
(
20Ons
6.95
115Ons
2.89
( 12Ons
3.13
I200nt
195
( 15Ons
195
( 15Ons (PIN 1 REFRESH) 2.55
( 15Orts
3.75
( 15Ons
583
( 150n.
735
( 150nt
12.45
( 12Ons
12 93
( 100.
13.45
( 100nt (CMOS)
5.35
( 12Ons
34.95
( 10Ons
37.95

8000

8200

8031
395
8035
1 49
8039
1 95
8052AH BASH: 34 95
8080
249
8085
1 95
8086
649
8088
5 99
8088-2
795
8155
249
8155 2
395
8741
9.95
8748
795
8749
995
8755
14 95

8203
8205
8212
8216
8224
8228
8237
8237 5
8243
8250
8251
8251A
8253
8253 5
8255

1095
329
1 49
149
225
225
395
4 75
1 95
695
1 29
1 69
1 59
1 95
149

8255-5
8259
8259.5
8257
8272
8274
8275
8279
8279-5
8282
8283
8284
8286
8287
8288

1 59
1 95
229
225
439
095
1695
249
295
395
395
225
395
395
095

EPROMS
2708
2716
2716-1
TFAS2532
2732
2732A
2732A-2
27C64
2764
2764-250
2764-200
MCM68766
27128
27C256
27256
27512
27C512

10244
145Ons)(25V)
495
20484
145OnsM25V1
3.49
20484
1350ns/125111
3.95
4096.8 ( 450ns)(25V/
5 95
40964 ( 45Ons)(25V)
3.95
40984 ( 25Ons)121V)
3.95
409648 ) 200n4I(21V) •. 25
819248
1250..(112.5V CMOS) 4.95
81924
1450nsI(12.5V)
3.49
81924
125Ons1112 51/)
369
81924 ( 2013ns)112.5V)
4.25
81924 ( 35Ons)(21V)(24 PIN) 15.95
1638448 ( 25Ons)(12 5V)
• 25
3276848 ( 250.14)(12.5V CMOS)
7.95
3276848
I250ns)(12.5V)
5.95
6553648
1250041(12 5V)
11 95
655364
1250ne)(12 5V CMOS) 12.95
A.V Progrern Vohage

MATH COPROCESSORS
8087
1111,

.

fq

6 MHz $ 17995
8 mil: $249.95

80287-10

80387-16
80387-20

îliv a

MIA
*
44

10 MHz $ 30995
16 MHz $ 499 .
95
20 MHz $ 79995
3

MEMORY PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE DUE TO
MARKET CONDITIONS PLEASE CALL TO CONFIRM PRICES.

5500

Z-80

1.0 MHz

2.5 MHz

6502
2 25
65CO2 ( CMOS) 7 95
6520
1 65
6522
2 95
6526
13 95
6532
595
6545
2 95
6551
295
2.041Hz
6502A
6520A
8522A
6532A
6545A
6551A

269
2 95
595
11 95
395
695

3.0 MHz
65028

425

DISK
CONTROLLERS

280 CPU

1 25

4.0 MHz
280/1
2110A
280A
280A
213041
280A
2130A
2130A

CPU
CTC
DART
DMA
PIO
SIO 0
SIO 1
SIO 2

1 29
1 69
595
595
1 89
5 95
5 95
5 95

6.0MHz
2808 CPU
28013 CTC
2800 PIO
28013 DART
2800 510 0
28013 510 2
28671 ¡( LOO

2 75
425
425
695
12 95
12 95
995

6800
1.0611ft
6800
6802
6803
6809
6809E
6810
6820
6821
6840
6843
6844
6845
6847
6850
6883

195
2.95
3.95
2.95
295
195
295
1 25
3.95
495
695
275
475
195
22 95

CLOCK
CIRCUITS
MM58167
MM58174
MSM5832

995
995
295

BIT RATE
GENERATORS
MC14411
13R1941
4702
COM8116

995
495
995
895

2.11 MHz
68900
68802
68809E
68809
68821
68845
68850
68000

295
395
549
599
1 85
4.95
1 75
9.95

INTERSIL
ICL7106
ICL7107
ICL7660
ICL8038
1CM720711
ICM7208

995
10.95
1 99
3 85
5.95
15.95

1771
1791
1793
1795
1797
2791
2793
2797
8272
UPD765
M88876
MI38877
1691
2103
9216

495
995
995
12 95
12 95
19 95
19 95
29 95
039
0 39
12 95
12 95
695
695
629

LIARTS
AY5 1013
AY3 1015
TR1602
2651
IM6402
IM6403
INS8250
NS16050

395
495
395
495
395
995
695
10 9b

MISC.
ADC0804
299
ADC0809
385
DAC0800
329
DAC0808
1 95
DACI022
595
MC140818
I 95
8128
1 29
8197
59
OP8304
229
9334
1 75
9368
285
9602
69
ULN2003
79
MAX232
795
MC3470
1 95
MC3487
295
AY5-3600 PRO 11 95

PALS

V 20 SERIES
V20 .
SMH.
895
V20 .
8 FAH.
10 95
V20 . 10 MH.
12 95
V30
8 Mli.
13 95
•Reoliaces 8088 to
weed up PC 11340°,

CRYSTALS
32 768 KHz
1.0 RAM:
1.8432
20
2.4576
3.579545
4.0
5.0
5.0688
6.0
6.144
8.0
10.0
10.738635
12.0
14.31818
160
18.0
18.432
20.0
22.1184
24.0
32.0

95
295
265
195
1 95
195
195
195
195
1.95
195
195
195
1 95
195
1.95
195
195
195
195
195
195
195

SCILLATORS
1 OMAYEE
1 8432
2.0
2.4576
2.5
4.0
5.0688
60
6 144
8.0
10.0
12.0
16.0
18.432
20.0
4.0

595
595
595
5.95
595
495
495
495
495
4.95
495
495
4.95
4.95
495
495

1618
16R8
1686
16R4

$2 95
52.95
S2 95
$2 95

74F/745
74100
74102
74104
74108
74110
74E32
74164
74174
74186
741138
741139
741253
741157
741240
74500
74502
74504
74508
74510
74532
74574
74586
745112
745124
745138
745153
745157
745158
745163
745175
745195
745240
745241
745244
745280
745287
745288
745299
745373
745374
745471
745571

16
18
17
18
16
18
18
18
16
22
22
26
39
26
17
22
22
23
26
17
18
28
26
26
39
75
85
17
29
24
29
29
49
49
22
39
49
39
49
34
36

35
35
35
35
35
35
55
39
55
79
79
89
89
1 29
29
29
29
35
29
35
49
35
50
275
79
79
79
95
1 29
79
149
1 49
1 49
1 49
1 95
169
1 69
295
1 69
1 69
495
295

7400
7400
7402
7404
7406
7407
7408
7410
7411
7414
7416
7417
7420
7430
7432
7438
7442
7445
7447
7473
7474
7475
7476
7483
7485
7486
7489
7490
7493
74121
74123
74125
74150
74151
74153
74154
74157
74159
74161
74164
74166
74175
74367

BYTE • JULY 1988

29
45
49
2 75
39
39
39
49
39
39
39
99
99
99
39
39
149
59
49
36
29
29
39
49
39
49
65
95
95
49
39
39
49
69
69
69
69
59
59
59
69

7415241
69
7415242
69
7415243
69
7415244
69
/ 415245
79
7415251
49
7415253
49
7415257
39
7415258
49
7415259
1 29
7415260
49
7415266
39
7415273
79
7415279
39
7415280
198
7415283
59
7415290
89
7415293
89
7415299
149
7415322
395
7415323
249
7415365
39
7415367
39
7415368
39
7415373
79
7415374
79
7415375
95
7415377
79
7415390
1 19
7415393
79
7415541
1 49
7415624
1 95
7415640
99
7415645
99
7415670
89
7415682
320
7415688
240
7415783 2295
25152521
280
261531
195
261532
195

LINEAR

19
19
19
29
29
24
19
25
49
25
25
19
19
29
29
49
69
89
34
33
45
35
50
59
35
215
39
35
29
49
45
1 35
55
55
149
55
1 65
69
85
1 00
89
65

TL071
69
1M567
79
TL072
1 09
14E570
295
TL074
1 95
96592
98
TL082
99
LM723
49
TL084
1 49
LM733
98
LM301
34
LM741
29
LM3093
1 25
LM747
69
LM311
59
MC1330
169
LM311H
89
MC1350
1 19
LM317K
349
LM1058
35
1M3177
69
LM1088
49
1M318
149
11311089
49
LM319
125
LM1496
85
LM320 see7900
ULN2003 . 79
LM3231(
349
X112206
395
LM324
34
882211
295
LM331
395
LM2917
1 95
LNI334
1 19
CA3046
89
LM335
179
CA3146
129
LM336
1 75
MC3373
1 29
LM338K
4 49
MC3470
1 95
LM339
59
MC3480
895
LM340 see7800
MC3487
2 95
LM3900
49
L1353
59
L1356
99
LM3911
225
11357
99
LM3909 . 98
1M358
59
LM3914
189
LM380
89
MC4024
349
LM383
1 95
MC4044
3 99
LM386
89
RC4136
1 25
LM393
45
RC4558
69
LNI394H
595
1M13600
1 49
TL494
420
75107
149
TL497
325
75110
195
1116555
29
75150
1 95
146556
49
75154
1 95
146558
79
75188
1 25
146564
I 95
75189
1 25
LM565
95
75451
39
LM566
1 49
75452
39
14E590
250
75477
1 29
H TO 5 CAN. K TO 3. T TO 220

CMOS/HIGH SPEED CMOS
4001
4011
4012
4013
4015
4016
4017
4018
4020
4021
4073
4024
4025
4027
4028
4040
4042
4044
4046
4047
4049
4050
4051
4052
4053
4060

19
19
. 25
35
. 29
. 29
49
. 69
. 59
. 69
25
49
25
39
65
69
. 59
. 69
69
. 69
. 29
. 29
. 69
. 69
69
. 69

JDR Microdevices and the JDR Microdevices logo are registered trademarks of JOR Microdevices. IBM, AT, PS/2 are trademarks ot
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7415112
7415122
7415123
7415124
7415125
7415126
7415132
7415133
7415136
7415138
7415139
7415145
7415147
7415148
7415151
7415153
7415154
7415155
7415156
7415157
7415158
7415160
7415161
7415162
7415163
7415164
7415165
7415166
7415169
7415173
7415174
7415175
7415191
7415192
7415193
7415194
741$195
7415196
7415197
7415221
7415240

$ 99.95

8 MHz $ 159.95
10 mHz $ 229.95

80287
80287-8

....14„..

N

5 MHz

8087-2
8087-1

74L500
741500
741501
741502
741.503
741504
741505
741508
741509
741510
741511
741512
741513
741514
741515
741520
741521
741522
741_527
741528
741.530
741532
741533
741537
741538
741542
741547
741548
741551
741573
741574
741575
741576
741583
741585
741586
741590
74/592
741593
741595
7415107
7415109

4066
29
4069 . 19
4070 . 29
4081 . 22
4093 . 49
14411
9.95
14433
14.95
14497
6.95
4503 . 49
4511 . 69
4518
85
4528
79
4538
95
4702
995
7414C00
21
74FICO2 . 21
74HCO4 . 25
74HCO8 . 25
74FICIO . 25
74HC14 . 35
74HC32
35
74HC74
35
7414C86
45
74HC138 . 45
74HCI39
45
7414C151 . 59

74HC154
74HC157
7411C244
7411C245
74HC273
74F1C373
74HC374
74HCTOO
74HCTO2
74HCTO4
74HCTO8
74HCT32
74FICT74
74FICT138
74FICT139
74HCT181
74HCT240
7414CT244
74FICT245
74HCT273
74HCT373
74FICT374
74HCT393
74HCT4017
74HCT4040
74HCT40130

I 09
55
. 85
85
89
. 55
. 69
25
. 25
. 27
25
. 27
. 45
. 55
. 55
79
. 89
89
99
99 1
99
. 99
. 99
1.19
99
1.49

International Business Machines.

Circle 134 on Reader Service Card

CAPACITORS
1.00
6.8
10
22

15V
15V
15V
15V

12
42
45
99

101. ,
22
33
47
100
220

50V 05
50V 05
50V 05
50V 05
50V . 05
50V 05

I Pi,
22
4.7
10

35V
35V
35V
35V

45
19
39
69

001e, 50V
005
50V
01
50V
05
50V
1
12V
1
50V

05
05
07
07
10
12

78051
78081
7812T
7815T
79051
79081
79121
7915T
7805K

DISC

49
49
49
49
59
.59
59
.59
1.59

WIREWRAP PROTOTYPE CARDS

SOLDER STATION

VOLTAGE
REGULATORS

TANTALUM

7812K
1.39
1.65
7905K
149
7912K
49
78L05
78L12
49
79105
69
79112
1.49
LM323K
6.95
4.79
LM338K

FR-I EPDXY GLASS LAMINATE WITH GOLD PLATED EDGE-CARD FINGERS
SILK SCREENED LEGENDS MOUNTING BRACKETS INCLUDED

•ADJUSTABLE HEAT SETTING
WITH 11P TEMPERATURE
READOUT
• REPLACEMENT TIPS

1

AVAILABLE $ 2.95

49.95

MONOLITHIC
.olo

50V . 14 . 1a1
.04701 50V
15
47//,

50V
50V

AXIAL

RADIAL
25V
14
50V . 11
SOV
11
35V
13
16V
15
35V 20
25V
30
16V
70
25V 1 45

1a,
10
22
47
100
470
1000
2200
4700

50V
14
50V
16
16V
14
50V
19
35V
19
50V 29
16V 29
16V
70
16V 1 25

BYPASS CAPACITORS
.0164 CERAMIC DISC 100 $ 5 00

SIP
SIP
DIP
DIP
DIP
DIP

10 PIN
8 PIN
16 PIN
16 PIN
14 PIN
14 PIN

9 RESISTOR
7 RESISTOR
8 RESISTOR
15 RESISTOR
7 RESISTOR
13 RESISTOR

CAN BE SNAPPED APART TO
MAKE ANY SIZE HEADER.
ALL WITH 1" CENTERS

32 BIT PROTOTYPE CARD
16 BIT CARD WITH I0 DECODING LAYOUT

69 95
49 95

JDR-PR16PK
JDR-PRI6V

PARTS KIT FOR JDR-PRI6 ABOVE
16 BIT CARD FOR VIDEO APPLICATIONS

15 95
39 95

JOR-PR10

16 BIT CARD WITH I0 DECODING LAYOUT

JDR-PR1OPK

PARTS KIT FOR JDR-PRIO ABOVE

FOR AT

IBM-PRI
IBM-PR2

69
59
1 09
109
99
99

t

L

WITH + 5V AND GROUND PLANE
AS ABOVE WITH I/O DECODING LAYOUT

EXTENDER CARDS

la

DESCRIPTION

ORDER BY

CONTACTS
10

20

26

34

40

50

11314.8

.82

1.29

1.68

2.20

2.58

3.24

RIGHT ANGLE SOLDER HEADER

ICON.»

.115

1.35

1.76

2.31

2.72

3.39

WIREWRAP HEADER

1014.1Y

1.86

2.98

3.84

4.50

5.28

6.63

ID11x$1101

2.05

3.28

4.22

4.45 14.80

7.30

RIGHT ANGLE WIREWRAP HEADER

I

RIBBON HEADER SOCKET

IDS.

.63

.89

.95

1.29

11.49

1.69

RIBBON HEADER

IDIAsug

---

5.50

6.25

7.00

7.50

8.50

RIBBON EDGE CARD

IDE.

.85

1.25

1.35

1.75

2.05

2.45

RC.
1.60 3.20 4.10 5 40 /6.40
10' GREY RIBBON CABLE
FrIR nancRiNn INCiRlir THIAK SEE 11.glIRMINIATuRE CONNECTORS BELOW

7.50

ORDER BY

DESCRIPTION

100 TIE PIS.

2.95

630 TIE PTS.
1360 TIE PIS,

6.95
17.95

SOLDER CUP
RIGHT ANGLE PC SOLDER

15

19

25

37

50

MALE

DB.P

.45

.59

.69

.69

.1.35

1.85

FEMALE

DB$NS

.49

.69

.75

.75

1.39

2.29

011.PR

.49

.69

---

.79

2.27

-

MALE

WIREWR AP
UDC RIBBON CABLE
HOODS

.55

.85

.75

2.49

FEMALE

DB.SR

MALE
FEMALE

DEINONVIN

1.69

2.56

•-•

3.89

5.60

DII.SIPAY

2.76

4.27

.--

6.84

9.95

MALE

1DBx$P

1.39

1.99

-

2.25

4.25

FEMALE

IDB.S

1.46

2.05

---

2.35

4.49

METAL

MNOOD.

1.05

1.15

1.25

1.25

GREY

11100D.

. 39 .39

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS:
NSERT THE NUMBER OF CONTACTS IN THE POSITION MARKED
NUMBER LISTED
EXAMPLE A IS PIN RIGHT ANGLE
T

IC SOCKETS/DIP CONNECTORS
DESCRIPTION

ORDER BY

ZIF SOCKETS
TOOLED SOCKETS
TOOLED YIN SOCKETS
COMPONENT CARRIERS
DIP PLUGS ( IOC)

Z1Fut
AUGAT.ST
AUGAT.WAI
ICCxx
IDPeta

.11
.59
62
1.30
.49
.95

14
.11
.69
4.99
.79
1.80
.59
AS

CONTACTS
20
22

16

18

.12
.69

.15
.99

4.95
.89
1.09
2.10' 2.40
.99
69
1.29
.59

.18 . 15
1.09 ,1.39
5.95
1.29
2.50
.99
1.49

• OPEN CLOSE INDIVIDUAL CIRCUITS
• 20 JUMPERS CROSS- CONNECT
ANY TWO CIRCUITS

•GENDER- B0
534 95

. 39 . 69 .75

K. (IF THE ORDER BY PART
r>ER WOULD 8E DBI5PR

1.39
2.90
.99

FOR ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS SEE D.SUBMINIATLIRE CONNECTORS

24
.20
1.49
5.95
1.49
3.15
.99
.85

28
.22

.30

P1.69

1.99

6.95

9.95
2.49
5.40
1.49

1.69
3.70
1.09
T.49

40

GENDER CHANGERS
FOR 25 PIN D- SUBMINIATURE
CONNECTORS
GENDERFF
GENDER- MM
GENDER MF
GENDER- NM
GENDER-JB
GENDER- MT

1.59

ABOVE

JDR MICROOEVICES. 110 KNOWLES DRIVE. LOS GATOS, CA 95030
,LOCAL ( 408) 866-6200 FAX (408) 378-8927 TELEX 171-110

miz+

RETAIL STORE: 1256 SOUTH BASCOM AVE., SAN JOSE, CA (408) 947-IH181
HOURS: M-F10-7 SAT. 9-5 SUN. 12-4

11:111 ea»

29.95
39.95
69.95

EST- 32 MICROCHANNEL 32- BIT

99.95

FEMALE- MALE
MALE- MALE
MALE- FEMALE
NULL MODEM
JUMPER BOX
MINITESTER

7.95
7.95
7.95
8.95
8.95
14.95

WBU-204
WBU-206
WBU-208

1660 TIE PTS

24 95

2390 TIE PIS.
3220 TIE PIS

29.951
39 95

SPECTRONICS
PECTRONICS CORPORATION
EPROM ERASERS
Model
PE- 140

• 10 LEDO SHOW CIRCUIT ACTIVITY
•-•

MOUIVTING HARDWARE 59C

SOLDERTAIL SOCKETS «ST
.WW
WIREWRAP SOCKETS

3 VOLT
LITHIUM BATTERY
*1.95
HOLDER
f51.49

FOR TROUBLESHOOTING
SERIAL COMMUNICATIONS

CONTACTS
9

FOR XT SYSTEM
FOR AT SYSTEM

EST- 16 MICROCHANNEL I6- BIT

i
nn

WBU-T
WBU-204-3

RS-232
BREAKOUT BOX

D-SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS

EST-8088
EST-80286

SOLDERLESS BREADBOARDS
WBU-D

CALL FOR VOLUME OLICITES

SOLDER HEADER

12 95
27.95
29.95

FOR PROTOTYPE DEBUGGING AND TROUBLESHOOTING

SHORTING :" -BLOCKS r'4-=
I
somou • _

• QUALITY MERCHANDISE
COMPETITIVE PRICES
• MOST ORDERS SHIPPED IN 24 HOURS
• FRIENDLY, KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF
• 30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
• TOLL FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT
• EXCELLENT CUSTOMER SERVICE

STRAIGHT LEAD
99
RIGHT ANGLE LEAD
. 49
2 STRAIGHT LEADS
2 49
2 RIGHT ANGLE LEADS 2.99

34 95

FOR XT

IOC CONNECTORSIRIRDON CABLE

-

JOR-PR32
JDR-PR16

WHY THOUSANDS
CHOOSE Jill?

"SNAPABLE"
HEADERS

tr

69
. 89
I 19
59
1.29
. 99
. 10
. 25
. 25
25
1 75
49

[
RESISTOR NETWORKS

.01 A MONOLITHIC
100 $ 10.00
1 al CERAMIC DISC 100 66 50
1 ,1MONOLITHIC
100 512 50

1.40
1.40
2.40
2.40

4528
4533
4537
MCT 2
MCT•6
TIL•111
253906
254401
254402
254403
2186045
TIP31

15751
15
15414825 1.
15400410 4.
155402 .25
KBPO2 , SS
.25
252222
.10
P52222
.25
252907
.79
253055
.10
253904
69
4526
69
4527

ELECTROLYTIC
101
4.7
10
47
100
220
470
2200
4700

FOR PSI2

DISCRETE

18
25

Timer

Chip
Capacity

Intensely
(aAN'Cm/

Unit
Cost

NO

9

8.000

889

JDR Microdevices
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M

Complete customer satisfaction.., superior service...friendly, knowledgeable personnel
quality merchandise... providing the best values in leading edge technology.

VGA
COMPATIBLE
PACKAGE

*64900

DIABLO
PRINTER

na
9
NEW LOIN
PRICE'

$27995
• LETTER QUALITY AT 20 CPS 132 COLS
• ID 12. 15 PITCH & PROPORTIONAL SPACING
• SERIAL 2. PARALLEL INTERFACE
• AUTO PAPER LOAD. FRICTION FEED
• FULL XEROX WARRANTY

S TIME TO TRADE UP NOW THAT JDR BREAKS THE
RICE BARRIER ON 2400 BAUD MODEMS
AUTO DIAL ANSWER
SELF TEST ON POWER UP
TOuCHTONE OR PULSE DIALING
HAYES
BELL SYSTEMS COMPATIBLE
FULL OR HALF DUPLEX
MIRROR II COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE INCLUDED
MCT-24I
MC T- 12I 1200 BAUD 1 2 CARL

69.95

EX TtRNAL MODEMS
PACT- 12E 1200 BAUD
MCT-24E 2400 BAUD

99.95
$169.95

CENTRONICS
LASER siggi
s
PRINTER a
AFFORDABLE AT LAST
• 8 PAGES PER MINUTE • 300 DPI RESOLUTION ,
• 1YEAR WARRANTY • CHOICE OF EMULATION BOARDS

ATTRACTIVE. STURDY STEEL CASES FIT THE POPULAR
SIZED MOTHERBOARDS AND INCLUDE SPEAKERS.
FACEPLATES. EXPANSION SLOTS, FRONT PANEL
KEYLOCKS. LED INDICATORS AND ALL NECESSARY
HARDWARE

MULTI- PRINTER EMULATION BOARD:
EPSON FX-E10 EMULATION- NOTHING ELSE REQUIRED
IBM PC GRAPHICS, PROPRINTER 8 DIABLO 630
EMULATION REQUIRES ADDITIONAL FONT CARD
HP LJ + EMULATION BOARD:
HP LASERJET EMULATION- 3 RESIDENT FONTS
2PITCHES ADDITIONAL FONT CARD AVAILABLE
1.5MB RAM CARD

5139 95

EXTRA FONT CARDS

$ 199 95

TONER CARTRIDGES

559 95

PFS FIRST PUBLISHER

EEIM
LEL

XT STYLE SLIDE-TOP

539 95

AT STYLE SLIDE-TOP

$89 95

JR. AT STYLE FLIP-TOP
• INCLUDES 150 WATT POWER SuS ,PLy

$149 95

0599.95

CASPER EGA

0399.95

CASPER RGO

0279.95

• 15 75 21 85 KHz SCANNING FREQUENCIES
• 640 X 200 350 RESOLUTION I 31 MM DOT PITCH
• 14" BLACK MATRIX SCREEN • 16 COLORS

• COLOR GREEN AMBER SWITCH • 39MM DOT PITCH
• 640 x 240 RESOLUTION • 14 NON GLARE SCREEN
• ROB IBM COMPATIBLE • CABLE INCLUDED

SAKATA
MONOCHROME

• IBM COMPATIBLE TTL INPUT
• 12 - NON- GLARE SCREEN
a CABLE FOR IBM PC INCLUDED

$59.95

SAMSUNG MONOCHROME MONITOR

$ 129.95

MONITOR STANDS
MODEL MS- 100
• TILTS AND SWIVELS
• STURDY PLASTIC CONSTRUCTION

$12 95

MODEL PAS-200
$39.95
• TILTS AND SWIVELS • BUILT-IN SURGE SUPRESSOR
• INDEPENDENTLY CONTROLS UP TO 5AC OUTLETS

LOGITECH
MOUSE

III I

534 95

NEC MIJLTISYNIC

$ 99 95

I .13 CIII:13337 LI=1333 BIII3FP

XT STYLE FLIP-TOP

•800 X560
MAXIMUM
RESOLUTION
•640 X480
IN 16COLORS
•320 5200
IN 256 COLORS
•IBM STYLE.
ANALOG MONITOR
•FULLY VGA. EGA,
CGA. HERCULES
MONOCHROME
COMPATIBLE

• ORIGINAL CGA EGA PGA COMPATIBLE MONITOR
• AUTO FREQUENCY ADJUSTMENT
a RESOLUTION AS HIGH AS 800 X 560

NEAR TYPESET DUALITY

COMPUTER
CASES

MONITOR
ik CARD
TOGETHER

$ 79"
PC MAGAZINE S EDITORS CHOICE
ALL MODELS HAVE SERIAL SUPPORT ICOM1 COM2). 200
DPI RESOLUTION. LOTUS 1-2-3 SHELL SELF INSTALLING
SOFTWARE AND -POINT EDITOR"

IBM
COMPATIBLE
KEYBOARDS

SERIAL MOUSE W'PC PAINTBRUSH

$ 99.95

BUS MOUSE W PC PAINTBRUSH

$99.95

BUS MOUSE W PC PAINTBRUSH/CAD

$ 149.95

FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY

POWER
SUPPLIES
FOR IBM X7 COMPATIBLE
• UL APP 135 WAT TS
• • 5V 156. • i2V 4 2A
5V 5A.
12V 5A

559.95

150W MODEL $ 69.95

FOR IBM AT COMPATIBLE $ 89.
• 200 WATTS
• • 5V 22A.
12V HA
5v 5A.
12v -, A
PS- 200

346

$79 95

IBM AT STYLE LAYOUT
$59.95
• SOFTWARE AUTOSENSE FOR XT OR AT COMPATIBLES
• LED INDICATORS • AUTO REPEAT FEATURE
MCT-5060
MAXI-SWITCH KEYBOARDS

PS- 135
PS- 150

IBM ENHANCED STYLE LAYOUT
• AuTOSENSE FOR XT OR AT COMPATIBLES
• LED INDICATORS • AUTO REPEAT FEATURE
• SEPARATE CURSOR PAD
MCT-5335

BYTE • JULY 1988

ENHANCED STYLE LAYOUT
•
•
•
•

584 95

STANDARD ENHANCED KEYBOARD LAYOUT
TACTILE FEEDBACK
LIGHTED NUM. CAPS. AND SCROLL LOCK
NUMERIC d CURSOR KEYPADS. 12 -F. KEYS

MAX- 5339
MAX- 5060 MAXI- SWITCH, AT STYLE

S64 95

3.5" FLOPPY
DISK DRIVE ./
41,.&

$149"

1.44 NEI 3 ,Ie" DRIVE
• ULTRA HIGH DENSITY
• ALSO WORKS WITH 720K DISKS
FDD-1.44 BLACK FACEPLATE
FDD-1.44 BEIGE FACEPLATE
7501113Ya" FLOPPY DRIVE
FDD-3.5 IFORXTI
FDD-3.5 ( FORAI)

$149.95
$148.95
O159.95

Circle 135 on Reader Senice Card

112 HEIGHT DRIVES

cSS9 Seagate

20 MD. 65 MS. ST-225
11225.00
WITH MCT-HDC CONTROLLER
$ 269.00
WITH MCT-ATFH CONTROLLER $339.00

Nee move

30 MB R11_, 65 MS, ST-238

11249.00

WITH MCT-RLL CONTROLLER
$ 299.00
WITH MCT-ATFH-RLL CONTROLLER $ 389.00

oy >

4101%11;s
e- 00

THE NEW ST- 251-1 DRIVE IS 30% FASTER WITH AN AVERAGE
ACCESS TIME OF 16 MS EASY TO INSTALL HALF HEIGHT

40 MIL 40 /
115, ST-251
WITH MCT-HDC CONTROLLER
WITH MCT-ATFH CONTROLLER

0429.00
S469.00
S539.00

60 MR RLL, 40 MS, ST -977
WITH MCT-RLL CONTROLLER
WITH MCT-AT/FH CONTROLLER

0499.00
$549.00
$639.00

FULL HEIGHT DRIVES

DRIVE
ST- 251-1

6569 00
$639.00

WITH MCT-HDC CONTROLLER
WITH MCT-ATFH CONTROLLER

30 MB. 40 MS, ST- 4038
80 MB. 28 MS. ST- 4096

$559.00
$895.00

INTERFACE CARDS FROM
MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY
AT MULTI I/O CARD

DISPLAY ADAPTORS

1159.95

USE WITH MCT-ATFH FOR MINIMUM OF SLOTS USED
• SERIAL. PARALLEL AND GAME PORTS a USES 16450
SERIAL SUPPORT CHIPS FOR HIGH SPEED OPS

MONOCHROME GRAPHICS CARD 059.95
TRUE HERCULES COMPATIBILITY SUPPORTS LOTUS 123
• PARALLEL PRINTER PORT CONFIGURES AS CPTI OR
LPT2 • USES VLSI CHIPS TO ENSURE RELIABILITY

MCT-ATIO
ATIO-SERIAL-2ND SERIAL PORT

$24.95

MEMORY CARDS

MCT-MGP
ENHANCED GRAPHICS ADAPTOR 0149.95
100.. IBM COMPATIBLE PASSES IBM EGA DIAGNOSTICS
• 256K OF VIDEO RAM ALLOWS 640 X 350 IN 16 OF 64
COLORS • COMPATIBLE WITH COLOR AND
MONOCHROME ADAPTORS

576K RAM CARD

MCIRAU

1ACT-EGA

EXPANDED MEMORY CARO

COLOR GRAPHICS ADAPTOR

MCI- EMS
MCT-ATEMS AT COMPATIBLE VERSION $ 13995

MCI- CG

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER

0119.75

MCT-MGMIO

MCIFOC

MULTI I/O FLOPPY CONTROLLER 079.95

Le MO FLOPPY CONTROLLER

069.95

MCI-FDC-1.2

615.95

FLY/HARD CONTROLLER

1059.95

0139.95

XT SYSTEM STARVED FOR SLOTS" THIS CARD FREES ONE
UPS INTERFACES UP TO 2 FDD S 8 2HOD S. CABLING
FOR 2FDD 1HOD • SUPPORTS BOTH DS DOS IDS- OD
WITH DOS 32

USE WITH MCT FH FOR A MINIMUM OF SLOTS USED
• SERIAL PORT. CLOCK CALENDAR WITH BATTERY BACKUP a PARALLEL PRINTER PORT ADDRESSABLE AS LPT1
OR LPT2

MCI- FN

MCT-10

ATIFI1 CONTROLLER
0139.95

ADDS UP TO 3MB OF RAM TO YOUR AT
• USER EXPANDABLE TOI 5MB. OR 3MI3 WITH OPTIONAL
PIGGYBACK BOARD ( 0K INSTALLED) • INCLUDES

0149.95

FLOPPY HARD DISK CONTROL IN A TRUE AT DESIGN
SUPPORTS UP TO 236014 720K 12MB FDD S AS WELL
AS 2HOD S USING STANDARD CONTROL TABLES

MCT-ATFH

SERIAL AND PARALLEL PORT

MCT-ATMF-MC PIGGYBACK BOARD
ATMF SERIAL- 2ND SERIAL PORT

$29.95
$24.95

HEIGHT FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

51/
4 TEAC FD- 55G DS/HD 1.2M
51
/ FUJITSU M2551A OS/DD 360K
4
51/
4 FUJITSU M2553K DS/HD 1.2M
5/
4
1
DS ,DID 360K
51 . DS HD -I.2M
31
/ MITSUBISHI DS DD ( AT OR ST)
2

$129.95
$89.95
$119.95
$69.95
$109 95
S129.95

ARCHIVE XL
TAPE BACK- P

*369"

-

BACK UP 40 MB IN 40 MINUTES'
• EASY- TO- USE MENU DRIVEN
SOFTWARE
• USES STANDARD
OIC DATA FORMAT
• FULL IL INCREMENTAL
BACK-UP
• PARTIAL E FULL RESTORE

AR 5240 XT
AR 5540 AT

- FOR XTS
ATS
- AT'S ONLY. 2X FASTER
TAPE NOT INCLUDED
TAPE CARTRIDGE- 40 MB $24 95

BOMB HARD DISK
ON A CARD

*349

• SAVES SPACE AND REDUCES POWER CONSUMPTION
• IDEAL FOR PC S WITH FULL HEIGHT FLOPPIES
• LEAVES ROOM FOR A HALF LENGTH CARD IN
ADJACENT SLOT

029.95

ADD VERSATILITY AND CAPACITY TO YOUR XT
• SUPPORTS 2DRIVES BOTH MAY BE 360K OR I2MB
• ALLOWS DATA TO FLOW FREELY FROM XT S TO AT'S

A PERFECT COMPANION FOR OUR MOTHERBOARDS
• SUPPORTS UP TO 2360K FLOPPIES. 720K WITH DOS 32
• SERIAL. PARALLEL. GAME PORT. CLOCK CALENDAR

AT IIKILTIFLINCTION CARD

*9995

1
/0

QUALITY DESIGN FOR SINGLE SLOT CONTROL OF 4
FLOPPY S • INTERFACES UP TO 4 FDD S TO AN IBM PC
OR COMPATIBLE • SUPPORTS BOTH DS DD AND DS OD
WITH DOS 3 2

TOTAL SYSTEM CONTROL FROM A SINGLE SLOT
• CTRL 2FLOPPY S. SERIAL. PARALLEL. GAME PORT.
CLOCK CAL a RUN COLOR GRAPHICS SOFTWARE ON A
MONOCHROME MONITOR

MULTI I/O CARD

360W 5 1
4
/
'DRIVE
• RELIABLE DIRECT DRIVE
MOTOR
• DOUBLE- SIDED,
DOUBLE- DENSITY
FD- 558

DRIVE CONTROLLERS

MULTIFUNCTION CARDS

MCT-M10
MIO-SERIAL-2ND SERIAL PORT

0129.95

2MB OF LOTUS INTEL MICROSOFT COMPATIBLE MEM0R.
FOR AN XT • CONFORMS TO LOTUS INTEL EMS • USER
EXPANDABLE TO 2MB • CAN BE USED AS EXPANDED () F4
CONVENTIONAL MEMORY RAMDISK AND SPOOL ER

049.95

COMPATIBLE WITH IBM GRAPHICS STANDARDS
• SUPPORTS RGB. COLOR & COMPOSITE MONOCHROME
• 640 320 X 200 RESOLUTION. LIGHT PEN INTERFACE

MONOGRAPHICS MULTI I/O

059.95

A CONTIGUOUS MEMORY SOLUTION IN A SHORT SLOT
a USER SELECTABLE CONFIGURATION UP TO 576K
a USES 64K & 256K RAM CHIPS ( ZERO K INSTALLED)

TEAC DISK
DRIVE

RLL DISK CONTROLLER

0199.95

IMPROVE SPEED AND STORAGE OF YOUR AT
COMPATIBLE a SUPPORTS UP TO 2RLL HARD DISCS AND
2FLOPPY DRIVES • SUPPORTS 360 720 12 MB
FLOPPIES IN 525 - a35"

MCT-ATFH-RLL

if

JUST A NOTE TO LET YOU KNOW THAT MY
SALESPERSON, HELEN MORSE, AT YOUR
COMPANY HAS BEEN VERY HELPFUL AND
COURTEOUS. THIS IS A PLEASANT CHANGE
FROM MOST TELEPHONE SALESPEOPLE IDEAL
WITH. PLEASE PASS MY THANKS TO HELEN
IPLAN ON DOING FREQUENT BUSINESS
WITH JDR AS MY NEW COMPANY, ODEM INC.
GETS GOING, AND HELEN'S ATTITUDE AND
HELPFULNESS ARE A MAJOR REASON WHY I
LIKE DOING BUSINESS WITH YOU. jug
R.C.K.
BENSALEM, PA

BARGAIN NUNIER'S CoRNER
/

20 14.

FLOPPY 015K DRIVE
INBOARD 385/PC
1895.00
«MD •••••••

•

UPGRADE YOUR XT TO A 386 FOR LESS THAN 51000
• 16 MHZ PROCESSOR REPLACES 8088 • 1MB
,INSTALLED • EXPAND TO 3MB WITH PIGGYBACK CARD
's 5YR WARRANTY

INBOARD 386/AT
ABOVE BOARD PS 286
ABOVE BOARD 286

•

•

tra
l
.
5,/4- HAL1.140041

61199.95
6399.95
6369.95

139:‘«swi cote? petit

Ceett_sotoiceep coésov
.9,31

°

6995

sece. tens less

ON LY

JOR MICRODEVICES, 110 KNOWLES DRIVE, LOS GATOS, CA 95030
LOCAL ( 408) 866-6200

FAX ( 408) 378-8927

TELEX 171-110

t N
e 2

,
,:Co711
4

11:/ile: TOLL FREE 1300-538-

COPYRIGHT 1988 JDR MICRODEVICES

Circle 135 on Reader Service Card

CONTINENTAL U S AND CANADA

JULY 1988 • BYTE
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BUILD YOUR OWN SYSTEM
OVER 20,000 JIM SYSTEMS
HAVE ALREADY BEEN BUILT.
EASY TO ASSEMBLE IN JUST 2
HOURS WITH A SCREWDRIVER.
SAVE MONEY AND LEARN
ABOUT YOUR COMPUTER AT

10 MHZ XT
COMPATIBLE

$656 50

12 MHZ AT
COMPATIBLE

12 MHZ BABY AT MOTHERBOARD
256K RAM MEMORY
MINI- AT CASE W/POWER SUPPLY
AT STYLE KEYBOARD
12MB FLOPPY DRIVE
FLOPPY/HARD DRIVE CONTROLLER
MONOCHROME MONITOR
GRAPHICS ADAPTOR

t

gipumi

t

I tI
I
i
ap

T

I, I.

T eT .T .

'
8
- • lev
4$'4.
4 9s
wiry

" refeei
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ei sv—eSIVEY

4, ' 11 FOzt
TAPE'e
l%/
,
(I TE lIfee
erel›.. — " °815
HOW renr-S TEP

*2298"
MYLEX 386 MOTHERBOARD
1MB RAM ON BOARD
200 WATT POWER SUPPLY
AT STYLE CASE
ENHANCED AT STYLE KEYBOARD
12MB FLOPPY DRIVE
AT FLOPPY/HARD CONTROLLER
MONOCHROME MONITOR
MONOGRAPHICS CARD

"

"fir p,

EXci

16 MHZ
1MB 386

T.

T

1
/113E0

CLUDES SERIAL PORT 2 PARALLEL
ORTS. CLOCKCALENDAR AND GAME
DAPTOR RUNS COLOR GRAPHICS ON
MONOCHROME MONITOR
MOTHERBOARD
256K RAM MEMORY
135 WATT POWER SUPPLY
FLIP- TOP CASE
AT STYLE KEYBOARD
360K FLOPPY DRIVE
MONOGRAPHICS I0 CARD
MONOCHROME MONITOR

THE SAME TIME.

Wi- ''
ais. 95
1-l our

eej

PAreli

•

j
TURBO 4.77/8 MHZ

$99.95

• 4 77 OR 8MHZ OPERATION WITH 8D88-2 8 OPTIONAL
8087-2 CO- PROCESSOR
or FRONT PANEL LED SPEED INDICATOR AND RESET
SWITCH SET SUPPORTED
a CHOICE OF NORMAL TURBO MODE OR SOFTWARE
SELECT PROCESSOR SPEED
MCT-TURBO
MCT-XTMB STANDARD MOTHERBOARD

80285 5/8 MHZ

$ 87.95

$379.95

•
•
•
•

8 SLOT ( 2EIGHT BIT 6SIXTEEN BIT) AT MOTHERBOARD
HARDWARE SELECTION OF 6OR 8MHZ
1WAIT STATE
KEYLOCK SUPPORTED, RESET SWITCH. FRONT PANEL
LED INDICATOR
• SOCKETS FOR 1MB OF RAM AND 80287
• BATTERY BACKED CLOCK
MCT-ATMB

12 MHZ MINI 80286

$399.95

• 6 MHz. 10 MHz ( 0 1WAIT STATE). 12 MHz ( 1WAIT STATEI
• USES ZYMOS ASIC S FOR LESS CHIPS. GREATER
RELIABILITY
• SUPPORTS 256K- 1024K MEMORY
• RECHARGEABLE HIGH CAPACITY NI- CAD BATTERY
• 6 16- BIT SLOTS, 28- BIT SLOTS
• MOuNTS IN STANDARD XT CASE
MCT-BATMB-12
MCT-BATMB 6/10 MHZ MINI 80286 BOARD $ 389.95

15 MHz MYLEX 385

$1649.00

1MB RAM ON BOARD
8 SLOTS. 26- BIT. 6 16- BIT
SUPPORTS 80287 MATH CO- PROCESSOR
SUPPORTS 80387 W/ADAPTOR
64 KB CACHE FOR NEAR 0 WAIT STATE
USES AMI BIOS
MCI- 386 MB
MCT-386 MB- 4 4 MB MEMORY INSTALLED $ 2649.00
MCI- 386 MB-MCB MATH CO- PROCESSOR
ADAPTOR BOARD
$ 149.00

10 MHz SINGLE CHIP X

$129"

• SINGLE CHIP USES LESS POWER. IMPROVES FIELIMBILITY
• KEY SELECTABLE SPEED. 4 77 MHz OR 10 MHz
• 23TIMES FASTER THAN A STANDARD
• RESET SWITCH. KEYLOCK AND SPEED POWER
INDICATORS SUPPORTED
MCI-TURBO- 10

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
EPROM
PROGRAMMER

$129"

PROGRAMS 27XX & 27XXX EPROMS UP TO 27512
• SUPPORTS VARIOUS PROGRAMMING FORMATS AND
VOLTAGES
• SPLIT OR COMBINE CONTENTS OF SEVERAL EPROMS
OF DIFFERENT SIZES
• READ. WRITE. COPY. ERASE CHECK AND VERIFY
• SOFTWARE FOR HEX AND INTEL HEX FORMATS
MCT-EPROM
MCT-EPROM-4

4 GANG PROGRAMMER

MCT-EPROM-10 10 GANG PROGRAMMER

$ 189.00
$ 299.96

MCT-PAL

PAL PROGRAMMER

$ 269.95

MCT-UP

PROCESSOR PROG.

$ 199.95

41112 JDR Microdevices®
JDR MICRODEVICES. 110 KNOWLES DRIVE. LOS GATOS, CA 95030
LOCAL (408) 886-6200 FAX ( 488) 378-8927

• 1 YEAR
WARRANTY ON
MET PRODUCTS
• 30 DAY
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE
• TOLL-FREE
TECHNICAL
SUPPORT
• NEXT DAY AIR
SHIP AVAILABLE

Mos.erCard

TELEX 171-110

ORDER TOLL FREE 800-5313-5000
COPYRIGHT 1988 JDR MICRODEVICES
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CONTINENTAL U.S. AND CANADA

Circle 135 on Reader Service Card

INNIND1SIC

RELAY
INTERFACE

EPROM & SRAM
Disk and Drive
Emulators for
IBM PC, XT, AT
and Compatibles
UNIVERSAL
PROGRAMMER

E(E)PROM
KITS

FROM

$95

• No personality modules; Menu- driven device selection.
•On board power supply ( 110/220V AC).

FEATURES
• Disk and drive emulators u0 tO 12 MB • uSing EPROM or
battery backed SRAM technology
• Cassette versions available
• Develop programs on aclisliette and simply copo directly
to ROMDISK with programming utilities Provided

•

LOWS YOU TO USE YOUR COMPUTER AS A
oNTROL SYSTEM FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
ONTROLS, EQUIPMENT AUTOMATION,
EXPERIMENTS, ROBOTICS OR OTHER
APPLICATIONS WHICH REQUIRE SOFTWARE
CONTROL OF EXTERNAL DEVICES.

•

PROVIDES OUTPUT CHANNELS TO CONTROL
16 RELAYS. EXPANDABLE TO 128 RELAYS.

•

PLUGS DIRECTLY

• AutoboOting and file modes • operate up to four units
per computer

• Direct technical support; Full Iyear warranty.
• User friendly software; Complete help menu.

• Fast EPROM programming

• Quick palm algorithm ( 27256 under 60 sec).
• Programs 27m to 1Mbit; 25m, 626a, CMOS; EEPROMS.

APPLICATIONS
• Industrial control. instrumentation and manufacturing
test systems on environments hostile to disks

• Micros: 8741, 8742, 8748, 8708H, R749, 874911 & more.

• Unattended remote site installations

• IBM-PC, Apple, CPM or Unix driver, Autobaud RS232.
•Off.t/split Hen, Binary, hue) & Mtuorola 8,16,32 bit.
• Manual with complete schematics.
VISA MC AMEX

$ 89.95

Call today for dotosheets

apprommatelV 18600 min

• DiskiesS PC systems and workstations requiring
autoboot capability reliability and neon performance
• military equipment requiring roggednaton and
operational rehability
us, prices from 5329 fPCE•18010 to 5995 fPCE 12fAB1

CURTIS, INC. • 612/484-5064

B&C MICROSYSTEMS

•USE

24 HOUR ORDER LINE ( 614) 464 -4470
VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, COD
ELECTRONIC ENERGY CONTROL, INC.
380 S. FIFTH STREET, SUITE 604
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43215

10 Anemone Oral
155 WEST OLIVE AVE. SUNNYVALE, CA 94606
I'll ( 408) 710-5511 FAX ( 408) 770.5571
TELEX 984185

St. Paul, IAN 55127
•
IBM is aregrstererl trademark of IOU CorOoratfon

Circle 77 on Reader Service Card

Circle 29 on Reader Service Caryl

IEEE-Z

Please see our ad
on page 186.

Call or send
for your FREE
Technical Guide

lo ec n

(
216) 439-4091

25971 Cannon Road • Cleveland, Ohio 44146
Telm• RSC12129ARPal • Fay 121S1 439-4093

CALL FOR THE

SAME DAY SHIPMENT
A card in your PC creates the last LAB 40 bus
which supports up to 8 modules.
No Programming Packages for PC/XT/AT.
• Intelligent DC Servo: Joystick, numeric control, motion record/playback. C calls. Up to 16
axes. Two axis package w/motors $ 1550 ( USA)
• 4-Axis Stepper w/source code & motor $316
• Scope/FFT 650KHz ND 4 ch. w/source $525
*Modules: 8 & 12 bit ND, Relay, Stepper, Clock,
Servo & Amps, Prao Controller ( Forth, ND,
EEPROM, 68HC11, RS- 232/422/485, LAB 40).
'Adapter for RS- 232 for Mae and others.
•Free immediate technical support & literature
Call ( 415) 755-1978 or Our BBS (
415) 755-1524
75 Southgate.
Daly City, CA 94015

Computer

Continuum

(415) 755-1978

Telex: 3727438

4164
4128
41256

8087
80287
80387

1 meg chips
V20, V30 and more
SABINA INTERNATIONAL INC.

Phone 1-800-2SABINA
FAX 714-595-4008

Circle 238 on Reader Service Card

Advertise your
computer products
through
BYTE BITS
(2" x 3" ads)
SINGLE CHIP
MICROCOMPUTER
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS
6805/6305

Two Seems allow the IBM PC/XT/AT to be used as
acomplete development system for the MOTOROLA
6805 series single chip microcomputers Model
MCPM-1 supports the MC68705P3. P5,
U5, R3,
• R5 chips. Model MCPM-2 supports the
MC1468705F2 & G2 crnos versions. Both systems are
priced at $495 and include a cross assembler program, aSimulator/Debugger program and aprogramming circuit board with driver software. A system is
also avail for the HITACHI 63705 ITAT micro.

ua

THE ENGINEERS COLLABORATIVE
P.O. Box 53, West Glover, VT 05875

Circle 98 on Reader Service Card

CHIP SHOP
LOWEST PRICES

Circle 126 on Reader Service Card

(802) 525-3458

Circle 96 on Reader Service Card

Motion
Control
8,
Data
Acquisition

Easiest IEEE 488(GPIB/HPIB)
Interfaces for your PC, PS/2,
Macintosh, HP and more!
•Controllers
•Converters
•Extenders
•Buffers
•Boards

INTO THE SERIAL PORT.

WITH IBM AND COMPATIBLES, TANDY,
APPLE AND MOST OTHER COMPUTERS

For more information
call Dan Harper at
603-924-6830

GANG/SET
(E)EPROM
m'em"' $99500
MULTIPROGRAMMERS • Model 135 is aSET Programmer, GANG Dekcator,
& UNIVERSAL Device Programmer.
• Programs virtually all 24, 28, & 32- pindE)EPROhris
• RAM expandable to 2hAegayte.
• Optional support for 40- pin EPROMs, Bipolar
PROAAs, 40- pin Micros, & ( E)PID/GAUFPLA
Devices.
• I8- Month WARRANTY & 12- Month FREE Device

BYTE
70 Main St.
Peterborough, NH 03458

1-800-523-1565
In Florida: 1-407-994-3520
BYTEK Corporation
)07i S Rogers Or , Boca Raton, Fl 33187
FAX (107)994.3615Ielex 4998369BYTEK
• [ I)

Circle 311 on Reader Service Card

Circle 43 on Reader Service Card
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ADDISON-WESLEY
ADVANCED MATRIX
TECHNOLOGY
ADVANTECH
ALLIGATOR TECHNOLOGIES
AMDEK
AMERICAN COMPUSTAR
AMERICAN ELECTRONICS
ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS
ANDY HERTZFELD
APPLE COMPUTER . 11, 251, 259,
APPLE CRATE
APPLIED LOGIC SYSTEMS
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ATARI
AUSTEC
AUTODESK
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67
67
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134
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11
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11
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BIOPAC SYSTEMS
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51
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274
BROWN BAG SOFTWARE
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CCI
CENTRAL POINT SOFTWARE
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COMING UP IN BYTE

PRODUCTS IN PERSPECTIVE:
We are rounding up 14 state-of-the-art communication
packages for August's Product Focus. These programs are
made for the IBM PC and compatibles, and they all have
advanced features that take some of the frustration out of
telecommunications. We'll test them for their ease of use.
Then we'll check their performance when working with
varying file sizes and with batch tasks.

Software reviews: When it's time to talk languages, what
you won't find in most computer magazines is Ada.
However, it has finally made its way to the Macintosh in
the form of Meridien's AdaVantage.
We'll also review Apple's A/UX system for the Mac II.
A/UX is ahefty implementation of Unix that is sold only
on its own hard disk drive.

System review: Since Compaq and Advanced Logic
Research released the first 20-MHz 80386-based
computers several months ago, many companies have
announced such systems. They offer levels of performance
higher than 16-MHz 80386-based systems, usually for
higher prices. We'll look at computers from Everex,
Proteus, and Tatung.

Application reviews: First up is VersaCAD's Macintosh
Edition. Next, we've slated Tornado, amemory-resident
"random information processor" from Micro Logic.
Finally, we'll look at Dataplex from Tools and
Technologies, anew data-entry and format-conversion
program.

Hardware review: Alternate input devices for the IBM
PC are back in the news. We'll compare several and let you
know what we think of their prospects.

IN DEPTH:

FEATURES:

Our August spotlight will fall on
the C language, which has a
commanding position in the microcomputer industry. While BASIC is
what most people learn first—and
other languages have their
proponents—C is where you find the
heaviest concentration of attention.
Within broad boundaries, C is
considered to be the most portable
language. The advantages for the
program developer rest on the
reduction in time it takes to make an
IBM PC program, for example,
operational on aMacintosh. With
complex programs, this translation
time can be both time-consuming
and costly if alanguage is too rigidly
identified with aparticular microcomputer family. Not only will the
programs be prone to erratic
behavior, their performance will
likely be much slower— if they can
be made to perform at all.

A few years from now, you may be
able to interact with your computer
using your eyes, your voice, and
even your whole body. Our lead
feature will discuss some of the
innovative technologies that are
already working in research centers
around the country.
Will there be aglut or adearth of
new programs to run under OS/2?
We've lined up top programmers,
who will discuss porting their
popular programs from MS-DOS to
OS/2—and what that process means
for OS/2 users.
BASIC, the language that
everyone owns and loves to pick on,
has grown up. We'll talk about
features of several new versions of
BASIC that make it aserious
programming language.
Steve Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar
will be aconstruction project on an
8051 development system. He'll
demonstrate how to build acontroller
development tool that can be guided,
instructed, and manipulated from
your IBM PC.

MACINTOSH
SPECIAL COVERAGE
August has other surprises as well.
It's the advent of aspecial Macintosh
supplement. The topics will run the
gamut of what matters most in the
Mac community. This actually is a
"daughter" publication carried within
the same binding as the normal
August BYTE. It will include Short
Takes, columns, and features. Jerry
Pournelle and Ezra Shapiro will both
provide bonus Mac columns. Also,
Bruce Webster returns with aspecial
column.
Features will cover local-area
networking with Macintoshes, inside
MultiFinder, working with NuBus,
effective programming on the
Macintosh, color on the Mac II,
writing HyperCard applications, and
programming in Apple's version of
Unix.
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88IS-24
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339
94
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391

55

HOPE CIRCUIT

333

88IS-33

IBM/MS-DOS APPLICATIONS
Word Processing

387 GAMMA PRODUCTIONS

88IS-18

388

88IS-18

GAMMA PRODUCTIONS
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D- DATA
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336
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37
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DIGITALK
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ECOSOFT

1
1
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MANX SOFTWARE SYSTEM
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• MICROSOFT

56,57
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PROSPERO SOFTWARE 88NE-2,3
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88IS-33
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338
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332
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Computers For The Blind
Talking computers give blind and visually impaired people access to
electronic information. The question is how and how much?
The answers can be found in " The Second Beginner's Guide to Personal
Computers for the Blind and Visually Impaired" published by the National
Braille Press. This comprehensive book contains a Buyer's Guide to talking
microcomputers and large print display processors. More importantly it
includes reviews, written by blind users, of software that works with speech.
This invaluable resource book offers details on training programs in
computer applications for the blind, and other useful information on how to
buy and use special equipment.
Send orders to:

National Braille Press Inc.
88 St. Stephen Street
Boston, MA 02115
(617) 266-6160
$12.95 for braille or cassette, $ 14.95 for print. ($3extra for UPS shipping)
NBP is a nonprofit braille printing and publishing house.

rre

SUBSCRIBERS ONLY!*
Use BYTE'S Iblephone Inquiry Processing System
Using TIPS can bring product information as much as 10 days earlier.

SEND FOR YOUR
1)
SUBSCRIBER I.D. CARD

If you are a new subscriber or have lost your I.D. card, circle # 1on the Reader Service
Card; attach mailer label. We will immediately send your personal TIPS subscriber card.

GET PREPARED

2)

Write your Subscriber Number, as printed on your Subscriber I.D. Card, in boxes in Step 5below.
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes)

3)

Write numbers for information desired in boxes in Step
(Do not add 0's to fill in blank boxes)

CALL TIPS

4)

Now, on aTouchlbne telephone dial: (413) 442-2668 and wait for voice commands.

ENTER YOUR
SUBSCRIBER AND
ISSUE NUMBERS

5)

When TIPS says: " Enter Subscriber Number"
(Enter by pushing the numbers and symbols [ti or * enclosed in the boxes] on telephone pad
ignoring blank boxes)
EnterDEIDDODDDIEM

6)

When TIPS says "Enter magazine code & issue code"
Enter CO I] CHIIM[11:1

7a)

When TIPS says "Enter (next) Inquiry Number"
Enter one inquiry selection from below (ignore blank boxes)

ENTER YOUR
INQUIRIES

b)

Repeat 7a as needed (maximum 17 inquiry numbers)
1. CI I:: DEEM
2. Ill Ell 0 Elf] Fi
3.1=11:101:111111
4.00E11MM
5.000111111

END SESSION

nbelow.

6.0111DMI1 io.onomri 14.DDorim
7.DODMIE 11.01110ŒHill 15.onoutim
8.0001 111 12.0001 1111
- 1.6.1=1 ECIIIIII
9.000111 1E 13.0001 111 17.0001 1CIE

8)

End session by entering El 17 III CHU M

9)

Hang up after hearing final message
If you are asubscriber and need assistance, call (603) 924-9281.

If you are not asubscriber fill out the subscription card found in this issue or, call BYTE Circulation 800-423-8912.
*Domestic and Canadian Subscriben Only!
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Our Silentwriter - LC890 is the first desktop publishing printer that gives you both popular
standards for creating graphics and type: true Adobe PostScript eand Laserjet Plus emulation.
That alone would be enough to cause headlines. But we also added many
more features to simplify desktop publishing. Like both Apple and IBM
compatibility. PC Week stated, "the LC890
.....
is actually better than having both an Apple
NEC's SilentVVriter Printer Boasts
LaserWriter Plus and an HP Laserjet Plus on
PostScript, HP LaserJet Plus Emulation
your desk." Equally impressed, PC Magazine
The new NEC SilentWritee LC- 890 laser
NEC's LC-890 printer, however, makes
awarded it an " Editor's Choice." And cited it
printer brcaks new ground on seseral fronts, that issue a moot poina--arrd adds new
Until now, buyersof laser printets haw beat
meaning to the term '
fut fea_t ttredy NEC
iguidevith atudaelusa ^..akiresten
com_bow.
Nippor/ )4 Aitib e Srtes
in their "Best of 1987" issue.
And because the Silentwriter has asimple,
trouble-free printing mechanism, it will be creating headlines for years to come. In fact, it's twice
as reliable as ordinary lasers, with an average life of 600,000 pages.
,...
If you don't require the power of our LC890, consider the rest of the family. The LC850 for text applicaNEC PRINTERS. THEY ONLY STOP
tions and the LC860 Plus for text and less complex
1,WHEN YOU WANT THEM TO.
graphics.
To start producing your own headlines, ___ Alf
call 1-800-343-4418 (in MA 617-264-8635). '
We'll send you reprints of all the great
learerega
mums
reviews and the name of the NECIS dealer
—
nearest you.
Circle 186 on Reader Service Card
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NEC Information Systems, Dept. 1610, 1414 Massachusetts Ave., Boxhorough, MA 01719.
Computers and Communications

Reprinted from PC Magazine Jan. 12,1988. © 1987 Ziff Communications Company.

Tandy Computers:
Because there is
no better value.'

The New Tandy® 5000 MC
Our most powerful
80386 based computer
... made in America.

a

The new Tandy 5000 MC Professional
System is strictly business, from the look
of its 256,000-color VGA graphics to
the tactile feel of its keyboard.
Inside is pure performance, from the
80386 processor operating at 20 MHz to
the fast memory with cache that provides RAM-fast access to your data.
The 5000 MC comes with abuilt-in
1.44MB 31/
2"floppy drive. There's room
inside for asecond 31/z" drive (or hard
drive) and two 51/
4"floppy, hard or tape
drives. Choose from ST- 506 or ESDI—
and SCSI support is coming.

/111/

/ / /
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• 20 MHz Intel® 80386
microprocessor
• 2MB RAM, expandable
to 16MB
• Intel 82385 Memory Cache
controller
• Built-in VGA graphics,
as well as MCGA,
CGA, and EGA
• Displays 256 colors,
64 shades of gray

• Five IBM Micro Ch anne lTM
expansion slots, plus two
dedicated memory slots

Add a20-MHz 80387 math coprocessor. Expand the memory to 16MB using
two dedicated expansion slots, and you
can still add up to five IBM® Micro
Channel compatible expansion adapters.
And with its high-speed performance,
the 5000 MC is anatural as the hub of a
multiuser system or as afile server in a
3Com® office workgroup.
A Tandy 5000 MC with an 84MB hard
disk drive is only $6999. Check out the
new alternative in personal computing.
MI MI Mil

Mail to Radio Shack, Dept 89-A-200
300 One Tandy Center, Fort Worth, TX 76102

• High-speed/high-capacity
disk options

Name
Company
Address

• 80387 co- processor socket
• Supports MS-DOS®, MS®
OS/2 and multiuser SCO®
XENIX® operating systems

Price applies at Radio Shack Computer Centers and participating stores and dealers Monitor sold separately, Intel/Reg TM Intel Corp. IBM/Reg TM and Micro Channel/TM IBM Corp. MS, MS-DOS and XENIX/
Reg. TM Microsoft Corp SCO/Reg. TM The Santa Cruz Operation 3Com/Reg TM 3Com Corp

MI IMO II%

Send me aTandy 5000 MC brochure.

• Built-in I.44MB .
3'/2"
disk drive plus three
front- panel device slots

City

State
Phone

Radio lhaek
COMPUTER CENTERS
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Circle 231 on Reader Service Card

